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Art. I.—On the Dynasty of the Salt Kings of Surashtra. By

Edward Thomas, Esq., Bengal Cit 'd Service.

[Aea</, April 15, 1848.]

Among the many objects of Indian antiquarian research which possess

general claims upon the attention of the Royal Asiatic Society, none

perhaps can bo cited as more peculiarly entitled to its fostering care

than the History of the Surashtran Kings, as illustrated by their

Coins. The pages of the Journal of this Society contain the earliest

systematic notice of these beautiful medals'; and though much has

been written, and much additional information gained in other places,

little or nothing has since been done by our Association to forward this

particular enquiry. Having presided over the first introduction of

this investigation into the world of literature, it is but fit the Society

should watch over its accepted offspring; and if as yet unable to con-

duct it to a safe and satisfactory resting-place, it may at the least

prove useful in advancing it some stages on its way.

The subject itself, at the present moment, is invested with some slight

additional interest consequent upon a recent discovery of a consider-

able number of Surashtran coins at Junir*, which has contributed two

1 Journ. R. As. Soc., No. XII.
* Tlie Junir find (August, 1846) consisted of some four hundred coins, com-

prising specimens of the mintages of most of the early monarchs of the list at

present adopted, the series concluding with those of Viswa, the son of Atri, the

twelfth king. Of the entire number of medals thus brought to light, a selection of

ten has been forwarded by the Bombay Government to the Court of Directors of

the East India Company. These have been unreservedly placed at my disposal

lor publication. About a moiety of the whole Junir collection, in the possession of

Dr. Bird, has been brought to England since the body of the present paper was

presented to the Royal Asiatic Society ; I am indebted to the owner’s kindness for

an opportunity of inspecting many of these specimens, and am permitted to cite

the extra dates inserted—each duly acknowledged—at the close of the detail of

these records, to be found under the description of the obverse surface of the

medals of the several kings. As Dr. Bird proposes, at some future period, to

VOL. XII. B



2 ON THE DYNASTY OF

new names to the list of the previously-known S&h Kings. A review

of the entire question is likewise specially called for on other grounds,

inasmuch as it yet remains no slight reproach to Indian archaeologists

that their best authorities differ in respect to the aera to which it is pro-

posed to assign these medals, to the strange extent of many centuries'.

Fortunately there is less doubt regarding the locality whence these coins

chiefly come, and it is a most important point in the enquiry, freely

conceded by all, that Surashtra—of which the peninsula of Guzerat

may be taken as the metropolitan province—is the nidus to which

their origin must be traced. It does not often occur in Numismatic

investigations that this point is so clearly and unexceptionably made

out, and emphasis is laid upon the fact thus early in the present

notice, as the singularly local character attaching to these coins affords

a sure light amid the somewhat misty atmosphere in which the general

subject is enveloped. Other salutary checks are indeed offered to any

give to the world his ideas of the history of the series—for which, indeed, he

has for some time past been making preparation— I am the more particular in

thus expressing my obligation to him for the amount of courtesy just noticed. To
this I have now to add, that, since the foregoing sentence has been in type, I

have been favoured by Dr. Bird himself not only with a close verification of the

dates to which I at first proposed to limit my quotations, but also with a very full

detail of many incidental peculiarities attaching to his collection, which, in my
own very cursory examination, fairly escaped observation. Most important

among these is to be noted the first recognition of the name of D£m£ Still (the 3rd

king) on his own proper coins, and the information attendant upon the discovery

that he also was the son of Rudra Sdh, he having hitherto been known only as

being named on the coins of the 5th, Oth, and 7th kings as their common father.

To Colonel Sykes I have to tender my thanks for the liberal way in which the

whole of his extensive collection of Guzerdt coins—chiefly found at Kaira—was

made over, to add to the materials already at command, and to test the value of

the information previously made patent through the numismatic contributions of

Steuart and Prinsep.

It will be seen that the Cabinets of the Royal Asiatic Society and that of my
friend Dr. Swiney have each furnished their quota to the general illustrations.

A few valuable coins, part of a hoard of some hundreds found at Kamptf
(Nagpur), for the communication of which I am indebted to Lieut, -Colonel

Wyncli, Mndras Artillery, have afforded important additional data.

I have nlso to add my recognition of the obliging manner in which access to

the Prinsep Collection has nt all times been nccorded by the officers of the Medal
Room in the British Museum. And, lastly, I must acknowledge the free refer-

ence conceded by C. Steuart, Esq., to the cabinet of his late brother, when neces-

sary to deride any doubts left by the imperfection of the outlines of the Italian

engraver who executed the original plates published in No. XII. J. R. A. S.
' “ Anterior to the fourth century, A.n.” Wilson, Ariana Antiqun, p. 410.
“ Fourth" or “seventh" century, A.n. Sykes, J. R. A. 8., No. XII. 477.

About “ 153 b.c." Prinsep, Journ. As. Soc. Beng.
,
vii. 354.



THE SAH KINGS OP SURASHTRA. 3

extensive wandering from the truth, in tho co-cxistcnce of three dis-

tinct collateral channels through which the examination of the details

of this question may he conducted; and though it must bo conceded

that the insufficient, and at times inaccurate, evidence supplied by ono

species of testimony, may be difficult to be reconciled with the ap-

parent facts, yet, on tho other hand, anything like combined attesta-

tion derived from such diverse sources must bear a proportionately

conclusive weight, and carry conviction in defianco of isolated obsta-

cles. Tho tests to which these observations refer consist of,— 1st,

Coins; 2nd, Inscriptions; and 3rd, Written History, or rather tho

incidental contributions of Eastern and Western Authors 1

,
which must

here supply its place. It is not proposed to enter into the unneces-

sary detail involved in the invariable application of these tests under

their separate heads; it will be sufficient that they bo severally kept

in view throughout the examination of tho various branches into

which the entire subject divides itself. They have been brought thus

prominently into notice, in order to show explicitly the whole means

available for arriving at a correct judgment on a somewhat intricate

question
;
as it will be seen hereafter that the present paper is illus-

trated by little if any new materiel, and that its value must depend

solely upon the correct combination of previously known facts.

As the subject, in its different bearings and ramifications, is spread

over some centuries, and refers to many distinct races, it may simplify

its due demonstration to premise the various heads into which it seems

divisible, subsequently examining these in detail. It is to be noted,

in introducing this preliminary outline, that it has been found advis-

able, for the more satisfactory exposition of the whole case, to reverse

the usual course of tracing successions downwards in the order of time,

and, in lieu thereof, to work upwards from almost the only given and

admitted local date we possess, the Valabhi iEra.

The following are the different divisions of the enquiry, placed in

the order in which it is proposed to advert to them :

—

I. The Valabhi iEra.

II. The Local supercession of the Guptas by the Valabhi Family.

III. The identity between the Guzerat Guptas and the Guptas of the

Allahabad Pillar Inscription.

1 The last ground has been so thoroughly explored by fully competent scholars

that it would be almost impertinent to attempt to add to what has already been

cited on the subjects embraced, by modern writers both English and Conti-

nental ; hence I have limited my task in this respect to the simple adoption of

materials ready prepared to my hand, without any needless question of the accu-

racy of the translations or tedious reproduction of original texts.

B 2



4 ON THE DYNASTY OF

IV. Tlie verification of these Guptas as the immediate successors of

the Indo-Scythians.

V. The interval between the rule of the Guptas and that of the Sail

Kings, and the traces of the intermediate possessors of the

peninsula of Guzerat.

VI. The inherent title of the Sah Kings to date in and before the

century before Christ.

I. The Valabhi aera is fixed by undoubted evidence to have com-

menced iii 319 a.d .
1 The exact epoch, however, in the lengthened

sway of the dynasty whence the cycle takes its name, to which the

initial date is to be referred, still remains undetermined. Mr.

Wathen supposes that the reign of Sri Dhara Sena I. (the seventh

in the Valabhi list
2

,)
witnessed the introduction of the new asra3

,
but

from the prominent manner in which (his father) Griha Sena’s name

is recorded in Dr. Burns’ 4 No. I. Kaira Copper-plate Grant, it would

seem that his accession, or some striking event of his reign, might well

contest the honour of having originated the family cycle. This, how-

ever, is a matter which demands but slight discussion in this place, as

it is sufficient for the purposes of the present enquiry to say that the

aera of the Valabliis begins 319 a.d.
5

,
and that—as is now to be shown

—the Gupta rule preceded it.

1 Albi'rdm, Rciuaud, 142, 143; Tod’s Auuals, i. 301; Inscription at Puttun

Somnath, dated in corresponding epochs of different teras, 6C2 a.h., Vikrania 1320,

Balablii 945; consequently, An. Valabhi 1 = 313-19 a.d.

! The following is Wathen’s list of the early members of the Valabhi Family:

—

I. Senfipati Bhatarca; 144 or 190 a.d.

II. Sendpati Dhara Sena.

III. Mah&r&ja Drona Sinha.

IV. Mahdrdja Dhruva Sena I.

V. Mahdrdja Dharapattah.

VI. Mahdrtija Griha Sena.

VII. Mah&rdja Sri Dhara Sena I.

VIII. Mulifiriija Siladitya I.

The order of succession in Burns’

omitting the intermediate names.
3 J. A. S. B., iv. 481.
4 J. A. S. B., vii. 986.

IX. Mahdrdja Charagriha I., or

lswara Guha (Burns).

X. Muluiriija Sri Dhara Sena II.

XI. Maharaja Dhruva Sena II.

XII. Maharaja Sri Dhara Sena III.

Mahdrdja Dhruva Sena III.

(Burns’ Grant).

XIII. Maharaja Siladitya II.

plate passes directly from No. I. to No. VI.,

Mr. Wathen, at the time of the first publication of his Valabhi Tatnla patra
decipherments (J. A. S. 13., iv. 481), was disposed to render the date of the

earliest of these records as Samvat 9 of the Valabhi ^Tira: subse-

quently (J. A. S. 13., vii. 933) lie found reason to distrust this reading, and with-
out attempting to fix the value of the figures employed, to decide that the date
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II. It must be admitted that the direct and independent evidence

to prove this point, is somewhat incomplete, being confined to a con-

inscribed referred to the Vikraratfditya JEra. Prinsep, in one of his latest papers

on these subjects (J. A. S. B., vii. 354), had also expressed his conviction that,

whatever cycle might be understood as applicable to certain other dates then under

consideration, the Vikram4ditya ./Era alone “must” be held to have been in use in

the Yalabhi Copper-plate Grants.

A reference to the numerous Indian Inscriptions published in Vols. IV. and V.

J. R. A. S., by Messrs. Wathen and Elliot, shows most distinctly the general pre-

valence of the official use of the Saliv£hana or Saka ./Era (79 a.d.), and amid

the ample series of the grants thus made known, some are dated as early

as Saka 411 = 490 a.d. (iv. 5, v. 343), and an inscription is quoted, bearing date

Saka 488= 567 a.d. (iv. 9). The extensive diffusion of the practice of expressing

dates in the years of this cycle is also confirmed by its repeated employment in

the R4ja Taringini (Troyer, ii. 376, 378), by the frequent appearance of the

words Sal Saka among the epochal references in the Mackenzie MSS. ( ll'i/son, i.

163, 264, &c. ; Taylor, J. A. S. B., vii. 389, 469, 496, &c.); and, finally, Tod
distinctly asserts that the sera of Saliv£bana “set aside that of the Tuarin the

Dekhan”—a practice which may well have extended westward as well as southward.

These facts are perhaps sufficient to authorize an inference that the Salivdhana

Cycle was used in many of the earlier instances wherein modern Commentators

have heretofore supposed that the Vikramdditya was the mra employed; and

hence, in the absence of any designation of the sera intended to be understood, it

may be held as more than probable that both the early Gupta and Valabhi In-

scriptions had their dates recorded in this cycle.

Adapting the Saka Cycle to the various dates referring to these families, the

several epochs recorded will correspond as follows with the years of our own sera:

—

1st. The Chandra Gupta Inscription at Sanchi, No. 1 (J. A. S. B., vi. 455),

dated in figures ^© = or Saka San 93 = 172 a.d.

2nd. The No. 1 Valabhi Grant of Wathen (J. A. S. B., iv. 481), dated thus

Q Three hundred and odd Saka, corresponds with the early part of our

fifth century.

3rd. The third Valabhi Copper-plate Grant (J. A. S. B., vii. 966) with the

figured date ^ i^| ^ (Ibid., pi. XX.), assumed to refer to some period in the

second half of the fourth century Saka, falls in with the middle of the fifth century a.d.

It may be necessary to explain briefly the reasons which justify the supposi-

tion that the first Valabln' Grant should be held to precede the third by a period

of half a century, more or less ; and this may be most satisfactorily done by

quoting the independent evidence comprised in the following comments annexed

to the original translation of the latter document :
—“ But though there were six

successions to the Gadi [between the execution of the first and third Valabhi

Grants], these must have been of less than the ordinary duration, for the minister

who prepared the Grant in Sri Dliara Sena’s reign was Skanna Bhatta ; whereas

the minister who prepared the present Grant is named as Madana Hila, son of

Skanna Bhatta; thirty or forty years will therefore be the probable interval occu-

pied by the reigns of all the princes named as having intervened between Sr 1
'

Dhara Sena I. and Dhruva Sena III.”
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jectural assertion of Albiruni’s, to the effect that “ apparently Balalha

followed immediately after the Guptas.” Whatever value is to be

attached to this inference in itself, which however seems fully justified

by the facts, one most important item is derived from the preceding

part of the sentence, which introduces the deduction in question 1

,
viz.,

that a royal race of Guptas lived immediately prior to, and were

exterminated in 319 a.d.

One of tho main difficulties heretofore experienced in any attempt

at a satisfactory allocation of these Guptas, so far as their dominion

over the peninsula of Guzerat is concerned*, has arisen from a too im-

plicitly received dogma—based chiefly upon conclusions drawn from

the dubious context of the Vishnu Purana 3—that the termination of

the Gupta sway should be referred generally to the seventh or eighth

century; and consequently any effort to locate the earlier portion of

the dynasty—which is supposed to have been closely limited in the

number of its members—in Guzerat at or about a correspondingly

1 “ Quant au Goupta kala (ere des Gouptas), on entend par lc mot goupta des

gens qui, dit on, tftaient mediants et puissants ; et l’ere qui porte leur nom cst

l’epoque de leur extermination. Apparemment Ballaba suivit immddiatement les

Gouptas; car l’ere des Gouptas commence aussi l’an 241 de l’ere de Saca.” Albi*

rfinf, Reinaud, 143. Annexed is the Arabic text of the original.

2 Wilson, Ariana Antiqua, 409 ; Prinsep, J. A. S. B., vii. 354.
3 Mill (J. A. S. B., vi. 11), referring to the passage whence his inference

regarding the ago of the Guptas is drawn, designates it as an “enumeration,

strongly indicative of the disturbed and semi-barbarous condition of affairs which

caused tho suspension of all the ancient records, and in which synchronous

dynasties might easily be mis-stated as successive ones, and the sum of years

readily palmed on the Hindu reader, to enhance the antiquity of the classical and
heroic ages of the country” [yet he trusts this text sufficiently to add the enume-
ration] “ is succeeded, in the last period immediately preceding the rise of the Gup-
tas, by something more resembling tho records of earlier time.” The result of his

examination of the whole question is thus stated “It is scarcely possible to fix the

subjects of our present inquiry, the Guptas, higher than tho age of Charlemagne in

Europe, if we suppose them identical with the Guptas of the Purana. ” Page 12, idem.

So also Wilson (Ar. Ant., 419):—“ These considerations harmonize with tho

inference afforded by tho coins, and restrict tho most modern period of the Gupta
Kings of Magadha to the seventh or eighth century.”

Prinsep hesitated ill his entire acquiescence in Mill’s conclusions, and would
liavo moved up the date of the Purana itself “ a few centuries,” with a view to

placing the Guptas in the very age it is now proposed to assign them to.

J. A.S. B.,v. till.
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anterior epoch, has been met by tho insuperable obstacle of the ad-

mitted local domination of other races of kings, of whoso independent

rule there could bo little doubt.

This perplexity is now removed, as wo have direct authority for

placing a family of Guptas, evidently extensively paramount as sove-

reigns of India, at an tnra closely antecedent to the riso of tho Valabhi

monarchs 1

;
a period iu which neither history nor inscriptions claim for

other sovereigns either local or suzerain supremacy over the peninsula

of Surashtra.

1 The Arabic word Balhara, ns used in reference to the Valabhis (Reinaud,

Relation des Voyages, i. 24, 26, ii. 26; Masaudi, 0. T. F., i. 175, 193, 380;

Gildemeister, Script. Arab., pp. 13, 143, &c.), has been the subject of much and

various speculation, in the hope of tracing through its derivative identification a

connecting indication of the origin of those who, in later times, are seen to have

borne it (Wilford, As. Res., ix. 179). Tod (Annals, i. 801) endeavoured to

show that as “ Balnath, the deity worshipped in Puttun Somnath, the City of the

Lord of the Moon, was the Sun-God Dal, hence” came “ the title of the dynasties

which ruled this region, Bdl-ca-Rad, the 1‘rinces of Dal, and hence the capital

Balieapur, the City of the Sun,” was “ familiarly written Balablu," and the word
“ Baliearae” eventually “corrupted by Renaudot’s Arabian Travellers into Bal-

liara.” Wathen (J. A. S. B., iv. 481) was disposed to consider the term either as

c

a corruption of Bhatarca Cherishing Sun (a royal title), or as a titular

distinction locally derived from the name of a district near “ Ballabhipura,” called

“ Dhala,” which, with the addition of Rai, would have furnished the Arabs with

the designation in question. More lately an attempt has been made to prove the

connexion of the word with the supposed Palahra on the coins of Vonones (Prin-

sep, J. A. S. B., vii. 650). Of all these, perhaps the only derivation upon which

complete reliance can be placed is Tod’s concluding identification, and that

adopted by Gildemeister, whose notice on the subject may be best given in his

—o- — ci-

own words:—“Nomen quod vel <<
^
I scribitur, Indopleusta et Masudio

auctoribus commune erat omnibus ejus familiae regibus; secundum Hauqaliden

desumptum est de regionis, quam tenebant, nomine. Utraque sententia recte se

habet. Quinam Indicus rex Balhara ille fuerit, diu latuit, nunc autem certo dici

potest, postquam ea dynastia turn ex inscriptionibus, turn ex indigenarum anna-

libus, turn ex Sinensium relationibus nobis innotuit. Ea in urbe Valabhi, Guze-
ratae peninsulse olirn capite, hodie Balbhi vocata, decern milliaria Anglica septen-

trionem versus et occidentem a Bhownnugger sita, inde a quarto saeculo exstitit,

et ab urbe vel regione Valabhi denominata est. Itaque vocabulum ortum

est ex prakrita forma pro . Quum eorum regnum

Gurg’arum et Saurasht’ram complecteretur, omnino recte Arabes ejus finium

descriptionem tradiderunt
;
postea tamen multa in Balharam transtulerunt, quae in

alios Indiae reges valent. * * Posteriores deinde omni a conturbarunt, et

Balharee ascribunt Kanog’ae regnum vel alia.” Scriptorum Arabum de Rebus
Indicis, pp. 42, 43, 44.
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Moreover, an intimation of scarcely less importance is conveyed in

the general tenor of Alblrtini’s expressions', which almost necessitate

the conclusion that this particular race of Guptas were the last of the

name who held any prominent place among the monarchs of India

prior to the invasion of Mahmud of Ghazni

2

. Beyond this it is dis-

tinctly to be borne in mind that, with the exception of the deceptive

epoch assumed from the Puranas, there is no date of any kind
2
to

interfere with the free decision of the question at issue, on the evi-

dence here adduced.

From the various inscriptions left by the Yalabhi monarchs, some

casual indications might have been anticipated as throwing light upon

the history of the race they succeeded. To speak generally, this

expectation is not realized; the information on this head, to be gained

from these sources, being confined to the not altogether unimportant

fact that the immediate predecessors of the Valabhis were of the

Hindu faith*. Allusion is indeed made in one place to the suzerain

under whom the family first rose into notice, and from whom the title

of Maharaja was first received by the third Senapati; nothing, how-

ever, is to be gathered from this reference beyond the proof of the

widely-spread paramount power of the sovereign thus alluded to 5
.

It would also be satisfactory, as affording an important connecting

link between these races, to have been able to trace the possible

1 “Leur extermination,” &c., note, p. 6.
2

It may be necessary to remind the reader that Albirunf lived under this

monarch.
3 The date of the Gupta Alphabet seems to have been ruled from the

assumed date of the dynasty
; and to show how little reliance can be placed on the

inference, in itself, by which the use of the characters of the Gupta Lit Inscrip-
tion is held to have originated at so modern a period as is claimed for it by some,
it is to be remarked that James Prinsep himself, although he entered this alphabet
in his comparative Paloeographic Table as dating from the fifth century, had
already admitted that its employment would apply equally well to the third
century a.d. (.1. A. S. B., vi. 556), an opinion indirectly confirmed by his own
expressions at the moment of the publication of the Table itself (vii. 275), and
distinctly repented nfterwards (vii. 114(1). In like manner, those who would follow
the erroneous identification of the Phi che li (Vaisiili) of Fa Hian with the ancient
1 rayaga, the modern Allahabad (J. It. A. S., vi. 301), nrc to be warned against
indulging in nny inference, regarding the antiquity of the Guptas, based upon Fa
Hian s omission to mention the Asoka and Gupta LAt, which he might possibly have
seen had he visited the true Prayaga. (See Foe Roue lvi, p. 242: J. R. A. S.,
v. 12(1, &e.)

4 J. A.S. H., November, 1011(1.

I' rom the great Sovereign himself, the sole Monarch of the entire world.”
(J. A.S. B., Wathen, iv. 405.) Mr. Wathen adds—” This evidently refers to
some one of the successors of Vikramadityn and Salivahana, the Pramara or
Powar Kings of Ujain or Kanouj."
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affinity as existing in their respective coins, which the general prac-

tice of Indian monarchs more or less distinctly dcvelopes in the early

imitation by the succeeding family of the types of money found cur-

rent in the dominions of their predecessors. As yet, however, no

medals of the Valabhi dynasty have been definitively identified

1

,

though a certain shadowy connexion might possibly be based upon

the similitude between the device of the Valabhis, the Bull Nandi,

as seen on their seals and inscriptions, and the self-same symbol to be

found on the Surashtran coins of the great Skanda Gupta4
.

It may be unnecessary to pursue further this branch of the inquiry,

as, however imperfect in itself, as it now stands, the concession of

its most important bearing will bo claimed hereafter under other

proofs, which do not properly belong to this portion of the inves-

tigation.

III. The demonstration of the identity between the heretofore

denominated Kanouj Guptas and the monarchs of the same name

who were supreme in Guzerat, is perhaps not so easy as might at

first sight be anticipated’, inasmuch as there is a necessary absence of

the infallible proof offered by an uniformity of coinage, arising from

the practice even then prevailing of retaining but slightly modified the

forms of the existing currency of each kingdom that fell to the arms

of a conqueror. Hence, though the Gupta Guzerat coins evince indu-

bitable signs of derivation from the types of the money of the earlier

Surashtran Kings, they naturally offer few points of coincidence with

the gold coins of the countries to the northward and eastward, whence the

power of the Gupta race—whose identity it is now sought to establish

—took its rise. Notwithstanding this, the number of miscellaneous

1 The Tdterlan Dirhems (4 UU noticed as current in the ninth
"/ f «

century, by Renaudot’s Arabian Traveller, and subsequently adverted to by Ibu

Khordadbah, Ibn Haukal, and Masaudi, convey too recent a reference to furnish

any assistance in the recognition of the Valabhi currency; the money alluded to by

the first of these authors may possibly be identifiable with the silver “ Gadhia ka

paisa,” which must have been current about this time, and which agree sufficiently

with the weight indicated by the Arab authority, H dirhems (which is proved to

be equal to 67d gr.; Marsden, xvii). Specimens of this Ass-money are extant,

weighing over 66 gr., though the average weight of worn specimens is of course

somewhat less. (See Renaudot, Reinaud, i. 25; Script. Arab., pp. 28, 166;

Masaudi, O. T. F., p. 389; Prinsep, J. A. S. B., iv. 687; Wilson, Ar. Ant., 413.)
a It may indeed be a question whether these and other types of the ample

Skanda Gupta coinage did not constitute the bulk of the entire currency under, if

many of them were not actually struck by, the earlier members of the Valabhi

Dynasty, while acting as local sovereigns, on behalf of the Gupta suzerain.
s Prinsep, indeed, assumed the fact as a matter of course (J. A. S. B., vii. 37).

go also Wilson, in an uncertain way (Ar. Ant., 409).
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indications of connexion between the two races about to be noticed,

scarcely permit a doubt that the monarchs in question were of one

and the same house.

The various links in the chain of evidence, at present within reach,

tending to prove this connexion, may be briefly enumerated as fol-

lows:—Istly. The inference deducible from the knowledge gained by

Prin sep’s revised decipherment of the Allahabad Inscription

1

, that

the Gupta family therein chronicled possessed Guzerat. 2ndly. The

Third (undeciphered) Inscription on the Girnar Rock, in the peninsula

of Guzerat, records the name of Skanda Gupta. Prinsep, to whom
alone the secrets of this monumental writing were known, does not

hesitate to announce this prince as “one of the [then denominated

Kanouj] Guptas'.” 3rdly. The correspondence of the fact stated on

the Bhitari Lat, that Skanda was the immediate successor of Ku-

mara, with the evidence to the same effect afforded by the Guzerat

coins 'per se. 4thly. The identity of the title of Skanda Gupta

sJWTf< cil Kramdditya—as found both on his gold coins of the so-

called Kanouj type3
,
and on his silver Surashtran pieces 4

. 5thly.

The curious coincidence noticeable in Skanda Gupta’s alteration of

the reverse symbol of his own Surashtran coins, from the device

originally adopted from his immediate predecessor, Kumaras Gupta, to

the effigy of the Bull of Siva, Nandi,—which now appears for the first

time on these pieces,—and the prominent fact explicitly dwelt upon

in the Bhitari Lat inscription, that Skanda Gupta was a firm

adherent of the worshippers of Siva, as contradistinguished from

the Vaishuavi leaning of those he succeeded'. Cthly, and lastly,

i “ Magadha, Ujjayani, and Surasena are omitted ; these, therefore, in all proba-

bility, were under his [Samudra’s] immediate rule.” Prinsep, J. A. S. B., vi. 975.
8 J. A. S. B., vii. 348. “ I may here so far satisfy curiosity as to state that

this third inscription, the longest and, in some respects, the best preserved, though,

from the smallness and rudeness of the letters, it is very difficult to decipher, is in

a more modern character—that allotted to the third century after Christ—or the

Gupta alphabet; and that in the opening lines I find an allusion to Skanda Gupta,

one of the Gupta family, whose name has also been found upon a new scries of

the Surushtra coins.” A facsimile of this inscription, taken with much care by

Messrs. Westergaard and Jacob, has been published in the Journal of the Bom-

bay Branch R. A. S. for April, 1842. No transcript or translation has been

attempted.

3 J. A. S. B., v. pi. 34, fig. 17.

* Idem, vii. 358, pi. XII. figs. 18, 20.

* Annexed Plate II. figs. 39, 40, 41, 42.

* Mill, J. A. S. B., vi. 9. It may be useful to annex a detailed reference to

the several Gupta Inscriptions at present known Allahabad, Mill, J. A. S. B.,
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is to bo cited tho important rcfcrenco (which more peculiarly belongs

to the next division of the subject) conveyed in the superscription

of tho Indo-Scythic NANO, or PAO NANO 1

,
on the obverse surface

of the Surdshtrail coins of KumAra and Skauda Gupta, and the

appropriation of tho exact types of the Indo-Scythian gold coinage by

tho earlier members of the Gupta family in their Eastern dominions,

which are also duly retained by both Kumara and Skanda.

IV. Tho uext point in tho general inquiry—the identification of

the Guptas as the immediate successors of the Iudo-Scythiaus—has, in

so far as tho numismatic coincidences extend, been fully and satisfac-

torily proved by Priusep aud Wilson : all that now remains to be done

is to apply the already prepared arguments to tho altered bearings of

the question. So long ago as November, 1835, the first-named author

demonstrated by conclusive comparisons “ tho Indo-Scythic paternity

of the Kanouj [Gupta] coinage.” In October, 1836, a paper by the

same writer appeared in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,

which more distinctly and unequivocally developed “ the transition

from the Mithraic or Indo-Scythic coinage to the Hindu series,” at the

head of which stands the currency of the Guptas. Professor Wilson

also, in his Ariana Antiqua, in one place4
,
after enumerating other

more obvious resemblances between the two classes of medals, goes on

to notice the similarity which extends even to the monograms, which

iii. 257 ; Mill’s BhitAri Lit, vi. 1 ; revised by Prinsep, vi. 909 ; Skanda Gupta,

vii. 37; vii. 348; Chandra Gupta, at Sanchi, Bhopal, vi. 455; Budha Gupta,

SAgor, vii. 034.

The following is an authoritative list of the Gupta Kings, as extracted from

their Inscriptions :

—

3.

“ 1. Gupta.

2. Ghatot Kacha.

Chandra Gupta I. (1st Maha-

raja AdhirAja).

Samudra Gupta,

Chandra Gupta II.

0. KumAra Gupta.

7. Skanda Gupta.

8. Mahendra Gupta (noticed as a

minor only in the Inscriptions;

the name is assumed from

Coins).”

Mill, J. A. S. B., vi. 8.

> See J. A. S. B., vii. 350. Prinsep, at the time he proposed this reading, did

so with but small confidence. A comparison of an extended series of this class of

SurAslitran coins with the Indo-Scythic pieces of the Kanerki gold series, leaves

no doubt of the accuracy of the identification. Indeed, if any additional faith is to

be given to an independent though subsequent recognition of one and the same

fact, it may be mentioned that my first detection of the real meaning of the cor-

rupt Greek letters on the first-named coins was suggested by a transcript of the

legend of a Kanerki coin, to be found among Mionnet’s fac-similes of Barbarous

Greek (viii. pi. iv. fig. 28), before I became aware that Prinsep had already

published a similar rendering.

* Page 418.
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were copied by the Hindu imitators from the Tndo-Scythic prototype

1

,

all of which are mentioned as capable of being cited “ as evidence that

the coins of the Gupta princes succeeded immediately to those of the

Mithraic princes, and that the former reigned from the second or third

to the seventh century."

Prinsep does not seem to have insisted sufficiently upon the full

force of the inference*, that the derivative which retained in such

freshness the impress of its model, was in all probability immediate,

and was extremely unlikely to be a deferred revival of a temporarily

disused coin. Professor Wilson’s perception of the real value of the

evideuce was more distinct, but his conclusion was deprived of much

of its just weight by the indecision of his closing observation, which

left a brief dynasty of eight kings 3
to find their own position in so

undefined a period as five centuries 4
.

But little, perhaps, need be added to such authoritative testimony,

further than again to point to the fact noted above, of the still more

distinct evidence of association—of what precise character is not so

clear—to be drawn from the discovery of the words PAO NANO—the

almost uniform titular prefix of the Kanerki Indo-Scythian gold series

—on the Surashtran coins of the Guptas.

The results deducible from the combined evidence of coins and

monumental inscriptions, regarding the progress of the power of the

Gupta dynasty, may be summed up in a few words. In the time of

the full supremacy of the family, their empire clearly extended from

1 See also the identity of reverses of Ghatot Kacha coin, J. A. S. B., v. 38, fig.

12 and of the Ardokro Indo-Scythic piece, J. A. S. B., 1845, p. 440, pi. 12, fig. 10.
! J. A. S. B., v. 644.

3 Prinsep remarks, “ It does not appear who succeeded him [Skanda Gupta],
or whether the Gupta Dynasty there terminated; but I think it isopen to con-

jecture that the whole power was usurped by the Minister’s family, because,” &c.
J. A. S. B., vii. 38.

4 Since the above was read before the Royal Asiatic Society, Colonel Sykes
has communicated to me the following observations, conveyed in a late letter from
Captain Kittoe. The deductions in question, valuable in themselves, as derived

from entirely new sources, and as the result of independent inductive reasoning,
will be seen to corroborate in a remarkable manner the date of the rise of the
Guptas already pointed at in the text.

“
I have had four valuable copper-plates, from Nagode, in Bundulkund, of

Sri I last ina, a cotemporary of Samudra Gupta, for he is named by the latter in

the Allnhnbad Inscription (sec J. A. S. B.), translated by Mill. These plates fix

the number of years passed of the Gupta Dynasty at that time, viz., 163; this

will prove the correctness of the Vansavali, as given on the pillar, and will

prove, I think, that the Guptas reigned from the second to the fifth century
A.D.”
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the foot of the hills of NipsU

1

on the north-east, to the extremity of

the peninsula of Guzerat on the south-west*; its southern boundary is

not so well defined, but to the north-westward, suzerainty was claimed

over the Punjab to the banks of the Indus*. The same data seem to

indicate that the possession of the more western portion of the empire

was not obtained till a period subsequent to the consolidation of the

kingdom on the Ganges. A possibly important point, also gained

from these sources, is that this paramount Hindu race, who in later

times, at all events, reigned over, if not at Ujein, is seen in two dis-

tinct instances to use the title of Vikramaditya 4
.

Having attained thus much of an apparent footing from informa-

tion gained through other channels, it is necessary to examine whether

the written testimony of the Hindus in any way corroborates the pre-

sent conclusions. Without conceding the least faith to either the in-

ductive or direct chronological data to be derived from the craftily-

imagined and most inextricably-jumbled post facta prophecies of the

Vishnu Purana, it may be sufficient to accept from its pages the bare

position, and the partially confirmatory geographical information con-

veyed in the pretended prediction 5
:
—“ After these various races will

reign” * * * “and the Guptas of Magadha along the Ganges to

Prayaga.”

The Raja Tarangini, the “only” Sanskrit Indian History extant,

though avowedly local in its purpose, gives promise—could we but

rely on its chronology—of unexpected illustration of the present sub-

ject of enquiry, inasmuch as it notices a Vikramaditya of Ujein, speci-

fied particularly as Emperor of India

6

,
who nominated Matri Gupta

(the only Gupta, be it remarked, in the list, within many centuries of

the possible time iu question) to the throne of Kashmir; moreover, to

extend the coincidences, this Vikramaditya is cited as having previ-

ously expelled the Mlechchhas and destroyed the Sakas. The follow-

ing are the dates of accession of Matri Gupta, as given in the original,

and by the several commentators: Raja Tarangini, Wilson, 117 a.d.?;

1 Bhitari Lat (Ghazipur District), “ Kosala” (Oude) of Allahabad Inscrip-

tion, J. A. S. B., vi. 971. Nipal, idem, 973.

* Skanda Gupta Inscription at Girnar, J. A. S. B., vii. 348.

* Yaudheya, J. A. S. B., vi. 973.
* Chandra Gupta, J. A. S. B., v. 630; Skanda Gupta, infra, PI. II. fig. 51.
5 Wilson’s Vishnu Purana, 479. The date of this Purina is fixed by Wilson

about 954 a.d. Mill quotes the passage thus:—“And in Padmavati, Kanti puri,

Mathuri and on the Ganges from Prayaga, shall the Magadhas and the Guptas

rule over the people belonging to Magadha.” J. A. S. B., vi. 10.
6

Ilistoire des Rois du Kachmir, ii. 76 (Troyer); Wilson, As. Res., xv. 38.

7 As. Res., xv. 81,
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Troyer, 118. 11 a.d.

1

: Adjusted dates, Wilson, 471 A.n.
;
Troyer,

123. 3 a.d.; Cunningham, 430 a.d.* As it is manifest that the chief

value of a determination of the identity of the individual, indicated

as Sri Harsha Vikramaditya of Ujein, in the Sanskrit text, with any

member of the family more immediately under consideration, would

consist only in a possibility of thereby fixing with more exactness the

epoch of the latter, it is useless to encumber the present essay with

extended observations based upon such uncertain data. Neither

under any circumstances should undue emphasis be laid on a catch

identification of any one of the many Vikramadityas3
;
nor is much to

be gained from a recognition of the possessor of the second title of

Sakari, or even the more direct fact of a partial defeat of the Scy-

thians
4

,
as proved to have been effected by any given individual.

The designation of Vikramaditya is shown, both by the Eastern and

Western series of the Gupta coinage, to have been already in esta-

blished use as a mere title, in contradistinction to its supposed reten-

tion as a distinct name\ As there were many Vikramadityas, so pro-

bably there were many Sakaris
;
every frontier encounter with the

Scythians which did not result in absolute defeat of the Indian forces,

would, under the usual terms of Oriental hyperbole, entitle the

local monarch to the honorary appellation of “ Foe of the Scythians;”

and whatever may have been the real effect of the vaunted success

of Vikramdditya’s arms against the Sakas—now conclusively dated

—

in 78 a.d. 0
,

it is clear that, in some divisions of Northern India, the

1 Histoire dcs Rois du Kaelimir, ii. 3C5, 378.

2 Cunningham, Num. Chron., vi. 18. 8 Wilford, As. Res., ix. 117.
4 Taking the term Saka in its generic sense, as it was probably used, without en-

tering into the divisional distinctions of Tochari, &c., noticed in Ar. Ant., 138, 139.

8 PI. II. fig. 51 ; III. No. c; and Appendix, PI. VII. fig. 7.

0 “ L’dre de Saea, nominee par les Indiens Sacnkala, cst postdrieurc il celle

de Vikramaditya de 135 ans. Saca est le nom d’un prince qui a rdgnd sur les

eontrdes situdes cutre l’Indus et la mer. Sa residence dtait plaede au centre de

l’einpire, dans la contrde nommde Aryavartha. Les Indiens le font naitrc dans

une classe autre que cello des Sakya
:
quelqucs-uns prdtendent qu’il dtait Soudra

ct originairo de la ville de Mansourn. II y en a memo qui discnt qu’il u’dtait pas

de race indienne, et qu’il tirait son origine des rdgions occidentalcs. Les peuples

eurent beaucoup ii soufl'rir de son dcspotisine, jusqu’a ce qu’il leur vint du secours

de l’Orient. Vikramaditya marcha contrc lui, mit son armdo cn ddroute, et le tua

sur le territoire de Korour, situd entre Moultan et le chateau do Louny. Cette

dpoquo dcvint cdlebre, a cause de la joic quo les peuples rcssentircnt de la mort do

Saca, ct on la choisit pour ere, principalement chez les astronomcs. D’un autre

cdtd Vikramaditya reyut lo titre de sri (grand), a cause de l’honneur qu’il s’dtait

acquis. Du reste, Pintervallo qui s’ost dcould entre l’ere de Vikramaditya et la

mort de Saca, prouve que le vainqueur n’dtait pas le cdlcbre Vikramaditya, mais

uu autre prince du memo nom.” Albfrum, Reinaud, pp. 140, 141, 142.
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Tochari, or Yue-Chi, continued to furnish Scythic opponents for the

occasional display of heroism on the part of the indigenous monarchs

until at least the early portion of the third century of our mra 1

. The

complete decay of tho Indo-Scythic empire, whether due on the one

hand to successive losses of frontier provinces, or to the less perceptible

fusion
4
of tho races of couquerors and conquered on tho other, was

manifestly a work of time, and apparent traces of the surviving

power of the race were to be detected west of the Indus so late as the

end of the fourth century3
.

V. These considerations lead naturally to the next division of our

theme, the interval between the sway of the Guptas and that of tho

Sail kings, and the question whether the succession of the Guptas was

immediate or deferred. In following out this enquiry, the principal

point to he determined is, whether the Indo-Scythians—the prede-

cessors of the Guptas in other parts—also possessed Surashtra; a con-

clusion which is apparently affirmed by tho appearance of their

dynastic title on the local silver coinage issued by these Guptas.

1 Note upon Ma-twan-lin, J. A. S. B., vl. 63; also Pauthier, “ Thian-tchu,”

extract from the Journal Asiatique, 1839, note, p. 9.

a M. Pauthier (Thian-tchu, Journal Asiatique, 1839) notices a curious enquiry,

suggested by the similarity of meaning existing between the words Youe chi and

Chandra Yansa : subjoined are M. Pauthier’s translation of the Chinese text and

his own notes on this head:

—

“ Dans la Relation des contre'es occidentales (Si-yu), le rovaume du Thian-tchu

est nommd par quelques-uns Chin-thou; et on le dit situe au sud-est des Youe-chi*

ou ‘ people de race lunaire’ a la distance de quelque milliers de /i. Les mceurs

de ses habitants sont les memes que celles des Youe-chi b.” Page 7-

* “ Youe-chi, mots ethniques qui signifient de race lunaire, absolument comme le terme
•

pans! ritW T5T tchandra-vansa. Voy. la notice sur ce peuple c£16bre (que l’on croit ftre

les Indo-Scythes des historiens occidentaux), que nous avons traduite du Pian-i-tian, liv. L1I.

art. 2."

b “ Sou-yu youi-chi-thoung

:

mores cum (Tov) Youe-chi (moribus) iidem. Quelque extraor-

dinaire que cette assertion paraisse, elle confirmerait le soup90n que nous avons dejik^misailleurs,

que les YouS Chi ou hommes de race lunaire pourraient bien avoir la mfme origine que les rois

Indiens, aussi de race lunaire, tchandra-ransa.”

May not these coincidences, conjoined to the curious verbal similarity to be

detected between NANAIA and NANO, suggest the possibility of the meaning of

the latter referring to the moon, and thus PAO NANO PAO being, the King, the

Lunar King, or King of the Lunar Race?

See also remarks bearing upon the general subject in J. A. S. B., iv. 677, 684;

and Tod, Trans. R. A. S., i. 207; also Annals of Rajpootana, i. 24, 563.
3 Wilson, quoting Foe kue ki, Ar. Ant., 307. See also Foe koue ki, 83

—

“ Les rois des Yue ti continuerent d’exercer l’autorite dans ces diverses contr^es

j usque dans le IIP sieele. Au commencement du Ve siecle, on parle encore de

leurs incursions dans Plnde.” M. Re'musat.
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Previous to seeking other evidence, it may be as well to examine

the indications offered on this head by the respective coins of the Sail

and Gupta monarchs, in their simple relation to each other as a prior

and subsequent series, and hence to determine whether the silver cur-

rency of the latter was a directly consecutive adaptation of the circu-

lating medium of the former—a revival of a coinage whose issue had

been suspended, but whose previously-uttered pieces still remained

prevailingly current and unsuperseded—or, lastly, whether the model

of the Guzerat currency of the Guptas was taken from an intermediate

modification, which may possibly have formed the connecting link be-

tween the moneys of the two races. The more obvious mechanical

features displayed by the coins themselves go far to assist a definite

selection from among these theories. In the first place, the fidelity

with which the main characteristics of the Sah head are reproduced on

some of the earlier specimens of the Gupta coins, seems to negative

the idea of the latter having been copied from any inferior model, and

should suffice in itself to set aside the claims of the last-named secondary

transition. The Greek legend on the obverse, on the other hand,

shows signs of a material change from the unintelligible, though

squarely-outlined and very Greek-looking, letters of the Sail kings, to

the ill-formed and straggling Hellenic alphabet in use among the

Indo-Scythians, and points plainly to the occurrence of an interval

—

indefinite perhaps—between the fabrication of the one class and of the

other. The variation also in the expression of the Sanskrit letters on

the reverse, evidences extensive modification, such as could only have

resulted from some considerable lapse of time 1

, and which it would

bo impossible satisfactorily to explain by any notion that the Gupta

artists summarily introduced the form of writing current in the

countries whence their masters came, to the permanent supercession

of any characters in prevailing local use. The change from the old

reverse device is of no import in its bearings upon the present enquiry,

as it must have been effected from religious motives, entirely irre-

spective of any circumstances incident to direct or interrupted suc-

cession. The palpable modifications in both the Greek and Sanskrit

alphabets now noticed, may be held to prove that the transition from

one series of coins to the other was by no means immediate
;

an

inference which is strongly corroborated by the recognition of a

distinct group of medals also derived from the original Surashtrau

* Compare Nos. 1 to 12 with «, b, c, cl, e, PI. III. Prinsep had already

remarked that “The Asoka alphabet (the Sanskrit one) agrees very closely with

that of our Surashtra coins, which may thence be pronounced to be anterior to

the Gupta Series.” J. A. S. 11., vii. 275.
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stock, whose paleographic peculiarities, in associating them obviously

and intimately with the Sail exemplars, contrast broadly with the

mutations observable in the Gupta scries. (Sec 1st Sub-species, p.

56, PI. II., figs. 35, 36, 37, 38.) Reviewing all these facts, and giving

the requisite weight to the token of the intervening Scythic supre-

macy conveyed in the use of the title of their chiefs on the Gupta

Guzerati pieces, as well as to the valid presumption, hereafter to be

noticed, that the Indo-Scythians themselves did not generally coin sil-

ver money, it appears necessary to conclude that the Guptas, on their

conquest of the kingdom of Guzerat, contented themselves with re-

modelling the ancient Sail coinage, which, from the numbers in which

its representatives are still to be found, may reasonably be presumed

to have continued to constitute the bulk of the currency of the pro-

vince at that epoch.

Some objection might be taken to the apparent inconsistency of

claiming for the Guptas a direct succession to the Indo-Scythians on

the strength of similitude of coinage, when in a nearly parallel in-

stance of imitatiou by the Guptas of the Surashtran money, an inter-

val of somewhere about one, or one and a half centuries is admitted to

have occurred. If these several facts stood alone, and were to be

tried only on their own internal merits, this objection might indeed be

valid, but it is to be borne in mind that a very slow process of change

would apply to the coinage of a country so nearly isolated in its natu-

ral boundaries as the peninsula of Guzerat : as, from the very nature of

its geographical outline alone, it is probable that the purely local cur-

rency of the kingdom was, on the one hand, little liable to be exported,

and, on the other, was but slightly affected by the admixture of

foreign specie; so that any endeavour towards a revival of this indi-

genous currency would both find plentiful models of the old form of

coin ready at hand, and, supposing such pieces still to constitute the

bulk of the circulating medium, there would be a reasonable motive

for imitation—even though remotely delayed—in the desirability of

uniformity alone.

To the broad continent of Northern India a very different rule

would apply, and amid the diverse series of imitations derived from

the Iudo-Scythie stock, now known to have existed in this region, the

Guptas, had they succeeded at any distant epoch to the countries once

belonging to the Indo-Scythians, aud proposed to themselves to assi -

milate their own money to the later issues, would have been more
likely to have copied the already existing imitations, rather than, as

they are seen to have done, the best originals. Or, had they to choose

a new mintage irrespective of successional associations, there must

VOL. XII. C
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have been other and purer models in the land, in the very perfect

coins of the Bactrian Greeks, once largely concurrent, and necessarily

to a late date co-existent, with the money of the Indo-Scythians,

upon which the new types of coinage might advantageously have been

based.

Again, in respect to the characters employed on the several series

—a change from one language, the Greek, to a totally distinct tongue,

the Sanskrit, in all medallic superscriptions emanating from the

Eastern mints—accounted for as it is by a reasonable probability of

the supercession of the former as a foreign tongue, in favour of the

official language of the new ruling power, which was at the same

time more assimilated to that of the people at large—would evidently

require no lapse of time to accomplish; but a very different expia-

tion is required for the numerous subsidiary modifications in the local

alphabetical characters seen on the Gupta Surashtran coins, as com-

pared with the more ancient letters of the same class on the original

money of the Sail kings.

These pervading alterations could under no circumstances have

been effected by any sudden process, or by any revolution which did

not admit of a considerable interval between the use of the one form

of writing and the other.

In the absenco of either direct history or the more trustworthy

record of monumental inscriptions, the next source of information to

which it is requisite to apply, is the detached notices of classical

writers, who in any way refer to the land and the people more imme-

diately under review. Prominent among these is the reference to

Mambarus to be found in the Periplus of the Erythraean Sea 1
. This,

however, when brought to the test of critical accuracy, is fouud to bo

useless for any present purpose, inasmuch as, in addition to the

avowed difficulty attendant upon the satisfactory explanation of the

text itself, as it has been handed down to us, there remains a nearly

.

1 Vincent’s Periplus, p. 98, and note on M&mbarus at the conclusion.

Original Translation.

“ Next to the bay of Bardkfe suc-

ceeds the gulf of Barugiiza, and on this

gulf is the commencement of the whole
[peninsula] of India, as well as the

kingdom of Mambarus, towards [the

confines of] Ariake.”

Vincent’s Proposed Emendation.

“ Next to Barake immediately suc-

ceeds the gulf of Barugiiza, and the

commencement of the province of Lar,

[which is] the kingdom of Mdmbarus,
and the whole of this part of India has

the same commencement.’
1 have attributed the sovereignty of Ariake or Coneau to Mambarus, and I

am now convinced that his dominion was Cluzerat. • • I made the Parthian
power at Minnagar, on the Indus, extend over Guzerat, whereas in reality it em-
braced only Sciiidi and Kutch.”
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equal degree of incertitude regarding the precise epoch 1 to which the

amended textual reading—if received—should be held to apply.

Hence, even admitting to the full that the original allusion to Larike

and Matuharus is now correctly interpreted, the doubt still remains as

to when this condition of things is to be made applicable to the kingdom

more particularly in question. Thus the independence of Guzerat, at

the moment of the visit of the Author of the Periplus, if acknowledged

as a fact, does not under these circumstances possess any great historic

value; nor would even the exact ascertainment of the epoch testified

to, do more than prove the temporary existence of the kingdom of

Mambarus, or by any means demonstrate that the Tndo-Scythians did

not—either prior or subsequent to the given date—conquer the penin-

sula of Guzerdt 8
.

Fortunately for the satisfactory decision of the present question,

we have the evidence of a nearly contemporaneous writer, whose state-

ment, though uot in unison with the dubious reading of the text of the

Periplus proposed by Vincent, is in itself clear and distinct to the

point it is uow sought to elucidate—the tenure of the peninsula of

Guzerat during a portion at least of the time during which the

Scythian monarchy at Minnagar was in effective force. From the

testimony of Ptolemy it is amply manifest that Guzerat once formed a

portion of the Indo-Scythian empire, the chief seat of which was on

the banks of the Indus 3
.

Having determined the main question of fact, it is requisite to pro-

* Vincent, “about 63 a.d.,” Commerce of the Ancients, ii. 57 and 685;

Heeren, “ during the first, or, at latest, during the second century a.d.” Asiatic

Nations, ii. 565, Lond., 1846.
8 “ Ozene ” is noticed in the Periplus “ as formerly the seat of government” (p.

102). This would be by no means an unimportant piece of information, as showing

that in the time of the second Arrian, Ujein was no longer an Imperial metropolis,

were it not that it is somewhat difficult to reconcile this statement with the asser-

tion of Ptolemy, who calls it “ the capital of Tiastanus, and his royal residence.”

Vincent, Commerce of the Ancients, ii. 406.
3 Lassen, quoting Ptolemy, J. A. S. B., 1840, pp. 756, 757.

In support of the conclusion arrived at above respecting the Scythian conquest

of Guzerat, it may be expedient to cite the decisive opinion expressed on this head

by so able a Numismatist as Capt. Alexander Cunningham, Bengal Engineers, an

Antiquary who has moreover devoted special attention to the subject of the geo-

graphical limits of the Bactrian and Indo-Scythian monarchies :
—

“

In the most

flourishing period of their rule, the Indo-Seythians, under Kanerki and his imme-
diate successors, must have possessed not only Kashmir itself, but also the whole

of Gandhara on the Indus ; and from Kabul on the west, as far as the Ganges on

the east, down to Barygaza or Baroach on the south.” Num. Chron., vi. 2,

Article, “The Ancient Coinage of Kashmir;” see also Num. Chron. viii. 175,
“ Chronological and Geographical Table of Alexander's Successors in the East.”

C 2
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ceed to that of degree, and to consider what was the nature of the

tenure thus established. We learn from the Chinese, “ That at the

period when all these kingdoms belonged to the Yue-Chi, the latter put

the local kings to death and substituted military chiefs

1

.” Hence it

is but reasonable to infer that Guzerat, on it3 subjection, was put upon

the same footing as the other countries which fell to the arms of the

Indo-Scythians, and that the form of government previously prevail-

ing in the peninsula was superseded by the usual military despotism

of the conquerors. The application of this system to Guzerat in itself

accounts for much that was inexjdicable in the examination of the

numismatic portion of the question, when confined to the results de-

ducible from its own internal evidence, as developed solely by the

medals themselves. Under a general scheme of provincial govern-

ment by military chiefs, having in their own persons no pretence to

the privileges or dignities of even dependant kings, it is probable that

the local coinage was suspended in favour of one uniform imperial

issue. The monetary standard of the Indo-Scythians was, without

question, gold, as amid the multitude of their coins extant only one

genuine silver piece is known4
. It lias already been remarked by Pro-

fessor Wilson3
that their silver currency consisted chiefly of the coins

of their Bactrian predecessors, so also we may infer that, in like man-

ner, in the province of Guzerat, the pre-existing silver currency was

held to be sufficient for the wants of the community, especially when

aided, as it now was, by the introduction of the more valuable and

heretofore probably unknown gold coinage, at that period peculiar to

these tribes.

If the data now cited, and the deductions drawn from them, are

correct, it appears that the Indo-Scythians of Miunagar ruled over

Guzerat—that during the time of their sway over this peninsula the

issue of local silver money was not sustained; hence, admitting the

obvious priority of date of the S&h silver coins over those of the

Guptas— for which indeed they are seen to have furnished the proto-

type—and rejecting all idea of the intervention between the Scythians

and the Guptas of a dynasty whose united reigns can scarcely have

1 Ma-twan-lin, Paulhier, Asiatic Journal, LXXIX. and LXXX., 18.16; the

same, Stan. Julian, .Tourn. Asiatiquc, X. 95 (1847); so also Thinn Tcliu, Paulhier,

.Tourn. Asiatiquc, 1889. “ A cette dpoque [159 A.n.] tous ces rovaumes (Kaboul

et les divers itats de l’Hindoustan) nppartenaient aux 1'oui' Chi, ou peuple de race

Lunaire. Les Yau'i Chi avaient fait mourir leurs rois, et Ctabli a leur place des

commandants militaires pour gouverner tous leurs sujets.”

* Ar. Ant., pi. xi. fig. 9.

* Ar. Ant., 348. See also Cunningham, Num. Citron, vi. ^ (1843).
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spread over less than a century and a half, it results that the Sah

kings preceded the Indo-Scythians.

It is noiv pretty generally conceded that tho Yue-Chi (Tocharcs)

conquest of Western India should be dated in or about 26 B.c. 1

It is,

therefore, anterior to this epoch that tho domination of the Sah kings

must be placed.

Having attained this approximate date from comparatively exter-

nal and subsequent indications, the next step in advance leads to an

examination into the intrinsic claims of the coins themselves to date

prior to 26 b.c., as well as to a consideration of any testimony specifi-

cally applicable to the history of the Sah kings, whose names are

borne on the coins in question.

VI. It may be convenient to commence this section of the enquiry

with “ The Sail Kings’ ” own account of themselves, as preserved in

their inscription engraved on the rock at Girnar*,—the monumental

record stone of three several dynasties.

The amount of information derivable from this inscription
1

is less

1 Ma-twan-lin, J.ll. A. S., 1836; also Journ. Asiatique, 1839; Lassen,

J. A. S. B., 1840, p. 765 (40 n.c.); Cunningham, Num. Chron., viii. 175; Ar.

Ant., 301.

a “ The rock containing the inscriptions is about a mile to the eastward of

Junagad, and about four miles from the base of Girnar, which is in the same

direction.” Rev. J. Wilson, J. A. S. B., vii. 337. See also a subsequent paper

in the same volume (p. 865), by Lieut. Postans, giving a full account of the ad-

jacent localities.

3 On first arranging the materials of the present paper, I was prepared to

rely implicitly upon Prinsep’s translation of the Girnar Bridge Inscription; but

on its subsequently coming to my knowledge that a second more perfect facsimile

of the original record had been taken by Major Jacob and Mr. Westergaard, and

a lithograph copy of the same made public in the pages of the Journal of the

Bombay Branch Asiatic Society, I was induced to apply to this transcript, with a

view, at the least, of checking any possible errors in the more prominent names of

men and countries that might have crept into the less perfect copy of the inscrip-

tion furnished to Jas. Prinsep by Dr. Wilson, from which the original decipher-

ment was obtained. In the progress of my examination, I was startled to find

very extensive variation, both in the number and value of the letters as given in

the two copies; indeed, the mere discovery that the opening name, read by Prinsep

as A ri Dama, was in the new transcript clearly and unquestionably Rudra Dama

—

the identical designation that occurs in the concluding portion of both copies of the

inscription—was enough to satisfy me that a complete revision of the entire docu-

ment was now absolutely requisite. Under these circumstances, I at once applied

to Professor Wilson, who readily undertook the task, permitting me, in the most

liberal manner, to make full use of his new' translation, which I am gratified in

being able to announce will shortly be published in a separate form, illustrated

by the needful notes and remarks. Such being the case, I have confined my
notice of the inscription to such extracts and observations as wTere indispensable to

elucidate the special subject of the coins of the Sah kings.
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complete than might have been anticipated, owing chiefly to the muti-

lated state of the face of the stone whereon the writing is cut, having

created a succession of breaks in the context which it is at times

difficult to supply. We learn however, generally, that the repair of

the Girnar Bridge or Causeway, which the monumental writing is

designed to commemorate, took place during the reign, and under the

direct auspices of Raja Maha Kshatrapa Rudra Dama, the son of

Swamt Chandana. The structure itself would seem to have been ori-

ginally undertaken by Pushpa Giq)ta [the son, or officer] of Chandra

Gupta Maurya, and subsequently completed under the direction of

Tushasya, the superintendent of Asoka Maurya. Thus erected, it

may be supposed to have stood until carried away by the flood of the

Palesini, which necessitated its reconstruction in the time of Rudra

Dama: what the extent of the interval between these given epochs

may have been there is no means of determining, nor is any assistance

in fixing the time of the later occurrences to be derived from what

still remains of the defaced passage, which must once have conveyed

the record of a date. However, from the separate mention of the

names of Chandra Gupta, Pushpa Gupta, Asoka, and his subordinate

Tushasya, as well as from the circumstantial reference to the progress

of the work, as first undertaken, which marks this portion of the inscrip-

tion, thus much may fairly be inferred, that the record itself cannot

well have been endorsed at any period distantly removed from the

time of the domination of the Maurya sovereigns therein alluded to.

Among the incidental notices of importance to be found in the

inscription is to be cited the reference to the lands ruled over by

Rudra Dama. Of these, the names of Surashtra and Anartta, as well

as the designations of the countries of the Parantas aud the Nishadas,

arc distinctly and unequivocally legible; and from among tho doubt-

ful readings, upon which less reliance can be placed, may be quoted

Abhira, Khusmara', Kukura, and tho districts on tho confines of

Avanti (Ujein).

Tho sentence, “Having (twice?) conquered without deceit Sata-

karni, sovereign of the South” likewise oilers matter

for remark, as, from tho distinct mention of tho name and kingdom of

tho monarch in question, a legitimate expectation might arise of tho

1 This word is exceedingly doubtful in tho Bombny facsimile, tho initial letter

occurring after a lengthened break in the context caused by the nearly entire loss

of a number of letters on the edge of a fissure in the rock. The head lines of

both tho first aud second letters of the word suggested ore also only imperfectly

visible.
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possibility of chocking the apparent date of the conquoror by the ap-

proximate identification of that of the individual conquered; in point

of fact, however, even were it possible to select the king alluded to

from among the rest of his race', who are all supposed to have borne

the dynastic title of Satakarni*, but little could bo gained from this

source, as the known history of the dynasty itself affords still loss of

certain epochal data than that of the race whoso mra we would test

by their contemporaneous existence. It has been remarked, both by

Prinsep and Wilson, that perhaps tho most trustworthy information

wo obtain of the probable date of these Southern kings is derived from

Pliny, who mentions that the Andhra monarchs wero very powerful

in India in tho beginning of the Christian sera. Prom the details

given of the extent of this power, as evidenced in the numerical

strength of their armies, &c. 3
,
it might reasonably be concluded, in tho

absence of any evidence to tho contrary, that such extensive supre-

macy must have taken some time to consolidate 4
,
and hence that

tho family of the Satakarnis may well have been co-existent with our

Surashtran monarchs, at all events at somo proximate period b.c.

For the purposes of chronological arrangement, it would also

be highly desirable to have been ablo definitively to determine tho

position Rudra Dama should occupy among the other members of

the Sah Dynasty. This might possibly have been done, but with the

necessary reservation in regard to the additional prefix of Swami, by

identifying the Raja Maha Kshatrapa Rudra Dama of the inscription

with the individual of the same title and name who figures on tho

coins as the father of the last monarch of the present list. There is,

however, undoubtedly a difficulty 5 in the way of the unreserved ad-

1 Iu number 30 kings, supposed to spread over 435 odd years. Wilson,

Vishnu Purina.

* Prinsep, J. A. S. B., vii. 346; Wilson, Vishnu Purana, 474, note 63.

3 Validior deinde gens Andarse, plurimis vicis, xxx oppidis quie muris turri-

busque muniuntur, regi prsebet peditiun cm, equitum mm, elephantos m. Pliny,

Hist. Nat., vi. 19.

4 Wilson, though he says, “According to the computation hazarded above from

our text, the race of Andhra kings should not commence till about twenty years

n.c., which would agree with Pliny’s notice of them,” adds the important admis-

sion, “ but it is possible that they existed earlier in the south of India, although

they established their authority in Magadha only in the first centuries of the

Christian mra.” Vishnu Purana, p. 475.
5 This objection might certainly be overruled by supposing that Swami Rudra

Sah, the son of Swami Rudra Dama, upon whose coins alone the latter name
occurs, finding it advisable to distinguish, by some means or other, his own name
—already so common in the family— from the analogous designations of his pre-

decessors, adopted the expedient of carrying out this object by the introduction of
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mission of this identity in the use of the extra title of Swam! on the

coins, for the insertion of which there was clearly no want of room on

the face of the rock whereon the inscription is engraved; and without

such a convincing degree of certainty, it would of course he useless to

raise up any arguments founded upon what may eventually prove a

mere chance coincidence.

In concluding these summary observations on the Sdh Inscription,

it will be useful to cite Prinsep’s opinion of the internal evidence

of the antiquity of the record, as shown by the form of the writing

employed; an opinion, it is to be remarked, that possesses peculiar

value, as having been adopted at a period, in his successful career of

deciphering these monuments of antiquity, when his knowledge of the

subject had arrived at its fullest maturity. “ The character is only

one remove from the Buddhist alphabet of Girndr. It has the same

mode of applying the vowel marks e, a, and o, in particular to those

excellent test letters n, n, and m. The vowel i is still formed of three

dots : but I need not more fully dilate upon its peculiarities, as I have

already inserted the whole alphabet as No. 3 of the comparative table,”

to which has been assigned the date of the third century n.c. 1

Lastly, it remains to be quoted, as a fact of some importance in the

elucidation of the general subject of the comparative antiquity of

Asiatic tongues, that the inscription is written in the Sanskrit lan-

guage 2
.

It is now time to notice the moi’C prominent characteristics of the

coins themselves—viewed as a series—reserving the more extended

examination of individual peculiarities for the Detail appended to this

Memoir.

the extra title of Swarm, which, in appropriating to himself, he may have thought

necessary to apply to his father, though his father himself, in rejoicing in a deno-

mination hitherto unused by any monarch of the dynasty, found no occasion to

employ the same distinctive word. This title is seen from the inscription to have

pertained to Chandana, the father and grandfather of these Rudras (?)—a honorary

prefix by no means necessarily or invariably bestowed upon the fathers of lungs.

(See Varslra, coin No. 1, Detail of Coins.)

I “ The Sanskrit character of the third century n.c. differs only so much from

the original form [the Buddhist alphabet of the fifth century n.c.] as the habits

of a class of writers, distinct in religion [?] and more refined in language, might

naturally introduce.” I’rinsep, J. A. S. B., vii. 27'>.

II “ All doubt ns to the pre-existence of the Sanskrit in its purest slate being

set aside by the simultaneous production of a monument of Asoka's time, I need

not trouble myself to prove the necessity of the existence of a higher and more

remote model to account for the marked difference between the dialect of Guzerat

and that of Cuttack. * * The dialect of Girnar, then [of the Buddhist Edict),

is intermediate between Sanskrit and Pali.” .T. A. S. B., vii. 277.
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As most readily to bo disposed of, it may be convenient to com-

mence with a description of the Reverse. The centre symbol of this

surface of the coins uniformly consists of a base line surmounted by

three semicircles, arranged in the form of a pyramid. This emblem

is held—according to the circumstances under which it is employed

—

to typify indifferently the Buddhist Chaitya or the Mithraic llainc'.

Below this is to be seen a wavy line, which has been supposed to repre-

sent a bow*, but which more probably appears as the ancient type of

water—a precisely similar line expressing that element in the hiero-

glyphics of Egypt. Above the apex of the centre device is a crescent,

generally carefully separated from the lines of the principal figure.

On the right side of the upper surface of the field is to lie noticed a

seeming constellation, usually numbering seven stars, one of which

performs the part of centre of the system; but at times this symbol

takes the form of a single sun or star, the attendant satellites bciug

transformed into rays 3
. On the corresponding space to the left there

is a repetition of the half-moon which crowns the centre ornament.

Arouud these, in finely cut and mostly uniformly fashioned Devan-

agari letters, are inscribed the name, title, and paternity of the sove-

reign who struck the piece. These letters assimilate in all needful

respects with the corresponding alphabet of the Sail Inscription at

Girnar, though the general coincidence is less striking in consequence

of the die-characters being so disposed as to make the head-line of the

legend nearly touch the circle that forms the margin of the coin,

which has led to a very constant omission of all those vowels which

should be written above their associate consonants.

The necessity of compressing a lengthened inscription into a

limited space has also tended to vary the apparent forms of some of

the letters themselves, consequent upon an effort to give the requisite

definition in less than the needful breadth. This will be seen to have

been more particularly the case with the letter
,
which is at first

‘‘ This symbol “ occurs on the Pantaleou Greek coins—on the Indo-Scythic

group—on the Behat Buddhist group—on similar coins dug up in Ceylon— and

here at the extremity of India. It is the Buddhist Chaitya, the Mithraic flame

—

Mount Meru, Mount Aboo !” Prinsep, J. A. S. B.. vi. 3fl!).

“ In the centre of the reverse is the so-called Chaitya symbol XX ; which,

had it only occurred on these descendants of a Mithraic coin, I should now be

inclined to designate a symbol of the holy flame, trilingual and pyramidical, of the

Sassanian fire-worship.” Prinsep, J. A. S. B., iv. G8G.
2 Steuart, J. R. A. S., xviii. 274.
3 Ar. Ant., pi. xv. fig. 14; also J. A. S. B., vii. pi. xii. fig. 12; infra, pi. i.
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sight scarcely recognisable as the possible equivalent of the ^ of the

Lapidary alphabet. Another notablo difference existing between the

two systems of writing is, that whereas the Inscription alphabet has

no tops to the letters, except such as arc incidentally added to express

an annexed vowel, the coin characters, on the contrary, have inva-

riably a head line, which, though it adds to the uniform appearance

of the whole, debars the free definition of these useful distinctive

signs.

Reviewing the whole of the symbolic indications to be found on

the reverse of the medals of the Surashtran kings, it is to be noticed

that, taking the central emblem as neutral ground, common both to

Buddhists and Mithraists, there is, with the single exception of the

wavy line, a remarkable absence of other purely Buddhist signs, in the

presence, too, of strange symbols, which have hitherto been seen on no

acknowledged Buddhist coin: moreover, these identical devices', the

crescents, and, at times, a completely analogous form

4

of the star, figure

as favourite devices on the avowed fire-worship coins of the Sassanians,

These considerations seem to authorise a supposition that—though

already largely tinctured with the prevailing and lately dominant

religion of Buddha—the Salt kings avowedly followed the ancient

faith of “Sun Worshippers,” a creed of which their country to this

day bears traces, not only in its name8
,
but in the still surviving

temples4 once devoted to the service of the Solar Deity.

1 See Ar. Ant., pi. xvi. figs. 4, 6, 1C, 17; pi. xvii. 1, 2, 3, 4, &c., and espe-

cially No. 7-

2 Longperier, Mddailles Sassanides, obverse figs. 3, 4, pi. I. ; reverse figs. 2, 3,

PI. IX.; see also X., XI., &c.
3 “ Saurashtra, or the region of the worshippers of the sun, comprised the whole

of the peninsula at present called Kathiawar.” Wathen, J. A. S. B., iv. 482.

4 “ The earliest objects of adoration in these regions (Me1war, &c.) were the

sun and moon,” Tod, ii. 301. “ The only temples of the sun I have met with

arc in Saurashtra,” idem.

It is a prominent fact connected with the survival of this form of religion that

Dharapattah, the fifth Valabhi, is noticed in the text of Wathen’s first Copper-plate

Grant as “the great adorer of the sun." J. A. S. B., iv. 485. In corroboration

of this also, we learn from Tod that “ in the mythology of the Rajpoots, of which

we have a better idea from their heroic poetry than from the legends of the Brah-

mins, the Sun-god is the deity they are most anxious to propitiate ; and in his

honour they fearlessly expend their blood in battle. * * Their highest heaven

is accordingly the Bhan-t’han or Bluinuloca, the region of the sun ; and like the

Indu-Scythic Goto, the Rajpoot warrior of the early ages sacrificed the horse in

his honour, and dedicated to him the first day of the week.” (Annals, i. 5C3.)

Hiucn-thsang found a temple of the sun at Mult itn in the seventh century,

which was still in existence when the Arabs first entered India. (Reinaud,

Analyse d’un Memoire Gcographiquc, 14.)
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Prinsep’s conjecture regarding the Buddhist faith of theso monarchs

was based upon three separate indications. 1st. Tho absenco of all

allusion to recognized Hindu mythology in tho Girnar Inscription;

2nd, the reading of one of the names on tho coins, as Jina Duma

(“ Wearing Buddha as a necklace”)
;
and, 3rd, the Buddhistic leaning

to be detected in the abstinence from destruction of life, laudatorily

attributed to Rudra Damn in the Bridge Inscription'.

The following observations are also illustrative of the general subject:

—

“ Nous en citous quelques traits dans une traduction fidcle, pour amener le

tableau que nous devons faire des elements qui out coustitue a l'origine le pantheon

in (lien :

—

“ ‘ Le culte dtait simple [dit Goerresl
:
point de temples ou d’images. Lcs

regards s’dlevaient de la terre vers le ciel ; la dtait veritablement l’empire du feu ;

la brulait perpdtuellement le soleil ; lit etincelaient les dtoileset les plauetcs comme

autant de flammes au sein de l’obscuritd; la resplendissaient dans leurs sources

intnrissables les feux, qui ne projetaieut sur la terre que des clartds afl'aiblics. Le

culte du feu est devenu l’adoration du soleil ; le soleil, 1’armde des cieux, les dld-

mens qui leur obdissent, telles sont les puissances immortelles, et tels sont tout

ii-la-fois les pretres du ciel ; le monde est un reflet de la divinitd
; il existc par

lui-meme, il n’est limitd par rien ; en ce sens, la religion de cctte dpoque est un

pantheism.’

“ Ces aperjus, qui sont pour l’histoire religieuse de 1’Indo de la plus grande

justesse, sont coiifirmds par les recherches entreprises dans les derniers temps sur

les cultes dominans de l’Asie moyenne et antdrieure; les ddbris des fables et des

ldgendes populaires que les sources anciennes rapportent aux Chaldeens, aux Phd-

nieiens, aux Babylouiens, aux Armeniens, aux Phrygiens, ont des caracteres ana-

logues et un fonds commun: ‘ Tout semble se rapporter au culte des astres ou au

sabeisme, dans son sens le plus matdriel. Le soleil, la lune, quelques planetes,

certaines constellations, dans leurs mutuels rapports avec la terre, tels paraissent

etre les principaux objets d’adoration. * * La Perse, l’Egypte, la Grece, et

l’ltalie meme n’offrent dans leurs souvenirs antiques aucun fait qui contredise la

portee de cette apprdciation.’ ” M. Neve, Mythe des Ribhavas, p. 5.

“ Les hommages des indigenes, a cette dpoque reculde, s’adressaient au soleil,

a la lune, au feu, et a ce qui ordinairement frappe le plus vivement les sens et

l’imagination. Tel est le culte qui parait avoir domine jadis, non-seulement dans

l’Inde, mais dans la Perse.” Reinaud, Analyse d’un Me'moire Geographique, 13

(1846).

See also the Vedic faith, as shown by Sir William Jones’ Essays ; Colebrooke,

As. Res., ix. 273 ; Wilson, Introd. Vishnu Purana, ii.

1 “ It is remarkable that, in the long string of epithets applied even to Rudra
Ddrna, the chosen Satrap, there is none which bears the slightest allusion to Hindu
mythology; while, on the other hand, the coins of the whole dynasty bear an em-
blem we have hitherto considered either of Mithraic or of Buddhist import. The
name of Jina Ddmd (‘ Wearing Buddha as a necklace’) is decidedly Buddiiistic ; and
the epithet applied in the inscription to Rudra Ddma—who from right persuasion

never put any living creature to death—proves that Rudra’s opinions were at any
rate influenced by the proximity of the important Buddhist establishment at

Girndr.”
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As it is not proposed to show that the Sahs were Brahraanical

Hindus, the first point requires neither comment nor answer: in

respect to the second, as the word Jina can now he proved to have

been incorrectly read in the place of Jiwa, the argument founded on

the previous interpretation at once falls to the ground : and for the

third position, it also is equally based on error, arising from an inac-

curate rendering of the original passage in the inscription
;
notwith-

standing all this, there is some reason to concur in the idea itself, that

the Sah kings were “ influenced” by the opinions of the Buddhists,

though this by no means implies a complete desertion of the old faith.

This is scarcely the place to enter into any speculations on the

connexion between these religions; but as illustrative of the subject

more immediately under consideration, it may be mentioned that there

are numerous instances of a strange association of Buddhistic invo-

cations with the expression of the usual homage to the sun and moon,

to be found in many of the Cave Inscriptions in Western India 1

.

Reverting to the Obverse of these medals, two prominent defi-

ciencies have combined to obstruct any conclusive elucidation of the

questions involved in the decipherment of the marginal legends—the

one resulting from the use of a relatively broader die for this surface of

the coin; the other, from the ignorance of the engravers of the lan-

guage they endeavoured to imitate. The first of these causes has left

us without a single complete obverse stamp, the latter has rendered

that which has received a due impression—so to speak—illegible.

Before examining the legends, however, the more distinct and

simple main device claims a passing notice. The head, which is seen

to occupy nearly the entire surface of the coin, is remarkable in itself

for a degree of perfection of outline and execution seldom attained by

Indian die-cutters; and this superiority alone has been held to evi-

dence either direct instruction in, or close imitation of, Grecian art;

though the features of the face, the thin moustache, the ear-rings, and

the head-dress, each and all bespeak the hand of a native artist,

whose ideal of the form and apparel of a man (for whomsoever in-

tended) was drawn from local associations. There does not seem to

1 Sykes’ Inscription, J. R. A. S., No.VIII., interpreted by Prinsep, J. A. S. B.,

vii. 500. See also the same, with additional Inscriptions collected by Bird, (His-

torical Researches, Ac., pp. 51, 52, Bombay, 1847); also liis notice of the deri-

vation of the Buddhist religion itself, from the old form of Sabean idolatry, Bom-
bay Branch J. A. S., May, 1844, p. 440; and Hist. Res., p. 83, where he

states, “ I refer them rather to solar and elemental worship, out of which arose

Buddhism, and with which it seems to have been intimately associated on its first

propagation as a creed.”
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have been any intentional attempt to vary the profiles, such as under

a higher style of art might have been aimed at, with a design of

portraying each succeeding king; indeed, the original head is impli-

citly reproduced throughout, with the exception, of course, of occa-

sional deterioration consequent upon inferiority of workmanship,

which extends to the rest of the coin. The same remark applies

generally to the entire execution of the die-arrangements, and it is a

fact of perhaps more import than has as yet been assigned to it, that

the coins of twelve kings should thus continue—throughout the

period implied in the natural duration of so many reigns—to run so

little changed in aught but the purport of the legends. The inscrip-

tion that nearly surrounds the head, consists of two diverse, though

undivided, legends, the more lengthened oue being expressed in a sin-

gular imitation of Greek letters
;
the more brief record of three cha-

racters, which occupies the most roomy portion of the field, behind

the neck of the figure, being understood to have an Indian origin. It

will simplify the examination of these, to consider them each under

their separate heads.

As introductory to the former, a few words seem called for on the

form of the characters themselves : these have from the first been

recognised as imperfect representations of Greek letters', and each

succeeding 4 observer has concurred in this attribution. Late acquisi-

tions of more perfect materials fully confirm these early impressions;

and though up to the present time we are still far removed from any

definite and satisfactory solution of the purport the legends may have

been intended to convey, nevertheless a few items may be cited as

showing progress made towards the elucidation of the enigma.

Not the least in order among these is the fact of the specimens of

the earlier coins displaying far more correctly formed Greek letters

than the pieces which succeed them, justifying thereby, not only the

inference that the higher we advance in point of antiquity, the nearer

we approach the level of the intelligible alphabet in which the

earliest legends must needs have been written; but also the more im-

portant deduction therefrom, that the errors of later copyists were

beyond the reach of authoritative correction, and hence, that subse-

quent to the establishment of the Sah dynasty, there was, in the one

case, either a general absence of Greek interference with the provinces

wherein these coins were current, and that the crude imitations of

their characters were considered as evincing in themselves sufficient

1 Steuart, J. R. A. S., Feb. 1837, p. 273; also Prinsep, May, 1837, J. A. S. B.

2 Wilson, J. R. A. S., 1837, p. 398; also Ar. Ant., 411; Stevenson, Bombay
Asiatic Journal, 1847.
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compliance witli the demands implied in the recognition of Greek

supremacy; or, on the other hand—supposing the complete inde-

pendence of the Sahs of Guzerat—we must conclude that a mere

mechanical semblance of the original inscription was sufficient for the

purposes of the later members of the family, who perpetuated it for

uniformity sake, without thinking it necessary to render intelligible a

record couched in a language at best but in partial use.

That these obverse legends were mainly the work of Indian

artists might be held to be sufficiently established by the simple cir-

cumstance of the Devanagari alphabet on the reverse retaining its

fixed identity throughout the series, in the presence of a progressive

debasement of the associate Greek characters on the opposite surface

;

but beyond this, the inference in question is strikingly confirmed by

the detection—at an early period—of a tendency on the part of the

engraver unduly to assimilate tbe general features of certain Greek

letters to Devanagari characters possessed of a somewhat analogous

outline. This leaning towards the local model occurs in an unusually

marked degree on certain specimens of the money of the second

monarch of our list, many of his coins, at the same time, showing the

Greek alphabet in its initial transition state between the more cor-

rectly shaped letters of bis predecessor Iswara-datta’s coins, and the

less and less distinctly expressed characters to be found on the pieces

of his successors. Aided by the hint derived from the latter fact, the

former seems in itself to furnish a satisfactory clue to the explanation

of tbe real history of the deteriorating process whereby the obverse

legends of the major portion of the entire group of these medals have

reached a state of imperfection amounting to a complete loss of the

distinctive character of the Hellenic alphabet. A native die-sinker,

who might happen to discover the similarity that may really be said

to have existed between the occasional form of his own TT and the

Greek Y i, would naturally—were the idea of their correspondence

once adopted, and he himself left unchecked by needful correction

—

go on to endue each succeeding Y with more and more of tbe identity

of his own Devanagari letter, and less and less of the required features

of the—to him—foreign character; the same course applied to the

A, A, and A, each of which might be made to coincide with an in-

verted would readily account for the number of such outlines to

be found in these inscriptions. Erroneous forms once introduced, and

subsequent imitators possessing in turn less and less knowledge of

4 See PI. I. figs. 3 and 6.
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the alphabet to be engraved, may well have produced the curious

characters which now defy decipherment.

This may be a fit place to remark, that the earliest specimen of

the coins of the Sail kings at present known has one uniform Greek

legend from beginning to end, and is entirely wanting in the Indian

figures which aro found on the pieces of the succeeding kings. The

innovation of introducing Sanskrit numerals into the body of a Greek

inscription seems to have originated with Rudra Sail, the son of Swami

Jiwa DamA Another position is also gained from our latest numis-

matic contributions, resulting from the discovery, on a coin of Iswara

datta, of a well-cut Greek sigma (2) of the old form, which began to

be locally barbarized in India, towards the commencement of the cen-

tury before Christ

1

,
and which is found in permanent use in its new

shape (C) on the coins of Kadphiaes* and Kauerki. This, it is true,

is but a small matter, but it should be sufficient to prove, even if there

were no other evidence to the point, that tho Sail kings preceded the

Kanerkis (Yue Chi).

Regarding the intent and meaning of the legends, it is worse than

useless to speculate upon probabilities founded upon such utterly in-

sufficient materials as those now available
3
. It may be as well, there-

fore, to avoid all conjecture on the subject, confining the present

remarks to what may be fairly affirmed as capable of obvious demon-

stration. Even the mutilated and clumsy attempts at Greek letters

ou these coins suffice to prove not only that the legends are not

uniform, but that they vary irregidarly

;

and allowing, even to the

full, for incapacity and want of knowledge on the part of designers

and engravers, this variation is marked, and apparently purposed.

Thus, on the one hand, we find a certain given series of Greek letters

reproduced on the coins of two different kings—as in the case of

Yijaya Sail, the son of Dama Sah, and Rudra Sah, son of Vira Dama 4

;

on the other hand, again, are to be seen dissimilar Greek legends on

different coins of one and the same Sah king 5
. These facts may be

held to establish two distinct points :— 1st. That the obverse inscrip-

tion is not a Grecianized equivalent of the Indiau name on the reverse,

i Wilson, Ar. Ant., p. 316, 318, &c.
4 First century A.n.: Lassen, J. A. S. B., 1840, p. 763; Ar. Ant., 333; Cun-

ningham, Num. Chron. viii. 175.
3 As it may possibly contribute something towards the eventual elucidation of

the purport of these legends, it will be useful to mention that the only coin I have

yet seen with the Greek legend perfect at the termination has the concluding

letters distinctly .... lYO [Rudra, son of Vira, 8th king (Sykes)].

* See Detail of Coins.

5 Rudra Sdh, son of Jiwa D3mai PI. T. figs. 3, 5.
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otherwise two kings of different Sanskrit appellations would not use

the same Greek denomination 1
: 2nd. That a given set of Grecian cha-

racters being interchangeable for a different assortment on the coins of

one king, and another set remaining unchanged on the coins of two kings

in succession, it is clear that, supposing the Greek legends to purport

the name of any existing being, the life of the individual so named

must have been independent of the duration of the lives or reigns of

the Sail princes; and hence, that the name, if name it be—and its

constituent letters do not designate a Greek equivalent of the title of

any of the members of the Local Pantheon—should, under each altera-

tion, refer to some one of a succession of potentates whom it was neces-

sary or useful for the local princes of Guzerat to acknowledge.

It remains to notice the last and most important indication

afforded by these coins, namely, the dates inserted near the com-

mencement of the Greek legend. James Prinsep was indebted, for the

original discovery of the fact of the characters in question being sus-

ceptible of interpretation as dates, to the identification of certain

numerals similar to many of the figures of the coins, detected 011 some

Guzerat Copper-plate Grants of the fourth century [Saka?], whereon

the dates were written at length in words, and repeated in figures.

= 385*. Prinsep had, therefore, as lie supposed, the decimal num-

1 Dr. Stevenson, in his account of the late discovery of Surdshtran coins at

Junfr (Punah Collectorate), published in the Journal of the Bombay Branch of

the Asiatic Society, July, 1847, acting upon the supposition that the Greek in-

scription might be a mere translate adaptatiou of the native name on the reverse

surface of the coin, has endeavoured to show that’ the obverse legend on a piece

(infrA, PI. I. 5) of Rudra Sail, the son of Swdmi Jiwa Ddma, is to be read as

AwXuttih for Deva Rudra. Setting aside the unsatisfactory nature of both

reading and rendering in this particular case, the rule itself is shown to be entirely

inapplicable in its details to the later coius, and equally inconsistent with the

facts developed by the change of inscription on Rudra Sab’s own coins as above

noticed. I transcribe Dr. S.’s words:—“The first eight of these letters I

read AwXvttih. The last with two fragments I suppose to belong to a new word

of which too little remains to found any conjecture upon. If I am right in

reference to the first word, it will be a tolerable translation into Greek of Rudra,

or even of Rudra Saha, supposing Dio, as in Dionysius, &c., to be the name of

Jupiter, and the other element meaning, like Rudra, the causer of grief.”

* The first, second, and fourth of these sets of numerals are facsimiles taken

from the original copper-plates now in the Library of the Royal Asiatic Society.

The ciphers supplied by these inscriptions were
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bers 1, 3, 4, 5, 8 and 9 represented by their equivalent figures. In

the progress of his enquiry, be was enabled to collect no less than

fifteen different symbols; the superfluous five, which remained over

and above the requisite set of decimals, were imagined to be merely

modifications of the correct form of the original ciphers. This excess,

however, was felt and acknowledged to be a difficulty, for the solution

of which it was imagined' there existed no sufficient data.

An extended collation of the old 4 and many newly acquired spe-

cimens 3 of the Salt coins has now distinctly proved that there were a

separate set of symbols used to denote units, tens, and hundreds, and

hence that the figures employed were incapable of acquiring local

value, or attaining any accession of power from relative position
;
so

that each by itself expressed in full its own corresponding number,

independent of any numerals that might precede or follow it. Of

the hundreds, the coins show but one example = 300. Of the

tens they disclose the QQ = 80, and 00 or © = 90, whose values are

verified by the copper-plates, and the unidentified forms of 0
4 or

9 also OC , N, J or J also ,5, *j
or and The = 10 has

been found solely on the copper-plates.

1 Prinsep’s suspicions as to the possibility of these figures being independent

symbolical numerals—each representing in itself a given number, irrespective of

their relative collocation—were naturally excited at finding a character, differing

obviously from his own assumed figure one, used— in combination with a distinct

unit, possessing its own separate power—to represent the value of ten (J. A. S. L!.,

vii. 353). Had he seen the original Copper-plate Grant dated 380, he would

probably have been confirmed in the opinion that the series of figures in question

must be wanting in local value, as the symbol which expresses 80 is here seen to

stand without the succeeding dot, reproduced—we must infer—from the inaccurate

facsimile furnished by Dr. Burns, as No. 2, PI. XX., Vol. VII. If the symbol

HD stood merely for 8, and not for 80, and the ^ *n like manner represented 3

instead of 300, the want of this dot in the figured date would obviously have made

the combined ciphers equivalent to 38, instead of the sum of 380, as required by

the context of the written date.

An error that must also have seriously tended to mislead Prinsep’s decision of

the debated question, was his mistaken reading of the figured date on one of his own

coins (J. A. S. B., vii. 350, and fig. 12, pi. xii. re-engraved in the accompanying

plate I. as fig. 19), wherein the symbol which is in effect never found except

in the third or hundred place of the date, has been quoted as occupying the

second or decimal place of the date, leading naturally to the supposition that the

figure was moveable, and therefore, inferentially, that the other numerals were

in like manner transferable, and, as such, capable of acquiring relative value.

s Steuart’s collection, James Prinsep’s Cabinet, British Museum, &c.
3 Colonel Sykes, Colonel 'Wynch, Baron de Berli, &c.
* See also Wuthen’s Guzerat Copper-plate, figured date Q- J. A. S. B ,

iv. pi. XL.

VOL. XII. D
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The unit numerals to be traced on the coins are nine in number

—

H or ^ also = 4, ^ = 5, £, J
or <^, r: or £,

and
J,

or f.

As it will be seen that there is no conclusive evidence whereby

to determine the correct order of succession
1

of the several princes

of the Sail family, and as it is upon such data alone that the principal

conclusions regarding the numerical value of the different figures

would have to depend, it may be as well to reserve any attempt at

a detail verification of the import of the more doubtful symbols, and to

rest content with certain palpable general inferences, which, how-

ever, will be found fully sufficient for all purposes of Dynastical

emplacement. An additional difficulty iu the way of a comprehensive

assignment of the order and powers of this series of figures is found

in the circumstance, that, inasmuch as they are now shown to be

symbolic numerals, not only is it incumbent to determine the value

of the larger number of nineteen figures, at the least, instead of

the anticipated ten; but in the recognition of the fact that a separate

set of numerals stood for units, tens, and hundreds respectively, we
are deprived of much of the advantage which might otherwise have

been derived from the identification of the ancient as compared with

the possibly assimilate modern form of the same ciphers, had the

’ 1 For instance, although the several kings are placed in a certain order, and

nnmbered for facility of reference, there is but little authority for the distribution,

which has been adopted simply as Prinsep’s final arrangement (J. A. S. B., vii.

358), without any critical examination of the value of the arrangement itself, with

the means of testing which we are still unprovided, as there exists neither any

written list whereby to determine the relative precedence of each monarch, nor

any scale completely applicable to the decision of the question of individual

priority in the possibly imperfect order of succession conveyed by the coins them-

selves.

To show how arbitrary the collocation hitherto received may perchance prove

to be, it may be noticed that, in addition to the uncertainty attendant upon the

position each head of a family ought to hold in the general list, there is not only

the difficulty attaching to the succession of several brothers, but the still greater

obstruction existing in the fact that our list contains the names of no less than five

individuals designated ns sons of Rudra Sdh, and this last denomination recurs no
less than three times ns indicating a reigning king, each having a different pro-

genitor. Tho information to be gathered from the Sanskrit superscriptions on the

medals does not suffice to show to which of the three Rudrns any one of the five

sons of Rudra Sill owed his birth.

It is true there are certain minor and incidental items which tend to satisfy us

with portions of the entire distribution, such as the coincidence of the use of a
given date on the money of father and son; but far more definite datn are requi-

site before it would be safe to take the serial order of the mounrehs ns a basis for

the determination of a complicated numerical system.
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number of tho fonnor been confined to tho ten decimal figures at

present in use.

If these symbols are admitted to be figures importing dates—and

in truth there is but little reason to say they are not—thirteen kings

out of tlio entire fourteen in the present list reigned in the fourth

century of a given era
1

. This assertion may be considered as some-

> A consideration that undoubtedly tends to cause distrust in the conclusive-

ness of the decision, which assigns the value of 300 to all the known forms of the

symbol arises from the circumstance of its appearing as the unvarying repre-

sentative of the hundreds on both the coins and inscriptions [the Multye plates,

J. A. S. B., vi. 370, may possibly prove an exception to this rulej, and the singular

coincidence which results from the facts that, among the many dated coins now

capable of citation, and the fair proportion of figure-dated copper-plate grants at

present known, not only must ench and all, under this view of the case, be dated

in 300 and odd ; but likewise, strange to say, the same identical hundreds as found

on these different monuments must of necessity be referred to totally distinct

cycles, whose initial epochs are removed from each other by an interval of some

centuries at the very least.

These observations lead naturally to the inquiry, whether, in the early stages

of progressive improvement in notation, it may not have been possible that,

whereas we find a striking want of variety in the outlines, and a marked absence

of ingenuity in the expression of the distinctive forms, of the decimal ciphers, that

so, in like manner, the changes in the definition of the different hundreds may have

been in part effected by minor and subsidiary additions to a fixed symbol, as is still

practised in the entire Tibetan numerical system. It will be seen that there is

a palpable variation in the form and numbers of the side spur strokes in different

examples of the figure ,
passing from the occasional entire omission of the

mark to the use of one or two of these lines, and in some instances (No. 6, PI.

XX., Vol. VII., J. A. S. B.) the simple lower stroke is changed into a complete

subjunctive curve, making in itself a second character, similar to the body of the

old alphabetical letter 3} N. But, on the other hand, it will not fail to be

remarked that there is much latitude discoverable in the expression of many of

the unit figures, whose complete identity of value there is but little reason to dis-

credit, and hence that it would be unsafe to assume a difference of power to be

conveyed in the one case, by what is possibly a mere flourish, which could not be

similarly claimed for a like modification in another.

In continuation of these remarks, this may be a fit place to examine—some-

what more at large than the patience of the general reader would probably have

submitted to in the text—the various coincidencies tending to throw light upon

the powers of the different symbols we are at present in possession of.

Passing on from the single hundred as yet found, the decimal numbers next

claim attention.

The is a fixed quantity, whose value is determined by its use in two dis-

tinct instances in the context of the Guzerat Copper-plate Inscriptions as the

corresponding equivalent of the written number ten (Dr. Burns’ Copper-plates,

Nos. 2 and 3, J. A. S. B., vii. 349): no such complicated form, or any sign at all

D 2
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CQ©

89

0OC

what startling in referring to the well ascertained average of the

length of Indian reigns', thirteen of which should, under ordinary

approaching a Sanskrit double tt or ^ dd, with a vowel attached, has as yet

been discovered among the series of numerals developed by the coins.

The power of the sign QQ = fiO has also been settled definitively by the

Copper-plates, on which it is seen to undergo certain alterations of outline (p. 32,

supra), though its integral character is subjected to no change sufficiently decided

to authorize a supposition that the many similar, though slightly varied, symbols to

be found on the medals, are only modifications of the regular form of the original

numeral : hence, though it may be necessary to admit the sign (j) as possibly a

cursive delineation of the more formal QQ, yet the figures 0 and oc clearly

claim a separate identity: it is a singular fact in regard to the shapes of the two

former symbols, that on the leaden coins (27, 28, 30, 31) the sign almost inva-

riably (29) takes the same squarely-based outline which it assumes on the Copper-

plates, whereas, on the silver money, it never appears except as
(J).

To dispose of the proved numerals, before proceeding to the consideration of

those whose value is as yet unascertained, it remains to refer to the form

09 = 90, which, when analyzed, seems to offer nothing more than a duplication

of the crude symbol used for the QQ = 80 ; in like manner, the improved (J) is

readily convertible into the higher number by the simple addition of a central

cross-stroke.

What the values of 0 and oc
,
supposing them to be independent numbers,

may chance to be, there are no present means of deciding. The former, as most

clearly developed on the better preserved coins, assumes the appearance of a

Greek 9 ; on some of the less perfect specimens, however, it takes the form of the

old Tcf kh of the fifth century B.C., and at times that of the modern Tibetan Q
one. Again, on Wathen’s Guzerat Plate (J. A. S. B., iv. 481), what may be

assumed to be an identical cipher also displays much of the likeness of a cursive

—a letter which will be seen to have undergone but little change during the

interval which elapsed between the epoch of the Sills and that of the Valabliis.

Were the sign oc written perpendicularly, instead of horizontally, there

would be little hesitation in pointing to its identity w’ith the oldest known form

of the letter the fact of the of the more modern legends on the coins

themselves appearing in a different shape to that retained by the figure letter,

would offer no obstacle to the admission of the original derivation of the symbol

from the alphabets of earlier times, as this may well have kept its fixed integrity of

1 Tod, i. 52, “Average rate of reigns of the chief dynasties of Rajast’han,”

extending over 1 19 kings, gives “ an average of 22 years for each reign see ulso

Wathen, J. It. A. S.. v. 348, whose original documents show rather more than 25

years for the average reign of each prince during a period of 535 years; and

Elliot’s Inscriptions, J. It. A. S., iv. 5, prove an average length of reign of each

sovereign, during the rule of two dynasties, numbering in all 21 kings, as 1 7‘7

years.
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circumstances, be represented by a sum of more than two centuries

(13 x 17 = 221), instead of being compressed into less than one; but

there arc other circumstances that lend support to the deduction

necessitated by the admission of the proposed purport of the coin

dates. Among these may be classed the consideration—to which

attention has already been drawn—of the almost unvarying similitude

that pervades the entire suite of the Sail coins, which, in its simple

outline quite independent of any progressive modifications the general Dcvanagari

alphabet may in the mean time have undergone.

Prinsep was inclined to consider this letter—the ancient s— as the repre-

sentative of the modern figure 'O 7, the idea being advanced simply on the

strength of the letter in question constituting the initial consonant of the word sapta

(seven). The attribution is, however, clearly inadmissible, as the figure never

appears in the unit place in the dates, the several series of figures composing

which are now clearly seen to be wanting in local value. Its identification as the

representative of 70 would be satisfactory enough were there any more certain

grounds whereon to base a decisive assignment of this kind; but a degree of diffi-

culty exists in the apparently anomalous position held by the ?\j on certain coins

(No. 7, &c. ), as compared with its seeming import on the copper-plates. If the

relative priority of the coins, inter se, as at present arranged, is correct, and the

is in all cases to be held to express 300, the symbol ^J, as it appears on these

medals, must needs refer to some of the decimal numbers of the first half—if not to

the earlier part of that moiety—of the century; whereas, when tested by the com-

parative dates on the two Guzerdt Valabhi Plates (J. A. S. B., iv. 481, and vii.

9G8, and ante note, p. 5), and the period which it seems necessary to suppose to

have elapsed between the execution of the one and the other, there is great reason

to conclude that the in the later of these documents represents some of the

higher decimals, or at least one of those that should fall into the second half of a

century. Looking to these facts, I am induced to distrust the entire arrangement

of the list of kings as heretofore adopted, though in the present insufficiency of

materials to justify any new collocation, I hesitate to propose any alteration in

the order of succession hitherto received, further than drawing attention to the

principle involved in the explanation of the difficulties of the case, suggested in

the text at p. 39.

The figure
,
as seen on the less perfect coins, frequently assumes the

appearance of the lower portion of a modern cf t. At first sight, this might pos-

sibly be looked upon as a different sign ; but it will be seen that the mode of

writing the \j in use on the coins occasionally admitted of the complete omission

of the first down-stroke of the letter, though its place was in a measure supplied

by the due expression of the mark which should otherwise have formed the head

line of the missing stroke (See fig. 3, reverse). There is a single instance of an

addition to the original type of the figure, in the continuation of the second perpen-

dicular line of the ?\| in the shape of the lower limb of an J, ,
similar to that
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mechanical indication, implies a comparatively speedy sequence of

fabrication, as well as the fact, also confirmatory of an inference

admitting the brief duration of the series of reigns made known by our

medals, developed in the occurrence, amid so limited a list of kings, of

two distinct instances of a succession of three brothers. Moreover, in

adverting to this last point, it is to be remembered that coins alone,

in the absence of any full list of sovereigns, only prove their own case,

and the medals now available by no means show that in this given

already noticed as occurring on the Subjoined is a copy of the date con-

taining this symbol, taken from a mutilated coin of one of the sons of Damd

sah-'J)^
This symbol is seen to occupy the second place in the figured date on the

leaden coins Nos. 33, 34 ; it occurs on the silver money of Ddm& Sdh, and

has also been found, in a slightly varied shape, in the same relative position,

on the Bhilsa Inscription (J.A. S. B., vi. pi. XXVI.). In neither case,

however, is any collateral assistance afforded in the ascertainment of the nu-

merical value of the cipher itself. In one case, the figure may be likened to

an inverted "C 3 ; in the other, it partakes more of the character of the tjf / of the

Gupta alphabet.

The accompanying figure is put forward without any degree of confidence in

the accuracy of the form, owing to the imperfection of the date on the coins (fig.

9, aud a coin of the E. I. C.), from whence the outline has had to be copied ; the

more perfect medals of Dr. Bird’s, whence the extra references are cited, not being

at hand to aid in correcting the type now adopted. On one of Dr. Bird’s speci-

mens this figure has the extra subjunctive curve already remarked upon as occa-

sionally seen on the ^ and . It will be seen that this is the only figure in

the series of tens that could by any possibility be confounded with any of the

unit ciphers, which fact in itself adds to the already expressed distrust in the com-

pleteness of the prefixed facsimile.

I have also some misgivings as to the normal shape of the symbol represented

as closely as circumstances will admit of in the type figure at the commencement
of this sentence. The form occurs but seldom, and, when found, has hitherto hap-

pened to prove unusually indistinct. As now given, the outline closely approxi-

mates to the curious character employed in modern Guzerkti to represent the

number six.

• Having thus cursorily referred to the decimal numerals, it is time to detail the

unit ciphers. It will be convenient to commence with the — or jr (coins 33, 34,

&e. ; see also copper-plate date quoted p. 4), which, amid a set of seven, if not

eight, symbols already known out of the required nine, and as the only figure of

the series that displays any identity with the probably purely original form of a

can scarcely be objected to as the equivalent of that number, especially as the three

simple lines thus arranged to this day constitute the regular representative of j.

To give consistency to this attribution, it would bo necessary to prove that the same

system of equivalent numbers of simple lines, applied equally well to the definition of
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interval there were not many Kshatrapa kings over and above those

whoso names have been handed down by these metallic records.

The most obvious method of explaining tho difficulty, as it now

presents itself, would bo to suppose the existence of a republican form

of government as that under which the Sah family held sway; and

that in tho history of the nation, there were, on certain occasions,

either two or more rajas simultaneously invested with a share in the

conduct of tho state, or, if eloctcd as sole rulers for the time being, the

tlie one and the two. This may probably be shown to have been the fact, inasmuch

as there is one decided instance of the use of an isolated dot or short square line

after the QQ on one of the leaden coins, and there are several apparent examples

of the occurrence of double lines in the requisite position on the silver coins,

though these are not definitively quoted, as it is possible they may either be the

remaining lines of a three, or the imperfectly defined representatives of the Greek

I, or that portion of any initial letter of the succeeding legend. With all this

evidence in favour of the proposed value of the double lines, it is to be noted, on the

other hand, that they are frequently prefixed to the entire date, as in fig. 30, where,

to all appearance, they could otherwise serve no possible purpose but that of an

ornamental filling in of vacant space, unless, indeed, they are here to be understood

as an imperfect rendering of the corresponding opening mark, which invariably

precedes the date in the form of a Greek I on the silver coins, and that intro-

duced originally upon the leaden pieces, in uniformity with the practice on the

silver series, they were arbitrarily supplied or omitted at the will of the die-sinkers.

There are no less than five very clear examples of the use of these prefix dots, and

were it not for the knowledge gained from fig. 30, where it is impossible the sign

could import two, a supposition might have arisen that, in the case of the very

legible date on a leaden coin of Colonel Sykes’, the figures employed

might be intended to convey the number 382; but it will be seen in this, as in

every other example of the use of these symbols, that, although wanting in local

value, they are uniformly placed in the order in which they should be read.

Weighing the whole evidence on the subject, and the fact of the one and the

three having been found in the needfully corresponding forms, there can be but

little objection to adopting the two as designed by the two lines, when clearly

defined, which succeed any decimal figure, notwithstanding the occasional appear -

ance of a similar form as an, at present, inexplicable prefix to dates counting by

hundreds.

The H, of the coins, or ^ = 4 of tlle copper-plates, may be fairly

admitted to a common identity, and, as such, may each and all be invested with

the value assigned to the last by the formal testimony of the Copper-plate Grantt

in the body of which it occurs.

The coin characters are seen to vary in some of the subsidiary and minor

details, such as has already formed the subject of remark in the cases of the

and . In the present instance, the additions would seem to have been fanciful

in the extreme, and to have been added or withheld in the most arbitrary and

undetermined manner.

The five of the copper-plates, which themselves prove its value, may
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periods of retention of authority were limited directly and definitively

by law, or terminable irregularly at the will of the majority : in either

case it will be necessary to allow for the influence of a degree of

prestige or direct power attaching to the particular family for the

moment most prominent, which has led to the election of so many sons

of rajas.

possibly be the more modern correspondent of tbe^- of the coins: the latter sym-

bol occurs but rarely, and the accuracy of its form, as at present given, cannot be

altogether relied upon, as the only examples of its use within reach (two coins of

Atri Damd, severally the property of Colonel Sykes and Dr. Swiney) offer the

figure in its probably incomplete shape, deprived of any upper line that may
perchance have constituted an important portion of the integral form. The
Guzerati four of the present day bears a close resemblance to the coin figure ; but

as the Guzerati modern numeral series does not tally with any possible assimilate

system as applicable to the units of the more ancient epoch, it is but little use

citing these coincidences, though as it is possible that literal identities may be of

more import in their bearings upon the general inquiry, it may be noted that the

same character as that now found on the coins is in current use as the

of the modern Sindhi alphabet.

This sign offers an accurate model of the Bengali \g' d. Among the earlier

alphabets it might answer for a Gupta V;. The Tibetan C corresponds in many

respects with the outline of this figure.

These two symbols—the one from a silver, the other from a leaden coin—have

been classed together for the present, owing to the uncertainty which of necessity

remains of the true form of the single example that presents itself on the silver

money, from its being apparently deficient in the upper part of the character.

This symbol is an exact counterpart of the ^ ng of the SSh Inscriptions

;

whether from its striking' similitude to the common modern Sanskrit 'C 8, it may

be judged to have any claim to be considered as the ancient equivalent of that

number must for the present remain an open question.

This cipher may be likened to a f> or possibly to a ^ dh. There is but

one instance of its use (fig. 31, pi. II.), and this occurs on an extensively oxydised

leaden coin ; so that there may be some doubt about its correct outline, as well as

whether it may not be a variety of the preceding symbol.

There is no question as to the accuracy of these forms per sc, as they are found

clearly defined oil several well-preserved coins. Whether they are correctly

classed as varieties of the same figure may be permitted for the present to remain
an open question, as the correct ascertainment of their shape can scarcely be said

to assist in the identification of their value and import. The figure placed first

in order is a very close counterpart of a Sanskrit ru of the type in use in the

Still alphabet; the second fi ure is also fairly recognisable as a crudely-shaped

compound of similar value.
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It must be admitted, however, that though there are numerous

instances capable of citation 1 as proving generally the prevalence of

republican systems of government among the people of India in these

ancient days, there is at this moment but insufficient evidence 4 to

authorise the application of any theory, implying popular government,

to the peninsula of Guzerdt during the time of the Stilts.

It is now necessary to determine to what mra these dates should

be held to refer. J. Prinsep, in his latest paper on the subject, after

discussing the claims of several possible tcras
3

,
goes on to say—“If,

i There is evidence sufficient to the fact of the existence of republics in India

in early times, though but few distinct details are extant as to their exact forms

of constitution. The republic of which most frequent mention is made is that of

Vais’ali, which is repeatedly referred to in the Dulva, and casual indications are

afforded of the powers possessed by the citizens in the time of Shakya (Csoma de

Koros, As. Res., xx. 66, 72). Some curious information on the general subject

is also conveyed in the following passage from Csoma de Koros’ Analysis of this

work (As. Res., xx. 69):

—

“The story of Dumbu, a Minister (of State), and his King, Hphags-skyes-po,

in Lus-Hp’hags {Sanskrit Videha). Dumbu escapes to Yangs-pa-chan [Vaisali],

and settles there. He first declines to give his advice in the assembly of the

people there, but afterwards renders them great service by his prudent counsel.”
• * • “ The before mentioned Dumbu is made chief tribune there, and after

his death his second son. His elder son retires to Rajagriha, in Magadha.”

Further notices of the republic of Vaisali are to be found in “ Foe Koue Ki,”

from which the following may be cited as throwing light on the interesting ques-

tion of the government of these bodies—“ II s’agit ici des habitants de la ville de

Phi efte li (Yais’ali), lesquels formaieut une re'publique, et s’appelaient en Sanscrit

Litchtchiwi
,
ou Litchhe dans la transcription Chinoise. Tchu Li tchhe signifie

done tous les Litchtchiwi, ou la re'union des Li tchhe” (Klaproth, p. 240). Again

(Klaproth, note 8, Les deux tois, p. 251), “ II parait que quoique les habitants de

Vais’ali eussent une forme de gouveruement re'publicaine, ils avaient pourtant

aussi un rou Les deux rois de notre texte sont done A tche chi de Magadha, et

celui qui e'tait le chef de l’etat des Li tchhe ou Litchtchiwi de Vais’ali.”

Arrian may likewise be quoted to show that self-government was by no means

unusual in India in his day, as the Episcopi are mentioned as bound to report “ to

the king in those places where the Indians are under regal rule; or to the Magis-

trates, where they govern themselves.” (Indicte, cap. xii., cited by Prinsep,

J. A. S. B., vii. 449).
4 It may be requisite perhaps to notice that the following passage in Prinsep’s

Translation of the Bridge Inscription is not borne out by the more perfect copy

of the original in the Bombay Journal :
—“ * * * by him [Swami Rudra

dama] who, being predestined from the womb to the unceasing and increasing pos-

sessions of the fortunes of royalty, was invited by all classes waiting upon him
for the security of their property

—

to be their king.”
3 The claims of the Seleucidan -Era (1st Sept., 312 b c.) to be considered as

the cycle in use under the government of the Sail kings, are by no means to be

lightly passed over, if we bear in mind on the one hand the possible subjection to

Greek supremacy implied by the superscription of that language on the local coins,
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lastly, out of deference to Asoka’s temporary supremacy in tlie Gu-

and on the other the care with which the recognition of this sera was enforced in

the provinces more directly subject to the Seleucidan rule, as we learn that it was

“used all over the East by the Jews, Christians, and Mohammedans. The Jews

still style it the JEra of Contracts, because they were obliged, when subject to the

Syro-Macedonian princes, to express it in all their contracts and civil writings,”

Gough, Seleu., 3. “ In Maccabees, i. 10, it is called the JEra of the Kingdom

of the Greeks,” Gough, 4.

In connexion with this subject, some further items suggest themselves, bear-

ing upon the interesting question, as to how much of the Indian system of cipher

notation was derived from, or improved by communication with the Greeks.

Although so debatable a point requires more examination and argument to serve

to justify a definite opinion, than either the materials or the space at command

will at present afford, still the subjoined remarks may not be inappropriate as

introducing the matter to the attention of others.

In the first place, it has already been noticed as singular that these Indian dates

should be found on the coins in direct conjunction with, perhaps absolute insertion

in a Greek legend, instead of taking their place in their more natural position, among

the Sanskrit legends and local devices, on the reverse surface of the pieces.

Next is to be observed the complete absence of any previous example of the

use of figures to express numbers on any known Indian inscription, or on any

coins of that country which there is reason to assign to an earlier epoch.

And, lastly, there is the less negative argument, against the probability of any

general anterior use of ciphers, in the fact, only lately brought to light, that

whatever means of representing quantities by symbols may have been in associate

use with the Indian Pali alphabet, the Bactrian Pali of Asoka’s time, as seen

on the Kapur di Giri Rock Inscription, possessed no figure equivalents of num-
bers, but the required sum was first written, aud then numerically expressed by

a corresponding succession of simple perpendicular strokes. It is true that this

position may have to be somewhat qualified, inasmuch as up to this time we arc

able to cite only the early number four; and it is possible that the higher nume-

rical equivalents may, in the necessity of the case, have been subjected to a more

perfect system, as is seen to have occurred in the Cuneiform Inscriptions, where

the low numbers were often defined by little more than rude combinations of

the equivalent number of simple strokes, while the decimals and hundreds were

far less crudely rendered. Rawlinson, J. R. A. S., x. 1J2; Hincks, idem, ix.

423.

In addition to this, were any faith to be placed in similarity of characters,

many of the numerical symbols might be identified as possibly of Greek derivation

;

for instance, the © is the exact form of the Greek 9 of the Sigean (500 and odd

n.c.) and Apollonian (a few years b.c.) alphabets; but so also is the Indian cipher

0 recognizable as a Greek 0, as indeed the Pali Q th itself is absolutely identical

with the 0 of the Nemean and Athenian forms of the same letter. The Indian

3 approaches closely to the outline of the Greek S of Cadmus, aud of the Sigean

characters. The coin figure QQ is likewise a perfect rendering of the Attic Si

(400 b.c.). (See Fry’s Pantographia.)

Amid all this, on the other hand it is amply manifest that whatever of enlarged

ideas of arrangement and distribution of numerals the Indians may perchance

have owed to the Greeks, they did not generally adopt their letters, or even their

literal equivalent system, as modified to suit their own alphabet ; and judging
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zorat peninsula, we tako the Buddhist mrn, then 543 — 300 will

leave 153 b.c., about a century after Asoka, and in every respect the

period I should like to adopt, were it possible to establish any uioro

certain grounds for its preference*. ’ In additiou to the limited con-

fidence in the value of his theory expressed by the proposer himself,

there are further objections to its reception that appear to have es-

caped his observation. In the first plaeo, as regards any probable

deference to Asoka’s supremacy, Prinsep himself had already re-

marked, in his comments upon the Stilt Inscription, which formed the

main subject of the article, whence the above extract is taken, that

“ the brahmauical population of the distant province of Surashtra

probably had but little affection for the Buddhist monarch, who is not

even honoured in the inscription with the title of nija—being simply

styled Asoka the Maurya3!" This passage in itself seems to refute

sufficiently any notion which would imply needless adoption or con-

tinued use of a strange a?ra, introduced, as assumed, in the first

instance, by a monarch whose memory is here seen to be treated with

such scant respect. In the second place, whatever may have been the

amount of actual currency of the Buddhist rEra itself, the probability

of its mon umental employment on the coins of the Sah kiug is weightily

controverted by the fact, that it was not so used on the monuments of

the Buddhist kings themselves—

(

Piyadasi *) Asoka's own inscriptions

Wing invariably dated in the years of his reign 5 (or “ after his con-

secrat ion").

The icra it is now proposed to apply to the coin dates, in super-

cession of the Buddhist cycle, is entitled the Sri Harsha, the very

existence of which, as a cycle, has only lately been made known to

Orientalists, through the medium of the publication of a portion

from the strictly Indian forms retained by some of the literal figures, now

seen to have been in use under the Sahs of Guzerat, it is almost necessary to infer

that the original outlines of the figures themselves were either drawn from an

anterior Sanskrit or else from a more purely Pali alphabet than that concurrently

employed in ordinary writing, the admission of which fact in itself goes far to

demand a consequent concession that the Indians were not indebted to the Greeks

for any assistance in the matter.

1 Date on a coin of Swaini Rudra Sah, the 14th prince in the present list.

* J. A. S. B., vii. 354.
5 J. A. S. B., vii. 343.
4

It is necessary to state that the identity of Piyadasi and Asoka has not

remained unquestioned (see Wilson, J.R. A. S., viiL 309; Trover, Radja Taran-

gini, ii. 313), though the arguments as yet adduced to shake faith in the fact are

scarcely sufficient to meet the various concurring proofs to which they are

opposed (see, on the other hand, Lassen, J. A. S. B., 1840, p. 751).
5 J. A. S. B., vii. 220.
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of the valuable works of Albiruni relating to India. The extracts

appended below 1 sufficiently detail the history of the Sri Harsba

iEra; all that need be said in this place is, that as its commencement

dates 457 B.c., the epoch of the Sabs at present constituting our list,

1 “ On emploie ordinairement les eres de Sri Harscha, de Vikramaditya, de

Saca, de Ballaba, et des Gouptas.”
“ Les Indiens croirent que Sri-Harsclxa faisait fouiller la terre, et chercbait ce

qui pouvait se trouver dans le sol, eu fait d’anciens tresors et de richesses

enfouies; il faisait enlever ces richesses, et pouvait, par ce moyen, s’abstenir de

fouler ses sujets. Son ere est mise en usage a Mahourah, et dans la province de

Canoge. J’ai entendu dire a un homme du pays que, de cette ere a celle de

Vikramaditya, on comptait quatre cents ans; mais j’ai vu, dans l’almanach de

Cachemire, cette ere reculee apres celle de Vikramaditya de C64 ans. II m’est

done venu des doutes que je n’ai pas trouve' moyen de re'soudre * • Albf-

runi, Reinaud, p. 139.

Again—“ L’ere des astronomes commence l’an 587 de l’ere de Saca (6C5 a.d.).

C’est a cette ere qu’ont dtd rapportees les tables Kanda khataca, de Brahmagupta.

Cet ouvrage porte chez nous le titre de Arcand. D’apres cela, en s’en tenant a

l’an 400 de l’ere de Yezderdjed, on se trouve sous l’annee 1488 de l’ere de Sri-

Harscha” [457 b.c.]. Ibid, 143, 144.

The difficulty noticed in the first of these extracts seems capable of explanation

by the fact that in the year C07 a.d., or GC4 Vikramaditya, an important revolu-

tion occurred on the occasion of the death of Harsha Vardhana, of Kanouj, which

may possibly have given rise to the second Sri Harsha ./Era of the Kashmir

Almanack. M. Reinaud has the following remarks upon the changes which took

place on the decease of Harsha Vardhana :

—

“ L’an 607 de notre ere, une revolution fit ddchoir la ville de Canoge du haut

rang qu’elle occupait. Cette revolution eut lieu a la mort du roi Harcha- Vard-

hana, dont le pi-re se uommait Prakara-Vardhana, et dont on avait jusqu’ici fait

dcscendre le regne jusqu’au XT' siecle. La population de 1’Hindostan actuel se

partageait en brahmanistes et bouddhistes. Harcha, partisan zdld des boud-

dhistes, suscita des embarras aux brahmanistes; en meme temps il fut force, par

suite de ses profusions, d’augmenter les impots, ce qui me'contenta le reste de ses

sujets. Harcha, dtant mort, son fils aind, Karadja- Vardhana, fut attaque par un

prince ami des brahmanistes, et tud par trahison. Le frere de Karadja, nommd
Siladitya, eut beaucoup de peine a se mettre en possession du trone de ses

ancetres; les princes feudataires se souleverent; Siladitya fut obligd de renoucer

au titre de malia-radja ou graud-radja, et l'unitd politique fut a jamais rompue.”

Analyse d’un Mem. Gdog., p. 20; also Geog. d’Aboulfdda (Traduction),

i. 337.

This solution of the difficulty— in making a second Sri Harsha /Era— also

removes an important objection to the application of the first Sri Harsha Cycle

—

as confounded in Albiruni’s observations—to Guzcrat dates: inasmuch as the local

use of the sera noticed in the Arabic text must now be held to refer to the epoch

derived from that one of the two Ilarshas who lived nearest to Albiruni’s own

time. This latter cycle would moreover possess peculiar claims to local currency

in Kanouj, &.C., which could hardly have been demanded for an sera, even then so

much a matter of antiquity, and so little known its details, as the original Sri

Harsha, commencing 457 b.c.
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reduced by this test, may be broadly stated to fall from about 180

or 170 to GO or 50 b.c.

1

Beyond this evidence, there is little left but conjecture, though it

is satisfactory to find that there is no direct testimony or admitted

inference in any way adverse to the reception of the epoch now

assigned to the Sab princes.

It is known that Asoka’s empire of Magadha did not survive in

its pristine glory any very lengthened period beyond his decease 4

;

and the tenor of the Sail Inscription, while it clearly recognises Asoka’s

bygone supremacy in the province of Guzcrat, claims for its own kings

no very remote succession to this local power—with the requirements

of this portion of the question the coin dates, explained as referring

to Anno Marsha?, in all respects coincide.

It is generally held that Demetrius3 invaded India some time

closely anterior to, if not contemporaneously with, the date above sug-

gested as that of the establishment of the Sah Dynasty in Guzerat;

hut it is nowhere shown to what limit either his arms or his permanent

dominion extended : the fact of his possession of supremacy on the

lower Indus, if decided upon, would lead readily to the suspicion that

the Greek upon the Sah coins might in some measure be due to this

influence, and that in attaining their leading position in the Western

Peninsula, these princes affected a Greek alliance, and perhaps accepted

subjection, nominal or real, as a set-off against the still considerable

power of their former Indian masters. Be this as it may, the his-

torical evidence bearing upon the point in question, if it will not

explain any of our present difficulties, can in no way be said to aug-

ment them.

The trenching upon the limits of the sovereignty assigned to

Menander 4—who must now he viewed as contemporary with the

earlier Sdhs—is perhaps more open to objection, as Prinsep and Lassen

both determine that he possessed Surashtra 5
;
the appropriation, how-

1 Dated coins of eleven princes, proving the existence of thirteen kings all

within 300 to 400 Ann. Harshte (=157 to 57 b.c.), ana one, if not more than one

king preceding them.

* 219 b c., Buddhist Annals; Lassen, J. A. S. B., 1840, 752; 232 b.c., Cun-
ningham, Num. Chr., viii. 175.

3 Lassen, 185 b.c., J. A. S. B., 1840; Wilson, 190 b.c., Ar. Ant., 227; II. T.

Prinsep, 190 b.c., Historical Results, p. 54.

4 Lassen, 100 b.c., J. A. S. B., 1840, p. 765; Wilson, 126 b.c., Ar. Ant., 280 ;

Cunningham, 160 b.c. to 136 b.c., Num. Chr., viii. 175.

5 J. A. S. B., vi. 290; Lassen, J. A. S. B., 1840, p. 733. Cunningham, (Num.
Chr., viii. 193,) has the following observations on the subject of Apollodotus’

possessions in these parts. It is to be premised that Capt. Cunningham places
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ever, rests upon a doubtful text and an amended reading, and the

inference has not been altogether concurred in by Professor Wilson'.

The supposition of a recognition of Greek suzerainty by the local rulers

of Guzerat perhaps sufficiently meets the wants of either one case or

the other; but if we are to admit to the full the claims to Indiau

sovereignty advanced by Rudra Dama, in his Girnar Inscription, and

to hold him to have reigned towards the conclusion of the third

century Anno Harsh®, he, or some of the preceding members of the

Sail family, must have shared with the Su Sakas s the succession to the

dominions heretofore assigned to Menander, to an extent much beyond

the bounds of the bare peninsula of Guzerat.

More importance than seems justly its due has been attributed to

the fact of Menander’s coins having been found current at Baroach’ on

the occasion of the visit of the second Arrian. Had the epoch spoken

to been nearer the date of the rule of the Greek king, the locality, to

which the observation refers, less remote from the seat'* of his govern-

ment, Baroach less important as the western emporium of the trade of

Central India, or the produce of Menander’s prolific mints less abun-

dant in other quarters, more credit might have been conceded to tho

deduction attempted to be established from the circumstance. As it

is, it proves nothing as to the local sovereignty of Guzerat of two

centuries before moro especially as its real origin has now been ex-

Apollodotus’ accession in 165 b.c., and makes Menander succeed to certain por-

tions of his dominions in 1G0 b.c.

“ This monogram ^ I have found only upon a single coin of Apollodotus. It

forms the syllable OTZ, possibly OYZHNH, the city of Ujain, which we know has

existed from a very early period. I believe that Pataleuc and Syrastrene formed

part of the dominions of Demetrius, which were wrested from him by Eucratides

during his Indian campaign. It is possible also that some part of the province of

Larikd was subdued by the Greeks; and I should certainly not be surprised to

find this monogram on the coins of Demetrius and Eucratides. Apollodotus may
very probably have succeeded to the possession of these southern conquests, but he
could only have held them for a very short time.”

1 “ Upon examining the coins, however, of this prince, we have every reason to

believe that he never was king of Bactria, but that he reigned over an extensive

tract, from the foot of the Paropamisan Mountains to the sea. IIow far he held

sovereignty on the cast of the Indus, or even in the delta of that river, is some-
what doubtful, as his coins have not been found in those directions." Ar. Ant, 281.

! Cunningham, Num. Chr., viii. (Table); Ar. Ant., 313; Lassen, J. A. S. B.,

1840, 705.
3 Lassen, J. A. S. B., 1840, p. 733; Wilson, Ar. Ant., 280.
4 “ Kabul, and here was in all probability tho royal capital of Menander.”

Ar. Ant., 281.
5 Vincent had already shown tho real value of the fact in his observations to
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plained by Professor Wilson viz., that the Greek silver money was

[intentionally] retained in circulation by the Iudo-Scythians, in con-

current association with their own gold coinage.

In bringing these observations to a close, it may be expedient to

recapitulate in a tabular summary the principal dates proposed for

adoption; and, while quoting definitively the more prominent fixed

epochs, to avoid any aim at exactitude of subordinate detail, and rest

content with indicating generally the relative position the various

races, dominant iu Guzerat during the several intervals, are supposed

to have occupied.

the following effect :—“ That the coins of these princes should pass current at

Barugiiza is no more uncommon than that the Venetian sequin and the Imperial

dollar should be at this day current in Arabia, or that the Spanish piastre should

pass in every part of India and the East; that is, round the world, from Mexico

to Manilla, and in some instances, perhaps from Manilla to Mexico again.” Vin-

cent, Commerce, &c., ii. 204.
1 Ar. Ant., p. 348.
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LIST or DATES referring to GUZERAT,

WITH THE DYNASTIES INTERVENING BETWEEN THE SEVERAL FIXED EPOCHS.

CHANDRA GUPTA MAURYA .. . . 315 b.c.'

ASOKA 247 b.c.
!

One or more SAH KINGS.

Thirteen SAH KINGS. All'

date in the fourth century of

what may be assumed to re- j- •

fer to the Sri Harslia A-’ra,

457 b.c.
j ^

i

from 157 B.c.

57 B.c.

INDO-SCYTIIIC CONQUEST ... 2C b.c.

GUPTAS.

VALABHI jKRA commences .... 319 a.d.

1 Wilson, Vishnu Furana, pp. 4(58, 4(19, note 21; see also Introd., Hindu

Theatre, iii.

* Tumour, “ Mahawanso;” hut taking Wilson’s fixed date of 315 n.c. for

Chandra Gupta’s accession, and accepting the Puranic evidence of the length of

Chandra Gupta’s and Vindusara’s reigns at 24 and 25 years respectively, Asoka’s

accession will fall in 2C(i n.c. ; the Purdnas give him a reign of 3(5 years.
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LIST OF KINGS.

1 ISWARA DATTA, Son of Varsba.

2 _ RUDRA SAII (SINHA?) I., Son of SwSmi Jiwa D4mS.

3 ASA DAM A, Son of Rudra S4h. (No. 2.)

4 DAMA SAH, Ditto.

5 VIJAYA SAH, Son of D£mS Sah.

6 VIRA DAMA, Ditto.

7 DAMA JATA SRIYAH, Ditto.

8 _RUDRA SAH II.. Son of Vira DamS. (No. 6.)

9

VISWA SINHA, Son of Rudra S£h. (No. 8.)

10 RUDRA SAH III., Ditto.

11 ATRI DAMA, Ditto.

12 VISWA SAH, Son of Atri Daml (No. 11.)

13 Swami RUDRA DAMA. (No Coins.)

14 Swami RUDRA SAH IV., Son of Swdml Rudra DdmS.

VOL. XII. E



DETAIL OF THE COINS.

1st King.

ISWARA-DATTA.

Figures—
1 (E. I. C.), 2 (Wynch), Plate I. ; and No. 1, Plate II.'

Obv. Bust of a man, facing to the right, with a flat cap or hel-

met2
; the hair is arranged in flowing curls over the hack of the neck,

a long thin mustache decorates the upper lip, and a curiously-formed

ornament depends from the ear; around the neck is seen the border

of the robe, and towards the margin of the piece, encircling the entire

head, is inscribed a legend, which in the coins of this prince is exclu-

sively composed of Greek letters. Prominent among those on fig. 1

is to be noticed the lower portion of a clear well-cut sigma.

It will be seen, from the specimens of the coins of the succeeding

rulers, that an innovation was almost immediately effected in the

contents and arrangement of the obverse legend, as found on the

money of Iswara-datta, inasmuch as towards the commencement of the

Greek legend a set of three ciphers are hereafter invariably inserted,

which are supposed to convey the record of an Indian date.

Rev. The central symbol consists of a series of three semicircles

arranged in the form of a pyramid; this emblem is recognisable either

as the Buddhist Chaitya, or the Mithraic flame; below is a wavy line,

which it is not unreasonable to identify with a similar Egyptian hiero-

glyphic symbol employed to denote water; above the central device is a

figure, in the shape of a half moon, which is repeated on the left of the

field, and in the corresponding space to the right is found a cluster

of stars, usually seven in number, one of which occupies the centre

of the constellation
;

at times this stellar assemblage is resolved into

a single rayed star or sun. Nearly touching the marginal line, which

forms the outer circle of the field—expressed in admirably designed

Devanagari letters—is inscribed the following legend

—

TnjT wr
Rajno Malta Kshatrapasa Iswara-dattasa Varsha putha*

1 The average weight obtained from forty-seven specimens of these silver

coins, taken at random from the entire series, gives a return of 30 -

4 grains.

There are several examples of a full weight of 35 grains.

* Possibly a native adaptation of the Macedonian Kausia, which is seen to

have been a favourite head-dress among the Bactrian Greeks; but judging from

the rest of the subsidiary indications, it is likely to have had a more local origin.
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Dr. Stevenson proposed to read the name of the father of this

prince as Bala—a guess that was hardly justified by the characters

remaining on the piece he quotes in support of his assumption (fig. 2);

but the clear letters on Colonel Wynch’s coin completely set the

question at rest that the true designation is Varsha.

Among the peculiarities to be noted in the legend is the use of the

long vowel in the initial or complete form of the letter; the

initial long J. has not been found on the associate Gimar Rock

Inscription, or among any of the anterior Pall alphabets; but a letter

identical with the coin character is seen in full currency both on the

Gupta Gimar monument, and on the succeeding Guzerat dated plates

it would perhaps be inferred from these data, that a more modem

epoch should be assigned to the coins bearing this letter than to the

Bridge Inscription, which has hitherto been assumed as nearly con-

temporary. It would not, however, be safe to rely upon this argu-

ment, except as auxiliary to more distinct proofs, as at best it is but

based on a negative fact, which may merely imply absence of occa-

sion to use such a character in the Rock Records
;
moreover, there has

already been reason to notice the general superiority and at times

important changes that mark the mint letters in reference to their La-

pidary equivalents—a distinction that has also been the subject of

remark in respect to a sister alphabet—the Bactrian Pali 1—wherein

much greater perfection of outline was attained in the monumental

writing in use on medals than in the corresponding engraving on Rocks.

But as the sovereign, by whose command the Girnar Bridge In-

scription was executed, is still unidentified with any individual of

whom we possess money, any detailed discussion of this subject would

be comparatively useless, until it is determined whether it is desirable

to place the king named in the inscription before, among, or after the

series of princes known only from coins.

It will be observed that the word Putha differs from the term

employed on the coins of the other monarclis, in the use of the Zend

th instead of the usual Sanskrit tr.

1 Lassen, J. A. S. B., 1840, 368; Cunningham, J. A. S. B., 1840, 430.

E 2
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2nd King.

RUDRA SAH, son of JIWA DAMA.

.
Figures—3 (Prinsep), 4 (R. A. S.), 5 (E. I. C.), Plate I.; No. 2, Plate III.

Obv. Head as usual. No. 3, figures (j?; imperfect legend

iaYO)T

A

i.. No. 4, ^ • No. 5, figures illegible; imperfect

Greek legend AIOAYIUYIn,* (a possible corruption of AIONY2IOY 1

).

Rev. Symbols as usual. Legend

—

qrs: ^qqq *ftq tw qqq
Itdjnah Kshatrapasa Rudra sahasa Swami Jiwa Dama putrasa.

The initial letter of Swami is sometimes written Tf instead of

and the short T is used in both Swami and Jiwa in place of the long

one, '§\ This last name has hitherto been read as Jina f^jq, but

the more perfect coins now engraved prove clearly that the word is

Jiwa

On one coin of this king (Prinsep) is to be seen a very distinct ^

inscribed over the first q, of what has hitherto been read as

Saha, but which should probably now be received as Sinha.

3rd King.

ASA DAMA.

Figures—G (E. I. C.), 7 (Steuart), 8 (Steuart), Plate I.; No. 3, Plate III.'

Obv. Head as usual. Fig. G, legend illegible. Fig. 7, ^ .

Dr. Bird has three of this king’s coins with the decimal after the
r

J.

Rev. Symbols as usual. Legend

—

ttit: ^qqq ttst: ^qq qq" qrs qqq
Rdjnah Kshatrapasa Asa Ddannah Rajnah Kshatrapasa Rudra Saha

putrasa.

1 There is a king of this name among the Bactrian Greeks, made known to us

by his coins, which in their types seciu to connect him with Apollodotus,
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Tlio namo of this monarch has heretofore been rendered as

^TfTT Aga Dama, the small central stroke in the second letter

of the king’s name having escaped the eye of Mr. Stcuart’s Italian

engraver, from whose plates alono Prinsep deciphered the legends on

the coins of this prince. The reading now proposed- 'involving the

acceptance of the character |“^ as the equivalent of the modern s

—may be readily justified by a reference to the current forms of tlio

old letter, either on the coins, or on inscriptions of a closely subsequent

date, though it is freely to be admitted that the outline of the letter

itself was by no means fixed or immutable, inasmuch as it is seen to

occur as <n (coins of 1st and 7th kings), (figs. 15, 16, and 23), and

as r~q (fig. 22, &c.) in the different combinations it enters into on the

coins; and as (Sail Inscription), (Gupta Girnar Inscription,

Jour. Bombay Branch As. Soc.), and (Guzerat Plates) on the

various inscriptions of a proximate mra.

4th King.

DAMA SAH.

(Communicated by Dr. Bird.)

Obv. Head as usual. Legends and date I J
J\.

This date

recurs on several coins of this prince.

Rev. Symbols as usual. Legend

—

ttsTt <i*u Tnrr

Rdjno Mahd Kshatrapasa Dama Sdhasa Rdjno Maha Kshatrapasa

Rudra Sdhasa putrasa.
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5th King.

VIJAYA SAH, son op DAMA SAH.

Figures—9 (R. A. S.), 10 (Prinsep), Plate I. ; No. 4, Plate III.

Obv. Head as usual. Fig. 9, legend illegible, date *3[
*J

Other

dates : East India Company’s coin, *317; Dr. Bird’s, nai m=
and Imperfect legend from a coin of Colonel Wynch’s, com-

mencing after the date, iIYIIOIICIa.

Rev. Symbols as usual. Legend

—

Trsfr ttwt w
Itdjno Maha Kshatrapasct Vijaya Sdhasa Rdjno MaJid Kshatrapasa

Lama Sdhasa putrasa.

In the coin No. 9, and uniformly in those of the 6th and

10th kings of the present list, is to be noticed the use of the

superfluous genitive termination ^ affixed to the penultimate word

U"n[> making HT instead of HTv? as ^ is expressed

in the generality of instances. The name is usually, though not

invariably written with the long ^ instead of the short ^ required

by correct orthography. It will bo seen, on a reference to the various

Sanskrit legends arranged in Plate III., that much license was ad-

mitted among tho Surashtran die-cutters in the interchange of tho

long and short superscribed vowels (seo and

PI. III. fig. 2; f^-sg III. 8, II; and III. 8, &c., &c.). Any

rectification of these and such like errors will be accepted with the

more confidence when it is borne in mind that the particular inac-

curacy now noted has, in effect, been set right by tho mint engravers

themselves, in their occasional employment of tho regular form of tho

short ^ in tho same word f=T5Tg.
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Gth King.

VIRA DAMA, son op DAMA SAH.

Figures— 11 (Stcuart), 12 (Stcuart), Plato I.; No. 5, Plato III.

Obv. Head as usual. No. 11, legend illegible; date, doubtful,

"3
: 4 -

Rev. Symbols as usual.

TTsj: wim* ftr TTsfr wr ^tt

VI

Rdjnah Kshatrapasa Vtra Damnah Rdjno Mahd Kshatrapasa Ddma
Sahasa putrasa.

7th King.

DAMA JATA SRIYAH, son of DAMA SAH.

Figures—13 (E. I. C.), Plate I.; No. 6, Plate III.

Obv. Head as usual; date, illegible; imperfect legend . . YIIOII. .

Colonel Sykes’s coin has tbe imperfect date TT (the second figure

is probably a J ), and the following portion of the legend, IYIOIO . . .

Rev. Symbols as usual. Legend—

Tnrr w jrnr ttsTt wrs
jrtn

vl

Rdjno Mahd Kshatrapasa Damd Jata Sriyah Rdjno Mahd Kshatra-

pasa Kama Sdha putrasa.

The facsimile of the reverse inscription, from whence the litho-

graphed legend in Plate III. has been copied, was taken from the

imperfect coin in the Library at the India House engraved as fig. 13,

PI. I. Dr. Stevenson had already given the above reading of the

king’s name from a second better-preserved coin also found at Junir,

which did not form part of the collection sent to the Court of Directors.

This interpretation has since received a degree of confirmation from a
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coin of Colonel Sykes’, which was placed in my hands after the com-

pletion of the plates which accompany this Memoir.

Subjoined is a correct copy of the letters of the king’s name taken

from the coin in question.

8th King.

RUDRA SAH, son of YIRA DAMA.

Figure—14 (E. I. C.), Plate I. ; No. 7, Plate III.

Obv. Head as usual. Fig. 14, date
'’J

commencement o

egend IIYII There are no less than three clear examples of this

same date on different coins of Rudra, the son of Yira. Imperfect

legend, after the date, nYilOIIt (Wynch).

Rev. Symbols as usual. Legend

—

TYsTt HTT ^ HTTH Tn:

Rajno Maha Kshatrapasa Rudra Sahasa Rdjnah Kshatrapasa Yira

Ddma putrasa.

9th King.

VISWA SINHA, son of RUDRA SAH.

Figures— 15 (R. A. S.), 16 (Dr. Swiney), 17 (Prinsep), Date I.; No. 8, Plate II.

Obv. Head as usual. Fig. 10, date ^ © : ,
possibly *3®.

Fig. 17, date *3 9 F • Legends illegible. Other dates—coin in

British Museum, ^ Q Prinsep (J. A. S. B., vii. 351),
r
J Q .

Rev. Symbols as usual. Legend

—

TTTi: TTITT WT ^
Nj

Rdjnah Kshatrapasa Viv a Sinhasa Rdjno Mahd Kshatrapasa Rudra

Sdha putrasa.
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The second name of this RAja has hitherto been supposed to be tho

familiar SAlia; but the clear impressions of the legend on many of tho

coins now available disclose obviously tho vowel t ^ (possibly used

for i 7£) above the first down-stroke of tho initial s ?J, and conclusively

determino that STnha is the proper reading of the word. The inscrip-

tions on the coins of this prince vary occasionally in the introduction

of the prefix THf!" WahA before the Kshatrapa, as applied to

the sovereign’s own name.

Dr. Stevenson, in his paper on the Junir Coins, in the Bombay

Asiatic Journal, in noticing a medal of this prince, expresses an

opinion that “this is a new coin” * * * “ and this sovereign is

not to be confounded with his predecessor or successor of the same

name.” Dr. Stevenson appears to have been led into the error of

imagining this to be a novel discovery by a misprint in Prinsep’s last

list (J. A. S. B., vii. 351), wherein this very Viswa is made to appear

as the son of Vtra Duma, instead of what was seemingly intended to

be said, and what is shown to be the real fact by the illustrative coin

thereunto annexed (J. A. S. B., fig. 6, PI. xii., and p. 355), that he was

the son of Rudra Sah, Prinsep’s 6th king.

10th King.

RUDRA SAH, son op RUDRA SAH.

Figures—18 (Sykes), 19 (Prinsep), Plate I.; No. 9, Plate III.

Obv.

Rev.

Head as usual.
{

Flg ' 18
’ 1 ^ ® “

Fig. 18, symbols as usual.

llOIICSIDIOIIIl

II u in u AOv

Fig. 19, general symbols as usual, but the constellation is trans-

formed into a radiated sun?

Tnj: ^ ^
Bdjnah Kshatrapasa Rudra Sahasa Rdjno Maha Kshatrapasa Rudra

Sahasa putrasa.
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Prinsep (J. A. S. B., vii. 355) proposed—with but a doubtful degree

of confidence in bis own suggestion—to read from the coin (J. A. S. B.,

PI. XII. 12) the name of this prince’s father as Rudra Rama Sail, the

appellation of the Repairer of the Girnar Bridge, as then supposed

to be recorded on the Rock Inscription near Junagarh. Prinsep’s

own coin, now in the British Museum (reproduced in PI. I. as

fig. 19), does not by any means bear out the identification in ques-

tion; indeed, it definitively proves that it was erroneous, as the

father’s name is here distinctly seen to stand as without

any appearance of the additional name of Damd.

11th King.

ATRI DAMA.

Figures—20 (Sykes), 21 (Sykes), Plate I.; No. 10, Plate III.

Obv. Head as usual
;
date and inscription entirely wanting. Dr.

Bird’s coin, 0
Rev. The usual symbols, but imperfectly executed. Legend

—

TniT Trffr *nrr ^
Rdjno Mahd Kshalrapasa Atri Damnah Rdjno Mahd Kshatrapasa

Rudra Sdha putrasa.

Dr. Stevenson has ventured to alter the old reading of the name

of this prince, by substituting a ^ for the initial ^5f, making tho word

Bhatri instead of Atri; in this he is merely following Prinsep, who

had already applied a similar emendation to tho same name, as found

on tho coins of tho son, Viswa Sah, the 12th of our list. (J. A. S. B.,

vii. 355.)

A collation of a number of specimens of the coins of both father

and son, with a special view to the verification of the initial letter of

tho doubtful name—even allowiug for a slight variation to bo seen in

tho form of tho present letter distinguishing it from tho earlier ^
on tho coins of Asa Dunni—leaves no doubt but that Atri is the correct
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interpretation. Dr. Stevenson has apparently been misled—as pro-

bably was Prinsep himself—by the imperfect expression given to tho

upper part of the first perpendicular line of the old form of the letter

^5 as seen on many of the coins. Now, as this additional upper

stroke constitutes the only difference between the due form of the

letter '•>51 of the S;ih alphabet, and ono of tho accepted representatives

of tho 'JJ on the Gupta Surashtran coins, the mistake may be said to

have been very natural, though, subjected to a critical examination,

there were from the very first, decided palseograpbic objections to the

new reading, in the facts that the of the corresponding Sab In-

scription was obviously a very differently formed character, and the

Gupta 'H, which was to be assumed as a fixed exemplar of its prede-

cessors, was in itself of a very unsettled and undetermined shape

(PI. III., a, b, c, d, e). In regard to Dr. Stevenson’s case, in the

very coin he publishes—it is to be supposed to prove his position—the

upper stroke of the old ^5J, though certainly not so prominent as the

other lines of the letter, is palpable enough to have decided the real

value of the character in question. (Bombay Journal, 1847, PI. XXIV.
fig. 9.)

In the legends of the coins of Atri Dama, the visarga is occa-

sionally inserted after the

12th King.

VISWA SAH, son of ATRI DAMA.

Figures—22 (Sykes), 23 (Steuart), Plate L; No. 11, Plate III.

Obv. Head as usual; fig. 22, 0 fig. 23, ^ 0 T, YOI

Dr. Bird’s coins, ^ 0 and

Rev. Symbols as usual. Legend—

Rdjnah Kshatrapasa Viswa Sdhasa Rdjno Maha Kshatrapasa Atri

Ddnui putrma.
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The legends on these coins call for no remark beyond a reference

to the irregular use of the visarga after the opening
'jJ

. It will

he seen that the visarga has been uniformly added in these modern

transcripts of the legends, according to the requirements of the lan-

guage, without reference to its omission in the original superscriptions

on the coins. A similar liberty has been taken in the rejection of the

final vowel o (\) in the same word, where it appears to have been

unduly inserted.

13th King.

SWAMI RUDRA DAMA.

(No Coins.)

14th King.

SWAMI RUDRA SAH, Son of SWAMI RUDRA DAMA.

Figures—24 (Prinsep), 25 (Prinsep), Plate I.; No. 12, Plate III.

Obv. Head as usual. Fig. 24, date 'J®
1
!

Fig. 25, date

109 Other dates :—two coins in the British Museum, and one of

Dr. Bird's,^
Rev. Symbols as usual, but imperfectly expressed. Legend

—

Trsfr *nrr ^ Tnft w
wit ^ vpn

lldjno Mahd Kshatrapasa Swumi Rudra Sdhasa Rdjno Mahd Kshatra-

pasa Swdmt Rudra David putrasa.

The legends on tho coins of this prince, which arc usually ex-

pressed in very imperfect letters, vary in the occasional omission of

the final of | T541 •
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Figure 26 (Prinsep) is the obverse of an unidentified coin, the

monarch’s name on the reverse being completely obliterated, though

the portion of the legend, which affirms that the king in question was

the Son of Rudra Sah, still remains.

The sketch of this piece has been introduced into tbo plate for the

purpose of showing the curious form of the second numerical symbol

OC, which occurs on no other coin in such entire distinctness of out-

line. Prinsep (J. A. S. B., vii. 351) gave this pieco to Atri Ddind,

but the remaining letters of the legend scarcely authorize this or any

definite assignment, though otherwise I am inclined to concur in the

attribution itself, in consequence of the detection of traces of a similar

figure, similarly placed, on an undoubted coin of Atri DAma, and the

confirmatory fact of such a symbol appearing in full distinctness on

the money of the sou [and successor?], Viswa, the 12th king.

Square LEADEN COINS.

The series of square leaden coins delineated in the commencement

of Plate II. may be supposed, from identity of the principal emblems

of the reverse device, and the general coincidence of the accompanying

ciphers, to have formed the lower circulating medium, concurrently

with the more valuable silver money just described. The obverse face

of these coins displays the standing figure of the humped Bull, facing

tc the right, above which is seen a curiously elongated star, or diamond-

shaped double arrow-head. The reverse bears the usual pyramidical

emblem, surmounted, as in the associate series of silver money, by the

crescents and stars. The accustomed wavy line is here, however,

opened out towards the centre, and below this occur the figures it is

proposed to accept as representing dates.

These pieces possess value, in the elucidation of the general in-

quiry, beyond the useful affirmation of the correct and complete out-

lines of many of the numerical symbols imperfectly retained by the

silver coins, in the fact that the occurrence of the different sets of

figures, as isolated impressions—here also varying in themselves irre-

gularly as dates would do—lends support to the previous identification

of the intention attending the use of the like figures as found in ano-

malous juxtaposition with the Greek legend on the obverse of the

silver coins.
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Fig. 27, PI. II., date ^ QQ

Fig. 28
,

Fig. 29,

Fig. 30,
r
3lQQ^[£?]

Fig. 31, ^QQi
Fig. 32 is a reversed die,

which should properly

express aee'i

Extra dates from other coins—ram - '10Q =

Round LEADEN COINS.

Obv. An elephant, facing to the right.

Rev. The usual pyramidical symbol, crescents, and stars. Figs.

33, 34, date
"J J =

These leaden coins are all from the Cabinet of Colonel Sykes.

Prinsep has published one of these coins (which he, however,

notices as composed of copper), dated *3 M See No. 22, PI. XII.,

Vol. VII., J. A. S. B.

Before taking leave of the pure Sail Suraslitran coins, it is neces-

sary to mention that there are certain specimens of a copper coinage

completely analogous with the silver series, and apparently running

much about the same size and shape. (See Fig. 27, PI. XII.,

J. A. S. B. vii.; the original coin weighs 22| gr.)

But beyond this is to be noticed the unique copper coin engraved

as No. 14, PI. XII., Vol. VII., J. A. S. B.’, which is remarkable

—

though assimilating in many respects with the silver money—in tho

rejection of tho obverse Sail head, which is replaced by a figure of a

Bull, nearly identical with tho animal on the square leaden pieces,

around which is traced an unintelligible succession of the usual

Grcck-looking letters. The reverse legend appears, from the intervals

between tho letters, to have been more brief than the inscriptions on

tho silver coins, and the characters themselves are perhaps of a slightly

modernized form. Of the entire legend, tho words Trrfr ^
alone are visible.

1 Prinsep (J. A. S. B., vii. 350) mentions that this coin had been presented to

him by Lieutenant Conolly, who had obtained it at Ujein. I have not been able

to find the piece in question in the Prinsep Cabinet in the British Museum.
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1st Sub-Species. (Silver.)

This group of coins—as yet unattributed—has been placed imme-

diately after the identified Sdh series, on the strength chiefly of the

forms of tho DevanAgari letters, which will bo seen in the few legible

characters traceable on the two best specimens (Figs. 35, 36), to

approximate closely to the most correct outlines of tho letters of the

assumed prototypes, especially in tho expression given to those ad-

mirable test letters which serve to form the word ^T^T-

Looking to the limited supply and the imperfect condition of tho

originally well-executed coins, tho utter barbarization of the more

plentiful imitations, as well as to the want of definite data for fixing

the locale of their fabrication and circulation, it would be hazardous to

speculate on the detail history of the series; and though their derivation

from the Surashtran stock may be admitted as palpably obvious, the

general mechanical indications disclosed are insufficient to justify any

decision either in the one case, as to their issue contemporaneously with

their exemplars as money of a once subject but momentarily disjoined

and independent monarchy; or, on the other hand, when viewed as

the sequent imitation of the Sail currency constituting the coinage of

a distinct dynasty, it would be difficult to say whether that dynasty

reigned in GuzerAt or some proximate country once in subordination

to or in intimate correspondence with the Surashtrau peninsula.

The obverse surface of these medals offers but little to remark

upon beyond the general coincidence of the form of the head with the

more perfectly executed representations to be seen in the preceding

series. In the better finished specimens of the present class', this face

of the coin has suffered so much from the action of time and from

oxidation, that the more exact details, which might have served the

purposes of a close comparison, are altogether wanting; and in the

later examples of the coinage—as has been before observed—there is

such a striking absence of the artist's hand, that but slender faith can

be placed in the evidences conveyed by the work. One single item

seems safely deducible from the unoccupied margin, to be found around

the bust in the broader coins, viz., that the use of Greek or its

attempted representation was here discontinued.

1 Figures 35, 36.
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The reverse face displays a Sanskrit marginal legend, at first very

similarly outlined to the inscriptions on the Sail coins, and occupying,

as of old, a considerable portion of the entire field; the central symbol

is, however, altogether changed, and in place of the pyramid and

stars, we have the unquestioned Buddhist device, the figure of a man

—the appropriate sign of the Buddhist layman', the counterpart of

which is found on the Beliat, and many other classes of early Buddhist

Coins4
.

Plate II. Figure—35 (Prinsep collection, to which it was contributed by the

late Captain Conolly; found at Ujein), weight 28'5gr.

Obv. Head, similar in character to those found on the Sah series

of coins, but apparently unaccompanied by any legend.

Rev. The lower portion of a crude outline figure of a man. More

entire specimens show that it usually has the right arm upraised.

(See also engravings of a similar but less finely-finished coin, delineated

as fig. 21, PI. XVIII., Vol. III., and fig. 9, PI. XLIX., Vol. IV.,

J. A. S. B.)

The major part of the legend is illegible, though many isolated

letters are readily identifiable, and the entire word is plainly

discernible, to which may fairly be added, on the confirmation afforded

by other analogous coins, the highly important words 3
,

which establish still more conclusively the connexion existing between

this and the preceding class of pure Sah money.

Tlatc II. Figures—36, weight 23 gr. ; 37, weight 28 gr. ; and 38, weight

31 gr. (Sykes).

Coins of similar type to the last, but of imperfect execution,

arranged in tho order of their comparative deterioration.

i Csoma De Koros, “ Dulva,” xx., As. Res., p. 86, sec. 11.
4 Ar. Ant., PI. XV. figs. 23, 24, 25; also J. A.S. B., iv., PI. X., fig. 16; PI.

XXXV., figs. 45, 47; and vii., PI. XXXII,, figs. 12, 13, 14, &c., &c.
* J. A. S. B., iv. PI. XLIX., fig. 8.
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COINS OF KUMARA GUPTA.

Plate II. Figures— 3!* (R. A. S.), weight 33 gr. ; 40 (Prinsep), weight 33 gr. ;

41 (Prinsep), weight 33 -3gr.; 43 (Prinsep), weight 32 gr. Legend, PI. iii., a.

Onv. Head but little changed from the Sdh type; legend, at the

hack of the head, NANO, and at times §A0 NANo. On some speci-

mens of this class of coins the legend is placed in front of the profile.

Rev. A symbol, the meaning of which has not been hitherto

decided on by modern numismatists; it is not impossible that it may

he intended for a peacock : the legends arc at times doubtful in the

second word, which has been also read Bhanuvira 1

;
but

the generality of specimens disclose the following inscription :

—

^T^TT ^ ^*TTT 7TTT

Parama Bhagavcita Rajddh irrija Sri Kumara Gupta Mahendrasya.

N.B. The facsimile legend, given as a, PI. iii., has been taken from

the original coins engraved as figs. 40, 41. The coins under notice

are not always complete in the Sanskrit legends
;

as instances, an

otherwise very perfect piece in the cabinet of the Royal Asiatic Society

has the word JlTfV^T ^1 abbreviated into ail(l No. 39

has the same word contracted to

COINS OF SKANDA GUPTA.

1st. Money having for the reverse device the same symbol as isfound,

on the coins of Kumara Gupta. .

Figures—13 (R. A. S.), weight 27 gr. ; 44 (Prinsep), weight 23 gr.

Obv. Head very much barbarized, but still retaining sufficient

character to make it readily identifiable as a derivative from the old

Sail type. On some specimens is to be seen the word NANO to the

front of the profile.

1 Prinsep, J. A. S. B., vii. 35tf. See also variant a, PI. III.

VOL. XII. F
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Rev. A very debased imitation of the (Peacock?) symbol which

characterises the silver coins of Skanda’s predecessor, Kumara Gupta#

Restored legend

—

3ft ^5^ ^T'rT

Parama Bhagavata Sri Skanda Gupta Kramdditya.

Prinsep, in his collated reading of the legends on these coins

(J. A. S. B., vii. 356), adopted the letter Tf (for 'JT^T) as occurring

after the word }f7T3"rf (or as he made it), which he found to

be followed by the title of which precedes the name of the

monarch. This rendering he would seem to have drawn from fig. 29,

PI. II., Steuart (J. R. A. S., 1S37); but as the like letters do not

generally recur, I have marked this as the exception rather than the

rule. Other specimens of this class of coin will be found engraved as

figs. 18, 19, 20, and 21, pi. xii., Vol. VII., J. A. S. B.

2nd. Coins with the reverse device of a Bull.

Figures—45 (R. A. S.), weight 30 gr.
;
4G (R. A. S. ), weight 21 gr.

Obv. Coarsely designed head, with traces of the word NANO in

front of the profile.

Rev. Figure of a Bull (Nandi) recumbent, identical in every

respect with the seal symbol of the Valabhi family, as found on their

Copper-plate Grants. (Sec J. A. S. B., iv. pi. XL., and p. 487.) Re-

stored legend

—

Parama Bhagavata Sri Skanda Gupta Kramdditya.

These legends arc often imperfect, and very constantly of unequal

length, an irregularity resulting apparently from the amount of room

the die-sinker happened to find himself possessed of as he proceeded

with his engraving. Thus in one coin (Wilson, Ar. Ant., pi. XV.

fig. 19) the second word appears to have been contracted into its

initial letter, and the three letters that should have succeeded aro

replaced by the two letters serving to express the word "3(TaI. In
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other instances, where there has been a superabundance of space, an

^ in one case, and an in another, have been inserted over and

above the words and letters adopted in the detail above.

Plate II. Figures—17 (Mihi), weight 23 gr. ; 47 (A/iAt), weight 29 gr.

Found in the Doab of the Ganges and Jumna.

Obv. Crudely executed head.

Rev. Bull conchant.

The inscriptions on these coins, though partially legible, do not

afford any trustworthy reading of the purport designed to be con-

veyed, as the letters of the legends, though clear at different points,

are in general much abraided, and have originally been but imper-

fectly defined. These sister coins have been placed in their present

position as palpably connected with the Bull series of Skanda Gupta,

and though the name inscribed may be for the present unrecognisable,

enough remains of the different characters of the inscriptions to prove

that they do not bear the name of that monarch : as such, they raise

an important historical question as to who their producer, this imitator

of Skanda Gupta, was. Their insertion among the present engravings

may serve to introduce their claims to the notice of possessors of more

perfect specimens of the same class of coins, through whose means

light may possibly he thrown on this branch of the enquiry.

3rd. Coins having the Tuls'i device.

Plate III. Figures—49 (Prinsep), weight 22'5 gr.; 50 (Prinsep), weight 28 gr.

;

51 (Prinsep), weight 33 gr.; and legends d, e, PI. III.

Obv. The usual head, generally ill defined, but still identical

in many respects with the original type on the obverse of the Sail

medals, occasionally accompanied also by distinct traces of the word

NANO.

Rev. Central symbol in the form of an altar, which is taken to

represent the common altar-shaped receptacle of the sacred Tulsi tree

of the Hindus. Legends restored

—

Fig. 49, II., and d, III.

Pararna Bhagavata Sri Skanda Gupta Kramadiiya.

F 2
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Fig. 50, II., and d, variant, III.

*T7Rr[ 3ft
v̂f

Panama Bhagavata Sri Skanda Gupta Paramdditya.

Fig. 51, II., and e, III.

^*mrT 3ft *TTT

Panama Bhagavata Sri Vikramdditya Skanda Gupta.

There are between seventy and eighty specimens of these various

Ti'ilsi device Skanda Gupta coins in the Prinsep collection. They are

commonly but carelessly fashioned, and unevenly struck. The letters

of the legends, however, are in high relief, and unusually well pre-

served, though there is at the same time a decided absence of uni-

formity in the expression of many characters of analogous value, and

their general outline is remarkable for a degree of rudeness, similar to

that already noticed by Prinsep 1 as existing in the coeval alphabet of

the 3rd or Skanda Gupta Inscription on the Girnar Hock.

The irregularity in the completion of the legend cited as occurring

on Skanda Gupta’s coins with the Bull reverse, appears in a still

greater degree in those of the present class.

PEACOCK COINS.

Plate II. Figures—52 (AfiAi), weight 30 gr. ; 53 (Swiney), weight 3figr. ; 54

(Swiney), weight 32 gr. ; 55 (Swiney), weight 32 gr. ; 5(i (Prinsep), weight

35‘tigr. ; 57, engraved from the cast of a coin—the original in the possession

of Mr. Vincent Tregear—communicated by Dr. Swiney.

The facsimiles of these coins have been added to the engravings of

the different series of medals which illustrate the more especial

subject of the present memoir, with a view to show another—perhaps

the final—ramification of the imitations of the old Sail model. It is to

bo remarked that, judging from the localities in which they arc now

chiefly discovered, the point of their original issue should be referred

1 See remarks quoted in note 2, page 10, supra, and the facsimile of the in-

scription itse lf in the Journal Bombay Branch Asiatic Society for April, 1812.
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to some spot in Central' rather than in Western India. This attribu-

tion—though claiming for these pieces a site somewhat removed from

the more immediate locale of the circulation of their prototypes—does

not in any way militate against the probabilities resulting from the

previous history of the series, whence the standard of this money is

supposed to have been derived. The possession of both the country

upon the Ganges, and the entire land up to and including the penin-

sula of Guzerdt, by one and the same supreme ruler—as is seen to

have been the case under Kumdra and Skanda, if not under others

of the family of' the Guptas—would naturally induce a more than

usually free inter-circulation of the local currencies of each. The

Eastern provinces being deficient—as the Indo-Scythic and Gupta

coinages severally teach us—in any sustained silver currency, would

unhesitatingly adopt the useful intermediate circulating medium of a

Western state, which bore the impress of their mutual paramount

sovereign. Having thus found its way into the bazars of the upper

Gangetic districts, there would be little hesitation in a succeeding

dynasty—even of so far purely Eastern origin—adopting it as its

model type for a new coinage, in preference to the Greek silver pieces

supposed to have been, to a certain extent, in associate circulation

with the Indo-Scythic and Gupta gold, or the more crude specimens

of the ancient local mintages that may still have kept their place

among their more modern substitutes.

In regard to tbe superscriptions on the reverse of these coins, it

will be seen that it is somewhat difficult to discriminate satisfactorily

the true value of many of the letters, as there is not only a general

want of due definition in the better outlined characters, and a confused

agglomeration of the distinctive lines of each, but there is likewise, in

the majority of instances, a palpable bungling and incomplete forma-

tion of the letters which leads to a necessary distrust in any mere

tentative reading, unsupported by such leading hints or collateral

evidence as might suggest or confirm any reasonably admissible deci-

pherment.

A collation of the inscriptions on the best specimens at present

procurable, leads to thus much of a definite conclusion, that the super-

scriptions vary on different coins, which may be taken to prove that

the entire class represents tbe mintages of various members of a

dynasty, in contradistinction to the coinage of a single king.

1 “ Figures 10, 11, 12 [PI. xLix., Vol. IV., J. A. S. B.] are of a different type,

though nearly allied to the former [the Surashtrans] : they are found not only in

Gajerat, but at Kanouj, Ujjain, and generally in Upper India.” Prinsep.
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It will be seen that the average weight of the specimens cited is

slightly over the usual weight of the Sah and Gupta pieces; the differ-

ence is, however, by no means sufficient to invalidate the supposition

of a derivation from the last named source.

The coins themselves demand but brief notice. The Head on the

obverse will be found to have attained much of the marked character

of Indian art, especially in the execution of the eye, which may almost

be traced, in the accompanying engravings, step by step through its

successive stages of Indianization, from the classical form communi-

cated by the Surdshtran artists to the barbarous full front optic on the

side face, which so disfigures the heads on these coins. The other

details in the execution of the bust have pretty well kept pace in the

general degradation of style; but among the minor objects, the atten-

tion is attracted to the retention, or rather reproduction, of the exact

Sili collar. In front of the profile are three letters, superposed after

the manner of the legends on the Eastern Gupta medals.

The Indian designers make a better display on the reverse than

the crudities that disgrace the opposite surface would have led us to

anticipate. The central device—the Peacock—is here boldly con-

ceived and creditably executed. The letters, too, to judge from the

coin engraved as No. 52, must at times have been well modelled,

though there is a failure in the working out of the details, and a con-

fusedness of the inner lines of the characters, even while the external

form appears to have been accurately rendered; and to do the en-

gravers full justice, they seem to have proposed to themselves uni-

formly to express the requisite superscribed vowels, though these have

naturally suffered from their exposed position on the edge of the

piece, in addition to any faults they may have derived from the im-

perfection of the dies.

The style of writing employed appears to follow, at but a moderato

distanco, tho alphabet of the Guptas, as in use in their Eastern states,

and among tho rest, the letters efT '5T V ff TJ a[ ^ and

may be cited as nearly identical with the corresponding characters on

tho Gupta Lilts. Tho cf and cf—and occasionally the cf— on the

coins are at times easily confounded, as they are often wanting in the

several openings which should give each its distinctive value.

Without attempting to analyse tho legends in detail, or to propose

any reading for tho introductory laudatory titles, supposed to precedo

tho name, I may notice—though distrusting my materials—that the

names on Nos. 55, 57, allowing for the obvious malformation of tho

letters, may roadily be taken for^ Sri Budha Gupta, the
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very name that is found on the inscription on Bliim Sen’s Pillar at

Erun, near Sagor. Assuming this designation to ho correctly read,

tho collateral evidence derived from tho inscription coincides suffi-

ciently with the indications offered by the coins themselves. From

the former we gather that Budha Gupta held the country lying

between the Ncrbudda and a river it has been proposed to identify as

the Jumna'; no information is however afforded as to the whereabouts

of his seat of government, nor can tho geographical boundaries, thus

defined, be said to convey any very definite knowledge of the real

extent of tho dominions adverted to. Prinsep considered that Su-

rashtra should be held to have constituted a portion of this king’s

possessions, but the expressions in his own translation of the inscrip-

tion—even admitting it to be an accurate rendering—are far from

implying any such condition
;
the occupation of laud touching these

two rivers, taking Sdgor as anything like its centre, would encircle

comparatively narrow limits, and would not by any means of necessity

embrace the whole land to the western coast.

If Budha Gupta is to be looked upon as a scion of the ancient

family of the Guptas, whose might is chronicled on the Lats of Alla-

habad and Bhitari, and on the Rock of Junagarh, it is clear by his

subjects’ own showing, that he possessed a sovereignty much reduced

in extent from the empire originally ruled over by his predecessors

in the palmy days of the race.

In addition to the Pillar record, there is also an inscription on the

temple at Erun, near which the Pillar itself was erected. From the

incidental notices to be found in these monumental writings, it would

appear that their execution must have been very nearly contempora-

neous
;
the one work having been undertaken “ by,” the other at the

cost of,” a certain Dhanya Vishnu. In the temple inscription, which

1 Prinsep’s translation of this inscription runs—“ On Thursday, the 13th

lunar day of the month of A’sliadha of the year 165, when the King, Budha

Gupta * * governed the beautiful country situated between the Kalindi

(Jumna) and the Narmada * * in the aforesaid year of his dynasty.”

J. A. S. B., vii. 634.

The word transcribed as when tested by the facsimile of the

inscription itself (PI. XXXI., Vol. VII.), is by no means a satisfactory

rendering, each letter of the entire word—with the single exception of the ^
—being open to objection, besides which the very legible ^ over the concluding

compound letter in the original remains altogether unaccounted for in the modern

transcript.
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is probably tbe earliest of the two, it is stated that the edifice itself

was built in tbe first year of tbe reign of Tarapani, tbe suzerain then

acknowledged in this part of tbe country 1

. The writing on the pillar,

on the other hand, informs us, as has been already stated, that, at the

time of its endorsement, Budha Gupta was the lord paramount.

This change in the Suzerainetc, at all events, suffices to show that

Budha Gupta, though he may have obtained, or even regained, pos-

session of tbe country about Sagor, was far from being sole unopposed

inheritor of tbe lands once acknowledging Gupta sway
;
and as such,

his title to the nearly entire north-west of India may well be ques-

tioned, and bis dominions reduced to much more moderate bounds than

Prinsep was inclined to award him.

It need scarcely be noticed that in the present incomplete state of

our information on the subject, the date of 1G3, as avowedly a dynas-

tical date, adds nothing to our knowledge or power of determining the

real corresponding epoch.

1 “ When the great raja Tdrapdni, the very famous and beautiful, the King

of Kings, governed the earth; in the first year of his reign,” &c., &c., J. A. S. B.,

vii. 633.
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With a view to illustrate more fully and satisfactorily, by a direct

reference to facsimiles of the medals themselves, the important con-

nection existing between the Indo-Scythians and the Guptas, which

forms a prominent point in the general question of the dates of Indian

Dynasties, and in itself constitutes a subject of special reference in

the above paper, advantage has been taken of the ready permission

accorded by Mr. H. T. Prinscp to republish in this place the admirable

engravings, prepared by the late Jas. Prinsep in the express design of

establishing this particular fact, and originally inserted in the Fourth

and Fifth Volumes of the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

Were these engravings less perfect in themselves, less exact in

their rendering of the nice distinguishing shades in the forms of the

old Devandgari, Bactrian Pali, and corrupt Greek letters, or less aptly

conceived to prove the precise link upon which much of the argument

of the preceding memoir has been based, more apology might be due

for their republication in the pages of the Journal of the Royal

Asiatic Society; but, in addition to the value now claimed for them,

the limited European circulation of the Bengal Journal renders it

probable that they may still prove new to a large majority of Western

Orientalists; and their intrinsic merits and ample comprehensive-

ness will doubtless overrule any remaining objection to their reap-

pearance.

It is not proposed to enter into any lengthened description of the

coins depicted in these plates
;
at the same time it may be necessary to

indicate generally the class to which they severally belong, and to note

the legends deciphered on the more important specimens.
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No. 1. KADPHISES.

Obv. BACIAEYC OOHMO KAA4>ICHt.

Rev. Ariano-PSli legend, incomplete : the general legends on these coins have

been given by Prinsep (J. A. S. B., vii. 646) as Maharajasa rajadhirajasa saba-

trahca ihacha Mahi harasa dhi Mokadphisasa Nandata, “ Of the great sovereign,

the king of kings both here and everywhere seizing the earth, Ac., Mokadpliises

the saviour.” Cunningham’s reading is an improvement upon this; it is as fol-

lows

—

Maharajasa Rajadhirajasa Sabatugahi-Surasa Mahi-Surasa Hima Kaphisasa

Tatasa
,
“ (Coin) of the great king, the king of kings, the everywhere-destroying-

hero, the hero-of-the-world (of the tribe of) Hieu-mi Kadphises, the preserver.”

J. A. S. B., 1845, p. 434.

Nos. 2, 3. Obv. Greek legends, as No. 1.

Rev. Ariano-PSli legends, imperfect.

Nos. 4, 5, 6, 7> 8, 9, 10. Specimens of the Indo-Scythic Kanerki group,

having usually the legend PAO NANO PAO OHPK1 KOPANO on the Obverse,

with various Reverse devices, and the several words OKPO, APAOKPO, MAO,
&c., &c.

Figs. 11, 12, 14 offer slightly-changed devices, and show considerable deterio-

ration in execution, which increases in a marked degree on Figs. 13 and 15.

Fig. 16. A coin of Samudra Gupta, having on the Obverse margin the San-

skrit legend Sri Parajila davaja ? (Prinsep), and below the left arm, in a line with

the spear, the letters being super-posed, as is usual in this series of coins, is to be

seen the name Samudra. Reverse, Parakrama.

Fig. 17. Obv. Marginal legend doubtful, •

the arm, Samudra.

Rbv. As in No. 16.

* samaragatapa ? Below
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Fig. 18. Obv. Margin illegible. Under the arm, Chandra.

Rev. Sri Vikrama.

Fig. 19. Obv. Samudra?

Rev. Apratiratha
,
“ The unsurpassed warrior.”

Fig. 20. Legends doubtful.

Fig. 21. Marginal writing illegible. Under the arm, Kra.

Fig. 22. Obv. Skanda ?

Rev. Kramaditya.

Fig. 23. Obv. Margin, Kragipta paragu ja? Under the arm, Samudra.

Rev. Kragipta paragu? This reading is very doubtful, the gu of

the second word being invariably written .jm in the best

specimens.

Fig. 24. Obv. No letters visible.

Rev. Sri Skanda Gupta.

Fig. 25. Obv. Mahd Rdjddhirdja Sri.

Rev. Sri Sinha Vikrama.

Fig. 20. Obv. Mahd rdjddhirdja Sri Samudra Gupta.

Rev. Samudra Gupta.

Fig. 27. Obv. Vikrama Nardma ?

Rev. Sinha Vikrama.

Fig. 28. Obv. Legend doubtful.

Rev. Kumara Gupta.

Fig. 29.

Rev. }
IUegib,e-

Fig. 30. Obv. * * Mahendra Gupta.

Rev. Ajita Mahendra,

Some of these Horseman Coins have

—

Obv. Parama * * Sri Chandra Gupta.

Rev. Ajita Vikrama 1
. See also fig. 6, PI. VII.

Figs. 31, 32. Obv. Under the horse, the letters Se.

Rev. Asvamedha Parakrama, The paramount hero of the

Asvamedha.

Fig. 33. Rev. Mahd raja Sri Ganpati.

1 British Museum.
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Fig. 1. Obv. pao nano pao kanhpki kopano.
Rev. APAArNO.

Fig. 2. Obv.
Rev.

Fig. 3. Obv.

Fig. 4. Obv.

Fig. 5. Obv.

Fig. 6. Obv.
Rev.

Fig- 7. Obv.

Fig. 8. Obv.
Rev.

Fig. 9. Obv.

Rev.

As above, but with OOHPKI in place of Kauerki.
4>APO.

As No. 2. Rev. MIIPO.

Legend as in No. 1. Rev. NANA PAO.

As in No. 2. Rev. NANA.

As in No. 2.

A0PO. Atars, Zend, fire (Prinsep).

No inscription. Rev. Doubtful.

As No. 2.

MANAOBAPO, “ Lord of the months” (Prinsep).

As No. 1.

APAOKPO ( ),
“ The great sun ” (Prinsep,

J. A. S. B., v. C43). Ard, “half;” Okro, “Siva:” hence, Wife of Siva (Lassen,

J. A. S. B., 1840, p. 455.

Fig. 10. Obv. Corrupt Greek legend, similar in tenor to that on No. 1 ;

below the right arm, between the small altar and the leg of the figure, is seen the

c
compound Sanskrit letter cf rv; between the legs is a second letter, which is not

clearly identifiable ; and on the left of the field is a character which may either

be a Greek <1>, or, what is more probable, a compouud Sanskrit chhu.

Rev. APAOKPO.
This coin is cited by Prinsep as the very “ link of connection” between the

two series of Indo-Scythic and Gupta coins.

Fig. 11. Obv. Margin illegible. Under the arm, Samudra.
Rev. Kragipta paragu, or, as Prinsep here proposes, Kubhavu

paragu-{-)& being taken from the Obverse)? (See Wilson, Ar. Ant., p. 424 and

fig. 23, pi. V., supra.)

Fig. 12. Obv. Kdma-narutlama-ja Gha(tot), and under the left arm
Kacha, “ Son-of-an-excellent-man resembling-KAMA Ghatot Kacha.

Rev. Sarvardjochhatra, “ The overshadower of all the Rajas.”

Fig. 13. Obv. Margin, Baja Sri Chandra * • Under the arm, Chandra.
Rev. Sri Vikrama.

Fig. 14. Obv. Margin, Samara Satamataga{ja), “ Having the strength of

one hundred wild elephants” (Prinsep); and on the opposite portion of the mar-
gin, Vijayajatara. Under the arm, Samudra.

Fig. 15. Obv. - Margin illegible. Below the arm, portions on each side of

the spear, Chandra l Gupta.
Rev. ” Panch Chhavayas? “The five excellencies” (Prinsep); Pach-

chawaga (Wilson).

Fig. 1C. Obv. Kumara. Rev. No letters visible.

Fig. 17. Obv. Margin illegible. Under the arm, Skanda.
Rev. Kramaditya.

Fig. 18. Obv. Margin illegible. Under the arm, Skanda.

Rev. Sri Skanda Gupta.

Fig. 1!). Obv. Parama, cj-c. ? Rev. Sri Mahcndra.

Fig. 20. Obv.
Rev.

Jayali Mahcndra,
Sri Mahcndra.

Under the arm, Kuf
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Fig. 1. Obv. Illegible.

Rev. Sinha Vikrama
,
“ The lion hero.

Fig. 2. Obv. Illegible.

Rev. As No. 1 Reverse.

Figs. 3, 4, 5. Obv. Inscriptions doubtful.

Rev. Ajita Mahendra.

Fig. 0. Obv. Parama 9 * * (Chan)rfra Gupta.

Rev. Ajita Vikrama. See extra notice under fig. 30, PI. V.

Fig. 7. Obv. Illegible.

Rev. Vikramaditya.

Fig. 8. Onv. Margin, Sri * " * ia Mahendra jaya.

Rev. (Sri) Mahendra Sinha.

Fig. 9. Obv. Margin, Sri Chandra Gupta * *. Under the arm, Chandra.

Rev. Sri Vikrama.

Fig. 10. Obv. Margin illegible. Under the arm, Skanda?

Rev. Sri Sia(nda)?

Figs. 12 to 15. Copper Coins of Chandra Gupta.

Figs. 10 to 20. Debased imitations from the Ardokro type.
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Art. II.—Summary of the Geology of Southern India. By
Captain Newbold, l1 .11. S., &c., Assistant Commissioner for

Kurnool.

[Concluded from Vol. ix., p. 42.]

WITH CONCLUDING REMARKS ON THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE STRA-

TIFIED ROCKS OF SOUTHERN INDIA, ACCOMPANIED BY TABLE

SHOWING ORDER OF SUPERPOSITION.

PART XI.

Ages of the Plutonic and Volcanic Rocks.

Much difficulty will always exist in determining the age of granite,

since no petrographical distinction, sufficiently decisive to warrant us

dividing it into classes, exists. The opinion of some geologists that

the ordinary syenite, or, indeed, any other variety of syenite hitherto

discovered in Southern India, is more modern than the usual ternary

granite of felspar, quartz, and mica, is unsupported hy any of the

usual proofs required by geologists to establish a fact of this nature

;

viz., superposition; included fragments of rocks of a determined age;

intrusion into other rocks, with or without alteration.

Dr. Christie', a distinguished observer in the field of Indian geo-

logy, states that “ at the falls of Garsipa there is a variety of granite,

which differs from the common granite of India. It is not so old a

granite as the latter; is composed of small grains of white felspar,

quartz, and mica; has, in some instances, a slaty appearance; and is

associated with gneiss and hornblende schists.” By this passage,

mineral character appears to have been tho only test to which this

rock was put
; but why the small-grained granite should be more recent

than the other granites of India is not explained.

The granites of India are doubtless of two or more epochs
;
since

we see the usual granite penetrated by granitic dykes, not only of a

smaller-grained, but also of a coarser or more porphyritic granite
;
and

nothing is more common than to witness the ordinary granite pass, by

insensible gradations, into the fine-grained and porphyritic varieties.

In speaking of granite, I have alluded to the insufficiency of

1 Madras Journal, Lit. and Sc., October, 1U3G, p. 457. Extract from the

New Edinburgh Phil. Journal.
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mineral structure as a test of tlie age of rocks, and with regard to a

highly inclined or vertical stratification being a decisive proof of the

antiquity of a formation, and horizontality of a modern origin, it is now

ascertained beyond doubt, that secondary and even tertiary beds are

found in a vertical position, and tho oldest stratified rocks in a state

of perfect repose. I have seen the tertiary nummulitic limestones of

Egypt bouleversed by granito as well as lias and chalk strata
;

while,

on the other hand, gueiss and tho hypogenc series are sometimes seen

quite horizontal. A great part of Russia, according to Mr. Murchison

and M. Verneuil, is covered with the older stratified rocks, extending

in horizontal unbroken masses for the distance of nearly one thousand

miles.

While it is iudisputably certain that the age of different granites

cannot be decided by mineral distinctions alone; still, as Mr. Lyell’

most justly observes, one of these granites is sometimes found exclu-

sively prevailing throughout an extensive region, where it preserves a

homogeneous character; so that having ascertained its relative age in

one place, we can easily recognize its identity in others, and thus

determine, from a single section, the chronological relations of large

mountain masses. Having observed, for example, that the syenitic

granite of Norway, in which the mineral called zircon abounds, has

altered the silurian strata wherever it is in contact, we do not hesitate

to refer all masses of tho same zircon-syenite in the south of Norway

to the same era. The granite of India is not so easily mineralogically

distinguished as the zircon granite of Norway, or as the stanniferous

granite of the Malay peninsula; still its unusually ferriferous cha-

racter, its embedding occasionally colophonite and garnet, and generally

having hornblende as one of the constituents, will enable the geologist

to identify it in various parts of Southern India.

It is chiefly upon the very remarkable distiuction of embedding

the diamond, in addition to similarity of geognostic position, that we

are enabled to identify the diamond sandstones of Kurnool and Cud-

dapah with those of Nagpoor and Bundlecund; and it is upon these

grounds that having seen the syenitic granite of India altering,

bouleversing, and forming breccias at the line of junction with this

diamond sandstone and limestone, that we come to the conclusion that

the newer granite of Southern India is of a more modern epoch than

these stratified rocks which rank next in point of antiquity to the

hypogene series, while the latter invariably occupy the lowest position

in the normal rocks of Southern India.

1 Elements, Vol. II. p. 851.
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Not only is the newer granite of Southern India indubitably of

later origin than the diamond sandstone, but there is great reason to

believe that its last appearance above the face of the waters was con-

temporaneous with that of the laterite, as it is evident that the surface

of India has undergone several oscillations.

That distinguished geologist, Elie de Beaumont, in the expose of

his theory of ascertaining the relative ages of mountain chains by

parallelism of elevation, has attributed the elevation of the Western

Ghauts to a period subsequent to the deposition of the laterite. This

sagacious reasoner has supposed the great dislocation to which the

western scarp of this chain is owing, to have been formed at the time

of the elevation of this tract above the surface of the ocean, and the

laterite to have been deposited previously to, and elevated contempo-

raneously with, this enormous fault taking place.

It appears to me, after an attentive examination of this great geo-

logical feature of India in many situations, both at the base and

summit, that several distinct epochs of souleveme?it must have contri-

buted to produce the present relative positions of the strata. The

first—one marked by plutouic energy and violence; the last—long-

continued and gentle.

We see the hypogene schists, through which the granite peaks of

the Ghauts rise, everywhere in a state of disturbance, bent, contorted,

highly inclined, and often in vertical layers on which the laterite

reposes in horizontal tabular masses. Had the laterite been deposited

on their surface prior to the first violent movement, or series of move-

ments, of which the subjacent granite formed the lever to effect the

boulevcrscment of the hypogene strata, the laterite would have exhi-

bited marks of corresponding disturbance and alteration, which are not

evident.

In order to account for the presence of this rock in unconformablc

and unaltered beds on the vertical subjacent strata, and cresting the

granite itself, both at the summit of the Ghauts on the table-lands,

and covering the low land at the base of the Ghauts to the sea, it may

be inferred that the violent efforts by which the granite was forced

through the hypogene strata, and by which it threw them on their

edges, took place in the bed of the ocean, or that, after elevation, they

again subsided, to undergo a second upheaval.

To these violent efforts a period of repose, or comparative repose,

ensued; during which, and the subsequent gentler oscillations of the

whole mountain mass, and the low coast tracts at its feet, the laterite

was deposited; much of it, probably, while the Ghaut peaks were yet

islets in the ocean. It is evident from the highly cellular structure of
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the luterite, that its formation did not take place under circumstances

of great pressure. Its highly ferruginous character, and the embedded

fragments of granite, gneiss, trap, &c., occasionally found in its lower

portions, sufficiently prove its detrital origin from these ferriferous

rocks. Most of the fragments are little water-worn—a fact indicative

of the tranquil state of the waters at the time of deposition.

The debris of the broken up hypogene strata afforded ample ma-

terial on the spot; and which, had strong currents existed at the time

of their being broken up, would have been scattered far and wide over

the ocean’s bed
;
and the result would have been an ordinary sand-

stone, instead of the peculiarly structured rock we now see.

Whilst this deposit was yet in progress, the Ghauts, and indeed

the greatest part of peninsular India, were alternately gradually raised

ami depressed. The highest and consequently first raised portions

became rapidly clothed with forests and luxuriant vegetation, which

afforded material for the interstratified beds of lignite we see in the

laterite of Malabar and Travancore.

The laterite, though not seen on the steeper portions of the scarp

of the Ghauts, is often met with covering the terraces that occasionally

break the face of the escarpment, as seen in the subjoined section.

Table-land

of Mysore

n b OL

Summit of Ghauts

/»

b a-

INDIAN OCEAN

The portions marked a denote laterite; b, granite and hypogene rocks.

The whole of the granite and hypogene line marked b was once,

like the portion to the left of the section, the uneven bed of the ocean,

on the hollows and inequalities of which the laterite was deposited, as

the mass slowly rose to the surface. There is, I think, little reason

for supposing that the beds on the summit, and those at the foot of the

Ghauts, were once continuous, and afterwards separated by the violent

effort that caused the scarp, or dislocation, as thought by some writers.

Had such been the case, the laterite would have been broken up,

thrown on its edges, and altered like the hypogene schists, as I have

VOL. XII. G
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already explained. Its imbedded angular pieces of granite prove that

the granite was solid when the laterite was deposited
;
and its unal-

tered state, when seen in contact, that the granite has not since been

heated.

The horizontal position of laterite, at such heights, sometimes

upwards of six thousand feet above the sea, in the bed of which it was

formed, is by no means peculiar. The sandstone forming the Table

Mountain at the Cape of Good Hope is elevated on granite and hypo-

gene rocks to upwards of three thousand five hundred feet above the

sea in perfectly horizontal strata; and in the south of Sicily, and in

Greece, I have seen tertiary limestone rocks in equally undisturbed

stratification at the height of nearly two thousand feet above the

sea.

At the time Elie de Beaumont wrote his theoretical opinions re-

garding the age of the Western Ghauts, that of laterite was wrapped

in obscurity
;
but the discovery in it of beds of lignite and fossil wood,

and its superior position to most other stratified rocks of Southern

India, claim for it a place in the tertiary series. It seems now con-

clusive that the great chain of the Western Ghauts was elevated lastly

during the tertiary epoch.

The Himalayas, it is inferred, from the presence of the remains of

the monkey, and other animals inhabiting warm climates, in the

tertiary beds, which partially cover their flanks above the height of

perpetual snow, and which now have a polar flora, have been raised at

least ten thousand feet since the extinction of these races, within the

post-pleiocene period.

If these inferences be legitimate, it would appear that the opinions

of Humboldt, and other physical geographers, regarding the age of the

Ghauts and Himalayas relatively to those of the other great mountain

chains of our planet, must undergo modification.

Age op the Basaltic Greenstone.

The basaltic greenstone, though occupying originally a lower

position beneath the earth’s crust than the granite, through the ver-

tical fissures of which it has forced itself up, is of course, geologically I

speaking, posterior to it, though anterior to the overlying trap, which

often covers granite and liypogene rocks penetrated by dykes of I

basaltic greenstone. The dykes terminate at the line of junction

abruptly with the granite, without entering into or altering the super-

incumbent strata of trap or amygdaloid, as seen in the subjoined

section.
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Dyke of basaltic greenstone.

New or overlying trap.

Granite.

This basaltic greenstone penetrates all the stratified rocks of

Southern India up to the laterite, which it has not hitherto been seen

to alter or to enter. The dykes are most frequent in the hypogene

and granitic rocks, and less so in the upper layers of the diamond

sandstone formation, iu which period the volcanic activity appears to

have greatly subsided.

It is evident that the basalt must have beeu ejected at more than

one epoch, as the dykes are not uufrequently intersected by others of

a different texture. Much of it was injected into the granite after the

latter had become solid; and into the hypogene schists before they

were uplifted and broken up by the elevation and partial protrusion

of the plutonic rocks; since the dykes partake of all the displacements

of these rocks, and in no case is the basaltic greenstone seen capping

them in sheets. These older dykes do not enter into the superin-

cumbent sandstones and limestones; and pebbles of them are occa-

sionally seen in the conglomerates cf the former.

Some of the greenstone dykes in the sandsone and limestone appear

contemporary with the formation of these stratified rocks, and injected

while they existed iu a semi-consolidated state, or as layers of mud,

gravel, and sand in the ocean’s bed; for the greenstone is sometimes

curiously and intimately blended with them to a considerable extent,

and partakes of their bedded structure, as in the vicinity of Tarputri,

Kumool, &c.

Little mineralogical difference has been remarked, up to the

present, in the traps of these two epochs; but the subject is now
mooted, I believe, for the first time. I have observed in the dykes of

the sandstone and limestone south of Chittywauripilly, in the Ceded

Districts, and near the diamond mines of Banganpilly, a reddish

foliated mineral, in oval cavities, resembling light red carnelian in

appearance and semi-translucency, which has not fallen under my
notice in the older dykes. There is also more calc spar (and occa-

sionally selenite) in the former, and a greater tendency to a regular

G 2
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prismatic and jointed structure. Both these traps resemble, mine-

ralogically, the older traps of Europe, consisting chiefly of basaltic and

porphyritic greenstone, rarely running into amygdaloid. I have

never seen the older basaltic greenstone of the post-hypogene period

become amygdaloidal.

Enough perhaps has been said to justify the division of the basaltic

greenstone into at least two epochs, neither of which have been ob-

served to continue into the tertiary period, to which I am about to

refer the great Overlying Trap—a rock often confounded with the

foregoing.

Age op the Newer or Overlying Trap.

The principal eruption of the newer or overlying trap is referable

to an epoch in the tertiary period between the deposition of the fresh-

water limestones and that of the laterite; for it is seen in the Nirmul

hills in the vicinity of Ingliswara, breaking up, altering, and en-

tangling blocks of the former, while the' latter rock reposes on it

unpenetrated and unaltered, and often imbed fragments of the trap.

The elevation of the trap from the bed of the ocean was contem-

poraneous with that series of efforts which elevated the granite and

laterite of the Western Ghauts. Numerous dykes throughout the

great extent of trap show that it also is not the product of one great

eruption.

Some geologists have confounded it with the older basaltic green-

stone associated with the granite and hypogene rocks of the more

southern parts of India. It is, however, not only most strikingly

distinguished from this rock in a mineralogical point of view, as will

be seen on reference to the descriptions of the two rocks, but it inva-

riably occupies a superior position, whenever seen in contact, as in the

last woodcut. Another striking difference may also be noticed,

—

viz., that of the basaltic greenstone never having been observed to

cover the rocks it intersects in sheets; the dykes usually ending

abruptly at the surface, without spreading laterally. I have never

seen it invading rocks of a more modern origin than the Pondi-

cherry limestone or the diamond sandstone; whereas the overlying

trap has broken up, and altered the freshwater tertiary limestones of

Nirmul.

It appears clear, from what has been urged above, touching the

age of plutonic and volcanic rocks, that at least three great epochs of

elevation may be marked in the chronology of Indian rocks, inde-

pendent of those attending the eruptions of basaltic greenstone in the

hypogene and diamond sandstone periods.
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The first— anterior to the diamond series, hy which the hypogene

schists were rendered crystalline, and partially subverted.

The second—posterior, during which a newer granite was erupted

through fissures in the older, and which altered and disturbed the

diamond series. From tho circumstance of the upper sandstone’s

occasionally resting on the limestone in less disturbed strata, it is

inferred that the limestone underwent some degree of dislocation prior

to the deposition of the former, and consequently that two move-

ments took place during this epoch. There can be little doubt, from

the unaltered yet highly inclined position of some of the beds of the

diamond series resting on the granite, that much of the latter was

protruded in a solid form. Other beds are seen equally inclined with

marked alteration,—a fact significant of a highly heated yet solid

state of the granite. Some beds, at short distances from the foci of

this second plutonic disturbance, arc seen reposing nearly horizon-

tally on the hypogene rock, or older granites, unaltered, evincing

an elevation on the solid rock attended with little local violence.

The third movement, or rather series of movements, by which a

great part of Southern India was slowly and gently elevated to its

present height above the ocean, took place, probably, as described in

speaking of the Ghaut elevation, during the tertiary period.

These last elevatory forces are attributable rather to volcanic than

plutonic activity, since no granite has been yet observed intruding

into, or altering tertiary rocks; and the granites of both the epochs

just described have been uplifted by them in a solid form. The phe-

nomena of the third movement are possibly connected with those

attending and following the grandest basaltic eruptions in the world,

viz., those which produced the overlying trap formation of India.

The expansion by heat, and gaseous extrication resulting from so vast

a body of molten lava, heaving for vent beneath a ponderous crust of

granite, &c., seems adequate to produce such effects. In cooling, the

portions of the mass still immediately below this crust would naturally

contract, and we should expect to find a corresponding subsidence of

surface, unless the spaces, as left vacant, be constantly filled up by

the pressure of molten matter from regions still nearer the nucleus of

our orb.

The numerous hot springs in and around the basaltic region of

India are possibly connected with these phenomena, and a register of

their temperature might afford indications of the decrease or increase

of the subterranean heat, whether thermal or volcanic. Some indica-

tions afforded by the tepid springs of the Kurnool and Banganpilly

diamond formation incline one to think that, in that area, a decrease
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of heat has taken place; but I. <lo not consider these experiments as

at all conclusive (Vide Bengal Journal, 1844, No. 148). A register

on the rocks on the coasts is also desirable, to ascertain whether there

is any general or local subsidence or elevation of surface now in

progress. It is almost needless to add that, during these epochs of

jdutonic and volcanic activity, the surface of India underwent those

oscillations necessary to the formation of its successive aqueous strata,

to the consolidation of which the plutonic and volcanic heat mainly

contributed. During these oscillations, the denudations, of which I

have endeavoured to show proofs, must have occurred.

Concluding Remarks on the Classification of the Stratified

Rocks of Southern India.

SuPRACRETACEOUS OR TERTIARY ROCKS.

No. 1 . Marine Sandstone of Coromandel.—In the synoptical table

of superposition, the marine sandstone of the Coromandel coast over-

lies the regur, although the former was described, for the sake of con-

venience, first in the ascending order adopted. It was there stated

that these scanty and detached beds, consisting of a loosely agglu-

tinated sandstone, imbedding existing marine shells, were raised to

their present position during the samo period as the laterite. It must

be remarked here that this observation must be understood as apply-

ing exclusively to the latest periods of the elevation of the laterite.

These marine beds have never been found at any great distance from

or elevation above the sea.

Since the paper containing the description of this marine sandstone

was sent to England, General Cullen writes me that the beds of it at

Cape Comorin form a stratum on the beach some ten or twelve feet

thick, resting on granite which occupies the water line, and which

extends out to sea in large bare rock masses and islets. Above the

sandstono is a hard, close-grained, cream-coloured and reddish lime-

stone, also full of shells, which much resemble those in the sandstone,

and those at present thrown up by the sea on the adjacent beach.

The limostono can he traced inland perhaps a mile from the sea, and

a hundred and fifty feet above it. The Residency stands on a bed of

it, about two hundred yards from the sea, and sixty feet above it.

Nos. 2 and 3. Coromandel Black Clay, Regur, Ancient Kunker,

and Gravel.—Underneath the alluvial sands and clays on which stand
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Synoptical TabUff the Rods of S. India in order of Superposition.

Hypogene
Series.

If
3

4

5

Supracretaceous
or

Tertiary Rocks.

6

7

Secondary
Rocks.

g
(

Volcanic and
Plutonic Rocks.

SUPRACRETACBOUS OR TERTIARY STRATA. 10

—

Hypogene Series.

l_Sandstone of Coromandel and Paumbum,
and Cape Comorin, imbedding existing

marine shells.

2—

Coromandel Black Clay underlying Madras,

&c., and Regur ^Pleiocene period).

3—

Ancient Kunker, and Gravel imbedding
Remains of Mastodon (Pleiocene period).

4

—

Silicified Wood Deposit of Pondicherry, and
older Laterite (Miocene period).

5

—

Freshwater Limestone of Nirmul, Hydra-
bad, and Rajahmundry (Eocene period).

Secondary Strata.

6—Limestone beds of Trichinopoly, Verdachil-
lum, and Pondicherry ^Neocomien or

Lower Chalk).

7, 8, and 9—Diamond Sandstone Group—8 is

the Limestone, and 9 the lower Sand-
stone. (Carboniferous or Devonian.)

Clayslate
Quartzite
Talcose
Chloritic

Actinolitic

Hornblende
Mica Schists
Gneiss
Protogine
Eurite
Serpentine.

Volcanic and Plutonic Rocks.

11

—

Newer or Overlying Trap.
12

—

Basaltic Greenstone.
13

—

Granite
Syenite
Syenitic Granite
Pegmatite
Porphyritic Granite
Protogine
Eurite
Serpentine
Diailage.
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the cities of Madras and Pondicherry, and underlying the recent

marine sandstone in many other situations on the coast of Coromandel,

is a remarkable bed of a bluish-black clay, which strikingly resembles

the regur, if not identical with it, and in which lie entombed the

remains of existing marine exuvia;. Below it and the regur we often

find a bed of ancient kunker associated with and often agglutinating

beds of gravel, in which the remains of the mastodon have been found

at Hingoli. While these beds apparently belong to the pleiocene

period, the marine sandstone may probably be referred to the post-

pleiocene, although at present included among the tertiary strata.

The more modern depositions of kunker belong of course to the his-

torical epoch, and occupy no place in the table.

No. 4. Laterite and Silicified Wood Beds.—Next in order come

the silicified wood beds of Pondicherry, and the older laterite, which

may rank with the lignite and siliceous deposits of the miocene

period. The lateritic sandstone imbedding lignite at Beypoor closely

resembles the description given 1 of the brown coal formation on the

banks of the Rhine, which “ consists of loose sand, sandstone, and

conglomerate, clay with nodules of clay ironstone, and occasionally

silex. Layers of light brown and sometimes black lignite are inter-

stratified with the clays and sands, and often irregularly diffused

through them. They contain numerous impressions of leaves and

stems of trees.”

No. 5. Freshwater Limestones and Cherts of Nirmvl and Hydra-

had .—These cypriferous beds have been invaded and altered by the

newer trap; and, from their imbedding a number of freshwater shells,

of the genera physa, paludina, unio, limnea, melania, &c., chiefly

of species which no longer exist, may be classed perhaps among

eocene strata. Like the eocene freshwater beds of the Cantal, they

abound in gyrogonites, and the genera of the prevailing shells assi-

milate. Both have been invaded and altered by ancient volcanic

eruptions, and abound in layers of flint aud chert. The Rajahmundry

heds near Peddapungoli and Govinpatnam may be referred to the same

Before quitting the tertiary beds, it may be briefly mentioned that

I have recently discovered, in some caves in the diamond limestone of

Kurnool, at Billa Soorgum, on its southern boundary, fragments of

bones and tusks, and innumerable bones of bats, ifcc., fossilized with :

carbonate of lime, sulphate of lime, and iron, at depths of from eight
|

to twenty feet below the surface, in a bed of reddish marl, indurated I

Lyell’s Elements, Vol. II. p. 280.
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to the hardness of travertin, with nests of crystallized sulphate of lime.

The floor of the caves is in general covered by a brown dust, formed

by the decomposition of bats’ dung, overlying a crust of stalagmite,

underneath which lies a bed of mud earth, indurated calcareous clay,

and the bone breccia.

Secondary Rocks.

No. 6. Cretaceous Limestones of Verdachellum, Trichinopoly, and

Pondicherry. The fossils of these beds clearly identify them with the

cretaceous system of Europe. Those of Pondicherry appear to rank

with the neocomien or lowest beds of the chalk series. Many new

forms have been discovered in their fossils, which, it is anticipated,

will serve in turn to illustrate and throw new light upon our theories

regarding the disputed relations of the cretaceous group with its

neighbours.

Nos. 7, 8, and 9. Diamond Sandstone and Limestone Group .

—

Although no natural section exhibiting the superposition of the chalk

beds has hitherto been discovered, still, for reasons which have been

stated in detail, it has been thought advisable to place the diamond

sandstone group below them. Since the paper on the latter rocks was

sent to England, I have found a second bed of sandstone underlying

in conformable stratification the limestone and the sandstone stratum

which caps it, a section of which is shown in the next page. The

thickness of the beds I ascertained by trigonometrical observations.

The fissure in the lower sandstone at E, at the bottom of which lie

the thermal springs and temple of Moodelaity, presents an imposing

feature in the landscape, with its precipices, cliffs, and deep ravines;

and in the true scale of height and distance on which the section is

drawn, its relative importance is greater than that of the loftiest moun-

tains and deepest theoretical researches of geologists, w'hen com-

pared with the earth’s entire bulk. The true amount of dip, ascer-

tained by a cliuometer by Chevalier of Paris, is also retained in

the section.

The lower bed of sandstone is distinguished from the upper by the

absence of the fragments of chert and jasper from the limestone, which

abound in the conglomerates of the latter.

The pebbles found in the lower bed are chiefly of white quartz,

stained superficially by oxide of iron, which also penetrates into the

microscopic chinks by which they are often intersected. A few peb-

bles of the hardest and toughest portions of the granitic and basaltic

greenstone or hypogene rocks on which it rests, viz., quartz, hornstone,
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basalt, and lydian stone, and actinolitic hornblende, are scattered

here and there. The softer portions have been ground down into the

ordinary mass of sandstone, where they can still be traced in the

coarser portions. The iron ore veins in the subjacent rock have

yielded the colouring matter.

In the light coloured chert and red jasper veins and beds which

intersect tho limestone I have recently discovered at Nurnoor and

other parts of Kurnool, Cuddapah, and the Hydrabad country,

myriads of small subglobose and spheroidal siliceous bodies, often in

such numbers as to compose the entire substance of the rock. The

sections of these bodies to the naked eye appeared like those of num-

mulites; but, under a lens, exhibited a decidedly concentric structure,

resembling somewhat that of the StromcUapora concentrica, a fossil of

the limestones of the Eifel and Dudley, figured by Goldfuss, rather

than the convolute spiral organization of the nummulite.

In some, the internal structure is very distinct; in others, oblite-

rated more or less, and filled up with the imbedding chert or jasper.

Their external spheroidal shape has, in many instances, been flattened,

and otherwise altered by pressure.

In weathering, these bodies fall out from their matrix, leaving its

surface completely variolated with the innumerable small cavities they

occupied, and which bear the impress of their form. They are only

discernible in the finer and more siliceous portions of the limestone,

though there can be little doubt of their existence in the opaque mass.

Doubts are entertained as to their being truly organic
;
but the great

regularity and peculiarity in the structure of these myriads induce

me to hesitate, for the present, in classifying them among ordinary

concretions or crystalloids.

Christie classed the sandstone with the old red, and the limestone

of this group with the hypogene rocks, in the transition series, appa-

rently on the grounds of its supposed mineral resemblance to the

transition limestones of Werner, and from its usually inclined stratifi-

cation in the situations in which he observed it; but I think, from

what has before been stated, that we are not warranted as yet in

placing it with the sandstones lower than the carboniferous or the

Devonian groups.

iTo. 10. Hypogene Strata.—Christie, for the reasons just stated,

classed the hypogene strata of the Southern Mahratta country among

the transition rocks of Werner. Others (as I did) have called them

primitive, from the supposition of their great antiquity, founded upon

their non-fossiliferous and highly crystalline character—usually highly

inclined strata—and their reposing directly upon granite. Latterly
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it has been found that the hypogene strata are rocks of various ages,

from the Cambrian to the tertiary, acted upon, rendered crystalline,

and miueralogically altered by the effects of plutonic heat; hence the

terms of metamorphic, or crystalline, schists often applied to them.

All traces of organic bodies in the fossiliferous schists thus metamor-

phosed are supposed to have been obliterated by the action of the

heat, especially in those next the plutonic rocks, or nearest the foci of

plutonic intensity. At a distance, the schists become less altered, and

gradually re-exliibit their truly fossiliferous character.

I am not aware that undoubted organic bodies have ever been dis-

covered in gneiss, which is usually the lowest rock in the system; but

Elie de Beaumont has exhibited to the astonished upholders of the

primordial origin of those crystalline rocks, belemnites entombed in

micaceous aud chloritic schists

!

Keilhaus has proved some of the supposed primary crystalline rocks

of the north of Europe to be altered fossiliferous strata; while those

accomplished geologists, De la Beche, Hoffman, Boue, and others, have

demonstrated that the marble of Carrara is nothing but an altered

limestone, of the secondary period, belonging to the oolite; and I am
inclined to believe, from personal observation, that the celebrated

marble of Paros is merely the altered lower or cretaceous limestone of

Asia Minor and Mitylene. Hence we may have a secondary and

tertiary gneiss, as we have granites of these periods.

But the question here is, whether the hypogene rocks of Southern

India are the altered sandstones, limestones, aud shales of the diamond

group, or those of a more ancient epoch. The circumstance that no

fragments of any rocks intervening between it and the granite have

been found in the lowest sandstone, added to that of its being the

next lowest in succession to the hypogene series, might be considered

as arguments in favour of the sandstone groups having been thus

metamorphosed; but it may be urged in answer, that an older series

of rocks might have been completely metamorphosed before the depo-

sition of the diamond sandstone
;

in which case nothing beyond their

altered fragments would appear in the composition of the sandstone,

which is the fact.

The lime which furnished tho material for those large sheets of

ancient kunker we see deposited over tho surface of great part of

India by the waters of springs (many of them now thermal) rising up

from the bowels of the earth, may have been derived from beds of

limestone in these ancient strata while under the action of plutonic

heat. Its abstraction may serve to account for, in part, that great

deficiency of crystalline limestone, or marble, so remarkable in the
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hypogene series of Southern India; and the decrease of the kunker

deposit appears to have been contemporaneous with that of plutonic

or volcanic activity.

I know not where to look for a remnant of these ancient strata in

their unaltered state, save perhaps in the clay slates of the Southern

Mahratta country, the relations of which with the diamond sandstone,

limestone, and hypogene schist are of considerable intricacy. No

fossils have hitherto been found in these rocks.

The whole of the oolite, lias, and Silurian beds appear at present

to have no representatives in Southern India, and there is a great

deficiency of the carboniferous, Devonian, and other fossiliferous strata.

This deficiency, as stated before, while it renders the geology of

Southern India uninteresting to the palaeontologists of Europe, is in

itself a subject for profound research in physical geology.

It is true that Southern India has not yet been fully explored, and

that these beds may still be discovered; but sufficient has been

elicited to prove at least their extreme scantiness relatively to the

vast extent over which they are spread, especially the Silurian beds, in

Northern Europe. The Silurian strata have been found in North

America occupying large areas, in some parts of South America, in

the Falkland Islands, and at the Cape of Good Hope; and the gifted

founder of this system of rocks is, with reason, sanguine in his antici-

pations of planting the Silurian standard on the rocks of China, which

have already exhibited such magnificent proofs of their carbonaceous

treasures on the quays of Nankin.

Like the boulder formation, the older palaeozoic strata appear to

thin out and diminish as we approach the equator. I have searched

in vain for them and boulders on the southern and eastern sides of the

Mediterranean, in Egypt, around the shores of the Red Sea, and,

nearer the equator on the Malay peninsula.

Conclusion.

I have too long trespassed on the patience of the Society to take

up much more of its time; but a few words in explanation and apology

for the extremely imperfect state in which this Summary of Southern

Indian Geology has been offered to its notice, are indispensably

necessary in self-defence.

It may be premised, without detriment to their acknowledged

talent, that the observations from which it has been compiled, and also
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my own, are those of amateurs (with the exception of Voysey), chiefly

self-taught employes of Government, with pressing and onerous calls

of duty constantly to respond to; next, that the out-door geologist

labours under incalculable disadvantages in exploring a tropical

country, not only from climate, but from the dense vegetation which

clothes its features, and from the few artificial sections, such as mines,

quarries, &c., which present themselves in European countries.

The sun’s heat admits but of a very few hours’ exposure with

safety in the early and closing parts of the day : our best and most

distinguished geologists—Yoysey, Christie, and Benza—have all

fallen victims, directly and indirectly, to the effects of climate, in

their devotion to geological science; and last, though not least

lamented, my excellent friend Malcolmson, who has recently suc-

cumbed under a deadly disease, contracted while exploring the geolo-

gical treasures of the valleys of the Nerbudda and Taptee.

My own notes have been made during a period of sixteen years’

service; by the road-side, when marching; or in tracts less frequented,

while on sporting excursions, when the hammer, compass, and clino-

meter accompanied the gun and spear; for I deemed it possible, even

for those who run, to snatch a glimpse from nature’s book.

The heights laid down in the sections across the peninsula, in

absence of a barometer, were taken roughly by the approximative

method of the boiling-point; with the exception of a few barometrical

measurements obtained from General Cullen’s well known table of

altitudes, and the height of the Nilgherris, from Dr. Baikie’s baro-

metrical observations.

It was intended to have annexed a geological sketch map of

Southern India to this Summary; but circumstances have delayed its

completion, although the work was far advanced.

The geological notes would have been continued probably some

years longer, and offered to tbe Society in a more ripened and perfect

state; but official duties would not admit of their being further pur-

sued. They have been taken as opportunity admitted, and conse-

quently without reference to the general system and method which

should be observed in making a comprehensive geological survey of

any large tract of country.

With regard to the classification which I have ventured to indicate

for Indian rocks, it must be distinctly understood that such arrange-

ment is entirely provisional; and one to which I would fain draw the

attention of future and more able observers to rectify, correct, or

confirm; for, as yet, I consider we arc but on the threshold of Indian

goology. The late talented President of the Geological Society, Mr.
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Murchison, in his luminous expose of the state and advancement of

geological science in various parts of the world embodied in his An-

niversary Address for 1843, when speaking of Hindostan, Afghanistan,

and China, observed that “Long as Hindustan has been attached to

the British Empire, vast lacuna; remain to be filled up before a general

geological map of this peninsula can be published
;

and yet in no

part of the earth over which British rule extends is an adequate

acquaintance of the subsoil more required. Viewing it as the great

centre of civilization of the East, I should hail the day when its

Governors, employing competent geologists, shall direct a compre-

hensive inquiry to be made into the whole of its mineral structure, the

results of which must prove to be of the highest national value.”

After adverting to Afghanistan, the President turns to China, ex-

pressing his confidence that so vast a region may not be laid open to

British enterprise without bringing to us some accession of natural

knowledge; and after alluding to the coal of Nankin, and the faci-

lities of inland navigation in that part of China, he expresses his

opinion, that, by acquiring a thorough acquaintance with the car-

boniferous sites of China (which is indispensable for a people like

ourselves, whose commercial and maritime advancement depends so

essentially upon the application of steam power), we shall at the same

time obtain a general insight into the physical and geological relations

of her rocks. “
I would even suggest that agents, possessing sufficient

knowledge of coal-fields and mining wealth, should be attached to

those permanent stations which are to be occupied by our forces;

whence, if a friendly spirit of intercourse is continued, excursions

could be made into the interior. Thanks to the diffusion of know-

ledge, our rulers can now have no difficulty in procuring much useful

geological information, even by directing their own officers to make

the inquiries within their reach; and if Consuls cannot be found, who,

to a familiarity with statistics, add the powers of scientific research, it

is at all events well known that our highly instructed corps of Royal”

[and I may add H. E. I. C.’s] “ Engineers contains within it several

good geologists. Let, therefore, British statesmen encourage our

science; and, casting their eyes around our vast colonies, apply to

them some measure of that geological research which they are so judi-

ciously and liberally patronizing in our own islands.”

There is no necessity to call upon the Royal Asiatic Society to

echo such enlightened sentiments as these; or upon the Indian Go-

vernment—the most munificent patrons of science in the world

—

to back them whenever the time arrives, and fitting opportunity

occurs.
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For myself,—in bidding farewell to Indian geology, and taking my
leave of the Society,— I have to offer it my best thanks for the patience

with wliich it has heard me
;
feeling assured that it will extend every

indulgence to the errors and incapacity of an individual whose labours

in the field have been those of pure zeal and love for the science.
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Art. III.—Illustration of the Routefrom Seleucia to Apobatana,

as given by Isidorus of Charax,
by C. M asson, Esq.

Read November 15, 1845.

Amongst the many works of antiquity whose loss wo have to deplore,

are those of the historian of Cliarax. Some of them, if our good for-

tune had permitted their preservation, would have diffused a strong

light upon the study of Oriental subjects, which owing to the progress

of research and discovery at home and abroad, is prosecuted with in-

creased ardour by the learued throughout Europe. II is Farthic his-

tory, for example, was a work which to us would have been invalu-

able. Amongst the fragments of his composition remaining, is, how-

ever, an Itinerary of a route through the principal parts of Asia, an

ancient relic of exceeding worth, and which, from its perfect accuracy,

cannot be sutliciently commended.

I have, in the present instance, selected merely a portion of it for

examination, and was induced to the task by the perusal of the Re-

verend Archdeacon Williams’s Memoir on the Geographical Position

of Ecbatana, and by the circumstance of having travelled the route

which I pretend to explain. The Reverend Archdeacon tenders ample

justice to the merit of Isidorus; and although I differ from the general

conclusion drawn by him in his Memoir, and must protest against the

use to which he applies the Itinerary in question, it behoves me to

avow the pleasure with which I perused that labour of research, and

even my gratitude for the mass of valuable information collected in

it.

Had my examination no other object than to invalidate the infer-

ence insisted upon in the Memoir alluded to, viz., that of Ispahan

being the modern representative of the ancient Ecbatana, it might

perhaps with justice have been deemed unnecessary;—but as the route

is otherwise one of high interest, and will, if correctly illustrated, re-

flect a degree of illumination upon many points of ancient geography,

as well as upon many important vestiges and monuments of antiquity

still existing in the countries to which it relates, I feel assured that

the task of investigating its details will neither be considered misap-

plied or unprofitable.

The route commences at Seleucia, the site of which is fortunately well

known, and terminates at Apobatana, the royal city of the Medes.

There can be no doubt that the latter city is the celebrated Ecbatana,

VOL. XIT. H
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which, although formerly referred to Tauris or Tabreez by even emi-

nent scholars, has latterly by general consent, (the Reverend Arch-

deacon, indeed, forming an exception,) been ascribed to Hamadan.

The country between Seleucia and Apobatana is in much the same

condition at the present day, as it ajipears to have been in the time of

Isidorus. The tract extending from Seleucia to Mount Zagros pre-

senting chiefly a level expanse of desert, interspersed with fertile and

cultivated patches, in which the towns and villages are situated at

considerable distances from each other. By these clusters of popula-

tion the stations and marches were necessarily regulated or influenced

in ancient as well as in modern times. The peculiar physical features

of the tract are consequently favourable to the comparison of any route

through it, the chances of error in fixing the several localities being

in great measure trifling or restricted within very moderate limits.

The distances in the Itinerary of Isidorus are estimated by a cer-

tain measure, the sclioenus,—the value of which it is necessary to de-

termine, before proceeding with our enquiries. The various geogra-

phers of antiquity have left no doubt that the sclioenus was of very

different lengths in the several countries in which it was employed, or

that it fluctuated as much as the mile or the league in European coun-

tries now. The testimony of Strabo upon this point is clear, and

moreover useful, as indicating iu its lesser quantity, the schoenus by

which, in all probability, Isidorus computed. Strabo writes that

“ The Persian parasang is estimated by some authors at sixty stadia,

but by others at forty or even only at thirty stadia. When I ascended

the Nile, I found the distances between towns computed by schceni,

but the measures of these schceni were not everywhere uniform, so

that the same number of schceni sometimes designated a greater, some-

times a less actual extent of road, a variation which dates from the

earliest time and exists in our days.” The Reverend Archdeacon

Williams has calculated the schcenus of Isidorus at three miles and a

quarter. I have little hesitation in supposing it to have been the

smaller of the 6choeni in use, and that it was equivalent to two Eng-

lish miles and a half; admitting, however, the possibility that the

schcenus employed by Isidorus between Zeugma and Seleucia, on which

the learned Archdeacon based his calculation, may have varied from

that used by him between Seleucia and Apobatana; which, without

having verified by investigation, I may yet affirm was possible.

That the smaller sclioenus was adopted even by the old geographers,

we learn from Strabo himself, who immediately before the passage

just quoted, cites Fatroclcs as asserting that the distance between the

mouths of the Jaxartes and the Oxus, was eighty parasangs (schoeni).
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We also find that Eratosthenes estimated (he same distance at two

thousand four hundred 6tadia. This sum divided by thirty yields

eighty, or the number of parasangs or schecni specified by Patrocles.

The latter consequently with Eratosthenes calculated by the smaller

schcenus, as did Isidorus according to our conception.

The distance between Scleucia and Apobatana, as gathered from

the Itinerary of Isidorus, was one hundred and twenty-nine schmni,

or by our computation, three hundred and twenty-two and a-half Eng-

lish miles. The city of Seleucus, it is well known, has long ceased to

exist, and its site is occupied as well a3 evidenced by shapeless

mounds. As the capital of Mesopotamia, it is now represented by

Baghdad, which, distinguished by its Moslem characteristics of gilded

domes and lofty minarets, stands forth on the plain where once arose

the cities of the Selcucidan and Parthiau kings, their successor in pro-

vincial dignity and rank.

The high road which in former days led from Mesopotamia into

Media, now therefore leads from Baghdad, as it did once from Scleucia,

and as the present city and the ancient site are situated on the same

river, the Tigris, with but an interval of a few miles between them,

the road is essentially similar, and, as will be shown, the several sta-

tions, with the necessary exceptions of one or two at the commence-

ment, accord, whether iu the ancient or modern route.

If while assuming the value of the schoenus of Isidorus to be two

miles and a-half, I confided in the computations of Patrocles and of

Eratosthenes, as transmitted to us and sanctioned by Strabo, it was

satisfactory to find the assumption borne out and justified by modern

authority. The Itinerary of Isidorus, iu giving one hundred and

twenty-nine schceni as the sum of the distance between Seleucia and

Apobatana, assigns the respective extents of the several provinces

which it traverses, to be as follows:

Extent of Apolloniatis

Chalonitis . .

Media

Cambadene . .

Upper Media .

Total . . . . 120

This total, as before said, multiplied by two and a-half, yields the

sum of three hundred and twenty-two miles and a-half English.

The line of road from Baghdad to Hamadau, as measured by Mr.

H 2

83 schceni.

21

22

31

22
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Webb, the surveyor attached to the mission of the late Sir John Mac-

donald, singularly coincides in its sum with that which we have here

obtained for that of Isidorus, by estimating the scliocnus at two miles

and a-half. Great respect may be entertained for any results gained

under the direction and superintendence of Sir Joliu Macdonald, whose

character for accuracy in all practical operations was no less distin-

guished than merited. I have therefore preferred Mr. Webb’s esti-

mate of the distances of the route, remembering that his labours secured

the full approbation of his employer and patron. There are many
others, in which the distances have been computed by the number of

hours travelled, which of course vary more or less from that of Mr.

Webb and with each other, still it is obvious their results should not

be compared, as regards their approximation to exactitude, with those

arrived at by positive admeasurement by means of the perambulator,

carefully attended to.

Mr. Webb’s Route from Baghdad to Hamadan.

Baghdad to Bakuba .... 35 miles

Bakuba to Shehrban 27 ff

Shehrban to Kizil ltobat 18 ff

Ivizil Robat to Khanaki 18
f)

Khanakl to Khasr-i-Shirin . 22 )f

Kkasr-i-Shirin to Pul Zeliab . 22 f)

Pul Zeliab to Kerand . . 29 f if

Kerand to Harunabad 20 if

Harunabad to Mahidasht . 21 if

Mahidasht to Kermanshah . 14
ff

Kermanskah to Bisitun . . 20 if

Bisitun to Sdnah 1G fi

Sanah to Kangavar .... 1G if

Kangavar to Assadabad . . 22 ff

Assadabad to Hamadan . . 23 fi

Total . 323 £ „

It would be unjust that more than due stress should be imputed to

the coincidence manifested in the sums of the distances specified in the

above routes. Although the aggregates so nearly agree, it may be

observed, and will be hereafter pointed out, tliat as regards particular

stations, slight variations occur in some instances. This is as it should

be; for it was impossible that the distances in a route which were
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estimated or obtained by methods so different, and even calculated

from distinct points, although near ones, should be precisely identical

;

for, in that cise, both might have been liable to distrust. Neither is

it wished to contend for the superior accuracy of either distance, of

that of Isidorus or of Mr. Webb. The latter gentleman’s results,

determined by the perambulator, could only be as exact as the instru-

ment permitted, while it is obvious those of Isidorus, broadly esti-

mated by so large a measure as the schcenus, and lie never divides it,

cannot claim to be considered accurate. The general accordance,

however, has its value, and is very satisfactory; while it inspires us

with corresponding confidence to proceed in our examination of the

details of the route, which I shall submit with the translation of the

learned Archdeacon.

Apolloniatis.

'Evrevdev up^erai »/ ’ATroWcovidrit, ijns Knrt\ti er\oivovs A-y\ 'E^tt fie

Ku'pas, iv aii arradpor, 7ro\iv fit 'EXA^i/ifia 'Aprepira'. 5i<i pearjs fie tuvttjs pel

iroTCipos 2tXXa. Eicrt fie els airf/v a7ro SeXeuxe iaj a^olvot te. NCv pevroi rj

7roXis KaXelrai \a\dcrap.

“Hence (from Seleucia) commences Apolloniatis, 33 schceni broad.

It contains villages in which there are stations, and a Greek city,

Artemita, through the middle of which flows the river Silla. It is

15 schceni distant from Seleucia—the present name of the city is

Chalasar.”

The fifteen schceni of Isidorus, noted as the distance between

Seleucia and Artemita, or Chalasar, are equivalent to thirty-seven

miles and a half. From Baghdad to Bakuba, by the modern route, is

thirty-five miles. Although the last-mentioned place in these days

may be considered the humble representative of Artemita as a stage-

town on the great Median road, it is unnecessary that it should occupy

the exact site of his predecessor, which indeed it cannot do, as we are

told that the river Silla flowed through it, whereas we have to cross

that river, now called the Diala, before Bakuba is reached, as it is

built some little distance beyond it. The presence of the Diala is,

however, of consequence, inasmuch as the Archdeacon, in support of

his theory upon Ecbatana, wished to remove it considerably to the

east, and suspected that it was laid down in maps upon mere con-

jecture.

1 V.R. ’Aprapira.
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Artemita is called by Strabo a remarkable city, and he notes it as

five hundred stadia distant from Seleucia, which would be about forty

miles, a little in excess to the measure of Isidorus, although there are

some readings of the latter which give sixteen instead of fifteen schceni,

when the two authorities would perfectly concur. The site of this city,

while it has not been positively determined, has yet, with great sem-

blance of probability, been conjectured to be that of Karastar, seven

miles to the east of Bakuba, where exist remains by far the most con-

siderable as to extent and magnitude of any in that vicinity. Not

only do their distance and bearing from Seleucia confirm the conjec-

ture, but it is rendered nearly certain by the information supplied by

Isidorus, that in his time the name of Artemita had been replaced by

that of Chalasar, an appellation too nearly resembling Karastar to

escape notice, even if this last should not have been written Karasar,

which is, I think, not unlikely. As I did not visit the ruins of Ka-

rastar, I avail myself of the record of them by the Hon. Mr. Keppel,

and I doubt not that he beheld in them the remains of the Artemita of

the Greeks and of the Chalasar of the Parthians. Baghdad is twenty

miles NNW. of Seleucia, therefore the high road into Media from the

latter city was necessarily at its commencement, carried a little to the

east of, although nearly parallel to, the present one. Karastar is said

to be the name by which the Arabs know the locality, and its reten-

tion by the rude tribes of the plain offers one of the numerous instances

by which original and ancient appellations have been similarly pre-

served.

The extent of Apolloniatis, more anciently called Sittacene, accord-

ing to Strabo and others, is stated as thirty-three schceni, or eighty-two

and a half miles, and this distance, estimating from Seleucia, would

bring us exactly to Kizil Robat of the modern route, which it will be

seen is eighty miles distant from Baghdad. In its immediate neigh-

bourhood, therefore, was the boundary line between Apolloniatis and

the next province or district. Between Bakuba and Kizil Robat at

the present day is Shelirban, with numerous vestiges of ancient civi-

lization in its environs, some of them of sufficient importance to arrest

attention, especially the vast mounds and ruinous walls of Eski Bagh-

dad, or Old Baghdad, about three miles to the north of the village.

There is a strong presumption that wo there recognize the remains

of the ancient Apollonia, the Seleucian capital of the province, which,

from the silence of Isidorus, we may suspect had dwindled into in-

significance under Parthian rule, or, like Artemita, had changed its

name. The neighbourhood of Kizil Robat is likewise fertile in ruins

of great magnitude and of equal interest, and, in common with so
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many localities on tho great plain of Babylonia, exhibits vestiges of

existence throughout divers periods of antiquity.

ClIALONITIS.

’Ei'TCvfci' f) Xa\<i)viTis' <T\oivoi ka . ’Eu
fj

triopai t . iv ats radios, rroXts Se

'EXXrjvh XdXa, thru rrjr
'

AnoXXuvuiTiSot an6(T\oi.voi le. Eira dni'xrxoivoi e'

opos o KaXe'tTcu Zuypos, dirtp opt£ci ttjv XaXatviTiv (cal rfjv tu>v M»/8aw.

“ Thence Chalonitis, 21 schceni broad. There arc five villages in

it, where there arc stations, and a Greek city, Chala, 15 schceni distant

from Apolloniatis. Five schceni distant from it is Zagros, which forms

tho boundary between Chalonitis and the country of the Modes.”

In conformity to this very distinct statement of Isidorus, at tho

distance of fifteen schceni, or thirty-seven and a half miles from the

boundary of Apolloniatis, was an important Greek city and station

called Chala. It was, therefore, one hundred and twenty miles from

Seleucia. If we refer to the modern route we discover that the same

distance brings us to Khasr-i-Shirin; and, if we might suspect from tho

coincidence that it denotes the site of Chala, we arc more than sanc-

tioned so to do from the nature of the remains at it, and we may feel

nearly assured, if previously the modern and ancient high roads had

not converged to the same point, that they effected a junction at this

spot. The ruins at Khasr-i-Shirin, and in the vicinity, extend for

mile3 in all directions, and although it is not my purpose particularly

to describe them, still the most prominent of them, it may be remarked,

consist of massive walls, aqueducts of masonry, and vast residences

and edifices once surmounted with domes, the walls of which are still

nearly entire. At the distance of four or five miles from the point at

which the high road passes these ruins, are very considerable struc-

tures, in a state of good preservation, to which I believe the appella-

tion of Khasr-i-Shirin is particularly applied by the natives of the sur-

rounding country, and which, having reference to the romantic tales of

Persia, need not be the subject of special notice or criticism, notwith-

standing it is not improbable that such a situation may have been an

occasional residence of the later Sassanian monarchs. It is satisfac-

tory, however, to have good grounds for recognizing in the site that of

the Greek city of Chala, although the widely-dispersed monuments of

ancient magnificence and opulence, so far as occurred to my observa-

tion, are attributable to a comparatively recent epoch. In them we

1 V.R. XnAanVtjr. 1 XaXavIrrjv.
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behold not merely the remains of a large city, hut of a strongly-forti-

fied one, and the works and buildings are in so perfect a state, and on

so large a scale, that we can but wonder that tradition is not more

precise respecting them, for it is difficult to believe that the place has

not been one of importance under the Caliphs, if not under their suc-

cessors. I may offer a surmise, that we have at Kliasr-i-Shirm the

position of Holwan, in which appellation I observe a sufficient ap-

proach to that of Chalone to excuse being pointed out, and I further

think that it is the Celonae of the historians and geographers prior to

Isidorus, from whom we also learn why it should have been called a

Greek city, when they inform us that Xerxes located at it a colony of

Bceotians.

A deeper interest would attach to this spot, could the analogy of

appellation permit the supposition that it is the Calah of Genesis, one

of the earliest inhabited sites in the universe. “ Out of that land

(Shinar) went forth Ashur, and builded Nineveh, the city Rehobotb,

and Calah. And Resen between Nineveh and Calah, the same is a

great city.” Gen. chap, x., v. 11 and 12. The analogy must not,

however, blind us to the fact that Strabo has a district Calachene, dis-

tinct from our Chalonitis, whose pretensions to contain the site of the

scriptural Calah have been pointed out by Calmet and others.

Media.

'EvrevOeu Mrjbia, rjris Kare^fi tr^olvovs k$ . 'H itpX’i avrav Ka'i \apa Kapiva,

tv
fj

Kttipai f . iv ais raOpbs, noXis be uvbepla.

“ Thence Media, 22 schceni broad; their commencement is the

district Carina, in which there are five villages with stations, but there

is no city.”

In the preceding notice of Chalonitis, Isidorus has remarked that

Mount Zagros is reached five schceni beyond its limits. His expres-

sion is in this instance perhaps obscure, and the specified distance

might be considered as estimated from Chala, but I judge otherwise,

and presume that after “it” of the translation, Chalonitis should or

might have been parenthetically inserted. Taking this liberty, Mount

Zagros will be according to Isidorus, eleven schceni or twenty-seven

and a half miles from Chala, a distance which well agrees with the

modern route. From Kliasr-i-Shirm to Pul Zchab is therein stated

to be twenty-two miles, and between an hour or two hours ride beyond

if, from a spot where a fine rivulet skirts the road, the ascent of Mount
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Zagros commences. The transit over this celebrated chain is still

difficult from the steepness and length of the ascent, and the road is

rugged, notwithstanding much labour has evidently been directed at

various epochs to soften its natural asperity. Mid-way is an orna-

mented and arched structure on which is graven an Arabic inscrip-

tion, purporting, it is said, that the locality defines the frontier line of

Persia and Turkey. At the summit of the pass is a small hamlet

with two karavanserais, a few miles beyond which the traveller

arrives at Kerand, the representative, it may be assumed, of Carina,

an appellation which it has nearly preserved. The remark of Isi-

dorus, that the district contained five villages but no city, is still

pertinent. It is noticeable, that Isidorus denominates the province

Media aud the district Carina, possibly it may be thought from the

insignificance of the latter. The breadth assigned to it, upon con-

sulting the modern route, extends it to the vicinity of Ilarunabad,

twenty miles beyond Kerand, and it is probable that a low rocky

ridge, occurring about seven miles before arrival at that place, may
have determined in former times the limits of Media aud of the

contiguous province.

Cambadene.

'EvTevtifV Kap^aSrjurj, rjns Kareva <r*otVovf An'. ’El/
fj

Kcopui *
e', Azat's

aradpds, no\is fie Bdnrnra nr opovs Keifitvr]. tvda 2(pipdpi8os ciya\pa *ai

OT17A7.

“ Thence Cambadene, 31 schceni broad. In it there are five

villages furnished with stations, and a city, Baptana, upon a hill, where

there is a statue and pillar of Semiramis.”

In this province objects of high antiquarian interest are alluded to.

If, as it is hoped, the principal points and stations in the Itinerary

have been hitherto correctly designated ami fixed, viz., Artemita and

the river Silla, Chala, Mount Zagros and Carina, we may with some

confidence accompany Isidorus through Cambadene, although we may
regret the absence of more decisive indications in so interesting a

portion of the route. Its prominent features are the city Baptana, with

the statue and pillar of Semiramis. At the present day, within the pro-

vince there is also a city, Kermanshah, which no doubt is the successor

in provincial dignity, of Baptana, although it may not stand upon the

exact site of the more ancient city. That may possibly be looked for

nearer Bisitun, twenty-one miles beyond Kermanshah, where are to

be found some extraordinary remains of antiquity, which challenge
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special attention. The Reverend Archdeacon Williams considers the

city of Baptana with its monuments, to be identical with the remark-

able sculptures attributed to Semiramis, and more particularly described

by Diodorus. In this view of them I unhesitatingly concur, although,

of necessity, I dissent from the reverend and learned gentleman’s

notion, which in conformity to his peculiar theory, would have them

sought for in the vicinity of Ispahan. The view, moreover, is not

altogether a novel one, yet as it has always been doubtfully advanced,

and rather suggested than asserted, it may be profitable to demonstrate

how decisively it is supported by existing memorials at Bisitun, and

that they amply corroborate the testimony both of the Sicilian his-

torian and geographer of Charax.

The subject acquires a more exciting interest from its connection

with the memory of a female sovereign, whose achievements were of

so high an order, that they have been rejected by many as incredible,

while some have treated her as a. fabulous creation, although the

monuments of her existence and grandeur are not yet wholly obli-

terated.

The nature of the memorials of Semiramis to be expected at

Baptana, will be best explained by Diodorus, upon the original

authority of Ctesias. He relates that in her progress from Susa into

Media, “ the Assyrian queen encamped near a mountain, named

Bagistanon in Media, where she formed a garden twelve stadia in

Compass, in a plain champaign country watered by a spring. Mount

Bagistanon was dedicated to Jupiter, and towards the garden had

steep rocks, seventeen stadia in height. She cut out a piece at the

lower part of the rock, and caused her own image to be carved on it,

with one hundred lancetecrs of her guard grouped round her. She

farther caused an inscription to be graven on the rock in Syriac

characters, recording that Semiramis, by laying the packs and fardels

of the mules that followed the train of her army the one upon the

other, ascended from the plain to the summit of the mountain.”

It may now be asked if there are any vestiges at Bisitun of these

remarkable sculptures, and it is gratifying to bo able to reply in the

affirmative. The late Sir John Macdonald after visiting Bisitun,

observed that the account of Diodorus “will be found to answer the

description of Bisitun in many particulars. It is situated in the road

to Ecbalana; one side of the mountain fronts a plain champaign

country, watered by a small river, which winds round the foot of the

hill, and the lower part of the rock is excavated in the manner

described. The group of figures cannot, indeed, be construed into a

representation of the Assyrian queen and her guards, but it must at
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the same time bo remembered that other sculptures have apparently

been obliterated to make room for the Arabic inscription.” Persian

Memoir, pp. 130-137. Sir John Macdonald was more exact as a

geographer than an antiquary, and this quotation is only valuable as

noting the local coincidences between Bisitun and Bagistanon, for the

antiquities are strangely confused with each other. The group of

figures and the Arabic inscription of which he speaks do not occur

on the principal scarped rock of Bisitun which he lias just before

described, but on a minor rock at somo distance from it; and in-

stead of sculptures having been obliterated to make room for the

Arabic inscription, it is part of a Greek inscription which lias been

destroyed, and which was over the group of figures mentioned. It

is, however, true that the mass of the mountain has been scarped

precisely in the manner indicated by Diodorus, which is very well

exhibited in the sketch presented by Sir R. K. Porter, but what is of

more importance, in the upper portion of its smooth surface are yet

remaining the heads of three colossal female figures, the faces being in

profile and of singular beauty. Above them are likewise traces of

characters, which can hardly be considered otherwise than as remnants

of the historian’s Syriac inscription. The heads are carved in basso-

relievo, and are of the most exquisite workmanship, attesting the early

perfection of the arts of sculpture. This very circumstance neverthe-

less rendered their obliteration a comparatively easy task, and possibly

suggested it, and the entire front of rock exhibits the marks of the

chisels and implements employed in the fatal labour of destruction.

As it would appear that the illustrious group was uumutilatcd in the

age of Isidorus, it is after that period that the ruthless mandate was

issued, which has deprived posterity of the opportunity of admiring so

gorgeous a monument of the celebrated and warlike queen, and so

eminent and refined a trophy of ancient art. The faces, which happily

remain, might escape, as indeed they have done, the attention of

observers, but they are readily as well as most favourably seen by

looking obliquely upon the rock, and from the north, as from that

point of view they have their profiles turned towards the spectator.

It must be understood, that they are so evident and have their out-

lines so distiuct, that when once seen, surprise will be excited that any

one had failed to observe them.

Of equal value with these facial reliques are the traces of the

Syriac inscription—to some they may be considered of more value.

Like the former, they are of extraordinary proportions, and the few of

them preserved seemed to me to have the forms of squares and circles,

so that when I discovered- (hem, I judged that they were symbols
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rather than characters of any alphabet; but now aware of what wo

might expect to meet with, I can hut incline to consider them in the

latter light. If so, the Syriac, or reputed Syriac, inscription of Semi-

ramis was not recorded in cuneiform characters, as from a posthumous

memoir of the learned E. Jacquet, was the hypothesis of that eminent

scholar, and may be of others. The very high interest which attends

the knowledge of the alphabet of this venerable inscription has ever

made mo regret that I did not copy the few characters visible, as they

might have sufficed to attest the class to which they belong, and have

proved a palacographical acquisition of no mean utility. I may con-

fess that I was not, when I beheld them, quite alive to their value,

even had I enjoyed a greater command over time and opportunity

than I then possessed.

I esteem it fortunate, while illustrating the Itinerary of Isidorus,

to have occasion to offer testimony to the accuracy of Diodorus, and to

acquit him of the charge of fiction as respects the Semiramidan sculp-

tures; the only feature of exaggeration in his statement appears to

relate to the height of the mountain, which is certainly less than

seventeen stadia.

It need not be remarked how worthy this locality is of the most

severe and minute investigation, for it is very possible that many
additional discoveries might recompense research. Not only should

the scarped rock and its neighbourhood be curiously searched, but

pains should not be spared to gain the summit of the mountain, to

which it will be remembered, if there is truth in the recorded purport

of the inscription, Semiramis ascended, and where, if she consecrated

the mountain to Jupiter, it is just probable that some architectural

vestiges may exist as tokens of that event.

The appellation Bisitun, popularly applied to the scarped mass of

mountain, proves to be very nearly the same which distinguished the

locality in the age of Darius Ilystaspes, as we find in the notice of

Major Rawliuson’s interpretation of a cuneiform inscription in the im-

mediate vicinity, in which it is called Behistun. This may be the

original of Bagistanon, but I cannot hesitate to recognize in the term

Behistun that of Bchisht tan, or the Place of Paradise or Delight; nor

can I fail to consider its currency in the remote age of Darius Hys-

taspes, but as strong evidence that it was the very name conferred upon

the spot by the Assyrian queen.

The adjacent rocks present antiquarian evidences of two distinct

periods, subsequent to the era of the Assyrian queen. The more

ancient of these are found at the northern extremity of Bagistanon in

a nook or retiring angle of the hill. They arc placed high up on the
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rock, and it is somewhat hazardous to climb up to them; vet they are

not inaccessible, as some travellers pretend, without ropes or scaffold-

ing, for, in company with the guardian of the contiguous karavanscrai,

I contrived to reach them, and found the rock cut away horizontally,

so as to afford a space to stand upon. On a smoothed perpendicular

tablet is a group of thirteen figures, one of which to the extreme left

conspicuously represents the king. Above it are a number of com-

partments containing inscriptions in cuneiform characters, apparently

most distinctly preserved. The sculptures, like those of Semiram is,

are in basso-relievo, and precisely in the same proportions and Egyptico-

Persic style which characterize the monuments of the Achsemenidian

era, to which of course they also belong. They had been assumed

particularly to refer to Darius Hystaspes, and have been proved to he

so by Major Rawlinson.

Beyond them, again to the north, and at the point where the hill

projects upon the high road, is a group of figures, that mentioned by

Sir John Macdonald, also fashioned in the rock, but altogether of a

different style, being formed in very bold relief, which may have

favoured their escape from entire destruction, yet they have been

sadly mutilated. Sufficient, however, remains to show that amongst

the figures of the group, which may have comprised five or six, is one

to whom a winged Victory presents a wreath, while the person so

particularized is represented as trampling upon a fallen and prostrate

figure, to be presumed a vanquished enemy. The objects of this grouj)

are barely of colossal proportions, and it is nearly certain that the

monument is the work of Greek artists, and in confirmation of the

inference drawn from style, we find over it a Greek inscription, which

however defaced, reveals very distinctly the name of Gotarzes, one

celebrated in Parthian history. This yields a clue to the character

and meaning of the statuary group, and to the events which it was

designed to commemorate. Gotarzes, by the murder of his king and

brother Bardanes, had seated himself upon the throne of Parthia.

While a bold man, the usurper was a violent one, and some of the

nobles, disgusted by his acts of tyranny, applied to Rome for a king,

and besought Claudius, then emperor, to dismiss Meherdates, a son of

Yonones, and resident at the imperial city. The emperor was pleased

to approve the request, and commissioned Caius Cassius, governor of

Syria, to conduct his nominee to the banks of the Euphrates. Cassius

acconqdished so much, and retired, leaving Meherdates with his Par-

thian friends and allies. A variety of ill-concerted measures followed,

and eventually the nominee of Claudius, misled by incapable and

treacherous advisers, passed the river, and inarched to expel Gotarzes.
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According to Tacitus, he marched towards Armenia, while Gotarzes

took up a position on the heights of Mount Samhalos. There is

every reason to believe that the Mount Samhalos of Tacitus is the

range of hill in which we find-tlie Bagistanon of Diodorus, by which

I do not intend it should he inferred that Gotarzes took up his position

at Bisitiin, although, from certain advantages it possesses as a de-

fensive point, it was the very one selected by Nadir, in after ages, to

secure the remnants of his host after a defeat from the Ottomans, and

to preserve the Persian provinces from being overrun by them. It

will suffice for our purpose, that the position of Gotarzes was at Bi-

sitiin, or immediately in the vicinity, to which fact the sculptures and

inscription seem to testify, and as it is farther noticed that the Par-

thian king’s position was covered by the river Corma, this stream will

have been either the rivulet of Bisitiin, or the larger river of Kcr-

manshah, called now the Karasu. In course of time a battle took

place, and victory favoured the bold Gotarzes. The vanquished Mc-

herdates, trusting to the advice of one of his father's freedinen, was

betrayed, and delivered in bonds to the conqueror. Gotarzes, as

Tacitus writes, “ behaved with the pride and insolence of victory. He
reviled his captive as a stranger to the blood of the Arsacides, a man
of foreign extraction, and a slave to Rome. He ordered his ears to be

cut off, and left him in that condition, a wretched proof of Parthian

clemency, and a living disgrace to the Romans.” It will be seen by

the monument at Bisitun, that he was farther desirous to perpetuate

the glory of his triumph, and esteemed it worthy of the knowledge and

applause of posterity.

From the name of the province as known to Isidorus, viz., Cam-

badene, it may be assumed that Samhalos was the general name of the

mountain range which extends south from Bisitun to Kermanshah,

and to the north is connected with the loftier range, which, preserving

the same direction, forms the western boundary of Ardelan, while

Bagistanon was a term applicable only to that particular part of it

made memorable by the Semiramidan and Achsemenidian sculptures.

This notion is confirmed by the signification of Baghistan, or rather

Bchistan, an appellation probably due to the traditions relative to the

Assyrian queen’s labours. Tacitus states that Mount Samhalos was

dedicated to Hercules, a misnomer perhaps for Jupiter, as may be sur-

mised from the more accurate testimony of Diodorus, a Median or

Parthian Hercules, I conceive, being inadmissible. It is remarked in

a note by the English translator of Tacitus, that Mouut Samhalos is

nowhere else mentioned; it did not therefore occur to him that it was

the Mons Cambalidus of Pliny, “super Chosicos ad septentrionem Me-
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sobatene sub monte Cambalido,” lib. 6, cap. 27,—a notice which seem

to prove that the province was also called Mesobatene, in which name,

moreover, we detect that of the Baptana or Batana of Isidorus. Dio-

dorus, moreover, in describing the march of Alexander from Susa to

Ecbatana, notices that from Celoum, he moved into Sanibea, a region

abounding in the necessaries of life, which could be no other than the

region of Mons Cambalidus, or tho province Cambadenc of Isidorus

(that of Kermanshah).

At Bisitun we have consequently the gratification to behold the

monumental evidences of three distinct periods of antiquity. The

example of the Assyrian queen was imitated by the Persian, and after

him by the Parthian. In interest to us the Persic tablets, being capable

of interpretation, may be considered to exceed the other remains; but if

sufficient traces have been spared of the Syriac inscription of Semiramis

to enable the identification of its alphabet, not to speak of its language,

it would be questionable whether it may not surpass in value the

monuments around it, as much as it excels them in venerable age.

The Arabic inscription before mentioned, merely records a grant

of land in endowment of the adjacent karavanserai, which at present

stands the only inhabited structure in a spot heretofore so much

favoured by sovereigns, and consecrated by so many and surprising

memorials of their grandeur, magnificence, and renown.

^Ve may regret that Isidorus has given no indication by wdiich the

site of Baptana might be determined, for I judge it dubious whether it

was precisely that of Bisitun, although mentioned conjointly with the

statue and pillar of Semiramis. In the distance between it and Ker-

manshah, are numerous tokens of former population, and at one spot

the plaiu contiguous to the high road is strewed over with fallen pil-

lars and blocks of hewn stone, sanctioning the probability of the notion

that a considerable structure, or structures, once stood upon the site.

The actual city of Kermanshah has pretensions to some antiquity, not

so much from any evidences afforded by itself, as from the numerous

and interesting monuments in its immediate neighbourhood, to which,

as before noted, Mount Bagistauon or Sambalos extended. The ex-

tremity of the range opposite to Kermanshah is in the same manner

distinguished by sculptural monuments, although in all instances

which came under my observation, of more recent date than Bisitun,

and subsequent also to the epoch of Isidorus. The site of Kerman-

shah is very eligible, and it has the benefit of a fine stream, the Karasu,

flowing through the plain between it and the mountain.

At a part of the latter, known by the name of Tak-i-Bostan, or

the Arch of the Flower Garden, are some elaborate and remarkable
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sculptures. I think it likely that the name is not so frivolous as has

been imagined, and that it may correctly designate the embellishments

of a royal garden once existing. The first of these, commencing with

that on the left, is a magnificent' and highly-ornamented tak, or arch,

very deeply fashioned in the rock, and containing various sculptures

in alto aud basso relievo. In the upper portion of the recess is a

colossal group of three figures, one female and two males, with their

hands united, the female being to the right. This group is evidently

in a style of sculpture comparatively modern. The figures are popu-

larly ascribed to the age of Khosru Parviz, and are therefore thought

to represent that prince and his consort Shirin with her Indian ad-

mirer, a notion which need not be entertained, although the inferior

style of the sculptures places them undoubtedly at a low period of the

Sassanian sway. Below this group is a colossal representation of a

warrior king or hero on horseback. His right hand poises a ponder-

ous lance, to which a standard is attached, and his left supports an

oval shield. The head is covered with a casque, or helmet, which

again is surmounted with an orb, so common a symbol on the coins of

the Sassanian princes. Both the horse and rider have trappings of

leopard-skin. This mounted figure is supposed to represent Rustam,

the Persian hero of romance; but it may reasonably, I think, be

doubted that the warlike leader of Segestan, conceding his reality, had

ever claim to be sculptured on the rocks of Media or of Iran. But

for the superior skill manifested in this sculpture, as contrasted with

the upper group, I should have suggested that the human figure was

that of the principal king therein shown, displaying him as armed and

equipped for the field, in contradistinction to the peaceful attitude in

which he there appears, and I should have adduced the orb, a royal

badge, in corroboration of the hypothesis. Still the difference in style

and execution is too great not to give rise to a conjecture that they

are works of various epochs, and I cannot forbear the surmise that the

mounted king was the original sculpture here, and that the enlarge-

ment of the arch, its ornamental borderings and appendages, with the

upper group, are due to a prince of a much later epoch. Unfortunately,

there are no inscriptions within this arch to enable the attribution of

the monuments. On either side of the arch, in the interior, arc repre-

sentations of hunting scenes, one exhibiting a prince and his party as

bog-hunters, the other showing them engaged in the chase of stags.

These sculptures, in basso relievo, were purely ornamental, and arc

executed in a very sorry style, and not dissimilar in design to the

rude Hindu paintings often seen on the walls of temples and tanks in

India. It may be questioned whether they arc so ancient as the upper
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group, and to class them with the lower one would be absurd, in my
estimation.

The next sculptured monument occurs in an arched recess, cut

only so deep as to protect the group within it, and represents two

erect male figures facing to the front, with their hands resting on their

swords. Their casques or helmets aro surmounted with orbs. On the

side of each figure is an inscription in Pehlevi. These valuable re-

cords were translated by the late Baron de Sacy, and, according to

him, the figures are those of Sapor II. and his son Bahrain; but from

more correct copies of the inscriptions than those upon which the

learned Frenchman exercised his skill and ingenuity, I have disco-

vered that the one referred to Bahrain is in truth due to Sapor III.,

like the former a son of Sapor II., aud it may be presumed the elder

one. The Baron de Sacy’s error of attribution arose solely from the

defective state of his copy, as may be seen by reference to his memoir.

In the third liue of the B inscription of Kermanshah he has only one

word, A\)SIZZ. which he renders Vaharau, whereas the inscription, in

fact, has two words, r‘lfL2C^ J|,2 2 AA)J"l'2.2, or, asl think. Shakhia

Shakhapukhri. The Baron de Sacy makes the first word, which also

occurs in his inscription A of Sapor the father, “ Vohia,” I read it

Shakhia, because I find in numerous instances, I may say constantly

in other places, that 2 2 is used to denote Sh; aud if I am correct, I

consider Shakhia quasi Sakhi, to mean the magnificent or liberal. It

is somewhat remarkable that the learned investigator did not observe

that the word he rendered Vohia in the one inscription, was the same

which he construed into Vaharau in the other, aud that he had not

therefore suspected a deficiency.

The third sculptural monument at this interesting locality consists

of a group of four figures, three of which are erect, the fourth being

prostrate. To the right hand, or place of honour, stands a personage

holding a sword, while his head is surrounded with rays, as of the sun.

The two figures in line with him are clad in regal garb and habili-

ments, aud grasp with their right hands the same circular ring or

wreath, implying, I presume, their relation or affinity. They stand

upon the fourth or prostrate figure, which may reasonably be concluded

that of a vanquished enemy. The general purport of this sculpture is

therefore self-explained, so far that it was intended to commemorate

a triumph over some adversary by the two royal persons (most jrro-

bably father and son) in question; and the figure with rayed head is

obviously a representation of Mithra or Ormuzd, under whose favour

the triumph was achieved. To the left of the middle figure, mani-

festly that of the king-father, is an inscription, which unhappily, from

VOL. XII. I
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being somewhat imperfect, or so considered to be, has never been

copied, an omission which it may be hoped some future traveller will

supply, for one word luckily preserved would possibly enable us to

appropriate the group, to which I shall proceed to show that import-

ance attaches, at least to those who make the middle ages of Persia and

the topics connected with them their study. I allude particularly to

the appearance of Mithra or Ormuzd in sculpture, for I am not aware

that the figure is found in any other sculptural group of the Sassanian

dynasty, neither that it ever occurs on any monument of the dynas-

ties preceding it, where indeed I think that we have no reason to

expect it. It occasions no surprise to find it on a monument of the

Sassanian era, yet the fact is material, as bearing upon the nature and

character of the religion said to have been revived under Artaxerxes,

which, it may be submitted, must have been very different to that

dominant in Persia under the Achaemenides, and to this assertion the

sculpture at Kermanshah bears evidence, and will do so until a figure

of the same sacred personage shall be discovered among the Aclneme-

nidian memorials at Persepolis or elsewhere.

There are yet other sculptures at some distance from Tak-i-Bostan,

which I have now to regret, however vainly, that I did not visit,

neither do I remember that they have been described. They are wor-

thy of attention, as is every record of the Sassanian rule in Persia,

particularly if accompanied by inscriptions, which it seems were usually

attached to monuments, explanatory of their objects, and which in

our days are facile of interpretation. It is even possible that Persia

may contain monuments of all her Sassanian princes, to collect which

would be no unworthy labour. We have seen that the mountain range

extending from Kermanshdli to Bisitiin, and thence northward, has

been selected in all ages by the sovereigns of the day, to become the

depository of their glory and prowess, and so contagious has been the

example first set by the Assyrian queen, that, undiminished by the

current of time, it induced the late Prince Viceroy of Kermanshdh,

Mahomed Ali Mirza, in emulation of the illustrious dead, to cause his

own figure to be sculptured on the left side of the arch at Tak-i-Bos-

tan. The style of tho viceroy’s group is at least so natural as to

excite wonder that it was so well done, although the effect is ludicrous

from the contrast which it challenges. Besides the difference in cos-

tume and position, we arc presented with the Kalian or pipe, in place

of the manly weapons of more ancient heroes, and care has been taken

with gaudy colouring to improve the sombre and native hue of the

rock. The prince is moreover represented as sitting on his carpet, as

to stand like tho Sapors of old would have been held indecorous, and lie
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is attended by his minister and a favourite servant, who are of course

stauding in all humility in the august presence.

It will be remembered that the foundation of the present city of

Kermanshah is ascribed by Oriental writers to Bahram, the son of

Sapor II. of the deciphered inscriptions, and that its name was con-

ferred in consequence of a victory gained by that prince in Carmania.

The inscriptions and sculptures do not entirely confirm this ascription,

as they go far to establish that the site was one particularly favoured

by Bahrain’s father, yet they do not militate against the supposition

that Bahram may have selected it as his chief residence, and therefore

have greatly embellished it, and it is very probable that some of the

unascribed sculptures may refer to him. And hero I may point out

how usefully the Sassanian sculptures may be applied to verify the

favourite residences and capitals of the kings. At Naksh-i Rustam

and Persepolis, we discover the memorials of the first monarch Arta-

xerxes, and of his son Sapor I.; at Shahpur, near Kazeriin, are alike

monuments of the latter prince; and here at Kermanshah are those of

Sapor II. and Sapor III., and probably of Bahram IV., and of Khosru

Parviz, embracing a period of above four centuries, and, as before ob-

served, it may be hoped that in these and other localities monuments

of the whole series of the Sassanian princes exist, and that they may
eventually be brought to light. It must not be overlooked, in consider-

ing the origin of Kermanshah, that there is ample proof that in remote

antiquity there was a large city in its neighbourhood, and that the

present city, whether owing its name to Bahram or otherwise, can

only be regarded as the natural successor to a more ancient one of

equal provincial dignity. I have sometimes fancied that the name

Kermanshah signifies the king’s granary, Kerman having the import

of granary or store of grain, as it was customary to bestow similar

appellations upon towns and provinces, and I should be much inclined

to accept this explanation of the name, if the a in Kerman be short

and inherent, which it is, at least, in ordinary pronunciation; neither

would it be contrary to the character of the province for fertility and

consequent abundance of produce.

With these remarks on the antiquities of Bisitun and of Kerman-
shah, we shall follow Isidorus in his route to Apobatana, adding that

Bagistanon occurs as a point in the marches of Alexander, and if

credit may be given to the speeches ascribed to that conqueror by his

historians, he was perfectly cognizant of the achievements of Serni-

ramis, and it may be inferred, of her sculptural evidences at Behistun.

Moreover, like the Assyrian queen, he was delighted with the position

and fertility of the region around it, and tarried, as she did, in its

I 2
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cultivated and luxuriant plains, to refresh his army in his progress to

Ecbatana.

Upper Media.

*Evt(v6cv rj Mrjbla t] avu) u^oivoL Xrj . Kal Spheral ev&vs ttoXis KoyKO&ap.

"Euda 'Apripibos Icpov, cr^oli/ot y

.

EtVa Mafividpav', o e’rt T(Xioviov, (rxpivoi y’’

Efra els
'

Abpayia.va.VTcr (BaalXeia tcov iv Baravois, a Tiypavrjs 1

6 ’Appivios

KaduXe, (r^dlvoi b>. Ei’ra ’Atro^arava, pr/TponoXis MijSiar, Ka\ 6rja’avpo(f)tXd-

kiov, Kal lepov bncp ’Avatrcbos del Ovovatv, (T^otvoi iff

,

E?ra (£r)S rpcls K<Z>pat,

iv ais crradpos.

“ Thence Upper Media, 38 schceni. Three schceni from its com-

mencement is the city of Concobar, where there is a temple of Ar-

temis. Three schceni farther on, Maziniaman, a custom-house, and four

schceni from it, Adragiananta, a palace of those at Batana (or among

the Batani), destroyed by Tigranes, the Armenian. Twelve schceni

farther, Apobatana, the metropolis of Media, the treasury, and the

temple, where they perpetually sacrifice to Anaitis. Further on still

there are three villages furnished with stations.”

At the distance of three schceni from the commencement of Upper

Media, we are told by Isidorus that the city of Concobar was situated.

By this intimation we are enabled accurately to fix the boundary of

this province as well as of its predecessor. By reference to the modern

route it will be found that from Bisitiin to Kangavar is a distance of

thirty-two miles. It will not be questioned, I presume, that the

latter town, retaining at this day the very name of the ancient city, is

its genuine representative, and the commencement of Upper Media

was therefore seven miles and a half from it, or at some spot between

it and Sanah, a village intermediate between it and Bisitiin. It is

worthy of notice that the boundary of antiquity is the same as that

of modern times, and at a particular locality between Sanah and

Kangavitr is the line where the jurisdictions of Kermansliiih and

Hamadan respectively meet, which on that account is the favourite

rendezvous of the freebooters of Kangavar and the surrounding country,

and so daring arc they that no karavan ever passes it without appre-

hension. It may here be noticed that the sum of the distance between

Selcucia and Kangavar, according to Isidorus, consists of one hundred

and ten schceni or two hundred and seventy-five miles; by Mr. "Webb’s

route the distance between Baghdad and Kangavar is stated to be two

1 V.R. BarCtypaftav, Ba£ividfiav. ' V.R. Abpairuvavra.
3 V.R.

'

Ayiypdvr]s,
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hundred and seventy-eight miles and a half. We have noted that
there necessarily existed a trifling difference in the very commence-
ment of the two routes, owing to the starting points being distinct,

still that the same distance on both brought us to Cliala
;
assuming

Khasr-i-Shirin to be the site of that ancient city, it may therefore in

like manner be pointed out, that from Chala to Kangavar by the old

itinerary, is a distance of one hundred and fifty-five miles, and by the

modern one, one hundred and fifty-eight miles and a half. The dis-

crepancy of three miles and a half is too slight to be regarded with
any feelings but those of gratulation, and while the general coinci-

dence of the itineraries is favourable to the accuracy of either of them,
we feel the assurance that the several positions of interest on the high

Median road have been accurately determined, and that the measuro
assigned to the schoenus of Isidorus is the correct one. The impor-

tance of demonstrating that there is not the possibility of mistake in

the recognition of Concobar, a capital point of the Itinerary, is so

great, that it is with pleasure we can direct attention to the undeniable

evidence offered by the remains of the temple of Artemis. These

imposing ruins still soar above the humble dwellings of the modern

town, testimonies to the ancient splendour of the sacred locality and to

the fidelity of Isidorus.

I have the satisfaction to submit a sketch of these venerable ves-

tiges, taken at some little peril, owing to the suspicious nature and

inhospitable manners of the people, who collected to the number of

several hundreds and with no friendly intent, yet I contrived to effect

what I desired before their ill will had exceeded the limits of angry

expressions.

It would be remarkable that Concobar, which, from its present

indications, must have occupied a distinguished rank amongst the

cities of Media, should have been unknown to the ancient classical

geographers, and mentioned only in this fragment of Isidorus ;—yet I

believe no attempt has been made to ascertain under what appellation

it has been noticed by them, if noticed at all. Diodorus informs us

that Semiramis proceeded from Bagistanon to Chaone, which he de-

signates as a city of Media, where she built a stately pleasure-house

upon the summit of a high rock, which attracted her notice from the

rising ground on which she had encamped. If it might be argued that

Chaone was a locality on the direct route from Bagistanon to Ecbatana,

I should not have hesitated in ascribing it either to Sanah or to Kan-

gavar, and to have suggested that any future traveller might have

verified which of the two places had the better claim, for although it

would be monstrous to expect to discover any traces of the pleasure-
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house of Semiramis, local aud physical circumstances might concur in

pointing out its site, nor is it improbable that the wrecks of buildings

might be found upon a spot, which, in all likelihood, was for a long

space of time a remarkable and distinguished one. The learned

Jacquet, however, thought very differently upon this point, and in a

valuable note appended to his unfortunately unfinished Examen Cri-

tique of Professor Lassen’s Work on the Inscriptions of Persepolis,

&c., offers his reasons for the belief that Cliaone is the modern Van,

which according to Armenian writers was a favourite residence of

Semiramis, and which, as M. Jacquet states, still bears the name of

Schamirama-kert, or the city of Semiramis. A much greater extent

is thus attributed to the progress of Semiramis, than appears to me
sanctioned by the text of Diodorus. It is indeed asserted that she

made a very long stay at Chaone, and she must have been delayed

some time just before at Bagistanon. This circumstance may favour

the notion that a considerable interval occurred between the two

places, but does not render it certain, especially when Diodorus gives

the reasons of the lengthened stay, and those discreditable ones. The
Armenian authors represent her as visiting Van immediately after

the conquest of Armenia, whereas Diodorus asserts her journey to

have commenced from Babylon, so there would appear to be no evi-

dence, allowing Van to have been occasionally visited and even em-

bellished by Semiramis, as the Armenians pretend, that it is the

Cliaone of Diodorus. M. Jacquet, it may be observed, rests his hypo-

thesis upon the approximation in sound between Chaone and Van.

He nevertheless fairly cites the authorities of Polybius, Ptolemy, and

Stephen of Byzantium, who have mentioned Chaone, or the pro-

vince in which it was situated, and all concur in assigning them to

Media. Chaone, a city of Media, say Ptolemy and Stephen, and

Chauonitis, says Polybius, a province of Media. It must be sub-

mitted that the Media of all these and of other classical writers was not

Media, a kingdom, but Media, a province, from whoso circumscribed

limits Van may bo clearly proved to have been excluded, it having

been comprised within those of Armenia Major, or it may bo of

Atropatene, although as regards the latter, one lake only is noticed by
Strabo as belonging to it, viz., that of Spauta, which is seemingly the

lake of Urumia. The description of the Assyrian queen’s operations

at Van, as given by the reputed Moses of Chorene, so closely agrees

with that set forth by Diodorus of her labours at Chaone, as to excite

the suspicion that the former may have been derived from the latter, or

from the original authority, Ctesias. The Armenian writer says, ac-

cording to his English translator,—“ His rebus feliciter gestis, Semi-
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ramis in loca regionis montuosa qua) ad meridiem spectaut ascendit,

(namque turn a)stus erat) ut se in vallibus et campis floridis oblectaret,

ubi terrae amcenitatum et tenuitatem coeli contemplans, fontesque

irriguos, ex fluviis jucundo murmure labentes, Hie, inquit, urbes et

domicilia regia exstrui oportet, ut quartain verteutis anni partem
®stiva tempora, jucuudissime iu Armenia traducamus: et cum varia

loca peregrasset, ab orientis partibus ad ripam lacus salsi pervenit,

ubi collem quemdam oblongum comperit,” <fcc.—Lib. i. cap. 15 . The
lamented Jacquet, moreover, recognized Van iu the Chaunitis of

Strabo, a district or province in conjunction with those of Caspiana

and Basoropeda secured by the generals of Autiochus the Great upon

his fall, and to this opinion we may assent, so far that its locality

presents no objection to the surmise.

Should the Chaone of Diodorus, and of the other classical autho-

rities, refer to a site between Bisitun and Ecbatana, as before said,

I should ascribe it to Sanah or to Kangavdr. At the first place behind

the village is a remarkable scarped rock, a circumstance deserving

notice, in which two chambers at a considerable height have been

excavated. These I should have little doubt were sepulchral reposi-

tories, yet the summit of the rock and its vicinity have not been

explored.

The possibility that Kangavdr was the ancient Chaone, will, I

think, rest upon the chance that the former name is more recent than

the latter, which again is a Greek name or has been borne by Greek

cities elsewhere, as in the province of Cataonia. That the temple of

Artemis was a Greek temple, I presume to be evident from its remains;

and I cannot refuse the impression that Kangavar was ono of the

Greek cities which the policy of the ancient Persian as well as of the

Parthian kings had established on the line between Babylon and

Ecbatana. Still the point is doubtful, and will best be settled by the

conscientious traveller.

Another indication of the relative positions of Chaone and Ecba-

tana is given by Diodorus, who represents the mountain Zarcheum as

intervening between them, and which, he goes on to say, “ being

many furlongs in extent, and full of steep, precipitous, and craggy

rocks, there was no passing but by long and tedious windings and

turnings. To leave, therefore, behind her an eternal monument of

her fame, and to make a short cut for her passage, she (Semiramis)

caused the rocks to be hewed down and the valleys to be filled up with

earth, and so in a short time at a vast expense, laid the way open and

plain, which to this day is called Semiramis’s way.” If either Sanah

or Kangavar represent Chaone, this mountain Zarcheum should be
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either the slight range occurring between Kangavar and the plain of

Assadabad, or more likely the spur of Mount Orontes crossed between

Assadabad and Hamadan, where, on the western side, is a village named

Zagar, or Zahghar. Still it may be noticed that there is a locality

named Sarcham near the Kafisan Koli, and throughout that range

there is abundant proof that the road has been artificially formed,

and if the theory of M. Jacquet be correct, the position is consistent,

lying on the route from Van to Ecbatana.

If the verification of the site of Ecbatana, “ the metropolis of

Media,” had been our aim in this investigation of the Itinerary, we

might have terminated it at Concobar, for it is obvious that the mea-

sure of nineteen schceni, or forty-seven and a half miles, remaining,

according to Isidorus, between it and the latter city, so incontestably

identified, can only be applicable to Hamadan amongst the capital

cities of Persia. Referring to Mr. Webb’s admeasurement, the present

distance is forty-five miles, the difference being no more than is recon-

cileable with the change in the positive sites of the ancient and modern

cities, and the distinct points from which the intervals were estimated,

if other causes, before alluded to, did not suffice to explain it. It

needs not be remarked that both Tabriz and Ispahan are hundreds of

miles distant from Kangavar.

We shall however proceed in the comparative examination of the

route, because in this brief portion of it only do names occur, to which

those of present localities, so far as known, offer no affinity, and we
have no warrant by other means to assign them. The number of

marches or stations naturally coincide in both routes, being three in

either of them. From Concobar we are conducted by Isidorus to Ma-
ziniaman—a custom-house, as he defines it to be—three schceni dis-

tant, that is seven miles and a-half. From this, at four schceni or

ten miles, was Adragiananta, where was a palace. The united dis-

tances, or seventeen miles and a-half, would bring the traveller into

the valley of Assadabad, near the present villages of Minderabad and

Karkhdua; but I dare not speculate upon the representative of Ad-

ragiananta, from having merely traversed the valley in question, yet

I may suggest that the term Karkhana implies an establishment of some

kind, and is not unfrcquently used to designate ancient remains, which

from the labour evidently exercised in their construction, excite asto-

nishment, and the exclamation, “Chi Karkhana,” would mean no

more than, “What labour has been expended here!” The valley

itself is of considerable circumference, and, as seen from its approaches,

whether on the side of Hamadan or of Kangavdr, presents one of those

coups-d’cuil which arc not easily effaced from memory. It is studded
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with villages mostly perched on those ext raordinary because vast arti-

ficial eminences, numerous, it is true, in many parts of Persia and in

other countries, hut unusually so here, and which wo learn from

Strabo, were in his ago ascribed to Semiramis. As they were then

objects of traditionary attribution, their antiquity is very remote, and

although, from their very number, they may be erroneously ascribed

to that celebrated queen, it is possible that they may be indications of

a primeval population and epoch. To the west, the valley is overlooked

by a lofty range of mountains, interposing between it and the plains

of Ardelan, at the season of the year (winter) in which I saw them

topped with snow,—while the celebrated Orontes was entirely bare,

and the latter, it may be observed, is rather a single hill than a range

of hills. I suspect the superior range west of the valley was the an-

cient boundary of Media, Ardelan then, as now, being held by the

highly celebrated race of Gordueni, Karduchi or Curds. While call-

ing the valley Assadabad from the village at which its chief resides, I

must point out that it has probably some special name which I regret

I did not learn, or that, having learned, I cease to remember.

Between it and Kangavar, however, is now a rabdari station or custom-

house, therefore corresponding in such respect with the Maziniaman

of Isidorus; aud this fact seems to indicate that the state of the country

has undergone little change since his time, when we also observe that

the limit between Upper Media and Cambadene was the very same as

that at the present day between Hamadan and Kermanshab. The term

Maziniaman may possibly be a compound one, and the latter portion,

aman, would, in the modern dialect of Persia, signify “ secure.” It

had in more ancient dialects perhaps a similar signification. The

name of the custom-house may therefore have been Mazini, or perhaps

Mesene, an appellation recognized in Pliny, who has a Mesene and

Mesobatene in this neighbourhood; the latter has been before noticed

as being dependent upon Mons Cambalidus, the range of Bisitun.

The position of Adragianauta is of more importance, as it could boast

of a palace, which Isidorus states was that of those at Batana, or, as his

phrase is capable of being rendered, “ among the Batani.” The name
in this instance also would seem compounded of Adrak or Adraki, and

nanta or nanda. The first is an appellation still conferred upon towns

or localities, and the second might mean “little,” and the whole con-

sequently Little Adrak or Adraki. However this may be, its site

was no doubt near the villages of Minderabad aud Karkhana.

The present abode of the chief of the valley is at Assadabad. He
is an Afshdr by tribe, and a brother of the more rapacious chief of

Kangavar. With reference to the many agreeable sites afforded by
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the valley, especially at the skirts of the range separating it from

Ardelan, it is manifest that of Assadabad has been selected with a

view to the convenience of exacting dues from kafilas, which are

authorized to be levied by the chief, although with his brother at

Kangavar he is held to be dependent upon the Hamadan government.

From Assadabad to Hamadan the distance is twenty-three miles;—at

eleven miles the village of Zahghar occurs, being the first, in this direc-

tion, on the plain of the latter city, and the space intervening between

it and Assadabad is occupied by a spur from Mount Elwand, the

ancient Orontes. The road did not appear to me difficult, yet it would

deserve to be examined with reference to the reputed labours of Semi-

ramis, and as to the possibility of its being the Mount Zarcheum of

Diodorus. It might further be advisable to ascertain the features of

the other route from Kangavar to Hamadan (for there are two routes),

which passes to the eastward of the one I travelled, and which must

cross Mount Orontes at some other point.

Before reaching the present city of Hamadan, and near the village

of Miriam, numerous pillars of a very pure white marble are observ-

able as strewed upon the surface of a pasture to the left of the road.

The site of course merits examination, for such vestiges can but recall

to recollection that we have to look for the remains of the celebrated

temple of Diana for which Ecbatanawas so long renowned, and where,

as Isidorus has it, “they perpetually sacrificed to Anaitis.” Hamadan
is indeed at present only a provincial capital, and the glories of Ecba-

tana have vanished, yet Mount Orontes still soars above its site, and

the memory of its pristine splendour is preserved. Semiramis is

asserted by Diodorus to have originated some extraordinary labours

for the benefit of Ecbatana, and among them caused a stream of water

to bo conducted by a tunnel through Mount Orontes. It may be that

the historian was guided by traditionary reports, yet some respect is

due to them when we know they were reports so old as the reign of

Artaxerxes Mnemon, the patron of Ctesias. The actual city is most

copiously supplied with water, which flows in divers broad channels

through it and its gardens, and it would no doubt be advisable to

seek the source from which it is derived in the adjacent mountain. It

would probably be discovered that there are traces there of vast labour

in time past, which furnished materials for the tradition or fact, as it

may be. It is known that at a certain spot on Mount Orontes, there

is a cuneiform inscription, a record of one of the Achaamenidian kings,

and at a considerable distance, or five or six miles, from tho present

city. If the source of tho many rivulets of Hamadan be found near

this inscription, I should attach credit to the tradition respecting Semi-
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ramis, and could understand why the locality, being possibly a sacred

one, was chosen by a subsequent monarch to engravo his decrees,

while otherwise it is dithcult to conjecturo why a public document

should bo placed in a situation so remoto that few people might bo

supposed to see it, its very object being that it should be known to all

people. The skirts of the hill immediately behind Hamadan are covered

with tumuli and the debris of the burial-places of the ancient inhabit-

ants of Ecbatana, and the irregular surface yields to the search of the

curious and diligent, vast numbers of coins and other reliques. South

of the city are also conspicuous mounds, the principal of which, known

to the inhabitants as the Treasury of Darab, or Darius, must suggest

to the mind of the observer the desire to identify it as the site of the

citadel of Dejoces, so vaunted by classical authors. A complete and

satisfactory account of Hamadan is still a desideratum. Many travel-

lers have visited it, and by their description of some of its remains,

may claim our obligation, yet we feel that we have more to learn

about it and its environs. The metropolis of Media, historically

famous, venerable from its antiquity and from the association of its

renown with so many illustrious names, cannot be, even in decay,

bereft of interest, and it is reasonable to conclude that an industrious

and intelligent scrutiny of its vicinity would lead to many valuable

discoveries, and elicit many important facts.

It may suffice to mention that at Hamadan, where reside many
Jews, the tombs of Esther and Mordecai are pointed out

;
and it also

contains the sepulchre of the distinguished Arab physician Avicenna.

The designation which Isidorus applies to Ecbatana, viz., that of

Apobatana, signifies probably the parent city, and is expressive of the

belief iu its high antiquity; yet as the appellation was a general one,

it was also conferred upon other cities, hence we have more than one

Ecbatana mentioned in classical history. Should Hamadan have a

more particular derivation, it may be noticed that Bochart considers

Ecbatana as equivalent to the Arabic Agbatha, variously coloured,

with reference to the citadel of Dejoces encircled with ramparts of

various colours
;
nor is it improbable that the city may have had dif-

ferent names, being severally called Apobatana, the chief or parent

city, and Agbathana (the Greek Ecbatana), the divers coloured; but

then the genuine Median name remains to be learned, from which the

present term Hamadan has descended; and although the Agbatha of

Bochart is not a dissimilar form, yet Agmatha would better suit, and

in cognate dialects with that which we may suppose to have been cur-

rent in ancient Media, would mean the fire temple, or perhaps even

the great temple.
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In bringiug this memoir to a conclusion, it will afford me gratifica-

tion if, in tracing the route of Isidorus, I hare been able to impart any

additional and novel information respecting the important remains of

antiquity still extant on the high road from Mesopotamia into Media;

nor will that gratification be diminished, should the indications occa-

sionally presented of various subjects of research to which attention is

due, be useful to future travellers in a region distinguished as the seat

of the earliest civilized communities of mankind, and which is so fertile

in monuments and vestiges of its past splendour and renown. While

illustrating the trustworthy accuracy of Isidorus, I have had equal

satisfaction in the opportunity of lauding the character for fidelity of

description, of Diodorus, which, owing to an apparent exaggeration in

his narrative, has been sometimes suspected; yet has it been amply

vindicated by modern investigation, and it is to his pages that we must

have recourse for the most exact and detailed accounts of many of the

vast monuments of the ancient world.

It will not fail to be inferred, from the tenor of my observations

on the vestiges at Behistun, that I consider Semiram is to have been a

real personage. Her monuments there I esteem as proofs of that posi-

tion, sufficient to remove distrust upon the point, therefore are they

exceedingly valuable. Many very eminent men have questioned the

fact, and the late lamented Jacquet was more than dubious upon it,

yet scepticism must give way before demonstration. I venture not to

speculate upon the age in which the Assyrian queen flourished, but I

do not despair that some further and happy discovery may enable us

eventually to determine it. At Van, which M. Jacquet supposed to

be Choane, are numerous cuneiform inscriptions discovered by the

unfortunate Schultz. The word Xerxes is read on one of them,

which, without reference to their matter, testifies to their age, and

to the princo to whom some of them at least arc due. Of the

various inscriptions recorded as having been graven on rocks and

columns, in the Syriac character, by Semiraiuis, some may yet bo

brought to light; but, as intimated in the course of this memoir, I do

not expect them to be expressed in cuneiform characters.
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Art. IV .—Report on the Propress of the Culture of the China Tea

Plant in the Himalayas
,
from 1835 to 1847. By J. Forbes

Royle, M.D., F.R.S.

[Presented June 17; Read November 18, 1848.]

Among the several experiments now in progress for the improvement

of the Resources of India, there is not one which, in its ultimate effects,

will probably be of such great importance, as the cultivation of the

genuine Tea- plant of China in the valleys and slopes of the Himalayan

Mountains. Having some further recommendations to make, respect-

ing a culture which I believe I was the first to recommend to the

Indian Government in the present localities, I think it advisable to

give an account of the reasons which led to the suggestion, as well as

of the results which have been obtained.

It was in the early part of the year 1827 that I first mentioned to

the Earl Amherst, then Governor-General of India, the probability of

a successful cultivation of tea in the Himalayan Mountains, and

included it specifically in a report which was presented to the Indian

Government at the latter end of that year, stating that “It does not

appear by any means so delicate, or so limited in geographical distri-

bution, as is generally supposed, and although it appears to attain the

greatest perfection in the mild climate about Nankin, yet it flourishes

in the northern latitudes of Pekin and of Japan.” On Lord William

Bentinck visiting the Saharunpore Botanic Garden, in 1831, I again

mentioned the subject, and included it in the report which was presented

to his Lordship, in which I stated my wish “ to attempt the cultivation

of the tea-plant, of which the geographical distribution is extended,

and the natural sites sufficiently varied, to warrant its being easily

cultivated.” This report was afterwards read before the Asiatic Society

of Calcutta, and printed in their Journal early in 1832. In the year

1833, in the introduction to my “Illustrations of Himalayan Botany,”

p. 5, referring to the slopes of these mountains, I stated—“ Here

there is considerable prospect of success in the cultivation of the tea-

plant, for the different elevations allow of every variety of climate

being selected,” and the “ geographical distribution of the plant is

extended, and the natural sites sufficiently varied, to warrant its

being beneficially cultivated.”

Though unacquainted with the fact, I was in the year 1839

informed by Mr. Greene, that Sir Joseph Banks had many years pre-

viously recommended the cultivation of tea in the Himalayan Moun-
tains, and that Dr. Govan had also done so at a later period.

Dr. Wallicb also, in the year 1832, presented a paper to the Committee
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of the House of Commons, recommending the cultivation of tea in the

districts of Kemaon, Gurhwal, and Sirmore.

Not having had an opportunity of detailing my reasons for the

opinions which I had so long entertained, I did so in my “Illustrations

of Himalayan Botany,” pp. 107 to 127, published in 1834. These

reasons were given under the heads of “ the varieties or species which

afford the different teas of commerce—the extent of their distribution

•—the climate, soil, and culture which they prefer—as well as the

plants with which they are associated, either in a wild or cultivated

state” (p. 109). After a detailed examination, I stated that, “It

cannot be a difficult task to transfer from one country to another, a

plant which grows naturally and is cultivated extensively in one

which possesses so many of the plants which are common to the two,

and not found elsewhere and as the soil also seemed suitable, I

hoped to see the slopes of the Himalayas covered, and the edges of

their terraced flats—for here more completely than either in Italy or

China, “the peaks are shelved and terraced round,”—“surrounded

with plantations of the tea-plant” (p. 124). I then stated that there

could not “ be a doubt of success in introducing the cultivation of tea,

with the strongest probability of all its properties remaining un-

changed, as every requisite is so similar to what it experiences in

its native country. It is not an unimportant consideration, that the

cheapness of labour exceeds even that in China ;” and, “ supposing

that the finest flavoured teas could not at first be successfully culti-

vated, an immense consumption would be found among Asiatic

nations for even inferior kinds, which would still be superior to what

they now use.” For carrying out the suggestions, I concluded with

stating that, “ with a little scientific attention in the choice of a suit-

able climate and soil for the growth of the plant, and the application

of practical experience, (that is, of Chinese who have been accus-

tomed to the process) in the preparation of the leaf, there can he but

little doubt with respect to the successful issue of an experiment,

which need not bo very expensive, if not commenced on too largo a

scale.”

At the time that the above paper was printing in this country,

Lord W. Bentinck, with the sanction of the Court of Directors, had

determined upon attempting the cultivation of tea in India. A Tea

Committee was appointed, who reported that, “ the experiment may bo

made with great probability of success in the lower hills and valloys

of the Himalayan range.” To this they say they wore led by a “very

able and interesting letter of Dr. Falconer on the subject.” This

letter, or report, is romarkablo for coincidence in argument and in
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opinion with what I was at the same time writing and printing in

England
;
and this without any communication of ideas, for the two

essays must have crossed each other at sea.

One of the results of the queries circulated by the Tea Committee

was an important communication from Major Jenkins, in which he

recommends the district of Assam, with its valleys ami mountains,

—

as camellias are found there, and a coarse kind of tea “ undoubtedly is

indigenous.” Of this, some specimens had, it was found, been sent by

Lieut. Charlton, three years previously to Calcutta; but leaves and

seeds had also been sent as early as 1826 by Mr. D. Scott, who insisted

upon their being those of a real tea. In consequence of this dis-

covery, a scientific deputation, consisting of Dr. Wallich, with Messrs.

Griffith and M'Clelland was sent to investigate the natural history of

Assam. From all of these gentlemen we have received valuable

information on different points.

Dr. Wallich conceived that this tea-plant of Assam may have

“originally travelled from the frontiers of China;” and concluded

that though the forests of Assam might yield a good and potable tea,

yet ho supposed it would be necessary to ascend much higher to meet

with a decided winter of six weeks or two months duration, for the

more valued and superior teas, as it is in such localities wo must

establish our new plantations.

Mr. M'Clelland considered “the plant of Assam” not as an alien

estranged from its own climate, but as an indigenous plant; and

states, as the result of his observations, that, “ protected in Assam
under the shade of dense forests, and a gloomy and excessively humid

atmosphere, the tea-plant flourishes in its barren soil along the verge

of rivers, lakes, and marshy lands;” and he considers the notion

regarding the mountain habits of the Chinese tea-plant to be

erroneous.

Mr. Griffith also published a detailed report, in which the tea

localities, and the appearance of the tea-plants are described. A
comparison is also instituted between the vegetation associated with

them in Assam, and that of the tea provinces of China; and he came

to the conclusion, that “all the evidence points out the visionary

nature of the views of the aptitude of the Himalayas, &c., for the

cultivation of the tea- plant.”

To judge of the general import of these representations, we may
notice the effect they produced on the minds of those unconnected

with the original recommendations, or with the correction of the sup-

posed errors. This we can do in the case of a very competent

witness, Dr. Wight, the author of “ Illustrations of the Botany of the
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Peninsula of India,” who says, at p. 91—“Mr. Royle, in a very

elaborate article on the subject, comes to the conclusion that the tea-

plant is virtually a native of a temperate climate; and that the slopes

of these mountains afford the most proper climate and soil for the

growth and culture of this plant. His views, however, are so well

supported, and the contradictory evidence on which they are made to

rest, so ingeniously explained away, that much difficulty must have

been experienced in detecting his errors, had not actual and careful

examination of the circumstances under which the plant is produced

in its native country, enabled the deputation of the Tea Committee,

who went to examine them, to point out the very erroneous nature

of the opinions advocated by Dr. Abel, which Mr. Royle had adopted

and supported, with such a fruitless expenditure of ingenious rea-

soning.”

So Dr. Meyen, late Professor Extraordinary of Botany in the

University of Berlin, in his “ Outlines of the Geography of Plants,”

lately translated by the Ray Society, when treating of the “ principal

cultivated plants on which the prosperity of nations is based,” says,

with respect to the tea-plant, at p. 387—“ Its culture has also been

attempted in Bengal, and great success is expected from it; nay, this

question has been very recently discussed by Royle, yet, as it seems,

with great partiality to India.”

In reply, I may briefly state, that I should regret to have had it

proved by the event, or by subsequent information, that I had taken

too partial a view, because this in the end is as injurious as an unfa-

vourable one, being equally calculated to discourage enterprize and

improvement. Dr. Wight makes the mistake of ascribing to the joint

report of a Committee, opinions which were entertained by two only

of its members, but certainly not by Dr. Wallich, the head of the Com-

mission, as even after inspecting the tea-sites of Assam, he considered

higher elevations as desirable for the more valued and superior teas.

(Vide Tea Papers, pp. 58and 67.). With respect to my having adopted

Dr. Abel’s opinions, I can only state that they arc the same which I

had formed in 1827, long before I had read Dr. Abel’s work; and that

they were formed independently, in consequence of finding in the

Himalayas many Chinese plants, and among these some allied to the

genus Tkea. The tea-plant is only one of a number of others which

I have recommended for cultivation in different parts of India, in con-

sequence of the apparent suitableness of soil and climate, and from

inferences deduced from the Geographical distribution of the Flora of

the plains and mountains of India. I was happy to fiud that I coincided

in opinion, not only with Dr. Abel, but with others who had drawn
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legitimate deductions from what seemed to be well ascertained facts.

With respect to the criticism of Mr. McClelland and tho late Mr.

Griffith, it may bo observed, that they have omitted to prove, that the

tea-plant of Assam is identical as a species with that of China. For

if not identical, their objections to my observations are invalid, as not

applicable to the same plant, but if identical, their finding it in the

moist climate of Assam is a sufficient proof that it is one capable of

flourishing in a considerable variety of climate, if it exists also in the

more open tea districts of China. That the identity was not settled

before proceeding to argue on the unsuitableness of the Himalayan

climate for the tea-plant of China, we have the proof in Mr. Griffith’s

Report on the Honorable Company’s Botanic Gardens, Calcutta, p. 102.

“ In a practical point of view, an authentic herbarium is equally

necessary. Thus supposing the Assam tea-plant (and this appears by

no means destitute of foundation) should turn out to be a different

species from the Chinese plant, or from cither the Chinese green or

Chinese black teas, supposing them to be specifically distinct, there

will be no reason for doubting that this curious and radical error will

have arisen from the want of authenticated specimens of the Chinese

plant or plants.” If the Assam plant, therefore, be a species distinct

from that of China, there is no reason why it should not require a

different climate; but if it be only a variety, the result of culture or of

neglect in an old place of culture, then also we may have, as in other

cultivated plants, some varieties more capable than others of bearing

greater extremes of temperature, of dryness, and of moisture.

One of the great difficulties in drawing correct conclusions in this

question, is one which in a great measure still continues, and that is,

the difficulty of determining what is a species, and what a cultivated

variety of the genus Thea. Dr. Abel, Sir W. Hooker, Mr. G.

Lodd.ges have given it as their opinion that what is called the

green tea-plant ( Thea viridis
)

is a distinct species from that called

Thea Bohea. The latter is well known to be a plant common near

Canton, though it was uncertain how far it extended north; but the

former flourishes in the northern provinces of China. Others, how-

ever, consider them to be only two of several cultivated varieties of

one species. Having examined the plants in the nurseries in this

country, and seen that they differed greatly from each other, and

learnt that they had long retained their characteristics; and that the

Thea viridis was much more hardy than the Thea Bohea in this

country, I coincided in opinion with the above authorities, and have

as yet seen no reason to change my opinion. In the summer I went

with Dr. Falconer to the Royal Botanic Garden at Kew, for the

Kvon. xu.
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express purpose of examining these plants, as well as the tea-plant of

Assam. We agreed that all three appeared to be as distinct as most

plants are which are considered to belong to different species. It

would however he sufficient for practical purposes, to take the plants

which the Chinese themselves employ to make the different kinds

of tea, and cultivate them in the soil and climate which seem most

similar to their own. It would be interesting, nevertheless, to sow

the seeds of these three plants in two or three different situations, in

Upper Assam and in Kemaon, but all under similar circumstances in

each situation, and to watch the change from or retention of the present

characters of each in different soils and climates.

Another great difficulty, and which is hardly yet entirely resolved,

is, whether the black and green teas of commerce are the produce of

two distinct plants, or whether they are dependent entirely upon pro-

cesses of manufacture. Mr. Pigou long since stated, that Bohea may
be cured as Hyson, and Hyson as Bohea. Mr. Reeves informed me
that he believed this information applied to “a species of tea grown

in the province of Canton,” which can be coloured and made up to

imitate various qualities of green tea, as large quantities are yearly

thus made. But he himself considered that the genuine green and

black teas were the produce of different plants, growing at a distance

from each other. This opinion I considered the most likely to be the

correct one, from the great attention which Mr. Reeves had paid to

such subjects when at Canton. We are still without any positive

information from the districts where the best black and green teas of

commerce are actually prepared; and I have therefore been unable to

ascertain what value the Chinese in these districts, place upon different

varieties of plant. But we have now sufficient evidence to be assured

that both good black and good green teas may be made from the

same plant, and the latter without the aid of colouring matter.

Feeling well assured that the above gentlemen were far from right

in their inferences, I was content to leave to time, and to the diffusion

of more accurate information respecting China, the corroboration of my
own opinions, and this more especially as the conduct of the experiment

in the Himalayas was to be under the superintendence of Dr. Falconer.

Mr. Gordon, moreover, had been sent from Calcutta to join Mr.

Gutzlaff in China, for the purpose of acquiring information respecting

the cultivation and manufacture of tea in that country, at the same time

that they procured seeds or plants of the most genuine kinds. They
succeeded in visiting some hills in the Amoy district, where tea was
cultivated. From these they obtained some Bohea tea seeds; and
though they failed in visiting the tea districts of Fokien, they oh-
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tained further supplies of Bohea tea-seeds. I have been unable to

ascertain distinctly from what placo these seeds were obtained, nor

whether the term Bohea refers to the district, or to the plant which was

supposed to yield Bohea tea. They were unfortunately recalled while

proceeding to the northward, where they might have been more suc-

cessful, and, at all events, have obtained seeds and plants of a more

hardy nature. The tea-seeds arrived in Calcutta in January, 1835,

and produced numerous plants, which were dispatched to the dis-

tricts where it had been determined to establish tea nurseries, that is,

to Assam, and to the Keinaon and Gurwahl portions of the Himalayan

Mountains. I had recommended several situations, as Bheemtal,

Hawulbagli, Deyra Doon, and Pinjore, in valleys elevated from 2,000

to 2,500 feet; Almora, Jurreepanee, Nahn, and Sabathoo, at elevations

of from 4,000 to 5,000 feet; and one locality, Mussooree, at 6,500

feet of elevation, in 30° of north latitude. Dr. Falconer, without

any communication, selected Chejooree, Rama Serai, and Koth, at

elevations of 4,000, 5,000, and 5,300 feet; with two situations, Ruroo

and Bechur-bagh, in Sirmore, at 5,100, and 5,400 feet. He subse-

quently selected the valley called Deyra Doon, elevated 2,500 feet, as

a favourable site, especially after irrigation had been facilitated by

the establishment of canals. Sites were at the same time selected in

Kemaon by the Commissioner, Mr. Traill, and placed under the charge

of Mr. Blinkworth, a plant collector of the Calcutta Botanic Garden,

until October 4, 1839, when he was placed under the general super-

intendence of Dr. Falconer. One nursery was established at Bburt-

pore, between Bheemtal and the Ghagur range, at an elevation of 4,500

feet; and a second nursery at Luchmaisur, near Almorah, at 5,200

feet of elevation. The general directions given by the Calcutta Tea

Committee were, tlqit
“ a decided winter climate of six weeks or two

months duration, with frost as well as snow, is essential to ensure

final success with really good sorts of tea.”

From the tea-seeds which arrived in Calcutta in January, 1835,

numerous seedlings were raised, but comparatively few reached the

tea nurseries. Thus of “20,000, which were dispatched a few

months after germination, by boat up the Ganges, for the Hima-

layan tracts, 90 per cent, died in transit to the nurseries.” A
quantity of seedlings of the same batch was forwarded at the same

time to Assam. Of these 12,000 were seen by the Assam deputation

in February, 1835. These were removed to a nursery at Cheykwa;

but in the following August not 500 of them were alive. Of the seeds

which were sent to Dr. Falconer not one vegetated. But tea seeds

cannot be long kept in a sound state.

K 2
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Before proceeding to detail the results obtained by the establish-

ment of these nurseries, I may briefly state, that a favourable oppor-

tunity having occurred when treating of the Productive Resources of

India, in 1840, I took a review of the whole question in that work,

from p. 257 to p. 311. I was so far from being discouraged, that, I

stated, “as Dr. Falconer has expressed his confidence in the success of

the culture in the northern parts of the Himalayas, several hundred

miles from Upper Assam, and that of the author remains undiminished,

we may confidently look forward to having tea cultivated all along

these mountains. Thus affording profitable employment to the inhabi-

tants, and to them as well as to the dwellers in the plains, the means of

obtaining a cheap and refreshing beverage, which they already highly

esteem; and by these means give an impulse to the commerce and

agriculture both of the plains and of the mountains.” In a note (p.

311), I stated :

—“The botanical results confirm those deduced from

the climate, that the tea-plant may be cultivated as well in the mid-

region of the Himalayas, as in Upper Assam. The growth will no

doubt be more slow, but the leaves will probably be not less high-

flavoured.”

Dr. Falconer having been deputed to investigate the natural history

of Cashmere and of Tibet, no report was published on the results of the

growth of the above plants; but on the 1st December, 1838, he in-

formed me in a letter that “ the tea-plant was thriving vigorously in

two, and had flowered in three of the above nurseries;” and again on

the 18th May, 1839:—“I have now plants growing at Saharunpore,

the produce of seeds from the Ivoth nursery;” and gave it as his

opinion, even at this early period, that they would be able to grow tea

cheaper than in China. On the 21st April, 1841, he gave the following

details respecting the increase of the plants, and stated that 30,000

seeds had been sown in the year 1840.

Tea Plants at Bhurtpore Nursery, (4,500

ascent,) Blieemtal, and the Gliagur

Rauge, with a Northern Exposure :

—

Original plants, the produce of seed-

lings introduced in 11135 . . . 291

Layers of 1 038 transplanted in 1 039 25

„ 1039 „ 1840 422
'

„ 1040 „ 1041 453

Seedlings of 1840 153

1,344

Tea Plants at Lutchmaisir, near Almo-
rah, and on the N. W. side of the

Ahnorah Ridge, at about 5,200 feet:

—

Original plants of 1035 .... 250
Layers of 1038 transplanted in 1839 133

„ 1839 „ 1840 440

„ 1040 „ 1841 240

„ 1039-40, not transplanted 705

Seedlings of 1839 .:.... 1,003

„ 1840 1,009

3,840

The plants in the Lutchmaisir nursery, Dr. Falconer considered,
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speaking generally, to be in a better state than those at Bhurtpore,

many of the original ones having grown to bushy plants about five

feet high, though they had been prevented from branching out much
by the number of layers which had been taken from them. The

greater success at Lutclunaisir he ascribed partly to its superiority as

a site, and partly to Mr. Blinkworth residing in the neighbourhood,

which enabled him to give it more personal superintendence. The

results ho considered upon the whole most encouraging as regarding

the prospect of successful culture of the tea-plant in the Himalayas.

“ The tea-plants grown from China seed have now been several years

in the ground exposed unprotected to every change of the season;

they have grown freely, in many cases vigorously; and they are now
producing seed in such abundance, that in the course of a few years

extensive plantations might be clothed with their progeny without the

necessity of introducing seed or plants from any other quarter,”

though he “ would not advise the extension of the culture being left

to these means; for the seed, although they germinate treely, are

generally smaller than their originals, and the produce will be affected

by the seed. For some time to come, the plantations ought to be

stocked by means of annual importations of the best kind of seed from

China.” He had before stated that “the brilliancy of the discovery of

the indigenous plant in Assam very naturally concentrated the atten-

tion of the Tea Committee upon that quarter; and after the recall of

Mr. Gordon from China, but feeble efforts were made towards fur-

nishing the Himalayan nurseries with fresh supplies of China seed.

They were left in a great measure to work on with the weakened

remains of the first dispatch.” At the time this report was written,

Dr. Falconer was proceeding to examine the tea nurseries which he

had established in Gurhwal, but he stated generally that the results

were similar to those obtained in Kemaon.

In regard to the quality of the produce, everything required to be

done. Dr. Falconer wisely abstained from attempting to manufacture

tea from the imperfect accounts that had been published, observing

“ It is well known that tea manufacture is a peculiar process which

requires skill and tact in the firiug, twisting, and other manipulations

to which the leaves are subjected. Were unpractised hands to

attempt it by following written directions, although they might ulti-

mately blunder into expertness, still a failure in the first instance

would, in all probability, be the result, and discredit would naturally,

though unfairly, fall upon the produce.” He therefore concluded with

the following recommendation :
— “ I beg leave, therefore, strongly to

recommend to the favourable consideration of Government, that two
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complete sets of Chinese tea manufacturers be supplied for the nurse-

ries at Kemaon and Gurhwal, especial care being taken in the selection

that these workmen be of the best description.”

The Chinese plants, or those produced from the Chinese seed, were

at this time also well established at Dinjoy, in Upper Assam. Mr.

Watkins, late Superintendent of the Government tea nurseries,

stated in 1841 that plants had been carefully cultivated from their seed;

but iu that year he collected from them leaves sufficient to manufac-

ture two pounds of tea. He reported very favourably of the quality of

this tea, as contrasted with the produce of the native trees grown in

the Government Barrees, or tea plantations.

In consequence of the foregoing application made by Dr. Falconer,

the Indian Government determined upon sending him a small manu.

facturing establishment. The black and green tea manufacturers, how-

ever, who were engaged for this purpose by the Commissioner of Assam,

subsequently declined, together with their Superintendent, to proceed

to Kemaon. Dr. Wallich was fortunately enabled to procure other

men in Calcutta, out of a party of Chinese artisans returned from

Assam. A set of manufacturing implements were also procured from

Assam at a cost of 77 rupees. These were forwarded to Kemaon in

charge of Mr. Milner, the gardener who had been sent from this

country and was on his way to the Botanic Garden at Saharunpore.

The Chinamen (nine in number) arrived at their destination in

April, 1842. They united in maintaining that the tea-plants of the

Kemaon plantations were the genuine cultivated Chinese plant, and

far superior to that growing wild in Assam; but though six years old,

they did not consider them in a fit state to yield proper tea-leaves.

They therefore proposed at the close of the rains to cut down the

plants to a level with the ground, in order that in the spring of 1843

new shoots should spring forth, as these are alone fit for making

into tea.

The Chinamen, however, made some tea in the autumn of 1842.

Dr. Falconer was unfortunately taken ill this very season, and obliged

to leave Saharunpore iu December, 1842. He arrived iu England in

June, 1843, having been detained in the south of Europe from ill-

health, and brought with him to England some of this, the first

specimen of Kemaon tea. Having submitted it for examination to

the eminent tea-brokers, Messrs. Ewart, Maccaughy, and Delafosse,

of Copthall Court, they stated on the 8th of September, 1843 :

—

“The tea brought by Dr. Falconer as a specimen of the growth of

tho China plant in the Himalayan mountains, resembles most nearly

the description occasionally imported from China under the name of
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Oolong. This resemblance is observable in the appearance of the leaf

before and after infusion. The colour of the liquor is also similar,

being paler, and more of the straw colour than the general description

of black tea. It is not so high-flavoured as the fine Oolong tea with

which we have compared it, and has been too highly burnt in the

preparation, but it is of a delicate, fine flavour, and would command a

ready sale here.”

Though this was probably the first tea manufactured, it was not

the first Kemaon tea reported on; for Dr. Falconer having, from his

serious illness, been relieved from his duties by Dr. Jameson, the

present Superintendent, the latter wrote me, on the 12th October, that

“The tea plantations in the Deyra Doon and Kemaon are thriving

admirably;” and on the 20th January he forwarded to me a small

canister of probably the same tea, of which he also sent some to Cal-

cutta. The latter was reported on by members of the Chamber of

Commerce, who pronounced the tea to be a very good marketable

article, and worth iu London about 2s. 6d. per lb. The specimen sent

to Loudon was reported on by Messrs. Thompson, of Mincing Lane,

and pronounced to be “of the Oolong Souchong kind, fine flavoured

and strong. This is equal to the superior black tea generally sent as

presents, aud better, for the most part, than the China tea imported for

mercantile purposes ” This report reached Dr. Jameson iu Septem-

ber of the same year, and was “ most gratifying” to him.

Dr. Jameson having proceeded to visit the Kemaon tea nurseries,

reached them iu April, 1843, when he found them “looking admirably,

and the Chinamen employed in manufacturing black (Pouchong) tea;”

which he states “appears to be of a much superior quality.” On the

30th August there were forwarded by the overland route sixteen small

canisters of the above tea, covered with wax-cloth to protect it from

wet. The wax unfortunately gave a little of its flavour to the tea, as

the canisters got injured, and did not arrive at the India House before

the month of December.

The reports on these teas, which were submitted to Messrs. Thomp-

son and Son, and to Mr. Wm. Andrews Hunt, are extremely favourable.

The former, on the 16th December 1843, observes that the samples

are all more or less affected by the wax-cloth in which the canisters

were wrapped. Their valuations, as given in the margin*, are grounded

on a supposition that the qualities of each sort will be moderate, for

* No. 2, small, even-curled, well made, black leaf, fine tea, of the Oolong class,

somewhat like that of fine black-leaf Pekoe, from 2s. 6d. to 3s. 6d.

No. 4, a largish, even, rich, blackish leaf, Oolong kind, mixed with a fine, pale

leaf. The leaf of the usual size of China Oolong, from 2s. 6d. to 2s. 9 d.
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as fancy teas can only be used to a limited extent, the value depends

materially upon the amount of import.

Mr. Andrews Hunt, formerly Inspector of Tea to the East India

Company at Canton, considered No. 2 well made, smallish, blackish,

wiry Tetsong kind of leaf. No. 13, much as sample No. 2, but not

quite so well made. No. 4, as tbe Chinese Tetsong Tea. No. 9, as

the Ouchain of Sonchy tea. Tbe smell of these teas he considered

like that of China tea, but rather burnt, much of the Tetsong kind.

The taste as fragrant, true, fresh Tetsong. The colour of the infusions

of 2, 13, and 4, as very good as Tetsong tea; and that of No. 9, light

and clean as Sonchy tea. He estimated the sale value per lb.,

according to tbe then price of China tea of corresponding qua-

lity, viz. :

—

s. d. s. d.

No. 2 from 2 9 to 3 0 per lb.

13 2 9

4 2 3 2 6

9 12..
The expanded leaf Mr. Hunt considered to be identical with the

Chinese plant, but of rather a greener hue ; and he observes that the

flavour and other characteristics of the leaf of the tea-shrub of Kemaon,

are identical with the China plant grown in Oan Khy, (Ankoy,) the

district which produces, in Chinese estimation, a more highly-prized

article than does the Voo Yee Shan, or mountainous parts of the Bohea

district. Tbe appearance and flavour of the best (No. 2) of the four

samples are unexceptionable
;
and while the former does great credit

to the Chinese manufacturing operators, the latter fully justifies their

opinion that the tea-shrub in the Kemaon plantations is the genuine

Chinese plant, and far superior to that grown in Assam.

With regard to these reports, considering that they were made on

the first results of an old culture and manufacture, introduced into a

new situation, they are as satisfactory as could be expected. It is

curious that the tea-brokers should have compared these Kemaou

teas with the Tetsong, Oolong, and Sonchy teas of China, which I

am informed by Mr. Ball are all Ankoy teas, because this is the very

district from which Mr. Gordon probably obtained the original tea-

No. 9, a large black and pale mixed leaf, like Padree Souchong, but scarcely so

well made as Padree usually is, from Is. 6d. to Is. Od. This is a flue tea, but not

esteemed in this market on account of the paleness of the leaf.

No. 13, the same class of leaf, but coarser, about Souchong size, Oolong kind,

from 2s. to 2s. '2d.
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seeds. (Mr. Ball does not agree with Mr. Hunt in considering that

the Ankoy teas are more esteemed by the Chinese than those of Voo

Yee Shan, the mountainous parts of the Boliea district). If this per-

manence of character should be dependent on the plants themselves, it

would be extremely encouraging for the introduction of seeds from

other, but especially the northern parts of China, of which the climate

is probably more similar to that of the slopes of the Himalayan moun-

tains. But this common character of Ankoy teas may be due to the

manufacturers having been procured from that district.

At this period I was induced, principally at the suggestion of the

Earl of Auckland, to give a lecture at the Royal Asiatic Society on

the evening of the 24th of April, on the progress and future prospects

of tea culture in the Himalayas. On this occasion many of the

foresroin'r facts were detailed, and it was stated that the latest letters

from Dr. Jameson continued to give the most favourable accounts of

the tea nurseries. Captain Cautley, moreover, having visited those of

the Deyra Doon, wrote :
“ I saw the Government Garden near Kow-

lagir, in which there were 4,000 plants growing most luxuriantly, the

whole in full blossom. I believe that the whole of these, with

the exception of a few brought from the hill plantations, are seedlings;

and certainly, as far as luxuriance of vegetation goes, I never saw

anything so promising in my life. There cannot be a doubt of the

tea growing luxuriantly in all this part of the Doon,—I mean from

Deyra to the Nulhwala Ghat.” At the conclusion of this address I

stated that I felt no hesitation in repeating what I had stated in my
“ Essay on the Productive Resources,” in 1840, “ that I confidently

looked forward, not only to having tea cultivated all along these

mountains, but also to its being finer flavoured than that grown in

Assam.” I also gave it as my opinion that tea-culture might be intro-

duced round the villages, and even along the margins of the terraced

cultivation of ^he Himalayas, and that tea might be manufactured

extensively, cheaply, and of excellent quality, though at first probably

most profitably in the elevated valleys at the foot of the Himalayan

mountains.

Dr. Falconer, who was present on this occasion, also addressed the

meeting, and gave his reasons for the opinions which he had so long

entertained, and dwelt especially on the suitableness of the Deyra

Doon for an extensive and profitable culture; as he felt convinced

that good tea could be produced there cheaper than in China. This

valley he considered particularly eligible, as there is a sufficiency of

cleared land, moderate in rent, with abundance of cheap labour in the

vicinity, great facilities for irrigation, easy access to the Ganges and
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Jumna rivers, by which the produce might be conveyed for three-

fourths of a penny per lb. to Calcutta. He dwelt particularly on

these points, because deficiency of land and of cheap labour, as well as

the expenses of conveyance to Calcutta, had been the last started

objections to the complete success of an experiment, which had in other

respects done so well, and baffled the anticipations of those who con-

templated failure, from the unsuitableness of the climate for the

growth of the plant.

The subsquent history of the progress of the tea-nurseries, and of

the culture in Kemaon and Gurhwal, I derive from Dr. Jameson’s

letters to myself, and from his reports, the principal of which have

been published in the journals of the Agricultural and Horticultural

Society of India. In all these are especially displayed the energy and

judgment with which he has pursued this interesting and important

subject. In his report, dated the 28th of February, forwarded by the

Secretary of Government, North-West Provinces, on the 27th of March,

1844, to the above Society, he gives a full account of the number and

extent of the nurseries in Kemaon, the numbers of plants contained

in them, with some notice of the manufactory.

In addition to the nurseries at Bhurtpore and Lutchmaisir, Dr. Ja-

meson, paying due consideration to the geological structure, soil,

locality, &c. had established others, as one of thirty-five acres, Kooa-

ke-sar, elevated 4,200 feet, and near the Bhurtpore nursery, near

Bheemtal
;
a second, Anoo, in the same valley as the last, and only

separated from it by a small stream that drains it in the rains. He
added ten acres to the nursery at Russeeah, which is elevated 4,200

feet, and surrounded by mountains on all sides except the south-west,

and is in the neighbourhood of the Tal, or Lake of Now-Chounchee.

These nurseries are the first met with in the Chekata district, on

ascending the hills by the Bhamouree Ghat, distant about ten miles

from the plains. Dr. Jameson also added one acre to the Kupeena

nursery, elevated about 5,200 feet, and situated ou the acclivity of the

Almorah ridge, and adjoining the Lutchmaisir nursery. He also

established a nursery of twenty acres at Hawulbagh, and subsequently

one at Chullar. These are both situated in the valley of Hawul-

bagh, adjoin each other, and are elevated about 3,000 feet. “ The

increase of young tea-seedlings, during the last season, has been

112,392, or equal to four times the number reared since the nurseries

were established in 1835-36. Of these, however, 12,201 have been

already planted out in different nurseries, leaving 97,101 for trans-

planting. These, giving five feet to each plant, will cover about

fifty-six acres of land. The tea-leaves are gathered by the mallees
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(gardeners) of the establishment, under the direction of the Chinamen.

The seasons for doing so, and making tea, are April, June, July, Sep-

tember, and October, which may be styled the spring, rainy, (summer)

and autumn crops. Much the largest quantity was collected in the

rainy season, seeing that of the 190 lbs. of tea manufactured during

the year, 141 lbs were then made.” “ The number of the tea-bearing

plants amounted last year to 4,366.” The tea manufactured, he states,

will be transmitted in a few days, in compliance with the wishes of

Government of the 30th of August last. The delay which has hitherto

occurred, has been caused by the want of tea-canisters. Ur. Jame-

son further states, that he had been unable to commence manufacturing

green tea from the want of implements, which, however, he has no

doubt could be made at Almorah, as has been done with those for the

black tea, as soon as patterns have been obtained. A tea-case maker

was also required, whom he recommended should, in the first instance,

be obtained from China, to ensure good packing, upon which so much

depends. The ouly manufactory for tea was at that time at Hawul-

bagli, to which the tea-leaves were conveyed from the different nur-

series
;
but he recommended the establishment of another manufactory

at Bheemtal, to prevent the injury of the leaves, caused by their

being conveyed a distance before being manufactured. With respect

to the future prospects, Dr. Jameson states, that the experiment, as

far as it has been tried, has fully realised the most sanguine expecta-

tions. and adds, “ There are vast tracts, both in the provinces of

Kemaon and of Gurhwal, equally well adapted for the growth and

culture of the tea-plant as those where it is now thriving.”

In China the tea-plant growers are a different class from the tea

manufacturers. So in the Himalayas, it is to be hoped that the

villagers will be induced to cultivate the tea-plant, as it
“

is most

hardy, and does not require much care in cultivation.” Others will

learn to manufacture, and offer their services from village to village.

There will be no deficiency of labour whenever there is a regular

demand, as the hill people are constantly travelling about in search of

employment. He further recommends, in order “ that the increase

of the nurseries may be adequate with the demand, it would be most

desirable to introduce, from time to time, tea-seeds from China in

quantity.” The Government nurseries now yield a vast quantity of

seeds. The plants now amount to 150,000, and these will be doubled

or trebled annually.

With reference to the cultivation in the neighbouring district. Dr.

Jameson observes, “ Nor is the state of the tea-plant in Gurhwal less

promising. The nursery at Pooree, established last season, contains
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about 2,500 plants, in a thriving condition. The nursery at Kaolagir,

in the Deyra-Doon, contains about 4,500 ;
and here the plant is

thriving as well as in any of the other nurseries. If the leaves

yielded by the plants in this locality are fitted for making tea of a

superior quality, a vast field for enterprise will be opened up.” Dr.

Jameson was necessarily doubtful of this at first, because the tea

grown at low elevations in China is said to be inferior.

In a letter, dated the 1st of July, 1844, Dr. Jameson, after

having inspected all the nurseries, wrote me that at Koth, Rama-

Serai, and Gadowlee, in the Gurhwal Hills, the tea-plants are thriving

admirably, many of them being nearly six feet high. On the 18th

of October he informed me, that the China tea-manufacturers deny that

green and black tea are made from different plants
;
the difference is

in the manufacture, and that they were only waiting for the arrival

of green tea implements, to manufacture green tea from the same

plants from which the black tea had been prepared. And, in a sub-

sequent letter (20th March, 1845), he stated that no gypsum or indigo

would be allowed, in order to determine whether green tea can be

made without colouring ingredients. On the 25th of January he in-

formed me, that many of the tea-plants were seven and eight feet

high
;
that 436 lbs. of tea had been made, and that three acres of land

yielded 162 lbs. of tea; that lie had then 120 acres under cultivation,

and hoped soon to have 300 acres in the same state; also that the

Government had sanctioned the removal of two of the China men to

the Deyra Doon, to manufacture tea from the plants growing there.

On the 20th of March lie states, that he had endeavoured to induce

the Government to get fresh tea-seeds from different parts of China,

as he coincided with me in the opinion, which I had expressed to him

by letter, respecting the necessity of getting tea-seeds from the northern

districts of China.

On the 31st of July, Dr. Jameson furnished the Government of the

north-west provinces, with a detailed report on the state and prospects

of the tea nurseries in Kemaon and Gurhwal. This report was directed

by the Honourable the Lieutenant Governor to be forwarded to the

Agricultural and Horticultural Society of India; aud it is published

in vol. iv., p. 173, of their Journal. From this report we learn, that

to the nurseries in Kemaon, since the last report, seventy-six acres of

land had hcen added
;
and that 94,100 plants had heen planted in them.

In September and November upwards of four lacs of seeds had been

sown,—of these 167,000 had already germinated, and they were

still daily germinating, so that this season there will be sufficient

numbers of young plants to cover eighty or ninety acres; the additions
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contemplated will amount to forty-seven acres. With respect to the

production of tea, he states that,—“ The tea-plant docs not yield leaves

until the third year; no doubt some, more forward than others, do;

but I think that pulling leaves when the plants are so young, is detri-

mental to their rapid growth. From the third year it gradually in-

creases its produce until the eighth or tenth, at which time it attains

its maximum.” * * * “ Kutcha, or green leaves, yield one-fourth this

quantity of prepared tea.”

“ The quantity of tea manufactured has steadily increased, amount-

ing last season to 375 lbs., being an increase of 185 lbs. on the former

season. The oldest nursery, that of Lutchmaisir, consisting of little

more than three acres, in which there were only 2,560 plants capable

of yielding leaves, (the remaining 4,760 being too young,) produced

166 lbs. 2 oz. of tea, or 2 maunds 2 lbs. As the plants become older,

and all of them in each nursery capable of yielding leaves, the returns

will necessarily and very rapidly be greater, Dr. Jameson calculated

that eventually an acre of ground will yield a mauud, that is forty

seers, (or upwards of 82 lbs. of tea). This being sold at a rate

of three rupees per seer, (or about 3s. per pound,) will yield 120

rupees. The cost of producing the leaves amounts to about nineteen

rupees per annum. One gardener, or mallee, at four rupees a month,

is capable of managing three acres of laud. A single acre, therefore,

will cost sixteen rupees-)- land rent, three rupees=nineteen rupees per

annum
;
and thus a clear profit of 101 rupees to cover the expense of

tea-making, &c. will be left.” Dr. Jameson further calculates, that

as the number of acres in cultivation will this year be 165, they will

yield, when in full bearing, 165 maunds of tea. This being sold at

three rupees per seer, will realize 21,600 rupees, while the present

expenditure in Kemaon is about rupees 10,595 5a. 8p., leaving

a balance of rupees 10,004. “This balance, though good, is very

far short of the amount that would be realized were the establish-

ment better adjusted. Thus the present tea manufacturing esta-

blishment, with a small additional expense in picking, &c., is capable

of making at the rate of from twenty to thirty maunds daily, or of

manufacturing tea-leaves procured from 6,000 acres of land.”

The manufacturing establishment is larger than was necessary at

the beginning, but the Chinese refused to proceed to Kemaon in a

smaller number, and the nursery department was sufficient to carry

out the experimental views of the Government. Dr. Jameson gives

the following tabular view of the profit which may eventually be

obtained from this culture.
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The expenses of cultivating 6,000 acres . 87,000 0 0

,, „ of making the tea . . . . 3,975 0 0

„ „ of packing the tea . . . . 2,259 0 0

Land-rent, carriage to Calcutta, &c. . . . 36,500 0 0

129,734 0 0
To value of 6,000 maunds of tea, or 1

240,000 seers, at 2 rupees per seer . . j

j>
480,000 0 0

Or, say that the tea sold at rupees 1'8 per seer 360,000

Expenditure . . . 129,734

Balance . . . 230,266

In a subsequent part of the report we have information respecting

the Gurhwal nurseries. These consist, 1st, that of Kaolagir, before

mentioned as having been established by Dr. Falconer, in the Deyra

Doon, as being a particularly eligible situation, on account of the

abundance of cleared land available for the purpose of tea cultivations.

We have already seen that the plants introduced there continued to

flourish quite as well as at any of the other nurseries. Dr. Jameson

reports, that at this time the nursery consisted of six acres, and contained

8,000 plants. The nurseries at Koth, in the Bhuddree valley, elevated

about 5,000 feet, contained 72.9 plants; and the Rama Serai nursery,

in the valley of that name, at about the same elevation, 728 plants.

Of these, 287 in the former, and 180 in the latter, consist of the

plants originally grown in Calcutta from the seed imported from China.

In both these valleys snow falls, and in the latter frequently to the

depth of two to three feet, lying on the ground for a period of six

weeks, and yet the original plants have not only survived but flou-

rished, affording useful information for the extension of the cultivation

in other situations. Dr. Jameson, in 1843, had established another

nursery in a situation having something of a similar climate, that is,

at Gaddowlee, in the neighbourhood of Paoree, elevated about 5,300

feet above the level of the sea. In 1845 this nursery consisted of

three acres, and contained 5,000 plants. He also mentions in this

report, that in compliance with the orders of Government, three China-

men were employed in making tea at Deyra, some of which would be

transmitted to Government, for the opinions of judges in England and

in Calcutta. He likewise states, that a sale of 173 seers had taken

place at Almorah on the 12th of July, of which the results were

highly satisfactory, the averago amount realized per seer being
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rupees 4 8a. The maximum price for Pouchong was rupees 5 la.

For Bohea the maximum, rupees 4 8a., minimum, rupees 3 2 annas.

Before making any observations on Dr. Jameson’s calculation or

the satisfactory results which have been obtained, I will proceed wr ith

a relation of the progress of this important culture; this I am enabled

to do from the letters with which I have been constantly favoured.

On the 18th of October he forwarded to me a small canister of the

tea which had been prepared in the Deyra Doon, stating that it had

not been prepared above six weeks, which ought to be taken into con-

sideration when opinions are formed on its quality, as China tea is

seldom drank before it is at least a year old. The Chinamen pro-

nounced it to be identical in quality with that which they had pre-

pared in the more elevated nurseries of Kemaon. Mr. R. Twining

was good enough to examine this tea, and informed me on the 23rd of

December,—“ I have carefully tasted your sample of Himalaya tea,

and I really think it a promising specimen. The flavour is not strong,

but it is delicate and pleasant,—a little, methought, of the Orange

Pekoe character. The complexion of the leaf is rather good, and

pains seem to have been taken in the manipulation.” This account

reached Dr. Jameson by the oth of February, 1846, when he ex-

pressed his delight at the gratifying report which had been made on

the Deyra Doon tea, as that settled the question of extension, and of

profitable culture and manufacture. At this time the Government

authorized kutcha, or fresh tea-leaves, being bought from the natives

in order to encourage them to cultivate the plant in the grounds

of their respective villages.

A further supply of this tea, grown and manufactured in the

Deyra Doon, having been forwarded to the Court of Directors, was

submitted to the inspection of Messrs. Thompson and Sons, Mr. Hunt,

and Messrs. Ewart, Maccaughy and Co., in June 1846. Messrs.

Thompson state that—“ The leaf is well made, curled, of the Ankoi

Pekoe class, mixed black and brown, and closely resembles that class

of China tea. The flavour is very strong, and wrould therefore be

serviceable for mixing ; but is ‘ coarse burnt’ so that all richness of

flavour is destroyed.” The Messrs. Ewart:—“The sample of tea marked

as manufactured in the Deyra Doon, August, 1845, in leaf somewhat

resembles the tea imported from China as Ning Yong, with some-

thing of the character both of Oolong and Orange Pekoe. In flavour

it much resembles the better description of Orange Pekoe, having

with the brisk burnt flavour of that description, more than its usual

strength.” Though they object to a slight peculiarity of smell and
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flavour, they pronounce it to be “ a good, useful description of tea.”

Mr. Andrews Hunt gives its characteristics under different heads
;
as

of appearance of tea; well made, as well as China tea, and similar to

the blackish, mixed, curled Tetsong description. Smell; as China

tea, but deficient in fragrance, arising probably from some defect in

the firing. Colour of the infusion

;

bright and good. Taste

;

rich,

good, and strong. Expanded leaf

;

as the finer teas from China.

Aroma : as good China tea.

The Honourable Court remark as follows on these results, in their

dispatch of the 22nd September, 1846, which is published in the

Journal of the Agricultural Society of India, vol. vii., selections, p. 14 :

—

“ 5. These specimens are very creditable to the efforts of the

superintendent, Hr. Jameson, and his establishment.
“

6. The latest report of Dr. Jameson shows the quantity of laud

under tea cultivation, in the districts of Kemaou and Gurhwal,

including the Deyra, to be 176 acres, and the total number of plants,

322,579. The plant is stated to be thriving in different localities,

extending over four degrees of latitude and three of longitude, and

that 100,000 acres are available in the Deyra only, for the purpose of

tea cultivation.

“8. We feel a deep interest in this subject, and attach great

importance to the success of a project from which considerable

advantages would arise to the agricultural community of these

districts, who would, it is stated, readily undertake the cultivation of

the plant, if encouraged to do so.”

In connection with the progress of these northern nurseries may
also be mentioned that the China tea plant originally introduced by

the Government into Assam, has continued to flourish, and that some

of the Chinese tea-makers who have settled there, have prepared some

excellent Pouchong tea at Jeypoor in Upper Assam. The results

obtained in all the situations where the culture and manufacture of

black tea had hitherto been attempted, has been as successful as could

have been expected, or even wished, and that judging even by the

opinions of the best judges in this country. That it is not less highly

esteemed in the place of its production may be inferred from the

prices obtained when any of it has been put up for sale. A sale of

tea took place in July, 1846, at Almorah, with considerable increase

in the prices. The average price was rupees 6 14a., and some of it

sold as high as rupees 7 7a., that is, something more than seven shillings

a pound, without any duty; and it was a further gratifying fact that

most of the tea had been purchased by natives. From want of sheet

lead Dr. Jameson was unable to send any of this tea to the Court of
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Directors. lie also informed me that some green tea had been made;

that he had never seen any finer; and that he had not allowed any

foreign ingredient to be used in colouring it.

By the September mail of this year Dr. Jameson forwarded to

me two small canisters of tea, one containing black, the other green

tea, as specimens of the progress they were making, and to obtain the

opinions of good judges on the quality, especially of the green tea.

Having submitted these specimens to Mr. It. Twining, Mr. Hunt, and

to Messrs. Ewart, Maccaughy and Delafosse, they were good enough

to examine, and pronounce the following opinions on them:

—

“ My dear Sir, “Strand, 25th January, 1847.

“I am not quite sure that I read your note aright, but I rather

understand it to say that the two samples which I have tasted are from

the same plant.

“ I should not have thought so, either from the taste, the dry leaf,

or after infusion. The taste of the black has a little of flavour which

does not so decidedly belong to that class
;
but the colour is that of

black (Congou) tea. The wet leaf shews it to be much broken.

The green tea seems to be a better sample in leaf, (at present pale,)

wanting only more colour to be fair gunpowder, but it draws a good

green-coloured liquor, which it might in some degree lose if to the leaf

itself more colour were to be given. The wet leaf seems much more

perfect in the green than in the black sample.

“ Believe me, truly yours,

(Signed) “ Rd. Twining.”

“ East India Warehouses,

“My dear Sir, “15 March, 1847-

“ Having tested the samples of black and green tea grown and

manufactured by the East India Company, I beg to offer my opinion

upon their quality.

“ The black tea has in its appearance the China tea characteristics,

and is as well made as that of the finer description from the Oan-Khy
district, but it has been injured iu the curing, having acquired an
‘ oveny’ smell

;
in flavour it partakes of the peculiarity of the Oan-Khy

tea, being soft and agreeable.

“ The green tea (gunpowder) is also as equally well manipulated

as the China description, but like all the samples which I have seen

of green tea manufactured from the black tea shrub, it is deficient in

the richness of appearance and silkiness of touch which characterize

the true green tea
;
in flavour too the difference is very marked, that

VOL. XII. L
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from the black tea shrub is
‘ coarse and brassy,’ while from the green

tea it is ‘rich and nutty;’ from these discrepancies I cannot think

that the black is identical with the green tea-shrub, and it would be

interesting to have the point decided, by planting in the Company’s

garden some seeds from plants grown in Gam-Kang.
“

I am, &c.,

(Signed) “ W. Andrews Hunt.’

“To Dr. Royle.”

“The sample of tea marked ‘ Kupeena, 1846,’ is much the same as

the specimens of tea we have seen of former years growth from the

same district, resembling the Ankoi teas, imported from China under

the denomination of Ning-Yong, Oolong, and Orange Pekoe.

“ The sample marked ‘ Green Machoo Tea,’ is similar to the gun-

powder tea imported from China
;

the leaf is rather paler, well-

prepared, being round and even^but if made smaller it would command

a higher price
;
the infusion is of that pale yellow, and the taste of that

strong burnt character, which qualities are usually found only in the

finest descriptions of Gunpowder tea
;
hut it is not so high flavoured

as the China tea. It is however, of a very useful description, and

would sell well here.

(Signed) “ Ewart, Maccaugiiy & Co.,

“ Brokers.”

Copthall Court,

“20 April, 1847.”

Mr. Warrington, of Apothecaries’ Hall, having by microscopic

examination and chemical tests discovered the nature of the colouring,

and other matters which the Chinese employ for facing and artificially

dyeing some of their green teas, I was anxious to obtain his opinion

of the first sample of green tea that had been prepared in the North-

western nurseries. The result of Mr. Warrington’s previous exami-

nations had been that of the two kinds of green tea known hero as

glazed and unglazed, the former lie had found, in all cases that he had

examined, dressed with Prussian blue and sulphate of lime, or kaolin,

and the latter with sulphate of lime only, and these have an olive

yellow tint, without any blue. Of the Assam teas which Mr. War-

rington had obtained from the India House, he states that, “none of

the Assam teas arc glazed, hut all have a white powder on their

surface.” His examination of the Kemaon tea gives similar results,

there being no Prussian blue or turmeric, but only a little white earthy

powder, as appears by his note. Dr. Wallich has stated to me that
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the finely powdered 'gypsum is thrown upon the white, incandescent

cinders of the fire, beneath the apparatus holding the tea. This

apparatus, on the occasion when he saw it, was a plaited bamboo pan.

Other accounts describe the powder as mixed with the tea. Dr.

Wallich further informs mo that the tea-makers from Canton lay the

greatest stress on the use of the dye, probably Prussian blue, for

giving the peculiar bloom to their superior green teas.

“ Apothecaries Hall,

“My dear Sir, “25th November, 1847.

“I have to offer you a thousand apologies for neglecting the

examination of the Himalaya tea before this. It was put away by

me very carefully at the time I received it, for an early examination,

and entirely lost sight of and forgotten until Mr. Ball asked me about

it a week or two ago. I immediately set to work, and have now to

give you the results. Under the microscope it appears to be covered

with a dirty white powder, which is readily washed off, and appears

to consist of some primitive rock, perhaps granite, in a disintegrated

state
;

particles of silica are abundant, and a few minute flakes of

mica
;
there is no appreciable quantity of lime, and no sulphate of

lime, and it is also quite free from adventitious colour, as Prussian

blue, turmeric, &c. Hoping this may prove satisfactory, and throwing

myself on your good nature for my long neglect,

“ Believe me, &c.,

(Signed) “ R. Warrington.”
“ P.S.—Is it not too highly dried, and rather scorched in parts V'

“ To Dr. Royle,”

Early in 1847, I had written to Dr. Jameson respecting the

information obtained by Mr. Fortune, that he found the Thea Bohea

converted into both black and green tea in the south of China, but

that in all the Northern Provinces the Thea viridis only grown, and

equally converted into both kinds of tea. This he acknowledged on

the 31st July :
—“The remarks of Mr. Fortune are both interesting

and satisfactory
;
and quite account for the disputes which have arisen

regarding the different species. For any one confining his attention

to one district would of course be convinced that there was but one

species. On the other hand another individual who had visited both

districts, would come to a different conclusion.” Hence the discre-

pancies in the accounts obtained by different individuals from the tea

districts. He moreover states, that “ the tea-plant in general cultiva-

tion here is the Thea Bohea. The true Thea viridis is not in the

L 2
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plantations, but the variety from Assam and further, that, “the tea

this year will I think he very superior to anything yet made, as it has

been manufactured and packed under advantages which were not

procurable until now
;

that is, there is now a sheet-lead maker

attached to the manufactory.” He concludes with, “ I am now

engaged in extending the tea plantations to 1000 acres.”

On the 28th of August Dr. Jameson wrote me from Paoree that

another sale of tea had taken place on the 9th August at Almorah :

—

“ The amount realized for green tea varied from rupees 10 8a. to

rupees 9 4a. (that is, more than 9 and 10 shillings a pound). For black

tea the amount realised was rupees 7 8a. the maximum, and rupees 4 0a.

the minimum.” He continues: “ I have just sent in a long report to

Government on the state of the plantations, which has been forwarded

to Calcutta for publication.” “ I am employed in extending the

Gadowlee nursery, which though established only about four years,

contains about a lac of plants in a thriving condition. All the other

nurseries are equally progressing. The Government are about to

cut the Kutta Phuthur Canal, in the western Deyra Doon.” On
the 4th October he states

;
“ I have just received orders from Govern-

ment to form tea-plantations on the whole of the hilly districts of the

North-west frontier, from the Sutledge and new country lately acquired

west of that river, to the Ravi and that he proceeds immediately

towards Kangra to inspect and select sites. The Governor-General

pronounces the tea to be as fine as any Chinese tea he had ever drank.

Dr. Jameson concludes by stating his conviction that tea will shortly

become a most important article of production from the North-west

Provinces.

I entirely concur in this opinion, as it is indeed only that which

I have long entertained, and frequently promulgated. I have been

gratified to find that the inferences deduced from scientific data

have been fully borne out by the practical results. There is no

doubt that if the best kinds of tea-plant are obtained from the northern

districts of China, and with them a few manufacturers from the

places where the teas most esteemed in commerce are prepared, and

which are consequently those most in use hy the British public,

that any kind or quality of tea may be prepared as good and as

cheaply in the Himalayas as in China. For we have an equal command
of soil and climate, with cheap and abundant labour, unoccupied land

at a low rent, with comparatively small expense of carriage even to

Calcutta. But India itself, with other parts of Asia, will consume a

large quantity of tea, when it is obtainable at a moderate price, and

even if of a quality inferior to what has already been produced in the

Himalayan mountains.
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POSTSCRIPT.

Subsequent to the writing of this paper, Mr. Ball, late Inspector of

Teas to the East India Company in China, published his work, intitled

“An Account of the Cultivation and Manufacture of Tea in China.’’

In this ho has fully confirmed the statement first made by the Jesuits,

and repeated by others, though contradicted by some, that both the

green and black teas of commerce can be and are prepared from the

same plant, and that the differences depend entirely on the processes

of manufacture. Previous to this Mr. Fortune had ascertained by

visiting the different parts of the coast of China, that the Thea Boliea

was converted into both black and green tea in the soutji of China, but

that in all the northern provinces he found only Thea viridis grown,

and equally converted into both kinds of tea. But it is quite possible

that the Chinese may prefer varieties of the same plant, in particular

soils and situations, for the preparation of particular varieties of both

black and green teas.

Mr. Ball, in his account of the manufacture of black tea, states that

the leaves after being gathered are first exposed to the air, where they

wither and give or “ become soft and flaccid.” They are kept in

this state until they begin to emit a slight degree of fragrance, when

they are sifted, and then tossed about with the hands in large trays.

The leaves in each sieve are then collected into a heap, and covered

with a cloth. “ They are then watched with the utmost care, until

they ‘ become spotted and tinged with red,’ when they also increase

in fragrance and must be instantly roasted, or the tea would be

injured.” In the first roasting of all black tea, the fire is prepared

with dry wood, and kept exceedingly brisk
;
“any heat may suffice

which produces the crackling of the leaves described by Kaempfer.’

The roasting must be continued until the leaves give out a fragrant

smell, and become quite soft and flaccid, when they are in a fit state to

be rolled. The roasting and rolling are, often a third, and sometimes,

with large and fleshy leaves, even a fourth time repeated
;
and it is

only when juices can no longer be freely expressed in the process of

rolling, that the leaves are considered to be in a fit state to undergo

the final desiccation, in sieves placed in the drying tubs, above a

charcoal fire in a common chafing dish. During this process they

begin to assume their black appearance. A considerable quantity of

moisture is dissipated, and the fire is then covered with the ash of

charcoal, or burnt paddy-husk, which both moderates heat and pre-
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vents smoke. “ The leaves are then twisted, and again undergo the

process of drying, twisting, and turning as before; which is repeated

once or twice more, until they become quite black, well twisted, and

perfectly dry and crisp.”

Mr. Ball, after detailing the variations required in the manufacture

to produce the different kinds of black tea, proceeds to describe the

mode of 'preparing the green teas of commerce. These he classes

under the heads of Hyson and Singlo; all other kinds are made

from these shrubs, and there is much reason to think that even

the Hyson is merely the Singlo shrub improved by soil and culti-

vation.” Of the manipulation he states that there are only two

gatherings of the leaves of green tea ;
the first begins about the

20th of April, and the second at the summer solstice. “ The green

tea factors universally agree that the sooner the leaves of green tea

are roasted after gathering the better, and that all exposure to the air

is unnecessary, and to the sun, injurious.” The iron vessel in which

the green tea is roasted is called a Kuo. It is thin, about sixteen inches

in diameter, and set horizontally, (that for Twankay obliquely,) in a

stove of brickwork, so as to have a depth of about fifteen inches. The

fire is prepared with dry wood, and kept very brisk, the heat becomes

intolerable, and the bottom of the kuo oven red hot, though this is not

essential. About half a pound of leaves are put in at one time, a

crackling noise is produced, much steam is evolved from the leaves,

which aro quickly stirred about
;

at the end of every turn they are

raised about six inches above the surface of the stove, and shaken on

the palm of the hand so as to separate them and to disperse the steam.

They are then suddenly collected into a heap, and passed to another

man, who stands in readiness with a basket to receive them.

The process of rolling is much the same as that employed in the

rolling of black tea, the leaves taking the form of a ball. After the

balls are shaken to pieces, the leaves are also rolled between the palms

of the hands, so that they may be twisted regularly, and in the same

direction. They are then spread out in sieves, and placed on stands

in a cool room.

For the second roasting the fire is considerably diminished, and

charcoal used instead of wood, and the leaves constantly fanned by a

boy, who stands near. When the leaves have lost so much of their

aqueous and viscous qualities as to produce no sensible steam, they no

longer adhere together, but by the simple action of the fire separate

and curl of themselves. When taken from the kuo, they appear of a

dark olive colour, almost black. After being sifted they are placed on

stands as before.
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For the third roasting, which is in fact the final drying, the heat

is uot greater than what the hand can bear for some seconds without

much inconvenience. “ The fanning and the mode of roasting were

the same as in the final part of the second roasting. It was now
curious to observe the change of colour which gradually took place in

the leaves, for it was in this roasting that they began to assume that

blueish tint, resembling the bloom on fruit, which distinguishes this

tea, and renders its appearance so agreeable.”

The foregoing being the general mode of manufacturing green or

Hyson tea, it is separated into different varieties, as Hyson, Hysou-skin,

young Hyson, aud Gunpowder, by sifting, winnowing, and fanning, and

somo varieties by further roasting.

From this it is obvious, as remarked by Mr. Ball, that the peculiar

colour of green tea does not properly arise from the admixture of

colouring matter with the leaves, but naturally out of the process of

manipulation
;
and by some experiments which Mr. Ball made, it

appears that leaves while undergoing the third roasting in the same

vessel, but kept separate by a thin partition of wood, became of a

black or of a green colour, according as they were kept in a quiescent

state or in constant motion. “ The leaves kept in constant motion

dried rapidly, and soon assumed the colour and appearance of green

tea. The other parcel (kept in as quiescent a state as possible) required

a much longer drying, and when completed assumed the colour of

black tea” (p. 242). Mr. Ball enters fully into the subject of the

chemical changes which take place, and on the cause of difference in

the properties of black and green teas
;

for which and for much valuable

and correct information his work must be consulted.

Though it has been proved that both black and green teas may be

and are prepared from the same plant, it has also been shown from

Mr. Fortune’s investigation that the Thea viridis and its varieties are

the chief, if not the only kinds, cultivated in the northern districts of

China, where most of the more valuable teas of commerce are pro-

duced. As it was desirable to obtain seeds and plants from these very

localities, means have been taken to insure this object, as well as to

obtain further information on the subject of manufacture.

Since this paper was written, Dr. Jameson’s report, alluded to at

p. 184, has been published in the Journal of the Agricultural and Hor-

ticidtural Society of India, vol. vi., part II. In this, a detailed account

is given of the state of the several nurseries at the time. With regard

to soil, Dr. Jameson states “that the tea-plant thrives well both in stiff

and free soils, and in many modifications of these and with regard to

elevation that “it thrives equally well at heights ranging from 2,200
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feet above the level of the sea to 6000 feet.” The quantity of grouud

then in cultivation was 162^ acres : also “ that the minimum of return

of tea for an acre of land may be estimated at one pucka maund, or

80 lbs.” We have also the interesting fact stated, that though the

Pouchong (black) tea sold at an average rate of Rupees 6, 8a. 8p. per

seer, and that at least half the quantity sold was bought by natives,

the coarse Bohea tea was reserved and sold to the Bhoteahs at a price

varying from rupees 2 to rupees 2, 4a. per seer. “It has been pur-

chased by them in order to carry it across the passes into Thibet.

Nor will it be long, if the importation of Kemaon tea into Chinese

Tartary is not prohibited, before that market is wholly supplied from

the British provinces.”

By one of the last mails, I have been favoured with a letter from

Dr. Jameson, dated January 2.5, of the present year, in which he states

that 2,656 lbs. of tea had been manufactured last year, and that of this

he had just despatched 600 lbs. of black and green tea to this country,

and that “it was finer-looking than any sent in former years ;” also

that “by the end of this season there will be 400 acres under cultiva-

tion at Kolaghir in the Doon j” and “at Paoree I expect to have 200

to 300 acres ;” and that he has “about 250,000 seedling plants ready

to transplant.” “Last season I sent a lac (100,000) of the plants to

the Kangra valley, where most of them are doing well j” while
“ the seeds collected from our own plantations this season amount to

upwards of 2,000,000 (two millions). From the plantation at Deyra

(Kolaghir) we shall be able, in the course of eight or ten years, to raise

a sufficient number of plants to plant the whole Doon.”

London, April, 1849.
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Art. V.

—

On the Bock Inscriptions of Kapur di Giri, Dhatili
,

and Girnar; bp Professor H. H. Wii.son, Director of the

Bopal Asiatic Societp.

[Bead 3rd February, 1849.]

The circumstances under which the remarkable inscription at Shah baz

gheri or Kapur di Giri was discovered and transcribed by Mr. Masson,

and decyphered by Mr. Dowson and Mr. Norris have been already

detailed in a preceding Journal, vol. VIII, and it was then shown

by a comparison of one of the divisions of the inscription with a similar

division of those of Girnar and Dhauli, that they were all three

substantially the same. The interest excited by this identification,

and the possibility that some of the difficulties in the reading and

translation of the earlier known inscriptions might be explained by

the one more recently discovered, naturally recommended the pro-

secution of the inquiry and the complete collation of the several

inscriptions. In the absence of any person more competent to

accomplish so desirable an object I consented to undertake the task,

and now lay before the Society the result of the comparison. It

has not, I fear, added materially to our knowledge of the purport of

these curious documents, but it leaves no doubt of the identity iu

all material respects of the records preserved by the rocks of Guzerat,

Cuttack, and Afghanistan.

At the same time that this collation of the inscriptions was

effected, I thought it would be a favourable opportunity to revise the

translations made by the late Mr. James Prinsep, of those of earlier

discovery, particularly as the Society was possessed of valuable cor-

rections of the original readings made by Mr. Prinsep himself, although

unpublished, and by Captain Jacob and Mr. Westergaard in an entirely

new transcript of the original, made and published by them in the

Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society. As
mentioned also on the former occasion, the Society was in possession

of a fac-simile on muslin of the Girnar inscription, made by the

Rev. Dr. Wilson of Bombay, and of copies presented by Mr. H. T.

Prinsep and Captain Postans. Mr. Westergaard, also, was kind

enough to furnish Mr. Norris with a copy of the same inscription,

in which he corrected some of the typographic errors of the printed

copy; and some further corrections have recently appeared iu the
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Bombay Branch Society’s Journal, for July 1847, by Captain Jacob.

With exception of the last, these several transcripts and corrections

of the Girnar inscription were embodied with great care and infinite

labour in a new representation of the whole, and engraved on stone

by Mr. Norris himself. This transcript is now given to the public.

We are in like manner indebted to the ingenuity and indefatigable

perseverance of Mr. Norris for the lithographed copy of the Kapur di

Giri inscription, and I cannot offer a more striking proof of the labour

which it imposed, and of the carefulness with which it has been

executed, than by inserting Mr. Norris’s own account of the process

by which he has rendered the inscription accessible to the public.

This account is as follows :

—

“ The manner in which the cloth was applied to the rock of Shah

baz gheri to take off a fac-simile of the inscription, has been detailed in

p. 299 of the eighth volume of the Society’s Journal. It is important

to add that the palm of the hand was used to produce the impres-

sion; and that the operator, perceiving as he went along, how the

lines ran, followed them closely, striking them more particularly in

the centre. The effect of this has been that the space between the

lines is often left white, and that the tops and bottoms of each

letter are less perfectly impressed than the middle. The result is

that the letter r, and the vocalic marks which should be affixed to

those parts of the letters, are often wanting
;
and the reading is so far

imperfect.

“ In order to produce a transcript, the cloth was closely attached

by pins to a sheet of paper twenty-four feet by twelve feet, and then

carefully extended upon a large table, previously covered with sheets

of paper smeared over with a black composition, the face of the cloth

being uppermost, and the large sheet of white paper in contact with

the blackened paper on the table. An ivory point was then passed

over every visible mark of letters upon the cloth
;
and thus a reversed

copy in black was produced upon the underside of the paper. As the

impression upon the cloth was reversed by being taken from the rock,

the copy on the paper being again reversed was restored to its direct

position. From this paper, by means of a pantograph, a copy was

made, reduced to one-sixth linear dimension; and this, though uearly

two yards long, was more manageable than the first copy, which

being above twenty feet in length, could not be examined without

much trouble. Upon the reduced transcript corrections were made
by a minute collation with the original calico, every letter of which

was examined, both by reflected and transmitted light, and many
thus rendered visible which were unseen at the first attempt.
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After this was dono, the several detached pieces mentioned by

Mr. Masson as the first results of his attempts on the rock, were

separately transcribed, and reduced by pantograph, as the whole

inscription had been; and although the impressions on these pieces

were on the whole far inferior to those on the large cloth, yet in

several cases they gave a legible word or letter, which was very

doubtful, or altogether invisible on the other. After this, the copy

taken by the eye was collated with the one corrected as just stated;

and although quite illegible alone, it was in many parts valuable by

sujrirestinjr the true reading of a doubtful word; and in some cases

giving a word wholly wanting on the cloth.

“ To sum up the whole, although I am compelled to admit that in

many places tho inscription given is rather an attempt to restore what

is visible upon the rock than a copy of the impression upon the cloth

entrusted to me, yet the greater part is, as nearly as I could trace it, a

fac-simile of that impression; and all this part is distinguished by a

full, thick character, as upon the cloth. Wherever the reading was

uncertain, either from faintness of the impression, or because the only

authority was the copy made by the eye, the character is drawn with

thin lines
;
and in those parts it was found in most instances impossible

to distinguish between the resembling letters r, t
,
and v; d and n; and

bh and k. So far then, and in the addition of the subjoined r, and of

rowels, conjectural emendation is fully admissible. Even in the

better parts the impression is not such as to insure perfect confidence.

Such, in fact, is the condition of the cloth, partly arising from the

rough surface of the rock when originally engraved, and its dete-

rioration after the lapse of so many centuries, and partly owing to the

imperfect means at the disposal of the gentleman by whom the copy

was taken; probably also, in some degree, to damage sustained by the

calico since it was impressed in 1838, the ink having apparently run

over several of the characters and obliterated them, that many parts

set down as certain, may hereafter, on examination of the rock, prove

to be susceptible of correction.

“ In one material particular the inscription given in the plate does

not represent the cloth copy. The impression was taken upon cloth

in separate pieces, which were subsequently sewed together under

Mr. Masson’s directions, upon that gentleman’s return to Peshawer.

As I proceeded on my task I found reason to suspect that some mis-

take had been made in sewing the pieces together; and this suspicion

was confirmed when the inscription was found to resemble so closely

those of Girnar and Dhauli. Four seams were found to be impro-

perly joined; the direction of two of these, extending from the top to
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the bottom of the cloth, will be seen by drawing lines from A to A,

and from B to B in the fac-simile. In each of these cases the part on

the left was shifted downwards, two lines below its proper place, so

that, for example, the twentieth line ran first into the eighteenth, and

then into the sixteenth. In the other cases, marked C and D, the

pieces were smaller, and sewed on two or three sides. They were

shifted on one side, and both so joined that some parts appeared in

duplicate, and others were wanting : these gave more trouble than

the others
;
but I believe they are now placed in their proper posi-

tions.

“ In case it should be wished to elucidate any difficult passage of the

inscription, or to remove any doubts of incorrect trauscription,- all the

materials which furnished the accompanying lithograph may be seen

at the Society’s House. Very possibly a subsequent examination will

discover errors in the work, or find some letters or words that may
have escaped me; but, in any case, what is done will be useful in

pointing out where correction is needed, and will materially aid any

one who may have an opportunity of examining the rock itself. It is

much to be desired that the remaining part of the inscription con-

taining, perhaps, the twelfth, thirteenth, and fourteenth edicts, may be

taken from the rock in fac-simile. The copies in the Society’s hands

are sufficient to show that the rock contains in substance a great

portion of the last three edicts of the Girnar inscription, but they are

too imperfect to be legible generally, though singularly enough, it was

this part of the inscription which furnished me with the word Deva-

nampiya, and led to its identification. From this illegibility one line,

containing the names of the five Western Kings must be fortunately

excepted, which Mr. Masson copied with especial care, and even took

off a cloth impression of a small portion, in spite of the difficulties

presented by the position of the rock. A fac-simile of this piece,

reduced to one-quarter of its original surface, is given in a corner

of the lithograph.

“ The copy of the back of the rock, as made by Mr. Masson, is given

in the second plate, and at the foot of the plate is added a transcript of

the above-mentioned portion relating to the Western Kings, made by

a native in the service of M. Court, and sent to Professor Lassen,

who has favoured the Society with it. This transcript appears to

have embraced the whole of the rock; and, at first sight, would appear

to have been carefully made, but on examination, it is found to bo

very imperfect. Many portions have been turned upside down; and it

has been found impossible to trace the connection generally with what

we have from Mr. Masson. The probability is, that the native copied
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the inscription on detached pieces of paper, which were afterwards

misplaced.”

In order to exhibit with as much distinctness as possible the lan-

guage of the inscriptions, I have written the whole of them with

Mr. Norris’s aid in Roman characters, agreeably to the system devised

by Sir William Jones and followed by the Royal Asiatic Society, with

a few unimportant exceptions; and I have placed the several inscrip-

tions, so written, in parallel lines, in order to bring the words of each

in juxta-position as far as was practicable. They accordingly form four

lines. The upper line represents Mr. J. Prinsep’s original readings,

as published in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, vol. VI.,

p. 228, and above the line, in a smaller character, are inserted his sub-

sequent corrections, as given in a copy of the Journal, corrected by

himself, and placed at Mr. Norris’s disposal by his brother Mr. II. T.

Prinsep. Small numerals refer to the lines of our own lithographed

copy. This line I have designated G a. The second line is the

representation of the copy now lithographed, and which I have gene-

rally referred to as Air. Westergaard’s copy, as he has the larger share

in it. This is marked G b. The third line marked D repeats the

Dbauli inscription as given by Air. Prinsep. We have not yet been

fortunate enough to have bad a second and revised transcript, although

it is very desirable. The lower line is marked K, as being rendered

into Roman letters from the lithographed copy of the Kapur di Giri

inscription. The small figures here also refer to the lines of the ori-

ginal. Where blanks occur in either of the inscriptions they are

denoted by asterisks : where words are wanting for the collation

although there is no blank in the inscription, a line supplies their

place. By this arrangement, it is hoped that a ready reference may
be made to the lithographed originals; and that the critical remarks

which follow each separate tablet may be conveniently compared with

the passages to which they relate.

TABLET 1.

G a ‘Iyam dhammalipi devanam piyena -’Piyadasina Rana

G b Iyam dhammalipi devanam piyena Piyadasina Rana

D ’•* * ghi savatasi devanam piya * tfc :£ * *

K 'Aya dhamalipi devanam priyasa * * Rajo
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G a lekhapita. Idha na
i

kan 3
chi jivam

puju

arabhita puja

G b lekhapita. Idba na kancbi jivam arabhittd paju

D * * * * * * * * * * * * nam alabhitu pajapa

K likhapi * idam loke cha *jivanam ara * * * *

m e 0 lam hi dosam

G a bitaya “na cha samaja katavye bahu repidasam

G b bitavyam na cba samaje katavyo babukam hi dosam

D * * * * * * * * * 2* * * ***** * *

K * * cba * pi * sama * *"~* * ***** * *

G CL ssamajamhi
s

padati devanam
0

piya Piyadasi Raja

G b samajamhi pasati devanam piyo Piyadasi Raja

D * * * * * * * * * * * % * * * * * * * *

K ***** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

G a 6asti pitu ekacha samaja

G b asti pitu e&acba samaja

D * * * * * *bha £>alapa

K 2
asti pi * katia— samayasa

sddhumatd devanam 7piyasa

sddbumatd devanam piyasa

sddhumatd devanam piyasa

samato — devanam priyasa

pe

G a Piyadasino rano pura mahanase tliu he 8devanam piyasa

G b Piyadasino rano pura mahanase jamd devanam piyasa

D Piyadasine 3* ****** * * * * * * * *

K Priyadasisa rajo para mahanasasa devanam priyasa

G a Piyadasino rano anudivasam

G b Piyadasino railo anudivasam

D Hi * Hs * * % * * * * * *

K Priyadasisa rajo anudivasa

ba9huni pana satasabasdni

bahiini pana satasabasdni

* * * pana sata # *

bahuni pana bada * asani

G a drabhisu supathdya 1(>sa aja yadd ayam dbamalipi

G b drabhisu supatbaya sa aja yadd ayam dbammalipi

D *labhiyisu supatbaya Hr * * *% dd * Hr dbammalipi

K He He He He * * * * Hi * * * * * * * dbamalipi

G a

i

likhitdti

u

eva pdna
ra

drabhisa supdtbdya

o e

dwdmard
G b likhitdti eva pdna drabhiro siipdtbdya dwamerd
1) likhitdti Hi * * Hi * labbiya * Hi * * * * * *

K likhita# auatam yato prana hinoti * * jata kati
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o o te i

Ga eko mato so P*
ll
ra magana dhuva eka pati pan a

G b eko mato so P‘ magona dhuvo etc piti p&na

D * * * * * * * * * * * * * sini panani

K sti mago na so P» mago na dhavalasa pu panam

G a ___ pachhd na arabhisande.

G b — pachhd na arabhisande.

D — packha na 61abliiyisata.

K trayi pacha na arabhisanti.

The first portion of the inscription on the rock at Kapur di Giri has

suffered materially from the effects of time and exposure, but enough

remains distinct to establish its identity, in all essential points, with

the inscriptions at Girnar and Dhauli.

It opens with a similar phrase, although differing in the first word,

using the pronoun, aya,—or more properly, ayam,—instead of,

iyam, “this.” The nasal terminations are generally omitted in

this inscription
;
an omission referable, perhaps, to carelessness in the

sculpture or to the subsequent effacement of the simple aud possibly

superficial mark of the nasal. Ayam, as well as, iyam, is the Sanskrit

pronoun
;
the former the masculine, the latter the feminine. But in

Pali, ayam, is of both genders, and the Girnar inscription, therefore,

is Sanskrit rather than Pali in its use of, iyam
;
as Prinsep observes,

ayam, is also used in place of, iyam, in some of the other Girnar tablets,

—ayam dhammalipi, this writing of the law is the same in both

inscriptions, only that we have, dhama, instead of, dhamma
;
the nasal

mark of the first, m, being either omitted or obliterated.

The title of the prince, devanam priyasa, in the genitive case,

next occurs, corresponding, except in the case, with the devanam

piyena, of Girnar. We have, however, to notice one or two ortho-

graphical peculiarities: we have first, devanam, not devanam — the

short penultimate vowel instead of a long one ; devanam for devanam,

is a Pali divergence from Sanskrit—but the short quantity of the first,

a, is peculiar to Kapur di Giri. It is not, however, confined to this

case, for throughout the inscriptions a long, a, like the short, is very

seldom written. It may be doubted if any distinction is observable

between the other short and long vowels, although there is an appear-

ance occasionally of a long, i. The other peculiarity is the more

correct Sanskrit form of Priya instead of the Pali, Piya
;
there is a

line at the foot of the, p, which cannot well be anything else than

the conjunct, r. It is the more remarkable, because Prakrit and

Pali are very chary of compound consonants, and because it corrobo-
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rates the co-existence of the radical form, priya, and its corruption,

piya; of the Sanskrit original, and its dialectic derivative. We have

also to remark the use of the genitive instead of the instrumental, but

this is compatible with the rules of Pali syntax. The name of the

prince is omitted, but we have his designation, rajo, of the king,

followed by the participle, likhapita, caused to be written. This

edict has been caused to be written of (by) the beloved of the gods

the Raja (Priyadasi ?).
'

The following phrase in the Girnar inscription presents several

difficulties which the Kapur di Giri copy does not enable us to clear up,

although it may suggest a conjecture
;
but it is here very indistinct

and imperfect. Prinsep has, idlia na kanclii jivam arabhita, the latter

in Mr. Westgaard’s copy is, arabhitta. Our reading seems to be, idam

loke cha (na 1
)
jivanam ara, the rest wanting. Idam, can scarcely

be connected with loke, or we might render it, in this world, but,

idam, is the nominative neuter, and, loke, the locative— an inad-

missible concord, but the Kapur di Giri sculptors do not appear to have

suffered grammatical niceties to stand in their way. Jivanam, may
be intended for the genitive plural, a reading which concurs with that

apparently of the Dhauli inscription
;

in either case we may admit

that, living creature, or, of living creatures, is meant. It is unlucky

that so much of the corresponding word, arabhita, should beeffaced, for

it is a very awkward word to be disposed of; the sense is doubtful;

yet upon its right interpretation depends the meaning of the whole

inscription. I am not at all satisfied that it has been rightly ren-

dered, but it may be possibly connected with the sense of putting

to death, and Mr. Prinsej) so translates it. He treats the word as

the abstract noun, “ the putting to death of living beings is not

to be done.” But according to his reading, jivam, the nominative or

accusative singular, cannot be in concordance with another abstract noun

in the nominative case, and so far, jivanam, for, jivanam, were pre-

ferable, as it occurs at Kapur di Giri : arabhitti, with a double, t,

however, is not the Pali form of, arabhita— it might, if the final were

short, represent, arabhitwam— the neuter abstract, or it may be thought

intended for the past indeclinable participle, arabhitwd, although that

were an irregular formation, since the Prakrit and Pali adhere to the

Sanskrit type, and would bo correctly, arabhya, or, arabh-i-n. Ad-

mitting it, however, to be the abstract substantive, and that the ex-

pression implies, the putting to death of living beings, what

follows ? Prinsep says, is not to be done cither for the benefit of the

puja, or in convivial meetings, puja hitaya na cha saniaje katavye.

But this can scarcely be admitted; the corrected copy reads, paju hita-

yam na cha samaja katavyo. Mr. Westergaard’s copy has, hitavyam.
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We have no help from the Kapur di Giri table, although one or two

fragments correspond. It might be thought that,hitavyam,isconnected

with, arabbitta, meaning, slaughter is to be abandoned. But the

neuter participle were inconsistently in concord with a feminine.noun.

This has the advantage, however, of separating, katavyo, also mascu-

line, from, arabbitta, and restricting it to, samaja, in which case we

have two sentences complete; “sacrifice for worship (?) is to be dis-

continued, neither is any public meeting to be made.” Samaja, does

not necessarily signify a convivial assembly, but such an interpre-

tation is allowable. Katavyo, it may be observed, is neither Sanskrit

nor Pali; in the former it would be karttavya, in the latter, katabbo.

Much cruelty of this nature occurs in such assemblies, is Mr. Prinsep’s

translation of the following words, as ho at first read them, repi dasam

samajamhi padati,but liiscopywaserroneous,and heafterwards corrected

it to bahukam hi dosam samajamhi pasati. Mr. Westergaard has the

same corrected reading,bahukam hi dosam samajamhi pasati, which, with

the governing words that follow devanam piya piyadasi raja, make

sense.—For the beloved of the gods king Piyadasi sees much that is

blameable in convivial assemblies. Whether his objections were poli-

tical or religious may be doubted, but, in either case, his interference

with “ cakes aud ale,” is not very creditable to the good fellowship of

Raja Piyadasi.

Mr. Priusep carries the government of the nominative, Piyadasi

Raja, to the following words, reading them, asti pitu, and explaining

the passage, Piyadasi, &c., is as it were a father (to his people).

But he was not satisfied with the interpretation, and it is most pro-

bably incorrect. We have the corrected reading of Westergaard, asti

pi tu ;
the Kapur di Giri tablet has, asti pi, so far confirming either.

The sentence probably begius with the verb, and, pi, and, tu, are

conjunctions; the first being usually employed in Prakrit instead

of api, verily, indeed, aud the sentence is, but indeed there is one

assembly which is held respectable (in the estimation) of the Raja.

Our inscription somewhat differs in the words following asti pi,

having, katia, with a blank and, samayasa samato devanam priyasa, the

two first words of the latter may mean, sameness of agreement, concur-

rence, assent, but it is difficult to assign any applicable meaning to

katia, understanding it to be intended for the dialectical form of, krit-

wa, although the Pali would be katwa, or if, ya, be used, it is kariya.

In place of Piyadasino which follows the analogy of the Sanskrit

declension of nouns in, i, we have Priyadasisa, the analogous

genitive of nouns in, a. It is a variety admitted in Pali grammar. Mr.
Priusep’s version of the whole passage makes the sense something very

VOL. XII. M
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different, depending upon his reading ekacha, uniformity of worship, but

this is very questionable. Mr. Westergaard’s copy has apparently, eka,

not, eka, and if the Sanskrit, archa, were intended in the second part of

the compound, we ought to have, archa, or, ach-chfi ;
the word itself

also would not be appropriately used for worship, in general : the

more probable reading is, eka cha, or perhaps, eka va, connected

naturally enough in the manner proposed above with what precedes

and what follows; but there is, however, one social meeting, &c.

The assembly which the Raja patronises appears to be that of his

own kitchen—as if he wished to monopolize the good cheer of his

dominions; or as Prinsep renders the passage, Formerly in the great

refectory and temple of the heaven-beloved, <fec.,—reading it, pura

mahanase thuhe devanam piyasa,—he admits however that the

meaning of, thuhe, is doubtful. Mr. Westergaard has, jama, in place

of, thuhe, an equally doubtful term. The Kapur di Giri inscription lias

no equivalent of either, and yet has no blank—instead of, mahanase,

it has, mahanasasa, and, para, for, pura,—giving a rather preferable

sense—or the sanction of the beloved of the gods, to the great or

supreme kitchen of the same; but what happens there? a transaction

very incompatible with the sovereign’s previous interdiction, for there

every day many living beings, hundreds of thousands are slaughtered.

The Kapur di Giri inscription agrees with the reading of Girnar, until

we come to the verb, when there is a blank, which is unlucky, for that

which looks like the verb, arabhisu, wants confirmation. However,

it is possibly only a slight error for, arabhinsu, the nasal mark

having disappeared
;

this is the form of the indefinite past tense, and

as there is no difference of form in this tense in the active and passive

voice, we are at liberty to ascribe to it the force of the latter, and

translate it, have been killed
;

all the inscriptions have, pana, for

prana, life, living thing, and the plural neuter nominative ends in,

a

as well as in, hni. We have no word corresponding to supatluiya,

which follows, drabhisu, in the Girnar tablet, rendered by Mr
Prinsep, for the sake of food, but the Sanskrit, siipa, is literally

soup, not food, and we can scarcely suppose that hundreds of

thousands of living beings were boiled down for soup in king Pi-

yadasi’s kitchen. The first syllable in the first copy of the Girnar

inscription is short, but it appears to bo long in Mr. Westcrgaard's

copy. Wc cannot, however suppose, siipa, to be intended, and it may
be allowable to consider it as the particle, su, good, while, pathdya,

is the dative case of a noun, patha, way, so that the compound may
imply, for a good or righteous purpose.

The Girnar inscription proceeds, to-day when this writing of

the law, or edict is promulgated
; the Kapur di Giri tablet concurs in
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the reading of, dhamalipi likhita, with a small blank, which may have

been filled up by, ti, a syllabic rather perplexing, although unnoticed

by Mr. Priuscp; it may be intended for the conventional sign of the

end of a sentence, iti, but the compound should in that case be, likhite ti,

even in Pali.

The following passages differ materially in the two inscriptions,

and it is scarcely safe to attempt an explanation of either. Mr.

Prinsep renders the Girnar inscription, so even at this day, while this

edict is under promulgation from the sacrifice of animals for the sake

of food, some two are killed, or one is killed; which is by no means

satisfactory. We might render the Girnar inscription, So, to-day,

while this edict is promulgated, animals may be killed for proper

purposes, taking the corrected form, arabhire, as tbe third person

plural of the potential mood, which in oue form is, arabheran, but

what is meant by, dwamera, or, dwomera, cannot be satisfactorily

conjectured
;

it certainly cannot mean, two are killed. The reading

of the Kapur di Giri tablet is quite different, and is equally unintelli-

gible, although, prana hinote, may mean, who injures human beings.

Of the following words, eko mato so pi, Mr. Prinsep considers

that the two first may mean, one is killed, in connection with,

dwamara, which he would render, dwau mritau, two are

killed,—admitting, however, that the whole is unintelligible. In

the late corrections of the Girnar inscription by Captain Jacob, we
have a modification of, dwa, but it looks like, dth, and is unsa-

tisfactory,—a more serviceable correction however follows
;
instead

of, eko mato, we have, eko mago, one way or road, eka marga,

which connects very well with what follows, so pi mago na dhuvo,

but that road or way is not established, not permanent, or, dhruva.

The Kapur di Giri reading confirms this, and apparently supplies

the verb, sti, for, asti
;
there is (but one right) way, sti mago

;
it

inserts here the negative, na, as well as in the following, so pi

mago na, but this is probably a blunder. For, mago na dhuvo, Mr.

Prinsep's first reading was, rama gana dhuva, which he rendered,

the joyful chorus resounds again and again, supposing that the two

first words might be intended for, ramya gana, although he acknow-

ledged that this was doubtful. In fact there was no, ra, in the

inscription, and the rest is, mago na, as above.

Again the Girnar tablet gave as first read, eka pati paha, which
Mr. Prinsep renders, a single animal, but, eka, has been changed

to, etc, these,—and we therefore require something to fill up the

sense. Ete pana, might be rendered, ete prana, these living

beings, but then what becomes of pati ? It would seem preferable

M 2
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therefore to combine the two words and consider, pati pana, as repre-

senting the Sanskrit, pratipanna, produced, promulgated, completing an

intelligible passage thus,—there is but one right way, and as that way

is not fixed, these presents are promulgated to establish it
;
hereafter

they (living beings) shall not be put to death
;

all the copies of the

inscriptions agreeing, or very nearly, in the concluding words, pachha

na arabhisande. In what immediately precedes, the Kapur di Giri

inscription, although entire, is doubtful, and probably corrupt.

Putting together the result of these observations the translation

proposed, subject, be it always remembered, to correction in every

phrase, will be

—

Proposed Translation.

“ This is the edict of the be-

loved of the gods, Raja Priyadasi
;

the putting to death of animals is

to be entirely discontinued, and

no convivial meeting is to be

held, for the beloved of the gods,

the Raja Priyadasi, remarks many
faults in such assemblies. There

is but one assembly, indeed, which

is approved of by the Raja Priya-

dasi, the beloved of tb i gods,

which is that of the great kitchen

of Raja Priyadasi, the beloved of

the gods
;

every day hundreds of

thousands of animals have been

there slaughtered for virtuous pur-

poses, but now although this pious

edict is proclaimed that animals

may be killed for good purposes,

and such is the practice, yet as the

practice is not determined, these

presents are proclaimed that here-

after they shall not be killed.

Mr. Prinsep's Translation.

“ The following edict of religion

is promulgated by the heaven-

beloved king Piyadasi. ‘ In this

place the putting to death of any-

thing whatever that hath life,

either for the benefit of the puja,

or in convivial meetings, shall not

be done. Much cruelty of this

nature occurs in such assemblies.

The heaven-beloved king Piya-

dasi is (as it were) a father (to

his people). Uniformity of wor-

ship is wise and proper for the con-

gregation of the heaven-beloved

Piyadasi raja.

“ Formcrly in the great refectory

and temple of the heaven-beloved

king Piyadasi, daily were many
hundred thousand animals sacri-

ficed for the sake of meat food.

So even at this day while this

religious edict is under promulga-

tion, from the sacrifice of animals

for the sake of food, some two

arc killed, or one is killed:—but

now the joyful chorus resounds

again and again—that from hence-

forward not a single animal shall

be put to death.’
”
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TABLET II.

A

G a 'Savata vijitemhi devanam piyasa Piyadasino rano

G6 Savata vijitamhi devanam piyasa Piyadasino rano

D *avata vimitamsi devanam piyasa Piyadasine * *

K jS'avatam vijite devanam priyasa Priyadasisa raja

i ch a n

Ga ’evamapapavantesu yatha Choda Pida Satiyaputo

G b evamapipavantesu yatha Choda Pada Satiyaputo

D * * * * * * # * * * * * * * * * *

K * * * ic ie $r * * * yi "Palaya Sattya putra

a a 11

Ga Ketaleputo, a Tamba’panui Antiyako yona raja ye

G b Ketalaputa a Tambapani Antiyako yona raja yc

D ***** * * * * tiyoke nama yona laja ya

K cha KeralampiUra Tambapani AntiyoZa ne yona raja ye

Ga
G b

D
K

nsan

va Pl tasa Antiyakasa samino 'rajano, savata

va pi tasa Antiyakasa samipam rajano savata

va # * sa Antiyokasa samanta lAjane savata

cha arana tasa Antiyokasa samata rajaya sakato

i

G a devanam piyasa Piyadasino rano dwe chikichba kata

G b devanam piyasa Piyadasino rano dwe chikichba kata

D devanam piyasa Piyadasine la * * * * *

K devanam priyasa Priyadasisa rano kisa kabha * *

aa

G a !manusa chikichba cha pasu chikichba cha osudhani

G b manusa chikichba cha pasu chikichba cha osudhani

D * * * * * ka cha pa * * * sa cha 9 dhani

K *>’ •»* * * * * * * * ir ir v

Ga cha yani manusopagani cha epasopagani cha yata

G b cha yani manusopagani cha pasopagani cha yata

D * ani muniso * * ni pasu-opaganani cha ata

K * ?e * yanasopcrl-anicha * pasopakani cha yata

G a yata nasti savata parapitani cha ropapitani cha 'inulani

Gb yata nasti savata harapitani cha ropapitani cha mulani

D * * natthi sa — palapita — lopapita cha mu * *

K yatra nasti savatra harapita
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Ga cha phalani cha yata yata nasti savata harapitaui

Gb cha phalani cha yata yata nasti savata liarapitani

]) # % % % % % % * if * if if vata halopita

K

Ga cha ropapitani cha *pathesu kupa cha khanapita

G b cha ropapitani cha panthesu kupa cha khanapita

D cha lopapita cha nia * * m?«panani — khanapitani

K vata cha kupa cha khanapita

G a vachlia cha ropapita paribhogaya pasu manusanam

Gb vachlia cha ropdpita paribhogaya pasu manusanam

I) lukhani cha lopapitani patibhogaya pa** * * * anam

K pratibliogaye pasu manusanam

The portion of the Kapur di Giri inscription, which corresponds with

the second Tablet of Girnar and Dhauli, is less imperfect than that

which answers to the first Tablet, and in the few blanks which occur,

it admits of being conjecturally completed without any great violence.

There are, however, several omissions as compared with the Girnar

scutyture, which arc apparently intentional, constituting a variety in

the language, though not in the general purport of the inscriptions.

The inscriptions correspond also in the chief point of interest, the

mention of Antiochus, the Yona Raja.

The inscription commences with the phrase, Savata vijite, followed

by a short blank, which may be filled up without much risk of error

by the syllable, mhi, of the Girnar tablet
;
everywhere in the con-

quered countries, which is followed by the usual designation of the

beloved of the gods Piyadasi, the genitive being as before Priyadasisa :

the word, countries, it may be presumed, is understood in all the

inscriptions.

We have no equivalent for what follows, which is read by Mr.

Prinsep, evamapapavantesu. In Westergaard’s copy it might be

read, inahi pachantesu, but it is perhaps only, evam api pachantesu,

(for pratyanteshu) also even in the bordering countries, not as Prinsep

proposes, as well as in the parts occupied by the faithful. Nor
have we any equivalent for Chotla, conjectured by Prinsep to be

that portion of the south of India, which is known as Chola, or

Cholamandala, whence our Coromandel.

Instead of Pida, which requires to be corrected to Pada, wo have

Palaya, and then Satiya putra cha Keralamputra Tambapani, in near

approach to Satiya puto Kctalaputa and Tambapani, words which have
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been thought intended to designate plaees in the south of India, but of

which the two first, Palaya and Satiya-puto, arc uewr and unknown.

Kerala is no doubt a name of Malabar, as Chola is of the opposite

coast, but we also find both words in combination w ith others desig-

nating countries or people in the north-west, as “ Kamboja, Yavana,

Chola, Murala, Kerala, Saka.” Gana Patbra, referring to a Sutra of

Panini. 4. 1. 175. Tambapaui it lias been proposed to identify with

Tamraparui or Ceylon, but further research may also remove that to

the north. The same authority giving the Gaiia or list of words indi-

cated in the Sutra, 5. 1. 116, explains them to signify tribes of fight-

ing men, and specifies among them Savitri-putra, which offers some

analogy to the Satiyo putra of the inscription. It is much more

likely that countries in the north-west than in the extreme south of

India arc intended.

We next come to the important passage in which a Greek name

and designation occur. Both the Girnar copies read, Antiyako yona

raja
;
the Kapur di Giri has, Antiyokane yona raja, but the two last

letters, ne, are rather doubtful. It should perhaps be, Antiyoke

nama, as at Dhauli, where we have, tiyoke nama yona laja. The

use of the nominative case, however, offers a syntactical perplexity,

for there is not any verb through which to connect Antiochus

with the rest of the sentence, and it seems unusual to associate the

name of an individual with those of places. Mr. Prinsep supplies

the defect with, the domiuions of Antiochus the Greek, but we have

no term for, the dominions, nor is the noun in the genitive case, as

it is in what follows. In this the Kapur di Giri inscription nearly

agrees with that of Girnar, and it may be read, ye cha a rana tasa

Antiyokasa samata rajaya sakato devanam priyasa, &c., that of

Girnar being, ye pi tasa Antiyakasa samipam rajano savata.

Either may be rendered, and those princes who are near to Antio-

chus everywhere ; although rajaya is an unusual form of the plural

of raja, being neither Sanskrit nor Pali. The object of prefixing,

a, to rajna in the word arana being equivalent to no king, is not

very intelligible, and it can scarcely be doubted, that, sakato, should

be, savata, as found both at Girnar and Dhauli. It seems likely

that there may be some inaccuracies in this part, either in the original

or the copy. But admitting a concurrent reading, we still want a con-

necting word, and it is not specified what these neighbours or depend-

ants of Antiochus are to do. We may presume that they are expected

to attend to the object of the edict, or they may be comprehended in

the list of the, savata vijite, the conquered. The name of, Devanam
priya, follows, as in the other inscriptions, but we then have, kisa
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kablia, a very singular expression. It may be intended, however,

for the phrase of Girnar, chikichlia kata, omitting the first syllable.

It is unluckily followed by a chasm in the inscription which leaves

it uncertain what duty or office was enjoined. The Girnar table has

in this place the expression which Mr. Prinsep renders, every where

Piyadasi’s double system of medical aid is established—both medical

aid for men and medical aid for animals, together with medicaments

of all sorts which are suitable for men and for animals. There may
have been something of the kind in the Kapur di Giri inscription, as it

resumes with, janasopakani cha pasopakani cha, beneficial for man and

animals
;
and proceeds in the same terms as the Girnar and Dhauli in-

scriptions, wherever there is not (such) every where (they have been— );

the sense of the following word, harapitani, is not clear, hut it is the

corrected reading of the Girnar inscription also. The first reading

was parapitani, as if for praptani, obtained, provided
;
harapitani

may possibly be so explained, or may signify, taken, conveyed;

but the term is of an unusual form and doubtful purport, aud would

more legitimately denote, removed, taken away. Tlie other term

ropapitani, caused to be planted, has no representative in the Kapur

di Giri rock; but admitting its correct interpretation, it iudicates that

medicaments cannot be meant by osadhani. It is not in fact the Pali

form of, aushadha, a medicament, but, oshadhi, a deciduous plant,

which might be medicinal or not, or which might yield an article of

vegetable diet, as for instance any of the edible grains, in which sense

it is probably here employed.

There is no defect in the part of the Kapur di Giri inscription

which immediately follows, but it omits the whole passage found in

the Girnar tablet, which Mr. Prinsep has translated, (they) are to bo

planted, both root-drugs and herbs, (more correctly roots and fruits),

wheresoever there is not, in all such places they shall be deposited

and planted. We have nothing of this at Kapur di Giri. The inscrip-

tion proceeds with, vata cha, of which the first may he a mutilation

of, savata, everywhere, and then goes on to the close, to the purport

of the Girnar inscription, but abridges it, stating in fact alone, that

wells have been dug for the respective use of men and animals;

omitting all mention of trees having been planted. The term for well

is, kupa, the regular Sanskrit word as it occurs at Girnar; the last

term is, prati-bhogaya, which is confirmed by the Dhauli inscription,

which gives the Prakrit pa'ti, in place of the Sanskrit prati. At

Girnar, both copies read, paribhogaya, complete use, hut, prati, is

the more germain to the sense.

The provision of vegetables—the measures to secure a supply of
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roots and fruits—the planting of trees, and the digging of wells for

the use, or literally the respective enjoyment (pratibhoga) of men and

beasts, look more like arrangements intended to facilitate travelling

than to cure sickness, and it may be doubted if the Girnar docu-

ment contemplates any such deisgn. The term, chikichha, is said by

Mr. Prinsep to be the Pali form of, chikitsd, the application of reme-

dies, but this is questionable. It would rather be, chikichha, with

a short, not a long i
;
but in fact, the Pali form as it appears in

vocabularies is, tikichlia or tikichichha
1

. The word is more pro-

bably the Prakrit form of, chikirsha, the wish or will to do; and

the edict, in fact announces that it has been the two-fold intention of

the Raja to provide, not physic, but food, water, and shade for ani-

mals and men when traversing his own territories, or those of his

Greek neighbour. In this view of the question, we may translate

the more entire Girnar inscription to the following effect, inclosing

those paragraphs in brackets which are not found in the Kapur di

Giri inscription.

Proposed Translation.

In all the subjugated (territo-

ries) of the King Priyadasi, the be-

loved of the gods, and also in the

bordering countries, as (Choda),

Palaya, (or Paraya,) Satyaputra,

Keralaputra, Tambapani, (it is pro-

claimed), and Antiochus by name,

the Yona (or Yavana) Raja, and

those princes who are near to, (or

allied with) that monarch, uni-

versally (are apprised) that (two

designs have been cherished by

Priyadasi: one design) regarding

men, and one relating to animals;

and whatever herbs are useful to

men or useful to animals, wliere-

ever there are none, such have

been everywhere caused to be con-

veyed and planted, (and roots and

fruits wherever there are none,

Mr. Prinsep's Translation.

“ Everywhere within the con-

quered province of raja Piyadasi

the beloved of the Gods, as well

as in the parts occupied by the

faithful, such as Chola, Pida, Sa-

tiyaputra
,
and Ketalaputra , even

as far as Tambapanni (Ceylon);

and moreover within the domi-

nions of Antiochus, the Greek,

(of which Antiochus’s generals

are the rulers,)—everywhere the

heaven-beloved raja Piyadasi’s

double system of medical aid is

established ;—both medical aid for

men, and medical aid for animals;

together with the medicaments of

all sorts, which are suitable for

men, and suitable for animals.

And wherever there is not (such

provision)—in all such places they

1 See Clough’s Vocab
, p. 43, also a manuscript alphabetical Pali vocabulary,

Bodleian Library.
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such have been everywhere con-

veyed and planted
;
and on the

roads) wells have been caused to

be dug, (and trees have been

planted) for the respective enjoy-

ment of animals and men.

are to be prepared, and to be

planted : both root-drugs and

herbs, wheresoever there is not (a

provision of them) in all such

places shall they be deposited and

planted.”

“And in the public highways

wells are to be dug, and trees to

be planted, for the accommodation

of men and animals.”

TABLET III.

O

G a 'Devanampiya Piyadasi raja evam aha dwadasa vasa

G b Devanampiyo Piyadasi raja evam dha dwadasa vasa

D Devanampiye Piyadasi laja hevam fiha duwadasa vasa

K Devanampriyo Priyadasi rana aliati bavaya vasha

G a bhisitena maya idam anapitam 2savata vijite mama
G b bhisitena maya idam anapitam savata vijite mama
D bhisitena me iyam ana* tam * * * * *te sa me

K * * * * * * * *• * * * * 'vijite

yuta u

G a yote cha rajuke cha padesake cha panchasu panchasu

G b yutfi cha rajuke cha padesike cha panchasu panchasu

D yuga * * * * * * * * * * pa*chasu panchasu

K yota rajaki pade£i va pa * sha pacliashu

G a vasesu

G b vasesu

D vasesu

K vashesh u

anusa’yinam

anusanyinu

anusayanam

anusayanam

a

siyatu

niyata

nikhamavu

nikhamatu

ctayeva athaya

etayeva atliaya

atha anuayepi

cti sato

fa i

G a iinaya dhammanusanstaya yatha apo ya sii

G b iinaya dhammanusastiya yatha achoya si

P> kammane hevam imfiye dliama anusayasa

K kavayo imisa dhamanusrastaye sa anayc pi
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G a

G b

U
K

kammaya sail Ini matari

kammaya sadhu matari

u nuita

kramaye sadhu mata

stdtti

cba pitari clia sususa

cha pitari cba sususa

— pitA — sususa

— pitusbu— susrushra

a

mita

mita
it *

mitra

G a
sanstuta

sa suta

1

hatina bamhaha Jsamahanam sadhu danaiu

G b sansuta uatinam bahmauo samahanain sadhu dauam

D * * * natasu cha bambhana sumanehi sadhu dane

K suta
* na * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

G a pahAnam sadhu auarambho apavyayata
a

apabhindata

G b pahauam siidhu anarambho apavyayata apabhinfiata

D jivesu analambha sadba apaviyati apabhandata

K * * *• * « * * 7 apavayata apabhidata

G a sadhu ‘parisapi yuto aiiapayisati gauanayam

G6 sadhu parisapi yuto anapayisati gahanayam

D sadhu palisapi cha * * tiyatani anapeyi ta

K sadhu parisapa yutra ni * * ha,*chata hapesauti

G ci lietu to

a

cha vyanjane to cha

G 6 lietu to cha vyanjana to cha

D * tu to cha va * *

K hatusta cha vafiana to cha

The opening of tbe inscription corresponds with that of Girnar, only

substituting ahati, the primitive, although obsolete, third pers. present

tense for, aha, the King Priyadasi, &c., says. In place of dwadasa,

twelve, and vasa, year, the inscription has bavaya vasha, but the

first must be wrong; the second is no doubt correct, corresponding

with the vasa, for varsha, year, of the Girnar and Dhauli tablets,

although that should properly be, vassa, with a double s, the noun

being in the ablative case, from the twelfth year. A long chasm

ensues, but the defective passage probably corresponded with that at

Girnar, to which rendering no reasonable objection applies; and it

is as Mr. Prinsep renders it, this is commanded by me, having been

consecrated (or enthroned) twelve years.

The word, vijite, in the conquered (country) corresponds with the

Girnar tablet; mama, mine, is omitted without any blank: the omission

does not affect the sense. The following sentence nearly corresponds
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with that at Girnar, but we have, yota for yote, and rajaki padesiva,

for rajuke cha padesake clia. It is probably somewhat inaccurate in

this place. Mr. Westergaard corrects, yote to yuta, but the Kapur
di Giri inscription confirms the former. Mr. Prinsep identifies, yote

with yukte, and interprets it, among the faithful, a meaning that

cannot be admitted; it is more likely to be the epithet of, rajuke
}

especial or own subjects, as opposed to, pradesaka, a foreigner
; for

panchasu panchasu, we have pa*slia pachashu, no doubt the same

reading.

The two following words confirm the reading of the Dhauli inscrip-

tion, and this is of importance, for they admit of a plausible trans-

lation, which cannot be said of the Girnar inscription, either as

originally deciphered or as corrected from, anusayinam siyatu, to

anusanyinu niyata, neither of wrhich is intelligible. The Kapur di

Giri reading is, anusayanam nikhamatu, “let injunctions be endured

or obeyed the second word being the Pali form of, nikshamyatu,

from kshama, “to bear.” As the passive verb, it should properly be,

niksbamyatam, but this maybe the error of the writer. Anusayanam,

has for one sense repentance, but it scarcely seems capable of such a

meaning in this place. The following words differ materially from

those of the other inscriptions; in some instances they cannot be

correct, as kavayo, in place of the kammane, of Dhauli, but all

three inscriptions deviate so much from any thing like grammar, that

it is difficult to make sense of the passage
;
etaye, might be the third

case of the feminine pronoun, eta, this; but, etaye, is not found in

the Pali grammar; we can only however connect it with, athaya, for

arthaya, fourth case of, artha, masculine noun, object, meaning; at

Kapur di Giri we have, eti sato, or perhaps it should be, atisasa,

for, atisayasya, of much, and then, iinisa, of this, dharmanusrastaye,

falling off from piety, while in the others it is read, dharn-

manusanstaya, for the establishment of piety. In the Kapur di

Giri inscription, again, we have the, sa anayo pi kramaye, that

is, through this series, in place of, yatlia apoya sa kammaya, cor-

rected to, achoya si kammaya, or possibly, avaya si kammaya; the

readings are all untranslatable; all the inscriptions have, sadliu, it is

good. They all concur sufficiently in what follows, or as it runs in

the Kapur di Giri tablet, matapitushu susrushra, obedience to parents,

mitrasutana, (love of) friends and sons. The inscription then is

interrupted and omits much that is found at Girnar, translated by

Prinsep, good and proper is service to Brahmans and Sramans;

excellent is charity : lie omits the next clause, good is non-injury

to living beings; and adds, prodigality and malicious slander are
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not good. We liavo in tho Kapur di Giri inscription the last words

which he has thus rendered as, apavayata, and apabhidata, for

apavyayata, and apabhiudata; but they should be preferably rendered

in the negative sense, or freedom from extravagance, and absence of

censoriousness are good
;
which obviates the necessity of the violent

correction Prinsep was obliged to make in arbitrarily prefixing a

negative to, sadhu. The Kapur di Giri inscription confirms the rest

;

it is, sadhu, not, asadhu, in all.

The remainder of the inscription corresponds nearly with that of

Giruar, but does not assist us to make out a probable interpretation; pari-

sapi yuto, or, parisapayutra, cannot mean, leader of tho congre-

gation. It is more probably intended for, parisarpa yukta, fit or

appropriate progress, followed by the verb in the causal passive, shall

be commanded in the enumeration, (at the periods enjoined ?) for

gauand, has such moaning only, and not the sense of, gana, a

number or assembly: the word gaiiana does not occur in our inscrip-

tion; as to that at Dhauli it is evidently too imperfect to be of any

help in this place; hatusta cha vaiiana na, are near enough to,

hetuto cha vyanjauato cha, although they are both suspicious forms:

vyanjaua, in Pali or Pankrit should be, vinjana.

Subject to considerable doubt, we may propose the following

translation of Inscription III.

Proposed Translation.

King Priyadasi says, This was

ordered by me when I had been

twelve years inaugurated in the

conquered country, and among my
own subjects as well a3 strangers,

that every five years’ expiation

should be undergone with this ob-

ject, for the enforcement of such

moral obligations as were declared

by me to be good; such as duty

to parents, (and protection of)

friends, children, (relations, Brah-

mans and Sramans
;) good is li-

berality, good is non-injury of

living creatures, and abstinence

from prodigality and slander are

good. Continuance in this course,

Mr. Prinseji’s Translation.

“ Thus spake the heaven-

beloved King Piyadasi :

—

“ By me after the twelfth year

of my anointment, this command-

ment is made ! Everywhere in

the conquered (provinces) among

the faithful, whether (my own)

subjects or foreigners, after every

five years, let there be (a public)

humiliation for this express object,

yea, for the confirmation of virtue

and for the suppression of dis-

graceful acts.

“ Good and proper is dutiful

service to mother and father

;

—towards friends and kinsfolks,

towards Brahmans and Sramans
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(the discharge of these duties) shall excellent is charity :—prodigality

be commanded both by explanation and malicious slander are not

and example. good.
“ All this the leader of the con-

gregation shall inculcate to the

assembly, with (appropriate) ex-

planation and example.’
1

TABLET I V.

G a 'Atikatam antaram bahuni vasasatani vaclhita eva

G b Atikatam autaram bahuni vasasatani vaclhita eva

D Atikantam antalam bahtin i vasasatani vadhiteva

K Atikatam autaram bahuni vashasatani vaclhito va

G a pdfnirambho viliinsa cha bhutanam natisu Lasampatipati

G b panarambha viliinsd cha bhutanam natisu asampatipati

D panalambhe viliinsa cha 6/mtdnam natisu asampatipati

K pranarambho vihisa cha bhutanam fiatinu asapatipati

G a bamhaha samahanam asampatipati cha aja devanam

G b bahmana samanauam asampatipati ta aja devanam

1) samana * * yesa asampatipati se aja deTiinam

K sramanam bramanam sapatipati tu aja devanam

G a piyasa Piyadasino raho
nena

’dhammachardganena

G b piyasa Piyadaaino rano dhanunacharauena

i) piyasa Piyadasino lajine dluammachalanena

K priya* '•* 'A* # # * # -* °dhamacharahena

G a

G b

I)

K

G a

G b

D
K

bhcrigho.so

Mwrighoso

bhelighosam

bherigosha

IlO

api

alio

api

aha

dhammaghoso

dhammaghoso

dhammaghosam

dhamagosha

vnnana

viimina

viimina

vimaneua

dapana

dasauA

dasanam

dasanena

cha

clia

hassi

hast!

hathini

dapaha

dasana

cha

cha

'agikhandiini eba afuini —
agikhandani cha afiani cha

aga/./tcimlhani — anmini cha

netikadhani — aiinni chanena
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G a divyani — rupani dasayi pajanami yarisa

G b divyani — rupani dasayi pujanami yarisa

1 ) diviydui lupanam dasayitu munisanam adise

K divani *tam * pani dansayitu janasa yadisam

G a bahu hi vasa satehi !na bhuta puve tarise aja

G b bahu hi vasa satehi na bliuta puve tarise aja

D bahu — vasa satehi no hiita puluve tddise aja

K bahu hi vasha sateh i na bhuta purvo tadise aja

G u
ft

vadhita devanam piyasa Piyadasino rdiio dhammanu-
G b vadhite devanam piyasa Piyadasino rano dhammanu-
D vudha devdnam piyasa Piyadasine lajine dliaink/irtim-

K vadhite devanam priyasa Priyadasisa rafio dhamanu-

G a sanstiya anaram'ibho pananam avihinsa bhutdnam

G b sastiya anarambho pananam aviliisa bhutanam

D sathiya arifflchambhe pananam avihinsa t</i?ttanam

K sanstaya anaram * * * hanam avihisa bhatana

G a iiatinam

t

sampatipati bamhaha samananam
G b iiatinam sampatipati bamhana samananam
D /Tatisu sampatipati saman& babhanesu

K iianasa * * * * 9sramahanam

G n
t

sampatipati matari pitari 7sususa thaire sususa

G b sampatipati matari pitari sususa thairi sususa

D sampatipati mata pitu sususam va sususa

K sapatipati mata pita shu tu ara susrusha

G a esa aiie cha bahuvidhe dhammaebaraha

G b esa ane cha bahuvidhe dhammacharahe
D esa anne cha bahuvidhe dhammachalane

K esam ifia cha bahuvadham dhamacharanam

G a
e

vadhita vadhayisati cheva devanam piyo 8Piyadasi

G b vadhite vadhayisati cheva, devanam piyo Piyadasi

J) vadhite vadhayisati chevak devanam piye Piya * *

K vadhitam * vadhisati chayo devanam priyasa Priyadasisa
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G a raja dhammacharanam idam putit cha pota cha

G b raja dhammacharanam idam puta cha pota cha

D laja dhammachalauam imam putapi cha nati
*

K rafio dhamacharanam ime putrapi cha Znmatavo clia

G a papota cha devanam piyasa Piyadasino rafio

G b papota cha devanam piyasa Piyadasino rafio

D * * devanam piyasa Piyadasine lajine

K pranatika cha devanam priyasa Priyadasisa raha

s;i

Ga Vadhayisanti idam dhammacharauam a va pavata

G b vadhayisanti idam dhammacharanam a va savata

D pavadhayisanti yeva dhammachalanatn imam
K vadhisanti * * -x- * -x- -x- -X- icha pavata

G a kapa dhammamhi silamhi tistanto imam
G b kapa dhaminamhi silamhi tistanto dhainrnam

D akepam dliammasi silasi bhavi«i<M

K kapa dhamasila •» * «• l0
ti mato dhamma

G a anusasisanti
sic

'"esa liise tc

mm
kame yatha

G b anusasisanti esa liise ste kamme ya
D sasisan^i esa liise * mo ya
K anusasisanti eva esa — yuta

G a
(lhamm m

anusasana dhammacharahe pi na hhavati

G b dhainmanusasanam dhammacharahe pi na bhavati

D dhammanusasaua dhammac/talana pi cha no hot!

K nusasana dhamacharana pi cha 11a bhoti

G a as! la sava imamlii athamhi "dhi cha aliini cha
G b asila sara imamhi athamlii *dht cha ahi ni cha
D asilasa so imasa athasa vadlii — aliini dlia

K asilasa so imisu atasa vadhi — aliini cha

sadliu etaya athaya idam
i

likhapitam imasa
mini

athasa
sadliu etaya atha*ya ida lekhapitam imasa atliasa

saya *t& *
a * iya — likhite imasa athasa

sadliu ethayo atliayo ima lipitam imisa athasa
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G a
U

jantu
cl)a avya

vadhaya h'mi * Mochetain rha dwadasa

G b * dhayu jantu hini mu lochetavya dwadasa
D vadh,yun jantu hini cha ma alochayi duvadasa

K vadhiya jantu hini cha mahiyara rana

G a vasa bhisitena devanam piyena Piyadasina rauo

G b vasa bhisitena devanam piyena Piyadasina ran a

D vasani abhisitasa devanam piydsa Piyadasine lajiue

K vasha bhisitena devanam priyasa Priyadasisa rana

G a idam lekhapitam

G b idam lekhapitam

D ya sa likhite

K idam lipiMatam

TnE Kapur di Giri inscription agrees exactly with that of Girnar

in the opening passage, and may be rendered, a period is passed of

many hundred years (during which) have augmented the destruction

of life, the injury of creatures, irreverence to relatives, and irre-

verence of Brahmans and Sramans
;

differing in this last clause not

only by putting Sramana first, like the Dhauli inscription, as Sramana

brainanam, instead of Bahmana-samananam, as at Girnar, but by

retaining the conjunct, r, and keeping the words separate, or Sramanam

Brahmanam: we may therefore admit, that the religious mendicants,

called, Sramans, are intended as well as, Brahmans, or the sense of

the Girnar tablet might be applied to one class of persons only, or

Brahman mendicants; that is to say, Brahmans leading a religious not

a secular life; for although Sramana is usually applied to Buddhist

teachers, yet in its original import it designates any ascetic or reli-

gious character. The reading, sapatipati, where that term is repeated,

is no doubt an error, either of the original or copy, the negative prefix

being omitted.

The inscriptions follow the same tenor in the ensuing passage,

with a slight blank in the name of the prince at Kapur di Giri: the

next word, dharmacharanena, confirms the corrected reading of Girnar;

also, charanena, not, charaganena, as read by Mr. Prinsep, and ren-

dered by him, by the messenger of the religion of the king. It is

rather by or in conformity to King Piyadasi in adherence to the

laws of duty, this day a pious proclamation, &c., is made; the parti-

ticiple, vadhite, apparently supplying the verbal copulative of the

sentence, although suspended for an unusual interval.

The sense of what follows is not very obvious, and we have some

VOL. XII. * N
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irreconcilable differences here, which do not diminish the uncertainty.

Instead of, vimana dasana, (to which, dapana, the first reading, has

been corrected,) we have, vimaneua dasanena, and in place of, hasti-

dasan<i, we have what reads like nena; and neti kadchani, for, agi

khandani,—none of which furnish a probable signification. We may
acquiesce in the possibility that a procession of cars and elephants is

intended, but we cannot accede to Mr. Prinsep’s addition, of things

to gratify the senses, the meaning he conjectures of,—as he reads it,

—aga, (anga) khandani. The correct reading, however, is, agi khan-

dani,—the title lie tells us of one of Buddha’s discourses,—receiving a

heap of fire. This is not quite correct, however, for the denomination

is, aggi khandopama, and is connected with the designation of, Sutra.

Precepts similar to a heap of fire
;
an epithet perhaps rather than a

title. Agi, more correctly, aggi, may be the Pali form of, agni, fire,

and, khandani, is good Sanskrit for parts, or portions. If the

reading be accurate, we might rather be disposed to explain it fire-

works, which with carriages and elephants were designed to do

honour to the Raja’s proclamation. The whole passage, however, is

of a very questionable purport, and cannot be translated at all with

any degree of confidence. The part immediately ensuing is more

intelligible, and is of value, as while confirming the sense of the

Girnar inscription, it corrects the corrected version. Mr. Wester-

gaard reads, pujanam, worshipping, instead of Prinsep’s, pajanam, of

people
;

the equivalent of this is, manisdnam, of men, at Dhauli,

and, janasa, of men or people, at Kapur di Giri. Pujanam,

therefore, must be wrong, and the reading of Girnar should no

doubt be, pajanam,—for, prajanam, from, praja, subjects or people.

The sense of the passage is pretty much the same as that given

by Prinsep,—and other wonderful appearances (shall be exhibited)

to the people looking on, such as have never before been for hundreds

of years.

The language of the inscription at Kapur di Giri continues to cor-

respond with that of Girnar
;
a few defects occur, but they may bo

readily supplied, and the translation of Mr. Prinsep be followed with

little alteration, through the establishment of duty by king Piyadasi,

&c., non-sacrifice of living beings, non-injury of creatures, reverence to

kindred, respect for Sramans and Brahmans—obedience to father and
mother, obedience to ciders, these and various other moral duties

increase and shall increase. Unluckily the letters which should be

equivalent to the, thaira, of Girnar, are too equivocal to explain that

term. Mr. Prinsep considers it to be the there of the Mahavanso,
which is not impossible, for that word in Pali merely means aged,
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old, being a corruption of, stlmvira, having the same sense, and

to which the Giruar, tha-i-ra, presents a still closer resemblance.

This moral edict of King Priyadasi, his sons and grandsons are

to observe;—wo have in the Kapur di Giri inscription some inac-

curacies here, but the words intended are probably, nati, and,

pranati, for, naptd, and, pranapta, grandson, and great-grandson,

which appear to have been used also at Dhauli, instead of, pota, and,

prapota,

Mr. Priusep’s reading of the following words in the Girnar tablet

is, a eva pavata kapa,—which he proposes to render—as long as the

mountains shall endure. The correction of Mr. Westergaard has,

savata kapa,—a more probable reading—implying, through all kalpas

(or ages). In the Kapur di Giri tablet, however, it is, pavata kapa,

—and may imply,—like a mountain,—kapa, for, kalpa, implying,

similitude, when compounded with a preceding term. The letters

before it are, i-cha, not, a-cha—but they follow a blank to which

t’, perhaps, belongs. Dhamasila follows,—omitting the case termi-

nations of the Girnar inscription,—dhammamhi silamhi—we have

only distinctly, ti, for the, tishtanto, of Girnar, but the letters

may be intended for the same, tishtatu, and the whole passage

mean, Let the virtuous ordinance of Piyadasi endure as a moun-

tain for the establishment of duty.

The obscurity of the concluding portion of the edict remarked by

Mr. Prinsep, is scarcely illuminated by the document of Kapur di

Giri,—there is a general conformity, but there are several imperfec-

tions. Mr. Prinsep’s rendering seems to have omitted the two next

words, dhamma anusasisati, and proceeds,—“ Through good acts of this

nature, (i.e., through these ordinances) and the strict practice of re-

ligion, laxness of discipline is obviated. Moreover, in this object it is

proper to be intelligent, and nowise neglectful.” A less exceptionable

translation may be conjectured by connecting the two words omitted

with the third, esa hise, or in our tablet, eva esa, for, eva-eshu, or,

eteshu. Duty will be established in those (acts,—reverence for

parents, &c.) The next word is a blank in our inscription, and it is

not clear what it should be in the others;—ste kamme ya,—for, ya, we
have, yu, but that is possibly an error. If we take the words

before kamme, for the relative pronouns, te, and, ye, for, tani, and,

yani, and, kamma, as the representative of, karmani, and regard

dharmanusasam, and, dharmacharanam, as contrasted,—the whole

passage may have this import,—“ Duty will be established by these

(moral acts), for the law which directs ceremonial rites is not the obser-

vance of moral duties.” The latter part of the clause is even, if possible,

N 2
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more obscure,—asila, however, is preferably connected with wliat

follows than with what precedes, and rather denotes a person of ill-

conduct than laxness of religion. Instead of Prinsep’s unintelligible

dhi, we have, vadhi,—with the Dhauli inscription. Ahini, may
possibly be intended for, adliini, subject to, and the whole may
mean,—“It were well for every ill -conducted person to be subject

(or attentive) to this purpose, or the object of this injunction.” The

whole being intended to raise moral duty above ceremonial rites.

In the next passage, we have, imam lipi or lipatam, for, idam lik-

hapitam. This writing, instead of, this has been caused to be written.

The next words are also obscure
;
they may perhaps mean ,

—

“

Let

not any thought be entertained by the subject people of opposing

this edict,” although, jantu, rather means an animal than people and

the sense of, hini, is questionable. Mr. Prinsep renders it, “ Let all

take heed to profit of this good object, and not to give utterance to

objections.”

The concluding phrase of the Kapur di Giri tablet agrees pre-

cisely with that of Girnar, except that there is a blank in the place of

the number. In place of, Priyadasina in the third case we have, how-

ever, the sixth or genitive, Priyadasisa, conforming to the genitive,

priyasa, which is the reading at Dhauli. The difference is immaterial to

the sense. “ This has been caused to be written by King Piyadasi,

—

having been (twelve) years inaugurated,”

The entire translation, agreeably to the foregoing remarks, and

subject to correction, may be thus given.

Proposed Translation.

“ During a past period of

many centuries, there have pre-

vailed destruction of life, injury of

living beings, disrespect towards

kindred, and irreverence towards

Sramans and Brahmans. But

now, in conformity to moral duty,

the pious proclamation of King

Priyadasi, the beloved of the gods,

is made by beat of drum, in a

manner never before performed

for hundreds of years, with

chariot and elephant processions,

and fireworks, and other divine

Mr. Prinsep's Translation.

“ In times past, even for many
hundred years, has been practised

the sacrifice of living beings,

the slaughter of animals, disre-

gard of relations
;
and disrespect

towards Brahmans and Sra-

mans :—This day, by the messen-

ger of the religion of the heaven-

beloved King Piyadasi, (has been

made) a proclamation by beat of

drum, a grand announcement of

religions grace, and a display of

equipages, and a parade of ele-

phants, and things to gratify the
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displays of the people exhibiting

the ceremouies—(and this) for

the promulgation of the law of

King Priyadasi, Ac., that non-

destruction of life, non-injury to

living heings, respect to rela-

tions, reverence of Brahmans

and Sramans, and many other

duties, do increase, and shall

increase, and this moral law of

the King Priyadasi, the sons,

grandsons, and great-grandsons,

of King Priyadasi shall maintain.

Let the moral ordinance of King

Priyadasi be stable as a moun-

tain for the establishment of duty,

for in these actions duty will be

followed, as the law which directs

ceremonial rites is not the ob-

servance of moral duties. It were

well for every ill-conducted person

to be attentive to the object of

this injunction. This is the edict

(writing) of King Priyadasi. Let

not any thought be entertained by

the subject people of opposing the

edict. This has been caused to

be written by the King Priyadasi,

iu the twelfth year of his inau-

guration.”

senses, and every other kind of

heavenly object for the admiration

of mankind, such as had never

been for many hundred years such

as were to-day exhibited.
“ By the religious ordinance of

the heaven-beloved King Piya-

dasi, the non-sacrifice of animals,

the non-destruction of living

beings, proper regard to kindred,

respect to brahmans and sramans,

dutiful service to father and

mother, dutiful service to spiri-

tual pastors :—through these and

many other similar (good acts)

doth religious grace abound
;
and

thus moreover shall the heaven-

beloved King Piyadasi cause

religion to flourish : and the same

shall the sons, the grandsons, and

the great-grandsons of the

heaven-beloved King Piyadasi

cause to abound exceedingly.
“ As long as the mountains

shall endure, so long in virtue, and

in strict observances shall the reli-

gion stand fast. And though

good acts of this nature, that is

to say,—through these ordinances,

and the strict practice of religion,

laxness of discipline is obviated.

Moreover in this object, it is

proper to be intelligent, and no-

wise neglected. For the same

purpose is this (edict) ordered to

be written. Let all take heed to

profit of this good object, and not

to give utterance to objections.

“ By the heaven-beloved King

Piyadasi, after the twelfth year

of his anointment is this caused to

be written.”
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TABLET V.

O

G a 'Devanam piya Piyadasi raja evam aha kalana

G b Devanam piyo Piyadasi raja evam &ha kalana

D Devanam piya Piyadasi laja bevam aba kayane

K "Devanam priya Priyadasi rayo evam abati cZfkayana

sase m
G a dakaraya a * * kalane pape dukara karoti "ta maya

G b dakaranye a * * kalane saso dukaram karoti ta maya
D dukale * * * kayana sase dukalam kaleti se me
K dakara na la pa clia so dasara karoti so maya

G a bahu kalana kata ta mama puta cha

G b bahu kalanaml kata ta mama puta cba

D bahuke kayana kate gam ye me * pu *

K babu kalana kata maba putra cban

G a pota cha parecba tanaya me * * *

G b pota cba parancha tenaya me apacham

D naga * * * cha tanaye apatiye me
K vata cba cba parancha tanaya me apacba

samvata i

G a ava pavata kapa anuvatasare tatha 3
so

G b ava samvanta kapa anuvatisare tatha so

D ava — kapam tatha anuvatisanta sa

K ammanti ava kapam tatha ye anavaiisanti te

a sa

G a sukatam kasati yo tu ete desam pibapeyati

G b sukatam kasati yo tu eta desam pibapesati

D sakatam kachbati — ebe ta desam pibapayisati

K sakita kusati yo cba ati desam prihapivaka

sukaram hi am

G a so dukatam kasati pakarambi pape atikatam

Gb so (^Mkatam kasati sukarambi papam atikatam

D se dukatam kacbhati papeha supudalayesu atikantam

K sa hakatam kusbanti papamba sabane atikatam

G a antaram 'na bbiita puvam dbamma mabamata

G b autaram na bbuta puvam dhamma mabamata

D antalam no biita puluva dbamma mabamata

K antaram na bbuta puva dhama mahamatam
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G a
te

nama — ineya to dasa vasa bbisitena •—

G b nama ta meya to dasa vasa bbisitena —
D nama so to dasa * sa bhisitena ma
K nama so ti * * * vasba bbisitena ‘’ya

G a dhamma mab a mata kata te — eava

G b dharnma maba mata — kata to — sava

D dbarnma maba mata nama lv&tiL to sato sava

K dbama maba matra — kita te — savo

dhistanuynm

G a pasandesu vyapata dhamma majunaya * * * * *

G b pasandesu vyapata dkammadkistanAya *****
D pasandesu viyapa dhammadhithanaye dharamavddbiye

K pasbandeshu dbamadbitbayo cba dliamavadhiya

y youa

G a dbarnma sutasa cha — yena Kambo(cba)

G b dhamma yutasa cha — yona Kambo *

D hita sukbaye cba dkammasuta sanyana Kambocba

K bita sukhaya cba dbaina yatbasaya Kambayi

nam

G a Gandkara — Naristika Piteinkana ye

G b Gandhara — Naristika Petehikanam ye

D Gan * * le — Sulatkika Pitenike sa li

K Gandbaranam * * *: * ristakanam Pitinikanam ta

G a vapi anas apara ta bkatamayesu va 6
(pita su)

G b vapi anne apara ta bbatamayesu va * * *

D vapi anne apalanta bkati* * * * babbani

K vapi apatara bbatamayashu bramani bbishu

G a * * * * * * * * *

G b * * * * * * # * *- *

D anathesu ma * * * lokesu cba hota

K anateshu vatashu — hita

dhamma
G a kha ya va * yutanam apara go dhaya

G b kha * * * * * mayutana apara go dbaya

D bhisasu sukbaye dhammayutaye apali ba dbaye

K — sukbaye dbamayutasa apati ga cthra
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G a vyapata te bandhana badliasa patividhanaya i * *

G b vyapati te bandhana badhasa patividbanaya * *

D viyapata se bandhanain *dhasasa * * ye apa-

K vapata te ‘’bandbanam badhasa pa'tividhanaye apa-

G a * * * * * * * * * * * * *

G b * » * a- # * * * * * * * * »

D libodbaye mokhaye cba * iya anubandha pajati

K narodhaye mocha vana va * * * pajati

G a ja kata bhikaresu va tbairesu va vyapata

G b kata bhikaresu va tbairesu va vyapata

D X * ta bhikala va mahalakenti va viyapata

K — kita bhikati va mahalaka va viyapata

te k

G a to Palalipute eha bahiresu cha ex X X X X

G b te Palalipute cha bahi* su cba X X X X X

]) sc hida cba bahilesu cba nagalesu savesu

K * eha — babireshu cha nagareshu saveshu

G ci * * * * * * * X X X X * X XX XXX
G b * * XXX * * X X * X X * XX XXX
D olodhanesu evahi bhatanam — me * * *

K orodhaueshu ——— bhratuna cba me kusuna cha ye

G a * * * * vapi — ane fiatika —
G b

* * * * ne vapi me aiie fiatika

D bhaghininam va — annesu sa*ti

K vapi — aiie fiatika

dhammanislito

ayam dha*pennasito

ayam dhammanistito

iyam dlianmianisita

dhamanistisita

************
danasayute va sava

danasayutra va *

G ci savata vyapata te

G b savata vyapata te yo

D savatatam vayapata e

K savatam viyapata ye wye

G a tava >» * * * X X

G b tiva * * * * X X

D tivam dhammadhithine tava

K tivara dbamadbitane diva
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G a

G b

D
K

G b

G a

D
K

************
dhammayutasi

dkamayatasa * vana

* * * * dhammamahamata ctaya athaya ayam

* * * dhammamahamata ctaya athaya ayam

viyapata iine dhammamahamata imayo athayc iyam

viyapatra e dhamamaliamatra itayo athaya ayo

************* ***
pathaviyam

* asti stanati mata

G a dhammalipi likhita

G 6 dhammalipi likhita

D dhammalipali sansa chilathiti kata tasa cha mo
K dhamalipi lipi * tliiti va tinika bhota

G a

G 6

D pa * anavetatu

K panja anuratantu

The inscription opens with the same phrase as those of Girnar

and Dhauli,—the king, &c., thus says,—substituting, ahati, as

before, for, alia, and it proceeds to the same purport, although it

does not assist in removing the difficulty of interpretation expe-

rienced by Mr. Prinsep in regard to the corresponding passage.

It is most in accordance with the Dhauli inscription, giving,

kayana, for, kalana, good
;

but this word is preceded by a cha-

racter exactly the same as the, de, of, deva,—the purport of which

is questionable. There are some other doubtful syllables in, na la

pa, but the other words are much the same. They offer also, as

noticed by Mr. Prinsep, an analogy to a passage on the Dehli Lat,

and possibly express the same sentiment, namely :
—“ He that per-

verts good to evil, will reap evil from good,”—but the obvious

inaccuracies and deficiencies of the inscription render this liable to

question.

The next few words are the same, kalana, being here used for,

kayana. We then have variations, but they are possibly of tran-

script rather than of design, as, maka puta chan data cha, should very

probaby be the, mama puta cha pota cha, of Girnar. The next words

agree with, apacha, for, apatya, progeny. Instead of, ava savata

kapa—or, avasamvanta kapa, the corrected reading of Girnar, we
have in the first place a word which is uncertain, for the power of

the initial letter is not ascertained,—it sometimes appears as t, but
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it bears a nearer affinity to, a, with the addition of a cross bar at the

foot. We may guess it to be intended for, am, and read the word,

ammanti, for, anumanyante, they obey or assent to; ava kapam, for,

samvanta kapfi follows. For the words anuvatisare tathfi, we have#

tatha ye anavatisanti, confirming the Dkauli reading, anuvatisanta

—

for anuvarttishyante—so they who shall follow or imitate them—they

shall obtain or attract good; sukita kusati, for, sukatam kasati, or,

karshati, as proposed in the explanation of Tablet VIT., published on a

former occasion. The following sentence is evidently intended to be

the same in the three inscriptions, but the word, prihapivaka, is less

likely to be correct, perhaps, than the, pihfipesati, of Girnar, although

the latter is not very intelligible: liakatam, also, although distinct

enough, is possibly an error for the, dukatam, of the other inscriptions,

—the sense of the passage can be but very vaguely guessed at, although

it may mean, and he who transgresses the rule shall suffer mis-

fortune. The reading of Kapur di Giri, papamha sahane, may be

thought more satisfactory than that of Girnar, sukaramhi pfipam, the

purport of which it is difficult to conjecture, as we may connect it

with, mahfimfitfi, for, mahamatra, the great minister, and render the

whole, the chief minister of the law has for an unprecedently long

time been endurant of the occurrence of wickedness; therefore, the

inscription continues, in the tenth year of the inauguration, super-

visors of moral law are appointed by me ;—the word, dasfi, ten, is

unfortunately obliterated
;
but as the rest corresponds with the Girnar

text, and the space is that of a short dissyllabic word,—we may infer

that it had a place in Kapur di Giri.

The term, majunaya, which Mr. Prinsep conjectured to be intended

for, majjana, drowning, is corrected by Mr. Westergaard to, dh isth fi-

nnya, or with dhamma preceding it, dhammadhisthfinfiya for dharma-

dhisthfinfiya.—This is confirmed by tbe Kapur di Giri tablet, which has

dhammadhithaya,—omitting incorrectly one syllable. This correction

makes the meaning of the passage clear enough. It has nothing to do

with overwhelming believers, but is simply,—In the tenth year

ministers of morals were appointed by me, for the purpose of pre-

siding over moral law among all the religionists; pashanda, signi-

fying the follower of any religion—not heretic, as will be subse-

quently shewn. Wo have an additional clause here, as well as at

Dhauli, thero being a flaw in the rock at Girnar, dhamma vfidhiya

hita sukhfiyo cha, which may bo rendered, and for the encouragement

of those disposed to observe the moral law. The countries in which

the followers of various religions are to be found, are apparently

named in the Kapur di Giri inscription as, Kambaya, Gaudhfira,
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—n'staka and Pitinika, agreeing apparently with Girnar aud

Dliauli, in tbo two first and the fourth. The third name is defec-

tive, wanting the first three or four letters, hut the latter part might

bo read, ristakanam,—and the whole may be therefore, Narista-

kanam,—equivalent to the, Naristike, of Girnar. In the latter

tho termination of tho genitivo plural is confined to the last of

the four names, treating them as one compound. In tho Kapur

di Giri inscription, we have each name in tho genitive plural, except

tho first, which is in tho nominative singular—a matter of no conse-

quence in tho document. The corrected copy of the Girnar inscription

appears to prefix, yona, to tho rest, instead of, yena, as at first read.

Kamboja, aud, Gandhara, aro now fully identified as countries in

tho north-west of India, but tho other names have not been met with

elsewhere.

In the following passage we have additional readings as in

the Dhauli inscription, arising apparently from some mutilation of

the Girnar tablet, in the left angle of all except the four first lines;

a circumstance not noticed by Mr. Prinsep, although in consequence

of the difference between them he gives separate translations. Ex-

cei>t, however, where these defects occur, the passages appear to be

intended for the same, and are equally unsatisfactory and obscure.

The general sense may be conjectured, and the ministers of morality

are apparently enjoined to promote the happiness of the well-disposed

among— what may be intended for classes, bhatamayesu, con-

sisting of the military, Bramani bhishu, Brahmans and mendicants,

for bhikshushu, anathesu, for anartheshu, or andtheshu, those who

are destitute, and vatashu, for which no satisfactory meaning can

be proposed.

The following terms, apatiga dhra vapata te, correspond with

the, apalibadhaye viyapata, of Dhauli, and aparagodhaya vyapatb

of Girnar, all puzzling enough, aud certainly not meaning, not

within knowledge or restraint of passion, as proposed by Mr. Prinsep.

We may conjecture them representing, apratignatah vyapyeyu, may
spread abroad without impediment; but this is mere conjecture. The

next phrase is more intelligible, for removing the bondage of the

bound: the next is clearly incorrect; but it is probably intended to

express something of the same purport, for the liberation of those

who are obstructed. The continuation corresponds pretty
.
nearly

with the Dhauli inscription, and may mean that holy science may be

inculcated amongst the mendicants, or amongst the mighty; but the

construction is very defective. The Kapur di Giri inscription agrees

with that of Dhauli in omitting the word, Patalipute, found at Girnar;
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nor Lave we any term corresponding to, hida, here, in this place. We
have, bahireshu, for the, bahilesu, of Dhauli, and, bahiresu, of Girnar,

which, though barbarous, may be intended for, bahishu, outer or

foreign; followed by, nagareshu saveshu olodhaneshu (avarodhaneshu),

in all cities and fortresses, words defective at Girnar.

We next have, bhratuna, corresponding with the bhatanam, of

Dhauli, hut with the addition of me, of my brother, and being

in the singular instead of the plural; also, kusuna, corresponding

with, bhaginmam, with the same difference of number; the word itself

being also probably an error for, Sasuna, the Pali of, Swasri, sister:

here also we have the personal pronoun, and we may understand that

the king extends his injunctions to the districts governed by his

brother and his sister, or as the text proceeds, any other of his

relations; the injunction is to be every where circulated.

The following passages conform to the tenor of the Dhauli inscrip-

tion, but with variations ascribable to defects in both, either in the

original or the transcripts; something like an approach to meaning

may however be made out, and without any assistance from Girnar,

in which a flaw partially occurs; but there is apparently an injunc-

tion, that the ministers of morals, those who are appointed as su-

perintendents of morals, (Dhammadhitina, Dharmadhisthayinah,) shall

wherever the moral law is established give encouragement to the

charitable and well-disposed. The Girnar inscription ends with the

remark, For this purpose this moral edict is written, which at

Dhauli is continued by what Mr. Prinsep renders with apparent cor-

rectness, let my people obey it, tasa cha me pa (ja) anavetatu;

which appears in the less intelligible form of, va tinika bhota panja

anuvatantu; the senseis possibly the same, and so may be the text if

rightly rendered. We may now propose the following version of this

tablet, subject to very great reservation, of which a comparison with

Mr. Prinsep’s version will sufficiently evince the necessity.

Proposed Translation.

The beloved of the gods King

Priyadasi thus proclaims : who

ever perverts good to evil will

derive evil from good, therefore

much good has been done by me

and my sons, and grandsons, and

others my posterity (will) conform

Hr. Prinsep's Translation.

“ Thus spake the heaven-be-

loved King Piyadasi :

—

“ Prosperity (cometh) through

adversity, and truly each man (to

obtain) prosperity causeth himself

present difficulty—therefore by

me (nevertheless) has much pros-
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to it for every age. So they who

shall imitate them shall enjoy

happiness, and those who cause

the path to be abandoned shall

suffer misfortune. The chief mi-

nisters of morality have for an

unprecedently long time been to-

lerant of iniquity, therefore in the

tenth year of the inauguration

have ministers of morality been

made, who are appointed for the

purpose of presiding over morals

among persons of all the religions

for the sake of the augmentation

of virtue, and for the happiness

of the virtuous among the people

of, Kaniboja, Gandhara, Nari-

staka, and Pitenika. They shall

also be spread among the war-

riors, the Brahmans, the mendi-

cants, the destitute, aud others,

without any obstruction, for the

happiness of the well-disposed in

order to loosen the bonds of those

who are bound, and liberate those

who are confined, through the

means of holy wisdom dissemi-

nated by pious teachers, and they

will proceed to the outer cities

and fastnesses of my brother and

sister, and wherever are any other

of my kindred: and the ministers

of morals, those who are appointed

as superintendents of morals, shall

wherever the moral law is esta-

blished, give encouragement to

the charitable and those addicted

to virtue. With this intent this

edict is written, and let my people

obey it.

perity been brought about, and

therefore shall my sons, and my
grandsons, and my latest pos-

terity, as long as the very hills

endure, pursue the same conduct;

and so shall each meet his re-

ward ! While he, on the other

hand, who shall neglect such con-

duct,—shall meet his punishment

in the midst of the wicked [in the

nethermost regions of hell].

“ For a very long period of

time there have been no ministers

of religion properly so called. By
myself, then, in this tenth year of

mine anointment, are ministers

of religion appointed*; who, in-

termingling among all unbelievers

(may overwhelm them) with the

inundation of religion, and with

the abundance of the sacred doc-

trines. Through Kam (bocha, gan)

dhara, narddika, Petenika, and

elsewhere finding their way unto

the uttermost limits of the bar-

barian countries, for the benefit

and pleasure of (all classes) ....

and for restraining the passions of

the faithful, and for the regene-

ration of those bound in the fet-

ters (of sin?) are they

appointed. Intermingling equally

among the dreaded, and among

the respected—both in Pataliputa

aud in foreign places, teaching

better things shall they eyery-

where penetrate ;
so that they

even who (oppose the faith shall

at length become) ministers of it.”
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The Cuttack version of the Fifth Tablet, from the star.

—who shall be intermingled with all the hundred grades of unbelievers for the

establishment among them of the faith, for the increase of religion, and for their

profit and gratification through the context of the sacred doctrines, in Kamboclia and

Gandhara, in Surastrika and Pitenika, .... and even to the furthest (limits) of

the barbarian (countries). Who shall mix with the Brahmans and Bhikshus, with

the poor and with the rich,—for their benefit and pleasure, to bring them unto the

righteousness which passeth knowledge ; and for those bound in the fetters (of sin)

this new bond of precious knowledge is made for their final emancipation which is

beyond [understanding : and among the terrible and the powerful shall they be

mixed both here and in foreign countries, in every town, and among all the kindred

ties even of brotherhood and sisterhood, and others everywhere ! and here

also having penetrated, for there is religious darkness (?) even in the very metro-

polis of religion, every question shall be asked among the charitable, and these

being themselves absorbed in righteousness, shall become ministers of the faith(?).

For this express reason is this religious edict promulgated; for ever more let my
people pay attention thereto

!

TABLET VI.

G a 'Devanam piya Piyadasi] raja evam aba atikatam

G b * * •* * * -x * *si raja evam dba atikatam

D Devanam piye Piyadasi laja bevam aba atikanta

K 14Devanam priyo Priyadasi raya evam abati atikatam

G a antaram *na bbuta puva atba kamme
G b antaram na bbuta puva S3» H* lil atba kamme
D * * lam na buta puluve savam kalam alba kamme
K antaram na bbuta puva sava £ala ** * * *

G a va pativedana va ta maya eva katam 3save kale

G b va pativedana va ta maya evam katam save kale

D va pativedana td se ma maya kate sa * * *

K va pativedana ta — maya eva kita savam kalam

G a bhunjamdna same — urodbanambi "abbdgdrambiO O

G b bhunjamdna same — orodlmnambi gabhagdramhi

D * * * {same ate olodbanasi gabbatapasi

K esimana same — orodhanasi gabbagarasi

G a vaebambi va Vinitamhi eba uydnesu clia savata

G b vaebambi va vinltambi eba uydnesu eba savata

D * * sjc $ vinltasi — uyenaja * savata

K vaebasi — vinatasi — uyanasi — savatra
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G a

G b

D

G
G 6

D

K

G a

G b

D
K

pativedaka stita atlie mo janasa ’pativedetha — iti

pativedaka stitd atlie mo janasa pativedetha — iti

pativedaka — janasa atham pativedayantu ma ti

prativedaka — atha — janasa prativedeka me —

cha

clia

savata cha janasa athe karomi ya

savata cha janasa athe karomi ya

sa* * cha ja * sa athitm kalaiui tra ha ampi cha

savatra cha janasa atha karomi yapi — roki ka

swavam a

kinchi mukhato 'anapayami maya dapakam vd

kinchi mukhata dnapayami swayam dapakam va

kichhi makhata anapeyami — dapakam va

makhata anapayami * * * [ * pika va

G a stavapakam va yava puna — mahathetesu

G b s^Viipakam va yava puna — mahdt/iatesu

D savakam va eva maha — ma *

K eva dhayaka pi nama *

ro m 1

tadhava

G a 7achayika anapita bhavati etaya athaya vivido ni

G b achayika aropitam bhavati taya athaya vivado ni

D atiyayike alopite lioti tasi athasi vade vani

K achayika Sa=s nasa bhoti taya athaye5 viyo pa *na

jliati p in m etay

G a kiti vasanto pansaya 8anantara pativedarasam

G b kat\ vasanto parisayam anantaram pativedetayam

D kiti vasantam palipaya anantaliyam pativadeta va

K * * *ma parivayesha antariyena pativedetasa

G a

G b

D
K

me — savata save

me — savata save

me ti savata savam

me — “savata ti a *

kale evam

kale evam

kalam evam

* tra janasa karomi

maya
maya
ma

so

G a anapitam nasti hi me to ren 9ustinamhi atha

G b anapitam nasti hi me to so ustanamhi atha

D anusatha natba * * * * sana *hapi

K atrayutaka * * kvika anapi cha aha] dapaka va sravaka
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G a santiranaya va katavya matehi ime sama

G b santiranaya va katavya matehi me save

D athasantilandya cha kataviya matehi me sava

K va yata pana mahamata na achayoti *

G a loka hitam 10tasa cha puna
e

esa mulo ustanam cha

G b loka hitam tase cha puna esa mule ustdnam cha

D loka bite tasa cha panai yam mule suthana *

K aropita bhoti taya athaya vividesa vanijati ra pati-

G a atha santirana cha
a

nasti kammataram "sava loka

G b atha santirana cha nasti hi kammataram sava loka

D * santilana cha nathi hi kammatalam sava loka

K shayo anantariya na patividetaro me savatra sa\Tam

G a kitastaya cha kinclii parakamami aliam kinti

G b kitattaya cha kinchi parakamami aliam kinti

D liitaya * chati * * palakamava bakam kiti

K kalam evam anapitam maya * * * * sti hi me ta

G a bhutanam anannam gachheyam 1 ’idha cha nani

G b bkutdnam anannam gachheyam idha cha ndni

D bhiitanam a * niyam ye hati liida cha kani

K tana athasantiranaya pi katava mana * trahi me sava

G a sukhapayami parata cha swagam dradhayantu ti etaya

G b sukhapayami parata cha swagam aradhayantu ta etaya

D sukkayami palata cha swaga basadhayantu ti etaye

K loka hitam tasa cha mulam etra atanam atha san

G a athaya 13ayam dhammalipi likhdpita kinti ckiram

G b athaya ayam dhammalipx lekkapitd kinti chiram

D a * * *yani dhammalipi likhitd chila

K tirasa cha na * hi kamatara l6sava loka hita ti * ya

G a tisteya iti tatha cha me putd pota cha papotd

G b tisteya iti tatkd cha me putd potd cha papotd

D thiti * liotu tatha cha potd — papotd

K cha kiclii para'kamama kiti * tanam anani desa va cha

G a — cha uanavataratn savaloka kitdya

G 6 — cha anuvataram savaloka hitdya

D me palakama sa* * >K * k< ka ki hitaye

K yam ihackashu sukhayaini paratam cha saga aradhatu
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G a dukarautthu idaiu afiata agena parakamena

G b dukarantu idam afiata agena parakamena

D dukale cha iya annata bliena palakamena

K etiiya atliaye ayi dhamalipi tlia sti(?)tu titika bliotu

talba cha me putrahantaro parakramatu sa * hi * *

thaya ma bhata ta yasa ama * ahata age para-

kanieua.

The opening is as usual with, ahati, for aha, as before, the king

says; and it proceeds as at Girnar, for an unpreccdently long time,

in all seasons and in all acts there has been,—pativedana, or prati-

vedana, which Mr. Priusep proposes to render, “ a system of instruc-

tion,” and understands the edict to have for its purport the establish-

ment of a plan for the education of the people. The word, prati-

vedand, as derived from, vid, to know, in the active or causal form,

may mean communicated knowledge certainly, but it is not com-

monly employed in this acceptation, and it can scarcely be so used in

this place, as no Indian kings, it is to be presumed, would send instruc-

tors into the inner apartments, the Garbhagriha, the lying-in-chambers

of his subjects’ wives, to train the shoot before it had sprung into

existence. It runs more consistent with probability therefore to use

the term in a less comprehensive sense, and to restrict
“ the commu-

nication of information ” to the person of the Raja, agreeably to the

alternative suggested by Mr. Prinsep, and to understand the edict

as enjoining a vigilant system of espionage; the immediate commu-

nication to the Raja of everything that occurs.

The Kapur di Giri inscription continues for some time to run

parallel with that of Girnar, with a few imperfections and some vari-

ations; as, savam kalam, for save kale, and esimana, for bhunjamana,

which is a word of doubtful correctness. The sign of the singular

locative is also, si, instead of the more regular Pali, mhi, as, gabha-

garasi, for gabhagaramhi; we have also, vachasi, for vachamhi, the

singular for the plural, but these are differences of little momeut,

and we may translate the whole, “ These representations are (to be

made) at all times, and in all acts; therefore it is enjoined by me, that

at all times, whether eating, or in the palace, in the inner apart-

ments, in discourse, in exchange of courtesy, in gardens, everywhere

the persons appointed to represent affairs shall convey to me the

objects of the people.” The inscription confirms the reading of Girnar,

pativedaka or prativedaka, the representer, or intelligencer
;

intend-

ing, perhaps, by the noun of agency, an officer whose duty it was to

make known, to report all matters. The repetition of, prativedaka,

VOL. XII. 0
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is a less satisfactory reading than tlie, pativedayantn, of Dhauli, let

them represent; but it nray be admitted. The pativedetha of Girnar

is less intelligible, although it may be intended for the second person

of the plural, of the imperative, do ye represent. The three inscrip-

tions all continue intelligibly enough, I -will always attend to the

objects of the people, the Kapur di Giri having, atha, for the, atham,

or, atlie, of the others; Sanskrit, artham or arthan: and they agree

also in the passage that follows, and that which I command myself

verbally, or from my mouth.

The concurrent reading of the inscriptions is then interrupted, but

it is unnecessary to attempt to reconcile them, or to seek to elicit any

meaning from the next five lines (in Roman characters) of the Kapur

di Giri inscription beginning with, pika va, and extending to the read-

ings, dapaka va sravaka; for the whole passage has been evidently

twice inserted, either through some error of the original or the copy;

and the first series of the reiteration is full of errors, as is shown by

the second, which conforms with more than usual closeness to the text

of the Girnar inscription, except in a few words near the close. The

best mode of making this dislocation of the parallel versions intel-

ligible, will perhaps be the repetition of the whole inscription from

dapakam va, exclusive of the part of that of Kapur di Giri inclosed

within brackets, and restoring the rest of the latter inscription to its

proper place in the comparative arrangement. It will be sufficient to

repeat along with it only the corrected inscription of Girnar.

G b

K
* # * X
* * * *

*
*

* * * * * dapakam va
* * * * * dapaka va

G b

K
savapakam va

Sravaka va

yavd

yata

puna mahdthatesu Jdchayika aro-

pana mahamatana achayoti aro-

G 6

K
pitam bhavati

pita bhoti

taya

taya

atliaya vivado ni kati vasanto

athaya vividesa vani jati ra

G b

K
parisayain “anantaratn

patishaye anantariya

— pativedetayam me savata

na pativedetaro me savatra

G b

K
save kale

savam kalam

evam

evam

mayd dfiapitam nasti hi me to

afiapitam mnya * sti hi me ta

G b

K
so pustauamki

tafia

atha

atha

santirauaya va kata\ya matehi —
santiranaya pi katava mana*trahi
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G b me save loka hitam "tase clia puna esa mule

K me sava loka hitam tasa cha rnularn

G b ustanam cha atha santirana cha ndsti hi kamma-

K etra atanam — atha santirasa cha na * hi kama-

G b taram "sava loka hitattaya cha kinchi pardkamdmi

K tara '“sava loka liitati*ya cha kichi parakamama

G b aham kinti bhutanam ananham gachheyam l2idha cha

K kiti * tanain anaui desa va cha yam

G b nfini sukhapaydmi paratd cha swagam aradhayantu

K ihachashu sukhayami paratam cha saga aradhatu

G b ta etdya athdya l3ayam dhammalipi lekhdtpitd kinti

K — etaya athaye ayi dhamalipi tha sti tu titika

G b chiram tisteya iti tatha cha me putd pota cha

K bhotu taiha cha me putrahantaro

G b papotd cha "anuvataram sava loka hitdya dukarautu

K parakramatu sa * hi * * thaya ma bhata ta yasa

G b idam anata agena parakamena

K ama * anata age parakamena

It is not easy to suggest a satisfactory interpretation of the begin-

ning of the passage. Mr. Prinsep renders dapakam and stdvakam,

satire aud eulogy, or what is agreeable or disagreeable; but stavakam

was a wrong reading, and is corrected to savapakam, the sense of

which is doubtful; the Kapur di Giri reads sravaka or savaka.

Dapaka might be the Sanskrit word for fine or punishment, and the

antithesis would require reward, but this is merely conjectural.

Mahathatesu may be intended for mahamatreshu, and achayika is

probably, as Prinsep supposes, designed for atyayika, although that

can scarcely denote an awarder of punishment. If it were atyayita i
fc

might be, more or exceeding. We have here in the Kapur di Giri

version, achayoti, but it is more correctly written in the first part

achayika. Aropitam bhavati, in the repeated passage is, aropita bhoti,

corresponding with it; and the whole may mean, whatever I declare

verbally, whether it be punishment or reward, is intrusted further to

the superintendents of morals.

The succeeding phrases, although tolerably concurrent, are of very

doubtful import, and are evidently incorrect; but it looks as if those

0 2
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dwelling near one another were invited to become informers; with this

object let those dwelling, vasanta, in contiguous residences apprise me

always and at all times; patisliaye for pratisraya, a residence, is a

preferable reading to parisayam. Ustanambi, as Prinsep observes, is a

doubtful word. Atlia sautiranaya, he translates, for the collection of

wealth, but it may rather be intended for the distribution of wealth;

arthanam samuttiranam; that liberality which is to be done is designed

by me, for the benefit of all mankind, for liberality is the root of

virtues; ustanam, is a word of uncertain origin and form, and we

derive no help from the etra atanam of Kapur di Giri. The next is

intelligible; no deed is more conducive to the benefit of the world,

which I endeavour to promote.

The parallel continues in what follows, but there are some varia-

tions of no assistance in the interpretation, which is not obvious beyond

a general purpose, according to which the King says, of the various

beings over whom I pass (or rule) I confer happiness on many in this

world, let them afterwards seek for Swarga; gachheyam, I may go, is

distinct enough, but its purport is equivocal. It and the context

cannot signify, as Prinsep lias it, I pass over mention of other things.

Therefore for this purpose this sacred edict has been caused to be

written. The concluding paragraph, on the whole, is tolerably intel-

ligible in the Girnar inscription; that of the Kapur di Giri is possibly

intended for the same, but it is probably erroneous.

The connected translation of this division agreeably to the fore-

going conjectures will then run thus :

—

Proposed Translation.

The beloved of the gods, King

Priyadasi, thus declares :
—

“

An
unprecedentedly long time has

past since it has been the custom

at all times, and in all affairs, to

submit representations. Now it

is established by me that whether

at meals, in my palace, in the in-

terior apartments, in discourse, in

exchange of civility, in gardens,

the officers appointed to make
reports shall convey to me the ob-

jects of the people. I will always

attend to the objects of the people,

and whatever I declare verbally,

Mr. Prinsep's Translation.

Thus spake Piyadast, the

heaven beloved King

!

“ Never was there in any for-

mer period, a system of instruction

applicable to every season, and to

every action, such as that which is

now established by me.
“ For every season, for

behaviour during meals, during

repose, in domestic relations, in

the nursery, in conversation, in

general deportment, and on the

bed of death, everywhere in-

structors (or Pativedakas) have

been appointed. Accordingly do
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whether punishment or reward, is

further intrusted to the super-

visors of morals (or eminent per-

sons),—for that purpose let those

who reside in the immediate vi-

cinage even become informers at

all times, and in all places, so it

is ordained by me. The distri-

bution of wealth which is to be

made is designed by me for the

benefit of all the world, for the

distribution of wealth is the root

of virtues. There is nothing more

essential to the good of the world

for which I am always labouring.

Of the many beings over whom
I rule I confer happiness in this

world,—in the next they may ob-

tain Swarga. With this view,

this moral edict has been written;

may it long endure, and may my
sons, grandsons, and great-grand-

sons after me, continue with still

greater exertion to labour for uni-

versal good.

ye (instructors) deliver instruction

in what concerneth my people.

“ And everywhere in what
concerneth my people do I

myself perform whatsoever with

my mouth I enjoin (unto them) ;

whether it be by me (esteemed)

disagreeable, or whether agree-

able. Moreover, for their better

welfare among them, an awarder

of punishment is duly installed.

On this account, assembling to-

gether those who are dwelling in

the reputation of much wisdom,

do ye meanwhile instruct them

as to the substance of what is

hereby ordained by me for all

circumstances, and for all seasons.

This is not done by me in any

desire for the collection of

worldly gain, but in the real inten-

tion that the benefit of my people

shall be effected
; whereof more-

over, this is the root, the good

foundation, and the steady repose

in all circumstances : there is not

a more effectual mode of bene-

fitting all mankind, than this on

which I bestow my whole labour.

“But upon liow many living

beings (I will pass over the men-

tion of other things) do I confer

happiness here:—hereafter like-

wise, let them hope ardently for

heaven ! Amen

!

“For this reason has the present

religious edict been written :
—

May it endure for evermore; and

so may my sons, and my grandsons,

and my great-grandsons uphold the

same for the profit of all the world,

and labour therein with the most

reverential exertion.”
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TABLET VII.

G a ‘Devanam piya Piyadasi Raja savata ichhati save

G b Devanam piyo Piyadasi Raja savata ichhati save

D Devanam piye Piyadasi laja sachata ichhati * *

K 'Devanam priyo Priya(da)si Raja savatra ichhati sava

G a pasanda vaseyu save te sayaman cha *bhava-

G b pasanda vaseyu save te sayaman cha bhava-

D hanauda vase * ti save paga sachhaman bhava-

K 2pashanda vaseyu save ite sayaman bhava-

G a

G b

D
K

suddhin cha ichhati

suddhin cha ichhati

sudhi cha ichhanti

sudhi cha ichhanti

janasa uchavacha

jano tu uchavacha

munisa uchavucha
3jano cha uchavacha

chhaudo

chhando

cManda

chando

uchavacha rago te savam va kasanti ekadesam va

uchavacha rago te savam va kasanti ekadesam va

uchavucha laga te savam va ekadesa *

uchavacha rago te savam va ekadesam va 4 pi

pu

G ct kasanti visuletu pi

G b kasanti vipule tu P*

D * chati vidala Pi

K kashanti vipule Pi

d&ne yasa nasti sayame

dane yasa nasti sayame

na dane asa nathi dhayame

cha dane yasa nasti sayama

G a

G b

D
K

bhavasudhita va

bhdvasuddhita va

mavasudhi cha

bhava'sudhi —

katamnata va

katamnata va

dadhabhatitd ra

dadhabhatitd va

katanata — dadhabhatita —
ch

G a ni va bddham.

G 6 niclid bddham.

D niche Jawdham.

K nicha padham.

It is scarcely necessary to repeat the insertion of the seventh

tablet, as it has beon already given in a preceding number of the

Journal, and the remarks made upon the purport of the greater por-

tion of it do not seem to require revision. The original transcript,

however, by Mr. Prinsep, was not placed in collateral position with
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that of Mr. Westergaard, and the extent and value of his corrections

could not, in consequence, ho justly appreciated. I have thought it

advisable, therefore, to repeat the comparative copy on the same plan

as the other portions of the Inscription. I am also desirous of ex-

pressing my concurrence in the correctness of some suggestions com-

municated by Mr. Westergaard to Mr. Norris, affecting particularly

the concluding passage, iu which he reads, bhavasuddhitd, and,

drirha bbaktita, as well as, kritajuata, or purity of disposition and

steady devotion, along with gratitude, which readings are no doubt

correct. Nicha, also, as he suggests, represents, nitya, always.

It is not, however, easy, even with these amendments, to give a

satisfactory translation of the whole passage, as the construction

beginning with, vipule pi dane, is not clear, and the sense of

sayame, and, badham, are also questionable. It may be rendered

perhaps,—where there is great liberality,—although in moral con-

duct there is not purity of disposition, gratitude, or steady devo-

tion—yet it is always well.

TABLET VIII.

G a 'Atikatam

G b Atikatam

D * * * ta

K ‘^Atikatam

antaram

antaram

antalain

antarajze

rajano viharayatam

rajano viharayatam

laja vabalayatam

rajawu’ya viharayata

a asu

neyapu

fiayasic

nama
name

G a eta magavya anani cha etarisani 'abkira-

G b eta magavya anani cha etarisani abhira-

D % khamisa * gamaviyam annani cha edisani atira-

K nikhamisha gamagaye anane cha edisani atciStL-

s

G a makani akumpum so devanam piyo Piyadasi raja

G b makani ahumsu so devanam piyo Piyadasi raja

D rnani puvam tinam se devanam piye Piyadasi laja

K mana abkavasu so devanam priyo• Priyadasi raja

G a dasavasa bhisito santo
m bo

ayayasatam cha ’tenesa

G b dasavasa bhisito santo ayayasam 1 dhitena sa

D desesaya bhisite janikha ma sam bo pa * * tena ta

K dasavaslia bhisito santu nikamisaye dhitena ta
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G a dhammayata etayam lioti bamhaha samananam

G b dhammayata etayain hoti bamhana samananam

D dh % * * sa liotiti samanu babhananam

K dhamayatra etaya iye hoti sramanam bramanauam

G a dasane cha dane cha

G b dasane cha dane cha

D dasana cha dave cha

K dasane cha dava —

thairanam dasane cha 1 liiranua

thairanam dasane cha liiranua

vadhauam dasane cha hilanna

anu * * liirana

sa

G a patividhano cha janapadasa cha janasa daspanam

G b patividhano cha janapadasa cha janasa dasanam

D pedhavipanena janapadasa — janasa datane cha

K patividhane cha paja nasa — janasa dansana —
ckh

G a dhammanusasti cha dhamma pari puva cha

G b dhammanusasti cha dhamma pari puchlia cha

D dhamonupa ^ X * « *e tr * * chha cha

K dliammanusati — dhamma pari prutachhu —

G a 5tadopaya esa bhayarati bhavati devanatn piyasa

G b tadopaya esa bhdyarati bhavati devanam piyasa

D tadajraya -.vsa abhilame pota devanam piyasa

K tadopayam etc bhayerati bhoti devanam priyasa

G a Piyadasino rafio bhage anne

G 6 Piyadasiuo rano bhage anne

D Piyadasine lajine bhage * na

K Priyadasisa rano bhage ane

The reading of the Kapur di Giri inscription agrees with that

of Girnar, with a few exceptions, which may possibly be owing, in

part at least, to imperfect transcription.

In the first passage, we have some characters interposed between,

raja, and, viharayata, the form of which is doubtful, and may be

merely the plural ending of the noun, followed by the pronoun, ye.

Instead of the, fieyapu, corrected neyasu, of Girnar, a word of doubt-

ful interpretation, and which cannot have the sense Priusep conjectures

for it, or gaming, we have what appears to be the reading of Dhauli,

name, verily. The following term also concurs with the Dhauli inscrip-

tion, as, ni-khamisha. Wc have also in place of the, magavye, of

Girnar,—a word not improbably rendered by, mrigaya, hunting, a

modification of the Dhauli word, gama viyam—or as Prinsep reads
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it, magaviyam, and in, gainngaye, magaye, would be satisfactory,

but then, ga, must be attached to the preceding term, as nik-

hamisliaga—a very unintelligible word. The first portion might

represent, nikshama, niksliamishayc, a derivative form of nikshama,

sin, impatience, intolerance, but the hitter cannot be well accounted

for, and we may suggest for it, nishkrameshu, in goings abroad.

Atasamana is probably erroneous, and the word that follows, abha-

vasu, should bo either, abhavum, or, abhavinsu,—if intended for

the third person plural of the preterite. Prinsep read it, ahum
pumso,—but in Mr. Westergaard’s copy it is, ahumsu, which, if as it

seems to be, is meant for the verb, is a word unknown. In the un-

certainty that attaches to several of the expressions wo may admit

something like Mr. Prinsep’s translation, although with considerable

reserve. “ In time past, princes, verily have been eagerly addicted

to amusement and the chase : and other similar diversions have

been (indulged in), but now Priyadasi having attained the tenth

year of his reign adopts a different course." The passage that im-

mediately follows the name of the king is read by Mr. Prinsep,

ayaya satam,—which lie renders “for the happiness of the wise,”

but the reading is, ayayasam, not, satam,—the following words are

doubtful except the last. In place of ayayasam, we have in the

Kapur di Giri table, nikamisaye, the first member of which may
imply, exempt from passion or desire, as nishkama, and the latter

be intended for, swayam, self,—but which, as a whole, is not very

intelligible. The words that follow have some affinity to those of

Girnar, but neither inscription perhaps is cpiite correct. There is

evident want of syntactic connection in the sentence as it stands,

which is literally,
—

“

Priyadasi being in his tenth year, (?) by him

awakened this moral course,"—there is no verb to make up the sen-

tence
;
dhiteua-ta, the apparent reading of Kapur di Giri, for, dhitena

sa of Westergaard’s Girnar inscription does not afford any light; but a

valuable correction is obtained from Captain Jacob, who makes the

doubtful letter of Westergaard clearly, bo, or bau, and which with the

following makes, bodhitena, awakened or instructed.

The remainder of the inscription is in close accordance with

that of Girnar, with a few defects. The general sense is clear enough.

Dharmayata,—moral course or festival should be constructed appa-

rently with what follows it—or that moral course (pursued) by him

consists in this :—In seeing Brahmanas, Sramanas, and in giving them

gifts, in seeing elders and in distributing gold, and in the government

of the people
;

in the latter clause we have in the Kapur di Giri

tablet, dansana, in place of, dasana, not, daspanam, as at first read at
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Girnar. As the use of the seventh case ends here, and dhannnanusasti,

is in the first, we may take it as the beginning of a new sentence, an

render it, the institution of moral laws and reciprocal investigation

of moral duties; dhamma paripuchcha, for, dharma pariprichha, not,

paripuva, as read in Prinsep’s copy of the Girnar inscription, which is

corrected by Westergaard, and is confirmed by the, cha, of Dhauli, and

the evidently incorrect reading of Kapur di Giri, pariprutachhn, for,

paripuchha cha. These are the means of effecting that (moral course)

and these are in another portion (life) the removal of fear from King

Piyadasi, the beloved of the gods; both inscriptions read, bhaya-rati,

not, abhaya rati, which Prinsep renders enjoyment without alloy;

rati, does mean pleasure, but it may also imply,' cessation, and if the

first member of the compound be, bhaya, fear, some such signification

seems necessary.

Proposed Translation.

In past times Kings were

addicted to travelling about, to

companions, to going abroad, to

hunting and similar amusements,

but Piyadasi, the beloved of the

gods, having been ten years inau-

gurated, by him easily awakened,

that moral festival is adopted,

(which consists) in seeing and be-

stowing gifts on Brahinanas and

Sramanas, in seeing and giving

gold to elders, and overseeing the

country and the people; the in-

stitution of moral laws and the

investigation of morals; such are

the devices for the removal of

apprehension, and such are the

different pursuits of the favourite

of the gods, King Piyadasi.

Mr. Prinsep's Translation.

“ In ancient times, festivals

for the amusement of sovereigns

consisted of gambling, hunting

the deer (or antelope), and other

exhilarating pleasures of the same

nature. But the heaven-beloved

King Piyadasi, having attained

the tenth year of his anointment,

for the happiness of the wise hath

a festival of religion (been sub-

stituted) :—and this same consists

in visits to brahmans and sramans,

and in alms-giving, and in visits to

the reverend and aged
;
and the

liberal distribution of gold, the

contemplation of the Universe

and its inhabitants, obeying the

precepts of religion, and settling

religion before all other things,

are the expedients (he employs

for amusement) and these will

become an enjoyment without

alloy to the heaven-beloved

King Piyadasi in another

existence.”
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TABLET IX.

G a 'Devdnara piy° Piyadasi raja evam aha
»ti

atta jano

G 6 Devanam piyo Piyadasi raja eva aha asti jano

D Dev&nam piye Piyadasi laja hevam kaha * * * ne

K leDevanam priyo Priyadasi raya evam ahati jano

G a uchavacham mangalam karote abadliase
y

va ’avaha

G b uchavacbam mangalam karote abadhesu va avdha

D #chavacham mangalam kaletati a *dha * * *

K uchavacha magalam karoti abadhasa va ativaha

i mrahi

G a vivahesu va putalabhesu va pavasamhi vd etamhi

G b viv&hesu va putalabhesu vd pavasammhi va etamhi

D *» * * * * dd ya pavasasi — etaye

K paja — patu di — pavasa — ataya

ana

G a cha annamhi cha jano uchdvacham

G b cha anamhi cha jano uchdvacham

D — annaye va hedisaye * ne bahukam

K — afiaye va hadisi * * * na datu

in

G a galam karote 3eta tu mahadayo bahnka

G b galarn karote eta tu mahadayo bahukam

D galam ka * # * » * * * *- *-

K galam karoti ata tn striyaka bahu —
m chh va nira

man-

man

-

man-

man-

cha

cha

*

cha

G a bahuvidha cha yadam

G b bavuvidham cha chhadam

D itlubinam cha *

K bahuvidhi cha putika

G a karote ta

U

katavyameva ta

G b karote ta katavyameva tu

D kaleti se kativiye ledhena

K karoti se katavo a

r nt'

G a 3etadisam mangalam ayata

G b etarisam mangalam ayan

D esahadise manga * *

K etadi raata kho

charadatham cha mangalam

va niratham cha mangalam

su * ni ayam cha mangalam

cha nivastiyam cha mangala

mangalam

mangalam

* antale

mangala

apaphalam tukho

apaphalam tukho

apapale chakha

apaphalam tukho

mahaphale

mahaphale

% * phale

mahaphalam

e *malati

ye ma
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G a mangalc ya dhamma mangale tata dasa bha-

G b maugale ya dhamma mangalc tateta dasa bha*

D lata tesa* * da * sisam muham ka-

K mangala ,9
ti asa ima dasa bha-

G a takamlii sampatipati gurunam apachiti sadhu :panesu

G b takamhi sampatipati gujunara apachiti sadhu panesu

D Icti # * * * *- alanam *- # * * * #

K takasu samapatipatl va garanam apachiti pasadha

a

G a sayarne sadhu hanihaha samahanam sadhu danam ete

G 6 sayame s4dhu bamhaiia samahanam sadhu danam eta

1) * samana babhananam dano esa

K sayama - samana bramananam dana esa

G a cha ane
a

cha etarisam dhamma mangalam nama a

G b cha ane cha etarisam dhamma mangalam nama ta

D — ane cha * % * * * mangavala * *

K — ana cha dhamasa * * # #

G a vatavyam pita va "putena va bliata va swamikena

G b vatavyam pita va putena va bliata va swamikena

1) pitiua * ,-f
11a )>i bliatina pi suvamika

K * sava pitana sava putena sa bliata * * *

u iilu

G a va sadhu idam katavyam mangalam ava tasa

G b va idam sadhu idam katavya mangalam <iva tasa

D * -A- o- ‘<r ir V»- ava tasa

K >:< kana pi mata sasta tcna ava prativatiye na

G a athasa nisthanaya asti cha

G b athasa nisthanaya asti cha

D athasa nidhatiya a * ha *

K imasa tra tatlia » *

G a tu ctadisam asti danam

G b tu etarisam asti d&ua

1) se nathi * # nain

K y° tu sa etu jacha

11

pavatam ’sadhu danam iti na

pavutam sadhu dana iti na

namvate danc sadhati

* saka fasti mangalam

i*a anugaho va yhdisam

va auaghho va yarisain

ra # * * # * •»

taviya dita tadika 50ima

a

G a dliammadanam va dhammanugaho va ta tuklio niitena

G b dliammaddnam va dhammanugaho va ta tuklio mitcna

1) dhammadhno — dhammanugaho * # * * *- # «

K kusiye eva laki mangalam sasayo kitam eivato
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G a va suhadaycna — natikena va sapayena va

G b va suhadaycna va ‘hatikena va sahayena va

D # * * * » * chinena — sapayena tivi

K tatha data kayati sayapanena iha lobha cha avi

G «

V

ocliaditavya

hi

tama
a

tamhi pakarane idam kachara idam

G b ovaditavyam tamhi tamhi pakarane idam kaclia idam

D yovadita paka * nasi i * * * *

K dliamadanasa # * # * # # # * ya dliama

i etu

G a sidku iti imani saka * * swagam aradhentu iti

G b sadliu iti imini saka # # # swagam aradketu iti

]) « * * v *#**#*# * » dhayita ve

K auanam atham ua divati ita # « » a prataranam

inm ram i

G a kaclia # # * mina katavyata yatha swagar&dlii

G 6 kaclia # * * imina katavyataram yatha swagaradhi

D *#***# * # * # * take alablii

K va panapasa va * liara pakkanam tkani divatoti

varo abki asaladkam bkoti orochase asti pabkata

dhata panapasa ka pha dina ta mangala.

The inscriptions begin alike, and the general import is the same,

the contrast between rejoicings on temporal occasions, and the joys

which should be identical with good deeds. The term, mangala,

not meaning as Prinsep has rendered it, happiness, but auspicious-

ness, and the demonstrations which express the feelings excited by

any prosperous event—the beloved of the gods, Priyadasi observes,

— every man is celebrating a variety of rejoicings. Prinsep reads,

attajano, which he interprets, every man for himself
; a sense it could

not admit if it were the representative of dtma jano,—but the cor-

rected reading is, asti jano. At Kapur di Giri, we have simply,

jano,—which is the best of all,
—“ he celebrates them on occasions of

recovery from sickness (of escape from calamity),” or, a-badhesu,

—

from, badlia, injury of any kind,—not as Prinsep renders it, abad-

dbasi, in bonds of affection. What, avalia, signifies, is doubtful, it

may be intended for, avalia, inviting, or as it is combined with, vivaka,

marriage, it may perhaps mean betrothing; or at the birth of children,

or on setting forth on journies, on this and other like occasions, a

man holds many festivals. The Kapur di Giri inscription is here

imperfect, and apparently, as is usual, agrees best with the Dhauli

inscription,—being to the same purport as the Girnar, although using
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other forms,—as, paja, or, praja, for, puta, and with less correctness,

ataya, anaya va, for, etarnhi, anarnhi.

The next sentence presents a variety in the Kapur di Giri

inscription, which reads apparently, striyaka, or, sriyaka, in place

of the, mahadayo, of Girnar ;—neither word can bear the sense

which Prinsep gives it, of great ruination
; as, mahadaya, rather

signifies, a person of great charity or benevolence, and this seems

most congruous with the sense of the other term, as,
—“but thi

benevolent man, he also makes many and various kinds of pure and

disinterested rejoicings—and that is what is to be done.” The Sanskrit

equivalent of, chhadam, in the Girnar inscription is doubtful
;

the

Kapur di Giri has, putika, which can scarcely be correct. Nir-atham
(

may be for, nirartham,—without any interested object : the equi-

valent word at Kapur di Giri, may be read nirastiyam, although the,

r, is doubtful, and it probably should be, niratham. The, chara-

datham, of Prinsep was incorrect.

The inscription then apparently contrasts the two sorts of

uiangala,—the temporal, and the moral or religious. That or such

(the temporal) rejoicing is without fruit, and is mere chaff,—but, the

festival that bears abundant fruit is the festival of duty (Dharma-

mangala), such as the reverence of the servant to the master—respect

for holy teachers; ayatam, of long continuance, according to Prinsep,

is corrected to, ayan tu, but this: another correction occurs in

Mr. Westergaard’s reading here, of, gujunam, for, gurunam,—but in

that case the original must be inaccurate, as the term is without

meaning, and the Kapur di Giri inscription confirms Mr. Prinsep’s

first reading, having also, garanam, or, gurunam, of gurus, or spiritual

teachers. We have then the general conformity continued, although the

term, sadhu, does not seem to be repeated, nor to be used as a substan-

tive. Sadhu panesu, sayame sadhu, must mean purity in respect to

living beings, purity in self-restraint. The Kapur di Giri tablet reads

apparently pasa (u) dha (?) sayama, restraint with respect to animals,

—connecting it with what follows, or donations to Sramanas and

Brahmanas. These and other (like) acts constitute the festival of

duty, and such a festival is to be cherished as a father by a son, or a

dependent by a master. Bhata, here can scarcely signify a brother, as

it is obviously connected with, swdmika, a master, and is more pro-

bably intended for, bhrita, one who is supported, a dependant.

The Girnar inscription proceeds,—this is good, this is the festival

to be observed,—and continues, with a few exceptions, to be suffi-

ciently intelligible. It differs, however, so widely from the Kapur

di Giri, that a collateral interpretation of their meaning is no longer
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possible. In rendering the Girnar inscription into English, I should

be disposed to vary from Mr. Prinsep in some respects, although the

general purport of the recommendation of moral and benevolent acts,

iu place of temporal festivity, is the burthen of both our translations.

The purport of the first word, ava, is unknown, it may be a particle

for, atha, so:—for the establishment (nisth&naya), of this object

virtuous donation is practised,—pavuttam, or, pravrittam, not, prfi-

vitam, concealed, secret. “ There is no such charity or benevolence,

as that which is moral (righteous) almsgiving or moral (righteous)

benevolence. That is chaff, and is to be reprehended, either with a

friend, a companion, a kinsman, or an associate Suhadayeua, is no

doubt intended for, Suhridayena, although it be synonymous with,

mitra. The corrected copy of the Girnar inscription reads, ovaditavya,

—apavaditavya, to be shunned or blamed, not ochaditavya,—rendered

by Prinsep, utaditavya, to be observed. He takes no notice of, tukho,

either now or on its former occurrence, which is intended apparently

for, tusha, chaff, straw, or empty, vain ;—nor has he attended suffi-

ciently to the purport of the pronoun, t3, for, tad, that, referring to

that above described temporal sort of, mangalam, or rejoicing. Iu

this manner, this is to be done, this is good,—with these means let a

man seek, Swarga,—this is to be done, this is to be performed when

Swarga has been obtained, aradhi; or better as at Dhauli, aldbhi.

A translation of the corresponding portion of the Kapur di

Giri inscription is wholly impracticable—many of the letters are

very questionable, and many of the words unmeaning, and the original

may have been blunderingly sculptured, or the transcript may be

defective, even beyond the deficiencies acknowledged to occur here.

That something like the sense of the Girnar inscription is intended

may be conjectured from the recurrence of the word, mangalam. We
may also conjecturally render two or three detached passages as,

kitam siyato, kritam syat, let it be done: iha lobha ava dhama danasa,

here (in this world) the desire of any other than righteous gift, Ya
dhauima ananam atham na divati, that law which does not seek the

good of others.

Proposed Translation. Mr. Prinsep's Translation.

The beloved of the gods Pi- Thus spake King Piyadasi,

yadasi Raja, thus says : every man beloved of the gods !

that is, celebrates various occasions “ Each individual seeketh his

of festivity; as on the removal of own happinesss in a diversity of

incumbrances, on invitations, on ways : in the bonds of affection,

marriages, on the birth of a son, —in marriage, or otherwise,—in
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or on setting forth on a journey;

on these and other occasions a

man makes various rejoicings. The

benevolent man, also, celebrates

many and various kinds of pure

and disinterested festivities, and

such rejoicing is to be practised.

Such festivities are fruitless and

vain, but the festivity, that bears

great fruit, is the festival of duty,

such as the respect of the servant

to his master; reverence for holy

teachers is good, tenderness for

living creatures is good, liberality

to Brahmans aud Sramanas is

good. These and other such acts

constitute verily the festival of

duty, and it is to be cherished as

father by a son, a dependant by

his master. This is good, this is

the festival to be observed, for

the establishment of this object

virtuous donations are made, for

there is no such donation or bene-

volence as the gift of duty, or the

benevolence of duty, that (bene-

volence) is chaff, (which is con-

tracted) with a friend, a com-

panion, a kinsman, or an associate,

and is to be reprehended. In such

and such manner this is to bo

done; this is good; with these

means let a man seek Swarga,

this is to be done, by these means

it is to be done, as by them Swarga

has been gained.

the rearing of offspring,—in foreign

travel :—in these aud other similar

objects, doth man provide happi -

ness of every degree. But there

is great ruination, excessive of all

kinds when (a man) maketh

worldly objects his happiness. On
the contrary, this is what is to

be done,—(for most certainly

that species of happiness is a

fruitless happiness,)—to obtain

the happiness which yieldetb

plentiful fruit, even the happiness

of virtue
;

that is to say :

—

kindness to dependents, reverence

to spiritual teachers are proper

;

humanity to animals is proper :

all these acts and others of the

same kind, are to be rightly deno-

minated the happiness of virtue !

“ By father, and by son, and

by brother
;
by master, (and by

servant) it is proper that these

things should be entitled happi-

ness. And further for the

more complete attainment of this

object, secret charity is most

suitable :—yea, there is lio alms,

and no loving kindness compara-

ble with the alms of religion, and

the loving kindness of religion,

which ought verily to be upheld

alike by the friend, by the good-

hearted
;
by kinsman and neigh-

bour, in the entire fulfilment of

pleasing duties.

“ This is what is to be done :

this is what is good. With those

things let each man propitiate

heaven. And how much ought

(not) to be done in order to the

propitiation of heaven ?”
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TABLET X.

'Devanam piy° Piyadasi raja yaso va kiti vd na

Devanam piyo Piyadasi raja yaso va kiti va 11a

* * * piye Piyadasi hi * yaso vd vidki va na
slDevanam priyo Priyadasi raya yaso va kiti va na

maha tlia va lii inafiate anata tadaptano c/oghdya

maliatha va ha mafiate ahata tdddttano digbdya

* *- * bo na * * si yaso va kadhavd ichhati ta divaye

mahatha va ha manati ahatra yo pi yaso sriti va

susansa su a

cha me jand *dbammachatusd pusunsatd *

cha me jand dhammasusunsa sususa tarn *

annati ja * ne * * * * * * su punasu * a *

imati tena tasa ayatiya cha tada dhamasa

a

dhammavatan

dhammavatam
dhamma * *

sasliasa sashrusa amiti dhamavatam

cha

va anuvidlii-

cha anuvidhi-

va * * *

cha anuvidha-

O

yatam eta kaye devanampiya Piyadasi

yatdm eta kaya devanampiyo Piyadasi

* * eta kaye * * * iyo * * *

yatam eta kaye devanampriyo Priyadasi

raja yaso

raja yaso

# * * *

raya yaso

va kiti va ichhati 3ya tu kinchi parakamate deva-

va kiti va ichhati ya tu kichi parakamate deva-

* * * * * » * davi * * palakamati deva-
— kiti va ichhati ye tu kichi parakramati deva-

nam (piy0) Piyadasi raja ta savam paratikaya

nam (piya) Piyadasi raja ta savam paratikaya

nam piye Piya * * * * * * * * * * *

nam priyo Priyadasi raya tasa vam paratikaye

kinti sakale apaparasave asa esa tu

i

parasaveya

kinti sakale apaparisave asa esa tu parisaveya

kintisakama apapalasave apa kiti pamasa * %

vasati sakale aparisave suyati eshe tu parasraveyam

PVOL. XII.
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G a apunnam “dukaranta klio

G b apunnam dukaranta >kho

D ****** a kaje

K apnnam dukaratu kho

G a usatena va anata agena

G b usatena cha anata agena

D * * * ta age *

K osadhina tava *gena

G a

G b

D cha

K —

a chha

etam vadakena va janena

etam chhadakena va janena

va *******
eshe va dakena — tagena

i

parakamena savam para

parakamena savam pari

* * na savam —
parakamena savam paviti ji

usatena

usatena

usatena

* *

cha jipta eta takho

cha jipta eta takho

palili * * * * khu dakena lapasa'tena va

eta cha osa ******* *

G a — dukaram.

Ob — dukaram.

D cha dakalata.

K * * * * *

The inscriptions open alike with the name and title of the Prince,

with this difference, that here and in the subsequent repetitions of the

word, Raya, is used for, Raja, a provincialism which is not usual at

Giruar, the subsequent words also correspond, mahdtha va ha (hi,)

manate, for which we may admit Mr. Priusep’s translation, although it

would appear as if no distinction were made between the nominative

and objective cases.

The following in the Girnar tablet, is, as Mr. Prinsep observes,

unintelligible without correction, but the corrections made by his

Pandit cannot be allowed.

Mr. Westergaard’s version suggests a correction more palpable, and

authorises us perhaps to read the text, tad attano dighaya, that has

been my own (fame) for a long time, as well as of my people. The
Kapur di Giri inscription is totally different, and also apparently

requires correction, at least the change of, imati, to, ichhati, a change

borne out by the reading of the Dhauli inscription, which is else of

little service. We may render the Kapur di Giri inscription, “but

on the other hand, he who desires wealth by fame,—by him obser-

vance of duty, &c., is to be followed,”—ayatiya, is a doubtful word, but

in the rest, the words agree with the Girnar tablet as corrected by

Westergaard, and may be rendered ,
—

“

Let the servico of ^the
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moral law, ami the service of the righteous be followed
;

this is to

be doue.”

We have then the like double repetition of the prince’s name

in both, the beloved of the [gods, wishes fame and ienowu, and inas-

much as he excels, the beloved of the gods, &c., it s of him for

future happiness. In the following we have, vasati, he or it dwells

instead of, kinti, which may bo intended for, kin-tu, but. The

sense of the following is not very clear. Mr. Prinsep renders, apa-

parasave, immortality, but Westergaard's reading is, apaparisave,

and that of Kapur di Giri, apparently, aparisave. It seems more

likely also, that the words are in the nominative case than in

the fourth, and as Prinsep supposes it may be intended for,

parisrava,—which may be interpreted, fame, reputation. The sense

of the passage will then be,—all this (worldly fame,) is worthless

reputation, which is the reputation of the unrighteous, a source of

pain and empty; uniting, kho, with the, ta, or tu, that precedes,

and which is else referred to, dukaran. The following again is

a series of perplexities
;
as Prinsep observes and the Kapur di Giri

inscription does not help us. The terms would seem rather to refer,

however, to the sources of worldly fame, and imply that by what-

ever means acquired it was profitless and painful as compared with

the credit derived from the observance of, dhama. Mr. Prinsep

reads the two first words, etam vadakena, and, vajanena, but Wester-

gaard has, etam chhadakeua, and of the second, it is questionable if it

should not be divided, va janena,—by people, associating it with the

word that follows, usatena,—the meaning of which, however, is doubtful.

In the Kapur di Giri inscription, we have for it apparently, osadhina,

for perhaps, avasadhuna—impure or vulgar people, opposed to, dakshina,

clever or distinguished, or if we take chhadakena for chhalakena,

we may render it by crafty, and the usatena, may be intended for,

asatyena, untrue, or, asatena, unrighteous: implying, but by what-

ever effort it is acquired it is empty, and a source of pain. Paracha,

jiata, is in Westergaard’s copy, paricha jipta, or jitta,—at Kapur di

Giri, paviti ji eta,—in either case it is not easy to propose a satisfac-

tory equivalent. The concluding word, dukaram, both in this place

and where it formerly occurs, instead of representing, dukha-karam,

cause of pain, may perhaps be preferably rendered, dushkaram, diffi-

cult of attainment; which would give a different purport to the latter

part of the interpretation, and would not be incompatible with the

words preceding it, apunnam for apunyanam, difficult for the un-

righteous; and asatyena dushkaram, difficult to be acquired by un-

truth; but the general sense would be as uncertain as before, and in

P 2
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proposing any translation of this tablet, a comparison, rather than a

solution of difficulties is intended.

Proposed Translation. Mr. Prinsep's Translation.

The beloved of the gods, the

Prince Piyadasi, does not esteem

glory and fame as of great value,

and besides for a long time it has

been my fame and that of my
people, that the observance of

moral duty and the service of the

virtuous should be practised, for

this is to be done. This is the

fame that the beloved of the

gods desires, and inasmuch as the

beloved of the gods excels, (he

holds) all such reputation as no

real reputation, but such as may
be that of the unrighteous, pain

and chaff; for it may be acquired

by crafty and unworthy persons,

and by whatever further effort it

is acquired, it is worthless and a

source of pain.

“ The heaven-beloved King

Piyadasi doth not deem that

glory and reputation (are) the

things of chief importance
;
on the

contrary (only for the prevention

of sin) and for enforcing con-

formity among a people praise-

worthy for following the four

rules of virtue, and pious, doth the

heaven-beloved King Piyadasi

desire glory aDd reputation in

this world, and whatsoever the

heaven-beloved King Piyadasi

chiefly displayeth heroism in ob-

taining, that is all (connected with)

the other world.

“ For in everything connected

with his immortality, there is as

regards mortal things in general

discredit l Let this be discrimi-

nated with encouragement or with

abandonment, with honour, or

with the most respectful force, and

every difficulty connected with

futurity shall with equal reverence

be vanquished.”

TABLET XI.

G a Devdnam piy° Piyadasi rdja evam dha ndsti etdri-

G b Devdnam piyo Piyadasi rdja evam alia nasti etdri-

K Devanam priyo Priyadasi raya evam ahati nasti edi-

a

G a

G b

K

sum ddnam ydrisam dhanunaddnam dhammasanstavo vd

sam dunam ydrisam dhammadanam dhammasanstavo vd

sam danam yadisam dhammadanam dhammasanstavo —

•
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a

G a dhammasamvibhago va dhainmasanibandlio va tata idam

G 6 dhammasamvibhago va dhammasambandho va tata idam

K dhammasamvibhago — dhammasambandha va * ta idam

G a bhavati dasabliatakamhi sampatipati matari pitari

G b bhavati dasabliatakamhi samapatipati matari pitari

K danam bhatakranam samapatipati inata pitushu

mitopastuta i

G a sadho sususd mitasasuta fiatakanam bamahfia

G b sddhu sususd mitasastata ndtikdnam bahmana

K susrusha mi * tasa stata fiatakanam

G a samafianam sddhu ddnam pdfiauam anarambho sadhu

G b samand sddhu ddnam paudnam anarambho sddhu

K samanabamanasa * * danam prananam anarambho
a

G ci etam vatavyam pitd va putena va bhatd — va

G b eta vatavyam pitd va puteua va bhdta — va

K etam vatavo pitrena pi putrena pi va bhatena pi va

G a initasa sutena
nati

bhatakena va vyava pati-

G b mitasasa sta bhatikena va ava pati-

K mitrena pi mitrasa sta tuna — ava pati-

G a vesiyehi idam sddhu idam katavyam
a

so tatha karui

G b vesiyehi idam sddhu idam katavyam so tatha katai

K vesiyena sadhu ida katavo so tatha karatam

ch a a

G a — lokavasa aradlia hoti parato va anantam punam

G b — lokavasa aradho hoti parata cha anantam pufiam

K iha loka cha aradheti — parata cha anantam pufiam

G a bhavati tena dhammadanena.

G b bhavati tena dhammadanena.

K krasava bha * ti tena dhamadanena.

The portion of the Girnar inscription contained in the eleventh table

which is not found at Dhauli, occurs at Kapur di Giri with a sin-

gularly exact conformity to the inscription at Girnar. The sense of

this, as Mr. Prinsep observes, is clear: it might be doubted if his inter-

pretation of, dharma-dana, the giving or teaching of virtue, be cor-

rect, as the ordinary meaning is merely a gift of any kind from a

pious or virtuous motive: the context, however, seems to warrant his
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explanation. There are no uncertainties of reading until we come to

the, mitasa suta, of Prinsep, corrected to initasa stata, which is rather

unintelligible. Suta is most probably wrong, for when the words

recur shortly afterwards, suta, has been preceded by putra, a son, and

there can be no need of both. The Kapur di Giri inscription has,

mitrasa tata, which would be satisfactory, tata, meaning, tatah, then,

also, and; but in the second place we have, mitra sastatuna, which is

equally puzzling, particularly as we have, mitra, before, showing that,

mitrasasta, is something else; if we could read the whole, mitrasat-

tuna, it might mean, to friend and foe; but this is scarcely allowable.

The Kapur di Giri inscription is more consistent than that of Girnar

in its use of the instrumental case in this part for all the terms.

Pativesiyena in place of pativesiyehi is only the singular for the

plural. Mr. Prinsep renders, Bhatakena, by Bhritakena, a labourer,

but the corrected reading is, bhatikena, which will rather be bhar-

trikena, by a master.

In the following passage, the Kapur di Giri tablet, however, reads,

iha, preceding it by, karatam, which can scarcely be correct: it also

inserts a very unintelligible term, krasava, which must be a mistake.

Prinsep reads, karu-i-loka, but Westergaard has, kata, with which the

i, may perhaps be preferably attached; kata-i, for, kritwa, having done

i, for, iha, or, idam, is unusual, and it is not wanted.

Proposed Translation.

Thus says the beloved of the

gods King Priyadasi: there is no

gift like the gift of virtue, whe-

ther it be the praise of virtue,

the apportionment of virtue, or

relationship of virtue. This (gift)

is the cherishing of slaves and de-

pendents, pious devotion to mother

and father, generous gifts to

friends and kinsmen, Brahmanas

and Sramanas: and the non-injury

of living beings is good. In this

manner, it is to be lived by father

and son, and brother, and friend,

and friend’s friend (1), and by a

master (of slaves), and by neigh-

bours. This is good, this is to be

Mr. Prinsep's Translation.

Thus spake Piyadasi, the king

beloved of the gods !—

.

“ There is no such charity as

the charity which springeth from

virtue,—(which is) the intimate

knowledge of virtue, the inheri-

tance of virtue, the close union

with virtue ! And in these

maxims it is manifested :
—“kind-

ness towards servants and hire-

lings
;
towards mother and father,

dutiful service is proper : towards

a friend’s offspring, to kindred in

general, to Brahmans and Sramans,

almsgiving is proper : avoiding

the destruction of animal life is

proper.’
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practised, and thus having acted,

there is happiness in worldly

existence, and hereafter great ho-

liness is obtained by this gift of

virtue.

“ And this (saying) should be

equally repeated by father and

son, (?) by the hireling, and even

so by neighbours in general

!

“ This is excellent—and this

is what ought to be done !

“ And whoso doeth thus is

blessed of the inhabitants of this

world : and in the next world

endless moral merit resulteth from

such religious charity.”

TABLET XII.

G a 'Devdnam piyo Piyadasi rajd sava pdsand&ni cha pava-

G b Devanam piye Piyadasi r6ja sava pdsanddni cha pava-

G a jitdni cha gharistani cha pujayati d&nena cha vividhdya

G b jitAni cha gharistdni cha pujayati d&uena cha vividhaya

ne e

G a cha pujaya pujayati ha-’na tu tatha danam va puja

G b cha pujaya pujayati nena tu tatha danam va puje

G a va devanam piyo inannate yatli^ ldti sara vadhi asa

G b va devdnam piyo mannate yatha kiti sara vadhi asa

u • t

G a sava pdsandanam saro vadhita bahuvidhd 3tada gasa

G b sava pasandanam sara vadhitu bahuvidha tasa tasa

m i

G a tu idam mula ya va chaguti kinti aptapasanda

G b tu idam nnilam ya va viguti kinti £ttapasanda

u no

G a puja parapasanda garaha va ne bhave apakaranamhi

G b puja parapasanda garaha va no bhave apakaranamhi

G a lahaka va asa 4tama tamhi pakarane pujeta ya tu

G b lahaka va asa tamhi tamhi pakarane pujeta ya tu

G a eva parapasanda tena tena pakaranena evam katam

G b eva parapasanda tena tena pakaranena evam katam

U

G a aptapasanda cha vadhayati parapasandasa cha apakaroti

G b attapasanda cha vadhayati parapasandasa cha upakaroti
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G a 'tadannatha karoti aptapasandam cka chhanati parapa-

G b tadantetha karoti attapasandam cka ckkanoti parapa-

G a sandasa cha ki apakaroti yo ki kacki aptapasandan

G b sandasa va pi apakaroti yo ki kacki attapasanda

G a pujayati parapasandam va garaliati 'sava aptapasanda

G b pujayati parapasandam va garahati sava attapasanda

G a bhatiya kinti aptapasandam dipaye ma iti yo cka

G b bkatiya kinti aptapasandam dipaye ma iti so cha

, u ha

G a puna tatka karoti aptapasandam badhataram papapunati

G b puna tatka karoti attapasandam badkataram upakanati

ma yo dha u

G a tasa eke vano eva sadha fkinti manamannasa dkam-

Gb tasa ma vayo eva sadka kinti manamannasa dkam-

s cha

G a mam sunata cka pusanserava evam ki devanam

G b mam sunaja cka susunseracka evam ki devanam

V Sll

G a piyasa ickka kiti saya pasanda baku puta cka asu

G b piyasa icklia kinti sava pdsanda baku suta cka asu

sannate

G a kalanagama cka asu 8ye cka tata tata papunnata ki

G b kalanagama cka asu ye cka tata tata pasannate ki

G CL vatavyam devanam piy° ne tatha danam va puja

G b vatavya devanam piy° no tatka danam va pujd

G a va mannate yatha kinti sari vadki asa sava pdsan-

G b va mannate yatha kinti sara vadhi asa sava pasan-

G a
a

danam baliukd cka etaya “atkaya vyapatd dkamma
Gb danam bahaka va etaya atkd vydpata dkamma

a cha

G a makamata cka itkaijha kko makamiita cka vara ka-

G b makamata cka itt/iijka kka makamatd cka vacka bku-

G a mika cka ane cka nik^ya ayan cka etasa pkalaya

G b mikd cka ana cka nikayo ayan cka etasa pkalaya

G a aptapasanda vadki cka koti dhammasa cka dipand

G b dttapasanda vadki cka koti dhammasa cha dipand
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I do not find in the Kapur di Giri inscription anything that corres-

ponds with tho twelfth division of the inscription at Girnar, and it

will be recollected that it is also wanting at Cuttack. Mr. Prinsep

has proposed to account for the omission at the latter place, by sup-

posing that it might not have been thought necessary, for as tho

Buddhist religion prevailed already in Kaliuga, it was not requisite

to enjoin its propagation or enforce the conversion of heretics in that

province. It may be reasonably doubted, however, if the inscription

has reference to conversion of any kind, and whether tho term,

Pashanda, as it is used in these tables, admits of tho ordinary

translation of unbeliever. Such a sense is clearly incompatible with

tho opening passage which declares that King Piyadasi honours or

worships, (pujayati) all pashandas, he worships them with gifts, and

with worship (or honours) of various kinds. There can be no doubt of

the rendering, the words are distinct, and their sense is clear enough,

and we cannot conceive of a pious king making a public announce-

ment that heresies are the objects of his especial reverence and

bounty. Pashanda, must therefore, have some other sense, and the

remainder of the edict, indicates its meaning to be any form of religious

faith, any profession of belief.

There runs throughout tho inscription, as Mr. Prinsep remarks, a

frequent repetition of the terms, apta pasanda, and, para pasanda, as

the mutual antitheses of each other. The first he renders converted

heretic, from, apta, aptus, gained, the latter, unconverted; under-

standing by, para, extreme, ultra,—but, para, properly signifies other,

or further, and cannot admit of such a latitude of interpretation: it has

probably here its own usual sense of, other, different, and suggests a

correction, not only in the meaning, but the reading of, apta, which

should be, not apta, but, atta, for, atman, own. Mr. Prinsep quoting

a passage cited by Mr. Tumour, in which, sankhitto, for, sankshipta,

occurs, observes that, pt, is never, in the Girnar text, contracted to, tt,

but is written at length, as in, chaptara, apta, but this would be so

utterly at variance with the practice of Pali writing, that the fact may
be questioned: the form of the compound character, it is true, resembles

that of, pt, more than that of, tt, but we cannot always depend upon

the seeming forms of conjunct letters, and a character which is dubious,

only perhaps from our imperfect acquaintance with the alphabet, is

not of sufficient weight to countervail a fundamental rule of the Pali

dialect,—the substitution of a double, t, for, t and any other conso-

nant. I read therefore not, apto, or, chaptaro, but, atto, chattaro, and

in the former case, with the advantage of providing for a natural con-

trast to, para, atta pasanda, one’s own faith, para pasanda, the faith of
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others. The object of the edict is then made obvious, and whilst it

gives the preference to those who follow the faith of the king, it directs

that reverence shall be shewn to all systems by which moral obliga-

tions are instilled.

There is another objection to Mr. Prinsep’s rendering of the term

Pasanda, which he translates, unbelievers
;

the term, when it first

occurs is in the neuter plural, Pasandani, and it cannot therefore be

applied to person; it must denote, the thing, not the individual; the

belief, not the believer: the same may be said of the following terms,

pavajitani and gharastani, which are also separated from the term,

pasandani, by cha, and cannot therefore be rendered as the epithets,

ascetic or domestic; they must be rather, the condition of mendicant

and householder. Mr. Prinsep remarks, that the accusative, i, plural,

has been written with dni, instead of an; but as far as we know of Pali

grammar, this can only be true in the neuter gender. Pavajitdni is

intended for pravrajitani, from pravrajita, a wandering mendicant,

more probably than as Mr. Prinsep supposes Pravijitani, those by

whom their passions are subdued.

Mr. Priusep’s reading subjoins the letter, na, to pujayati; when the

word recurs in Mr. Westergaard’s copy it appears to be, ne, but in

either case its meaning is doubtful, unless it be conjoined with the

following syllable, and read, nena for anena, by him. Kiti, which

Mr. Prinsep supposes to be for, kirtti, glory, appears afterwards as

kinti, which cannot be 60 identified, and it is not a very probable

rendering in the first instance, for it does not appear what connexion

can exist between Piyadasi’s patronage of the Pasandas, and his own

true glory, or as Prinsep translates, “ not that the beloved of the gods

deemeth offering or prayers to be of the same (value) with true glory.”

The following passage also can scarcely be borne out by the text.

S6ra vriddhi, cannot denote, even paraph rastically, salvation. Instead

of Prinsep’s rendering I should prefer, subject however to considerable

doubt, something to the following effect. The beloved of the gods,

Piyadasi the king honours all religions, whether ascetic or domestic.

He honours them with gifts and with worship of various kinds; but

the beloved of the gods does not esteem gifts or honours so much

as the increase of that which is essential: vriddhi, the increase; sfira,

the essence (of religion;) meaning probably the discharge of moral

obligations. The edict then proceeds: By (of) him the encourage-

ment of the essentials of all religion is in various ways, but this is

the root of it. We have the same doubtful words, ya va chaguti or

chiguti, or according to Westergaard, ya va viguti; either is question-

able, but apparently not indispensable to the sense, as that may bo
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connected with wliat precedes, the root of the encouragement being

this; that honor be given to his own faith, and that that of others

bo not reviled, nor treated with injuries, apakaranamhi : the word

that follows, read by Prinsep, lahaka, is considered by him to bo

identical with lapaka, a speaker, a disputant; and he accordingly

translates the passage as if it related to controversial discussion, which

is more than doubtful. Again his readiug of tamhi-tamhi, as one

word, from tama, darkness, cannot be correct, as it is nothing more

than the repetition of the pronoun; taemin tasmin, agreeing with

pakarane, prakaraue, in this, and this manner
;

that is, “ Let the

reverence be shown in such and such a manner as is suited to the dif-

ference of belief, as when it is done in that mauner it augments our

own faith and benefits that of others.”

The edict then proceeds: Whoever acts otherwise, tadanthetha,

possibly for tadanyatha karoti injures his own religion and annoys

that of others; chhanoti, Prinsep conjectures to be intended for

kshanoti, what hurts or destroys, which is possibly correct. The text

continues, without offering any great dilhculty to give the following

reading:—“who reverences his own faith and reviles that of another,

saying, let all become of one faith, or let us spread the light of our

faith, he only throws obstruction in the way of his own belief.”

There does not seem to be any reason for rendering, bhatiya, by pecu-

niary consideration, for bhrityd by hire, although it is not easy to

propose any preferable interpretation. The following passage is also

very perplexing, and although Prinsep’s version, “such an act in his

very breath and well being,” cannot be the translation of tasa mavayo

eva sadha, it is not easy to guess what it implies. In the following,

again, there is probably something wrong; Prinsep has it, “more-

over hear ye the religion of the faithful and attend thereto;” under-

standing, apparently, sunaja for sruyatam, “ let it be heard,” a change

not possible. Mana manhasa, he renders also manyamanasya, obe-

dient, faithful, but if the initial letter could be got rid of, it were more

probably, anya anyasya, of one another; while sunaja, which is con-

nected with susunsera, by the conjunction cha, must be a noun in the

third case, possibly the instrumental of sunati, sunatya, reverence,

respect. Altogether I should be disposed to render the passage some-

thing like this, “ of such a person the more beneficial course is by the

discharge of mutual respect and service.”

I am at a loss to understand upon what principle the next passage

is rendered by Mr. Prinsep, “ apparently such is the desire, the act,

the hope of the beloved of the gods, that all unbelievers may speedily

be purified and brought into contentment speedily.” The beginning is
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of course correct, “such is the wish of the beloved of the gods,” but
the rest cannot admit of the above version; he seems to have been led

to it by supposing, asu, to be identical with, asu, quickly; but even if

the identification were correct, it would not justify the rendering,

while it seems probable that it is not a particle but a verb, implying
there are, or have been, as Prinsep has also suggested for santi or santu,

from, As, to be, making, asu, in the third person plural of the imperfect.

There are also some remarkable words in this paragraph, which it is

extraordinary that Mr. Prinsep should have overlooked, as they are

those which are common to the religious books of the Brahmans and

Buddhists, although applicable in an especial manner to the scriptural

authorities of the latter, Suta and agama, meaning by the first, Sutras,

fundamental rules, and by the second, any religious authorities. In the

inscription it is said, that many Pasandas, have such authorities, and

the passage indicates therefore, Piyadasi’s, especial encouragement of

those religions which depend upon written authorities, of the people

of the book. The sentence, as I understand it, imports “ in all reli-

gions there may be many scriptures, (Sutras) and many holy texts,

(Kalyanagama) and such are to be maintained for their purity; or

pasannate, (me,) through (my) favour. We then have a repetition of

the sentence which occurred earlier in the tablet, the order a little

changed; “the beloved of the gods does not esteem gifts or reverence

so much as encouragement of the essentials;” it is then added, and for

this purpose various officers are appointed to exercise an inspection

over all Pasandas: these are, Dharma mahamatras, regulators of

morals. The next term is indistinct, Prinsep reads it, Ithaijha, which

he derives from, Ithairyya, and renders it, “ possessing fortitude of

mind;” but as far as it is legible it is, itthi, for stri, a woman, and is

connected with, Mahamata, as Ithiya mahamatd, denoting a different

officer, perhaps one charged with the superintendance of the weaker

sex.

The following is vacha, (for vatsal) bliumika, “ seats of tenderness,”

which Prinsep reads vividha kamikas, “practisers of every virtue,”

but being separated by cha, from what precedes, the words must sig-

nify some other functionaries; so also we have next, ane cha nikaya,

and other officers, not congregations. The edict concludes: The

advantage of this (measure) is the increase of our own faith and the

lustre of moral duty. Prinsep makes these but one; for the increaso

of converts is the lustre of religion; but the employment of the con-

junction, cha, repeated, clearly distinguishes them, although the use of

one verb shows that the vriddhi, of the atta pasanda, and the enhanco

ment of Dharma, is alike the object of the edict.
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If this part of the edict has been rightly interpreted by the pre-

sent proposed rendering, it is one of the most remarkable of the whole.

It shows entire latitudinarianism in the author, not indifference per-

haps to forms of religion, but strict impartiality, and a decided pre-

ference of moral over ritual; for the Saravriddhi, the increase of that

which is spiritual, over either the, atta, or para-pasanda, individual or

different form of faith. What is considered to be essential, is clearly

euough laid down in other edicts; reverence of gods, Brahmans,

ascetics, elders, duty to parents, affection to children and friends, and

general benevolence and humanity.

Proposed Translation.

The beloved of the gods King

Priyadasi, honours all forms of re-

ligious faith, whether professed

by ascetics or householders; he

honours them with gifts and with

manifold kinds of reverence; but

the beloved of the gods considers

no o-ift or honour so much as the

increase of the substance (of reli-

gion): his encouragement of the

increase of the substance of all

religious belief is manifold. But

the root of his (encouragement) is

this: reverence for one’s own faith,

and no reviling nor injury of that

of others. Let the reverence be

shown in such and such a manner

as is suited to the difference of

belief; as when it is done in that

manner it augments our own faith

and benefits that of others. Who
ever acts otherwise injures his own

religion and wrongs that of others,

for he who in some way honours

his own religion and reviles that

of others, saying, having extended

to all our own belief, let us make

it famous, he who does this throws

Mr. Prinsep's Translation.

“ The heaven-beloved King Pi-

yadasi propitiateth all unbe-

lievers, both of the ascetic and

of the domestic classes; by cha-

ritable offerings, and by every

species of puja doth he (strive to)

propitiate them. Not that the

beloved of the gods deemeth offer-

ings or prayers to be of the same

(value) with true glory. The

promotion of his own salvation

promoted in many ways, the sal-

vation of all unbelievers

of which indeed this is the root,

and the whole substance,

“ Again, the propitiation of the

converted heretic, and the reproof

of the unconverted heretic must

not be (effected) by harsh treat-

ment: but let those who enter

into discussion (conciliate them)

by restraint of their own pas-

sions, and by their mild address.

By such and such conciliatory de-

meanour shall even the uncon-

verted heretics be propitiated.

And such conduct increaseth the

number of converted heretics.
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difficulties in the way of liis own

religion: this, his conduct, cannot

be right. The duty of a person

consists in respect and service of

others. Such is the wish of the

beloved of the gods; for in all

forms of religion there may be

many scriptures (Sutras) and many
holy texts which are to be there-

after followed through my pro-

tection. The beloved of the gods

considers no gift or reverence to

be equal to the increase of the

essence of religion; and as this is

the object of all religions, with a

view to its dissemination, super-

intendents of moral duty as well

as over women, and officers of

compassion as well as other offi-

cers (are appointed), and the fruit

of this (regulation) will be the

augmentation of our own faith,

and the lustre of moral duty.

while it disposeth of the uncon-

verted heretic, and effecteth a re-

volution of opinion in him. And
(he) encourageth the converted

heretic, while he disposeth com-

pletely of the unconverted he-

retic, whosoever propitiateth the

converted heretic, or reproveth the

unconverted heretic, by the pecu-

niary support of the converted

heretic. And whoso, again, doth

so, he purifieth in the most effec-

tual manner the heretic; and of

himself such an act is his very

breath, and his well-being.

“ Moreover ‘ hear ye the reli-

gion of the faithful and attend

thereto:’ even such is the desire,

the act, the hope of the beloved of

the gods, that all unbelievers may
speedily be purified, and brought

into contentment speedily.

“Furthermore from place to

place this most gracious senti-

ment should be repeated :
1 The

beloved of the gods doth not es-

teem either charitable offering or

puja, as comparable with true

glory. The increase of blessing

to himself is as much (importance)

to all unbelievers.’

“For this purpose have been

spread abroad ministers of reli-

gion possessing fortitude of mind,

and practices of every virtue:

may tho various congregations co-

operate (with them) for the ac-

complishment therefore. For the

increase of converts is indeed the

lustre of religion.”
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TABLET XIII.

K ‘Tari? cha + * * panasa * * * sita ati a * * * ya *

G o (') * * * * tasa pasamata tatihatam bahu

G b * * * patasa pasamatam etahatam baba

K * * * * * * ** *** *** ga sapata si apa-

G a tivata kammata
a

tata pachha adhana ladhesu kalin-

G b tavata kammata tata pachha adhiina ladhesu kalin-

K tati tisati 1 * * * * * * ******
G a gesu ti — dhammaviyo ***** vadho va maranam

G b gesu ti ve dhammavayo * * * * vadho va maranam

K * * 'tutivi na janasha dhama cha ye taram radhi

G a va apavaho va janasata

G b va apavaho va janasata —

K lipa badhasa vadanasha hata dhanasarida cha ghusha

Go — badhe vedana mata cha

G b — baflham vedana mata cha

K mata ganamata — devanam piyasa inam ? cha ma * *

G a ganamata cha deva — 8* * *

G b ganamata cha deva — —.— * * *

—

K sa mata hata tara na ? me satata ha *
*

’vasati

G a

G b ——
K bamanaka sulakha yaha tapasha cha atavim vayevati

G o

G b

K hata jasha etam bhoti sususha mata pitri shususa

G a pd mata pitari sususa

G b sa mata pitari susunsa

K

G a

G b

shusuri tana sususha

guru sususa

susunsa

mitaristata

an

mitasastata

mitasanstata

so anya
ha

sapiya

sahhya

4natiki shu-

natike pa-

natike sa-guru
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K dasa bhatikanam saga patipati su 1 phaliti savatra bhati

G a dasa s|c
*

i}: sfc * - , . - ' 1

G b dasa >jc * ^ >jc ^ 1 1
1 —

K apagara va vadhi va ablioti tanaga jasu mapayasha

G a

G b —
K api suti Hkhanam tasa atipa eva thara sbamarisa

G a

G b

K sutasa aya fiati vavansana 5prapunati tatantani pitisba

a

G a ya Satika vyasanam papunati tata so pltesu

G b — ya natika vyasanam papunoti vata so pi tesa

K va upaghato pati anti bagavo sutrasa damall? gavama

G a — upaghato patipati

ava

bhage vesiya pa * * s* * *

G b — upaghato patipati bhago vasa sava $ * sjc *

K cha devanam priyasa nasti iva bhavata prinam anja

G a * * * * * * yato nasti manusanam ekataramhi —
G b * * * * * * yato nasti manusanam ekataramhi —
K chha dana ga pasu oseyama tu sananda? kusti gaha

jana

G a — pasandamhi — na nama pasade yavatako * *

G i — pasandamhi — na nama p&sade yavatako jana

K vimoha cha chhatu para 1 * * * "sata bhagava sa-

G a tado — ®* * * * * na yasake — va mi-

G b tada — * * * * * na yasaka — va mi-

K liasra bbagam va asagatra devata devanam piyasa ye

G a taveya vapi ataviyo

G b taveyd vapi ataviyo

K pachhae patiriyati mamitratiyati va devanam piyasa

G a

G b

K yasasa mama 11 ya pitri eva ri devanam piyasa avati

sa

G a devanam pi* * yata

G b * devanam pi* * pasa
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K bhavati pi enadati ana * japiti atava pipitrena

pi jito pnti

G a pajito pita * * * * *

G b pi jito pati * * * * *

K bliava Tdevanam priyasa vacliatiti sakiti cva kliapayana

G a

G b

K ??? yasa ichliati hi devanam priye sava bkutanam ? cliliati

G a 7* * * * * * * * sava bhutanain achhata

G b » * % * * * .* # * sava bhutanain achhatim

K — sayama sama itiya va bhasiya ayotiya tasa niti

G a cba sayaman cha sama # # % * *

G b cha sayaman cha samam * * $ * *

K viya devanam piyasa yo dhamavijayo se cha ? ? i di

a

G a — charon cha madava cha * $ * * * *

G b — cherau cha madava cba * * * * * * *

K devanam piyasa ?????? M tislia “sampapi yo janasa 1

G a :

G b

K sanyatam Antiyoko nama yona raja parancha tena

G a V V V tft ijt # % yona raja parancha tena

G b
0 .

..V v * V V V # * * yona raja parancha tena

K
G a

G b

Antiyokena chaturo

chaptaro

chattaro

INI rajano Turamara nama An-

rajano Turamayo cha An-
rajano Turamayo cha An-

K tikona nama Mako
igono o

nama Alikasunari nama likhichha

G a takana cha Maga cha

G b takana cha Maga cha * « * * * * * * * * * *

K
ft n

thana jayavata anansa ye asa miti puna rajanti eva hi

G b * $ * s *

K yona kati yasha ti bha? ?roja miti hi kite andhapana

G a

G b

VOL. XII.

e

idha pai'indesu

idhe parindesu

Q
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K
G a

G b

K
G a

G b

K
G a

G b

K
G a

G b

K
G a

G b

K
G a

Gb

K
G a

G b

K
G a

G b

K
G a

G b

K
G a

G b

K
G a

G b

K
G a

G b

jaslia savatam devanam priyasa

savata devanam piyasa

savata devanam piyasa

dkamanusastim anu-

dbammanusastim anu-

dbammanusastim anu-

vestariyatam

vatareyata

vatareyata

pi devanam priyasa na va icbbayantiti

padati

piduti

pisatama devanam piyasa dkama 1 vatamvi dbana 1

1

sarna 1

1

vidkiyati asti dhiya savi iyesu atilatu

% * ***
****** * * *

bkena bhoti savata vijayesu ? ‘“vijaye

* * * * vijayo savatba puna vijayo

* * * * vijayo savatba puna vijayo

sati rase

piti raso

piti raso

viladba bbosa priti — dbamasiya bi ? ekatari sa

sa ladba sa piti boti dhammavijayambi

sa ladba sa piti boti dbammavijayambi

me viparanti va me rama atilamesu devanam piyo

etaye ? 1 11 ayo dbame 1 pi 1 1

1

kiti prataga prito me
- — * * * * * *

* * * * * * * *

tasa eva vijayo ya ma vijatavam ama cba samnako

* * * * vijayam ma vijetavyam mam nasarasake

* * * * vijayam ma vijetavyam mam nasarasake

yo si yajati 11111111 chaturo bi ya vijama cba

eva vijayeckhati cba * *

eva vijayecbbati cba * *

llyo dbama vijasa va bi navam kiki param sasti

kosi ra iti vati

13 * * * * * * *

tu

*

yaccba mata pasadbi ilia

i

* * * * * * * * *

* * * * *

* * * * * i
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K lokika — paralokika —
G a lokika cha pdralokika clia [* * * va sweto hasti sava

G b lokika cha paralokika cha [* * * va sweto kasti sava

G a loka sukkaharo ndma]

G b loka sukkaparo nama]

TABLE XIII.

The division of the Girnar inscriptions, numbered by Mr. Prinsep as

13, finds a counter part at Kapur di Giri; but unfortunately it is not

of a nature to supply the defects and imperfections of the Girnar

tablet. As mentioned by Mr. Prinsep, the rock at Girnar is at this

part so muck mutilated, that it is difficult to put together the context

of the entire tablet: portions of the inscription are wanting at either

end of each line, especially at the beginning, but the middle portions

are tolerably perfect. The rock at Kapur di Giri has not apparently

suffered muck mutilation, and the inscription is consequently more

complete, supplying the words effaced from that at Girnar; but it is

not only in this respect that it exceeds in length the Girnar inscrip-

tion. There are evidently additional passages which the latter does

not contain, and which intervene between what are apparently in-

tended for the same passages in both places; on the other hand, there

are several obliterations or deficiencies in the Kapur di Giri inscrip-

tion where that at Girnar is entire. In collating the two, therefore,

wide gaps occur without a parallel, partly owing to these respective

mutilations,—partly to the additional matter at Kapur di Giri. From

place to place, however, concurrent passages do occur, which leave no

doubt of the general identity of the inscriptions, as will appear from the

collateral copy.

It happens, however, still unfortunately, that neither the additional

nor those which are evidently identical passages in the Kapur di Giri

inscription, are for the major part to be satisfactorily deciphered.

The circumstances under which the characters were transcribed suffi-

ciently account for the disappointment. Mr. Masson has explained

the impossibility of taking a fac-simile of this part of the inscription, and

he was obliged, after many fruitless efforts to effect his purpose, to be

content with carrying off a copy only. But the position of the stone,

which prevented a fac-simile from being made, was also obviously

2 Q
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unfavourable to the making of a faithful copy, and it is not at ah

therefore to be wondered at, that the forms of the letters should have

assumed deceptive appearances, differing consequently iu different

parts of the inscription, in words which there is reason to believe to

be the same, and varying from one another in words which from one

or two distinct characters are known to be identical, as for instance in,

Devanam priya, in which the latter term is generally legible, and we

may therefore infer that, devanam, precedes it; but without such a

guide it would be impossible to read, devanam, as it presents itself in

a number of different and unusual forms. Mr. Masson’s copy, however,

is more legible than one made by a native employed by M. Court

the use of which has been kindly allowed to the Society by Professor

Lassen. In this, very few words can be made out even by conjecture,

and with the assistance of Mr. Masson’s transcript. It has not, how-

ever, been wholly unserviceable.

Mr. Prinsep has ventured to propose a continuous translation of

the Thirteenth Tablet, although he admits that insulated phrases alone

are intelligible. Such is the case in the Kapur di Giri inscription; and

it were very unsafe to propose anything like a connected rendering

even of what is perfect, although a few words and phrases are deci-

pherable, and may be compared with similar words and phrases in the

Girnar tablet. In most of these passages, however, the reading of the

original itself is conjectural only, for it will follow from the sources of

imperfection described, that although a transcript has been attempted

as above in Roman characters, yet no great reliance is to be placed on

the greater part of it, particularly where parallel passages are not

found in the Girnar inscription.

One word only can be identified in the opening of the two inscrip-

tions, paiiasa for patasa, the meaning of neither of which is satis-

factory. Blank or indistinct letters follow at Kapur di Giri, so that

we have no similar terms with those which occur at Girnar, and which

Mr. Prinsep reads, pasamata tatihatam, &c., readings which are ren-

dered doubtful by Mr. Wcstergaard’s copy. We have nothing cor-

responding with, kalingesu, supposed by Mr. Prinsep to refer to the

Kalinga provinces, &c., to which he adds, “ not to be obtained by

wealth;” adhandladesu, for which Mr. Westergaard has, adlnina

ladhesu, which might bo rendered, now, or recently acquired. His

dhamma viyo, which he renders, dec.lino of religion, Mr. Wester-

gaard reads, dhammaviiyo; the sense of both is equally doubtful, the

word, viyo, being of uncertain purport, as noticed by Mr. Prinsep,

(vi. .'586), where it occurs singly in a passage in ono of the Lut

inscriptions; a like compound, viyo dhamma, is rendered by Mr. Tur-
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nour, perishablo things (vi. 623), but it may possibly be inteuded

for, vyaya, waste, expenditure. The two copies agree in reading,

vadho va maranam va apavaho va, but these words can scarcely mean

murder and death, and the unrestrained license of mankind, espe-

cially as the last term appears to be, janasata, a good man, not janasa,

the genitive case. We have however at Kapur di Giri, janasha,

though none of the preceding. The following words partly agree,

but there is uo making sense of them till we come to, devanam

priyasa, of which at Girnar we have, deva, only. This is followed

by a series of questionable syllables at Kapur di Giri, unknown to

the Girnar tablet, but which apparently refer to Brahmanical rites,

bamanaka sulakha, to sacrifice, yajna, ascetic penance, tapasha, and

dwelling in the forests, atavim; aud possibly recommends that reve-

rence should be paid to those who observe such practices, jasha

etam bhoti sususha (for yasya ctadbhutasya susrusa). In recom-

mending what follows both inscriptions agree; service or duty to

mother, father, friends, kindred, servants, and masters. In place of

padasa, Girnar b reads sudasa, which the Kapur di Giri inscription

confirms.

We have then again a passage with which there is nothing to cor-

respond at Girnar, the purport of which, without help from such a

collateral source it is not easy to conjecture; a few words may be

guessed at as, yasha, fame, or, yasa, of whom; suti likhanam, which

will admit of, writing of the Srutx or Veda; and sutasa, which may
here be intended possibly for, sutrasya, a rule or precept. The

words that follow nearly agree, natina vavansana prapunati; but

they cannot be rendered without great uncertainty, cleanse aw’ay

the calamities of generation.

We have several legible words in what follow, more or less con-

current with those of Girnar; where the latter reads, bhagovesa,

according to Prinsep, bhago vesiya, we have what appears to be

Baghavo, which if correct, may be intended for Blmgavan, a divinity,

sometimes applied to Buddha; but the Girnar readings leave this

doubtful. In the passages that follow, again, we may detect a few

similar words, but the Kapur di Giri inscription has much additional

matter here, and, Devanam priyasa, is repeated six times for once that

it occurs at Girnar. Sava bhutanam, of all creatures, is common to

both, but the, achhata or achhatim, of Girnar, appears to be, ichhati,

he wishes, at Kapur di Giri.

Deficiencies at the end of the seventh and beginning of line

eight, at Girnar, are rather more than adequately filled up at Kapur di

Giri, and some of the additional matter is important. The name and
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designation, Antiyoka nama yona Raja, are given distinctly: why
he is introduced does not very well appear, but we might venture to

connect it with what precedes, and to interpret and fill up the pas-

sages thus : He who had obtained the alliance of men—he has been

received as the friend of (me) Devanampriya: we have for this con-

jectural rendering, Devanam priyasa, then some unreadable letters,

sampapi, (for samaprapi) yo janasa (su) sanyatam. At Girnar we
have only, yona Raja, but no name, no Antiochus, nor any circumstance

relating to him. Both inscriptions next read, parancha, and after-

wards; the Girnar has then, tena, by him, which as no name was

specified, Mr. Prinsep necessarily interpreted, by whom, (rather by

him) the Greek king: in the Kapur di Giri tablet, tena, refers of

course to Antiochus, but not to leave any doubt on this score, the

inscription repeats the name, and gives us, tena Antiyokena, by that

Antiochus; thus furnishing a very important illustration of the Girnar

tablet. What then was done by him? by that Antiochus? this is not

to be made out very distinctly, but connected with what follows, it

may be conjectured to imply that four other Greek princes were

brought under subjection by him. There can be no doubt that the

numeral which Mr. Prinsep read, chaptaro, is properly, chattdro.

There is no, p, in the Kapur di Giri inscription, it is clearly, chataro,

with the usual disregard of correct orthography and identification of

long and short vowels. In the Girnar inscription the form is like, pt,

no doubt, but this combination, as already observed treating of Tablet

XII., is so utterly repugnant to the most characteristic feature of

Pali, that it cannot be allowed; and in this case, if the original

word intended be the Sanskrit numeral chatwara, the p would be

gratuitously inserted. The only admissible reading is, chatt^ro, the

regular Pali form of the Sanskrit, chatwara: four indistinct marks

follow the numeral in each inscription, being probably intended for

figures equivalent to four. We then have the several names of

the four princes remarkably distinct, and it luckily happens that

M. Court’s copy is also very legible in this passage, and entirely

confirms Mr. Masson’s readings. The passage runs thus: Turamara

nama, Antikona nama, Mako nama, Alikasunari nama. At Girnar

the last name is wanting, there being somo letters obliterated. We
have also some variation in the reading, but not material, the names

being there, Turamdyo cha, Antakana cha, Maga cha. The two

inscriptions give us no doubt the names of four Greek princes,

of whom, Ptolemy, Antigonus, and Magas may be readily recog-

nised, although, how they come into juxta-position with Antiochus

on the one hand, or Alexander, on the other, is only to bo explained,
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by the supposition, that although these names had from their celebrity

reached the west of India, the history of tho persons so named was

vaguely and incorrectly known.

We shall howevor recur to tho subject: at present we are only

ooncerned with the purport of the inscription, which is unfortunately

by no means distinct. Wo have tho order, by that Antiochus

four Yavana kings, were;—what? neither inscription enables us

to answer: the Girnar inscription being in fact here mutilated-

Mr. Prinsep, in his introductory remarks, supplying the connexion

conjecturally, fills up the blank by reading, “And the Greek king

besides, by whom the four kings have been induced to permit,” but there

is nothing to warrant such a translation; and in tho actual rendering

of the passage, (p. 261) the latter clause is omitted: wo there have,

“and the Greek king, besides, by whom the kings of Egypt, Ptole-

maios, Antigonos, (?) and Magas, &c., and then follows a blank.

The Kapur di Giri inscription, although entire, presents characters

of undetermined value, and probable inaccuracies. The first term,

likhichha thana, is very doubtful; the next appears to be, jayavata,

which might be rendered victorious, in the instrumental case, agreeing

with, Antiyokena; anausa, is doubtful, both as to reading and sense;

ye asa miti puna rajauti, might be rendered, “ they who (the kings)

become his friends, again shine (or enjoy dominion).” We may also

render, eva hi yona kati yasha, “such, indeed, is the, Yavana, become,

of whom;” there then follow some indistinct characters, and the

phrase seems to terminate with, miti hi kite, “ friendship or alliance

has been made.” This I admit is very conjectural, and a corrected

copy or a better founded interpretation of the original may show it to

be wholly erroneous; but in the present state of the inscriptions we

may hazard the conjecture, that the purport of the whole passage may
be, that the four princes after being overthrown by Antiochus, had been

reconciled to him, and that an alliance had then been formed between

him and the Indian prince Devapriya. There is nothing whatever to

justify the supposition that Devapriya had attempted to make con-

verts of the Greek princes, or to disseminate the doctrines and prac-

tices of Buddhism in their dominions.

We have some apparent correspondence between the inscription

in the next passages, referring to the moral laws promulgated by

Devapriya, but they do not give the sense Mr. Prinsep attaches to

those at Girnar: the correspondence is only for a few words, and

a long passage ensues, to which there is nothing parallel at Girnar

after allowing for a partial mutilation. We can only render the last

words, “ is not everywhere in victories;” a few words again agree, in
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which the term, vijaya, occurs, and which, at Girnar at least, winds
up with what may be rendered, although pleasure may be derived

from conquest, yet the best pleasure abides in the triumph of virtue.

Apparently we then have at Kapur di Giri, the name of the prince as

usual, and the moral edict, aya dhama (li)pi: next come, vijaya ya
ma vijatavam, victory is not to be conquered, for the vijayam ma
vijetavyam, of Girnar; the latter is however here mutilated and
presents other omissions, so that the two cannot be compared; both

end alike, ilia, or, i lokika (cha) para lokika (cba), “in this world

aud in the next;” preceded at Kapur di Giri by, what appears to be,

yaccha mata pasadlii, “ which opinion is celebrated.” There is nothing

that corresponds with what appears to be a supplementary addition

to the inscription at Girnar.

The state of this transcript of the Kapur di Giri inscription is very

far from satisfactory, while from the names it records, it appears to be

of great historical value. It tvould be very desirable to have a fac-

simile carefully taken, and as the part of the country in which it is

situated is now within the reach of British influence, it might now be

possible, perhaps, without much difficulty, to have such a copy. In

the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for February, 1848,

Captain Cunningham mentions in his Diary, his having visited the

spot and taken a copy of the most legible portion of the inscription;

he adds, however, that a proper copy could only be made by

levelling the ground aud building up platforms, and by white-washing

the surface of the rock to bring out the sunken letters: a work of

time, but which would well repay the labour 1

. The translation of

Mr. Prinsep is subjoined for the sake of reference, but I cannot venture

to propose any connected version.

Mr. Prinsep s Translation.

Whose equality, and exertion towards that object, exceeding

activity, judicious conduct afterwards in the Kalinga pro-

vinces not to be obtained by wealth the decline of religion,

murder, and death, and unrestrained license of mankind; when

flourished the (precious maxims) of Devanampiyo, comprising the

1 Correspondence of the Commissioners deputed to the Tibetan frontier. In

the number of the Journal of the Bengal Asiatic Society for January last, n paper

by Mr. Laidlay, is announced on Edicts of Asoka, found by Captain Cunningham

near Shah-baz-ghari, from which we may infer that a fresh transcript has been

seut to the Society.
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essence of learning and of science:—dutiful service to mother and

father; dutiful service to spiritual teachers: the love of friend and

child; (charity) to kinsfolk, to servants (to Brahmans and Sramans,

See., which) cleanse away the calamities of generations: further also

in these things unceasing perseverance is fame. There is not in cither

class of the heretics of men, not, so to say, a procedure marked by

such grace, nor so glorious nor friendly, nor even so ex-

tremely liberal as Devanampiyo's injunction for the non-injury, and

content of living creatures and the Greek King besides, by

whom the Kings of Egypt, Ptolemaios and Antigonos,(?) and

Magas, both here and in foreign (countries), everywhere the

religious ordinances of Devanampiyo effect conversion, wherever they

go; conquest is of every description: but further the conquest

which bringetli joy springing from pleasant emotions, becometh joy

itself; the victory of virtue is happiness: the victory of happiness is

not to be overcome, that which essentially possesses a pledge of hap-

piness,—such victory is desired in things of this world and things of

the next world!

And this place is named the White Elephant, conferring pleasure

on all the world.

TABLET XIV.

K 15Aya dhamalipi devanam piyasina rana

G a Ayam dhammalipi devanam piyena Piyadasina rand

G b Ayam dhammalipi devanam piyena Piyadasina rana

K likhasati eva asati teti likhina asti yo vistivida 1

G a
e

likhapita asti eva Ssankhitena asti majhamena asti

G b lekhapita asti eva sankhitena asti majhamena asti

K cha savatasa sasti gapasama apakivati likhitenrt —
ch

G a vistatena nava savam pavata ghaiitam 3mahalake pa-

G b vistatena naclia savam pavata ghaiitam mahalake pi-

K cha liki 1

1

me 1

1

same hi va

G a vijitam baliu cha likhitam likhapoyisam cheva asti

G b vijitam bahu cha likhitam likbapayisam chema asti
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K agatitam va punapuna apiti tasa tasa yajasa ma-

G a cha etakam ‘'punapana vutam tasa tasa athasa md-

G b cha etakam punapuna vutam tasa tasa athasa ma-

K dhiriyaye va * * * * * 1! pavijayati tasa sava

G a dhuritaya kata jano tatha

G b dhuritaya kiti jano tatha

patipajetha ^tata ekada

patipajetha tata ekada

K avati hi asamasa li 1 1 savasin khatika va

G a asamatam likhitara asadesam cha sachhaya

G b asamatam likhitam asadesam cha sachhaya

K ? ? 1 1 ichhati lipikitam eva apandanena —
alo pta radhena

G a karaham cha 6Relachepu lipikara pandithena cha

G b karaham va alovetta lipikara paradhena va

TABLET XIV.

Continuous with the inscription which corresponds with No. 13 at

Girnar, we have a portion that presents a like identity with that num-

bered 14. The commencement is clearly the same; this moral edict

has been caused to be written by the beloved of the gods; with a differ-

ence of name, which is here Piyasi. An exact agreement does not seem

to continue; although it is not impossible that a more correct transcript

might restore the concurrence more completely. In some instances,

we have obviously the same combination intended as, tasa tasa yajasa

madhiriyayc, should no doubt be as at Girnar, tasa tasa athasa madhu-

ritdya, “through the pleasantness of this meaning.” There does not

appear to be anything agreeing with what Mr. Prinsep conjectures to

be the name of the Pundit by whom the inscription was composed;

and M. Westergaard’s reading instead of, Rela chepu lipi kara pan-

dithena cha, is, Aovetta lipikara paradhena cha, while at Kapur di

Giri we have merely, lipi kitam eva apandanena: what either implies,

I cannot pretend to interpret.

CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS.

The inscriptions on the rocks of Girnar, Dhauli, and Kapur di Giri,

and on the columns of Delhi, Allahabad, Mathia, and Bakra, form

two classes of inscriptions, the general style and purport of both

of which arc essentially the same, while there is a close agreement
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between the individual members of each class. They are documents

of singular interest from their antiquity, the illustration which they

afford of the written language of India at a distant era, and from the

light they cast upon the state of society, and the doctrines then either

prevalent or in progress. They offer also some illustration ol the poli-

tical history of the country, although less than we might have ex-

pected or may desire. Even with respect to the subjects to which they

evidently relate, they are less satisfactory than could be wished, and

except with certain qualifications and within probable limits, they

leave us very uncertain as to the conclusions which may be safely

drawn from them, and very much in the dark as to the objects tor

which they were made public, the time at which they were sculptured,

and the prince by whose orders they were promulgated. On all these

points many doubts and difficulties are suggested by the inscriptions

themselves, as far as their interpretation may yet be relied on, the

solution of which is likely to require still more careful and competent

investigation.

According to the late Mr. James Prinsep, the original decipherer

of all these inscriptions, the documents in question are royal edicts, the

essential objects of which were the establishment and propagation of

the precepts of the Buddhist religion throughout India, and through

the adjacent parts of Persia and Khorasan, which were then subject to

the Seleucidan princes. These edicts were issued by Asoka, the

grandson of Chandragupta, who was contemporary with Antiochus the

Great, and who having become a convert to Buddhism early in his

reign, engaged with the zeal of a proselyte, and the munificence of a

monarch, in projects for its propagation. These deductions have been

worked out by Mr. Prinsep from his translations of the inscriptions

with remarkable acuteness, with most meritorious carefulness and

labour, and with very extensive research, and they have received the

ready acquiescence of many of the most distinguished oriental scholars.

In the main they may possibly be correct; but the interpretation, as we

have seen, is sometimes disputable, and the meaning appears to have

been imperfectly or inaccurately rendered in various instances; the

language of the inscriptions, even where satisfactorily readable, is

often very perplexing, owing partly to its peculiar structure, and as

it must be admitted, in a still greater degree to our imperfect know-

ledge of it; and it is frequently of questionable decipherment in con-

sequence of the indistinctness, the occasional deficiencies, and possible

ignorance of the original inscribers. The historical facts asserted of

the supposed originator of the edicts, rest upon grounds that are not

of an indisputably authentic character, and that are irreconcileable
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with those we derive from other sources of information; and these

considerations may naturally make us hesitate before we assent to the

conclusions which have hitherto been considered as established, or

recognise them as no further liable to investigation.

In the first place, then, with respect to the supposed main purport

of the inscription, proselytism to the Buddhist religion, it may not

unreasonably be doubted if they were made public with any such

design, and whether they have any connexion with Buddhism at all.

In favour of the supposition, it is argued, first, that the prince who

assumes the credit of being the promulgator, and who names himself,

Priya, or Piyadasi, was the same with Asoka, who, according to the

traditions of the Buddhists, was a zealous promoter of their faith, and

issued, according to one statement, 84,000 precepts, or according to

another, erected as many monuments, vihars, chaityas, and sthupas,

monasteries, temples, and topes, in its honour, and for its propa-

gation; and secondly, that the language of the inscriptions is evi-

dence of a similar intention. The identity of Asoka and Piyadasi, I

shall subsequently advert to. The meaning of the language of the

inscriptions is, to say the least, equivocal.

The language itself is a kind of Pali, offering for the greater por-

tion of the words forms analogous to those which are modelled by the

rules of the Fali grammar still in use. There are, however, many
differences, some of which arise from a closer adherence to Sanskrit,

others from possible local peculiarities, indicating a yet unsettled

state of the language. It is observed by Mr. Priusep, when speaking

of the Lat inscriptions, “ The language differs from every existing

written idiom, and is as it were intermediate between the Sanskrit

and the Pali.” The nouns and particles in general follow the Pali

structure; the verbs are more frequently nearer to the Sanskrit forms;

but in neither, any more than in grammatical Pali, is there any great

dissimilarity from Sanskrit. It is curious that the Kapur di Giri

inscription departs less from the Sanskrit than the others, retaining

some compound consonants, as pr in priya instead of Piya; and having

the representatives of the three sibilants of the Devanagari alphabet,

while the others, as in Pali, have but one sibilant: on the other hand,

the Kapur di Giri inscription omits the vowels to a much greater

extent, and rarely distinguishes between the long and short vowels,

peculiarities perhaps not unconnected with the Semitic character of

its alphabet.

The exact determination of the differences and agreements of tho

inscriptions with Pali on tho one baud, and Sanskrit on the other,

would require a laborious analysis of the whole, and would bo
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scarcely worth the pains, as the differences from either would, no

doubt, prove to be comparatively few and unimportant, and we may
be content to consider the language as Tali, not yet perfected in its

grammatical structure, and deviating in no important respect from

Sanskrit. Pali is the language of the writings of the Buddhists of

Ava, Siam, and Ceylon; therefore it is concluded it was the language

of the Buddhists of Upper India, when the inscriptions were en-

graved, and consequently they are of Buddhist origin. This, however,

admits of question; for although the Buddhist authorities assert that

Sakya Sinha aud his successors taught in Pali, and that a Pali grammar

was compiled in his day; yet, on the other hand they affirm, that the

doctrines of Buddha were long taught orally only, and were not com-

mitted to writing for four centuries after his death, or until b.c. 153,

a date, no doubt, subsequent to that of the inscriptions. In fact, the

principal authorities of the Cingalese Buddhists appear to have existed

in Cingalese, and to have been translated into Pali only in the fifth

century after Christ.

According to M. Buruouf and Air. Hodgson, the earliest Budd-

hist writings were not Pali but Sanskrit, and they were translated

by the Northern Buddhists into their own languages, Mongol and

Tibetan. It does not appear that they have any Pali books. The

Chinese have obtained their writings from both quarters, and they

probably have Pali works brought from Ava or Ceylon. They have

also, according to M. Burnouf, translations of the same Sanskrit works

that are known in the North. It is by no means established, there-

fore, that Pali was the sacred language of the Buddhists at the period

of the inscriptions, and its use constitutes no conclusive proof of their

Buddhist origin. It seems more likely that it was adopted as being

the spoken language of that part of India where Piyadasi resided,

and was selected for lxis edicts, that they might be intelligible to the

people. Hence, also, the employment of different alphabets, that of

Kapur di Giri being the alphabet current in Afghanistan and Bactria,

as we know from the Grreco-Bactrian coins. The use of the pro-

vincial or local alphabet was evidently designed for the convenience

of those to whom it was familiar, while the ancient fonn of the Deva-

nagari was that employed in Hindustan as being there in general

use. The popular currency of the language, admitting that it might

have been the spoken dialect of the north-west of India, would be

more likely to prevent, than to recommend its use as a ‘sacred’

language, and its being applied to such a purpose by the Southern

Buddhists was in some degree probably owing to their being as a

people ignorant of it, and it would then assume in their eyes a sane-
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tity which as a spoken dialect it was not likely to possess. At the

same time, we can scarcely suppose that the language of the inscrip-

tions was understood in all the countries where they have been dis-

covered, beyond the Indus, at Delhi, in Behar, in Orissa, and Guzerat,

where we know that very different dialects, however largely borrow-

ing from a common source, at present prevail. Neither is it likely

that edicts intended to regulate the moral conduct of the people at

large should have been intelligible only to Buddhist priests, or should

have been perpetuated on pillars and rocks solely for their edification.

We may therefore recognise it as an actually existent form of speech

in some part of India, and might admit the testimony of its origin

given by the Buddhists themselves, by whom it is always identified

with the language of Magadha or Behar

1

,
the scene of Sakya Sin ha’s

first teaching; but that there are several differences between it and

the Magadhi, as laid down in Prakrit grammars, and as it occurs in

Jain writings. It is, as Messrs. Burnouf and Lassen remark, still

nearer to Sanskrit 2

,
and may have prevailed more to the north than

Behar, or in the upper 2>art of the Doab, and in the Punjab, being

more analogous to the Sauraseni dialect, the language of Mathura and

Delhi, although not differing from the dialect of Behar to such an

extent as not to be intelligible to those to whom Sakya and his suc-

cessors addressed themselves. The language of the inscriptions, then,

although necessarily that of their date, and probably that in which

the first propagators of Buddhism expounded their doctrines, seems to

have been rather the spoken language of the people in Upper India,

than a form of speech peculiar to a class of religionists, or a sacred

language, and its use in the edicts of Piyadasi, although not incom-

patible with their Buddhist origin, cannot be accepted as a conclu-

sive proof that they originated from any peculiar form of religious

belief’.

There is nothing in tho injunctions promulgated or sentiments

expressed in the inscriptions in the sense in which I have suggested

their interpretation, that is decidedly and exclusively characteristic

of Buddhism. The main object of the first appears, it is true, to be a

prohibition of destroying animal life, but it is a mistake to ascribe the

doctrine to the Buddhists alone. Whatever may have been the cause,

and it is not uulikely that the progress of Buddhism may have exer-

cised some influence in popularising the notion, tho Brahmans adopted

I Tumour’s Introduction to the Mahawanso, xxii, Sa Mdgadhi mula bhdsa.

II Essai sur lo Pali, p. I!f7, “ La Palie dtait presque identique a l’idiome saerd

des Bralimanes, parce qu’elle en ddrivait imraddiatement.”

••
a Pali, means, original text, regularity.—Malia. Introd. xxii.
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and enforced it equally at an early period, and declared tenderness for

living creatures to be the first of duties. AhinsA parama dliarma,

tenderness is the supreme merit, is the language of Manu, and the

Mahabli6rata repeats the same text, and adds that “it is best devotion,

supreme truth, the most precious of gifts, the best friend of man, the

highest happiness, the best Veda. Whatever gifts may have been

offered at sacrifices or ablutions performed in sacred streams are

inferior in their consequences to tenderness of animal life,—such

are its virtues that they could not be enumerated in a hundred

years '.

No doubt can be entertained of the purport of, Ahinsa, not only from

its literal meaning, and its being described as that sentiment which

looks upon living beings as upon ourselves, but from the association

along with its eulogy of the merits of abstaining wholly from eating

flesh, which the great and eternal Risliis, it is said, have declared to

1 The merits of, Ahinsa, are cursorily mentioned in very many passages in the

Mahabharata, but there is a panegyric in particular upon it, and the non-eating of

flesh, in the Anusasana Parva.— Printed Edition, vol. iv., 1. 5654 to 5J22. The
following are a few of the expressions.

qfw qrm r $ fw qr^rq: i

qr*? to qqr qqr qqqfq 11 and again

qfw tr?-^T s fwr wr qq: i

qfW rfq: ||

qfW tRRTt CRT I

qr*r n

,qfwr qr*i q^’ ^ i

q^Viq qT q~rq TO<ftqq qTqq n

qqT s qqq qqr n

q^VTcTTqTTf qqT qTrTT qqT facTT I

qrRT^ qqq qqq^q IW qWT q^qfq qq^Tf^fq H
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be the certain source of blessings—of wealth, of fame, of life, and

of heaven 1

. The prohibition of destroying living creatures would not

therefore be conclusive evidence of a Buddhist origin, even if it were

more positively and distinctly enunciated
;
but as already remarked,

the language of the inscription is far from being satisfactorily inter-

preted, and the prohibition appears in strange contradiction with what

appears to be, if it is rightly understood, the practice of the Royal

kitchen, in which thousands of animals were slaughtered daily. So

far also from the eating of flesh being utterly reprehended, a sub-

sequent passage, as I have proposed to render it, seems to authorise

an admission that the eating of animals for good purposes is not

objectionable
;
as remarked also by Mr. Prinsep on the inscription on

the south face of the Lats, which prohibited the death of certain

animals, or of some at particular days, the use of animal food is not

absolutely interdicted,—on the contrary, he remarks that the goat,

sheep, and pig, are expressly mentioned as kept for fattening, and are

only not to be slaughtered while with young, or giving milk. Eating

animal food is in fact common among the Buddhist nations of the

present day, and its prohibition therefore, even if more clearly

enjoined, would be no incontrovertible proof of Buddhist dictation.

Again, we cannot look upon the provisions of the second edict

—even if they did include medicaments for animals and men, which

is at least questionable, as containing anything exclusively Buddhist.

Digging wells, planting trees, constructing resting-places for travellers,

are quite as meritorious in the eyes of the Brahmauical, as in those

of the Buddhistical Hindus. The same may be said of the injunctions

in other edicts, to shew due reverence and affection to parents,

teachers, children, and dependants. Numerous parallel passages may
be found in Brahmanical writings, as essential parts of duty, or

Dliarma.

To these inconclusive evidences of Buddhism we have to oppose

uegative indications of a less equivocal character. Of this description

is the total omission of any allusion to Buddha himself by any of

his appellations, Sugata, Tathagata, Gautama, Sakya, or Sakyasinha,

all which occur repeatedly in the Buddhist writings, both of Tibet

and of Ceylon, and which the Sarnath Buddhist inscription proves

it was not unusual to allude to in the sculptured inscriptions of that

Vj >
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religion. Neither is there any allusion to his family, or to any of his

early disciples, or to any of the Bodhisatwas, who are sufficiently

conspicuous in the Kah-gyur and Mahawanso, nor does any hint occur

of Sthupas, Vihars, or Chaityas, or of the Bodlii, or Bo tree,—every-

where else so frequently adverted to. Neither do we find anything

that can be regarded as peculiarly Buddhist doctrines, for the moral

duties inculcated are the same that are enjoined by Brahmanical

writings, and there is at least one duty enforced which it is very diffi-

cult to reconcile with the spirit of Buddhism
;

reverence for, or

rather the service of (Susrusha) the Brahmans. Now one great

object of Sakyasinha’s reformation was the subversion of the autho-

rity of the Brahmans, and it were utterly inconsistent with that

object to hold up their service as one of the most weighty of moral

obligations. The same service, it is true, is to be paid to the

Sramanas, who are usually understood to be Buddhist ascetics,—or

at least disciples of Buddha. In the, Asoka avadana, Sramanas are

called the Sons of Sakya—but they are reproached with sitting on

carpets and broad scats, and arc therefore questionable ascetics. The

term, however, means ascetic in general, one who endures fatigue or

privation, aud there might be Brahmana Sramanas as well as Buddhist

Sramanas. Buddhist ascetics are also more commonly designated

Bhikhus, mendicants, and Buddha himself is often termed Maha-

Bliikhn,—a word that never occurs in the inscriptions. However, we

may be content to accept Sramana as commonly understood,—and to

regard the passage as intending both Brahmans and Buddhist ascetics,

putting them upon a footing of equal sanctity. On the Girnar rock

and the Lats, the Brahmans have precedence, and the term is, Bah-

mana-samana. In Cuttack, aud at Kapur di Giri, we have the order

reversed, Samana-balnnana. At the same time this objection is not

altogether fatal to the Buddhist tenor of the inscription, as it appears

that the phrase, Sramana-brahmana, is not unfrequent in the Buddhist

Sutras, which are amoug their fundamental authorities—but although

mentioned together it does not appear that they are thus associated

as equally entitled to veneration. They are merely enumerated among
the objects of the knowledge of Buddha, who is described as

knowing all creatures, including Sramanas and Brahmanas. In

so far, therefore, as the service of the Brahmans is enjoined, the

injunction can scarcely be regarded as consistent with Buddhism.

It may be granted, however, that Piyadasi intended to enjoin

equal reverence to Brahmans and to Buddhist teachers, for such a

purpose would be not incompatible with that spirit of unqualified

toleration which seems to have been one of his principal objects. I

vol. xir. R
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have already endeavoured to shew that edict, No. 12, in particular,

exhibits this intention most unequivocally, and that the prince

enjoins in it no attempt at conversion, but universal respect for all

forms of religious belief,—his own as well as any other Pashandci.

The term, Pashanda, I may here add, although rendered heresy or

heretic, does not bear properly so restricted a meaning. According

to the annotators on the vocabulary of Amara Sinha in voce, it

applies to external conformity with the Vedas, although neglecting

their observances. The ouly synonyme is Sarva-lingi, one who wears

the marks of all, that is, who assumes the staff, water-pot, girdle, and

cord of the three first classes. One commentator explains, Sarva,

by its synonyme, Siva, and makes the Pasliandas, Saivas, but the best

explanation seems that quoted from an early scholiast, Vyfiri, who
says it includes the Sankhyas, the S&bdikas, or logicians, and the

Vedantis, or the three chief philosophical schools, the Saivas, the naked

ascetics, or Nagnas, and the Bauddhas, all, in short, who do not regard

the authority of the Vedas as infallible and divine, and who draw from

them doctrines which tend to set aside the necessity of mere formal

ceremonies,—and this, in fact, appears to be the main object of all

the edicts, whether on the rocks or on the pillars,—the exaltation over

all ceremonial practices, over a religion of rites, of the observance of

moral obligations; the enjoining in preference to the sacrifice of animals,

obedieuce to parents, affection for children, friends, and dependants,

reverence for elders, Sramans and Brahmans, universal benevolence,

and unreserved toleration. These are evidently the principal objects

of llaja Piyadasi’s enactments, and are no more compatible with

exclusive Buddhism than with exclusive Brahmanism. They cannot be

regarded as wholly peculiar to either, although it is very possible that

like the same doctrines plentifully scattered through the Santi and,

Anusasaua Parvas of the Mababharata, they may have been suggested

by the teaching of the early Buddhists, and originated in au attempt to

effect a sort of compromise between the two religions before any active

hostility had commenced, while the Brahmanism of the Vedas was
yet in the ascendancy, although Buddhism was beginning to assail

its pretensions to exclusive predominance. It is remarked by M.
Burnouf, that in the early Buddhist writings, very little difference

appears between the Buddhists and Brahmans, and Buddha is often

described as followed by a crowd of Brahmans as well as Bhikhus

and Sramans. The edicts may be taken as historical evidence that

Buddhism was not yet fully established, and that Piyadasi was desi-

rous of keeping peace between it and its predecessor by inculcating

social duties aud universal toleration in place of either ritual or dogma.
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Au argument in favour of the Buddhist character of the inscrip-

tions has been deduced from the asserted identity of the Raja Piya-

dasi with Asoka, the grandson of Chaudragupta, Raja of Jla-

gadhn, and witli the latter’s conversion to Buddhism according to

Buddhist tradition, and his munificent patronage of its professors, and

construction of innumerable monasteries, temples, Sthupas, and columns

in its honour. The identification rests upon a passage in the Dipa-

wanso, a work of rather doubtful character, being supposed by Mr.

Tumour to be properly termed Mahawanso;—although not the same as

that which he translated. Ho conceives it to bo older than the Maha-

wanso of Buddhaghosha, but it is not of a very remote antiquity, as

it comes down to the end of the reign of Mahasena of Ceylon, A.n. 302,

being a work of the fourth century. Mr. Turnout- had but one copy

of it, which was procured from Ava, in a very imperfect condition.

As far as it can be received as authority, it no doubt is warrant for the

identification,—stating that Piyadassano, (better Pali than Piyadasi)

was inaugurated 218 years after the death of Buddha : at his inau-

guration many preternatural manifestations took place. The date

here assigned to Pivadassano’s inauguration is the same as that which

is specified as the date of the inauguration of Asoka, and therefore

leaves no doubt of the intention of the writer. Other circumstances

are related in connexion with this passage, which are told of Asoka by

name,—as his being the son of Bindusaro, and grandson of Chanda-

gutto, his government of Ujjayin before he succeeded to the throne of

Tataliputra, and his begetting Mahindo, who became a great saint, and

carried Buddhism into Ceylon, the main object of the Dipawanso

being, according to Mr. Tumour, the record of the succession of Budd-

hist teachers, in which, he says, it is full of chronological mis-

takes. Without withholding all assent from the application of the name

Piyadassano—Sans. Priyadarsana, of kind or agreeable appearance, to

Asoka,—it seems very inexplicable why, in none of the inscriptions,

his own appellation, Asoka, or Dharmasoka, should ever be men-

tioned. In no one of the rock or pillar inscriptions is there the

slightest trace of such a name as Asoka. There is no reason, as far

as we are aware, why an Indian prince, whether Buddhist or Brali-

manical, should prefer an alias to his proper denomination, and the

practice of all later times is opposed to such a peculiarity. In the

numerous inscriptions found in other parts of India, the names of the

Princes, and very commonly of their ancestors for several generations,

are recorded, and we may be reasonably enough surprised that in this

instance alone, an epithet should have supplanted a name,—for

that Piyadasi is not a proper name, but an epithet, we not only infer

R 2
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from its literal signification, but we know it to be so from its beiug,

according to Mr. Tumour, the title of one of the twenty-four

Buddhas in the Dipawanso. We find it also to have been applied to

one other prince at least, who was a different person from Asoka.

Su-darsana, which is much the same thing, or good-looking, is a very

common name for Hindu princes,—but we have a Piyadasano—or

in the Magadhi form, Piyadasane—in the Kalpa Sutra, one of the

scriptural authorities of the Jains, of which a translation by the Rev.

Mr. Stevenson, has been lately published by the Translation Com-

mittee. The term Piyadasane, which he renders, lovely to behold, is

there applied to the Raja Siddhartha, sovereign of Kundagrdma, and

putative father of Mahavira, the last Jain Tirthankara, who, according

to the Jains, was the preceptor of the Buddha Gautama. The same

prince also bears the title of Devanupiya,—the beloved of the Gods

—so that neither of these epithets is exclusively restricted to Asoka,

even if they were ever applied to him.

That they were so applied is rendered doubtful by chronological

difficulties, of which it is not easy to dispose: Piyadasi appears to

have lived, either at the same time with, or subsequent to, Autiochus.

Could this have been the case if he was Asoka? For the determination

of this question, wrc must investigate the date at which the two princes

flourished, as far as the materials which are available will permit.

The first point to be adjusted is, which Antiochus is referred to.

There are several of the name amongst the kings of the Seleucidan

dynasty, whose sway commencing in Syria, extended at various times,

in the early periods of their history, through Persia to the confines of

India. Of these, the two first, Antiochus Soter and Antioclins Theos,

were too much taken up with occurrences in Greece and in the west

of Asia, to maintain any intimate connexion with India, and it is not

until the time of Antiochus the Great, the fifth Seleucidan monarch,

that we have any positive indication of an intercourse between India

and Syria. It is recorded of this prince that he invaded India, and

formed an alliance with its sovereign, named by the Greek writers,

Sophagasenas, in the first member of which it requires the etymological

courage of a Wilford to discover Asoka. The late Augustus Schlegcl

conjectured the Greek name to represent the Sanskrit, Saubhagya sena,

he whose army is attended by prosperity; but we have no such prince

in Hindu tradition, and it could scarcely have been a synonyme of

Asoka, the literal sense of which is, he who has no sorrow. Neither

is Sophagasenas more like Piyadasi, and so far therefore wc derive no

assistance as to the identification of Antiochus. Still, with reference

to the facts, and to the allusion to his victorious progress, which
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Tablet XIII. seems to contain, wo can scarcely doubt that he was the

person intended, and that the Antiochus of the inscription is Antiochus

the Great, who ascended the throne, u.c. 223, and was killed, b.c.

187. The date of his eastern expedition is from b.c. 212 to b.c. 205.

There is, however, an obvious difficulty in the way of the identifi-

cation from the names of the princes which arc found in connexion with

that of Antiochus, and which the thirteenth Tablet appears to recapitu-

late as those of contemporary princes,—subjugated, if the conjectural

interpretation be correct, by Antiochus. With respect to one of them,

Ptolemy, this is allowable, for Antiochus the Great engaged in war

with Ptolemy Philopator, the fourth king of Egypt, with various

success, and concluded peace with him before he undertook his ex-

pedition to Bactria and India. He therefore was contemporary with

Antiochus the Great. It is, however, to be recollected that Ptolemy

Philopator was preceded by three other princes of the same name,

Ptolemy Soter, Ptolemy Philadelphus, and Ptolemy Euergetes,— ex-

tending through a period of rather more than a century, or from B.c.

323 to b.c. 221. These princes were frequently engaged in hosti-

lities with the Seleucidan kings of Syria, and we caunot therefore

positively determine which of them is referred to in the inscription.

The long continuance of the same name, however, among the kings

of Egypt, as it was retained until the Roman conquest, no doubt

made it familiar throughout the East, and we need not be surprised

to find it at Kapur di Giri or Giruar.

The same circumstance will not account for the insertion of the

name of Mako, probably Magas, for although there was such a prince,

he was far removed from India, and of no particular celebrity. Magas

was made ruler of Cyrene by his father-in-law, Ptolemy Soter, the first

Greek king of Egypt, about B.c. 308. He had a long reign of fifty

years, to B.c. 258. He was not therefore contemporary with Antio-

chus the Great, dying thirty-five years before that prince’s accession.

He was connected with Antiochus Soter, having married his daughter,

and entered into an alliance rvith him against Ptolemy Philadelphus,

—

and this association with the names of Antiochus and Ptolemy, gene-

rally but not accurately known, may have led to his being enumerated

with the two other princes of the same designation, Ptolemy Philo-

pator, and Antiochus the Great. There was a Magas also, the

brother of Philopator, but he is of no historical note, and was put to

death by his brother in the beginning of his reign. The allusion is

therefore, no doubt to the Magas of Cyrene.

It is impossible to explain the juxta-position of the other two

names, Antigonus and Alexander, upon any principle of chronological
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computation, although we can easily comprehend how the names were

familiarly known. That of Alexander the Great must of course have

left a durable impression, but he is antecedent to any of his generals

who made themselves kings after his death. It is very unlikely that

his son Alexander, who was not born till after his death, and from the

age of three years was brought up in Macedonia, where he was mur-

dered when only twelve years old, should be the person intended,

and a greater probability would attach to an Alexander who was

Satrap of Persia in the beginning of the reign of Antiochus the Great,

and rebelled agaiust him. He was defeated and killed, b.c. 223. So

far therefore we have an Alexander contemporary with Antiochus, if

that be thought essential; but it seems more likely that here as in

the case of Magas, the concurrence of names is no evidence of synchro-

nism, and arises from the name being familiarly known without any

exact knowledge of the persons by whom they were borne.

Such seems to be the case also with respect to Antigonus. The

most celebrated of the name, Alexander’s general who succeeded to

the sovereignty of Phrygia and Lycia, extended his authority to

the East by the defeat and death of Eumenes, and his name may thus

have become known in India, although the scene of his victories over

his rival was somewhat remote from the frontier, or in Persia and

Media. The latter portions of his career were confined to Asia Minor

and Greece, and he was killed B.c. 301. He was contemporary with

the- first Ptolemy but not with Antiochus, having been killed twenty

years before the accession of Antiochus Soter. We have another

Antigonus, the grandson of the preceding, who was contemporary with

Antiochus Soter, but his life was spent in Macedonia and Greece, and

it is not likely therefore that any thing should have been known of

him in India. It can only be the first Antigonus whose designation

reached an Indian prince, and the mention of him in conjunction

with Ptolemy, Antiochus, Magas, and Alexander, shows clearly that

the chronology of the inscription was utterly at fault if it intended to

. assign a contemporary existence to princes who were scattered

through, at least, an interval of a century. We must look, therefore,

not to dates, but to the notoriety of the names, and the probability of

their having become known in Iudia, for the identification of the

persons intended. Under this view, I should refer Alexander to

Alexander the Great, Antigonus to his successor, Magas to the son-

in-law of Ptolemy Philadelphia, Ptolemy to either or all of the

four first princes of Egypt, and Antiochus to the only one of the

number, who wo know from classical record did visit India, and who
from the purport of the inscriptions wo may infer was known there
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personally,—Antiochus the Great. In this case wo obtain for the data

of the inscriptions some period subset) uent to b.c. 205, at which it

seems very unlikely that Asoka was living.

There is an entire accordance between the Brahmans and tjjd

Buddhists as to the descent of Asoka. The series of princes in the

Puranas and in the Mahawanso are manifestly the same, and were

both derived probably from a common source, the lists of the bards,

or professional chroniclers, to whom the preservation of historical

traditions was consigned. Asoka, according to both was the son of

Bindusaro (called in one Girnar inscription, Pushpagupta) the son of

Chandragupta, and there is no reasonable ground for questioning tho

identity of Chandragupta, or Chandagutta, with the SandroCoptos

or Sandrocottos of the Greeks, the ally of Seleucus Nicator, b.c. 305.

According to the Vayu Purana, Chaudragupta reigned twenty-

four years, and his successor twenty-five. Some of the Buddhist

authorities assign thirty-four years to the first, but the Attakattha,

in a passage, the reading of which Mr. Tumour prefers, agrees

with the Parana'. To Bindusaro, twenty-eight years are assigned,

which makes an interval of fifty-two years between the accessions

of Chandragupta and Asoka. How much of Chandragupta’s reign

preceded his alliance with Seleucus, we have no means of ascer-

taining. As far as we can trust to Justin, he was personally known

to Alexander, although not then reigning; and it appears gene-

rally from classical authority, that he attained sovereignty not long

after Alexander's invasion. If we deduct five years from that event

we shall place the beginning of Chaudragupta’s reign about b.c. 318;

and that of Asoka’s will consequently commence about b.c. 266. He
reigned, according to one authority twenty-six years, and to another

thirty-seven years; if we admit the longer period he will have died

229 b.c., or seventeen years before Antiochus the Great engaged in

his Eastern warfare, twenty years at least before the supposed alliance

with him could have taken place. If we are to class the inscriptions

in the order of their succession, which however is not*exactly the case,

we should have to place the alliance of Piyadasj with Antiochus

still earlier. It is alluded to for instance in the Second Tablet,

whilst the Third Tablet is dated in the twelfth 'year of his reign,

or b.c. (266—12) = 254, which is forty-two years earlier than the date

of the commencement of the expedition of Antiochus to the East.

Of course the formation of the alliance would have fallen within the

limits of the reign of Asoka, some years prior to his decease, and in

Journal Asiatic Society, Bengal, vi., 725, note.
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proportion as it approached the beginning of his reign, the distance

between the probable date of the alliance and the existence of Asoka

is enhanced. To obviate the chronological difficulty it has been sug-

gested that the Antiochus alluded to is not Antiochus Magnus, but

Antiochus Theos, who reigned from B.c. 261 to b.c. 246, and who

would therefore be contemporary with Asoka. This is no doubt true,

but as intimated above, historical events are opposed to the main-

tenance of any friendly connexion betweeu the princes of India and

Syria during the reign of Antiochus Theos. At its very commence-

ment he was involved in hostilities with the King of Egypt; the war

continued during the greater portion of his reign, and amongst its

results, were the neglect and loss of the Eastern provinces. Media

and Bactria became independent principalities, and their geographical,

as well as political position must have completely intercepted all com-

munication between India and Western Asia. It is very unlikely

that an Indian sovereign would have promulgated any alliance with

the enemy of his immediate neighbours, and we should rather look for

the names of Arsaces or Theodotus in his edicts, tliau that of An-

tiochus Theos. We cannot, therefore, upon historical grounds admit

the identity of the Antiochus of the inscriptions with Antiochus

Theos, any more than we can recognize an alliance between Asoka

and Antiochus Magnus, as chronologically probable upon such pre-

mises as we derive from classical Pauranic, and partly Buddhist

data.

If, indeed, we are guided solely by the latter, we shall render the

synchronism of the two princes still more impossible. According to the

Dipawanso and Mahdwanso, Dharmasoka was inaugurated two hundred

and eighteen years after the death of Buddha; his inauguration took

place four years after his accession, and wre place the latter therefore

two hundred and fourteen years after the Nirvan of Gautama. The

date of this event was b.c. 543, and 543—214= b.c. 329, and Asoka,

therefore, ascended the throne, according to the Buddhists, before the

invasion, not of Antiochus, but of Alexander the Great. This how-

ever must be wrong, and Mr. Tumour acknowledges that the chro-

nology of the Buddhist chronicles is here at fault; he makes the error

amount to about sixty years, and conceives that it was an intentional

vitiation of the chronology: with what purpose lie has not explained.

It is enough for us to determine that Asoka cannot have been the

cotemporary of Antiochus the Great, according to the chronology

either of Brahmau or Buddhist. That Piyadasi was the cotemporary

of Antiochus, or even posterior to him, is evident from the inscription,

and therefore Piyadasi and Asoka are not one and the same person.
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That Asoka became a convert to Buddhism after commencing his

reign as a sanguinary tyrant, may or may not be true: we have only

the assertions of the Buddhists for the fact. But allowing it to be

true, if Asoka was not the author of the edicts in question, no in-

ference of their Buddhist character can be drawn from his conversion

to the faith of Buddha, and the uncertain evidence afforded by their

language is not rendered less equivocal by any positive proof of their

having been promulgated by a prince who was a zealous patron of

the doctrines of Sakyasiuha.

But who then was Piyadasi, the beloved of the gods? This is a

question not easily answered. The term is evidently an epithet applied

to more than one individual, and not the proper designation of any one

person exclusively. We have no such name in any of the Brahmanical

traditions, and find it in the Buddhist, as indicating a sovereign prince,

to whom it could not have been applied consistently with chrono-

logical data, upon the authority of a work of the fourth century of

our era. That any uncertainty with regard to its appropriation

should exist, seems very incompatible with the extent of the domi-

nions ruled over by the prince of the inscriptions, as far as we are to

infer, from the sites in which they are found, as Guzerat, Cuttack,

Behar, Delhi, and the Punjab. A monarch, to whom all India, except

the extreme south, was subject, must surely have left some more posi-

tive trace of his existence than a mere epithet, complimentary to his

good looks, and shared with many others of equally pleasing appear-

ance. That such almost universal sovereignty in India was ever

exercised by a single prince is extremely improbable, ami it is unde-

niable from the evidence of the inscriptions themselves, that they hare

not been sculptured, in the situations in which they occur, cotem-

poraneously with the year of any individual reigu. Thus, in all

the rock inscriptions, the third and fourth edicts are said to be

issued in the twelfth year of Piyadasi’s inauguration; the fifth and

eighth, in the tenth year; the two later edicts in point of time

taking precedence of the two earlier, in the order of inscription

—

an utter impossibility. We cau only infer, therefore, that they were

simultaneously inscribed. Mr. Priusep states, that it is so specified iu

the Fourteenth Tablet, but I am unable to understand the passage in

that sense. That it was the case however is obvious, from the in-

verted order of the dates, and from the uniform appearance of the

inscriptions. The whole must have been cut, therefore, at some sub-

sequent period to the latest of the dates. How long subsequent, is

another question of impossible solution; but it is very improbable that

the rocks of Guzerat, Dhauli, and Kapur di Giri, were all engraved at
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the same time. The operation must have been spread over some

years, and it is not unlikely that it was subsequent to the date of

their reputed author, if he ever had a real existence. It seems,

however, not improbable, that the rulers of the several countries

or influential religious persons adopted the shadow of a name, to

give authority to the promulgation of edicts intended to reform the

immoral practices of the people, and for that purpose repeated

documents which had acquired popular celebrity in some particular

locality not yet ascertained.

An indisputable inference is also to be drawn from an assertion

of the inscriptions themselves against their homogeneous character.

Either those prior to the twelfth year of Piyadasi’s accession, or

those subsequent to it, and extending to the twenty-seventh, cannot

be Buddhist, for the latter declares that an edict issued in the

twelfth year of Piyadasi’s reign, was caused to be destroyed as being

a sinful obstruction of the increase of Dharma, or as Mr. Prinsep

renders it,—from the Raja’s regarding his former religion as sin,

—

Inscription of the Eastern compartment of the Delhi Lat. If the

translation is correct, and in substance it seems to be so, there are

two sets of opposing doctrines in the inscriptions, and of course

both cannot he Buddhist. Mr. Prinsep comes to the conclusion that

the Buddhist account of the date of Asolta’s conversion, the fourth

year of his reign, is erroneous, and that he could not have changed his

creed until after his twelfth year. Then it follows that most, if not all

the Rock inscriptions are not Buddhist, for the only dates specified

are the tenth and twelfth years. Those on the Lats appear to be all

of the twenty-seventh year. If, however, those of the earlier dates

are not Buddhist, neither are those of the later, for there is no

essential difference in their purport. They all enforce the preference

of moral to ceremonial observances, and often employ the very

same phraseology. We can only reconcile the contradiction by sup-

posing the language of the Lat inscription to be misinterpreted,—and

we must then feel how unsafe it is to come to any confident conclusion

upon premises so insecure as the imperfect rendering of the very

obscure expressions of the original inscriptions.

From these considerations, I have been compelled to withhold my
unqualified assent to the confident opinions that have been entertained

respecting the object and origin of the inscriptions. Without denying

the possibility of their being intended to disseminate Buddhism, and

their emanating from the Maurya prince Asoka, there are difficulties

in the way of both conclusions, which, to say the least, render such an

attribution extremely uncertain. The inscriptions still require to be
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interpreted by some person who is at once a thorough Sanskrit and

Pali scholar, and possibly they still require to be re-examined and

transcribed: at any rate, such is indisputably the case with the Kapur

di Giri inscription. And until we have readings and translations on

which we can implicitly rely, it will be prudent to refrain from substi-

tuting positiveness for possibility.

In coming to this conclusion, nothing can be farther from my in-

tention than to undervalue what has been attempted and accom-

plished. Infinite care and labour have been bestowed upon the

transcription of the inscriptions, as far as circumstances have per-

mitted; and at Girnar in particular, whatever anomalies and obscu-

rities occur, must be chargeable to the carelessness and ignorance of

the sculptor, as we cannot question our being in possession of most

faithful copies, after the able exertions of Wilson, Postans, Jacob, and

Westergaard. Dhauli and Kapur di Giri have not yet been examined

under equal advantages.

With regard also to the translations which we owe to the

learning and ingenuity of the late James Prinsep, we must remember,

that they were the first attempts to convey a knowledge of the pur-

port of documents in a new character and unknown language; and

that copies of the Lat inscription had been published for many years,

but had baffled the application of the most eminent scholars, and had

remained undecyphered until James Prinsep discovered their real

nature, and rendered them readable by his successors, without which

they would probably have continued to the present day as unintel-

ligible as ever. Whatever may be objected also to particular pas-

sages, the substance of the inscriptions is no doubt correctly translated,

and whether it justifies the conclusions which the translator has drawn,

is fair matter for discussion. Its incorrectness, even if established,

will not invalidate his claims to our acknowledgment and admiration

for what he has accomplished with unequalled labour, incomparable

ingenuity, and unrivalled success.
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Akt. VI.— The Pehlvt Coins of the early Mohammedan Arabs.

By Edward Thomas, Esq., Benyal Civil Service.

[Presented June 2, 1849.]

It but rarely occurs amid the ofteu dry details of Numismatic

inquiries that we meet with a subject combining such varied claims

upon the attention of so many distiuct classes of arehmologists, as

that now about to be brought uuder the notice of the Royal Asiatic

Society.

This may be freely said, in regard to the numerous points of in-

terest, which will be seen, severally in their turn, to 'afford matter

worthy of the consideration of the general antiquary, the local

historian, the philologer, the palaeographer, and the medallist. In

respect also to the attraction of intrinsic novelty, the specific inves-

tigation it is sought to illustrate in the following essay, will be

found to merit this distinction in a high degree; the ground being not

only comparatively unbroken, but possessing the additional pecu-

liarity, that the first plough has only recently penetrated its surface,

inasmuch as six years ago, the European world knew not the signi-

fication of the characters in which the legends on the first Arab

Dirhems are expressed. For the solution of this enigma we are

indebted to the acuteness of Professor Olshausen of Kiel, who, in a

comprehensive Memoir on the Pehlvi Legends on Sassanian Coins 1

,

has set forth the circumstances attending the original identification,

as well as the general results of his subsequent studies in the same

department. In concluding his review of the various classes of Sassa-

nian medals that had come under his cognisance, the learned Professor

expresses a hope that the avowedly ample contents of our London

Cabinets—to which he himself had had a most incomplete access

by means only of occasional casts and engravings—might be subjected

to a deliberate scrutiny, and the results made known to the anti-

quarian public: the desire of fulfilling this object has led to the

examination of these monuments, the details of which it is now pro-

posed to lay before you.

It may not be generally known to the broad majority of English

1 Die Pehlwie Legenden, &o. This Memoir has been translated under the

auspices of Professor Wilson, and published in the London Numismatic Chronicle

for 1848, vol. ix.

VOL. XII. s
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readers, that Oriental Numismatists have for some time past been

able to appropriate with a fair degree of confidence, a comparatively

complete series of medals of the earlier Sassanian period of the

Persian monarchy 1

,
and a sufficiently obvious commencement of the

suite of pure Mohammedan money of the same kingdom, the latter

being distinguished by their Ivufic inscriptions, and having reference

to years closely following that marked epoch in the history of the

Arabian coinage, a.h. 76, when the Khalif Abdalmalik first regulated

the device and superscriptions of the currency of his dominions, with

a view to satisfy the newly raised scruples of the professedly more

orthodox disciples of the creed of Mohammed. For some years after

the definite identification of the chief features of either of these classes

of medals, it remained a matter of regret to those devoting themselves

to such studies, that though in possession of numerous well-executed

specimens of the various coinages, seemingly forming the intermediate

links required to connect the one with the other, the alphabet in

which their legends were expressed continued to defy decipherment.

An important advance in the elucidation of the general subject was

1 De Sacy, Memoires sur diverses Antiquites de la Perse, Paris, 1 793 : Sir

W. Ouseley, Observations on some Medals and Gems, &c., London, 1801 : Ker
Porter, Travels, London, 1821 : A. de Longperier, Sur les Medailles de la Dynastie

Sassanide, Paris, 1840. The humility of M. De Longperier’s prefatory address

and the limited results he professed to achieve, secure him from any severe criti-

cism
; but my readers have a right to demand that in citing his work I should

point out so much of its deficiency as concerns the subject to which this paper is

devoted. This is happily confined to the concluding portion of his undertaking, or
the five coins in PI. xil, which terminate his work; these, as has been sufficiently

shown by Olshausen, are without exception erroneously interpreted. The reading

of Nos. 0!) and 70, “ Sarparaz,” [properly Aumari, see the 6th Governor, infr/i,]

is marked by a note of interrogation, which sufficiently indicates that it was founded
on a mere conjecture; but the decipherment of No. 72 is given without any such
evidence of doubt, and yet when examined, instead of admitting of interpretation

as “retrograde” Pehlvf referable to the Queen “Azermi” Dokht, the legend
is found to be couched in very intelligible Kufic, and to convey the name of lldmi.
The same character on a similar coin had already been correctly read by that sound
and accredited Numismatist Professor Frselin, and published in the Journal
Asiatiquc of Paris, long previous to the appearance of the Essai Sur les Mddailles
de la Dynastie Sassanide, (1824, tom. iv., p. 385.) That the memoir which con-
tained the notice of this coin should have escaped M. De Longperier’s eye is the
more singular, as it is not only accompanied by a plate, which might well have
attracted attention, but in itself entered into a controversy upon the author’s inter-
pretation of a Fire-Worship coin, which M. De Sacy, M. Do L.’s acknowledged
guide, had called in question. Professor Frtclm’s paper likewise put forth an

approximate solution of the Kufic legend of M. de Longperier’s No. 73

which the latter author imagined might possibly be read as (t Roustani.”
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made by Professor Frtclm, of St. Petersburg', who, though able to

examine the question solely through the medium of the Kufic names

to be found on certain Pelilvi medals, availed himself to the fullest

extent of the scattered notices in Arab authors having reference to

such matters, which, combined with the tests afforded by tho coins

themselves, enabled him to allocate in a most decisive manner that

particular class of the bilingual Pehlvi-Kufic Coins, which necessarily

preceded the rejection of the first, and the exclusive adoption of the

last of these systems of writing. It was thus determined that tho

celebrated Hejaj bin Yusaf, who was known to have been officially

instrumental in the remodclinent of Abdalmalik’s coinage, was one of

the earliest if not the first, who had deviated from the previous prac-

tice so far as to have his name inscribed on the Pelilvi fire-worship

coins, the descendants of the ancient Sassanian type, in the recently

invented

2

,
but now recognised religious alphabet of Mohammedanism.

The publication of the Arabic text and translation of Makrisi’s His-

tory of the Arab Coinage', had long ago made known the fact, that

the Arabs had, in the first spread of their Eastern conquest, retained

unaltered the typical characteristics of the money found current in

their newly acquired Persian provinces, as they in like manner

have since
1 been found to have continued to use with equal religious

unreserve, the Greek coins of the Syrian dependencies wrested from

the Byzantine emperors. These items, however, may be said to have

constituted tho extent of our knowledge of the subject, as the purely

numismatic portion of the inquiry presented nothing but an absolute

blank; materials in ample profusion were available, but the power of

using them was altogether wanting, until in 1843 the success of

Dr. Olsliausen’s investigations enabled him to prove most distinctly

that the characters inscribed on the early Arab (or as he has named

them, the Arabico-Khusni) coins, as well as those on many other prior

1 Journal Asiatique, Paris, tom. iv., 1824, and elsewhere.

s See Introduction to Ibu Khallikan, O. T. F. pp. xv, xvi, &c. : Klaproth,

Aperyu de l’Origine des Diverses Ecritures de l’Ancien Monde, Paris, 1832, p. 82.

See also De Sacy, Sur l’Histoire de l’Ecriture chez les Arabes du Hedjaz : Journal

Asiatique, 1827’; and Marcel’s Palaeographie Arabe, Paris, 1828, p. 7. Lindberg

likewise has some good remarks upon the subject, among the rest, “ D’apres ce

que rapportent les historiens, il faut presumer, que le caractere cufique doit son

origine a l’ancien Svriaque ou Estranghe'lo et au Person Pehlwi. Les compa-

raisons, qu’ont faites M. Adler avec l’ecritare Estranghelo et M. Kopp avec

l’dcriture Pehlwi semblent mettre la chose en evidence.” Lindberg, Lettre, &c.,

p. 36. Copenhagen, 1830.
3 A1 Makrizi, Historia Monetce Arab i ere, ed. O. G. Tychsen, Rostok, 1707-
4 M. De Sauley, Journal Asiatique, tom. vii., 1839, pp. 404—502-4, &c.

S 2
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and subsequent subdivisions of the later Sassaniau coinages, were sub-

stantially identical with the original elements of the alphabet, com-

municated to M. Anquetil du Perron by the Parsis of Bombay 1

.

In regard to the language conveyed, it was found to differ but little

from the modern Persian, though clearly subject in itself to exten-

sive incidental modifications, and to the usual local and provincial

variations.

Before proceeding to the details, which demand in some respects

minute attention, it may be useful to note briefly the more prominent

points of interest peculiar to the different aspects of the entire subject,

comprehended in the full Numismatic History of Persia and its depen-

dencies for the century preceding the introduction of Kufic legends,

so as in some measure to exemplify the grounds ^pon which is based

the claim previously made upon the attention of the severally specified

classes of antiquarian students.

I. To the casual admirer of archaeological investigations, we would

observe that the present subject possesses a peculiar title to consi-

deration in the circumstance, that the medals, which supply the

groundwork of the various collateral inquiries elucidatory of the main

question, illustrate the purely initial progress of Mohammedanism

over a tract of country, whence its subsequent institutions derived

much of their peculiarity of tone and spirit, and in which much of the

usually called Arab civilization had its origin
2

. In other lands the

followers of Islam conquered kingdoms and provinces: here alone,

they acquired an empire in its complete integrity; here, they found

themselves sole possessors of the once bright glories of the successors

of Darius 3

,
and near the formerly proud metropolis of the Khusrus,

rose but at a brief interval the future centre of the Moslim world 4
.

'
1 Anquetil, Zend-Avesta, Paris, 1721. See also remarks on the Pelilvf

Alphabet, by M. Rask, Journal Asiatique, t. ii., p. 143; and Muller’s invaluablo

Essai sur la langue Pehlvie, Journal Asiatique, t. vii., 3e jSeries, (a.d. 1839.)

Major Rawlinson lias also many scattered criticisms on the Sassanian Pelilvf

Alphabet, Journal Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. X.
! A single quotation such as the following speaks sufficiently to this :

—

(X) J Iaaj
^

Tarikli Guzidah, MS. E.I.H. No. 180.

Ardeshfr Bdbegdn, the founder of the Sassaniau Dynasty, claimed descent

from as well as the kingdom of Darius.
4 Baghdad was founded a.h. 145. Madain is “at the distance of one

merhileh from Baghdad.” Istakhri, Ouselev, p. 09.
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Referring to the importance attributed to this conquest by the early

warriors of the faith themselves, it may be seen from their own

showing 1 how highly they estimated the value of their once unhoped-

for success, even as contrasted with the nearly simultaneous progress

of their arms over the Eastorn dependencies of tho Byzantine Greeks,

which has naturally received so much larger a share of notice from our

western authors.

It is also in itself an investigation of more than usual interest to

trace the first efforts at the establishment of a regular monetary

system by a race, who subsequently attached such exaggerated im-

portance to the right to coin, and used the means therewith asso-

ciated in their finer shades and more minute distinctions, to indicate,

not only the simple possession of supreme power—whether spiritual

or temporal—but to express by the relative position occupied by

the names of each, the proportional estimation pertaining severally

to the issuing authority, to his hierarchical, as well as to his feudal

lord.

Often, this instrument in the hands of the ruling power was made

the vehicle whereby to announce iutentions or proclaim accomplished

facts, and the current coin of the empire conveyed to the compre-

hension of the scattered races who bowed to Moslim sway, the official

recognition of an heir apparent, or the reminiscent boast of the latest

victory. The Mint system of the Mohammedans likewise, in its

elaboration in reference to religious tenets, eventually extended much

beyond the accustomed setting forth of the chief and received profes-

sions of the creed, and progressed occasionally to the definition of the

sectarian division which prevailed in the land wherein the coin

received its stamp.

The first advance in the scale of Arabian adaptive coinage, to

which the present paper is more expressly devoted, presents us

with some examples of the names of the very “ Companions ” of the

Prophet, and more at large with the designations of the immediate

associates and successors of these notable men: as the pieces, upon

which these names are inscribed, usually convey in full, both the

record of their own year of issue
2

,
and their place of mintage, they are

1 Witness Omar's anxiety regarding the result of the battle of Kadesia,

(Price, I.) and the so entitled “ Victory of Victories ” of Nehavend, &c.

* The recorded year of issue, though true in itself, is not always to be relied

on in its bearing upon the individual whose name appears on the opposite surface

of the coin, as in those early days of mint arrangement, the name of a governor

was often retained on the coins of succeeding years, after his actual decease, so

that it is occasionally unsafe to quote the later dates of a governor’s coinage,

though the initial epochs may be taken as fully trustworthy.
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most intimately identifiable with the exact bistory of the day, and in

these medallic monuments we trace with a but recently recovered

power of intelligence, the earliest reference to the foreign homes, the

adopted cities, or the newly-founded capitals of the children of the

Desert—in effect, from the unquestionable contributions tendered by

the coins themselves, in the writing now again legible on their sur-

faces, we are in a position to illustrate from a previously almost

despaired of source, many curious coincidences in the early location

of the Moslim Arabs in Persia, as well as perhaps more fully many
acceptable details concerning the progressional advances in the general

scheme of their curiously organised body-politic.

It is a distinction peculiar to the class of money which now occu-

pies our attention, that we find in their legends not alone the single

title of one Supreme Ruler, but definite indications of the distribution

of the executive power, in the perpetuation of the names of most of

the eminent men who shared the glory of the first firm establishment

of that remarkable success, the consolidated empire of the early fol-

lowers of Mohammed. Tn the Numismatic records of the troublous

years from a.h. 43 to 72' we can distinguish tho predominance of

this or that faction, as shown in the impress of the names of the chief

disputants, or those of their recognised lieutenants, till we see tho

whole Mohammedan world brought safely under the single sceptre of

Abdalmalik at the period last cited. So also, retracing our steps for

the moment, we can associate from the concurrent signs and tokens

displayed by the coinage, many of the successive phases in the advance

of the principles of civil government, as passing from the simple

elective acts
2 which usually placed the first Vicars of the Prophet at

the head of the votaries of Islam, exemplified in the contentment

of the presiding authority to confirm the circulating medium of the

country upon the basis of an adherence to existing types and a reten-

tion of even previous legends—and in his failure to take advantage of

the elsewhere-valued kingly privilege of signalising the possession of

power by the issue of a coinage peculiarly his own. We must pass

in silence over the next step towards formal monarchy, evinced in the

recognition of the hereditary tenure of the Khilafat under Moavia in

a.h. 60, of which we are at present unable to cite any collateral

medallic evidence, and proceed onwards to refer to the numismatic

illustration of the growing tendency to concentrate all honour in a

single absolute master, afforded by the superscription of the A cctbiau

Khalif Abdallah Zobeir’s name, in the placo of that of the adrni-

1 Ocklcy, 474. 479. (Bohn's edit.) * Ocklcy, 141. 27b 287- 34G.

* Ockley, 377.
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nistrativc officer, on the provincial coinago; a practice, in one instance

within our reach, seen to have been imitated by his successful rival

Abdalmalik (Coin No. 45, A.n. 75.) About this date, in consequence

of the rupture arising out of the allusions to their several creeds,

which took placo between the Khalif and the Byzantine emperor',

whose mints had hitherto supplied the entire gold currency of the

Syro-Arabian dependencies, the various existing systems of the coin-

ages of the Mohammedan empire were subjected to a comprehensive

revision; and as feelings of religion had been the cause of the first

reference to the subject, the discussions and controversies which

ensued resulted in the production of a strictly Mohammedan series

of dies, whose fields were occupied only by the dull repetition of

stated texts from the Koran, with a marginal record of the date and

place of mintage of the piece to bo impressed, unenlivened by any

notice of mundane names, whether of priest or king 2
.

II. To the local historian all these latter indications, in their

various bearings, must of course be valuable, over and above which

may be cited the material assistance to be derived from our coins, in

the advancement of a knowledge of the comparative geography of the

countries to which they refer; demonstrating on the one hand the then

existing arrangement of the departmental divisions: and on the other,

the relative importance of the leading provincial cities as exemplified

by the test of the possession of a mint. Next may be noted the more

critically useful aid to be derived from the dates furnished by these

numismatic monuments, which now appear for the first time, in the

Persian monetary series, illustrated by these convenient records,

expressed in the readily intelligible shape of a single serial cycle,

instead as of old, referring to the epochs of the accession of each suc-

ceeding king, the determination of the initial date of whose reign was

in each case necessarily dependent upon the accurate justification of

those of his predecessors.

III. The philologer may notice that the present series, with its

associate and dependent classes, not only offers the remarkable instance

of the use of varieties of what for the present must be assumed to be

the same tongue, but it also affords the striking example of a nearly

contemporaneous employment of no less than four distinct sets of lin-

guistic symbols, if not of four diverse languages. It is true that we
must not expect, from the limited sentences available, any very com-

prehensive checks upon the comparative philology of the day, still,

much may be gained from a close and systematic examination of these

1 Makrizi, p. 84.
a Frailm’s Recensio, pp. 6 to 1 6.
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materials
;
and if they may be found to offer no other indication of

value, they suffice to determine, when considered in reference to their

associate mint cities, the necessary currency of certain languages in

certain definite countries; and this too with a degree of precision we

could scarcely obtain from any other monumental sources.

IV. Those who seek to observe the peculiarities of the older forms

of Eastern writing, may gather from the illustration furnished by the

coins under review, many incidental facts worthy of investigation,

whether it be to trace on the one hand the marked varieties in the

forms of the Pehlvi characters in numismatic use among the later

Sassanians and their Arab conquerors and immediate successors, as

diverging from the previous alphabet of the earlier monarebs of the

race of Sassan
;

or on the other hand, to examine the distinctions

introduced into the modern characters, owning the same origin, as

employed at the present day by the Parsis of Bombay. Turning to

another set of alphabetical symbols—here may be seen the earliest

examples of the adoption of Kufic, the sacred alphabet of the Koran,

a literal series then only newly invented, but since expressly iden-

tified with the growth of Mohammedanism and the first efforts at

polished Arabic literature. Not less does the variety in the forms of

the Sanskrit, in vogue in the more easterly provinces of Persia at the

epochs in question, as preserved on one class of Fire-Worship coins,

claim a passing notice: though it must be confessed, that in the present

state of our knowledge, little more can be essayed than to compare

the isolated letters of the longer inscriptions with their apparent equi-

valents in the proved Devanagari alphabets of neighbouring lands, a3

preparatory to an ultimate elucidation of the purport of the entire

legends.

Lastly, some of our medals display connected legends couched

in characters so new to modern eyes, and so imperfectly associablc

with any known alphabetical system, that, imitating previous com-

mentators, it would perhaps be wise to avoid any conjecture as to

their origin or the language they represent. Still, as some remarks

regarding the local existence and duration of the use of this alphabet

liavo suggested themselves as the examination of certain collateral

series of coins has been proceeded with, I have thought it right to

annex a few observations on the subject, under a separate head.

V. To the scientific numismatist enough has been already said to

advocate the cause of the Arabico-Khusrii scries; upon the mere
collector, who would even mechanically arrange his cabinet, it is

scarcely requisite to urge the use of the present investigation, which
should aid, at least, rightly to fill in a most objectionable and un-
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seemly gap in the medallic sequence of an historically important

kingdom, and so unite a serial thread already comparatively complete

in its prior and subsequent divisions.

The inquiry into the history of later Fire-Worship coins has been

divided by Professor Olshausen into four distinct sections, classed

under the several heads of

—

1. Coins of Tabaristan. 2. Earliest coins of the Arab governors

of Persia. 3. Indo-Persic coins of Eastern Iran. 4. Coins of the last

Sassanian kings'.

As the cabinets to which the learned German had access wero

chiefly rich in Tabaristdn coins, the examination of this suite neces-

sarily forms the leading subject of his Memoir. The materials now

available, to which attention will be specially directed in the following

pages, consist mainly of the numismatic accumulations of Mr. Masson,

which, as might have been anticipated from the locale of their dis-

covery, prove usually to be the produce of the eastern mints of Persia:

hence it will be found that the present accessions to the general stock

excel, in the numerical strength of the Khordsan types, any pre-

vious collection of Fire-Worship medals; the deficiency in variety in

the Masson cabinet has been to a certain extent remedied by the

free reference I have enjoyed to the collections of the British Mu-

seum, Sir H. Willock, General Fox, Mr. Bland, Mr. Stokes and

others.

Some explanation is due to account for the incomplete form in

which the present paper is now put forth. But when the subject was

first entered upon, I was, I confess, quite unprepared to encounter the

numerous subordinate inquiries it proved requisite to master for a

full and perfect understanding even of that particular section of the

suite of Persian antiquities to which I then proposed to restrict my
attention. I was aware from the first that the time at my disposal

was limited, but I had no idea of the extent and difficulty of the

ramifications into which so apparently simple aD inquiry really ex-

tended itself; hence I speedily recognised the necessity of reducing

the more prominent object of my undertaking to such a portion of the

entire circle of the investigation, as should admit of the probability

of being brought to a reasonable degree of completeness within the

given time. As such I resolved to confine the direct purpose of the

present Essay to an elucidation of the Pelilvi coins of the early

Mohammedan Arabs, leaving the medals pertaining to the other sub-

divisions of the entire series, having typical connexion with the first

1 Num. Chron., vol. xi., p. CO.
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Arab adapted coinage, for the mere incidental notice which might

suggest itself as the main question was proceeded with. I should have

indeed hesitated to make public these detached contributions to the

history of the early Arab coinage, bad I not known that,—however

ill I might hitherto have succeeded in explaining many of the

difficulties,—my continuing the investigation and perfecting the

study was rendered impracticable by my speedy return to my more

important duties : at the same time I was conscious it was in my
power to furnish in the fac-similes of the legends of even the unidenti-

fied coins, and the monogrammatic names of their mint cities, many
important aids for the eventual illustration of the subject prepared

to the hands of others; and thus in the division of labour, to con-

tribute my share (though in this respect a merely mechanical one)

to the general knowledge of a most interesting section of mediaeval

history.

THE ALPHABETS.

As the most fitting introduction to any attempt at Pehlvi deci-

pherment, I set forth—both as the basis of my own renderings, and as

likely to furnish a useful aid to those who would follow up an

imperfectly explored subject—a comparative Palaeographic Table

(Plate I.), showing the Pehlvi character in various stages of transi-

tion, from our earliest example of its use as Lapidary Sassanian,

through the modification of that alphabet employed on the later

Sassanian coins, and the more precise numismatic development it

received at the hands of the Arabs, to the current form imported into

Europe with the later Guebre MSS.

The table, in its present shape, will, I trust, prove sufficiently

intelligible in all that it purports to show; but some explanation may
be required as to whence I obtain my data, and my authority for

certain assignments not yet before the public.

I would also take this early opportunity of remarking that the

single suites of Numismatic characters, set forth in the lithograph, are

not in any wise to be understood as calculated to meet tho numerous
cases of progressive and provincial variations which will be found to

abound in the different scries of medals noticed below. The object

proposed in the present exposition of these alphabets is to afford a
general idea of the most prevalent shapes of each letter, without per-

plexing the reader with a list of variants, which, however well ascer-

tained in tho instances whence they might be cited, frequently consist
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of more misapplications, referable to the ignorance of the die engraver,

or to conventional modifications exaggerated in the bands of succeeding

artists.

The local diversifications from tho common standard will bo best

shown in tho succeeding plates, where tho namo of the mint city will

of necessity indicate the geographical site of the variant.

Tho second and third columns of characters, which follow tho

opening Hebrew line, consist of the fellow-alphabets common to the

Bilingual Rock Inscriptions of Ardeshir BabegAu and his son,

Sapor I .
1 The several forms here given are reduced fac-similes of tho

original letters selected from the legends of Sapor’s double inscrip-

tion at Haji Abad, of which the Royal Asiatic Society possesses

actual impressions, in the shape of a reproduction of the plaster

casts
2 taken from the rock itself by Colouel Sir E. Stannus, and now in

1 The following rdsumd will put the reader in possession of a general view of

the various Inscriptions of the Sassanidae, as well as supply a concise list of refer-

ences to the available publications on the subject.

Artaxerxes I. Ardeshir Bdbekdn. 223, a.d.

a. Bilingual Pehlvi Inscription, with Greek translation at Naksh-i-Rustara,

explanatory of the associate sculpture (De Sacy, Memoires sur Div. Ant. de la

Perse, p. 62, etc.; pi. xxii. Ker Porter, 548). Subject: Artaxerxes receiving the

cydaris or ancient diadem (K. P. p. 505) from Ormazd after the defeat and death

of ArdevSn (De Sacy’s identification of the figure to the right as Ormazd is proved

by the note legible Sassanian Pehlvi).

Sapor I. Shapur, son ofArdeshir. 240, a.d.

a. Bilingual Pehlvi Inscription, with Greek translation, identifying the chief

figure in the sculpture, (Ker Porter, pi. xxviii. p. 572) at Naksh-i-Rajab, as

Sapor I. See De Sacy, Memoires, p. 1, etc. and Rich’s Babylon and Persepolis,

London, 1839, pi. xii.

b. The two Pehlvi Tablets in the cave at Haji AbSd, near Naksh-i-Rustam

(the record of which is yet to be translated), referring to Sapor, the son of Arde-

shir, (Ker Porter, pi. xv. p. 513).

Sapor II. Shapur, son of Hormuz ;
grandson of Narses. 310, a.d.

a. Sassanian Pehlvi Inscription near Ivermanshah, (Ker Porter, Tackt-i-

Bostan, voL ii. pi. lxviii, p. 188. Malcolm’s Persia, T^k-i-Boostdn, voL i. pi. 3,

facing page 258. The contents of the writing merely serve to identify one of the

sculptured figures.

Sapor III. Shapur, son of Shapur ;
grandson ofHormuz. 384, a.d.

a. Sassanian Pehlvi fellow tablet to the last, and in its turn illustrating the

identification of the second figure. SeeDe Sacy, p. 211, et seq. Me'moircs. Also,

Second Me'moire on these Inscriptions, read before the Historical Class of the

“ Institut” in 1809. Printed in tom. ii. p. 162, et suivantes. M. Bore', Journal

Asiatique, June, 1841: and M. Louis Dubeux, ibidem, an 1843.

* I am indebted to Mr. Norris, the Secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society, for

my knowledge of the existence of these casts, which were obligingly pointed out
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Dublin. It is to be mentioned. that though this particular inscription

—the most comprehensive we have— is as yet unread, being deprived

of the advantage of any Greek translation, such as is usually ap-

pended to the other bilingual monumental writings, yet the prelimi-

nary names, titles, and expressions are so nearly identical with those

in certain similar inscriptions deciphered by M. De Sacy, that we can

he at no loss to recognise the true value of the majority of the letters

in each : some of those not so clearly made out, or not accurately

rendered in form from the imperfect materials M. De Sacy had to rely

upon, may demand a passing notice.

I commence with the second column of the Plate, exhibiting the

alphabet of the leading language of these inscriptions, and which

Major Rawlinson has proposed to denominate Parthian, hut which,

judging from the analogy of its literal forms and probable derivation,

might he more properly entitled Chaldseo-Pehlvi, or, looking to the

locale of its dominant use, might with equal fitness he designated

Persepolitan-Pehlvl.

Of the nineteen letters apparently susceptible of individualization,

twelve [1 N, 2 3, 3 n, 4 "l, 5 T, 6 ttf, 7 3, 8 V, 9 Q, 10 J, 11 H, 12 '] were so

accurately placed by De Sacy in their proper positions in the ortho-

graphy of the inscriptions, that, although occasionally the correct out-

lines of the figures were strangely distorted, we must still acknowledge

that we really owe their first identification to him. So also with the

*7
,
w hose distinguishing mark he failed to detect; hut he at the same

time assigned to it its right location in the wrords he read, its right

sound in correspondence with its Hebrew equivalent, and even its

distinct shape, failing only in that which he had no power to amend

—the imperfection of the drawings upon which lie had to base his

by him as likely to assist in the elucidation of the particular subject of this paper.

Mr. N. had already occupied himself in the transcriptions and comparisons pre-

liminary to a complete decipherment of these monuments, and in the most liberal

manner proposed to allow me the use of the materials he had collected. This I

for many reasons declined, preferring to work independently from the available

fac-similes, which, as has been already shown, were sufficiently introduced for

all general palseographic purposes by De Sacy’s publications. As I have gone on

with my own designedly limited examination of the documents in question, I

have at all times freely compared notes with Mr. N., who in most instances is

prepared to coincide in my notions. In thus expressing my obligations to Mr.

Norris, although I am unable to acknowledge any distinct identification as derived

from him, I need only mention his name in connexion with the above facts to

show the readers of the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society how much advantage

I must necessarily have derived from so ready an access to his varied learning and

critical judgment.
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decipherments. Of tho remaining six letters, I cite without any

reserve the 3 and 1, which are sufficiently obvious in the forms

afforded by the exact copies we have at command; and I have no

less faith in the identification of J, for which I have given full

reason in another place 1

. The f! admits of some doubt; and tho

two letters given as uncertain, must for the present bo allowed to

remain so.

The third column in the Plate consists of the characters of the

Sassaniau Lapidary Pehlvi, the corresponding vulgar version, as I

understand, of the prefixed Chaldcco-Pehlvi just referred to. M. De

Sacy made much greater progress in the assignment and true defi-

nition of the figures of this alphabet than he was able to do with its

associate Pehlvi
;
and as this system of writing has since been the

subject of examination in other places, and received more perfect

illustration from the extensive currency of its own derivatives, we

can appeal with greater confidence to the conclusiveuess of the results

now given. The only letter in the list to which corresponding values

are attached that has hitherto remained at all doubtful is the

As I have already had occasion elsewhere 2 to explain my reasons for

adopting this identification, I will not detain my readers in this place,

but simply repeat that I have full confidence in the assignment.

Of the two Sassanian letters classed as uncertain, I would refer

for a moment to the first, which has been rendered by De Sacy as

win. Now, although this attribution is easily shown to be erroneous,

we are still in no position to supply the necessary correction which

should embrace a more satisfactory determination of its real value.

I may notice that the Chaldmo-Pehlvi letter placed immediately over

the Sassanian fac-simile in the Plate is the usual correspondent of this

character in the other text of the inscription.

The second and third outlines placed among the uncertain Sas-

sanian letters are faithful copies of the only two examples of the

letter in question that we have in our plaster casts of the inscription 3
;

in each case the form occurs as the fifth letter in the word read by

De Sacy as and upon this rendering, the character has up to

this time retained among Orientalists the then assigned value of s.

M. De Sacy, at the same time, gave the orthography of the analogous

1 Num. Chron., London, 1849. Oriental Legends on Parthian Coins.
8 Ibid.

3 We have only the six opening lines of the Sassanian transcript of the Hdji

Abad Tablets, but the leading Chaldseo-Pelilvi text is entire in our plaster impres-

sions.

* De Sacy, p. 103.
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word in tlie associate Clialdaco-Pehlvl text as which now,

however, in our indubitable copy, proves to be
;
the question

has therefore arisen, Is it not possible that the Sassanian D of De
Sacy may also be a f, or some compound holding a f in combination,

instead of the hitherto received D ? The linear configuration of the

character has much of the appearance of f ;
and there are some fur-

ther arguments in favour of such an assignment 2

; but, on the other

hand, I am aware that the more modern form of D in these Pehlvi

alphabets bears very much the appearance of having grown out of such

an original as that we are now examining; and as the s, be it of what

form it may, is a letter of but rare occurrence in the inscriptions, I

must leave the matter for the present undecided, though any reliable

copy of the Kermanshah Inscriptions giving the name of Narses would

perhaps definitively settle the point.

The fourth column of the accompanying table displays a set of the

Sassanian numismatic letters, such as were in use shortly previous to

the Arab conquest of Persia; these will be found to partake of the

general identity of the previous lapidary character to a far greater

extent than did their own numismatic predecessors. The majority

of the forms are susceptible of ready proof from their own mere

outlines, as traceable from the characters in the previous line, but

some of the modifications may require separate comment.

To avoid the repetition necessarily attending a separate analysis

of each alphabet in detail, it will be advantageous to embody such

remarks as may offer, respecting the relative types of any given letter

in this and the succeeding columns, under the definite heads furnished

by the letters themselves in their alphabetical order. My observa-

tions will be brief, and merely occasional, as I rely ujion the arrange-

ment of the Plate itself sufficing to explain many points that might

otherwise call for fuller illustration in this place.

The first letter requiring notice is the g. ,
which offers a singular

and somewhat unexpected modification of the lapidary figure to which

1 The f j
was a letter even then peculiarly liable to be compounded, as it

may be seen among the usually isolated letters of both alphabets distinctly joined

in the Chaldteo-Pehlvf at 1 1 tij f Alnid, connected by an additional cross-bar with the

1 in this very word
; and in the Sassanian Inscriptions at Ivernuinshiih,

the
j,

is invariably joined on to the succeeding J in
^

t C
or

]

and occasionally to other letters, where it was desirable to mark the

suppression of the intermediate inherent short vowel a.
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it corresponds. I would take this opportunity of observing that

when this character is made to enter into combination with a, as

ack on the coins, its distinct identity is usually preserved, aud its

shape is but seldom confounded, as in modern practice, with the

lip, which, in the existing system of writing, there are no means of

distinguishing from one another. Passing over the two Arabico-

Sassanian forms in col. 5, which show one step in the progressional

modification of the character, wo arrive at the modern Pehlvi cor-

respondent (col. 6), which in its independent definition displays a

considerable variation from its prototypes, though it retains much

more of the identity of its previous outline in conjunctions that

absorb its lower cursive termination, which of itself suffices to alter

the general appearance of the letter somewhat deceptively : the three

forms in the Neskhi column, given as equivalents, may excite a

question
;
but I would remark that in all cases where I have had

occasion to introduce more than one Persian letter as corresponding

with the antecedent Pehlvi gradations of the character, my interpre-

tations are supposed only to apply to the special alphabet (No. 5)

drawn from the medals now about to be described. It is from this

source I must derive most of my proofs, and it is to this literal series

that I would particularly devote my space. I would take this

opportunity to impress upon those who may not already have

realized the idea, that, in citing the letters of the modern Persian

alphabet in comparison or phonetic correspondence with their less

numerous and less exact predecessors of the Pehlvi, I quote the simple

fact, that in certain words on the coins, whose identity is suffi-

ciently established, the given Pehlvi letter occupies the place sub-

sequently taken in the more elaborated system of Neskhi writing

—as the case may be—by one of the Persian letters noted as equi-

valents.

The number of possible Persian substitutes for the Arabico-Pehlvi

(i might be extended beyond the three forms appended in the con-

cluding column of the Plate, so as to embrace an optional employ-

ment of
^

orJ
1

; but the ^ I have adopted looks more appropriate,

as giving the nearest approximate sound, considering that there

existed an express sign for the
j

But under any circum-

stances great latitude is allowable in the association of the phonetic

powers of the cultivated alphabet of later days with the indefinite

Muller’s Essai, p. 224.
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and interchangeable values attaching to the earlier Pehlvi letters;

and we need scarcely feel bound to submit to any very rigid rules in

the elucidation of a system which itself is seen to have been so want-

ing in precision.

The figures, sixth in order in the fourth and fifth columns, are

inserted only as guides to those who may seek, in the earlier systems

of Pehlvi writing, the equivalent of the Neskhi and not as in any

way entitled to be considered as variants of an independent sign

—

being in effect mere combinations of the letters ju = s and
)
= ^

—

and as such entering into the orthography of the majority of ancient

Persian words now written with a
,
some only of which still retain

the full power of the succeeding » . According to the old method,

where there was no following
) = ^ ,

the ju = » alone sufficed for

all that the alphabet possessed of the power since inherent in the

Kufic £. : hence the simple Parsi jj = kh, which modern practice

distinguishes from the normal .u = h by the addition of the dot.

The modification which the original Sassanian ^ underwent in the

hands of the die-engravers for the Arabs, seems to consist in the

simple rejection of the upper curve of the previous figure 3 • The

omission of this portion of the character has a serious effect in increas-

ing the difficulty of precise decipherment, inasmuch as it substitutes

a form identical and convertible with a second letter & ,
in place of

the old uninistakeable sign, which had but little community of out-

line with its fellow letters.

The character in col. 4, generally answering to an
,
and equally

serving as an j ,
was used in the lapidary alphabets of Pcrsepolis to

represent an ^ only; in our progress onward, we find the letter

employed in the wntlingual inscription at Kermanshah in the word

^ . Jyj]
Airfin—a name elsewhere invariably written with the truo

r—in the presence of the undoubted use of the character ^ as l in

Malka
,
and the simultaneous acceptance of the old 2 as both j and

etc.]. On the later Sassanian coins, tho one

symbol stood for either letter, and tho Arabs followed this lead in

retaining tho commutability of the sign, while its form was subjected
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to a degree of simplification which it may be said to retain to the

present day, though the necessity of distinguishing the two powers

inherent in the one character has eventually led to the l being marked

by the loop in use in the modern Pehlvi, Y.

The j) s in col. 5 requires but slight comment, unless it bo to

note the serious obstruction to the intelligibility of the Arabico-Pchlvi

legends, caused by its receiving the same shape as the ju = J
, •

w v- L-

The selection from among the five letters just cited presented a com-

paratively moderate difficulty; but to decide upon tho intention

attending the use of a common symbol representing optionally such

diverse sounds as s and a, &c., adds considerably to the uncertainty

otherwise attaching to all ancient Pehlvi decipherments.

The gradations aud permutations of the k and the g in the various

ancient systems of writing common to Persia, from the third to the

seventh century of our era, present curious matter for the study of

the palaeographer. In the existing state of our knowledge, and

working as I do almost exclusively from a single branch of evidence,

I shall not presume to offer any very authoritative opinion on the

subject, though I have some satisfaction in fixing definitively the

form and value of the two lapidary g’s, which furnish us with a safe

basis for subsequent comparisons. I have not yet met with a decisive

example of the use of the g on the later Sassanian coins, but the k

retains its previous lapidary form 1
. Among the legends on the

Arabico-Pehlvi medals I find the two varying outlines of k bracketed

in the plate under the joint heads of k and g; the ancient Sassanian k

is here completely lost sight of; from this and other reasons, an

impression has arisen with me that the k under the form in use

among the Arabs may possibly prove to be a modified outline of the

old g, which was then made to answer for both k and g, as the

Arabic Kaf Farsi. Whcuce the very Arabic-looking of the modern

Pehlvi was derived it would at this time be rash to speculate; but the

existing Pehlvi a probably came from the forms immediately under

review.

The next letter that demands attention is Muller’s “ grand Schi-

boleth du Peklvie, le signe 1 ”, which, however, viewed by the new

light he has thrown upon its history, is far less perplexing in its use

1 I do not' coincide with Major Rawlinson in his notion of the community

between the and yj . Journal Royal Asiatic Society, vol. X., p. 89.

VOL. XII. T
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among the coin legends, than the already cited convertible symbol

standing for a, s, h, &c. It may prove a somewhat difficult task to

trace accurately the progress of the development of the present form 1,

which now manifestly answers both to n and w, as it likewise can be

shown to have done on the Arabico-Khusrd coinages. In certain

cases evidencing provincial vai-iations, or examples of the early transi-

tion from one style of writing to the other, the expected 2= w is

found duly to hold its place, as does the form |_ still fulfil its ancient

functions in representing the n. Descending, however, in order of

date, the previous outline of w becomes obsolete, and we meet with an

undoubted exhibition of a letter formed after the likeness of the old

n, occupying the position of a w (in wist, &c.), while the proper sign

for n seems to degenerate to the simple perpendicular line in present

currency, into which in the next stage of modernization, the w readily

follows it'. Before taking leave of the degradation of the ancient n

to the task of serving for a w, as well as for, or in some cases in super-

cession of, its own proper sound, I would notice that in certain cases

the g) ,
when rudely formed, is often fashioned after a deceptive

similitude of the n or debased u, being rendered by two direct lines

placed a given angle to each other (thus p-), which combination, did

it not occur in an unquestionable case of the initial of and in
G *

other ^equally indubitable examples, I should have now hesitated to

quote.

The e, which concludes these alphabets, is easily traced through

its progressional modifications; the successive changes are gradual,

and, unlike some of the other letters, they offer no sudden or unex-

pected permutation. A question may I think be raised as to whether

the e, in its use at the time of the Arab conquest, was not susceptible

of phonetic duplication uuder he optional form of an ju, which in

effect, in its own literal development is a mere figure of two e’s con-

joined. Wo know that the Zend j e when doubled, represents jj y,

and the Pehlvi ju is found in many instances where it cannot but be

read as y or iy, as in CL>Lj^ Ziyat, yyG &c->

though the practice of modern Pehlvi authorities would give the reading

1 The u would seem, in the more easterly provinces, to have preceded its

subsequent associate into their common present state, inasmuch as I occasionally
find n in Nuh with the back tail-stroke, while the succeeding u presents the
simple perpendicular line.—Sec Coin 20, infra.
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&c. The position the Pehlvi e is fouml to occupy

as an adjunct to tho a, forming ju> ae, also favours the supposition of

the optional divisibility of the component parts of the ju itself.

On this occasion of tho first use of Pehlvi type in English

printing, it may be incumbent upon me to introduce, in some

detail, tho Alphabet now adopted, as well as to advert briefly to

the source whence I have derived tho fount employed to illustrate

the different examples of the ancient Persian language cited in the

following pages.

The Dies for this elegant Pehlvi alphabet were cut by Marcellin

Legrand, in 1S39, for the Societe Asiatique of Paris, under the

superintendence of M. Jules Mohl, and have up to this moment been

but once employed—to print Muller’s Essai sur la Langue Pehlvie,

for which they were expressly prepared.

In process of time the punches, matrices, and the greater portion

of the existing type, passed into the possession of the Imprimerie

Royale; and as the direction of that institution neither lend, give,

nor sell, the advantages otherwise derivable from the production of

such extended facilities towards the study of the language by the

Societe Asiatique were in effect confined to French savants, or

foreigners appearing under their auspices. During a late visit to

Paris, however, I was so fortunate as to meet with a small fount

ready prepared to my hand 1

,
which had been cast before the matrices

had become the property of the present would-be monopolists; and

whatever use may hereafter be made of this means of representing

the Pehlvi language in its own proper letters, I may remark that the

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society has already felt the want of this

type in Major Rawlinson’s erudite Memoir; and however much some

of my readers may dislike the sight of so utterly strange a character,

I myself have full reason to rejoice at escaping the indefinite and

unsatisfactory medium of Roman orthographies, or, in this case, the

scarcely less perplexing vehicle of the elaborated symbols of the

existing Persian alphabet as modified and amplified from its Pehlvi basis

by subsequent contact with the more copious Kufic forms of the Arabs.

I desire, in the first instance, to exhibit the Pehlvi alphabet, with

all its modern transformations and diacritical distinctions, such as

became necessary in the progress of orthographical refinement, to

1 This is now safe in the possession of Messrs. Harrison and Son, St. Martin’s

Lane, the printers of the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, who freely hacked

my purchase.

T 2
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place a literal series, consisting originally of seventeen letters, on

anything like a par with the more perfect Neskhi, numbering thirty-

two phonetic symbols. The individual letters in Anquetil’s list

amounted to twenty-four’, and the alphabet lithographed at Bombay
signalises no less than thirty-three distinct forms 2

,
often giving three

varying Pehlvi characters as corresponding to a single Neskhi letter,

the recognised total of these last only reaching twenty-four, including

a palpable Indian combination ft = *'j or Mullah Finiz also

adopts thirty-two different signs as necessary to form a Felilvi alphabet.

I need not however pursue these comparisons further; it wall be

sufficient to say that the following list will be found to contain all the

simple letters.

1 JU 1 A 12
1

.*) K

5 _J t t B 13
••

J u.t G

3 f* T 14 y $ L

4 J. 15 *
r

M

5 " or t KH 16 u N

6
A
J D 17 1V

7 )
/

R 18 JU H

8 s j Z 19 J <s Y

9 AS or u~ S 20
0:

CII

10 U~ SH 21 0 u P

n £ GH and Juki

can scarcely claim

cs! AE, which

a separate identity.

As the isolated letters of the alphabet .are subject to extensive

modification, in their contact and interjunction with their fellow cha-

racters, I annex an explanatory list of the different groups I may

1 I reject two of his three
) = » ,

which arc mere repetitions ; his words arc,

“Son Alphabet est compost do dix-nouf caracteres, qui out uu rapport sensible

avee les Lettrcs Zcndes, et qui donnent vingt-six valeurs; vingt-une consonnes ct

cinq voyellcs.” Zend Av., II. p. 426.

2 Taking
) = ^

and
)
= as separate letters.
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possibly have to use in the following pages, premising that I propose

to shun all diacritical points, my object being to represent as closely

as possible the actual legend I transcribe; and for this purpose I

adhere, as nearly as circumstances will permit, to the original forms

of the letters. The diacritical marks, which might be necessary to

the understanding of the exact power represented by a convertible

letter, will be supplied by their more appropriate use in the Neskhi

transcript which accompanies each Pehlvi word. In the subjoined

table I give only one of the many interchangeable readings allowable

in the different compounds. Having annexed tho various powers

attributable to each individual letter, in the first instance, I take

advantage of the power of simplification this allows me to give only

a single set of equivalents to each group, even irrespective of phonetic

probabilities, taking uniformly my first standard Neskhi letter, and

leaving the selection from the interchangeable values to he determined

by the context wherein the diflerent combinations may chance to

occur. It will be seen that I only admit fourteen different normal

forms as composing the entire alphabet, including the q ^

,

which I

have not as yet met with either on coins, gems, or inscriptions.

1 m l 4> ^ £ A, H, H, KH

2
) v B

3 lj O T, TH

4 ) j- ^ R or L

5 S X Z

6 .AS (j*. S and which I do not use.

7

8

9

10

11

i GH

^
K

f
31

1 U or N or W

12

13

J answers to & A ,
and to judge by modern practice,

answer to i t and _

ZJ*Qd
S'GU S

S’
CH:'at times convertible as

suouiu also

On coins

it also serves for U3

O14 or o P or F
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Compounds.

1 8 c.1 15

2 nr b» 9 00 L-»L> 16 u/

3 fa a**
10 rvo 17

o'*

4 JUO <s\ 11 4 r*
(l8 ro Cl**

5
tr

i_d and --| 12 r O" ID

6 # 13 iJu

7 r O’
14 A £•/

COINS OF THE LAST SASSANIAN MONARCHS.

Before introducing the Arabico-Persian coinage to the notice of our

readers, it may he requisite to say a few words regarding the coins of

the later Sassanian monarchs, who reigned immediately previous to

the Arab conquest of Persia, and upon the types of whose money the

Moslim currency was first based. Engravings of the last Khusrui

coins have been published in so many accessible works' that it may
be sufficient to refer to these delineations without entering upon any

technical description of the forms and devices of the coins themselves.

To the right of the head on the obverse will be found the Pehlvi

name or 1

.

*• a constant characteristic of

1 Ker Porter, PI. lviii. fig. 8. Ouseley, Observations on some Medals and
Gems, Plate No. 6, Ram (Rdm Hormuz,) Ann. 36, No. 7, miut and date doubtful.

Longperier, Essai, Pis. x. 5., Ann. 26, and xi. 4. Marsden, PI. xxix., figs.

Dxxxiii., nxxxiv., dxxxv., Dxxxix.; Ann. 28, 27, 31, &c.
a It has remained up to this time somewhat of an open question whether the

final letter of this name should be accepted as an ^ or a
,

In the former

case, it is necessary to understand the affix as the sign of the genitive, or as giving

an adjective form to the word; in the latter rendering, the final letter becomes a

portion of the name itself, and it is in this sense I am induced to receive it, from

observing that in no instance in the later Sassanian medal series is the designation

of the monarch made genitive, neither nre the names of the Arab Governors, when
expressed in Pehlvi, ever written with the concluding character in question,
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many subordinate classes in the hands of the Arabs, whose imitations

may generally be detected by the typical difference of the bust on the

obverse, being executed moro in outline than the same figure on tho

Sassanian prototype. The most important bearing these Sassanian

models however have upon our Arab series, consists in the valuable

introduction they furnish to the detail of the mint cities, and tho

information they afford regarding the system of numeration then in

U3e, as distinguished from the more modern Persian forms, and by

which many of the readings of tho succeeding dates will have to bo

tested. It will be useful, therefore, to append a certain number

of fac-similes of the former, (PI. II., 1, 2, 3, &c.), and a concise

Table of tho latter, to illustrate these two points. In referring to

this last, it will be remarked, that the early numbers from one to

ten run uniformly after the Aramaic (Syriac) scheme of notation : tho

proper Persian series, here commencing with eleven, presents tho

peculiarity of prefixing the unit accessions to the higher numbers,

twenty, thirty, <fcc., iu tho same manner as they are still used in con-

junction with the lower numbers between ten and twenty—so that

instead of the modern
^

.
•• .....

.

twenty and two, the combi-

nation was effected by .
•• two above twenty, in the same

way as we at present say, &c.

Having prepared the reader to expect certain obsolete forms of this

nature, it will be unnecessary to pursue any recapitulation of the

different points disclosed at large in the following Table.

unless it is required to connect the name of the individual with his patronymic.

Besides this, may be cited the correspondence of the Hebrew and Armenian ortho-

graphies of the name, which give severally (Ouseley, p. 25,) and Khosrov

(St. Martin, Armenie, I. 412.) And finally the method of writing the name in

cursive Pehlvf, as quoted by Major Rawlinson, seems to set the

matter definitively at rest. Ouseley, Medals, &c., p. 25, and Longperier, Essai,

p. 78, adopt the Muller, Jour. Asiatique, vii., pp. 335, 342, Olshausen,

Num. Chron. xi. p. 135, and Rawlinson, Journ. R. A. S. x., prefer the
<

•• I

must not close this note, referring to the word Kliusru, without citing M. Ols-

hausen’s testimony of the credit due to Sir Wm. Ouseley for the first identification

of this name. “ He was the only one until that time (1801), who had succeeded in

deciphering a word in the Pehlwie character.” Num. Ch., xi., 136.
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TABLE TO ILLUSTRATE THE SYSTEM OF NUMERATION
IN USE AMONG THE LATER SASSANIANS.

Ann.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Ann.

<vv t t-LL* =». 20 <N5.AJAi ... ..

)»V (jJ
—

—

5 21

l 7 \. V 22 fo-asAt^yy .
••

...... .•!. \

1 >j\ 23

JU-JYy^Y0 1 *._ai 24 y-u y/a 4/v^^L.s.

aj(S5_^j l a i, 25 f0.4O)£)p

\ !> * 2G V^IaAMO,^

jui-^t/ss l ; <. 5 27 .
••

.... -.*•.« a

‘l £ 7 28

\j W. \ 29

11

12

13

14

15

10

17

18

ID

•‘otp
3

»v l :>

*0 (50-^

r >-

>vl -

»v>—

-

30s

31

32

33'

34

40

44

49*

lO-as^p

JU
J-4»(2A’4*

A A A*

&c., as in the twenties.

45, 4G, 47, as in the thirties, &c.

[N.B.—The numbers omitted have not been met with. I quote only what I

have authority for.]
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• The ** in these cases answers to £. I have retained the most simple form

in my Neskhi transcripts.

* And ^^4- at timcs-

s I retain the f as the equivalent of (* in this place, in preference to

the more strict rendering of jr.
,
(Muller, p. 294; Jour. Asiatique, “ il exprimo

alors lc <L^(s) ou_£* (T)” :) though I acknowledge only one original Pelilvi

standard flLrs. which in modern Persian transcriptions is frequently replaced

by jf and occasionally by y > notwithstanding that there is the express

letter-^ answering to this last; in these cases the JT would probably be the most

appropriate letter to use in reference to ancient articulations, but the y now

preferred makes the Neskhi transcript look less strange to modern associations.

* 14 is also written j and
^ yl^

on a coin from the iju mint.

* The £ in thirty is often omitted.

* I find 33 written ****** '_on a coin, with the mint mark

? or (^Uj.5 •

7 This might perhaps be read as
y ; but the above is preferable, as it

coincides with the Bismillah coin a.h. 49, Beiza; and the though indeter-

minate in the present case, corresponds closely with the same word in the

a.h. 48, Bismillah coins, which cannot by any possibility be rendered •

References to fac-similes of different numbers:— Plate II., fig. a = 1,

fig. 6 = 2, fig. c = 3, fig. <1 = 4, fig. e = 5, fig./= 35, fig. g = 7, fig. h = 8,

fig. i = 11, fig. j = 17, fig. k = 16, fig. I = 32.
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M. de Longperier places the Sassanian monetary standard of the

silver pieces at 79 grains', but this weight does not by any means

appear to have been sustained under the later monarchs of the race,

when the imperial authority was perhaps less implicitly acknow-

ledged in the departmental divisions of the kingdom than it had been

under the earlier sovereigns, who instituted and enforced the original

currency scheme. An exact examination of the weights of the coins

of some of the later Sassanian kings gives no higher an average than

58’4G grains
2
. For the early Arab period, I am inclined to avoid

any attempt at generalization, and to follow the assertion of the

Tarikh-i-Guzidah, to the effect that previous to the definite deter-

mination of the standard in 76 A.n. the system of each city was inde-

pendent and subject only to its own laws 3
;

this statement receives

confirmation, both from the apparent variation of the average weights

and seeming purity of metal of coins emanating from different mints,

and from the constant appearance of contremarques bearing the name

of a second and frequently proximate city, which can only be sup-

posed to have been employed to recognise the intrinsic value, and inti-

mate the legal currency of the pieco thus stamped in the city and

district whose name appears on this adoptive seal.

To advert for a moment to the Sassanian abbreviations of the

names of their mints, it will be seen that, though often crudely

fashioned and less uniform in their outline than the same monograms

under Arab treatment, the Sassanian originals possess a useful merit

in the employment of larger and more defined letters, and a closer

adherence to an alphabet, the value of whose individual characters is

placed beyond dispute, by its preservation in tho bilingual inscriptions

on the rocks at Naksh-i-Rustam and Haji Abad. These monograms

1 “Le systemo monltaire des Perscs sous les Sassanidcs dtait, pour For, l’cmprunt

de Vaureus remain ;”pour l’argent, l’adoption de la drachme attique,” p. vi.

“ J’ai cru pouvoir cn infdrer quo lc poids normal des monnaics d’argent Sassa-

nidcs dtait de 79 grains,” p. 7-

a Average of 20 coins in the British Museum, Hormusdaz, Varahrfin, &c.,

and 9 Khusrus bearing low dates (1520 -f- 26 = 58 -4C.)

(j£>iu t_lloub xJ j-IXs

V(*^ XjXj 3 j) 3
jZx+j

tA/

Tdrikh-i-Quzidah, MS., No.”l80, p. 101.
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will bo noticed more in detail in their appropriate place in the section

devoted to the classification of the mint cities of the Arab conquerors

of Persia.

THE PURELY INITIATIVE, IMITATIVE COINAGE OF THE
ARABS FROM A.H. 18 TO 43.

We gather from the concurrent testimony of the early Arabic

authors, that the Hijrah cycle was only instituted, and simultaneously

introduced into official use, by Omar, in the 17th year after the

Flight’. At this time, Omar was engaged in the formal arrangement

of the many important governmental details incident to tho demands

of a section of an empire newly-received by a race in a state of com-

paratively backward civilization, from the hands of a dynasty, whose

institutions displayed all the perfection of a long established mo-

narchy, under rulers of no ordinary merit in the conduct of the in-

ternal economy of their State. Among other matters, which in the

ardour of conquest had hitherto been allowed to lie over, was tho

determination of the currency to be issued by the Arabs for the use

of their Persian provinces: and it was thereupon decided to adhere to

the Sassanian fire-worship devices of the coins already in circulation,

some slight subordinate marginal additions being made to the usual

superscriptions to mark either the designation or the faith of the

foreign conqueror. This modification is affirmed by Makrisi 2
to have

• Price, vol. I., p. 126.

! Makrizi, Ed. O. G. Tychsen, Rostochii, 1797.

“ Quam modo allatam de pecunia Arabum gentilium respectu eleemosynae,

et de ejus in Islamismo confirmato usu, legatus divinus legem fecerat, Abubeker

Alzaddik (justus) fel. mem. ejus successor intemeratam servavit. Cui succedens

Abu Hafes Omar b. Alchetlab f. m. AEgypto Syria et Iraka expugnatis, de pe-

cunia nihil constituit, sed earn statu suo usque ad annum Hegirae XVIII, chali-

fatus sui Vlllvum, esse jussit.
* * Tunc temporis Omar f. ru. ipsas eas

drachmas ad sculpturam persicam earumque formam, eo tamen discrimine cudi

fecit, ut partim: laus sit Deo; partim: Muhammed est legatus Dei; partim

:

non est Dens nisi Deus unicus, et in lemmate : Omar, iis inscriberet, et decern

drachmarum pondus sex Methkalia constitueret. Osman f. Afan f. m. in prin-

cipem fidelium electus, numos cum epigraphe: Deus est maximus, durante clia-

lifatu suo edidit.'’—pp. 77, 79, 80.'

“ Tria eduntur judicia, quis primus numos percusserit. Judex quidem Abul-

hassan f. Muhammed Almawardi auctor est, Omaremf. Alchettab f. m. perspecta

drachmarum diversitate, quarum alise scil. Baglienses VIII: aliae sc. Tiberienses

IV; Magrebbiuae (Mauretanicse) III Danekis; Iemenenses I Daneko consta-

bant, dixisse: attende ad usualium drachmarum vel meliorem vel viliorem con-

ditionem, et collato Bagliensium et Tiberiensium drachmarum XII Danecorum
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been effected in a.ii. 18—an assertion we have no reason to doubt,

though there may be some cause to question the exactitude of his

statements regarding raauy of the minor epigraphical adjuncts, which

he reports to have been introduced at this period.

It is [assumed, and will probably be readily conceded by all

who examine the question, that any fire-worship coins which hear

Kufic legends, having reference to the religion of Mohammed, or

indeed, seeing what is susceptible of proof regarding the origin and

introduction of the Kufic system of writing, any coins bearing Kufic

letters at all, must of necessity have formed part of an issue achieved

under Moslem auspices. We may therefore proceed with confidence

to quote any coins superscribed with the words \in the name of

God
]
as unquestionably of Arab origin. The earliest medal impressed

with the name of Khusru, thus signalized, bears date Aft Yezd,

Ann. 28, which, taken as Anno Hijersc, brings the coinage of the

piece under the reign of Othnian; but a still earlier Pehlvi-Kufic

medal, of a hitherto unrecognised type, is found with something like

the name of Yezdegird, the last of the Sassanian monarchs, and is

dated Yezd, 1 Ann. 20, that is, during the Khilafat of Omar, and but

shortly after the first revision of the previous mint system, and the

introduction of the practice of adding Kufic words to the original

Pehlvi legends. A list of the various B’ism’illah Pehlvi coins at

present known, with their several dates and places of mintage, will be

found in the annexed Table, as prefatory to which, however, it may
be requisite to describe briefly the new Arabico-Khusrui type.

Silver. Weight, 57'5 gr. (Six specimens:— 1 British Museum, 2 Masson,

3 General Fox).

Obv. Left. for ‘V-ii

Right. irebft
'• or i

'• (in the older

form of Sassanian characters. See fig. 21, PI. II.)

Marg.
(fw . (PI. II., fig. 22.)

Rev. Left. = 20 (a.h.)

Right. Aft V *

(See PI. II., figs. 23, 24.)

pondere, dimidium cjus, sell, sex danecorum drachmas elegisse; licgat tamcn Abu
Muhammed Ilassan f. Abulhassan Ali f. Muhammed f. Abdalmalec f. Algottan

in tractatu suo de mensuris et pouderibus, hoc Omaris fel. mem. proposition

fuisse, propterea quod in numorum suorum titulo nihil mutasset.”—pp. 146, 147.

Price, quoting the ltauzat al Safd, places the first issue of Arab money in a.h.

21 ; voh I., p. 136. See also Ilabib al Sair, MS., East India House, No. 471.
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I am by no mean9 prepared to insist upon the attribution now proposed for

this class of coins, ns I find several apparent anomalies in the obverse and reverse

dies, n necessary doubt attending the interpretation of the chief name, and certain

historical difficulties in reconciling the date and seeming place of mintage. In

regard to the first of these poiuts, a reference to the legends copied in PI. II.

will show that the name on the obverse is for the most part expressed in the

older form of Sassanian Pehlvi, and tried by this test, the first, second, and

third letters answer satisfactorily enough to the transcription adopted above ; the

fourth character is more dubious, and at the period of the probable issue of the

coin, was without doubt, generally employed to represent the value of either

^ . y
or

^ !
hut we have already seen in the history of the intertransition of these

letters that the
^ «, and

j.
r, held as their common symbol the earlier typo of

the character under reference; taking therefore the previous joint values of the

figure which the older form of the opening letters would seem to demand, the sign

now in question may be accepted as an unquestionable
^

or a possible
j

. The

concluding letter .
••

. has lost all pretence to antiquity, and appears under the

same outline as the final in the more modern writing on the Reverse. The Pehlvi

full stop or silent final mark
j

succeeds the fd on some specimens, which evi-

dences the completion of the word, and assures us that we need not look for any

further imperfection due to the omission of requisite letters.

The letters which compose the legends on the Reverse will be seen to partake

of the general character of the writing chiefly in use at the period of the Arab

conquest, and this in itself constitutes a cause of suspicion in regard to the dissi-

milarity of the two sets of Obverse and Reverse legends which has been alluded

to above. On the subject of the unsatisfactory nature of the decipherment of the

name, enough has already been said, and in reference to the third head of our

objections, it is to be noted, that if the .

••
. ... i . = 20, is to be taken to imply

the year twenty of the Hijrah, and the mint monogram is rightly read as Yezd 1

,

there is an additional difficulty started in the fact, that the Mohammedans were

not in possession of Yezd in a.h. 20 2
. This however would offer no conclusive

objection to the assignment above suggested, as we meet with far more remarkable

instances of disregard of piecisiou in the setting forth of dates, amid the subsequent

examples of the adopted coinages of the early Arabs in Persia.

1 This question will be examined in its fit place under the identification of

the mint cities.

* Tabari—Isfahan surrendered, a.h. 20—21. Ockley—Ahwaz and Kliorasan

conquered about a.h. 21, p. 302 o/dedit. Price’s authorities date the reduction of

Khor&s£u in 22, and Iverm^n and Fars in 23. Price, I., 138.
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TABLE OF DATES ON B’ISMTLLAH COINS.

Date. Name. Date • City.

28

32 Id. Id.

35 Id. Id.
'* &

—to J l
t-x2>o

Id. Id. Id. Id. Id. P
Id. Id. Id. Id. Id.

37 Id. (sic) & v-i

48 Id. Id. V-*

49 Id. Id. Wyn -toA)

50 Id. Id. \
• V -tojj

I was at one time inclined to think that the class of coins, of

which a list is to he found below, formed a portion of the Moham-

medan Khusrui coinage—imagining that might he read as .x^e

the “servant,” as it is so expressed in the Pelhvi correspondent of

this Arabic word in : and the idea was supported by

the uniform absence of the term in the case of any coin for which an

unquestionable Sassanian origin could be claimed; an additional

coincidence, which seemed likewise to give weight to the identifi-

cation, was to be detected in the occurrence of the same word, simi-

larly placed, on the coins of Tabaristdn, which have been attributed

to an issue of a much later date under undoubted Moslem influence.

My faith in the assignment, however, has been considerably shaken

by the discovery of the date 14 on a coin cited below; and though

this number has appeared in one solitary instance, and may well

havo been an error of the die-engraver, it militates so much

against the conclusivcness of the general appropriation, that I merely

give the subjoined coins as a class separated from their fellows by

the appearance of without in any way at present claiming
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for them au Arabic paternity. At the same time, it is to be added that

there is no reason to confine the admission of an Arab origin to those

Khusrui medals that are marked by some distinct Islamitic adjunct,

as it is probable that the majority of the earlier Arab issues were

left to follow tho normal typo of the pure Sassanian money.

TABLE OF IvHUSRUI COINS WITH .

A.H. Date. Mints. A.H. Date. Mints.

14 )“ S3 28 WJ) AJjLigJ

17 “JINO •J-O Ml 31

23 iK 32

24 35

25
37 (S5JJU £}-U_iJ

26

Among the Khusrui coins calling for more particular remark I may notice:

—

(a). Masson, weight 58 '5 gr., mint j a.h. 35. Obverse area as

usual. Margin, in imperfect Kufic, jOd \ Jj ,v. . ^ .

PI. II. fig. 20.
,

(i). Mr. Stokes, weight 34 gr., a.h. 45 •

—

j ? which in the place

of the usual f<9 on the left of the Obverse field, has a

star and the Kufic word .

(c) . Mr. Stokes, weight 53‘5 gr., from the same mint, dated a.h. 47;

has, in the same position, the star, followed by ^ ,
which

again is succeeded by the Pehlvi .

It might be supposed from this that the Kufic ,j(Jj
was merely an imperfect

rendering of the Pehlvi ; but the previous instance of the employment of the

Kufic word, which Makrizi gives us full reason to expect, may be held to settle

the interpretation.

(d) . Masson, Beiza, a.H. 47* Obverse as usual, with the marginal

inscription ^
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COINS OF THE ARAB GOVERNORS.

I. ZIAD BIN ABU SOFIAN.

Ziad bin Abu Sofian, or, as be was with bitter emphasis designated

by many, Ziad bin Abeali (xaj!
^

yj iljy) “the son of his father,”

was born in the year of the Hijrali, under circumstances which left

some doubt, not unattended with associate imputations of scandal,

regarding his exact paternity 1

. In his advance towards manhood,

he was early distinguished for his prominent abilities and striking

eloquence; so much so, that during the reign of Omar, at a meeting

1 The facts and details elucidatory of Ziud’s parentage are variously related

hy different authors. A1 Tabari asserts

^ ^ Ao ^ $ L
**

'j ^

^

tXo
^ . ^

LaAav
(

-J
i ^ 5

i Lj & jXj ^ V. *

i

ly ^

^

tXj 1^,^*
^ . y

J
V->' Cl>' f ] t£ft* s

*

^ Lj
^

^

LaXa* ^.j\ (j**J ^ & cX>

j

^ .^^.j ^Lj

£** y' J *V" V***" (J_)' 5

&J ^ t-
*

a -*-»* d 1*.& a>j C——A&J** ^ si.* A<VAJ

&y txx* L*< J <XjL^
^ ^

LaAa* ^j!

Jk/

A Aaa.\

The statement of the Rauzat al Safa puts a less creditable appearance on the

origin of Zfdd. This may be consulted in its main details as reproduced by the

Khalasut al Akhbar, and translated by Price, vol. I. .‘if!0. Ockley also (p. 369,

Bohn’s edit.), unfortunately without quoting his authority, gives a somewhat

varied version to the following effect:—“ Abu Sofian, in the days of ignorance,

before drinking wine was made a sin by the Koran, while travelling in Taif, put

up at a public house. Here, after drinking somewhat freely, he lay with this

Zyad’s mother, Somyuh, who was then married to a Greek slave.” Ibn Kotaibah

mentions two different versions of ZiAd’s birth, but neither of them support the

imputations above noticed.

{ « <x5** C
*
* VawO 1 3 ^

aXam

ly AA£W * (XAAAAJyJ *Xa£ j\ ( . ^ L- 1-0^ y
Lj ^
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of “ the companions" of the Prophet, lie became the object of such

conspicuous attention as to draw from Ainru the noted expression,

that “ had the father of this youth been of the family of Koreish, he

would have driven all the Arabians before him with his walking-

stick'”. The fruit of his subsequent career did not belie its early pro-

mise. His first public appointment would seem to have been during

the khilafat of Ali (a.ii. 38), when he was nominated by Abdullah

Abbas as his temporary representative in the government of Busrah*.

In the year following he was constituted by Ali Govornor of Persia,

the duties of which post he conducted with such salutary effect as to

entitle himself to the admiration of those, generally least satisfied,

but most competent to estimate the palpable advantages of his rule,

the governed themselves, who were only content in likening him to

their then and since paragon of kingly perfection, Noushirwan the

Just 3
. Ziad continued to administer the supreme power in this king-

dom until the accession of Moaviah 4

,
and though he refused at first to

acknowledge the title of the new Khalif, ho was ultimately (a.ii. 44)

induced to do so, being subsequently rewarded by the recognition on

Moaviah’s part, of his right—hitherto gravely questioned—to style

Abu Sofian their common father 3
. In a.ii. 45 Ziad was deputed to

correct the irregularities prevailing in the district of Busrah 6
,
which,

under too mild a governor, had become somewhat flagrant. Here his

well-timed, though startling, severity soon reduced his new subjects

to implicit obedience7
,
and restored order and good government

throughout the entire department 8
. Besides the lieutenancy of Bus-

1 Ockley, 305; Price, I. 300.

8 Ockley (quoting D’Herbelot), p. 324.

Tabari
^ ^ JVU k)ljyS <5 Ik)

4 Ockley (quoting Abul Feda), pp. 324, 325.

^2$ k)lj
j, ^ i, <aa

\j
(Sjjj 2 Aa. ^La*aJ

s-

ylxAMJ

SjS k_AAJ jjkid ^A«aT L iS 3vAAV^j
J

(IUanIA

6 Ockley, 350.

7 Ockley, 3G0.

8 Tabari, a.h. 4G; Price, I. 301; Elmacin, p. 55.

VOL. XII.

J aT” OkAAVyJ

u
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rah, “ Moaviah gave him those of Khorasan, Sejestan, India, Bah-

rein, and Aman, not unadvisedly; for the more he committed to his

charge, so much the lighter to himself was the burthen of his govern-

ment'”. To all these weighty charges was subsequently added the

management of the important government of Kufah (A.n. 50 2

),

Zidd being the first noble in whose person had been combined the

responsibility of the superintendence of both Kufah and Busrah
;
and

of such equal consideration do they severally appear to have been

judged, that the Khalif’s representative divided the year by a six-

monthly residence at each metropolis 3
. Not satisfied, however, with

the viccroyalty of all these kingdoms, in themselves constituting

almost an empire, Ziad, shortly before his death, petitioned even for

more, phrasing his application that “ his left hand was occupied in

ruling Persia and the rest, but his right hand remained unemployed,

and would have Arabia4 ”.

Ziad was carried off by the plague iu Ramzan A.n. 53 5
,
having

fully merited the title of the greatest man of his age 6
. Though

European notions might question his means and methods, but few will

deny that his measures were well designed towards the ends in view,

among the people with whom he had to deal; and though objection

might be taken to his almost merciless severity on first taking pos-

session of Busrah, it must be admitted to have been both successful in

itself and generally foreign to his nature, if we may judge by the

character he had previously gained in Persia.

1 Ockley, 360.
2 Price, I. 383; Ockley, pp. 366, 369.
8 Tabari, &c.
* Tabari, &c.
5 Ockley, 368; Price, I. 384.
0 Ockley, 359.

Makrizi notices ZiYid’s share in the advancement of the Arab coinage to the

following effect:—“ Delato ad Moaiviah f. Sojian f. m. imperio, Zeiaduin filium

patris sui Cufa; et Basrie priefecit, dicentem: o princeps fidelium, quum Abdal-

salch Omar f. Alchettab princeps fidelium stipendiorum exereitui dandorum

necessitate pressus drachmas comminuerit, et mensuram majorem fccerit, tu

moduli melioris constitutione hominum progeniei votis magis respondebis, et sub-

ditis majus bcneficium dabis, eorumquc commoda, veram traditionem coniplcns

augebis. Quam ob rem Moaiviah f. mem. drachmas Alsaudas pondere dcficientes

scil. VI Danekorum, sivc XV Keratiorum minus grano aut duobus, recudi fecit.

Cudit quoqtie Zeiad (utriusque Irakre prrefectus) drachmas, quarum deccm
aequales crant VII Mcthkalibus, quas cdicto usualcs pronunciavit. Moaioiah

quoque denarios imagine sua gladio cincta insiguitos percussit.”—pp. 80, 81.
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ZIAD I ABU SOFIAN.

No. I. Silver. Weight, 42'0 gr.

Left Monogram’. and

Obv.

i
Marg. Kufic. jOJi

Rev. Left.

Right.
-3QJJ

L sa 3 »
a-h. 61.

• y J

(sic) for

It may be necessary to justify this rcadiug of the unit word, which at first

sight looks like )•“) _jU “nine”. There is, however, a very palpable variation

from the usual form of )-*J
j

in the present instance, as the initial letter is joined

at the bottom to the succeeding character ; so that, unless] the whole word be

taken for pro “one”, which is improbable, or pro

“ten,” which is still more 60
,
there is no choice left but to take ^L> for yL>

—a form in constant use on the previous Persian coins.

1 I am anxious to call attention to the singular monogram, common to

this and many subordinate classes of fire-worship coins, which up to this

time has escaped any very close examination. But first, I would refer to the

word which, though subsequently associated with it, precedes their

joint appearance. The first instance of the use of occurs—in M. De

Longperier’s classification of the medals of the Sassanians—on a coin attributed

to Khusru I. (a.d. 531), whence it is continued on those of his successors,

Hormusdaz IV. and Varahran VI. ; in these examples the word is placed close

to the circle dividing the field from the margin of the piece, and commences

directly below the star to the left of the figure. Upon the coins assigned to

Khusru II., a change takes place in the entire rejection of the star and the inser-

tion of the monogram under consideration, between the fine of the circle and the

word I may pause for a moment to observe, that this indication may

possibly prove a safe means of discriminating the money of the two Khusrus.

The monogram is subsequently used upon all classes of fire-worship coins, but it

appears under so many varieties of form, that it is difficult to select a single

example as a test of the whole. At times the component letters of the ciphers

look more like the undetermined characters on the Khubus coins, at others, they

seem nothing more than simple Pehlvf letters congregated into a single group, in

which process they lose much of their distinct identity. Under these conditions

some may be read [i (possibly
), &c.

U 2
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No. 2. Silver. Weight, Gl'O gr.

Same types and legends, with the exception of the date, which is

AJgjgj.33 L=\yw A - H - 53 '

No. 3. Silver. Weight, 58-0 gr. British Museum.

As above, with the date [su

No. 4. Silver. Weight, 310 gr. Stokes. (This coin is but little worn,

though it may have been clipt.)

Obv. As above.

Rev. Date, a. a. 53. Mint city
^

No. 5. Silver. Weight, 43 -

6 gr. British Museum.

Obv. As above.

Rev. Date, a.h. 54. Mint city . <y ?

No. 6. Silver. Weight, 35-0 gr. PI. II. fig. I.

Obv. As above; but more accurately engraved than usual, having the

complete with the final 3 distinctly expressed.

Rev. Left. gKJ 1 -ei Jg\ J a.h. 55.

Right. a3 j Busrah.

Additional pdblished Coins.—M. Soret (Lettre, Geneve) gives

a coin identical with No. 2; and a piece of Ziad’s is quoted by

the same author from the Pietraszewski Cabinet, dated A.n. 52. The

name of the mint city is not however mentioned.

II. OBEIDULLAH BIN ZIAD.

Of the many sons of Zidd 1

,
whose names have found a place in

history, the most prominent was Obeidullah, who, inheriting in a high

degree the general capacity and determination of his sire, seems by

their means to have attained an equal, though less enviable, celebrity

1 Ibn Kotaibah enumerates twenty-three. See passage quoted by Olshauscn,

p. 52, “ Dio Pohlwie Legenden.”
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in the annals of liis clay, his memory being loaded with the obloquy

—

exaggerated doubtless by sectarian virulence—due to his share in the

destruction of the Imam Husein. Hence we find many Mohammedan

authors, even while conceding to him full credit for his abilities and

success, associating the mention of his name with the almost invariable

adjunct of “the Cursed 1 ”.

During the year succeeding that which witnessed the death of his

father, he was appointed by the Khalif Moaviah to the government of

Khordsan 9

,
whence he ably led his troops beyond the Oxus, as far as

Samarkand®. In a.h. 55*, Obeidullah was nominated Amir of Busrah,

apparently retaining his previous charge by deputy until A.u. 56 5
,

when Khorasan was bestowed upon Said bin Othnnin.

After the accession of Yezid (in a.u. 60), Obeidullah bin Ziad was

selected by the new Khalif to conduct operations against the party

and person of Husein the son of Ali, receiving letters patent for the

additional governments of Kufah and Arabian Irak*, to enable him

more effectually to carry out the Khalif’s designs. It is not neces-

sary to follow the prolix relation of the Persian writers regarding the

fulfilment of Husein’s destiny; suffice it to say, that the head of the

son of Ali was shortly forwarded to Yezid, who, imitating the

brutality of his agent Obeidullah 7
,

is reported to have displayed his

triumph by smiting the then for ever silent lips 8
.

On Yezid’s death, in a.h. 64, Obeidullah hastened to secure him-

self in his position of Amir of Busrah, by persuading the people to

elect him their protector 9
; but a similar proposition made to the

citizens of Kufali meeting with less favour from that body, induced

the men of Busrah to recall their act, and Obeidullah was obliged to

quit his metropolitan city somewhat hastily 10
,
and flee to Syria.

Here, on the opportunity offering, he was mainly instrumental in the

elevation of Merwan the son of Hakem to the throne of the Khalifs 11
,

and was himself invested with the title and honours of Generalissimo

1 Tabari, &c.

! Price, I. 384.
3 Ockley, 3/3; Price, I. 384; Tabari.
4 Ockley, 373; Price.
5 Ockley, 374; Tabari MS. Royal Asiatic Society.
6 Price, I. 412; Tabari (he enters Kufah Z’ul Hajjah, a.h. 60).
7 Ockley, 410; Price, I. 396.
8 Tabari.
9 Ockley (quoting MS. Laud, 161 A), p. 431.

'• Tabari ^
>' Tabari.
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of the Syrian forces. In A.n. 65 ', Obeidullah—in the celebrated

combat of Ainalwerd—routed and cut to pieces Soliman’s army of

Penitents 2
. Being directed to proceed against Kufab, then in the

possession of Mokhtar, he was met by the latter’s General, Ibrahim,

and defeated and slain in Mokarrim 67 a.h. 3

OBEIDULLAH I ZAID.

Arabice aLJi ^ yj ^1 Aaai:

No. 7. Silver. Weight, GO '5. Steuart. British Museum. Unique.

'. Head as usual.

Right.
i)L A

_3l
-ft—

^

—5/ £
Marg. J

'. Left.
3-4^(jJv

°r a - h - 45.

Right. to for Dardbgerd.

Marg. A monogram.

No. 8. Silver. Weight, 58’0 gr. Masson.

Has the same legends, with the date

as it reads, but which I imagine to be intended for

for i
*

a, h. 6G.

No. 9. Silver. Weight, GUO gr.

Fox.)

Obv. As above.

Marg. Contremarquo

(Three specimens:— 1 Masson, 2 General

rl>
ur
o>o

Rev. Left.

Right.
'

l— I—

J

jjS. ...wi A-H - 56.

• . Yezd.
J

' Ockley, 451 Price, I. 290,
! Such was the name applied to “all those who confederated under him to

revenge the death of llusein.” Ockley, 447.
3 Ockley, 459; Price, I. 487.
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No. 10. Silver. Weight, oO'o gr. Masson. PI. II. fig. II.

Out. As above.

Rev. Left. (imperfect) 1 A. or possibly

Bight- (jixj for

No. 11. Silver. Faris, Bibliotheque Nationalc.

Obv. As above.

Rev. Left. P°-O'4* I -r-i ; a.h. 58 .

Right.
v

_j Busrah.

Additional dates:

—

a.h. 50, weight, 040 gr. ; British Museum: a second,

Masson. a.h. 00, common, Masson, Ac.
; a.h. 04, rare, Masson, a.h. 08,

common, Masson.

No. 12. Silver. Weight, 03 ’0 gr. Masson.

Obv. As above.

Rev. Left.

Right.

a.h. 02.

J
/

?

No. 13. Silver. Masson.

Obv. As usual.

Rev. Left.

Right. tfO^YVO-O

Jz A.H. GO.

ight.

No. 14. Silver. Weight, 45-5 gr. Unique. General Fox. PI. II. fig. Il/j.

Obv. As above.

Rev. Left. ,

••
. ... a.h. 63.

n-o-5 orRight.
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III. SELIM BIN ZIAD.

Selim, the son of Ziad—in virtue probably of his origin—was

early in life entrusted with high honours and responsibilities, being

invested, as he himself tells us, with the dignity of an Amir before he

arrived at manhood 1

. It is not stated at what exact period of his

life he was first publicly employed, but he is represented to have

succeeded to the charge of the province of Seistan and its dependen-

cies simultaneously with his father Ziad’s appointment to the govern-

ment of Irak 2
(a.ii. 50). In a.h. 61, Selim was nominated by the

Khalif Yezid to the superintendence of the important province of

Khorasdn, Seistan either remaining to him or being conferred anew 3
.

He had scarcely taken possession of his fresh command when he en-

tered upon a successful campaign against the Turks, making himself

master of the country of Samarkand, and pushing his victorious

troops even to the gates of Kharism, which eventually capitulated to

the invaders".

On the occurrence of the intestine struggles which distracted the

Mohammedan empire immediately on the death of Yezid (a.ii. 64),

followed by the hasty abdication of his son and momentary successor,

MS. 99, Royal Asiatic Society.
(_•

yo

Ockley (quoting MS. Laud, 161 A) informs us that Selim was 24 years of age

in a.h. Cl (p. 420). Supposing this to be correct, he must have been only 13

when first sent to Seistan.

AM (jd
( . y)

iL)y 5y) (, 3

2 3 Laav
j
3

( , ^
Law -VW.J

.cNj l
**

1

Cam iS iXiib , ‘NLw y ^ , ^
1

MS. 34, Royal Asiatic Society. jOiVoi iL>y
3 Ockley (MS. Laud, 161 A), p. 420.
4 Price, I. 412; Ockley, 420.

S\a; 1 */’ 3 3/H 5

MS. 34, Royal Asiatic Society,
5
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Moaviah IT., the people of Khorasan' voluntarily confirmed their

allegiance to Selim, pending the definite decision of the question of

the election of a Khalif. It docs not appear very clearly from the

statements of our available authorities on tho point, how long this

arrangement remained in force, but we find that Selim died at Busralr

at a period not very far removed from tho date of these events*, leav-

ing behind him a reputation not easily matched, and evidently deep-

sunk in the hearts of the people over whom he had lately ruled, who

aro reported to have displayed their veneration for his virtues by

perpetuating his appellation among their offspring, so that the name of

Selim became common in tho whole land

SELIM I ZIAD.

A rabice
"v

15. Silver. Weight, 58'5 gr. Very

cimens—Masson and General Fox.)

rare. FI. II. fig. III.

Obv. Left. fC

r
Right, i

-
[_

cs y *v

(J ^

Marg. aJJI <w >

Rev. Left. 1 _i _ J ^

Right. V *

(Two spe-

a.h. 56.

Yczd.

No. 16. Silver. Weight (average of 12 coins), 56'2 gr. Common.

Obv. As above.

Rev. Left.

Right. )))•£

1 Ockley, p. 436.
s Ibn Kotaibah (Paris MS.) has only the following brief notice of Selim :

—

j Aby
$ i

( . yj

kxxs. i (
^ . y

j \
j ^ ^ 1^

i_lloUo^ i ( ^ clLoXj ^ it

3 Tabari. See note quoted under Abdallah Hazim, p. 298.

4 Ockley, 437 ; Tabari, Ac.

a. h. 63.

_

^

Merv.
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A similar coin in the Masson collection has the date written

a.h. 63. Contremarque

Additional dates on coins of the same ruler struck at Merv are

—

(a), a.h. 64

fO^J ^ (6), a.h. 65

(e), a.h. 66, unique,' Masson—(c/2), a.h. 67, common, Masson

—

(d), a.h. 69

rare, Masson.

These Merv coins are frequently found with the Mervalrtid contremarque.

No. 17. Silver. Weight (average of 5 coins), 62 6 gr.

Obv. As above. Contremarque as No. 9.

Rev. Left. Date, a.h. 63.

Right. fo^-^ Mervalrud.

' Additional dates:

—

(a), a.h. 64, rare, General Fox

for — (6), a.h. 67 ; it also occurs as

or and a doubtful date is found on one specimen (Masson) written

.J^ai which may be intended either for .

"
.... ,v. or

taking the initial as A for .
“ . v. :1 .

“ .«A or .

”

I notice also a doubtful date 70, or more probably an imperfect 67 ?
.

No. 18. Silver. Weight, 61 -

0 gr. (Two specimens.) Masson.

Obv. As usual.

Rev. Left. .
•• l... corrupt rendering for 66.

Right. ^0

No. 19. Silver. Weight (average of 10 specimens), 61 -

8 gr. British Museum 1
,

Obv. As in the previous examples.

Rev. Left. pOAl.5 corrupt date for 66.

Right. ju)ju
| Js old form for j$|

A Hcrdt.
J J

1 A nearly similar coin in the Bibliothcquc Nntiouale, Paris, has the anuual

date expressed thus, I*-M -5-0-5 61 or
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No. 20. Silver. Weight (average of 9 specimens), 5G*7 gr. Common.

Obv. As above. Contremarques, as in No. 9 and

Rev. Left. ^ ; a for a.h. G7.

Right. Herdt, as in the last coin.

Other specimens have the date written .
•• ....

,

-x£> ; and in
•y

one instance even or occurs (Masson). The generality of the

Herat coins are badly executed. One coin (Masson) of this class, with the year

a.h. G3, lias the remains of the name of its mint city thus

indistinctly legible
,

PI. II. fig. 15. On tho margin, following the

tOJl |.iwJ > >s to to seen a word I have not been able to decipher.

Silver. Masson. Rare.

Obv. As before.

Rev. Left. «

Right.

General Fox has a second specimen, the date of which is also obscure
; but

which may be taken as intended for &> G7 or G8?

No. 22. (Two specimens.) British Museum.

Obv. As usual.

Rev. Left. 2
,

h. G4.

Right. 1*^(1 L-i. i] See PI. II. figs.

11, 12, 13, 14.

IV. ABDALLAH BIN ZOBEIR,

After the unequal battle of Kerbelah, iu which Husein’s preten-

sions to the Khildfat were put an end to with his life (10th Moharim,

A.n. 61), the provinces of Mecca and Medinah declared for Abdallah

the son of Zobeir, and he was shortly afterwards proclaimed Khalif

accordingly 1

,
his authority being for the time limited to Arabia,

Yezid still continuing to hold the rest of the Mohammedan empire.

The latter did not long defer his attempts to reassert his supremacy

over the land of the holy cities, sending an army against Abdallah,

who was eventually besieged in Mecca, and reduced to much distress,

when news was received of the death of Yezid (Rabi al Awal,

Ockley, 421, 434; D’Herbelot-
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a.h. 64)', which event, in the then uncertain state of rightful order of

succession, not only put an end to the siege, but produced an offer

from the adverse general to recognise and support Abdallah Zoheir

himself, and to lead him to the conquest of the whole [Moslim]

world 2
. From some strange and unaccountable infatuation, which

remained with him to the last, he refused to quit Mecca, and the

Syrian army returned to Damascus unpledged, and free to assist any

competitor for the honours of rulership that chance or opportunity

might produce. The Khilafat of Syria and Palestine, after a brief

interval, fell to the share of Merwan, while the rest of Mohammedan

Asia acknowledged Abdallah Zoheir. Abdallah enjoyed this dignity

—such as it was—for nine years, residing uninterruptedly at his ill-

chosen capital, exercising a scarcely nominal control over the more

distant provinces, many of which remained a prey to anarchy and

confusion during the whole of his reign, and interfering but little

with others ruled over by virtually independent chiefs, who perhaps

had less objection to cite his name than that of a more directly

powerful master. He was killed by the celebrated Hejaj bin Yusaf,

the General of Abdalmalik, in a.ix. 73\

ABDALLAH I ZOBEIR4
. (Inedited.)

Arabice
CjJ“*

. Armenian Aptela.

No. 23. Silver. Weight, 5T0 gr. Very Scarce. PI. II. fig. XIV.

Obv. Left. As usual.

Right.
MyOs )\' V

5V £
Marg. ^1 (.

Contremarque.

Left.

Right.

* Ockley, 427.

y
^ ^ . y

-s *
**

^ , yj \ ^

^

^

Tabari. ^
*

py ^ tSJJ* y 1 y.
! (

*

3 Ockley, 434; Price, I. 450.
4 Makrizi. “A bdallah f. Zobair princeps fidelium Mecca) constitutus, omnium

primus drachmas rotundas (titulis in orbem ductis prrcditas), qua; vero deformes,

crasste et resccta; fucrunt, percussit, quod nemo ante cum feccrat. In circuitu

unius latcris insculpi curaverat: Muhammed est Icyatus Dei; et nlterius: pracipit

Dcus ubservationcin (fuodcris) et justitiam.”—p. 112.
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No. 24. Silver. General Fox. PI. II. fig. IV.

Obv. Area as above.

Rev. Left. As above.

V. ABDALLAH BIN HAZIM.

Of a chieftain, or chieftains, bearing this name, who flourished at

or about the epoch required to correspond with the dates on our

coins, we have several detached notices, though but little approaching

to anything like a single complete connected biography on the ono

hand, or sutficient means of discriminating the different persous so

designated on the other, as, from the strange currency given to

favourite names among the early Mohammedans, it is perhaps

hazardous to endeavour to identify the various phases of the life of

any given individual, existing in such troublous times, amid such

changing fortunes and such distant scenes of action as were open to

the first Moslim commanders.

The earliest notice of an Abdallah bin Hazim, at all suitable to

our wants, is found on the occasion of the disturbances which took

place in Khorasan in A.n. 31—32, when a chief of that name distin-

guished himself by suppressing the local revolt, even after his imme-

diate superior had departed to seek succour, leaving the province in

virtual possession of the insurgents'. For this service Abdallah was

rewarded by a post of some importance 2 in the executive government

of the country.

Again, on the Khalif Moaviah’s return to Damascus, in A.n. 40,

an Abdallah bin Hazim is appointed governor of that city
3

;
but

whether this, or either of these, was the same Abdallah bin Hazim
who subsequently became so powerful as effectively independent

master of Khorasan, we have no obvious means of deciding. It is

1 Price, I. 165.

2 The Habib us Sair, quoted by Price, says, “The government [of Khorasan]

was confirmed to him in consequence;” but there are doubts about the fact.

3 Abut Faraj, 123:—“Ipse (Moavia) Damascum reversus, prrefecit (ei)

Abdallam Ebn Hazem.”
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perhaps sufficient for all present purposes to say that written history

records, and our medals in a manner confirm the fact, that Abdallah

bin Hazim was employed under Selim bin Ziad during the latter’s

tenancy of the government of the eastern provinces of Persia, and that

shortly after the death of the Khalif Yezid, in a.h. 64 Abdallah

became one of the competitors for the possession of Khorasan, the

whole of which—chiefly by absolute conquest from his rival lieute-

nants, previously nominated by Selim—eventually (a.h. 65)
2

fell to

his undivided control, and held nominally for Abdallah Zobeir, but

truly in virtue only of his own sword, was ruled uninterruptedly with

no light hand until a.h. 72 3
,
when the Khalif Abdalmalik, failing to

gain his allegiance by fair means, was reduced to conspire with his

recusant vassal’s lieutenant, to deprive him of his government, which

was only at last effected by the treachery of his followers, ending in

a pitched battle, in which he lost his life
4

; the victor receiving the

1 Price, I. 440.
2 We gather incidentally the approximate date of the rise of Abdallah

Ilazim’s power in the statement of Tabari, that he was occupied an entire year

in the siege of Herat, after he had gained possession of the rest of Khordsin, and
that Herdt was captured in the year the Kliwarij came to Kufah, i.e. 05.

(Ockley, 451.)

y'Nji ^AawLaaw 3 V- «Xj tXCw slxyuw 3

aS Jj.j 3 iS olxil

<Xaw
I*

Law.
J 3 XXSj') jJ 8 Laaw 3 l

)

^

AXaXC CSyS. l) 3 <X>Ax 1

Tabari, MS. 34, Royal Asiatic Society.

3 Price, I. 447 ; or a.h. 73, Ockley, p. 475.
4 Price, I. 447. Tabari gives some curious particulars concerning Abdallah

Hfizim’s acquisition of Khorasan, which I transcribe from the Persian version of

his work :

—

V- (jJ ^.xs j\ c^A/cl
3

(J*> J if if. yC AJjljt* «XjVj tS tXol J-XOs- * if

j.j \j Xj.i.x3 jd <_aX^.-o 3 A,/ ^Li;

J-Xic] AAW
3 ALilil ,t> nixi Jyf. 3 if if

AM! iSx£
3 yj 33.J 3 1XJ3.J <SjJyS~
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promised reward of bis perfidy in the patent which gave him the

temporary sovereignty over the subjects of the easternmost division of

the KhiUfat.

cj~.v. ^.^yj 3 (jV

U yli <jkJ iixij” L^vT Ij «IXiT ^ »x*l jU

S&jf 3

^3^3JC' l_ri Ih u' 3 ^ls ’ 34 ‘]

^yj *111 k\xr Jvv<w , ^ ^ i—\**+*+*j

i J c~A.iT ^ , v^v.V^ix? <ixiT j^T* ^L**^^* i—\iS ^ 1 ^1

^^3 <li.iT *15 1 c\a£ jkTJ l^j jjlisr *T jlj vW
*r Ooixj jfeoiyj iX^c ^xT oyxCji xiiii *r

_,t\j .xMl .Xxc 3 ^ ^ tf jJ (j'*

iX*C \ L— ^ <3yZt3yZ l,il.A>w l—aX^sO *Xa3
j 3y*

O

xT <Sy^M X«L> y l3y^ l_)jLc 4 4_*iv^J ^ U44V.O'.J

^ <*
yZ—S iSiiiy^J &$ y 4XaXT

(^J'"
3 J»IaJ XaLj.^

[This passage varies in MS. 34.] CjJS.j \jy\ 3 JjJ y\ lj iS

y*z» j\ x)3\ wVxr ^ n >f.
Royal Asiatic Society, MS. 99.

y XaXxj y wy.J l_»^X y\ &Laam y 0yj

Royal Asiatic Society, MS. 33.

Ibn Kotaibah’s notice of Abdallah Hazim is confined to the following

remarks :

—

!*}y.v* X-< 1

Cjj**" j"

3

**

jXIa2 U (<-aX-> ^j4.X.A*J^
^

CjJ^V^ uS
5
^ (jJ^

\jl£i
^ .

^Ls*lJ^L U i *
J
y l

J

^ .

j

J *15 1 <XaS

,^ l«l -.'U,

^
. ^

.aav-a). \ ^
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ABDULLAH I IIAZIM. (Inedited.)

Arabice
^
yU.

^ . yj Dvas

No. 25. Silver. Weight (average of 29 specimens), 59‘5 gr. Common.

Obv. Left.

Right.

Rev. Left.

Right.

J-V

Vv— >1
V

^-££*0 (•>' cr-—* £
*.*• ii< A.H. 63.

.k ;

—

^ Merv.

Other specimens of the money of this Governor, minted at Merv, bear severally

the following dates:—(a), a.h. 64 ()jup)^
rare

; (4), a.k. 65, rare, PI. II. fig. V. ;

(c), a.h. 66, common ;
(rf), a.h. 67, common ;

(e), a.h. 68, unique (General Fox) ;

(/), a.h. 69—date variously written and fO.il ,

• *
. ...

x

^
i

—common [one example of this coinage gives us a new Pehlvi reading of the

name of Hdzim, thus ’ (^)> A - H> 70, rare; (A), a.h. 72

rare; (»'), a.h. 73, unique (General Fox).

No. 26. Silver. Weight, 62 ‘5 gr. Very rare.

Obv. As above.

Rev. Left.

Right. Mervalrud.

No. 27. Silver. Weight, 57 gr. Unique.

Obv. As above.

Rev. Left. •• .... •>. I •; a h. 63.

Right. ^ x Khubus.

The name of the Mint on this coin has been a good deal worn ; so much so that

I can scarcely rely upon the reading proposed. See PI. II. fig. 17.

No. 28. Silver. Average weight, 62-5 gr. (4 coins, Masson).

Obv. As above.

Rev. Left. and a.h. 67.

Right. °r in-xPo
Ilazarasp? See fac-similes, PI. II. figs, 11, &c.
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Other specimens of this class of coins bear date—(a), unique (General Fox),

A '-^u .

“ V A forA.n.C8; in this instance,

as in one of the preceding examples, the fO ,
••

. t's, in both the annual date and

the name of the city, are formed by the juxta-position of an £) / and an
)
n, thus

—

(&), rare (Masson), a.h. G9.

No. 29. Silver. Weight (average of 8 specimens), G0'7 gr.

Obv. As in the preceding coins.

Rev. Left. ^ ell A_a_i> a.h. 67.

Right. l

—

t, j or Lr^j ?

Other similar coins have the date a.h. 68 ; and one

specimen is stamped with the contremarque f°r
( .

Current.

VI. AUMAR BIN OBEIDALLAH.

In the absence of explicit historical data, there is some difficulty

in satisfactorily identifying the individual whose name appears as

^4«»tar-t-Obeiddran on a considerable number of the available speci-

mens of the early Arabico-Persian coins. The first hasty glance

would probably lead to the supposition of Aumar’s being the son of

the notorious Obeidallah bin Ziad, who possessed such extensive

power as Governor of Busrab, Kufah, and their dependencies, imme-

diately previous to the date of the earliest piece in this particular

class, which is seen to have been struck at Kerman in a.h. 65. This

association is, however, readily shown to be inadmissible, as it is

known that Obeidallah Ziad died (a.h. 67) without issue
1
. In re-

marking upon the dates and places of mintages of the remaining coins

of this suite, it will be observed that the officer whose name is re-

corded on their surfaces remained in uninterrupted charge of the

cities represented by the monograms ^ j j
[Lsaj Beiza,J and

1

y

yL. Lc
^yj ^

yJ
( . ^ ^ ^ *

p
^ ^ *^A-' ^

Ibn Kotaibab. (
•
yA**** }

XVOL. XXI.
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in all likelihood po.33, during the years 68, 69, and 70 a.h. In

a.h. 67, Mosab bin Zobeir took Kufak’, which, together with all

Mohammedan lands to the eastward, he retained till his defeat and

death, in a.h. 71; admitting therefore, these to be monograms indi-

cating cities subject to Musab’s viceroyalty, which may be taken to

be sufficiently shown by the identification of the first (the chief

Moslem cantonment in Fars), it is clear that Aumar i Obeidalan

must have been in immediate contact with and subordination to

Mosab himself; but, as a confirmation of the previous surmise, we
learn from the casual mention of some of Mosab’s most eminent

generals, whose absence was rejoiced over by Abdalmalik on the fatal

day at Masken, that one of these most trusted officers, by name Omar
bin Abdallah, was then Governor of Persia Proper 4—the identical

province whose seat of government is indicated by the coins. In

proposing to correct the orthography of this name as found in MSS.
by the Pehlvi legend to be read on the medals to the substitution

of Aumar for Omar, and Obeidallah for Abdallah, Oriental scholars

will admit that I am doing but slight violence to probability in thus

amending these designations 8
.

AUMAR I OBEIDALLAH.

Arabice aNi A_a_a_c , . Y

No. 30. Silver. British Museum. Unique.

si

/-*L_£

<^1

—

Marg. jv

Rev. Left.

Right.

' Ockley, p. 426.

1 Ockley, p. 468.

3 Olsliauscu notices two instances of the occurrence of names nearly similar, i.e.

**
^ . yj ( . y

J jS (Nura. Chr. xi. 125) ; one is referred to in

a.h. 68, the other (perhaps the same) as falling in battle with the Khwarij.
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No. 31. Silver. Weight (average of 7 specimens), 62'8 gr. Common.

Obv. As above.

Rsv. Left. A.h. 68.

Right. -‘OiJ I £ x J

One of these coins bears the contremarque and a second is stamped

Additional dates on Coins of the same Governor and the same mint city:

—

(a), a.h. 89, unique (Masson), ,
••

. ...v \ : (4), a.h. 70,

common, i
**

ilxxA

The only two gold coins I have met with, of the early Arab Khusrui type,

bear the name of Aumar i Obcidala ; both were coined at l , ,
and both are

dated a. ii. 70 (Prinsep, British Museum, weight 59 gr. ; Steuart, British Museum,

weight 67 gr.)'.

No. 32. Silver. Weight (average of 4 specimens), 60 -

7 gr. Common.

Obv. As above.

Rev. Left. a.h. 68.

Right. fO

Additional dates (a), a.h. 69 ,
••

\ rare: (4), a.h.

70, common.

No. 33. Silver. Weight, 49 gr. Masson. Rare.

Obv. As above.

Rev. Left. = G9.

Right. ?

Additional date:—a.h. 70, weight 61‘5 gr. Obv. marg.

A nearly similar coin is described by M. Soret, p. 12.

1 “ D’apres une tradition, Hercham ben (Mohammed) Kelly (a. 204) avait dit

:

que Mos'ab n’avait pas seulement fait frapper de la monnaie d’argent, mais encore

de la monnaie d’or.” Frsehn (quoting Beladery), Jour. As. IY. 346.
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VII. ABDALAZIZ BIN ABDALLAH BIN AMER.

We learn incidentally from Ibn Kotaibah that Abdalaziz, tlie son

of the celebrated Abdallah bin Amer, was [once] Governor of

Sejestan 1

,
and for the present it would seem that we must rest

satisfied with this scanty notice of this officer as sufficient at all events

to form a basis for the identification confirmatory of the unusually

decisive reading proposed for the subjoined coins.

ABDALAZIZ BIN ABDALLAH AMER. (Inedited.)

Arabice

No. 34. Silver. Weight, 61 -

4 gr. Prinsep, British Museum.

Obv. Left. As usual.

Eie,,,S<wyVu

Marg. (CW.J

Coutremarque. • j |

Rev. Left. fO -S^—

Right.

(jjV**' if

AM CC A.H.

No. 35. Silver. Weight, C3‘0 gr. Masson, East India House.

Obv. Left and Right as above.

Marg. As above. (No contremarque.)

Rev. Left. As above, G6 a.h.

Right. AO <>/

Paris MS., p. 47.
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VIII. MUSAB BIN ZOBEIR.

The historical facts and details of the public life of Musab derive

additional interest in the eyes of numismatists from the active part ho

is reported to have taken in the introduction and advancement of

those improvements in the adapted currency of the Moslim Arabs,

which were undertaken during the reign aud under the auspices of

his brother, Abdallah tho son of Zobeir.

The first notice of Musab, in tho annals of his day, occurs on tho

occasion of his mission by Abdallah Zobeir to act against the Syrian

Khalif Merwan; being encountered by the latter on his return from

his successful Egyptian expedition, Musab sustained a complete

defeat (a.h. 64) *.

In a.h. 67 4
, we find Mus&b deputed to the government of Busrab,

where, being joined by that able commander, Mohalleb bin Abu Safrah,

he proceeded to attack the celebrated separatist chieftain Mokhtar, at

that time in independent possession of very extensive power 3
,
and

succeeded in putting his forces to the rout near Kufah; Mokhtar

himself, with six 4 thousand of his followers, taking momentary refuge

in the citadel of that town. On the surrender of this body, after the

death of Mokhtar, Musab, though in his own person apparently dis-

posed to mercy, was induced, by the urgent representations of the

Kufians—their fellow citizens—to have the whole number put to the

sword.

During the course of the year 71 a.h., Abdalmalik—the then

Syrian Khalif—having at length succeeded in placing affairs upon a

comparatively satisfactory footing in his own immediate provinces,

advanced to the conquest of the rest of Moslim Asia, duly preparing

the way—as but too frequently was the custom among these leaders

of the Faithful—by treachery. His first and most formidable oppo-

nent was Musab, whom he found, supported by a relatively small

force, at Masken, and already labouring under the disadvantage re-

sulting from the defection of an important section of his army, which

had been brought over to the Syrian interest. Notwithstanding the

inequality of his own troops, Musab determined to engage, refusing

even the proffered terms that were proposed in but little of a hostile

1 Ockley, p. 436.
2 Ockley, 4 GO ; Tabari.

2 Price, I. 435:—“ Kufah, Hejaj, Persian Irak, Egypt [?], and Diarbckir.”

4 Price: Ockley says 7000?
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spirit when, in the progress of the action, all hope was lost, remarking

that men like himself “ did not use to go from 6uch a place withou

either conquering or being conquered 1 ”.

MUSAB I ZOBEIR3
. (Inedited.)

No. 36. Silver. British Museum. Unique.

Obv. Left. As usual.

Right. oaf
<s

Marg.

Rev. Left.
t*-*t*iJ CLA '*—*—* — 70 odd.

Right. \l ^ T Kermansir?

1 Ockley, pp. 468-9 ;
Abfil Faraj, Hist. Dyn., 127 ; Tabari, MS.

3 Makrizi. “ Nee minus frater ejus iifassab f. Zobair in Iraka drachmas,

quarum decern VII methkalibus respondebant, percussit, quibus homines donavit,

donee Al-Hadsjadsj f. Jusuf, quern Abdolmalec f. Merwan princeps fidelium

Irakam jam miserat, ab instituto improbi aut hypocritse recedere licitum judicans

illud mutaret.”—pp. 82, 83.

“Primus autem, qui numos cudendos curaverit, fuisse dicitur Massab f.

Zobair
,
qui fratris sui Abdallah f. Zobair jussu, anno LXX Chr. 639. in uno

latere: benedictio, et in altero: per Deum eis inscripserit. Mutavit hoc Al-

Hadsjadsj f. Jusuf anno post, et numis inscripsit: in nomine Dei. Al-Hadsjadsj.”

-p. 147.

IX. OMIAH BIN ABDALLAH.

Of the life and actions of Omiah bin Abdallah bin Khalid, Oriental

historians have preserved but scanty memorials; these may almost be

said to be comprised in the incidental notices of his appointment to

and supercession in, the government of Khorasdn.

The dates even of these events are by no means definitively fixed,

but are stated by Tabari to have occurred in a.ii. 75' and 77

^ ^
J l ^

Tabarf, Royal Asiatic Society, MSS. 33, 34, and 99.
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respectively 1

. In the former year, Omiah replaced Wokiel (Walid*),

the traitorous lieutenant of Abdallah Hazim
;
and in the latter ho

was removed, in order that the province ho ruled might be added to

the already extensive power hold by the celebrated Hojaj ben Yusaf,

who shortly afterwards delegated this charge to Mohallab bin Abi

Safrah.

AUMEAH I ABDALLAH. (Inedited.)

Arabice .sJjjjv * s.
t y

j » *

No. 37. Silver. Weight, 64 0 gr.

Obv. Left. —
1 .

f -vfy
Right.

ci^***- A lS

Marg.
f

***
~i

Rev. Left. * A 1L-X_A_ A.H. 73.
-

Right.
ir’vySs-x '/ft* or

^
Sejestdn.

No. 38. Silver. Weight, C6 -

0 gr. General Fox.

A similar coin, with the place of mintage less fully expressed

or Con-

•:|.ur.
tremarque \o(o<y%-

(34 (_£«) (33 j

^111 Axe 4X^0 1

Price places the accession and dismissal of Omiah in 74 (75 ? in noticing the

death of Wokeil) and 78 respectively; the former date agrees better with the

date on our coins. See Vol. I., pp. 451, 454.

4 JyJj Walid ? MS. Tabari, No. 33.

3 This rendering the final mark
|
as an N may be objected to, but the same

form being used as an undoubted N in all other positions where its value is

required, as contradistinguished from the similarly formed U, I have taken it as

such to complete the word.

Tabari, Royal Asiatic Society, MS. 99. i^
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No. 39. Silver. Weight, 57*5 gr. British Museum.

Obv. Left. As last coin.

Right.

Marg.

Rev. Left.

Right.

[
-vfy

[
*

i : o5 \

C . j\ i_£

Contremarque. As on No. 9.

A.H. 74.

Khordsin.

No. 40. Silver. General Fox.

Obv. As in the last coin.

Rev. Left.

Right.

as IW 74 A.H.

Mervalrud.

X. KHALED BIN ABDALLAH.

M. Soret, of Geneva,—an author favourably known to European

Numismatists,—has already published a description of a coin, nearly

similar to that produced below from the Masson Collection, which he

identifies as a piece of Khaled the son of Abdallah, who was nomi-

nated Governor of Busrah by Abdalmalik, in a. h. 71. The decipher-

ment upon which this attribution is based was communicated to M.

Olshausen previous to its submission to the public, and as it has

received from that eminent Pehlvi scholar the stamp of his approval,

it requires no adventitious elucidation in this place. M. Soret finds a

difficulty in reconciling the historical evidence of the early Arab

authors with the date on his coin, inasmuch as the Geneva Dirhem is

dated A. ir. 75, and Khaled is asserted to have lost his appointment

in the same year that ho received it; this manifest objection M. Soret

proposes to meet by supposing a possible re-inauguration. I am, how-

ever, disposed to take a much more obvious and summary method of

reconciling the discrepancy, by admitting excessive latitudo in certain

cases in the continuance of the use of an adopted die,—irrespective of

the name it boro,—by the subordinate Government Agents, extending

over a period long subsequent to the dismissal or decease of the last

Mint-reforming executive authority.
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KHALED-I-AFDULAN.

Arabice Js *. c , . . , S 51 i

No. 41. Silver. Weight, 59 0 gr. Very rare. British Museum.

Obv. Left. As usual.

r

Right.

Marg. jJ)5 * <»\55
(

(WJ

Rev. Left. „ „ ..A _ i .. . .

CL>'—x_*_ A.ii. 74.

pro \ *5 *. j

M. Soret’s coin is dated Bnsrah, a. h. Jo.

It is worthy of remark that, if the reading now adopted from M. Soret is proved

to stand theTest likely to be supplied by the discovery of a greater number of speci-

mens of this coinage, we are furnished with a new evidence of the entire want of a

^
in the older Pehlvi alphabets; we have seen yu, yo.15 .4j) yo &c., generally

using the where modern practice employs the
3

^ ,
but this is the first numis-

matic instance of the independent development of ju =H (now jj) as serving for

the Arabic £ ,
without the succeeding | = y, which was once supposed to form a

necessary element of the Pehlvi yo = ^
• There is a difficulty as to whence the

f+i — ^
was derived 1

, (a group which likewise represents the in Zend),

but I may notice, as possibly furnishing evidence towards any determination

of the point, that it is singular that the Parsis of Bombay, while giving this

last form as one of the signs of should also make use of a precisely similar

figure for the
^

^ .
(See Pehlvi Alphabets, lithographed at Bombay.)

I may note incidentally that the name now rendered Khaled in Neshki would

be equally convertible from the original Pehlvi as
,
Hareth.

1 MUUer, 302.
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XI. MOHALLIB BIN ABI SAFRAH.

The name of Mohallib i Abi Safrah finds frequent mention in the

chronicles of the events of his day; and among the various descrip-

tions of the intestine struggles, which continued in rapid succession to

distract the empire of Islam, he is uniformly noticed as an able and

energetic commander, till in process of time he attained the proud

pre-eminence of the almost official designation of the greatest living

captain 1 of the nation of all others, at that moment, the most distin-

guished for its military enterprise and success. To the details of his

rise and progress we need at present but thus slightly refer, as it is

not until he comes to be employed in an administrative capacity that

our means of illustrating his career become available, when he is

found holding certain districts in Persia-Proper for the maintenance

of his troops while employed against the Azarakites 3
. Of Mohallib’s

subsequent elevation to the government of Khorasan we have no

numismatic record, the absence of such being probably attributable

to the reformation of the Mohammedan currency which was effected

in A.n. 76, and resulted in the discontinuance of the practice of com-

memorating names of either khalifs or viceroys on the coinage of the

period.

Mohallib died in full possession of the chieftainship of Khorasan

in a.h. 82 3
.

1 I quote the Khalif Abdalmalik’s own expressions, as rendered by Oekley

(p. 473) :—“ Mohalleb” * * “ who is a man of a most penetrating judgment

and good government, hardened in war, and is the son of the grandson of it.”

* When Hejaj is made governor of Kufah {a. h. 75), he receives orders from

Abdalmalik to the following effect :

—

liby ^ «X£*Xa^ iS iS

MS. Tabari, Nos. 99, 33, Royal Asiatic Society.
( . yjJo

3 Price (quoting Tabari), I. 460.
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MOIIALLIB I ABI SAFRAH. (Inedited.)

Arabics
*jiuo y>\

^ . yj

No. 42. Silver. Weight, 56'5 gr. British Museum.

Obv. Left. ^r
o

lJ JL
Right. \ .

[nrengD*
Marg. ',-OJl ,,—** .

Rev. Left.

Right. ^ J) \

C^>'

—

Contre-marque.

i-‘* » l X i__d>g\ j a.h. 75-

Other specimens of similar coins are to be found in the collection of N. Bland,

Esq., and in the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris.

No. 43. Weight, 53 7 gr. Sir H. Willock.

Obv. As in the last coin.

Contremarque.

Rev. Left. CL>L_X_JL_A^ a.h. 76.

Right. -to 3 1 I m3 a J

No. 44. Weight, 56'0 gr. British Museum.

Obv. As in the last coin.

Contremarque.

Rev. Left. As in the last coin. a.h. 76.

Right. AO for S.

XII. ABDALMALIK BIN MERWAN.

The biography of one so prominent in the annals of the Moslem

world as the Khalif Abdalmalik scarcely requires an extended chronicle

in this place, being written at large in the history of the creed with

whose greatness his name is so closely identified, whether for the re-

consolidation of the pre-existing Mohammedan empire under the firm

sway of a single dominant hand, or for the actual extension of its

boundaries both eastward and westward, and originating those expe-
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ditions which in the reign of his successor carried the standards of

Islam into Christian Europe—in the subjugation of Spain 1

,
on the

one hand, and into idolatrous India, in the reduction of Sindh and

Multan'2
,
on the other.

It may be sufficient for the illustration of the subject more pecu-

liarly claiming our attention, to recapitulate the mere dates of Abdal-

malik’s acquisition of the different portions of the Asian dominions

already subject to the Mohammedan Arabs previous to A.n. 65, at

which period—in virtue of his position as Wall Ah'd, which had been

secured to him by his father, Merwan, in defiance of all equity and

accepted engagements

3

—he succeeded to the limited sovereignty of

Syria and Palestine, whence, awaiting his opportunities, he eventually

extended his influence over the dependencies of Kufah and Busrali

(a.h. 71)
1

;
Aliwaz, Fars, and Kerman (a.ii. 72)

5

;
Khorasdn and

Arabia (A.n. 73)\ He died in a.ii. 86, after a reign of 21 years,

dating from his first inauguration at Damascus.

ABDALMALIK BIN MERWAN The Khalif. (Incdited.)

Arabice , . *j« 0
cjj

--
•

No. 45. Silver. Weight, 590 gr. Masson. Unique 1

Obv. f

| irrK
Marg. y

Rev. Left. (O' f* ^ 1

0

Right. tK

—1.*

a.h. 75.

*r
Merv.

1 Gibbon, vol. VI. ; M. de Saulcy’s Rdsumd, Jour. Asiatique, 183!) {Mousa,

91,92 a.h.).

2 Beladori, Reinaud's Fragments, pp. xx and 190.
3 Tabari MS. ; Ockley, p. 436 ; Price, I. 427.
* Ocldey (quoting MS. Laud, 161 A), p. 470; Price, I. 445.

3 Ockley, 472, 474.

5 Ockley, 475, 479 ; Price, I. 450.

7 The Armenian orthography of the name is expressed in Roman letters

Aptclmelek. (See Jour. As., vol. XIII. (1849), p. 339.)
8 Mnkrizi. “ Quum autem post csedem Abdallte et Massab filiorum Zobair,

universum imperium ad Abdolmalecum f. Merwan devolutum esset, isque in pc-

cuuiam, pondera, et mensuras diligenter inquisivisset, tunc anno Hegirie LXXVI
Chr. 695. denarios et drachmas cudi fecit, pondus denarii XXII Keratin minus

jgrano in Syriaeo (pondere); pondus drachma) vero XXV Iveratia mqualia con-
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XIII. HEJAJ BIN YUSAF.

The biography of the celebrated Hejiij bin Yusaf has found a

place in too many popular and easily accessible works' to require

the transcription of any extended summary of his life and actions in

this place. It may be sufficient, therefore, to say that Hcjaj’s ex-

traordinary rise commenced with his expedition against Abdallah

Zobeir, in a.h. 72. The success which attended this unpopular

undertaking soon marked him out for further employment, and in

a.h. 75 he was promoted to the magnificent governments of Irak,

Khordsan, and Seistan *. These, and added honours, he may be said

stituens. (Keratium autem IV granis, et quilibet Danek 2J keratiis constiterunt.)

Scripsit autem ad Hedsjadsjum Irak® existentem, ut similes numos cuderet*.

Itaque eos conflavit, et eorum exempla ad civitatem prophet® sociis, quibus

omnibus bene velit Deus, superstites erant, misit, qui eos non improbarunt,

sed sive mquali epigraphe, sive figura pr®diti erant, promiscue habuerunt.”— pp.

83, 84.

“ Abdalmalec f. Mencan drachmas titulis pr®ditas primus conflasse dicitur.

Duo vero numorum genera, alterum titulo persico instructum, Bagliense s.

Alsauda VIII Danecorum, alterum gr®ce inscriptum, Tiberiense IV Danecorum
dabantur, qu® eruditi istius mtatis in consilium adhibiti ita in unam summam
collegerunt, ut XII proveniret, eaque in duas ®quales partes divisa, VI Dane-

corum drachmas procuderunt. Referente Abulziado, Abdalmalecus Hedsjadsjo in

mandatis dedit, ut in Iraka drachmas cuderet, eui mandato anno LXXIV, aut ut

tradit Almadani, anno sequenti LXXV morem gessit. Deinde earum percus-

suram in reliquis tractibus anno LXXV imperavit. Hesjadsj autem eis inscripsisse

fe”tur: Deus units, Deus ceternus est."—pp. 147, 148.

Beladery (dec. 279 Hij.), who is noticed by Fr®hn to have devoted a special

chapter to Arab coinage, informs us that he had heard that, up to the time of

Abdalmalik, “les monnaies d’or courantes etaient Grecques, et celles d’argent

etaient la monnaie des Chosroes ou des Himiarites"
(

Aj 3 A-J * )

.

Beladery

termine the exact epoch of Abdalmalik’s introduction of Kufic money, which is

said to have been first effected towards the end of a.h. 75, and to have been

extended to the different provinces in the following year. See Fr®hn, Jour. As.,

IV. (1824), p. 345.)

a “ Secundum Almakrizium libro de pond. (v. excerpt, p. 66.) Bedsjadsj jam anno LXXIV aut

LXXV numos vulgavit. Fortassis in moneta adornanda per annos LXXIV ct LXXV periclitati erant

prius, quum anno LX XVI omnia in hac arte erant assecuti.”

1 Ockley’s Hist. Sar., 474 et seq. ; Price, Hist. Moham., I. 448 et seq.

;

D’Herbelot, in voce Hegiage ; Abul Feda (Reiske), I. 421, &c. ; Abul Faraj ;

Elmacin, p. 77.

! Ockley, 480.

J i o o 2
also endeavours to de-
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to have retained, with the exception of a brief interval, to the day of

his death in a.h. 95, having in effect, though nominally only a

viceroy, swayed for twenty years, with all a master’s hand, the des-

tinies of a mighty empire; his memory, it is true, is assailed by cita-

tions of his cruelties, but his own living answer to the like objection

made by bis immediate subjects gives a very sufficiently justificatory

reply for his own case, and that of many other Oriental potentates

similarly circumstanced—

“

In the way you live, you will always be

treated with severity

!

1 ”

HEJAJ BIN YUSAF.

No. 46. Weight, eO'O gr. British Museum.

Obv. Left. Pehlvf. fo (
‘

"
il)

Right. Kufic. i. * —j .
^ j

‘

Marg. *51 9 *U!

Rev. Left. 78 a.h.

Right. (ssyo (
•* .yfc or .

“
. >.

No. 47. Weight, 57'0 gr. British Museum.

Obv. Area as in the last coin.

Marg.
^

Rev. Left. i^LJLJL-AjLJ 79 a.h.

Right. ''OAJ 1— tO. A >

No. 48. Weight, 55-8 gr. British Museum.

Obv. Area and Margin as in the last coin.

Rev. Left. RSf*^*-* 'dA 81 a h.

Right. -VA) '— <i *—

j

1 Tabari, quoted by Price, I. 477-

* This form is unusual, and perhaps open to question as at present rendered,

but we find numerous instances of similar abbreviations of the unit word, and it

would be clearly a greater interference with our materials to attempt to make the

date into ,

••
. or >“ preference to 81, as above given.
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No. 49. Weight, 59'7 gr. British Museum.

A similar coin in its entire details.

No. 50. Weight, GO '7 gr. British Museum.

A coin similar in its other features to the two last, but with the Kufic

marginal legeud .

A Pehlvf Kufic coin of Hej4j, of a slightly varying type, is given by Frrehn,

Jour. Asiat. IV. 33G, with the marginal legend .

INDETERMINATE READINGS.

XIV. ZIAD.

No. 51. Silver. Weight, 45 '0 gr. Masson. PI. III. No. xiv.

..I "
.

cS t >' Jy>

HI 5

y— ^ a ** a.h. 43.

1J Ddrdbgerd.

I attribute this coin to Ziid, though I leave the conclusiveness of the identi-

fication entirely open to future correction. The name of Zi£d—if such it be— is

imperfectly expressed, and the final is represented by an and a follow-

ing
J ,

thus, w but as this laxity of definition has frequently been found to

occur in similar instances where the value of the combination is undoubtedly f<3 ,
it

may be suffered to pass without further notice. The restoration of the patronymic

is free matter for speculation, inasmuch as there are no less than three or four

letters wanting in the middle of the name, and the now vacant space will not

apparently admit of the arbitrary insertion of the letters wanting to complete the

usual designation of Zfad’s father. All available evidence considered, the date,

place of mintage, and the legible portion of the chief name, seem to concur in fixing

the attribution of the coin to Ziad ; and looking to the facts attending the early

denial and eventual acknowledgment of his title to call Abu Sofian his father, it is

not impossible that the punch contremarque, which ha3 fallen so invidiously on

the most important portion of the second line, has, for the present, effaced the

medallic recognition of the patronymic that Ziad was permitted to cite, prior to

Moaviah’s concession of his claim of brotherhood.

Obv.

Marg. jOJI

Rev. Left.

Right.

nr 51*

{Cv* J

*0
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No. 52. (Extracted from M. Soret. Given as “No. 758 du Catalogue Sprewitz.”)

Obv. Head as usual.

Left.

luaij y read by him as Xj^o
Right, -v - .

11^1-03M ?

Marg.

Rev. Left.

Right. juj

Possibly “ Madwid Amir ul rue'shuifkun” or “
ul hurSshuekdn” (Koraish ?).

a.h. 43.

XV. Abdallah Amer. I—

c

No. 53. Weight, 57 gr. Steuart, British Museum. PI. III. fig. XV.

Obv. Head as usual.

Marg. |<WJ

,L,Rev. Left. 1 -^v I J
q

a.h. 54.

Right. Z) ao ^ \J Ddrdbgerd.

XV. Abdallah Zobeir ?

No. 54. Silver. Weight, 52‘Ogr. General Fox. PI. III. fig. XV/2 .

Obv. Head as usual
y-fr—

’

1 &
Marg. (WJ

Rev. Left.

Right.

A.H. 63.

I?

No. 55. Silver. Weight, G3‘5 gr. General Fox. PI. III. fig. XV/
4 .

f 4**—i ]

Cf or

Obv.

Contremarquo. As on No. 9.

Rev. As last coin.
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XVI. ABDALRAIIMAN I ZEID. (Possibly I ZIAD?)

No. 55. PI. III. fig. XVI.

Obv.

p-Ojy
cjJ1

Marg.

Rev.

r

•

"<2jpr

_2J

(jJ

l SX

.1

<s

-i)
J 52 A.H.

_) Busrali ?

XVII. ABDULLAH ZOBEIR?
No. 56. Silver. Weight, 61*0 gr. Masson. FI. III. fig. XVII.

Obv.
rv

wW O* possibly "

Marg.

Rev.
(
V3 '10~^P

imperfect ?

Contremarque. As No. 9.

XVIIT. ABDULLAH.
No. 57. Silver. Weight, 41-0 gr. PI. III. fig. XVIII.

<S jJ

^——EIl/^
Obv.

)*£ ' 1^41
<J_V

Marg.

r

{WJ

Rev.

a.h. 66.

•v-

XIX.

No. 58. Silver. Weight, 43‘0 gr. Masson. PI. III. fig. XIX. 1

J-Opju
Obv.

Rev.

>Q^ <S j*--

r

nyen-w

[
*>

A.H. 67 *

VOL. XII.
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XX.

No. 59. Silver. Weight, 64 -

0 gr. Masson. PI. HI. fig. XX.

f

Obv.
. —*~rfO’l Ci_v

AUfO)A» A.

4-

Marg.

Rev.
rM3t? 67 ?

ju)ju
*v

XXI.

No. 60. Silver. Weight, 53 -

0 gr. Masson. PI. III. fig. XXI.

Obv.

Marg.

Rev.

dJl
(
(w

.j\ (S

£ i A.H. 72.

XXII.

No. Cl. Silver. Weight, 59 ‘6 gr. British Museum. (Steuart.) PI. III. fig. XXII.

OBV. (
V Jl

L
<! cs

Marg. .'iH |CWWU

Contremarque.
0 1 •

Rev. Left. fetf? d>\—X- A H. 72.

Right.
O I .i

<, r Kcrmandn.
J

No. 62. Silver. Weight, 59 '5 gr. British Museum.

Obv. As above.

Marg.

Rev. Left. 75.

Right. Jju-0^ -o^ r Kerman.
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No. 63. Silver. British Museum. 1*1. III. fig. XXII/o.

Obv. As before.

Marg. jOJ! [only.]

Rev. Left. a.h. To.

Right.
j.

—*Cj r

I am scarcely disposed to attempt any precise identification of these coins,

having an impression that they arc mere imperfect renderings of the name of

Omiha-i-Abdallah (No. XI. Governor). I adhere in the first name strictly

to the most obvious reading afforded by the contour of the letters, but in the

second word I have rendered the first and second letters altogether arbitrarily to

suit the run of a probable name.

XXIII.

No. 64. Silver. Weight, 67 ‘0 gr. Masson. PI. III. fig. XXIII.

\ a i _ U'
Obv. j I

l

Marg.

Rev.

u . —»—L. <s

,<W->

11 = pro ,}!?

XXIV.

No.'65. Weight, 74'5gr. Steuart, British Museum. (Broken.) PI. III. fig. XXIV.

Obv.

inswap

iut»v ill

(S

(<WJ

.a k
J]

? or A**]

9

Y 2
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XXY.

No. 60. Silver. Weight, 54'0 gr. General Fox. PI. III. fig. XXV.

Obv. Right.

Marg.

L VfJ

rxrVtP ts

f
<w>j

Rev. Left. f^y po -u_Ai Cl»l

—

a_A A<w? a.h. 73.

Right. [U)|«jJUf* ?

XXVI.

No. 67. Silver. Mr. Bland. Unique. PI. III. No. XXVI,

u~) ^

i
**

, xu

Obv.

Marg.

-w 1

Rev. Left. a.h. 75.

Right. fop

Before taking leave of the medals of the Arab Governors, I must

not omit to notice certain copper pieces apparently struck contem-

poraneously with the silver money described in the preceding pages,

though, from the absence of any officer’s name on their surfaces,

consequent on the baser metal being allowed to go forth unadorned by

the designation of the issuing authority, they are destitute of the

true historic value attaching to the higher coinages.

No. 66. Copper. Mr. Bland.

Obv. Device, the usual head, but to the right of the field, in the place

of the governor’s name, is inserted the word To the

left is seen a small monogram. ’

Rev. Device, a singlo figure.

Left. a.h. 63.

Right. A),} b
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No. 00. Copper. British Museum.

Obv. As above, with the addition of the marginal inscription

Rev. Device, a single figure.

Left. a.h. 08.

Right. -*0 !»>

Marg.

A second similar coin, British Museum, has the contremarque

or

It is a frequent and too often a just subject of reproach against

those who publish decipherments of ancient monumental writings, that

the engravings that illustrate their subjects do not accord with the

readings proposed by the author himself. Oriental inscriptions are of

necessity more than usually liable to objections of this nature. In the

present instance I have to claim unconditional indulgence in this

respect, inasmuch as my interpretations have been printed from notes

taken from the medals themselves some time since. The engravings

were only commenced upon after the major portion of the present

paper was actually in type, and are now completed at a moment when

it is absolutely impossible to compare them with the originals, much

less to endeavour to make them coincide with the text, or even to use

this last as a vehicle to point out their defects. This must be sufficient

exoneration for me ;
and for the gentleman who has executed them I

have only to say, that with the exception of a want of knowledge of

Pehlvi,—in my own opinion, I could not have met with a more

excellent artist.



TABLE OF MINT CITIES AND DAT]

A. H.
Busrah. Beiza.

*0
Darabgerd. }

fO-tt

>

&
Yezd.

43 ... J
Ziad. ?

( No. XIV.

45 Obeidullah.

51 Zidd

52 No. XVI. 1

53 Zidd.

54 Ziad f Abdallah Amer,
l No. XV.

55 Ziad.

56 j Obeidullah
l Selim.

57

53 Obeidullah. Obeidullah.

59 Idem.

60 Idem.

61

62

63
f Abdallah Amer, i

INo. XV. I
...

64 Obeidullah. ... ...

65 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

66 Obeidullah ... Selim? ... 1

Abdal Ati

< and
l No. XVIII

67 ...

63 Obeidullah. Aumar-i-Obeidullah Aumar-i-Obeidullah

69 Idem Idem Aumar-i-Obeidullah

70 Idem i.i Idem Idem ... ...

71

72 No. XXI. Amrau.

73 ... No. XXIV. > ...

74 ... Khaled ...

75 Khdled ... Mohallib No. XXVI. ...

76 Idem ... Mohallib.

77

78 Hejaj bin Yusaf.

79 ... Hejaj bin Yusaf.

80

81 HejiJ.
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Kerman. Selstdn.

iK
Meiv. Mervalrud.

ju)jj

Herat. Hazurnsp. )

-^3
}

A. II.

umar-i-Obeidullah

Jo. XXII.

Omiah-i-Abdallah.

j Abdallah Haziml
l and Selim .../

The same

The same.

The same ...

The same

Abdallah alone...

Abdallah.

Selim.

Selim

Selim

?

Abdallah

Selim.

[ Selim and l

l No. XX. J

Selim.

Abdallah...

Abdallah...

Abdallah.

/Selim and
j

J Abdallah >

' Hazim.'

Abdallah.

43

45

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

CO

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

63

69

70

71

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

Abdalmalik.

Omiah-i-A
Omiah-i-Abdallah.

bdallah, Khorasan.
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Additional Cities.

V or ,Xj Obeidullah Ziii, a.h. C2. Aslem i Sofian? (No. XIX.)

a.h. 67.

| Zi£d, a.h. 53.

Ziad, a.h. 54, and different from jjli Moghaira,

A.H. 73? (No. XXIII).

Kerman haft (Kerminshali ?) Abdallah Zobeir, a.h. 62? (No. XVII),

and a.h. 63. Kermaunsr (KermSnsir?) Abdallah Amer, a.h. 63.

Mus4b, a.h. 71. Ateah i Abdullah? (No. XXII.) a.h. 72, 75.

0.

J

(short for Busrali?). Abdallah or Abdalrahman i Zeid? a.h. 52.

jjj yo (Khubus). Abdallah Hazim, a. h. 63. Scythic coins, 63, 68, 69 a.h.?

IDENTIFICATION OF THE MINT CITIES.

1. Busrah, Pehlvi, iy*aj . The well-known city of

Busrah requires but slight illustrative notice; it may be sufficient to

refer the curious reader to the account of its foundation, &c., extracted

from Ibn Kotaibah, in Reiske’s Abulfeda, vol. v., p. 42, and to Tabari

MS., ^Iaj See also Ouseley’s

Oriental Geography, p. 63; “Aboulfeda Texte,” 308; Edrisi, ii., 155,

156, 161.

2. Beiza, Pehlvi, -i(j j j ,
written for .

“ Beiza is one

of the largest towns in the Koureh of Istakhar : it is a pleasant and

well-inhabited place : its walls are white: and it was the station of

the Mussulman army at the time of the conquest of Istakhar.”

(Ouseley’s Oriental Geography, p. 103)'; see also Abulfeda (Text,

Paris), p. 328.

The name of this Mint occurs frequently on the coins of the later

Sassanidae, where the more distinct formation of the several letters

suffices to fix the orthography adopted above.

3. ao lJ is the mint monogram for the celebrated city of

Darabgerd, famous as the first capital of Ardcshir Babegdn, the founder

of the Sassanian Dynasty of Persia. Darabgerd was the metropolis

1 “ Beiza has a citadel with fortifications.”— Ouselcy, 93. '|
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of an important district in the south of Fars. Its position may bo

ascertained by a reference to any modern map. Dar.ibgerd, under tho

same monogram, is frequently found on the later Sassanian money,

and its Mint continued to be employed after the adoption of the Kufic

Mohammedan currency
( ^

<\ .^ a. h. 91, see Muller, De Numis.

Orient.). Tabari MS., Ouseley, 89 et seq., Aboulfeda, 330.

4. foyo . I have not been able to determine the precise meaning

of this abbreviation. I have ascertained from the earlier Khusrui

examples of its use that the initial letter is properly an
,
in contra-

distinction to the possible \ or ^ ,
but it is still a question whether

the three letters should stand as ,
•• ••

.
••

i>
1 or l" .jA .

5. .
*•

.... . Unidentified.

6.

sSs Yezd, the well-known town of the name. Istakhri

notices “ the district of Yezd” as “ the most considerable division of the

Koureh of Istakhar. Part of this district was formerly [previous to

A. u. 300] reckoned as belonging to the province of Kerman, but now
is included in the territories of Fars.” (Ouseley, p. 86, Aboulfeda,

330.)

Some doubt might be raised as to the conclusiveness of this

reading of the Mint Monogram
,
as it most frequently

appears in the coins of the Arab Governors, as : but the

earlier coins give a more correct outline of the different letters, and show

the second down stroke as the exact correspondent of one of the known

forms of the Sassanian Pehlvi £ . See De Sacy’s Alphabet, pi. vii.,

Mem. sur Ant. de la Perse, under *; also Longperier, under the same

letter, Introductory Plate.

7.
^ ?

Kirman. The province of Kirman forms too import-

ant a portion of the Persian Empire to require further identificatory

details than its own name carries with it. Tabari tells us that the

capital of the province was in oldeu days denominated ,
••

. . (See

also Ouseley, Orient. Geog., 142, &c.j Abulfeda Text, 336.)

8. ^ a
Lu**a** or

^
Seistan; does not occur as a mint

name till the 73rd year of the Hijrah, and it then seems to have been

.Syi Near Kasvin ?—Ouseley, 167.
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employed more to signalize the elevation of a new Governor, than as

the representative of any given city, or the continuation of the use of

the name from any set of dies previously so marked. In the form and

execution of the central devices of these coins, as well as in the shapes

of the Pehlvi characters of their legends, there is perceptible a striking

uniformity with the same characteristics on the medals bearing the

name of Khubus, and having the singular marginal legends which

have formed a subject of remark elsewhere.

9. Merv. Merv Shahjehan. The then capital of Khorasan.

See Ouseley’s Orient. Geog., 215, et seg . ;
Abulfeda, p. 456.

10. Mervalrud, or Merv-rud (Merv on the River), also a highly

important town in the days of the Sassanians. After the first capture

of Khorasan by the Arabs, Ehnif bin Kais makes it his head-quarters

for a time. (Tabari.) Othman divided Khorasan into three^ Govern-

ments, of which Mervalrud constituted one
;

its dependencies are

represented by Tabari as extending to near Herat.
^

\yt> Li" ^ ab Balkh and Nishapur were made

the capitals of the other two divisions. The district subject to

Mervalrud was assessed, according to Ibn Khordadbeb, at 420,400

Dirhems. Asiatic Jour., Sprenger, vol. xxx.
;
Ouseley, 220; Abul-

feda, 456.

11. Herat, called in olden time (S Hari. On the coins written
** J

s A Harah, or \ A Hara, as in Tabari. See Ouseley, 217, &c.

V
12. )P'a '“X5''0. I have some reserve in proposing a decisive

identification for the city represented by this mint word, but the

combination reads so naturally Hazarasp (
•• a), that I almost

prefer to leave it thus, instead of seeking for a place more important

and more frequently mentioned by Arab authors; but as I have

reason to question if the early Arabs obtained so complete a settle-

ment at Hazarasp as the extensive issue of coin would imply, I am
induced to inquire whether this mint monogram may not possibly

refer to Balkh, which was an early Moslem seat of Government, and

in classical nomenclature, once bore a designation not very unlike

Hajarasht or Aferasht, i. e., Zariaspa. Hyde, Ilist. Ilelig. vet. Pertar.

p. 494 ;
W ilson, Ar. Ant. 160 ;

see Ouseley, 241 ; “Fraser’s Khorasan,”

Appendix, p. 67 ; Hist, des Sammanides de Fremery, 275; Edrisi,

Jaubert, II., pp. 189, 190; Abulfeda, 478. (See subjoined Plate II.,

figs. 11, 12, 13, and 14.)
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13. Baba, is another word perfectly legible in itself, the

relative meaning of which is by no incans clear. From the position it

holds on the coins of Selim and his deputy, Abdullah Hazim, it must

bo assumed to indicate a city situated within the limits of the Govern-

ment of Khorasdn, and it may possibly prove to answer to Nishapur,

or some of the more important cities of the province whose mint

produce is as yet unidentified.

14. Unrecognised.

15.

Jl
Unrecognised. (No. 8 of Plato II.)

16. -J| Shash? written also ?

doubtful. See Ouseley, 233, vii., &c. ;
Aboulfida, 494.

17. *
“ ..iq'. l „ f. I suppose this to bo the Pehlvi

method of expressing Kermanshah. (For various modes of naming

this place, sec De Sacy, Aboulfeda; also sL£,jLc^r jZ

p. 412; Edrisi, or ii., pp. 143, 163,

164.)

O

18. 3 y/d * f This may possibly be the mint of the

district of Kermansir, the eastern portion of Kerman towards Hin-

dustan (sometimes called Nermansir. Marco Polo, p. 85; Pottinger,

199); Bermashir; Ouseley, 145; but the final 3.jj may perchance

merely indicate the city of Kerman.

19. or yaj possibly the original mode of indicating

Busrah.

20. Khubus, the desert of Kerman. See

Ouseley, p. 199; Aboulfeda, p. 442 ;
Marco Polo, “Kobinam,”

p. 107.

The fac-similes of the Mint Cities of the later Sassanian Monarchs,

to be found in PI. II., have been reserved for notice in this place
;

I

have, however, been induced to curtail any remarks I might otherwise

have desired to make from the increasing uncertainty I have neces-

sarily experienced as I have advanced in all Pehlvi decipherments

that are not supported by collateral or contextual checks. In the

identification of the Mint cities to be found on the coins of the Arab
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Governors, a safe index was generally afforded towards narrowing the

optional geographical circle, in the boundaries of the provinces sub-

mitted to the charge of each officer, whose name was impressed upon

the coin; so that the leading name, date, and mint of each piece fur-

nished mutual tests for the determination of the true reading of the

conjoint legends. Here, however, no such internal aid is available;

the place represented by a given monogram has to be sought over the

broad extent of the entire Persian Empire, and we have not alone to

combat the ambiguity of the letters themselves, but we find, in most

cases, merely the leading portion of each name, which name itself, at

best, has to he sought back through the medium of a second language

and alphabet, and when reached with apparent literal certainty, the

city selected is frequently found to have borne a totally distinct

designation in the days to which the modern name would have to be

made applicable. Under such circumstances I need scarcely excuse

myself for not venturing upon any detailed examination of these

abbreviations. Some of the more obvious readings may claim a

momentary illustration: No. 1, PI. II., reads clearly Earn; it may
represent Ram Hormuz, or any other of the many Earns “Rests” of

olden time; No. 6 may either be Nisah or Fesah; No. 7 offers the

optional letters Saham, Aham, &c. ;
No. 10 is a variety

of the monogram I propose to render Yezd; Nos. 11, 12, 13, and 14,

are copies of different examples of the name of Ilazarasp 1 (Coins 22,

28, &c.); the original of 15 is unique, but the coin whereon it occurs

is so much worn that it would not do to rely upon the outline of the

mint name it retains; No. 16 is an early example of the method of

writing the name of the mint numbered 4 in the above classification

of the Arab mint cities; No. 17 occurs on coin No. 27,—my doubts

concerning its reading have already been stated; No. 18 is a variant

of Kermanhaft, 1 the seventeenth mint city noticed above.

Among other monogrammatic abbreviations of the names of the

Sassanian mints, which I have not thought worthy of places in the

accompanying lithograph, I may cite—a S\ >
6 ju) or c

d ejG, g JO
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ARABICO-SCYTHIC ? COINS, STRUCK AT KIIUBUS.

No. 70. Silver. Weight, 58-4 gr. British Museum.

Obv. The usual linear imitation Sassanian head, facing to the right.

To the left of the head ’

fMonogram cb6-

and

To the right, in front of the profile Legend, PI. III., fig. 1.

Manr. In Pehlvf In Kufic

To the right of the profile

Rev. Fire altar and supporters.

(Left

Pehlvf <

(Right

63 a. 11 .

Khubus. PI. III., fig. 2.

Marg. Upper compartments, see PI. III., fig. 4.

Lower compartments. Left, Monogram,

Right, Pehlvf,

t-
Doubtful dates 68 a.h., PI. III. fig. 3, and 69 a.h. The annual dates on

these coins are generally incompletely expressed in their concluding letters.

See also engraving, fig. 4, PI. xvii., Ar. Ant.

This may be a fitting place to notice the undetermined charac-

ters which so peculiarly distinguish these coins. A most important

point in the examination of this subject is to determine even the

direction followed by the writing, and although so necessary a first

step can scarcely be said to be susceptible of direct proof, yet there

are many internal coincidences serving to form a fair groundwork for

legitimate conjecture. In the first place, it is requisite to test the

question by the concurrent legends in other tongues : the reverse

marginal inscriptions on the above coins will perhaps afford the most

ready means of illustrating this inquiry.

If a straight line be drawn from the upper marginal star, through

the centre of the device to the star below the foot of the Altar so as

to divide the Reverse surface into two equal portions, and we examine

the lower compartments of each, it will be found the word

to the right reads from the outside of the piece, whereas the mono-

gram which occupies the left division—which is so frequently asso-

ciated with f as to leave no doubt that it follows a like cal-

ligraphic inclination—is seen to be legible only from the inside; that is

to say, the ono has its head lines touching the series of dots which
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encircle the field, while the other has its foot lines turned towards the

area of the medal. Under these conditions, we should look for the

initial point of the superior marginal inscriptions, supposing them in

each case designed to follow directions similar to their succeeding

words—as starting from the star and crescent directly above the apex

of the flames of the Fire Altar, and taking the second letter to the left

and the sixth letter to the right, which are identical, as our test, the

head and foot lines in each legend would so far correspond; and in like

manner, what may be styled the natural direction of the inscription

occupying the space on the Obverse usually devoted to the record of

the name of the issuer of the coin, would duly coincide with such a

scheme of literal inclination, as would all similar writings on coins,

Classes B, C, &c. It need scarcely he remarked that such a distri-

bution of two legends starting in different directions from one and

the same point, can only imply what there would be otherwise

reason to anticipate, that the writing affects a perpendicular direc-

tion, or was arranged, as is now the custom of Mongol nations, in lines

from the top to the bottom of the inscribed surface. The only diffi-

culty in adopting such a determination is, that if we are to recognise

in our strange alphabet certain very palpable-looking identities

with existing Scythic characters, we must entirely reverse this order

of reading, and take our marginal legends each upwards from the

crescents and stars, falling in a line with the hands of the Fire Altar

supporters, though equally the one must be looked at from the outside

of the margin, the other from the centre of the device.

It may be useful to examine cursorily some of the more striking

forms seemingly susceptible of isolation from amid the associate cha-

racters composing the various legends in this unidentified alphabet,

which at the present moment are confiued to the following signs :

—

Letters.

No. 10 2 ©J 3 0< 4 Variant?
<J-> 5 ^

Var.? G .4, 7 \. 8 ^ 9 a. 10 C ?
11 ^

The first in order and most frequent of occurrence is a form con-

sisting of a simple thick circular line,—a round O. In the early

stages of almost kaleidoscopic transition from the Greek Legends on

the Gold Indo-Scythian coins, the triangular A’s gradually merge

from their appropriate form into a figure that might be compared to a

reversed p, thus CK whence the progression into the simple circle,

which can bo shown to have replaced the original a’s, is easily traced;

occasionally the circular portion of the p itself was detached from its
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perpendicular lino, and added to tlio number of already existing o's, so

that in some of the debased gold coins, (Ar. Ant. xiv., fig. 16,) the entire

legend presents little else than a simple succession of O’s, varied at

intervals by a few diverging cross-lines. In the later coins of Sassa-

nian types the o’s likewise prevail to an extent that renders it neces-

sary to suppose that, taken as a bond fide literal sign, it must answer,

like the Pehlvi ju, to many and various articulations. (I may remark,

among other things, upon the identity of the form with the Nestorian

0=1, W, and the Sindhi cf, V.) Klaproth, Apei^u, PI. vi., xi.

No. 2, considered as a compound of No. 1, and an affixed letter in

the shape of a T, offers a very Scythic-looking combination; the latter

hears a close resemblance to the current forms of Mongol and Manchu
A, E, or N finals, & c.

Fig. 3 has also much the air of a Tatar letter, though it might he

hazardous to propose to name its extant equivalent; a very similar

letter is to be found in the Georgian alphabet, as N. Klap. Aper<ju,

PI. x.

Fig. 5 finds an exact counterpart in Fa Manchu (medial), Klap.,

p. 96. The assumed variant placed after the fac-simile above given,

may possibly prove to he a different letter. The curious in these

matters may trace the degradation of the K in Kanerki, Korano, &c.,

into an anomalous compound formed of three diverging curved lines,

which arc subsequently replaced by the letters now in question.

No. 8 is like a Pehlvi P, as well as the same letter in the

Manchu alphabet, and the B in Mongol. The letter immediately

above the left shoulder of the figure on the obverse of the Khubus

coins approximates very nearly to the form of Ph in the Manchu.

(See Klap. Aper<;u, 94, 95.)

Fig. 9 would answer to the E or medial A in Mongol and Manchu.

No. 10 is similar to the Georgian I. as a medial. The conjunctive

line runs through the middle of the crescent, and I may notice as a

peculiarity in the entire system of writing, that the letters seem, almost

without exception, subject to junction by one continuous centre line.

No. 11 occurs only on contremarques, and it is moreover singular

in furnishing a precise copy of the oldest form of the Pali s.
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No. 71. Silver. Weight, 55 gr. British Museum.

Obv. Head as usual. In front of the profile
-=b

which, sup-

posing it to be Pehlvi, might be represented in Persian letters

by ST .
or

t

Tr. t
See PI. III., fig. 22.

< jIaH ( 5Lot

Marg. PI. III., fig. 23.

Rev. Fire altar as usual.

Left.

Right.

No. 72. A second specimen in the Masson collection has

—

Obv.

Rev. Left, ?

Right. ?

NOTE REGARDING THE UNIDENTIFIED CHARACTERS
COMPOSING THE LEGENDS ON CERTAIN CLASSES
OF SASSANIAN COINS, Nos. 70, 71, 72.

The undeciphercd characters to he found ou the coins depicted

as Nos. 4 and 8, PI. xvii, and No. 22, Supplementary Plate, “ Ariana

Antiqua,” and figs. 1, 4, &c., annexed Plate III., though they

have attracted some attention from their singularity, have been

hitherto passed over without that degree of examination or critical

analysis, which their rare occurrence and palaeographic interest

seem to demand, and though we are still in no condition to decide

their import in themselves, or the precise class among the alphabetical

systems of Eastern Nations to which they properly belong, yet a

close comparison of the various geographical and linguistic data fur-

nished by the different series of medals united by the common bond

of the impress of similar symbols on their surfaces, cannot fail to

prove useful in preparing the way for a satisfactory determination of

the origin and appropriation of the literal symbols in question, or
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the development of what at the present moment continues to be the

wanting hint towards a definite solution. Under any circumstances,

this strange alphabet tested by its association with those of other

tongues, whose conterminous existence is accurately defined, and

weighed in its connexion with any national or dynastic indications

that may chauco to ofTer, will enable us to narrow the true geogra-

phical circle of its use around some fairly probable centre, and thus

approximately indicate its local habitation, which at least will furnish

a most valuable accessory towards the eventual elucidation of the

more difficult problem, the family and structure of the language

itself.

Without tracing the previous progress in the study of this parti-

cular inquiry, or undertaking the useless task of remarking upon

coincidences that have escaped the notice of others, it may be suffi-

cient introduction to a detailed examination of the subject, to cite,

inasmuch of chronological order as the materials admit of, the various

numismatic ramifications into which the use of this novel character is

found to extend; these may be classified as follows:

—

1. Its replacing the barbarous Greek on certain later Indo-Scythic

coins.

2. Its independent currency on an extensive suite of unappro-

priated copper pieces of Indo-Persian type.

3. Its detached use on certain coins of the imperial Sassanian

type. (Nos. 9 and 10, PI. xvi, Ariana Antiqua.)

4. Its association with the Sanskrit and Pehlvi on the Indo-Sassa-

nian money. (Nos. 8, PI. xvii, and 22 Suppy. Plate, Ar. Ant.)

5. Its appearance on the Arabico-Pehlvi coins struck at Khubus.

(PI. xvii, fig. 4, Ar. Ant.)

6. And lastly, the illustrative information derivable from its con-

tinued use in Contremarques, after its seeming disappearance as an

original mint alphabet.

I. The first of these divisions of the geueral inquiry is perhaps

the most curious of the whole, though its aggregate details contribute

little beyond the fact of the necessary antiquity of the use of the

alphabet under review, in its replacing the original Greek on certain

debased coins of the Indo-Scythic type; the comparative degree of

antiquity, however, that may be assigned to its employment under

these conditions, is still a debatable point, as the sole guide to its

decision is the lapse of time which should be allowed for an originally

foreign, and probably but imperfectly-acquired language, such as the

Greek, as appropriated by these Scythic tribes, to become completely

obscure in the hands of an adopting race.

VOL. XII. Z
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A glance at Coins Nos. 18, 14, 13 anrl 12
,

PI. xiv, Ar. Ant. •will

show the progressive corruption of the Greek alphabet on some of the

less-perfect specimens of the Indo-Scythian mintages: up to this

point, in spite of the very palpable debasement of tbe majority of the

letters, there is enough of tbe primary elements of the legend retained,

to justify an inference that even the marginal inscription on No. 12

was designed as an imitation of some of the many already imperfect

copies of the original PAO NANO PAO OOHPKI KOPANO of the

earlier Kanerki medals. Nos. 1, ire. See., PI. xiv, Ar. Ant. 1

Fig. 17, PI. xiv, Ar. Ant. is the representation of a different species of

coin distinguished by the peculiarity of being concavo-convex, or saucer-

shaped
;

it will be seen however to have been impressed with many

of the characteristics of the device of the imperfect coins just noticed,

and to have received at the same time much of tbe crude outline of

the Greek legend of their joint prototype, some letters remaining fairly

legible, and the general intention of imitation of some one of the

already indicated originals, being clearly perceptible throughout the

entire obverse marginal inscription. Tbe next coin of this class in

the descending order of Hellenic legibility is to be seen in tbe Prinsep

collection, British Museum, which has already been made public in

the late owner’s own engraving. (No. 6, PI. xxxviii, J. A. S. B. IV.)

Hence we may pass to the medal depicted as No. 16, PI. xiv, Ar.

Ant*.

If these several coins stood alone, in their simple conjunction with

their obvious exemplars, the inference regarding their legends, in their

present form, would merely be that the power or tbe will to fashion

Greek letters had passed away with whatever of the knowledge of

that language or alphabet had, concurrently with the Macedonian

supremacy, reached the remote provinces of Central Asia, subse-

quently subjected to Scythic sway. But in associating an examination

1 Professor Wilson proposed to divide these varieties of imitative pieces into

two distinct classes, on the strength of a supposed change from the proper initial K
in Kane'kf to a letter having somewhat of the similitude of a D, and so to read

the one name as sanctioned of old, and tha other as a new designation; it is

doubtful whether the difference to be detected between the one and the other does

not arise from a simple advance in the process of barbarization.

* Under a regulated system of collection and an attendant record of places of

discovery much might be gained from such hints as the latter would afford in

proving the starting point of coins of undeterminntc origin, though of course as

applied to gold coins in the East, any such information would carry with it less

value than would be conceded in the case of similar data applied to the more

locally fixed currencies of silver and copper. The gold saucer coins were found,

1, Kiiuduz; 1, BudakhsluSu. See Ariaua Antiqua, 3/0.
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of (lie forms eventually produced by successive imitations from an

original Greek model, with certain letters on more recent coins of a

locale which cannot be very distantly removed from the probable

“nidus” of these imitative pieces, tho eye is necessarily struck by the

absolute coincidence of many of the would-be Greek letters on the

earlier medals with some of the alphabetical symbols of the very lan-

guage of which it is now sought to discover the generic source. A
reference to Fig. 4, PI. xvii, Ar. Ant., which, as the latest in point of

date and most clearly outlined, may be accepted as a specimen giving

the most accurate idea of the once actually current shapes of the

debatable letters, will satisfy the reader of the identity of several of

the characters found on its margin with certain figures which con-

stitute portions of the degraded Greek inscription on the gold Scythic

medals just noticed 1
. This identity being conceded, the question

immediately arises, how did these alphabetical coincidences originate?

the notion cannot for a moment be entertained, that any given degree

of mere debased imitation of Greek, or any other so far lost language,

could have suddenly arrested its downward course, and retained such

fixity of form, as to carry itself comparatively unchanged through

so many collateral modifications of monetary types and apparent

varieties of sites, unaffected also by the contact with the veritable

letters of two palpably current tongues, as this is seen to have done

in the series intervening between the two extreme points now placed

in juxtaposition. Hence, did there exist no other ground for such a

decision, this argument alone would suffice to prove that the singular

literal forms under review must represent a portion of a bond fide

alphabetical series, as distinguished from any servile copying of one

standard legend, or any indeterminate agglomeration of individual

forms, selected at hazard from an imperfectly understood original,

with a view to simulate a legible inscription.

A dependent inquiry next suggests itself— are these, to us unin-

telligible letters, which thus first appear upon manifest imitations of

Scythian coins, by any possibility examples of a system of writing

peculiar to the Scythians, and by them brought down and currently

introduced into their new possessions? The first hasty reply would

probably be in the negative 2
,

notwithstanding that many of the

1 I instance especially .

2 A subordinate argument tending to show the want of any current alphabet

among the Kanerkf (Yue Chi) Scythians, presents itself in the exclusive numis-

matic use of Greek letters to express their native names and titles. The
Kadphises Scythians, who equally may be supposed to have had no proper system

of letters, adopted, with the Greek characters of their Bactiian predecessors, the

Z 2
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doubtful forms on tlie coins are absolutely analogous with existing

alphabetical characters of certain Scytliic tribes, as it has been shown

that the Scythian hordes generally had no proper alphabets prior

to the tenth century, a.d.', and in the particular case of the main

horde of the Yue Chi, they did not adopt any scheme of writing

specially adapted to express their own dialect until 1119, a. d.
!

;
but

these facts would by no means demonstrate that the division of this

tribe which overran Northern India and settled down as the domi-

nant race, in daily contact with a highly cultivated people, did not

thus early adopt a set of symbols suited to express the articulations of

their own tongue; neither is there anything inconsistent in the sup-

position that some of the letters thus appropriated should have found

their way into the modern alphabets of the Scythian dialects; on the

contrary, there are many points of internal evidence which tend

materially to strengthen such a view of the subject’.

Without attempting at present to decide anything more definite,

we must for the moment rest satisfied in assuming, from the mecha-

nical indications afforded by the coins themselves, and the parallel

instances of leaning towards local models capable of citation 4
,
that the

fabricators of the earlier of the two classes of coins under review

understood, and had in common use the same alphabet that finds a

place upon the later currencies, (Classes 2, 3, 4, 5,) and that in repro-

ducing the forms of the characters of an unknown, and to them obso-

lete language, they fell from very ignorance into a progressively

increasing assimilation of the distinguishing characteristics of its

Greek style and titles of monarchy, adding, as was the previous custom, cor-

responding Ariati legends on the reverses of the coinage. These last are consi-

dered (Lassen, Journal Asiatic Society, Bengal,) with some reason to have been

adopted, and subsequently retained, in consideration of the possession of the chief

scats of the currency of that language; so that their non-appearance on the

Kauerkf coins in no way affects the question of the antecedent existence of a

Scytliic alphabet. But the advantage taken by the Yue Chi of the Greek

alphabet to define their own or local dignities and designations, proves against

them a poverty of means of linguistic expression, which is not so obviously and

distinctly chargeable against the Kadphiscs tribe, or the Parthian monarchs of

Persia, whose motives for continuing titular Greek superscriptions in the full

integrity of language and letters are easily appreciable.
1 Ouigour alphabet, Klaproth, Aperqn, p. 90; Jaubert, Journ. Asiatique,

p. 32, (1325,) id. p. 9, (1327), Khitan, a.d. 920, Manchu and Mongol, 13th

ceut. id.

* Klaproth, Apcrqu, p. 27, &c.
5 See examination of coins of Khubus, p. 329.

* See the run of Greek into Sanskrit in the Sail coins (Journ. R. A. S., xi.),

the lower Parthian Greek legends becoming Pehlvf, fee.
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individual letters to tlio occasionally analogous linguistic symbols

peculiar to the time and place wherein the imitative coinage received

its impress.

All reference to that highly useful indicative portion of the sub-

ject, comprised in the typical coincidences of the saucer-shaped Scy-

thian with other series of coins, has been reserved up to this time in

order to leave the palmographic bearings of the question to be tried

solely on their own independent evidence. It will be remarked, on

adverting to Coin No. 17, PI. xiv, Ar. Ant. which may be taken as the

earliest of the convex coius at present within reach, that it possesses

the peculiarity in the details of its device, that while the general

habiliments of the principal figure remain but littlo changed from

those worn by kings on the flat coins of nearly similar type, the head-

dress has been subjected to a striking alteration in the accustomed

erect unadorned conical top of the cap being made to project for-

wards, and terminate in the head and beak of a bird. In seeking for

an instance of an analogous employment of such an unusual deco-

ration, we are at once reminded that some of the Sassanian kings of

Persia adopted, among other crest devices, the very identical ornament

of a bird’s-head, and tracing downwards the mutations in the coinage

devices of these monarchs, we find that the first instance of the use

of such a symbol occurs on a medal of Varahran II.

1

,
a.d. 279—296:

where the head-dress of the young prince who faces the two principal

figures on the obverse, is fashioned as an almost exact counterpart of

the cap of the successor of the Scythian, on the gold coins under more

immediate notice.

After a brief interval in Persian history, this decoration again

appears on the Sassanian money, when it is found forming a por-

tion of the coronal insignia 3 of Hormuzdas II., a.d. 303—310 3
.

Whether this device, originating among the imperial Sassanidae, found

its way to independent eastern countries, and was there imitatively

adopted, and whether at or about either of the periods just quoted

as those of the reigns of the aforesaid Persian kings, it would perhaps

be difficult to say; but the association is by no means improbable; and

as consecutive evidence of the prevalence of such appropriations on

the part of the Scythians, it may be noticed that the community of

1 Longperier, PI. iv, figs. 5, &c.
2 Idem

,
PI. v, figs. 4, 5, p. 34.

3 The coincidence of this Hormuzdas’ having espoused a daughter of the King
of Kabul, is perhaps in some way to be connected with the introduction of so

much of pure Persian devices among the Eastern nations.
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head-dress is still more distinctly marked in the next step in the

deterioration of the Scythic type, where the head of the standing

figure is surmounted by the winged-crown, which so essentially

belongs to a Sassanian model'.

Sec. II.—This branch of our subject contributes but little towards

either the correct location, or the ascertainment of the precise nature

of the alphabet under examination, as the information to be gained

from its appearance on the surface of a series of unappropriated

coins

2

,
bearing signs of an Indian, or Indo-Scythic, combined with a

Fire-worship affinity, whose origin and place of currency, also, are up

to this time undetermined, merely allows us to infer from the number

and variety of the specimens extant, that the language represented by

the symbols constituting their legends, was independently current

over a not nnextensive surface of country, which, to judge from the

typical indications furnished by the coins themselves, should lie

proximate to some of the geographical points of contact of Iudia and

Persia.

Sect. III.—The next link, in the numismatic history of these

characters, claiming attention, is the similarity observable between

the Persian proper coins of Sapor II. Zu’laktaf, the posthumous son

and eventual successor of Hormuzdas II., and those depicted as Nos. 9

and 10, PI. xvi, Ar. Ant. (p. 389.) These latter medals will be seen

generally to follow the pure Sassanian types, and are the only exam-

ples in the entire Sassanian series which bear legends expressed in

the unidentified alphabet under consideration; their association 5 with

the Pehlvi coins of Sapor II. is based upon the similitude of the

fashion of the tiara which surmounts the head of the monarch on both

classes of money, and may be accepted for the moment as sufficiently

demonstrating either, in the representation of his portrait on the pro-

vincial coinage, the extension of his sway over certain more easterly

countries; or, if the obverse device be designed for the bust of the

local monarch, as showing in its imitation of the peculiar costume of

the Persian Emperor an acknowledgment on the part of the adopter

of the superiority, if not supremacy, of a Sassanian Suzerain. If the

analogy between the characters in the inscriptions on Coins Nos. 9

1 Fig. 1C, PI. xiv, Arhna Antiqua, &c. See also p. 3/9, Ariana Antiqua, and
Prin-ep, Jnuru. A. S. Bengal.

* For Engravings, sec Ariana Antiqua, PI. xvii, figs. 12, 13, 14, 15, 1C.

Prinsep, Journ. A S. Bengal.
3 Wilson, Ariana Antiqua, p. 309, &c.
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ami 10, PI. xvi, Ar. Ant., and those occurring on their Scythian pre-

decessors (fig. 17, PI. xiv, Ar. Ant., &c.)
t
uid not effectively indicate

a degree of community between the two different issues, it would bo

conclusively supplied in the numismatic testimony conveyed in the

singular fact of this branch of the Fire-Altar series invariably retaining

to a marked extent, the concavo-convex form, which so especially

distinguishes the imitation Kanerki medals (Class I.) whereon the

first definite specimen of the peculiar writing presents itself. Another

coincidence of value in the correct classification of medals is to be

detected in this ramification of Sassanian money, as evidenced by the

unique instance, in the whole mint annals of that dynasty, of tho

application of a monogram: added to which, the outline of that

monogram, when closely examined, is found to bear a striking resem-

blance to the general peculiarities of those in use among the Indo-

Scythians 1

, on whose medals a but little varying symbol is seen

uniformly to occupy the exact place on the obverse field of the piece

which the more modern representative still holds on the later issue of

Sassanian origin.

In this stage of advancement towards unquestioned Sassanian

devices, amounting indeed to a complete adoption of the fixed types

in their full integrity, modified only by the use of the local language

in lieu of the accustomed Pehlvi, it seems requisite to conclude that

whereas previous examples of a partial appropriation of certain points

of detail in costume may simply import imitation by an indepen-

dent race of the models introduced by the most powerful of Asian

monarchs, the present comprehensive assimilation of type with the

Persian originals must be held to indicate some more direct inter-

ference with, or eveu a specific annexation of certain provinces,

wherein the doubtful language whose symbols mark our coins was

current. How much of the religion of Zoroaster accompanied the

extension of the circle of the numismatic dominance of the emblems

of that creed, is a question which need not detain us at present.

Sect. IV.—The appearance of these indeterminate characters in

numismatic conjunction with the known Devanagari and Pehlvi

alphabets, offers in itself a pertinent indication of the boundaries of

their currency, as necessarily intermediate between the Indian seat of

the one alphabet and the Persian appropriation of the other; added

to this, is found the more definite evidence of proximity to the latter

country, in the inscription of the name of Khorasan, on a class of

See especially the monogram on No. 16, PI. xiv, Ariana Auliqua.
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coins (B)

1

identified with the peculiar language in question by the

adjunct of its characters on the field of the obverse. Less direct

but still valuable evidence towards the determination of the exact

locale of the use of one set of literal symbols, in the more close

definition of the true line of the conterminous currency of their two

associates, is contributed by the detection of the name of Zabu-

listan, as impressed upon the bilingual Sanskrit-Pelilvi coins of

Vasu Deva’.

Sect. Y.—The present division of the circle of our inquiry de-

mands but brief remark. The information conveyed by the associate

Pehlvi legends on the coins, being concise and distinct to the point,

amounting to the affirmation (if the interpretation fail not) of the

most precise and definite nature yet obtained from any other class of

previously noticed medals, to the effect that the Arabico-Khusrui

coins
3

,
inscribed with the singular characters more especially under

investigation, were struck at Khubus 4

,
in the Kerman desert, in the

year 63, et seq. of a cycle, which the adjunct of the Kufic Bismillak

€w>j on the margin of the pieces indicates as necessarily Moham-

medan, and consequently Anno Kejirae.

In this combination of data, we obtain the determination of the

fact, that in a.ii. 63 the language, whose characters now occupy our

attention, continued in free and apparently dominant use at this point,

intermediate between Persia proper and Northern India.

Sect. VI.—The evidence furnished by the continued use of these

characters in “ contremarques 5,” or the small punch impressions em-

ployed by a subsequent, or a foreign power, to legalise the currency

or attest the intrinsic value of a strange coinage, subsequently to the

Mohammedan conquest, and indeed, upon Mohammedan coins them-

selves, indicates clearly the bond fide existence of the language they

were used to express, as well as its survival of the epoch of the first

introduction of Kufic, in addition to the other alphabetical associa-

tions it has been seen to have undergone. Moreover, taking these

contremarques as couched in the real or adopted language of the

1 Class B; vide infra.
2 Class A, described below, p. 342.
3 Ariana Antiqua, PI. xvii, Fig. 4, p. 402 ; Olsliausen, Die Pelhwie Lc-

genden.

4 See Ouseley, Orient. Ceog.,p. 199,

5 Ex. gr., see Coins Nos. 9 and 30.
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dominant power, the state in which the Arabico-Khusrui coins were

thus made legal tenders must, in this view of the case, have been still

subject to a race, who owned as their court language, the tongue

usually rendered by the unidentified symbols under review.

MISCELLANEOUS INDO-SASSANIAN COINS.

No. 73. Barbarous coin, debased metal, concavo-convex.

Obv. Rude bust, with close head-dress, facing to the right; behind the

head, in old Sanskrit, trie — Shah

Rev. Imperfect_representation of an altar, only partially impressed.

No. 7L

Obv. As No. 73, with the addition of flowing fillets behind the head. The

front of the profile in old Sanskrit

variant ?

Rev. As No. 73.

Nos. 7o and ^G. Coins figured as Nos. 11, PI. xvii. and 20, PI. xxi., Ar. Ant.

Obv. Head to the right. In front of the profile

Sri ShahT.

It is useful to note the modification of the Devanagari letter in these coins

as introductory to the more decided change in the letter to be seen below.

Rev. The usual fire altar.

No. 77. Copper. Fig. 6, PI. xvii., Ar. Ant.

Obv. Head facing to the right, &c. Legend in unidentified characters,

PI. III., Fig. 21.

Rev. Fire altar and supporters; between the figures of the worshippers,

forming a part of the altar itself, are the following letters :

—

1 I Sri Tate(cli)'.

Shall! Sri.

1 See also Obverse margin of Class B—Tchoch ? Takash ?
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No. 73. Figured in At. Ant. as 7 of PI. xvii., and Jour. As. Soc. Bengal, Vol.

VI. PI. xlv. fig. 3.

M. De Longperier lias attributed a very similar coin to Hormuzdas III., the

son of Yezdegird, interpreting the Pehlvf JlTO-uJ-u A uhrimazd ? See

his p. 59, fig. 1, PI. ix. The reading is scarcely satisfactory, and the type differing

materially from those of the coins placed before and after it, renders the assign-

ment more than questionable. Let the Pehlvf name be what it may, the Chakras

on the reverse, and the Nagari letters scattered about the fields, give the class of

coins a decidedly Indian complexion. Among the rest may be found the old

Sanskrit forms of Y? : or and rf or

As connected with the subject, this may be a fit place to notice a rare copper

coin in the British Museum, which in a measure seems to bear affinity to the class

of medals just referred to. The Obverse presents what to Indian numismatists

we should designate as an almost Gupta head, around which is inscribed, in a very

old style of Devanagari, the legend Sri Raja Yagutaritya?

The Reverse of this coin displays a fire-altar and supporters, and below the

altar is an affair shaped precisely as an inverted pair of spectacles.

Class A.

INDO-SASSANIAN.—VASU DEVA.

No. 79. Silver
1

.

Obv. Centre.—Bust and bearded front face, head surmounted by a

winged crown, partially modified from the Sassanian original,

above the apex of which is seen a crescent and a star ; the hair

is arranged in two globes of curls depending from the buck of

the ears, alter the manner of certain Sassanian coiffures, and

behind the neck appear the ends of the fidets*.

To the right of the figure, in Pehlvf characters

r*1%
To the left of the main device in Pehlvf characters, fig. 9, PI. III.

= U_i>J i

—

' For engravings, see Jour. As. Soc. Bengal, Vol. III. PI. xxv. fig. G; Ar.

Ant., PI. xxvii. fig. 9.

* Traceable in the Sassanian models afforded in Longpericr’s plates of

the coins of Sapor II., Artaxerxes II., and Sapor III., Ac,
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Margin.^ {

Tn

Pe7,iv

1

r
n

UL> uULc j\ uU>^ lJ*J J v_i«. C,\J u9J
!

|

1

t’erlian

"1

See PI. III., figs. "10, 11, 12 and 13.

Ret. Centre.— Bust, with front face : head-dress, close cap, with

ascending flames coming to a point over the middle of the head ;

hair pendant in two large knots of curls, similar to the

arrangement seen in the Indo-Sassanian coins (Reverse) B.

To the right of the bust

efT^T I Sri V<Ssu Deva. PI. III. fig. 1C.

To the left of the bust

s tsUfJj PL III. fig. 14.

Margin.

s» ,A*v ? PI. HI. fig. 15.

A medal, in the Vienna Cabinet, very similar in its typical composition, has

been figured in M. De Longperier's work on Sassanian coins, PI. xi. 3, and

attributed to Khusru II. (Parviz): likewise engraved in Ouseley’s Memoir, No.

8. As I do not rely upon M. D. L.’s Pehlvf decipherments, or the accuracy of

his engraver, and as in this case he only venturis to read a small portion of the

entire legends, I abstain from any remarks based upon such unsatisfactory mate-

rials.

1 In nomine Justi judicis. Auquetil, Zend-Avesta, LL, 341.

Class B.

INDO-SASSANIAN 1

.

No. 80.

Obv. The half profile of a man’s head, unbearded, but with small

mustaches, pendant ear-rings, close cut hair, with fillets

appearing at the b-ick ; skull-cap
*, ornamented with trident-

shaped objects in front and on the sides, with the crest of a

tiger's head.

Unidentified characters, PI. Ill
,

fig. 17.

1 For engravings of similar coins see Jour. As. Soc. Bengal, Vol. III. n. xxi.

figs. 10, 11; Journal Asiatique, Vol. VII. (1839), PI. xvii, fig. 34 ; Ar. Ant.,

PI. xxi. fig. 22.

4 Artaxerxes I T
. (a.d. 380, 3P4), I.ongperier, PI, vii. figs. 1, 2, 3, is the first

Sassanian who i troduccs caps of this close form, with ornaments as it were

attached, less than as forming a portion of the crown itself. The present caps

remind one of many of the old-fashioned sowars’ helmets still in use in India,

wherein the front ornament (often, too, a variation of a trident in shape) is move-

able, and inserted at will.
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Margin.

^rt fT^PTfiTT

Varianis
'SflT Sn' Sliahitina rf^^nf^rl

^ PI. III., fig. 20.

Rev. Bust to tlie front, close cap, with ascending flames on each side

coming to a point some distance above the centre of the head-

dress, fillets of the Sassanian style, and hair tied in bows below

the ears. The face is unadorned by either beard or mustache
;

but still, in the majority of instances, looks anything but

feminine. The connexion in style with the head-dress on the

Reverse of Coin A. (Vdsu Deva) is obvious and striking.

Left
- t_JL* pi. hi., fig- is.

Right. Uu PI. III., fig. 19.

In regard to the Sanskrit readings of the Obverse marginal legends I have

little or nothing to say in their favour. I can afford to fail where such men as

Prinsep and Wilson have been so signally foiled. The truth is, the Sanskrit cha-

racters are so imperfectly formed, and vary so materially in different specimens,

that this in itself creates a [tendency to distrust any decipherment, however care-

fully collated.

In respect to the Reverse Pelilvi, too, much indulgence is to be claimed, and I

do not wish for a moment to conceal that the portion now rendered as “ sif lunsuf

tef" lias previously been read “haft liaftdd", 77, which last in reality is the

most simple and obvious decipherment. I have been induced to reject it, probable

and satisfactory as it seems to be, both because I have had to concede a different

meaning to a very similar legend (see Left Obverse, Coins A), and because the

* ^ of Abulfaraj, (pp. 1 1C, 183, Edit. Pocock, Oxon.) has been

shown to convey the current title of the Tartar monarclis. (See St. Martin, Ar-

mduie, II., 18.) And I may as well take this opportunity of alluding to the word

y/Jj of the Persian and Arabic authors, which has been held by late writers to

be applicable as the name of an individual, and has hence furnished ample ground

for conjectural identifications. (Guildemcister, De Rebus Ind. p. 5; Ariana An-

tiqua, 133; Reinaud, Mcmoirc sur l’Inde.) The following passage from Tabari

determines that this also is a mere generic designation of Indian kings.

'/f */ Cl.'' 3

MS. Tabari, Royal Asiatic Society, No. 99, cap.
^
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highness of the number renders it questionable as applied to the epoch of a reign ;

and for many reasons the date would not suit the Hejira cycle ; added to which, of

the large number of coins of this description I have lately had an opportunity of

examining 1
,
no single one offers any modification of the fixed legend, such as

would be expected did the legend in question supply the date.

I find a difficulty, too, in the name of
^

!
hut only in the third letter,

which is curiously shaped, and may possibly be a J = J = f, or a ^
joined to the succeeding

J = _}
•

1 Amounting to 70 or 80 at the least. Masson alone has 40 or 50.

Class C.

VAKHU DEVA.

No. 81. Copper 1
.

Obv. Area.—A coarsely-executed bust, facing to the right ; beardless

chin; head surmounted by a winged diadem, above which is

seen the crest of a tiger’s head, similar to that found on Coins B.

To the right To the left

Sri Vahara. Vakhu Deva 2
.

PL III., fig. 5.

Marg. Legend expressed in the unidentified characters engraved

in PI. III., fig. 8.

1 Engraved as fig. C, PI. xiv., Jour. As. Soc. Bengal, Vol. VI. (1837); and

No. 8, PI. xvii., Ar. Ant. ; also fig. 6, PI. xxv., Jour. As. Soe. Bengal, (1834).

2 Professor Wilson reads this Sri Batmana - Vatu
vJ '

Deva. The second word is given as doubtful ; but the Vasu Deva is stated to be
“ unequivocal” (Ar. Ant., p. 400). The letter rendered tm, in modem Sanskrit

characters, presents no doubt a difficulty, and if there are no means of confirming,

there exist no sufficient data for rectifying the reading of so high an authority as

the author of Ariana Antiqua ; but many will perhaps still prefer the decipher-

ment originally proposed by Prinsep of Sri Vihara (J. A. S. B., VI. 203).

As regards the Vasu, I have less hesitation in objecting to Professor Wilson’s

position, as the second letter in the name, if rightly intended for an IFT s, should

in some measure correspond in outline with the undoubted H in the Vasu on

Coins A. In the value now assigned it will be seen that I again follow the first of

Sanskrit palaeographers, the late illustrious Secretary of the Asiatic Society,

Bengal.
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Rev. Area.—Fire altar and supporters.

Left. In badly-formed Pelilvf letters
|

for

Or in Persian characters f°r ‘ " i

j
;il. PI. 1 1 1., fig. 6.

Right. Also in imperfect Pelilvi for

re/jj-^one) =c_,u^ ^yv
for ci>b^

At times, the legend seems as if it li d been intended for

a modification of the usual invocation in the substitution of

J> for God• rL III<
>

fiS- 7-

V

Marg. Precisely similar to that on the obverse.

COINS OF TABARISTAN.

I have already had occasion to remark upon the limited number of

Tabaristan coins that have found their way into our English cabinets

•—a3 such I need scarcely repeat that the materials at command have

been found insufficient to form a sound basis for any criticisms upon

certain very debateable points still existing in regard both to the

correct reading of the coin dates themselves, and to their appli-

cation, when read, to the several cycles to which they may possibly

refer. Such being the case, I confine the present notice to a register

of such coins as I have had an opportunity of examining in original,

and an expression of my own ideas of the correct interpretation of

the dates to be found on each.
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Reference to

Possessor.

B.M. S. 17 .

E.I.C., Masson

Idem . . .

Idem . . .

Idem . , .

(B.M. 1

I Stokes I

I

B.M. 2

Paris 1

:!

IjE.I.C., Wil-
I lock . .

(B.M. S. 17,

] Marsden D\iii,

•Stokes .

(?, B.M. S. 17,1

I Willoek . .(

I

Marsden nxii,

)

B.M. 2, Paris}
•l . . . .1

iBM., Stokes I

1 2, B and . . f

iB.M.l, Bland

|

U . . . ./

(B.M. 3, Wil-1 ,

(lock, Bland i

(B.M., Bland)

(3, Stokes . ./

B.M. 2 . .

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Name on the

Coin.

On
Margin. Date.

VjhdV P3 -aJ -J0^'V'(2^ 64

Id. id. (VI* -0*11 89

Id. id.
lf*l)(*<jr —a> 97

Id. id.
ir*nn cl* b

—

j 99

Id. Id. jCO-itip «_11a v., 5 102

AUMAR.

f0^4(S3^j^ ]o0

Id. Id.‘ ^ 124

JV'
|

id. 5

Id. Id. 5

SAYID (Kufic).

OMAR (Kufic).

'I 125

.. log

t
127

vs
Id. 5

Id. 5

4 Id. 5

CLfc 127

ro^ro^jj)fo>jQ^ eiiowcwsJ,!_***.(& 12"

j 129

MUKATIL (Kufic).

vs

v

S

Id.

HANI.

fo

6

1 3 139

137

A v L‘.«w^ 138

*Xa • iXas -

3 Olshausen says 114 (see Num. Chron., p. 90). M. Soret gives a Khursliid

(Lettre, p. 13), which he doubtiugly reads 110 or 103; it may be 6*3.

4
\

5

j yju margin.
\)dl margin.

6 Olshausen reads this 220.
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Art. VII.—On the Mountainous Country
,

the portion of Asher,

between the Coasts of Tyre and Sidon
,
and the Jordan. By

Captain Newbold, F.R.S., For. Member of the Philoma-

thiq ue and Geological Societies of Paris, <$fc.

[Read Febniary 20, 1847.]

The mountainous country lying between the coasts of Tj^re and

Sidon and the valley of the Jordan presents almost a complete blank,

even in our latest maps of Palestine. Nau (a.d. 1674) went from the

mouth of the Kasimiyeh river to Safed; Buckingham (a.d. 1816),

from Banias to Sidon; Ven Monro (a.d. 1833) went from Safed to

Tyre
;
and my friend Mr. Thomson, the American missionary of

Beyrut, took a somewhat similar route in 1837. In 1835, Mr. Smith

passed from the Huleh, through Merj Ayun, to Jezzin, and subse-

quently (1838), in company with Professor Robinson, from Safed to

Tyre.

The last intelligent travellers, however, appear to have passed

through this interesting country with less attention than they usually

bestowed on other parts of Palestine. Professor Robinson explains

the circumstance, and their regret, in the following terms 1
:
—“In

proceeding from Safed to Tyre, and thence by Sidon to Beirht, we
supposed that we were about to travel a beaten track, which had been

repeatedly described, and could therefore present nothing of novelty,

whatever there might be of interest, connected with the renowned

emporiums of ancient Phoenicia. Under the influence of this impres-

sion, and feeling that our work was done, I am sorry to say we paid a

less exact attention to our course, and to the various objects along the

way, than had hitherto been our custom. I regret this the more,

because it turns out that the country between Safed and Tyre was

altogether unknown; and even the routo along the coast between

Tyre and Beirut, although often travelled, has never been accurately

described.”

My own routes, in 1845, lay from Tyre, by the Castle of Maron

and the head of the Lake Huleh, to Banias, and back from Ilasbcia

and the Castle of Esh Shukif to Sidon. My shore route extended

from St. Jean d’Acre, by Tyre, to Sidon.

In adverting to Mr. Smith’s valuable catalogue, in Arabic and

1 Vol. III., pp. 3C5, 3CC.
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English, of places in Palestine, I find that lists of tho villages of the

Bellad Beshareh and Esh Sliukif districts, as well as of those of the

coasts of Tyre and Sidon, of Yafa and Haifa, are yet wanting to com-
plete the survey of Palestine Proper. During my trip, I was fortunate

enough to supply, in some measure, this deficiency as regards the two
first of these districts and the coasts of Tyre and Sidon

;
though the

lists are by no means complete. They were obtained from various

Sheikbs, and checked by mutual comparison.

I shall now proceed to give a general outline of the country under
description.

Modern Division and Boundaries .—It is divided into two large

districts, the northernmost of which is called the Bellad esh Sliukif

iikj,and the southernmost Bellad Beshareh iikj.

Each of these districts is divided into its maritime and inland or

mountainous tracts, distinguished by the significant terms Sahal and

Jebel— y •

The Bellad esh Shukif is bounded on the

N. by the Lebanon district of Aklim et Tufla,

S. by Bellad Beshareh,

E. by Bellad Beshareh and Merj el Ayun,

W. by Mediterranean.

Separated by Litani or
Kasimiyeh river.

The Bellad Beshareh is bounded on the

N. by Bellad esh Shukif,

S. by the districts of Acca (Acre), Safed, and El Jebel,

E. by the Ard el Huleh and Hasbeia district,

W. by the Mediterranean.

The Merj el Ayun (the Plain of the Springs) is a subdivision of

Bellad Beshareh, situate on its N.E. angle.

Area and Aspect—These districts comprehend an area of about

468 square miles. Their average length from N. to S. is about 26

miles; and average breadth from E. to W. about 18 miles. The

shore districts, comprising the celebrated Phoenician plain, rarely

exceed 2 miles in breadth. In many places, as at Ras el Abiad,

Promontorium Album, and Ras en Nakura, the mountains come

down in bold precipices to the sea.

Physical Aspect .—The general aspect of the maritime tract is that

of an interrupted undulating plain; and of the inland districts that of

an irregular table-laud or plateau, separated by deep narrow wadis or

valleys, and studded with billy elevations. The approximate average

vox., xii. 2 A
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elevation above the level of the sea cannot exceed 2000 feet; while

that of the seaboard varies from a few feet to 300 feet. The moun-

tainous region attains an approximate maximum elevation, in its

northern portions, of about 4500 feet. It is formed by the southerly

continuation of the Libanus and Anti-Libanus chains, which almost

unite in the elevated plain of Merj el Ayun, being separated only

by the deep and narrow gorge of the Litdni, in which the broad

valley of the Bekaa (Ccelo-Syria) tails off southerly and westerly to

the Mediterranean.

The Lebanon line of elevation does not cease, as often supposed,

in the vicinity of Acre and Nazareth; hut is continued, with some

dislocations, through Judea, and east of Gaza, into the deserts of

Egypt, whence it may he still traced, though occasionally indistinct,

into the wastes of Lybia.

The mountainous land does not rise in regular terraces from the

coast, but by irregularly sloping elevations. Their external configu-

ration more approaches the undulating and tabular than the indented

or pinnacled. The general line of elevation runs nearly S. 10° W.
The general slope to the Mediterranean is from 3° to 4°; that to the

Jordan, on the east, has a greater inclination.

Valleys and Rivers.—There is no longitudinal valley, properly so

called, which separates this mountain tract throughout the whole of

its extent. Those of El Khiam and the Litani, to the west of the

Merj el Ayun, and Wadi el Ujayer, are the most considerable.

The transverse valleys are numerous and remarkable, being in

general extremely deep, narrow, and with precipitous sides. The

valley of the Litani, after running nearly S. by W. for the greater

part of its course, terminates in a transverse valley, a little above

the latitude of Tyre, and thence runs, zigzagging, W. by N. to the

sea. It forms a tremendous gorge, nearly 1000 feet deep. These

transverse cracks in the strata constitute the principal drainage lines

by which the water is carried off, westward to the sea, and eastward

into the basin of the Jordan.

The principal river running to the sea is the Litani, just mentioned,

and the Nahr cz Zahrani. The first has its rise near Anjar, in the

vicinity of Baalbcc; thence, after draining the valley of Ccelo-Syria, it

enters Bellad Besharch at its N. E. angle, near the Merj cl Ayun,

and takes the name of Kasimiyeh (signifying a separator) to the sea,

where it debouches about 4 miles northerly from Tyre. This river

is about the size of the Dove. Slow and sluggish in the valley of the

Bekaa, it lias here all the characteristics of a mountain stream;

below the Castle of Shukif it presented, in the month of May, a rapid
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torrent of turbid water, nearly white from the abrasion of the chalky
cliffs, 25 paces broad, and quite unfordable. It was crossed by a
stone bridge of two arches, slightly pointed, 62 paces long by 4

broad; this bridge was called Jesr Kherdeli by my muleteer. Above
the bridge the stream was broken by several small islets. The
remains of a guard tower stood on the left bank. Near the coast the

Kasimiyeh finds its way to the sea through a low belt of sand, in a

meandering stream of considerable depth, and 7 paces broad
;

it is

there crossed by a good bridge of one arch. This river is the ancient

Leontes.

The Zahrani is a stream about one-third the size of the

Kasimiyeh, and is generally fordable. It has its rise in the hills near

Jezzin, about 13 miles direct distance easterly from Sidon, from
which town its embouchure lies about 4 miles S. by W. Its bed
among the mountains is often literally concealed amid luxuriant

bouquets of the pink-flowering oleander. Its general course is nearly

west.

The drainage easterly is carried to the Jordan and Lake Huleh
by numerous small rivulets, among which that of Zuk is the most

considerable.

Geology .—The principal rock spreading over this part of Palestine

is the marine limestone of Lebanon, interstratified with beds of

scaglia, marl, and calcareous sandstone. Organic remains are rarer

here than in the Lebanon; but they exist in sufficient number to iden-

tify the two formations. Flint and chert occur in layers, and geodes

of quartz abound in the marly beds.

These strata have beer, penetrated and altered by dykes of basalt,

both cellular like that of the Houran, and compact.

This volcanic rock is seldom seen in the tracts under description,

except in or near lines of dislocation or fracture—phenomena with

which it appears to be intimately connected, as well as with the fear-

ful earthquakes by which the crust of the Holy Land Las been rent

from the time of the catastrojihe of Sodom and Gomorrah, and the

Crucifixion, up to the present hour. Midway down, and at the bot-

tom of the great fissure of the Litani, below the Castle of Shukif on

the left side, below the village of Ulieh, a great outburst of trap

occurs, overlaid by the friable red and variegated sandstone with

which it is often associated in the Lebanon.

Considerable dislocation of the strata occurs in the line of this

great transverse fissure. On the southern bank of the river are seen

cliffs of the red sandstone, while the limestone ocucpies a similar and

much greater height on the opposite side.

2 A 2
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A few miles to the south of this region, iu the direction of Safed,

Messrs. Robinson and Smith 1 noticed, in the high open plain near

Kadita, heaps of black stones and lava surrounding what had evidently

been once the crater of a volcano. They describe it as an oval basin

sunk in the plain, in the direction from S.W. by S. to N.W. by N.,

between 300 and 400 feet in length, and about 120 feet in breadth;

the depth about 40 feet. The sides are of lava, shelving, but steep

and rugged: in them Mr. Hebard recognised lavas of three different

epochs. A sort of outlet occurs in the N.W. side. The basin is

sometimes filled with water, but then it contained nothing but mud.

All around it are the traces of its former action exhibited in the strata

of lava and the vast masses of volcanic stones.

The valley of the Jordan, on the east skirts of this district, above

the Lake Huleh, I found to be almost entirely composed of alluvial

deposit, resting on rugged coulees of basalt, in which the Lake Htileli

itself probably occupies a great engulfment or sinking-in.

The volcanic action on the limestone has produced a vast quantity

of calcedonies, agates, jaspers, and cherts, in the vicinity of these

outbursts. Silicified wood is seen occasionally in the sandstone,

associated with the basalt.

The limestone in the vicinity of the sea is often overlaid by beds

of conglomerate, formed of pebbles, rounded and angular, derived

from the harder and more siliceous portions of the limestone, and a

few pebbles of basalt, cemented by a travertin-like paste. These beds

rarely extend any great distance inland; they are occasionally found

at 300 or 400 feet above the sea’s level. One of the most considerable

of these deposits is found to the north of Ras en Nakureh. The beds

are generally horizontal. The dip of the limestone strata is usually

westerly, though various and confused from volcanic disturbance;

sometimes the strata are nearly horizontal, at others vertical. At

Ras cn Nakureh the dip was G
3 westerly.

Soil.—The soil covering these rocks is usually of a light reddish

brown, varying generally with the nature of the subjacent rock;

redder and more ferruginous where the basalt outcrops, whiter and

more marly in the vicinity of the scaglia limestone. A fine sheet of

dark vegetable mould covers the maritime plain north of Ras cl

Abiad.

The Merj el Ayun is for the most part a plateau of limestone, on

which rests a rich red loam, smiling with vineyards, gardens, and

wheat-fields; the vine thrives also iu the marly soils, but still better

i Vol. III., pp. 3C7, 3«n.
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in the red volcanic soils. The dark vegetable loam is the best calcu-

lated for the culture of cotton. Wheat, millet, beans, tobacco, and
lentils (addas) are the staple articles of cultivation, both in the low

plains and the high plateaus. The vine and olive flourish on the

high plains and mountain sides; a little cotton is grown iu the low

maritime tracts.

The table-lands are generally naked of trees, but on the loftiest

summits are found the juniper and pine. The high valleys and

mountain sides arc verdant with the evergreen oak (andrachnes); the

terebinth and carob trees, oleanders, and the Oriental plane, shade the

streams; while the low maritime tracts abound with salsolas, squills,

and anemonics.

Government .—These districts are under the Turkish Pasha of

Sidon, whose present residence is Beyriit; but the immediate chief of

Bellad esh Sliukif is Hussain Amin, of the house or tribe of Beit Ali,

who resides at Nabatieh et Tahta. The chiefs of Bellad Beshareh and

the Merj el Ayuu are Hamed el Bey and Hussan Selman, who resides

at Tibnin. They are all Metawalis of high descent. The villages are

separately under their respective Sheikhs, who are responsible to these

chiefs, and the latter to the Pasha, for their several districts.

Population .—By far the greater part of the population is Meta-

wali, a sect of Shiites, intermingled with Greek, Greek Catholic, and

Maronite Christians, and also a few Druses and Arab Mussulmans

of the Sunni sect. The prevailing character of the population is

marked, in the list appended, by the letters M, C, D, A, for

Metawali, Christian, Druse, and Arab, prefixed to the name of the

village.

The approximate total population, as far as could be gleaned from

the imperfect account of some of the Sheikhs, amounts only to 15,000,

or little more than 30 to the square mile; that of the whole of Syria,

calculated at 1,500,000 souls, amounts to about the same per square

mile.

The towns of Tyre and Sidon are under separate Mutsellims,

quite distinct from the Metawali chiefs of districts. The jmesent

approximate population of Tyre amounts to about 4100 souls, of

whom about

2000 are Greek Catholics

50 „ Greeks

50 „ Maronites

2000 „ Metawalis.

4100
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The approximate population of Sidon is greater than that of

Tyre, viz.:

—

Mussulmans .... .... 3500

Greek Catholics .... .... 2000

Greeks (Rumi) 40

Maronites ;. .... 1200

Jews 400

Latins 50

Metawali 20

Floating (Sailors, &c.) 400

7610

The principal export from Tyre and Sidon at the present day is

tobacco— an article of commerce unknown in the palmy days of these

once greatest maritime cities of the world: fruits, honey, silk, cotton,

timber, firwood, and nut-galls, are also articles of export. Beyrut

has latterly taken away much of the trade of Sidon. The crimsons

and purples of Tyre no longer exist, though the shell producing the

dye is found on the coast. I examined carefully the cavities, taken

by Mr. Wylde for the dye-pots of the Tyrians, close to the sea, and

find them to be natural rock basins in the rugged limestone rock,

excavated by the action of the tide. They occur in various places

along the whole coast of Syria, from the mouth of the Orontes to

Gaza. The tidal wave washes into these cavities fragments of shells

and sand, which, in process of time, become cemented into a breccia

by the chemical action of the sea-water salts on the limestone. The
shells are not confined to the species producing the dye, but consist

indiscriminately of all shells that may happen to fall within the

reach of the wave.

I took a boat to visit the submerged ruins of Tyre described by

M. Bcrton; but found only a reef of the rugged limostone of the coast.

There can, however, be no question that the surface of the peninsula

has been subject to oscillation, as is evident from the numerous

columns and foundations that are now covered by the sea, at a dis-

tance of several paces from the shore, particularly on the southern

and western extremities of the peninsula, ‘' destroyed in the midst of

the sea.” But by far the greater portion of the old city lies buried

under the drift sands, a little to the cast of the present town; it

forms an inexhaustible quarry, whence materials are taken to build
ami increase Beynit, and other towns on the coast. A magnificent
wall of finely-cut rusticated masonry, which appears to have crossed

the peninsula from north to south, has lately been discovered under
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tho sands. The modern Tyrians were busily engaged in transporting

tho materials of this portion of their ancient city to repair the breaches

made by Sir R. Stopford and Commodore Napier in the walls of St.

Jean d’Acre.

“Is this your joyous city, whoso antiquity is of ancient days?
Her own feet shall carry her afar off to sojourn.” (Isaiah xxiii. 7.)
“ They shall lay thy stones, and thy timber, and thy dust in the midst
of the water.” (Ezck. xxvi. 12.)

In the vicinity, the remains of baths with tessellated pavements,
and the foundations and pillars of a small temple, had been recently

dug up, as well as the mutilated torso of a marble statue of Minerva,

as large as life; the drapery is exquisitely done, and is confined on

the bosom by a Medusa’s head. This piece of statuary is in possession

of a native of Tyre, living in the house called Beit Jubbur. I men-
tioned the circumstance to Colonel Rose and to Mr. Moore, our Consul

at Beyriit, and hope that this interesting relic of Grecian art in Tyre

may be preserved from still further mutilation.

Of Christian Tyre there still remain the ruins of a fine cathedral,

supposed by Maundrell to be the structure erected by Paulinus, Bishop

of Tyre, in the commencement of the fourth century, for which

Eusebius, who describes it as the most splendid of all the temples in

Phoenicia, wrote a consecration sermon. Here probably, as Robinson

and Smith observe, were entombed the bones of the Emperor Frederick

Barbarossa, drowned in the Calycadnus on his march to the Holy
Laud, 1190 a.d. Robinson and Smith judged the length of this

structure to have been not less than 250 feet, and its height 150.

I availed myself of a better opportunity than these travellers possessed

of measuring it both from the inside, and also from the exterior, by

going round through the gate of the Turkish wall, and found it to

measure 216 feet by 132 feet. Part of the Bema on the east side is

still standing : the height and massiveness of the walls, and the large

prostrate pillars of granite, proclaim this structure to have been one of

the most magnificent cathedrals of Syria.

Of ancient Sidon little remains save her rock tombs, and the

numerous pillars of granite and marble seen scattered in all parts

of the town.
“ Be thou ashamed, 0 Zidon, for the sea hath spoken, even the

strength of the sea.” (Isaiah xxiii. 4.)
“ Son of man, set thy face

against Zidon, and prophesy against it.” (Ezekiel xxviii. 21.)

Remarkable 'places in the interior .—Among the most remarkable

places in the mountain districts are the castles of Tibnin, Hunin,

Shemmaa, and Maron, in Bellad Beshareh; and that of Shukif, in
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Bellad Shukif. That of Hunin protected the eastern entrance of the

country from Banias and the valley of the Jordan; that of Shemmaa,

which stands on a lofty mountain overlooking Ras el Abiad, held the

key of the maritime pass from the south
;
Marcn guarded the pass east

from Tyre; while the strong fortresses of Tibnin and Shukif held in

subjection the high fertile intervening table-lands.

Tibnin is the Toron of the Crusades, built, according to William

of Tyre, a.d. 1107, by the Christian chief of Tiberias, Hugh of

St. Omer. Saladin took it after a siege of six days, a.d. 1187, after

his fatal victory over the Crusaders at Hattin. In 1197-8 it was be-

sieged for nearly two months by the Duke of Brabant without success,

though it subsequently came into the possession of the Christians, but

finally surrendered to Bibars, a.d. 1266. Nau passed by in 1674,

Robinson and Smith in 1838, but these travellers did not visit the

castle.

The castle of Shukif figures in the history of the Crusades under

the name of Belfort or Beaufort, and gives its ancient Arabic name to

the district. Here the Christian knights, after their repulse by

Saladin at Banias, fled for refuge, trusting to its prodigious strength.

The place did not fall into the hands of their victor until a.d. 1189,

when it was surrendered, on honourable terms, by Raynald of Sidon,

the garrison retiring unmolested. It was restored a.d. 1240, but re-

taken in a.d. 1268 by Bibars after a determined resistance on the part

of the Templars. No mention of this fortress occurs after the time of

Ed Dhahiri, till Burckhardt heard of it in a.d. 1810. Mr. Bucking-

ham passed near it en route from Banias to Sidon
;
and Messrs. Robinson

and Smith saw it at a considerable distance when passing from Safed

to Tyre. I visited it en route from Hasbcia to Sidon in 1846, and

passed the night at the adjacent village of Arnun, whence the fortress

is called by Abulfeda, “Esh Shukif Annin.” The village is 20

minutes walk N. 20° W. on the table-land below the castle. Tk
latter stands on the edge of a precipice, nearly 1000 feet above the

Litdni, which roars in the depth of the gorge at the base of this fear-

ful scarp, on its right or western bank. The castle is a mass of dilapi-

dated masonry in the style of the middle ages, running N.E. and

S.W., about 160 paces long, and from 50 to 55 paces broad. On th

S.E. side the wall rises in a line with the rock from the brink of tho

precipice, and is defended on the other flanks by a deep fosse exca-

vated in the rock. Tho entrance appears to have been on the S.W.

side, but is now blocked up by rubbish. The slide of the portcullis,

a turret and passage for drawing up letters from below still remain.

Tho wall is from 7 to 15 feet thick, loop-holed iu various places, and
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flanked by both square and round towers; the latter arc of rusticated

masonry with bases shaped like truncated cones. On the S.E. side

the wall is double, and here are many out offices, stables, souterrains,

and a rock-cut cistern. There is also a cistern on the opposite side,

and out beyond the ditch the remains of a small town, evidently used

by the vassals and retainers of the castle. Near the S. angle, are

three grottos, excavated in the rock, and in front of the entrance runs

an elevated terrace. The interior presents heaps of ruins, among

which still stands the hall of audience, a massive building with a hand-

some arched entrance, and a groined roof supported by octangular

pillars; the apartment is about 30 feet by 20 feet. Near the castle

are the remains of two old watch towers.

I entered the castle with some difficulty by an intricate passage

leading up a tower on the S. angle. The conical knoll which it

crowns rises about 200 feet above the surface of the high plateau

to the N. Messrs. Robinson and Smith appear to have been mis-

informed in stating the castle to be the residence of the Metawali

Sheikhs of the district
1

;
it has been totally deserted for many years

save occasionally by wandering tribes of Naners (Gypsies). The
Sheikhs probably once resided at the village of Arniin.

Kalaat esh Slink if has been erroneously placed in Robinson and

Smith’s map several miles to the N.E. of its true position. M. Kiepert,

who constructed the map, appears fully sensible of the difficulties he

had to encounter in laying down this part of Palestine from these

travellers’ observations, as will appear from his memoir on the map. 2

The want of exactness in the notation of the course has caused a de-

viation which would place Safed four or five minutes farther east than

is possible according to Jacotin's map, or according to the more

southern routes of these travellers themselves. Unfortunately, this

uncertainty, M. Kiepert goes on to say, affects also the important

position of Kalaat esh Shukif
;
in this, however, the American travellers

are not to blame, for I have every reason to believe that their bearing

taken from Haddata is correct, but am ignorant of the authority on

which M. Kiepert has placed Esh Shukif at so great a distance in the

line of this bearing, to the N. 40° E. of Haddata. My own routes,

and more especially the intersection of my own bearing of Esh Shukif,

(taken at Banias and afterwards verified at Shukif itself,) with that of

Messrs. Robinson and Smith from Haddata, would place it, as before

said, several miles nearer the latter place. Esh Shukif I found to

1 VoL III., pp. 37P, 377.
s Appendix B (Bib. Res.), p. 51.
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bear W. I
3 N. from the castle of Banias; the instrument used was

a prismatic surveying compass, by Troughton and Simms. The course

of the Litani too appears too far to the south.

The castle of Marou stands on a hill about 300 feet high, com-

manding the pass of Wadi Buflye, about 10 miles easterly from Tyre.

It consists of a wall of solid masonry from 15 to 20 feet high, flanked

by semicircular towers, comprising an area of about 198 paces long,

and from 62 to 95 broad; the entrance is on the N.W. side, and is

provided with a slide for a portcullis; the area inside is occupied

partly by ruins and partly by the huts of a small village. The castle

appears never to have been finished; the style is that of the Crusades.

This Maron is not to be confounded with that to the S.E., on the road

from Safed to Tyre.

Ancient Geography .—The districts under description formed part

of the territory allotted to Canaan, one of the sons of Ham. On the

division of the Promised Land in the time of Joshua, this part of

Canaan, from the Great Sidon on the north to Mount Carmel on the

south, fell to the tribe of Asher1

;
while the eastern tracts, on the

western banks of the Jordan, became the portion of Zebulon and

Naphthali. “Neither did Asher drive out the inhabitants of Accho,

nor the inhabitants of Sidon, nor of Ahlab, nor of Achzib, nor of

Helbah, nor of Aphek, nor of Rehob.” (Judges i. 31.)

In David’s reign, Tyre appears as a maritime kingdom, under

Hiram2
. After the rebellion of the ten tribes, and their being carried

away into captivity by the King of Assyria, the provinces belonging

to Asher in the interior were comprehended in Galilee, and the mari-

time tracts remained separate, under the name of the Coasts of Tyre

and Sidon.

Sidon, the first-born of Canaan, gave his name to the city he

founded, and of which Tyre was a colony. The first mention of Tyre

occurs in the Book of Joshua as belonging to Asher 3
. Isaiah 4 signi-

ficantly styles this great city the “daughter of Zidon.” Homer is

silent respecting Tyre, though the immortal bard notices Sidon moro

than once in both Iliad and Odyssey 5
.

These two great cities are easily recognised throughout the revo-

lutions of ages in the present Sur and Saida. Accho, Achzib (Ecdip-

pa), Aloxaudroschenm, and Zarcphath or Sarepta on the coast, have

been found in the present Acca (Acre), Ez Zib, Iskandriyeli, and

1 Josliua xix. 16—39. ! Chronicles xiv. 1.

3 Joshua xix. 29. * Isaiah xxiii. 12.

5 Iliad vi. 289, and xxiii. 713; Odyss. iv. 54, and xv. 114.
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Surafend; while (he remains at Adldn are supposed to mark the site

of tho small city of Ornithopolis. Kanah is doubtless the Kaneh

of the Book of Joshua; its Arabic orthography in my lists ap-

proaches the original Hebrew more closely than the Kana Lili' of

Robinson and. Smith, though the places aro probably identical.

The town of Achshaph and Hali, mentioned by Joshua 1 as belonging

to Asher, may probably be found in Esh Shukif and Hail; Madon3 in

AJaron; the Meareli3 of the Sidonians in Maarekeh; Misrephoth-maim4

in Mezraah; Remiuon-methoar5 and Haunathon in Kefr Rumman and

Anata; Janoah6
,
which tho King of Assyria took, with Ijon, Abel-

beth-Maachali, Kcdesh, and Hazor, in Yanoah; Ijon Messrs. Robinson

and Smith find in Merj Ayiin, and Abel-beth-Maachah in Abil el

Hawa. Abel-maim7 may probably be identified with Abil el Kamh.

My friend the Rev. Mr. Thomson of Beyriit, suggested to me the

examination of Hvinin as the site of the great Hazor, so celebrated in

the days of Joshua and subsequently. I am, however, inclined to think

that Hazor lay farther east, and that its site is pointed out by a mound

in the valley of the Jordan, between Hasbeia and Banias, called by

the Arabs Tel Ghiizor yj The sites of Aphek, Rehob, Um-

mah, Ramah, Hosali, Hebron, and Neiel—all cities of Asher—are

still unfixed.

In the routes subjoined, the rate at which I travelled was about 2

miles an hour in the mountains, and about 2f to 3^ along the coast.

The variation of compass I found to be nearly 9° West.

No. I.

—

Routefrom Acre to Tyre.

N.B.—This route was travelled quicker than that from Tyre to Sidon.

H. M.

By sea-side, plain bounded by hills to east.

Jezzar’s aqueduct crosses road, Munshiah on right - - - 0 20

Still along plain, near sea, cross rivulet, Jezzar’s aqueduct on

right - - - - - - - - - - 0 30

Samariyeh, surrounded by gardens and fig orchards - - 0 15

Foundations of ancient site, gardens - - - - - 015

Carried forward - - 1 20

1 Joshua xix. 25, 27. 2 Joshua xi. 1.
3 Joshua xiii. 4.

4 Joshua xi. 8.
5 Joshua xix. 13, 14.

• 2 Kings xv. 29. 7 2 Chrou. xvi. 4.
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H. M.

Brought forward - - 1 20

Rivulet of El Mabslnik (Mafshur of maps), stone causeway,

banks flat and swampy - - - - - - - 024
Ez Zib (Ecdippa), £ mile on left, near sea, springs, Hamsen on

right - - - - - - - - - - 0 36

Busseh, a mile on right, on flank of promontory - - - 0 46

Springs of Ain el Mesherfi, south of Ras en Nakureh, reef

\ mile out at sea - - - - - - - - 09
[From Acre to this the road has been across the mouth of a

sandy plain, well cultivated with gardens, vineyards, and olive

groves, and watered by rills from the hills, which bound it

about two or three miles to eastward. These hills now bend

down to the coast, forming the promontory of Ras en Nakureh,

the natural and political boundary between Acre and Bellad

Beshareh.]

Ascent of Ras en Nakureh begins, steep - - - - 0 9

[The sea has made a deep indentation on the chalky limestone

face of the promontory—ascent steep.]

Top of promontory; on left, precipice 100 feet high, washed by

sea; mountains on right, clothed with dwarf evergreen

oak; fine view of Tyre and Lebanon - - - - 0 8

Bottom of first descent - - - - - - - - 012
Descent more gradual to rivulet, crossed by old Roman bridge - 0 16

Bottom of second descent; puddingstone overlies limestone - 0 15

Khan and village of En Nakureh; village to right of road - 0 15

Along plain, near sea-side; traces of Roman road and aqueduct

to the springs of Ain Iscandriyeli (Alexandroschenae) - 110
[Here are massive foundations scattered round fine springs,

over which a beehive-like stone structure has been raised, 12

feet high, and 16 paces in circumference; the remains of an

arch and conduit stand close by; the water flows into a fountain

below, from which it escapes in two miniature cascades; it

bears the date ppq- A little beyond the ruins commences the

ascent of Ras el Abiad (Promontorium Album).]

Top of ascent, tower at top, Kalaat esh Shemmaa to right - 0 20

Bottom of descent, rock, chalky limestone, with flints near sea,

overlaid with thin beds of puddingstone; dip of limestone

6" West 012
Village of Mansureh to right; foundations of ancient site,

Carried forward 6 12
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Brought forward - - 6 1

2

called El Huinmam (Sheberieh of maps); rivulet of Wadi

et Tineli - - - - - •
- - - 0 15

Hills recede, leaving a maritime plain, a mile broad - - 0 2G

[On left of road, remains of Roman aqueduct, and fine bridge;

the latter bad two arches; a portion of one is standing; its

span 7£ paces. The masonry extremely massive and solid,

rubble encased with cut stones, all firmly cemented. The

rivulet it crosses appears to have been anciently much larger

than at present. Soil, fine dark vegetable mould.]

Ras el Ain (Solomon’s Pools) - - -> - - - 0 40

Over plain, cross rivulet of Solomon’s Pools, aud along sandy

isthmus to Tyre - - - • - - - -10
Total - - 8 33

General direction of course from Acre to Ras el Ain, N. 10° E.

Ditto ditto from Ras el Ain to Tyre, N. 15° W.

No. II .—Route from Tyre to Sidon.

Along north side of sandy isthmus to spring - - - - 0 33

Along maritime plain to Khan Kasimiyeh, on left bank of Ka-

simiyeh; cross river by stone bridge of one arch, modern;

river 7 paces broad - - - - - - -110
Along Phoenician plain to dry channel of rivulet, Abu el Aswad;

ruins of small Roman bridge and Saracenic khan - -10
Foundations and heaps of stones, called Kherbet Adlan - - 0 43

[In the adjacent rocks are sepulchral grots, like the simpler

description of grots near Jerusalem, consisting generally of a

rectangular chamber, 7 or 8 feet long, with a door on one side,

and on the three others benches for sarcophagi, or sepulchral

niches and soroi. Adlan is supposed to be the site of Orni-

thopolis.]

Dry bed of stream - - - - - - - - 0 48

Khan El Khudr and Wali - - - - - - - 0 25

[Near sea-shore, a little to north, are foundations and heaps

of stones, among which are some fragments of columns. On the

right, on the side of the hills, stands the modern village of Su-

rafend: the foundations below arc supposed to mark the site of

the Sarepta of the New Testament aud Zarephath of the Old.]

Carried forward 4 39
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H. M.

Brought forward - - 4 39

Along plain, near sea-sliore, to Ain Kantereh springs - - 0 23

Along plain, near sea-shore, to Ain el Burak, khan, springs, and

gardens - - - - - - - - -045
Forded Nalir ez Zahrani, 1 foot deep, 75 paces broad - - 0 28

Forded Nahr es Sanik, dry—a khan and guard-house - - 1 10

Prostrate Roman mile-stone, with Latin inscription, hearing

names of Severus and Pertinax, copied by Mauudrell - 0 5

Pass Ain el Ghannim, streamlet of El Burghut, through luxu-

riant gardens, to Sidon - - - - - - - 0 30

Total - -80
General direction of course from Tyre to Khan Kasimiyeb, N. 59° E.

Ditto . ditto from Khan Kasimiyeb to Sidon, N. 7° E.

No. III.

—

Routefrom Tyre to Banias.

Along sandy isthmus to village of Maashuk - - - - 0 20

Ascend hills to village and tower of El Burj - - - - 0 25

Maasereh on plateau, covered with dark soil; Cheruaye on left,

Hiran and Baal on right - - - - - - 0 25

Descend into Wadi Bir Lahmeb, village of Bazurieh a mile on

right - - - - - - - - - - 014
Bottom of descent - - - - - - - - 05
Up Wadi Bir Lahmeb, which opens into wide valley of Yanoah;

Wadi Jilu branches off to south-east to Ain Maarekch;

near top of wadi, on left, valley covered with fig-trees, vine-

yards, and orange-groves; spring - - - - - 0 29

Top of Wadi Yanoah - - - - - - - - 05
Along mountain side, Wadi Berish on left, spring of Ain Berisli

at the bottom of wadi, village of Berish on opposite side

of valley - - - - - - - - - 0 25

Descend to left into Wadi Buflye, wheat and fig cultivation - 0 24

Village of Buflye 0 10

Castle of Maron on hill - - - - - - - 0 50

Bearingsfrom Castle of Maron.

Terherfa - - - - S. 5 mile apparent distance.

Siilah - - W. 21 S., on hill, 2 1 miles ditto.

Mt. Hermon (Gebel Sheikh) E. 17
J N.

Nafakhieh ... W. 40° N., 2 miles.

Carried forward 3 52
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II . M.

Brought forward - - 3 52

Hence ascend Wadi Buflyo or Maron to table-land, wadi well

cultivated; village of Etweiri on left | a mile, and 3 miles

farther, in same direction, Afrun - - - - - 015
Tulin, 1^ mile on right, in Wadi Khirbet Selim; and beyond

rises in distance the Castle of Tibnin; east of Tibuin, on

same elevated land, lie the villages of Abrilla and Mer-

kaba. Here is the watershed between sea and valley of

Jordan -09
Descend from plateau into Wadi el Ujayer; Aiddib a mile to

right, near commencement of wadi - - - - - 0 11

Ain Aiddib, spring at bottom of wadi, which runs north-easterly

towards the Litaui gorge; descend through oak forest to

Wadi el Ujayer - - - - - - - - Oil
Ujayer brook at bottom of wadi, clear and rapid, 4 paces broad,

6 inches deep, runs to Litaui; crossed to east or right

bank; its source is said to lie about 1^ hour up the wadi,

to the south-west; ascend to top of pass; open plateau

studded with olive trees, wheat cultivation; hence Castle

of Shukif bears E. 40° N. - - - - - 0 55

Plateau; Tarbi J mile to left; Tolusa 1 mile to right - - 0 26

Merkaba on right, 2 miles - - - - - - - 019
Descend into valley, running south-west, well wooded and cul-

tivated; on descent, a rude tomb, like a cromlech - - 0 20

Encampment in middle of valley - - - - - - 015
Up opposite side of valley to Adeish - - - - - 015
Top of pass, and commencement of descent towards valley of

the Jordan, or Hasbeia River; Wadi et Teim - - - 0 9

Aintulli on left - - - - - - - - - 0 36
Abil el Kamh, on saddle of hill to left, across defile—apparent

direct distance 1 mile - - - - - - - 0 24

Bottom of descent into valley of Jordan; copious springs form

a rivulet, which runs to the Huleli Lake - - - 0 5

Across valley of Jordan
;
cross Zuk rivulet, running southerly,

by stone bridge of one pointed arch; brook, 6 paces wide,

2 feet deep, clear and rapid, bed basalt, soil coffee-co-

loured; oleander, willow, and wild raspberry on banks;

foundations of ancient site on right, and of a more modern

village --------- 0 35

Carried forward 8 57
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Brought forward - - 8 57

Cross marshy and grass-covered flat to Jordan, or River of

Hasbeia, 30 paces broad, and from 2 to 4 feet deep, clear

and rapid; solid stone bridge of 3 arches, 65 paces long,

and 4 paces broad - - - - - - - - 0 50

[The river here flows in a crevasse of basalt, with precipitous

sides, from 15 to 60 feet high, and 70 paces wide; the bottom

marshy, and shaded with willow, raspberry, oleander, and

oriental plane. A little above the bridge the river falls over a

ledge of basalt, about 2 feet high.]

Cross rivulet - - - - - - - - - 0 28

Tel el Kadi - - - - - - - - - - 015
Banias - - - - - - - - - - 0 45

Total - - 11 15

The general direction of the route from Tyre to the top of

the ridge overlooking the Jordan, or Hasbeia River, was about

nearly east; and thence to the town of Banias about E. 22° S.

The course in the mountains tortuous.

No. IV.

—

Routefrom Hasbeia to Castle of Shukif.

Down rugged channel of stream to bridge of Zuk, over Hasbeia

River; bridge 2 if not 3 arches, 45 paces long, 3 paces

broad; stream 16 paces broad, 1 foot deep; above bridge

turned off by stone Anicut to turn a mill; limestone - 0 20

From bridge ascend hills to bitumen pits, Biar el Hommar - 0 12

Descend to road by village of Ivokaba - - - - - 015
Ascent to Merj el Ayun, limestone, rich red soil, vineyards;

Abil cl Hawa 1 mile to left - - - - - - 015
Cross vine-covered Merj el Ayun to top of low ridge on south-

western side - - - - - - - - - 0 47

Short descent and ascent to Jedeidah, in Wadi Merj el Khi-

yam, \ mile on left; on right is Dibbiu and Khiyam, and

beyond lies Belat - - - - - - - - 0 22

Along ridge of limestone; below in valley, on left, Tel Derdera 0 6

Ulieh, on south-eastern brink of Litani gorge; Castle of Shukif

bears W. 16° S. 0 45

Carried forward 3 2
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H. M.

Brought forward - - 3 2

Down deep gorge to Litaui at bottom, crossed by Bridge of

Kherdeli - - - - - - - - - 0 46

Up opposite steep bank, by circuitous route to north to village

of Arnun, whence the castle bears S. 20° E., about a mile off 1 0

Total

Bearings from Castle of Shukif.

Castle of Banias - - E. 31° S.

Nabatieh el Fokd - N. 30° W.
Shukin - N. 58° W.
Arnun - N. 20° W.
Birket el Kebir - - N. 35° W.
Deir Mimias - N. apparent distance 2 miles.

Myfedun - W. 10° N.

4 48

The general direction of course from Hasbeia to the bridge

nearly W.; thence to Biar el Hommar W. by S.; thence to

the road S. E.; and thence, up ridge and across Merj el Ayun
to Ulieh, about S. W. The direct distance across the gorge

from Ulieh to the Castle of Shukif may be about mile: the

castle bears, as before said, W. 16° S. from ridge of Ulieh.

No. Y .—Routefrom Castle of ShuTcif to Sidon.

Over partially cultivated limestone plateau to rain-water pond

of Birket el Kebir, ISO paces in circumference; Kefr

Tibnit ^ mile to right - - - - - - - 0 35

Pass Nabatieh el Foka, on hill close to left of road; large vil-

lage, white tombs - - - - - - - - 0 25

Down Wadi Nabatieh to Nabatieh et Tahta - - - - 0 22

Down Wadi Nabatieh; wadi narrows, becomes clothed with

low oak forest, and flanked by round hills of limestone

to Ziphtieh on left; Dcir ez Zahrani and Wadi Zahrani

to right - - - - - - - - - 2 37

Khan Mahomed Ali - - - - - - - - - 0 38

Down south side of Wadi Zahrani to opposite Aktenib, on

opposite side - - - - - - - - - 0 51

Spring of Ain Aktenib; a little below crossed Zahrani rivulet

at bottom of wadi, shaded by a profusion of oleanders in

flower and plane trees; stream clear and shallow - - 0 15

Carried forward - - 5 43
2 BVOL. XII,
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Brought forward - - 5 43

Ascend opposite side of wadi to table-land; wheat cultivation - 0 22

Ghazieh on ridge, to right; hence Sidon bears N. 15° E. - 0 13

Gentle descent down mountain side; cross Ghazieh rivulet - 0 23

Cross Sanik stream - - - - - - - - 0 45

Cross Burghut rivulet to Sidon - - - - - - 0 35

Total - -81
The general direction of the course to Nahatieh el Foka was

N. 30° W.; thence to Ziphtieh about N. 10° W.; from Zipli-

tieh to the opposite side of the Zakrani valley about W. by N.;

and thence to Sidon N. 15° E.

DISTRICT OF BELLAD BESHAREH J&j.

Villages on the Coast.

M., C 1
. Abbasiyeh - Ax** IxE

M. Terdabba

M. Juard en Nakhl -

M., C. Ghazieh Ajy£

Hamadieli - AjJU.e»

M. Skadaniek - - - AxjIdLw

M. Bazurieh Hj)jW

M. Ghanni Bakkal - - - Ji
M. Hannawiyeh - - aj^ U-=»

M. Burj Abbds -

J 1

M. Burj el Kilih - - aIaJlS! ^^j

M. Ismdid - - (NxeI+awI

M. Beit Ulieh -

M. El Fellawiyeh - - ajj iVAl 1

1 The capital letters before the names of places show the character
population. See p. 353.
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M. Biyiit es Syud - 1 t-‘* ii^AJ

M. Nakureh - -

M. Iskanderuna - lj jlj 1

M. Hiimul - -

M. Kkardbat Dizziyeh -

M. Dizziyeh ... - XjJO

Maasbuk - -

MERJ AYUN

C. Abil el Kamh -

D., C. Abil el Hawa -

C., M. ElJedeidek- - s .Xj.X^ i

C. Buweidlieh - - Xxdjyj

D., C. Matalleh - -

D. Sarda - -

M. Kefr Kill - -

M., C. El Khiyam - -

f
LiLt

M. Belat - -

C. Deir Mimas

-

-

c. El Khirbeh - - Ajyil

C., M. Debin - -

(jJ**
M. Houza- ... -

El Kulliah - - AxxkiJi

Villages in tlie Mountains.

Merkabah - - iuSj*

C., M. Kaneli - - xILj

M. Atit - «_2LaaA£

2 B 2
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M. Dabaar - - - jlxjt)

C. Nafakhieh - - - - aa^Iju

M. Daklih - - - aaXa'J

M. Shakhur - - -

M. Burj Kalawieh - - -

M. Burj Rihal - - - -

M. Baklid - - - «XaX3L

M. Yatin - - - -

M., C. Bint Jebeil - - - - uldj

Rumasb - - -

M. Yaron - - - ilXlM

M., C. Maron - - -

M. Zibgbin - - -

M. Ata - - - l*£

M. Mijdel - - -

M. Shihin - - -

M. Terbarfa - - -

A., M. Hadana - - - UiAo.

A. Alirineli - - - AAJ

Mezraah - - -

Biyadli - - -

Haditli - - -

Maklisbikab - - -

Hunin- - - -

Tibnin - - -

M. Anateh - - - AjIa£

M., & Mar. Ain Nebl - - - •
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3

M. Hulch - - -

M. Hadateh aulJo

Meis - LT*^5

Birisb lry*>.

RI. Azwezun
3

Kalaat Maron ( . ^

3

jl^o XxXi

Maarekali - - - tS

3

Sulah - - adytM

Tulin - - ^
Antara

DISTRICT OF BELLAD SHUKIF

Villages on or near the Coast.

M. Ziftiah .... atAxij

M., C. Basfur ....
M. Sarfend - SXijto

M., C. Ansar-----
M. Kalaat Meis ...
M. Ez Zeriwieh -

M., C. Majeidileh - - - -

M. El Wasmat - - - -

M. Tibsha - IamAJ

C. El Dawadieh - a^Lvli

M. Babalieh - - - - atA^jU

M. Kakabah Shanibar yKAAXt <*AXjU>
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Villages in the Mountains.

M. Edzebieh - -

M. Atliba - * - IaXc

M. Damul - -

M. Kefr Tibnit - - - i_L1<aaaj
** • >

M. Yahmur - -

M. Adshit - -

El Biadh - - - lysUxll

Sherkieh - -

Sbila Baal - - - J>Xj ^aAJ

Deir ez Zahrani - - -

Dawlr - - -

Zibdxn - -

Kefr Ramman - -

Kefr Heil - - -

Jabbusli - -

Myfed u n - -

M., C. Nabatieh et Tahta •• - UrsUl AaIsIaj

M. „ el Foka - - - aaI^Ia j

El Hamrab - - -

Z6tir el Gharbieli - - Aaj^xJI jj'yj

„ esli Sharldeh - - Aa3^.avJ \

Jabsliit - -

El Kafur - -

Tul - - V
Yandali - -

-J
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Harduf

Deir Nughlah

El Kakaba el Jesr

Arnun

Nusf Tamrah

Shokm

Kefr J6z

3

- 3

- AAxj'liU

CajVa*
3

*j43 L, jjtfj
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Art. VIII.—Route from Kashmir, via Ladakh
,
to Yarkand

,
by

Ahmed Shah Nakshahbandi. Translated from the Persian

MS. by Mr. J. Dowson.

\Read June 2, 1849.]

Introduction.

[The following Itinerary, or account of the route from Kashmir,

viu Leh, to Yarkand, is translated from a little Persian MS., written

by Ahmed Shah Nakshahbandi, at the request of Lord Elphinstone,

and presented to that nobleman at Kashmir, in July, 1846. The

author, Ahmed Shah, was the son of Khajah Shah Niyaz of Kashmir,

a man of high reputation and sanctity, who was held in great esteem

by the Mohamedans of Yarkand and the surrounding countries, where

he had numerous disciples. Ahmed Shah had himself visited the

countries he describes, and spent some time in the chief places, his

religious character and reputation giving him peculiar advautages for

travelling and observing in these countries.

The ground passed over is not entirely new to us. Mr. Moorcroft

performed the journey from Leh to Kashmir, and also proceeded a

short distance from the former place towards Yarkand; and a detailed

account of the whole route from Kashmir to Yarkand is given in the

Diary of Mir Izzut ullah, printed in the seventh volume of the Society’s

Journal. The summer route from Leh to Yarkand, through the

Nobra country, is, however, made known to us for the first time by

this Itinerary, as Moorcroft and Izzut ullah both travelled by the

winter route.

The work was written from recollection, but appears correct and

trustworthy; and many of the facts and descriptions given are entirely

in accordance with those of Moorcroft and Izzut ullah.]

Merchants going from the city of Kashmir to Ladakh usually

carry with them coin, as Mohammed shahi rupees, or silver bullion, as

tho yambo (sycee silver), or bills, for the purchase of green tea and

shawl wool. For the expences of the road and the disbursements in

Ladakh, they take broad-cloth, saffron, paper, cottons (both coloured

and white), tin thimbles, needles, lack, wax, tobacco, and other

articles. For their food they carry with them from Kashmir rice,

talkan (linseed?) cakes or biscuits, and butter. On all these things a
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duty is levied at the custom-house, and the traders receive a pass from

tho Darogha, which clears the several stations and ferries on the road.

They leave the city on the north by tho mahal of Nausliehra, and

proceed to Gandarbal about five kos distant, where they

receive a passport, agreeably to the practice of former times. On
returning from Ladakh with teas and shawl wool, they stay hero

several days collecting their packages, when they have dono which,

they announce their arrival to the darogha. This officer, with tho

head of the merchants of Ladakh, then repairs to the place, and they

pass some time in mutual entertainments, in consequence of which tho

place has for a long time become the site of a bazar. Since the time of

Ranjit Sing, however, tho packages are taken on to tho city, aud tho

duty is there levied. At tho distance of three kos from Gandarbal

travellers come to the banks of the Sind river, on both sides of which

runs the road, through a cultivated tract mixed with jungle. When
they take tho right hand of the river, they generally rest at the

station of Akbill and when they proceed along the left,

after crossing the bridge, they coinc to the place termed Kaugau
^ O ^

Q ), where they pass the night.

On the second night they arrive at Gandi Sar Sing (jOi-w ALT)

the house of Malik Abd ur rasul. It was formerly the custom to pay

rahdari or toll to the malik, who was originally a soldier in the

service of the former kings, and a mansabdar (fief-liolder) and hakim

of Ladakh, as which his ancestors have held a jaghir for several

generations in Kashmir. From Gandarbal to Ladakh his authority is

recognised, and whatever he writes to the raja of Ladakh is complied

with. It was his duty to provide porterage for goods as far as the

village of Sona marg, through the valley named Narahwao

The inhabitants of this valley are all carriers, and, under the orders

and authority of the malik, supply the merchants with the means of

conveying their goods, which are carried sometimes by men and some-

times by horses, uuder the command of the malik, from the city (of

Kashmir) to the town of Dras. In winter the packages cannot be

conveyed by horses, on account of the difficulties of the Zojah bal

Pass, and are therefore carried by men only. From the city of

Kashmir to Ladakh, if the conveyance be by means of men only, the

goods arrive safely in a month or a little more
;
but the porters of

Narahwao frequently carry the goods as far as Dras, aud there give

them over to the landholders of that place, who are dependant on the
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Ladakh government, and they convey them the remainder of the

distance on horses. The duty of conveying goods to Ladakh, and of

bringing them from thence, was always under the charge and trust of

the above-named malik
;
but since the appointment of Zorawar Sing

to the government of Ladakh by Ranjit Sing, the ancient usages

have been abolished, the malik has been deprived of his jaghir, a

thana has been established at his dwelling, and such new regulations

introduced as the governor thinks fit.

From the village of Gandi Sar Sing, the road passes along a

valley, through which the river Sind flows, and which is part culti-

vated and part jungle. Having proceeded about three kos, and

crossed over a bridge, the village of Gangana-gir SCif),

on the other side of the river, is reached. In this place the first of

the Kashmir custom-houses is situated, and the inhabitants number

about fifteen houses. They are all employed in the service of the

customs, as writers, clerks, and messengers to the city. They are

charged with the duty of examining the miscellaneous goods of the

merchants, but the closed and covered packages are carried on to the

custom-house at the city. From this place the road proceeds on the

right bank of the river Sind, through a valley covered with jungle

and rocks. At about the distance of a kos, a place is reached which

the people of Kashmir call Hank This is a rocky place,

with hills all around, and beneath it the river flows with a very rapid

current. Here, on account of the many difficulties of the road, the

loads are taken off the horses, and are carried by men to the village

O - - -5

of Sona marg y*)- The kands and the hills around this

place are covered with perpetual verdure, and the roses, water, and

temperature are all most delightful; it has therefore been called

Sona marg, or “the golden plateau 1 ;” marg, in the language of

Kashmir, meaning a space at the top of a hill.

From Sona marg to the entrance of the Zojah bal (^L
Pass the distance is three kos, the road passing through a waste

country, well supplied with water and vegetation, and having a

delightful air. At one or two places in this part of the road a capa-

cious inn or caravanserai has been built, as a protection for travellers

against the snow and cold which in winter are very severe, and in

these houses travellers sometimes tako rest and refuge. The place

1 Tliis agrees with Vigne’s derivation ; he calls it “ the golden hill.” Moor-

croft, however, says that it is named from Sona-murgh, the golden pheasant.
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where these houses aro built is called Rangah From hence

to the pass of Zojah bal tho distance is about two miles. It is often

necessary to make a halt in the pass, and as there are no inhabitants

there, a capacious house has been built on the skirts of the pass. This

building is constructed of stone and logs, and is made very strong to

resist the weight of the snow which falls upon it from the moun-

tains above: the house is called Mar*. It frequently happens that

travellers and caravans become entangled in the pass, and are unable

to get through, especially in winter, when the snow is deep; on such

occasions they take shelter in this building until they can proceed.

The snow, however, is sometimes so deep that they are unable either

to go on or return, and are consequently compelled to remain in this

house, where they suffer much privation and alarm. There are two

roads through the pass : one is practicable in summer only; the other,

which passes through a narrow valley, is the one always pursued in

winter. This valley is sometimes in winter filled with snow which

falls down the sides of the hills, as if through troughs or spouts. In

wiutcr, persons passing through the pass, have great dread of the

wind and snow.

After emerging from the pass, the traveller arrives towards even-

G - _

ing at the village of Malayan ^ which is the first inhabited

place in the Ladakh territory, and from ancient times formed part of

tho jaghir of the malik. In the course of the journey from the pass,

an extensive lake is found in the low ground, which in appearance is

tranquil, and has no current. The river Sind, which runs by the

valley of Narahwao to Kashmir, here takes its rise, and half the

waters flow off by that channel
;
the remainder flows towards Ladakh

and Iskardu. The distance from the pass to Matayan is two stages,

through a country rich in water and pasture, to which in summer the

herdsmen and shepherds of Kashmir bring their horses, sheep, and

other animals for the purpose of grazing.

From Matayan the road passes to Pandras and from

thence to the town of Dras The mountains are situated

only a short distance from these places; but nevertheless there are

some extensive valleys rich in vegetation, which are much resorted to

by herdsmen and graziers, because horses and other quadrupeds fatten

there without corn of any kind. At this place there is a road leading

towards Iskardu, by which the men of that country sometimes ap-

The Kashmeri term for serai.
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proacli, making forays, and driving away the cattle. The government

of the town of Dras is shared by the Malik of Kashmir and the Raja

of Tibet.

There are two roads from Dras, one through the Pass of Pirana

war! to the village of Karchu from thence

to Sor ^ and then to Pashkam —the other, without

any pass, direct to Pashkam. The distance is five stages, in the

course of which there are some villages and cultivated spots which are

dependent on Ladakh. In Pashkam there is a custom-house, where

they levy duties on the goods and property of the merchants for the

Raja of Ladakh. From this place to the frontier of Iskardii is three

days’ journey, over a rugged stony country, where it is impossible for

strangers to travel without unshod Tibetan horses. The Tibetans,

however, do not take off the shoes of their horses, but travel with

them shod as usual.

The nest place is the village of Malbu (^xL«). Here also there

is a Raja kalan minister, and tolls are taken from the merchants.

From Malbu to Lama yaru the distance is four

stages. In this place there is a Tibetan temple or monastery, the

inhabitants of which are all lamas or priests, professing and teaching

the Tibetan religion and laws. Women are also received into the

sacred order. The male priests are called L&mas, and the women

Chomal.

At the distance of one stage from Ldma yaru lies the village of

Khalchi 1 (^-cJyT), close to which flows the large river from

Ladakh towards Iskardii. A strong and substantial bridge is here

built over the river. In former times no toll was levied from the

merchants who came from Ladakh with green tea and shawl wool;

but ten or twenty years ago Khajah Muhassin Ali, a chief of the Sliia

sect, and a banker at Ladakh, imposed a duty in the name of the raja,

amounting to one rupee on each dom or block of tea, and one rupee

on each package of shawl wool; and from his time to the present tbo

toll has been regularly levied. When the toll has been paid, a pass,

called lamek in the language of Tibet, is given to the merchants, upon

examining which, and finding it to agree with the merchandize, the cus-

tom officers of Khalchi allow the goods to pass over the bridge; but if

there be any discrepancy, the goods are detained until an order for

their being passed is received from Ladakh.

1 “ Khalets”—Moorcroft.
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The next village is called Nurullah where, as at

Khalchi, apricots and apples aro abundant. From Nurullah the road

passes to Saspul
( j^****), and from thence to Bazkoh

Here there is a thanadar, who levies a small toll. Starting from

hence, the traveller reaches at night the city of Ladakh.

Ladakh is a city much frequented by merchants; it is for the

most part surrounded by mountains, and what level ground there

is near it is stony and sandy. The temperature is very cold, and the

land abounds so much with rough stones, that tlioy are collected

and arranged in piles to form the boundaries of the fields. Notwith-

standing this, tho sandy plain is cultivated with barley and wheat.

Rice and other grains, with butter and meat, aro brought with

much labour from adjacent parts. Wheat, barley, grass, and fodder

grow in the surrounding districts. The fodder is of a peculiar kind,

which grows also in Turkistau and Kabul—in Turkistan it is called

“ bidah ponchakah,” in Kabul “ziskah,” and in Ladakh “jahanob 1.”

It is a very excellent food for horses, and they become fat upon it in

the course of twenty days or a month without any corn. The mutton

of Ladakh is very good, but scarce. The sheep which are employed

as beasts of burden to bring the shawl wool from Radakh and the

surrounding parts are large and strong, but their flesh is not good,

and never becomes tender by cooking; but it is sometimes minced or

hashed, and may then be eaten. The water of Ladakh is rather un-

wholesome. The trade and commerce of the place is chiefly carried

on by natives of Kashmir, and consists principally of cloths, morocco

leather, embroidered cloths, and silks, which are brought from

Zanskar, or by people of the Panjab from Nurpur and other places,

and sold to the merchants of Yarkand. Besides the raja and the

kaliin, who is his deputy or minister, no one possesses any authority.

Among the merchants of Kashmir there has been from old times a

dalal, or broker, without whose inspection no trading transaction,

whether small or great, can be carried on, and he receives a regular

commission or brokerage on the sales. The merchants who import

tea from Lassa call it chabah, and it is not the custom for them to

sell it to any one except the shamul or common broker. The mer-

chants who import shawl wool bring it from Radakh, Chan-tan, and

parts adjacent, sometimes even from Yarkand, it having been col-

lected in the towns of Khotan. This shawl wool also is not bought

or sold without the inspection of the shamul broker. Some dealers

1 The “ prangos” of Moorcroft.
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purchase the shawl wool in the rough uncleaned state, good and had

together; they then separate it from a large quantity of hair which

is mixed with it, and after sorting it into different qualities and

cleaning it, they make it into packages, and export it at the proper

season, by means of hired porters, to Kashmir. The green tea is

bought in the same way as the chabali. It is brought in blocks

called dom, which are packed in cow-skins. These packages are

called charghannah; when they arrive, they are taken home, where

the skins are undone, and the tea assorted into various qualities.

The packages are again made up in various sizes, according to the

season of the year, being lighter in winter and heavier in summer,

and the skins being then put over them again, the charghannahs or

packages are forwarded to Kashmir.

In Ladakh there are no rupees nor copper coins, but there is a

thin silver coin called a jao, which is equal in value to a quarter of a

rupee, and is current as such, four being reckoned as a rupee. These

coins bear on one side a legend, importing that they are struck at

Tibet, and something more in Tibetan letters, and on the other side

the name of the raja who was established on the throne in the time of

Mahmud Shah. A yambo, or bar of sycee silver, is equal to 50 pals

of pure silver, and passes current for 180 rupees.

Merchants who intend going on to Yarkand remain in Ladakh a

sufficient time to bring their horses into condition. Before settiug

out, they provide a stock of food and other necessaries, sufficient in

quantity to supply both men and horses for a period of forty days.

If two horses are employed in carrying merchandize, three are re-

quired to carry the food; and if ten be laden with goods, there must

be fifteen to carry provisions. An equal number of servants, men of

Ladakh or Yarkand, is necessary to look after the horses and baggage;

without these the journey cannot be performed.

The traveller, on setting out from Ladakh on his way to Yarkand,

proceeds in a southern direction, and at the distance of three kos

reaches the village of Sabii which is the first resting-place.

Near to this village the road proceeds through a very elevated pass,

the passage of which occupies one day of great toil. The ascent is

here so steep, that horses cannot carry the baggage, and the merchants

are consequently obliged to engage some men of Ladakh, who convey

the goods through the pass on the back of a species of cow called yak.

Having effected the passage over the mountains, a village called

D ‘oar is reached, which is the next halting-place. The
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people of Sabu call this pass Koh i Sabu (the mountains of Sabu), and
the people of these mountains are called Digar.

After quitting Digar, the traveller next arrives at the village of

Akhkam which is the last inhabited place of Ladakh; and a

short distanco farther the road reaches the river Shayuk (kJijU;Y which

rises in the Miizdawdn
(. jy*) or ^cy Mountains, near Sasir

(yA***** ). For five stages onwards the road passes through a very

stony country, possessing a little jungle. The river is crossed several

times every day. A place called Lama kinti k* ^), which is

a village dependant on Ladakh, but containing only a few inhabitants,

is then reached. This place is situated on an eminence, by the side of

the river.

dV hen the caravans arrive hero from Yarkand, the travellers

experience great pleasure, from their near approach to an inhabited

and cultivated country, and they remain one or two days to rest from
the fatigues of their journey.

Setting out from hence towards Yarkand, the village called Chong

jangal, i.e. “great jungle,” is next reached; and

from this place to the pass of Karah karam ayi) the distance

is about ten stages. The road during these ten days’ journey passes

for the most part through a stony plain, and every person is con-

stantly occupied in looking to the shoes of the horses, and in keeping

the animals shod. Throughout the whole of the distauce there is very

little jungle, and wood is very scarce. There is found in some parts

a species of shrub called burchah, the roots of which are torn up and
used for fuel, whether wet or dry : continual search is made for this

product.

This is the great road to Yarkand, and travellers generally pursue

this route when there are no inundations, especially in the winter

season; but in the summer time, when the waters overflow, they pur-

sue a different route through the Nobra country.

Providing themselves with a sufficient number of stout men and

horses, they set out from Ladakh towards the north, and pass over

some high mountains, called Kardong (jo.iyf). Their baggage is

conveyed over these mountains by yaks, belonging to carriers hired

in the city. The first night they reach a place called Kunalas

((jaJjCLT), and on the second day, having effected the passage over

the mountains, they reach the village of Kardong. Three stages
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from hence they enter the Nobra country, the villages and cultivation

of which, and the fruits, apricots, water, and air, are all superior to

those of Ladakh.

After two days’ journey, a village named Hindal is

reached, near to which there is a great road leading to Iskardu.

Having rested here from the fatigues of the journey, and having pro-

ceeded two stages farther, the traveller reaches the mountains of

Karawal dawan These mountains attain a very con-

siderable altitude, and travellers about to cross over them start before

break of day. After encountering numberless difficulties, and enduring

great fatigue, they effect the passage ere night sets in. It is customary

here, whenever a caravan arrives from Yarkand, that, for the purpose

of assisting the merchants, one or two men of Nobra go out upon the

mountains, and kindle as many large fires as there are merchants in the

caravan. Notwithstanding the distance of five or six stages between

this place and Ladakh, the fires are descried from the residence of the

raja, which is situated on an eminence. Carriers are then sent out to

meet the merchants, and to assist them on the road.

After crossing the mountains of Karawal dawdn, the road for two

stages lies through a mountainous country, in which no wood can be

procured except the burchah 1
. The river Sasir, which rises near the

Muzduran, or Icy Mountains, is sometimes very much swollen, aud

flows with a very rapid and turbulent course; heavy clouds also gather

round: on such occasious travellers wait upon the banks, and as the

source of the river is very near at hand, the waters gradually subside,

and the travellers pass over securely. Two stages after crossing this

river, the road unites with the great route to Yarkand, near Karali

karam.

From the village of Akhkain to the village of Karali karam the

ground passed over by the great road gradually rises. The mountains

at the latter place are not very high or steep, but their elevation at

the base is very considerable. In winter the atmosphere at this place

is exceedingly impure—so much so, that from its influence, and the

scarcity of water, strong well-conditioned horses will fall down sud-

denly and die. The carriers also suffer from it, but its effect upon tho

human constitution is not so rapid, and some experience no ill effects

from its influence. As a means of averting the effects of the noxious

air, it is usual during these two stages to abstain from flesh aud butter;

and, indeed, tho taste becomes so vitiated that bitter or sour food is

Here written “parchah.”
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preferred. For three or four stages on botli sides of Karali karam
the country is entirely destitute of wood—there is not even any of
the burchah to be found

;
it is consequently necessary to carry the

fuel required for these two or three days on horses. In winter, when
the frost prevails, there is also a great scarcity of water, and horses
frequently fall, and die of thirst.

From Karah karam to Kazil tflgli ^y), or the Red Moun-

tain, aud from thence to Ak tagh, (£j ol) is a stage. A place

called Malik Shah (six; cJlk-e) is next reached; there is a spring of

water here, and fodder is procurable
; so that food and drink can be

given to the horses, and travellers arc relieved from the fear of losing
them by death. From hence to Kirghiz jangal, which contains abun-
dance of wood, the road passes through a valley, which is in some
parts wide in extent, and in others more confined by the hills; the

mountains, however, are never very distant. Travelling onwards till
3

night a place called Kalan uldi
^

is reached, where

there is plenty of wood, fodder, and water. In this stage there is a

road leading to Sarikul by which the Kirghiz Tatars have

approached, since ten or twenty years past, on plundering expeditions,

causing great alarm to caravans as they pass along: the road was
formerly secure from these attacks. When the baggage horses die

through the impurity of the atmosphere in the vicinity of Karah karam,

the merchants leave their loads by the side of the road, and go on con-

tentedly to Yarkand. When they arrive there, they send out men and
horses, who bring in the property. It is only at this part that travel-

lers are thus obliged to abandon their baggage, for in other places some
means of transport are found, and they continue their journey.

Having left Kalan uldi, travellers next reach Yangi dawan

(( .
or the New Mountain; and continuing onwards for

two or three stages through a mountainous country, well supplied

with grass and fodder, arrive at the tomb of Saiyad Jalal ud din
;
but

they often go on beyond this place before making a halt. For the

distance of two stages onwards the road proceeds through a narrow

valley, in the midst of which flows a river. The baggage is generally

carried through the river by the horses, which is a work of some diffi-

culty; and when the waters are high, the goods sometimes get wetted.

This river is crossed several times in the course of the next two days’

journey.
o

Klialastan
. ^

1 which is the next stage, is a village

VOL. xii. 2 C
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situated on tlie banks of tlie liver, and surrounded with plenty of

jungle. There are some Wakhanis living in the hills near this place,

who are the only people of that race in the confines of Yarkand.

Travellers with the caravans, when they arrive here, go to these

Wakhanis, and procure from them sheep, butter, milk, curds, grain,

&c., and for this purpose they sometimes remain there one or two

days.

From this place the road proceeds to the mountain called Topah

dawan ^ or Mountain of Earth, which consists merely

of dirt. Travellers passing over it keep carefully to the beaten road,

for the dirt moves about like a stream of water. Starting from hence

and travelling till night, the traveller reaches Kokiar

which is the first inhabited place of Yarkand. A Chinese customs

officer and guard are stationed here. It has long been the practice at

this place that the Chinese porters carry all the packages and miscel-

laneous articles of the merchants to the custom-house as soon as they

arrive, and there secure them. On the next day a small piece of

paper, with writing upon it, is stuck upon the outside of the closed

bags or packages, near the opening, instead of a seal. An account is

then drawn out in the name of the traveller, and a catalogue is made

of all the miscellaneous articles; the goods are then given over to the

owners. On the second day two horsemen are sent on with the

caravan to Yarkand, and in three days they arrive at the city, when

the goods are deposited in the custom-house, according to the account

sent with them. Here, according to old established custom, they levy

at the rate, of 40 per cent, from traders of Hindustan and Kashmir,

and at the rate of 30 per cent, from those of Bokhara, Andajan, Ba-

dakshan, and other places. Jew'els and precious stones were formerly

allowed to pass without notice, but for some years past, in consequence

of the disturbances in Kokan, these are delivered up to the customs

officers of the Chinese Emperor. They convey them on to the city,

according to established practice, and deliver them over to the hakim,

and he afterwards restores them, packed up, to the owners.

Rules of tiie Government of the Emperor of China.

The Emperor of China appoints the governor of the city, who is a

Chinese, and is called Amban. Troops are placed under his command,
who are supported by monthly pay, and whom he employs in the

affairs of government, and in watching the treasury and gates of the

city. The customs, tribute, and the grain of the Khaniyah or state
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land?, arc committed to liis charge. The government grain is brought
into the granaries every year by the labourers of the hakim

; and the
different kinds of grain are then changed for wheat, which is the only
grain stored in the public granaries. Whenever the grain is damaged
or injured, it is immediately sold in the markets at a low price, and
good sound wheat bought in its stead

;
whatever loss is sustained in

the transaction is borne by the government.

The government also appoints a Mussulman governor or magis-

trate, called Hakim, distinct from the Ambdn. The administration of

justice in the city, the collection of the customs, tribute, and govern-

ment grain, and the keeping of the registers, or accounts of the city,

are the duties of the Amban. There is no interference of any kind

with the religion of the Mahomedans. The Kazi of the city holds a
very high station, and his orders are treated with the greatest respect.

The Ulamas, or learned Mahomedans, arc treated with much honour

and regard. Whenever a dispute arises between a Mahomedan and a

Chinese, it is settled according to the Mahomedan law. The Chinese

also are sent to the Hakim, and he, with common consent, settles

their disputes by Mahomedan law. The law is very rigidly adminis-

tered, even to the nobles; so much so, that if a prince were to kill a

poor man, the murderer would on no account be exempted from the

punishment of death. Criminals are seldom imprisoned, but the

punishment usually inflicted is of the following kind. A collar of

wood, about a guz square, divided into two halves, made to open and

shut, and having a hole through the centre, of the size of a man’s

neck, is fastened round the neck of the criminal ; and he is compelled

to wear it for two, three, or six months, according to the nature of his

crime. Those sentenced to this punishment are frequently stationed

in the bazars, so that they may serve as a warning to others. At

different parts of the bazars there are holes dug, for the purpose of

enabling the persons wearing the collars to sit down and rest. When
they feel tired or sleepy, they get into these holes, and rest the collar

on the surface of the ground; and in this position they rest and sleep.

In other places in the bazars seats are built up, and men may daily be

seen sitting in them. Quarrels are of frequent occurrence in the

bazars, but no notice is taken of abusive language; if, however, blows

are given, either with the hand or weapons, the person who struck

the first blow is seized, and, under the orders of the Hakim, he is sub-

jected to the punishment of the collar; because all men are considered

equal before the Hakim, and the right of inflicting blows or imprison-

ment belongs to him alone. Corporal punishment is inflicted with a

stout stick, about a palm in width, shaved flat, and having a handle

2 C 2
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at one end. The criminal is thrown down upon his belly, and two

men hold him firmly by his head and feet : a prescribed number of

blows, according to the nature of the offence, is then inflicted. Women
and armed men are not allowed to leave their native country. There

are two tribes or classes of people in China, the Kara Khatais (black

Chinese), and the Manchus. The emperor is of the Manchu race;

consequently, whenever a Manchu is sentenced to corporal punishment

in any city of China, a carpet is spread upon the ground, on which he is

thrown down and beaten. The Kara Khatais are beaten in the ordi-

nary manner. On the first three days of each month the troops are

exercised, and the pay is then distributed. A fourth part of each

man’s pay is deducted, and retained by the Amban as a deposit:

whenever the soldier is removed, or goes away, the Amban renders an

account of it, and pays it over. The troops are not allowed to retain

their muskets and swords except on drill days. The officers and

soldiers, whether abroad or at home, do not cook their own food: in

towns there are markets where it is bought; and in camps a bazar is

established for every thousand men.

At the beginning of every month the Amban, the Hakim, the

nobles, and all the officers in the pay of the government, go early in

the morning to the temple, and prostrate themselves. On the walls,

in the interior of the temple, there is a large painting, representing

the council of the King, with his ministers and nobles, to which they

bow down. The Hakim also goes occasionally to pay his respects to

the Amban, especially when any important affair happens in the city.

The shopkeepers, artisans, and cotton-weavers of the city, as also

weavers in the country, are exempt from tax and tribute; aud from

the shops and lands of the city nothing is regularly levied. The

artisans, however, are compelled to work at stated periods for the

government; but instead of exacting this daily labour, the value of it

is settled, and collected from them. A poll-tax, called Alban,

amounting to ten or fifteen rupees, is collected from the ryots, except-

ing religious and learned men, for defraying the expences of the

officers employed in the ortang 1

,
or post-office, and the charges of its

transit.

f The cultivated lands in the villages are of two kinds; one called

khaniyali lands, of which half of the produce is regularly taken by

the government. Whenever the Hakim bestows any of these lands

in jaghir to learned or religious men, no tribute is taken. From those

1 “ Ortang”—a custom-house, or station where tolls are levied. It would

seem from the text that the officers of these stations are charged with the trans-

mission of the post.
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who hold the zar kharid, or purchased lands, 1 0 per cent, is regularly
collected. 1 he collection of the land revenue is under the exclusive
control of the Hakim; and the Amban has no right of interference,

cither in collecting or remitting.

Coins.

The coins of China are square, and arc made of copper or brass;

and have a square hole made through the centre. They are struck in

the chief cities. On one side there is a legend, in the Chinese lan-

guage and character, and, on the other, the name of the city where the

coin is struck; as, for instance, that of Pechin2

,
which is the name of

the capital, and seat of government of the Emperor. In Pechin they
are made of brass, and are current throughout the empire. In other

cities they are made of copper. The fulus, or small coins, are called

pal; fifty of them make a tanga, which is about equal to a rupee. In

trading transactions, the money is paid in tangas, which are strung

upon a cord about three spans long. If twenty tangas are to be paid,

two strings are given; if a hundred, five; and so on, the traders confi-

dently receiving the strings without troubling themselves to count the

coins. There are no gold or silver coins in the country; but pure

silver is made up into lumps of the weight of fifty pals, called yambo,

some of which have marks and letters stamped upon them. The
halves and quarters of the yambo, and even so low as the proportion

of a single pal, are made, and pass current in trade. Pieces of silver

also, not forming parts of a yambo, pass current simply by weight.

In the city of Kokan gold, silver, and copper coins are struck: one

gold coin is equal to twenty-two tangas of silver; and the silver tanga

to forty small fulus made of copper. These coins are all generally

current.

1 This is the Tatar pronunciation of Pekin. In the northern parts of China

the k is generally softened into ch.—Morrison’s Dictionary.
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Art. IX.

—

Replies to Queries in relation to China, Proposed

bp Sir G. T. Staunton, Bart., M.P., in the year 1846.

By Dr. C. Gutzlaff.

\Read January 16 th, 1847.]

1. What are the geographical features and geological characters of

your district
1

?

The ports with which I am most acquainted are, Hong-Kong,

Chusan, and Ningpo.

Hong-Kong and the adjacent district of Singan consists of red

earth mixed up with gravel and disintegrated granite, interspersed

with large masses of granite. The fertile parts are formed by

deposits of alluvial soil in the valleys, of which there are many

on the shore opposite Hong-Kong, between ridges of mountains

stretching along the whole coast.—Chusan has a loamy soil, the hills

being covered nearly to the top with black earth, and is with very

few exceptions productive. Sandstone is found in the north-western

parts of the island, but not in any large quantity. The writer has

never seen any volcanic remains, as some English residents on the

spot are said to have found, thereby suggesting the idea that this

group is a continuation of the Japan Islands.—The soil around

Ningpo is still more fertile than that of Chusan, the environs forming

a very extensive valley, with mountains at a considerable distance.

The whole is well watered, both by nature and art, and it presents

the most delightful views, and one aspect of teeming fertility.

2. What are its chief productions and manufactures'?

Hong-Kong docs not produce sufficient rice for tho consumption

of its original inhabitants, nor vegetables in any quantity. Thero

arc, however, considerable fisheries; no less than two hundred

large smacks belong to Chekchu, Shihpaewan, and the fishing sta-

tions on tho promontories, with largo nets which catch more than

is required for tho consumption, affording a considerable surplus for

exportation. Tho granito brought from the quarries, much of

which is exported to Canton, maintains a great number of people;

many thousands of pcculs are also carried monthly to other ports.

—

Chusan produces no articles for British consumption, but it grows
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a green tea for the homo market, which is annually sent to Loochoo to

the amouut of about 30,000 dollars. It has very extensive fisheries

in the neighbouring waters, which are resorted to by the celebrated

mandarin fish, a highly prized delicacy, which is exported in ice to

all parts of China, and constitutes an essential and important branch

of trade. There is moreover much salt made on the coast, and though

the country does not produce sufficient rico for its own consumption,

it exports swoet potatoes to a very largo amount.—Ningpo produces

no more food than is required for home consumption; hut it exports

cotton, indigo, a variety of drugs, and a peculiar kind of tea, highly

prized by tho Chinese; a very expensive article, but not adapted for

the British market. The chief native manufacture is furniture, which
is unequalled in China, and is carried to very distant parts.

3. Are any of them likely to suit the British market?

I do not think that Hong-Kong would ever furnish any thing

for this purpose.—Chusan, with due attention, and a sufficient capital,

could no doubt supply us with raw silk and tea. The finest of

its teas, when tried by a practised English taster, was pronounced

equal to the best gunpowder, but ill prepared to stand a voyage.

—Ningpo has at present nothing of importance to offer, and could

supply England with silks and teas, as a port of transit only; but

in this it has too powerful a rival in tho neighbouring Shanghae. One
point, however, which has been frequently overlooked, we ought

to mention here. Ningpo is the residence of capitalists, who have

very large transactions in bullion, extending from Canton to the fron-

tiers of Siberia; a connexion with these money transactions would be

advantageous.

4. What articles of European produce and manufacture are in demand

amongst the natives?

At Hong-Kong the number is very great, embracing nearly

the whole catalogue of our manufactures, though less for immediate

consumption than for traffic ou the adjacent main. A considerable

trade has thus arisen, which is carried on quietly, and almost imper-

ceptibly to the European eye. To come to the exact amount is a

matter of impossibility. The far greater consumption is that of

calicoes, extensively wrnrn by rich and poor, during the greater part

of the year.

The same article is likewise much in demand in Chusan, but it is

there more used to make wadded jackets, for the winter, than for
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summer dresses. On the adjacent continent this is still more the

case, and the consumption is enormous. The woollens have there to

contend with the Russian manufacture, a thick, though not very

durable article, but much used on account of its cheapness. Our

chintzes likewise find purchasers, because they are much cheaper

and keep the colour better, than those made in the country, in imita-

tion of the Japanese. A good many camlets, too, have found their

way from hence to Japan, by means of the Chapoo junks. Watches

and clocks of very inferior kind, have met with numerous purchasers.

These do not pass the Custom-house, and no regular account is kept

of them; the writer, however, knows from personal observation, that

there is annually a considerable sale.

5. Is opium consumed by the natives; by what classes; and in what

proportion to the entire population?

The consumption of opium at Hong-Kon£, judging from the

revenue it produces, is very considerable. The man who can pay

1560 dollars per month for farming the duties, must have a sale

of at least twenty times the amount, to cover his payments. The

floating aud shore population of the whole island does not amount to

20,000; and if we assume that one half of the quantity imported is

carried to the continent, (the largest amount that we can set down, for

most places are supplied from Karasingmoon, on account of the greater

cheapness,) there still remains a very large consumption at this place.

It is smoked principally by dissolute adventurers and prostitutes

and their companions, and also by quarrymen, sailors, and shop-

keepers.

The consumption on the whole island of Chusan is not one-fifth of

that of Hong-Kong, though the country has about 260,000 inhabitants.

In the villages, I have seldom seen a man smoking it; in the city, it

is consumed as a luxury
;
and though I took the census of the whole

population of Tinghae, I did not observe a single man enervated or

emaciated by its consequences.—In Ningpo it is used on a far

larger scale, so that from three to four opium clippers find constant

employ in supplying this city and the adjacent country. With-

out selling at least forty chests per month at an average, such a

vessel could not continue to pay its expenses. The chief smokers

are soldiers and Mandarins : it is as dram-drinking with us, and

no man can claim the honour of being a military character, without

inhaling the fume. Next to them come tho sailors, with whom opium

is the highest of their pleasures. Lastly, come the richer classes, who
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use it as a luxury. Its use is by no means so general as in Fokeen;

though thero are numbers of miserable objects who have ruined their

health by it for ever. If wo may make a rough estimate, perhaps

five per cent, of the whole Niugpo male population participate in this

vice; the peasantry, the largest and most numerous class of the people,

seldom, if ever, use it.

6. What effect has this habit upon their moral and intellectual cha-

racter, as well as on their bodily health!

One general observation will hold good, and may be proved

by numerous instances, that the larger the consumption of opium,

the more frequent is crime of every description
;

aud the more

extensive the trade in it, the greater is the moral misery which

spreads over the country. The writer has instituted the most exten-

sive inquiries on the subject, and has found in addition to the above

remark, that squalidness and haggard wretchedness increase with

its use. Those who smoke excessively have their bodies covered with

sores, aud at last bordering on the grave, they walk about looking

like gaunt skeletons. But we must not ascribe all the moral evil to

the inhaling of the drug
;
the smokers are gregarious, and they conta-

minate each other; gambling is carried on in their assemblies; and the

brothel is an accompaniment of their revels.

7. What is the moral, intellectual, and physical character of the

natives of your district, as compared with other parts of China?

Hong-Kong had originally a very small native population, ex-

tremely poor, and living by quarrying, agriculture, fishing, and occa-

sionally by piracy. Our arrival naturally collected a great many
adventurers, vagabonds, prostitutes, and gamblers

;
and in fact, the

scum of the adjacent islands and districts. The latter have a very

vicious population, remarkable for their thieving and piratical pro-

pensities, and are desperate on account of their destitution, the terri-

tory yielding in many places but very little for their subsistence.

This may account for the frequency of crime in the colony. To

hinder the influx of the surplus population of the continent is impos-

sible, and it will always be a very difficult task to suppress the innate

desire of mischief which characterises the islanders.

Chusan has an entire agricultural population attached to the soil,

possessing a sufficiency, and having so much to do, that all hands are

fully employed. The whole population consists of quiet and orderly

people, and vagabonds have little chance of succeeding in their
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iniquity, because they are hunted down everywhere. The following

fact is an instance of this. Some very bad characters, being some of

the outlaws whom the Chinese government had employed to kidnap

our soldiers, had infested several parts of the shore
;
they were warned

oil', and although they treated the threats of the populace with scorn,

as they could find no hiding-place they were compelled to decamp: a

few months afterwards they reappeared, and forthwith began their

depredations. On a sudden the popular indignation arose, these ruf-

fians were put on board a boat, stones were tied round their necks, and

they were all thrown into the sea and drowned
;
the persons who did

this could never afterwards be found out. The writer was police

magistrate on the island for a considerable time, and the wholo amount

of crime after order was introduced into the chaos, was, on an average,

about two or three cases per month, amongst a population of 260,000,

and these for pilfering or petty fraud.

The population of Ningpo bears an equally good character: at the

worst period of our occupation, crime did not bear any proportion to

what was the case at Hong-Kong, though the jurisdiction extended

also over the towns of Funghwa, Szeke, and Yuyaou, in addition to

Ningpo. I had at that time the management of all the judicial proceed-

ings, and I can bear testimony that not one-third of the criminal cases

which now occur at Hong-Kong took place in the former district, with

a proportionate population of nearly seventy to one. The explanation

of this extraordinary phenomenon must be sought in the higher moral

qualities, the steady mode of life, and the superiority of that race of

people all together. The intellectual character here in Kwangtung

province appears to be superior to that of Chekeang. The number of

people that can read and write is much more considerable than there

or in Iveangsoo. But in physical and moral character, the people to

the north are far superior to those of the south.

8. Are robberies and thefts frequent?

At Hong-Kong very much so, notwithstanding the large police

force : few places in the world show a more fearful criminal calendar.

In Cliusau robberies are unknown, but suicides frequent, especially

among women. Daring robberies in broad day-light are at Ningpo

a common occurrence, and frequently in defiance of the whole Man-

darin force.

9. Arc murders and piracy frequent?

At Hong-Kong, considering the small population, murder may

bo said to bo not rare. At Chusan, no caso as far as 1 remomber
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occurred, except tho ono cited above. Iu Ningpo it is seldom heard

of; piracy is frequent in tliese waters, as well as throughout tho

whole Chusan group, and in fact all along tho Chinese coast. There

never was a time, when the seas from tho island of Hainan to Clnhle

were more insecure. To cite recent instances of piracy would be to

write a book.

10. Is infanticide prevalent?

Chiefly in Fokeen, on account of the large emigration of the

male population. Tho great disproportion between the sexes in

Chusan, and the occurrences that have come to the notice of the

writer when at that island, as well as at Ningpo, leave in his mind
no doubt of its frequency, though no data can be given, on account

of the secresy with which such deeds of darkness arc perpetrated. In

llong-Koug there are too few mothers to furnish a criterion.

11. Is tho population generally, favourable to Europeans, and to

European Commerce?

The people of Ningpo and Chusan arc decidedly so. The Canton

district forms an exception to all other parts, in hostile feelings

towards foreigners.

12. Is the trade carried on by barter, or is credit frequently given:

—

and if so, to what extent; and what is the result?

Opium is generally paid for in ready money, though very re-

cently a great deal of trade has been carried on by barter even in

this commodity at Shanghae. But the system of exchanging goods

for goods becomes more and more general everywhere, on account

of the scarcity of bullion. Credit is given to a very small amount.

Since the large failures at Shanghae, which took place last year, I

believe no reliance whatever can be placed upon the common Chinese

trader.

13. Is there any social intercourse between foreigners and natives?

To a very limited extent, for the races are too much estranged from

each other by habits, language, and religion, to delight in each other’s

society. Several missionaries, however, at Amoy and Ningpo, have

very much ingratiated themselves with the Chinese, and have met with

much kindness in return.
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14. Are foreigners confined within certain limits hy the established

regulations : and if so, do they practically submit to those regu-

lations, or do they occasionally penetrate into the Interior, and

what is the consequence, when they do so?

Yes, they are, to the great injury and confinement of the trade.

As most foreigners are, however, men deeply immerged in business

they trouble themselves little about the country. Many instances

occur of foreigners penetrating far into the country, not only Catholic

missionaries, but also scientific men and merchants. This is done

however very quietly, and in a Chinese costume. When discovered,

our consuls have fined the transgressors, or the Chinese Government

has sent them back to Canton, as was the case a fortnight ago with

two French priests who had entered Mongolia. Most attempts, how-

ever, succeed, and no further notice is taken of them.

15. Are the natives, generally speaking, obedient to the government,

or are insurrections frequent?

The weakness of the Mandarins has been shown so glaringly

during the war, that many insurrections have taken place in almost

every province. Respect to their rulers is entirely lost, and with it

obedience; and this state of things is rendered worse by the want of

physical strength in the government, which has dwindled down to

almost nothing.

16. How are the people affected to the reigning Tartar dynasty?

The great bulk of the natives in the southern provinces scarcely

ever inquire who are the rulers. The principal opposition is found

amongst literati, philosophers, and bigoted Chinese, who can never

forget that they are subject to Barbarians. Their influence, however*

is not strong enough to excite the public opinion against the Mauchoos.

17. How are the laws administered in case of differences between

foreigners? between foreigners and natives?—and in cases in

which natives only arc concerned?

In the first case by our consuls, according to certain rules. In

all indifferent cases the consuls also settle disputes between foreigners

and natives. Appeals against the latter to their Mandarins, by

foreigners, are seldom listened to, and if attended to, redress cannot be

easily procured. The will of the Mandarin, clothed in the language

of the law, is mostly throughout China the basis of jurisdiction. I

Hong-Kong, in every case, even of lifo and death, the law is solely

administered by British officers.
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18. Is the law, in general, purely administered in the native tribunals,

or does corruption prevail, and to what extent?

The law is in reality a mere crochet, but justice exists in

China theoretically as perfectly as anywhere in the world; the

execution, however, is guided by self-interest, and corruption is so

general that it scarcely produces a remark. The highest degree of

skill in a lawyer is how to circumvent, the sole object of the legal

officer how to realize most money; exceptions from this general rule

are indeed very rare.

19. How arc causes conducted in Chinese Courts—have they any

persons employed as counsel, attorneys, for the plaintiffs and

defendants?

The relations or friends of a criminal have full liberty, either

themselves in person to present memorials through the clerks of

the office, or to employ attorneys, and speakers, a particular set of

pleading barristers, to contradict the accusations as much as they

choose. All evidence they may bring forward is also listened to

;

when, however, the actual trial takes place, the prisoner is solely at the

mercy of the Mandarin, who pronounces his sentence unshackled by

any guide but his own will, and clothes it in legal language, citing

chapter and verse of the code. Appeal to a higher court is perfectly

legal, though every step taken involves heavy expenses, and the

meanest individual may carry his case to the Court of Requests at

Peking. The proceedings in the Court itself are very summary; the

accused appears, a few questions are put to him, and he is instantly

sentenced, without much reference to his answers. If he has committed

a capital crime, the authority for executing a certain number of men is

before-hand obtained; whatever has been written or stated for and

against the culprit is read; one or two inquiries are made in the

presence of the highest authority of the province, aud the prisoner is

forthwith sent to execution. In an hour afterwards the headsman

appears, reporting that his work is done. If any one subsequently can

prove that the supposed malefactor was innocent, he may do so, and

the sentence in that case is revised. The jurisprudence of China will

be explained by a recent instance. Some men had been taken up at

the mouth of the Yangtsze as pirates; they were very miserable

wretches, and the suspicion against them was strong and well founded.

Evidence, however, being wanted, their shin bones were beaten

until they were broken, to prevent their running away. Their wrists

were loaded with heavy chains, which destroyed their flesh to the
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very hones, the maggots got into the wounds, mortification eusued, and

they died in consequence. The object was thus obtained without a

legal prosecution, but the relations of the culprits had full liberty to

prove and establish subsequently their innocence. Many criminals,

who cannot be condemned according to thel etter of the law, die thus

chained to a plank, in prison, in the utmost misery, to remove at once

all legal difficulties.

20. Are there any very large proprietors of estates, or is the land very

equally divided?

At Hong-Kong there was a nominal proprietor of the greater

part of the soil, who had received some grant of it, when still in an

uncultivated state, but who exercised no kind of ownership over

it, except the privilege of raising the land-tax for government, and

receiving some surplus on account of his being security to the

Mandarins for the payment of the same. The land itself there is

divided amongst a number of small proprietors, the majority of whom
do not possess much above an English acre, on which however a

family can well subsist. Iu Chusan it is quite different
;
there are

in the city, and in every large village, some great proprietors to

whom the jnlajor part of the laud pertains; the richest amongst the

number, in the most prosperous years, had an income of nearly

20,000 dollars, the generality not more than 12,000, with a large

number of retainers to maintain. The same observation is applicable

to the environs of Ningpo, where many rich proprietors reside. Land

is considered the best and safest property for investing money, return-

ing at an average five per cent. The principle which I found pre-

vailing in every place I visited is, that the farmer should pay one-half

of the net produce of the soil to the owner. For this purpose, the

grain was thrashed on the very spot where it had grown, and put into

two scales, so that there could not be the least doubt as to equality of

shares, and carried away immediately by the proprietor and the farmer.

The farmer pays, however, the duties to government, which amount

in regular fees to one shilling per Chinese acre, (of which about 6$

constitute one English).

21. Arc there any ancient families recognised and respected in the

district?

In IIong-Kong I could not discover any such family; but in

Chusan, as well as in other districts, the respect shown towards

them is carried to a great extent, and the very name is sufficient
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to inspire veneration. These families from their position, have often

a far greater influence upon the population than the Mandarins;

wealth, however, or literary fame, are likewise requisite to continue

their claim to respectability. They keep up their celebrity by genea-

logies, and a pedigree written in gold letters on black. These often

ascend to very high antiquity, to ages far more remote than the most

ancient nobility of Europe can boast. Government, however, does

not acknowledge any such pretension, and merely recognises the titles

bestowed by itself as claiming esteem. *

22. Is there any special provision for the destitute poor, or if not, how

are they relieved and supported?

There arc poorliouses on a very limited scale in all cities; the

difficulty however is, how the pauper is to share in the charity,

as a right to it can only be obtained by the payment of a consi-

derable sum, and strong interest. But the general poor law every-

where acknowledged, may be expressed in these terms:—if you

cannot live, die, aud we will bury your body. By this heartless or

rather fiendish principle, the country is always relieved from men-

dicants through starvation, as not one-hundredth part of them can

obtain access to the institutions for their relief. The vicious part of

society is removed from this world, by the same process, so soon as

the votaries of pleasure are penniless or destitute. The number of

human beings thus dying from want in times of general plenty is very

great, amounting to myriads every year, and in large cities a place is

allotted to them, whither they may go, lay down their heads, and die

of hunger. The provisions for the blind are made with great care,

and a due consideration of their wants, evincing much national interest

it these unfortunate beings.

23. Is mendicancy very prevalent?

It is in most places to a very large extent, and in order to

carry on begging on a systematic plan, the indigent form them-

selves into societies with a head man, who guides their motions, and

enforces their demands. Beggars make regular tours through the

country, claiming as their right one cash on application. Begging is

considered as good a profession as that of a mendicant friar, and is

carried on everywhere throughout the whole of China. Every one

however who wishes to practise, must first be received into the fra-

ternity, otherwise he would soon be compelled to abandon his voca-

tion. The fraternity itself has its fees, regulations, and overseers, and

is on the whole organised with great skill.
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24. What is the condition of the people as to education :—can any

considerable portion of them read and write?

The colonists at Hong-Kong, and the inhabitants of all the

environs, have in every corner and hamlet a school, and there are

very few males who cannot, more or less perfectly, read. Inves-

tigations have been expressly instituted in several villages, and

have always gone to prove, that an utter ignorance of the written

character cannot be attributed to many individuals. The whole

system of education however, from the highest to the lowest, is

confined to reading and writing, as the summit of human acquire-

ments.

In Cliusan and Ningpo the case is very different. Readers are

there fewer in number, scholars still less frequent. Even the

graduates do not come up to the proficiency hf a first-rate boy in a

Kwangtung school. The cause must be sought in the smaller number

of schools and in the incapacity of the instructors.

25. Is the population supposed to be on the increase, or the con-

trary 1

At Victoria decidedly on the increase on account of immigra-

tions, but not by births, which are very rare, because few married

women live ou the island. I may say, that the average of births

in Chusan, was not uuder twenty per cent. In Ningpo, I could

make no observations to settle this point. The most intelligent

Chinese with whom I have conversed upon the subject, and amongst

them statesmen of some renown, asserted that the population increased

rapidly, without the least check, and this they proved from the

increase of cultivation, which advances every year, and from the

immense extension of the people in every direction. To this opinion

I fully subscribe, and a decisive proof is, that districts where thirty

years ago not a human being was found, are now full of villages

and hamlets. When making the census of Tinghae, only one unmar-

ried female of mature age was found amongst 30,000 inhabitants, and

she was an English lady. Nor did I discover a single bachelor

except men in the utmost distress
;
nor amongst 100 families more

than one without children; the average of the whole, however, gave

only five individuals to each. In my humble opinion, the Chinese

nation possesses an innate power of increasing and multiplying such

as no other people has. If at this moment a colony of 10,000 healthy

males and females were sent to California, as colonists, they would in

eighty years cover the whole peninsula. V hcrever Chinese men and
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women have settled, they have increased beyond all calculation, and
Mongolia, Manchuria, and Tibet swarm, at the present moment, with
the Celestial race.

26. Is the district supposed to be, generally, increasing in wealth and
prosperity, or the contrary?

Hong-Kong decidedly is, though by no means at a rapid rate,

and this dilatory progress may be ascribed to the frequent changes
in colonial commerce and the absence of native trade. Chusan was
during our rule in the most flourishing condition

;
it is, however, much

to be apprehended, that there will be now a retrograde movement.
Ningpo is to all appearance stationary.

27. What is the prevalent religion or superstition in the district?

In Hong-Kong only few temples exist, and these are dedi-

cated to some idol of Buddhism
; there is only one priest ordinarily

residing there, and he is a mendicant friar. In Chusan Buddhism
likewise prevails, and each valley has its temple; but religion is

at a very low ebb, and still more so at present than ever before.

Much reliance was placed at the commencement of the war upon the

idols. None, however, appearing to the assistance of the Chinese

army, and their shrines being desecrated without the gods taking

vengeance for their wounded dignity, the popular belief in idolatry

has been turned into scepticism. A great many householders at

Tinghae have of their own accord entirely discarded the images

from their dwellings. Ningpo has large establishments for the

Taouists, a mosque, and numerous Buddhist temples; but there also

superstition is on the wane. The celebrated establishment of the

Buddhists at Pooto is verging to ruin.

28.

What are their favourite games and amusements?

Games of chance of every description, amongst which the dice

figures most, form an absorbing amusement for old and young. As
a general observation we may state, that no Chinaman can live

without gambling. The most moral man abstains until the new

year, and then gives way to the passion, which has all been sup-

pressed since the last new year. Playing cards principally for plea-

sure, draughts, and more rarely chess, is common among all classes;

the females, however, do not appear to participate in these amuse-

ments. Amongst other favourite pastimes, is the flying of kites in

autumn, in which even old men delight. Theatrical exhibitions may
vol. xii. 2 D
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be met with in every city of the land. As access to them is free,

people of all descriptions crowd to them, especially in the evening.

In Ningpo the plays are represented with considerable splendour.

Feasting, with a variety of noisy entertainments, frequently takes

place. For more refined enjoyments the Chinese possess neither facul-

ties nor organs.

29. Are there any ancient monuments, or antiquities of any kind to

be met with ?

Hong-Kong has none. In Chusan there is a temple, with im-

mense statues of Buddha, and also a representation in bas-relief

to give an idea of the deluge, which is very striking. There is,

moreover, a stone pencil and gigantic inkstone, resembling a pond.

The granite dykes on the north side of the island, resembling raised

walls, are speaking monuments of Chinese persevering industry. In

Ningpo, the pagoda erected in the time of Charlemagne, when the

former was already a large and flourishing city, is well worthy of

attention. Amongst the temples, the one dedicated to the god of

fire is of ancient date. Besides walls and pagodas we find scarcely

any monument, because buildings are here erected of too perishable

materials, and every trace of them, after their dilapidation, instantly

disappears. No greater proof of this can be found than in the envi-

rons of Nanking, where in times of yore throughout the park, stately

palaces were erected, and the only remains now are a few mutilated

granite statues, standing at the graves of departed princes.

30. In what language are commercial transactions with foreigners

generally carried on ;—in pure Chinese; in pure English; or, as

in Canton, in a jargon partaking of both ?

In the south invariably in an Anglo-Chinese jargon. In Chusan

the natives acquired English, and speak it much better than the

Canton men. 1 am not aware that any commercial house carries on

business in the Chinese language.

31. Have the Christian Missionaries, Roman Catholic, or Protestant

met with any success in your district, and are the works which
they have printed and endeavoured to circulate, in any esteem

amongst the natives?

l'he Roman Catholic missionaries state, that at no previous

period were so many converts made as at present. Protestantism

is gaining ground in all the ports open to our trade. In Chusan
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there were two Catholic churches, and two Protestant meeting-

houses. In Ningpo, the former arc now building a church; the

latter have printing establishments and dispensaries, as well as a

chapel. In Hong-Kong there are chapels and meeting-houses of

both persuasions, and a number of converts belonging to the latter.

These have likewise a hospital. There are also some of each at

Canton. A good number of Protestant Christian Chinese have, of

their own accord, commenced propagating the Gospel in the interior,

and been successful in establishing churches. But all these operations

together, when the object to be accomplished is considered, are as a

drop in the ocean. Latterly a few books have been sold, a bookseller

has also promised to publish the Chinese New Testament on his own

account,—the books gratuitously distributed always find readers
;
but

no longing after Christian and western literature has yet been evinced

on a large scale.

32. Do they meet with any obstruction from the government, and do

the priests of the prevailing superstitions evince any jealousy

respecting them?

Since the peace no instance has come to my notice, nor do I

remember a single priest who stood forward in defence of his religion.

An English missionary told me, that some time ago at Canton, a

Bonze with some low fellows endeavoured to burn the house, in

which he was living, over his head.

33. Has the increased intercourse with foreigners since the peace

made any perceptible alterations in the habits or usages of the

people, or has it led to the adoption of any of the improvements

and inventions of modern science; and, in general, has it con-

duced to more liberal views respecting the conduct and character

of foreign nations, amongst the natives, either in the higher or

lower classes 1

In Canton the hatred has become more inveterate; in the

other ports there is the best understanding between both parties

;

but nowhere, I believe, have any improvements been adopted from

foreigners. It is true, that the government have built ships ac-

cording to our models, but they are but junks in reality; and their

management is very imperfect. Our cannons, shells, kc., have also

been imitated, so as to look like our own, but they are of the same

porous and useless substance as in the olden times. Science has

gained nothing, though there is a very powerful party who are its
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advocates, whilst the mass of the ruled and rulers show apathy,

and would oppose every attempt to introduce improvements. Never-

theless, it cannot be doubted, that the views of all classes have

become more liberal, and the human mind is gradually disenthralled

from antinational prejudice ;
but not yet sufficiently to produce

practical results.
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Art. X. — On the Inscriptions of Assyria and Babylonia.

By Major II. C. Hawlinson

PRELIMINARY NOTICE.

When I drew up the following Notes upon the Inscriptions of Baby-

lonia and Assyria, and read them at the Royal Asiatic Society’s

Meetings of January 19th, and February 16th, I had no intention of

publishing them in their present form. I merely wished, as much

interest had been excited by the exhibition of the Nineveh marbles,

to satisfy public curiosity, by presenting at once, and in a popular

shape, a general view of the results at which I had arrived in my
labours on the Inscriptions; and I judged that this object would be

more conveniently attained by oral communication than by publi-

cation in the pages of a Scientific Journal. At the same time, of

course, I proposed to follow up the oral communication, by publishing

with the least practicable delay, a full exposition of the machinery

which I had employed both for deciphering and rendering intelligible

the Inscriptions, and during the interval which would thus elapse

between announcement and proof, I trusted that, if inquiry were not

altogether suspended, philologers and paleographers would, at any

rate, refrain from pronouncing upon the validity of my system of

interpretation.

It has since, however, been suggested to me, that much incon-

venience may arise from this partition of the subject. Weeks, per-

haps months, will be required to carry through the press the Memoir

in its complete state, and with all its typographical illustrations; and

if, accordingly, upon the date of the appearance of the Memoir in print

were made to depend the originality of the matter contained in it, my
claim to a priority of, or even to independent, discovery might be very

seriously endangered
;
for many inquirers are known to be already in

the field, and the clue afforded to the rectification of phonetic values

by the numerous readings which I have given in my Lectures of

proper names, both historical and geographical, might thus lead to

2 EVOL. XII.
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the announcement in other quarters of the same results, in antici-

pation of the publication of my own translations. Without wishing

then to impute any spirit of unfairness to the parties with whom I am

competing, with every disposition indeed to unite cordially with them

in disentangling the very intricate questions upon which we are

engaged, I now think it advisable, for the due authentication of my
own researches, to place on record the various discoveries, philo-

logical, historical, and geographical, in connection with the Inscriptions

of Assyria and Babylonia, which I announced to the Royal Asiatic

Society upon January 19th, and February 16th of the present year;

and I venture accordingly, notwithstanding their popular character,

to print the Lectures delivered on those occasions; merely transposing

the arrangement of the materials so as to form a continuous sketch,

and appending, in a series of notes, such illustrations as appear indis-

pensable to a proper intelligence of the subject.

H. C. R,

March 1
,
1850.

Notes on the Inscriptions of Assyria and Babylonia ; read at the

Royal Asiatic Society s Meetings of \dth January and \Qih Fe-

bruary. 1850.

Before undertaking the investigation of the obscure subject of

Assyrian history, I propose to explain briefly the means by which the

Inscriptions of Nineveh and Babylon have been rendered legible, and

to take a cursory view of the nature and structure of the alphabet

employed in them. It will also, I think, be desirable to notice such

characteristics of grammar and of speech, as shall be sufficient to

satisfy philologers, that there are ample grounds for classing the an-

cient vernacular dialects of the Tigris and the Euphrates with that

family of languages that we are accustomed to term Semitic, and which

will perhaps further show, that the connection of the Assyrian and

Babylonian is almost as close with the African, as with the Asiatic

branch of the so-called Semitic family.

1 commence with an explanation of the process of decipherment.

There are found in many parts of Persia, either graven on the native

rock, as at Hamadan, at Van, and Behistun, or sculptured on the
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walls of the ancient palaces, as at Persepolis and Pasargadaj, Cunei-

form Inscriptions which record the glories of the House of Achae-

menes. These Inscriptions are, in almost every instance, trilingual

and triliteral. They are engraved in three different languages, and

each language has its peculiar alphabet
;
the alphabets, indeed, varying

from each other, not merely in the characters being formed by a dif-

ferent assortment of the elemental signs which we are accustomed to

term the arrow-head and wedge, but in their whole phonetic structure

and organization. The object, of course, of engraving the records in

three different languages was to render them generally intelligible.

Precisely, indeed, as at the present day, a Governor of Baghdad, who

wished to publish an edict for general information, would be obliged

to employ three languages, the Persian, Turkish, and Arabic; so in

the time of Cyrus and Darius, when the ethnographical constitution of

the empire was subject to the same general division, was it neces-

sary to address the population in the three different languages from

which have sprung the modern Persian, Turkish, and Arabic, or at

any rate in the three languages which represented at the time those

three great lingual families. To this fashion, then, or necessity of

triple publication, are we indebted for our knowledge of the Assyrian

Inscriptions. I need not describe the steps by which the Persian

Cuneiform Alphabet was first deciphered and the language was sub-

sequently brought to light, for full details have been already pub-

lished in the Society’s Journal; but I may notice as an illustration of

the great success which has attended the efforts of myself and other

students in this preliminary branch of the inquiry, that there are pro-

bably not more than twenty words in the whole range of the Persian

Cuneiform records, upon the meaning, grammatical condition, or

etymology of which, any doubt or difference of opinion can be said at

present to exist.

As the Greek translation, then, on the Rosetta Stone first led the

way to the decipherment of the hieroglyphic writing of Egypt, so

have the Persian texts of the trilingual Cuneiform tablets served as a

stepping-stone to the intelligence of the Assyrian and Babylonian

Inscriptions. The tablets of Behistun, of Nakhsh-i-Rustam, and Per-

sepolis, have in the first place furnished a list of more than eighty

proper names, of which the true pronunciation is fixed by their Persian

orthography, and of which we have also the Babylonian equivalents.

A careful comparison of these duplicate forms of writing the same

name, and a due appreciation of the phonetic distinctions peculiar to

the two languages, have then supplied the means of determining with

more or less of certainty, the value of about one hundred Babylonian

2 E 2
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characters, and a very excellent basis has been thus determined for a

complete arrangement of the Alphabet. The next step has been to

collate Inscriptions, and to ascertain or infer from the variant ortho-

graphies of the same name, (and particularly the same geographical

name) the homophones of each known alphabetical power. In this

stage of the inquiry much caution, or, if I may so call it, “critique”

has been rendered necessary
;

for although two Inscriptions may be

absolutely identical in sense, and even in expression, it does not by

any means follow that wherever one text may differ from the other,

we are justified in supposing that we have found alphabetical variants.

Many sources of variety exist, besides the employment of homophones.

Ideographs or abbreviations may be substituted for words expressed

phonetically
;
sometimes the allocation is altered; sometimes synonyms

are made use of; grammatical suffixes and affixes again may be

employed or suppressed, or modified at option. It requires, in fact, a

most ample field of comparison, a certain familiarity with the lan-

guage, and, above all, much experience in the dialectic changes, and in

the varieties of alphabetical expression, before variant characters can

be determined with any certainty. By mere comparison, however,

repeated in a multitude of instances, so as to reduce almost infinitely

the chance of error, I have added nearly fifty characters to the hundred

which were previously known through the Persian key; and to this

acquaintance with the phonetic value of about one hundred and fifty

signs, is, I believe, limited my present knowledge of the Babylonian

and Assyrian alphabets.

I will now offer a few remarks on the nature and structure of these

alphabets. That the employment of the Cuneiform character origi-

nated in Assyria, while the system of writing to which it was adapted

was borrowed from Egypt, will hardly admit of question. Whether

the Cuneiform letters, in their primitive shapes, were intended like

the hieroglyphs to represent actual objects, and were afterwards

degraded to their present forms; or whether the point of departure

was from the Hieratic, or perhaps the Demotic character, the first

change from a picture to a sign having thus taken place before As-

syria formed her alphabet, I will not undertake to decide
;
but the

whole structure of the Assyrian graphic system evidently betrays an

Egyptian origin. The alphabet is partly ideographic and partly pho-

netic, and the phonetic signs are in some cases syllabic, and in others

literal. Where a sign represents a syllable, I conjecture that the syl-

lable in question may have been the specific name of the object which

the sign was supposed to depict; whilst in cases where a single alpha-

betical power appertains to the sign, it would seem as if that power
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had been the dominant sound in the name of the object. In this way,

at any rate, are we alone, I think, able to account for the anomalous

condition of many of the Assyrian signs, which sometimes represent

phonetically a complete syllabic, and sometimes one only of the sounds

of which the syllable is composed 1
. It cannot certainly be maintained

that the phonetic portion of the alphabet is altogether syllabic, or,

that every phonetic sign represents a complete and uniform arti-

culation. There is, it may be admitted, an extensive syllabarium,

but at the same time many of the characters can only be explained as

single consonants. These characters again may be usually distin-

guished as initial and terminal; that is, the vowel sound which is

their necessary accompaniment, and which must be supplied according

to the requirements of the language, precedes one class of signs and

follows another, but in a few instances the character may be employed

either to open or close an articulation indifferently
;
and the entire

phonetic structure is thus shown to be in so rude and elementary a

state, as to defy the attempt to reduce it to any definite system. A
still more formidable difficulty, one, indeed, of which I can only

remotely conjecture the explanation, is, that certain characters repre-

sent two entirely dissimilar sounds,—sounds so dissimilar, that neither

can they be brought into relation with each other, nor, even supposing

the sign properly to denote a syllable, which syllable on occasion

may be compressed into its dominant sound, will the other power

be found to enter at all into the full and original articulation 2
.

1 There are thus a series of characters which fluctuate between t and b, such

as Y*~YY
,

*—< f'v &c. They represent sometimes the complete syllable,

but more usually one only of the component sounds. They may perhaps be illus-

trated by a comparison with the Sanskrit f%:> which has produced hg in

Greek, and bis in Latin. Many other characters also have double powers ; the

represents indifferently the r and s, and at Behistun the
|

for t, is undis-

tinguishable from the sign which answers to Par.

* I take for an example the character T y. This sign certainly represents

phonetically an aleph, N, but it is also the ideograph for “a son,” and in that

capacity must, I think, be sounded bar. The same sound of bar would seem to

appertain to it in the name of the Euphrates, where as the initial sign it

replaces b, or bar, but as the final letter of the name of Nineveh

(^yy Yy or ^yy |y)
it must be a simple labial ; while in the

names of Nabopolasser, (the father of Nebuchadnezzar) and Sardanapalus, we

must give to the sign in question the pronunciation of pal, that articulation, pro-
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Some of these anomalies belong to the graphic system of Egypt,

but some appear peculiar to Assyria. In many other respects, how-

ever, the identity of the two systems is complete. Non-phonetic

signs are used as determinatives, precisely in the same manner, though

not perhaps to the same extent, as in Egyptian, and the names of the

gods are represented by signs, which appear in some cases to be arbi-

trary monograms, but which are more generally, either the dominant

souud of the name, or its initial phonetic power 1

,
which is used for the

same purpose in the Demotic alphabet of Egypt. There is also to be

remarked the same poverty of the elemental alphabetical sounds; the

same want of distinction between the hard and soft pronunciation of the

consonants; the same mutation of the liquids and other phonetic

powers not strictly homogeneous 2
;
the same extensive employment of

homophones. The whole system, indeed, of homophones is essentially

Egyptian, and could only, I think, have arisen with a nation which

made use of picture writing before it attempted alphabetical expres-

sion.

In some respects the Assyrian alphabet is even more difficult to be

made out than the Egyptian. In the latter, the object depicted can

almost always be recognized, and the Coptic name of the object will

usually give, in its initial sound, the phonetic power of the hieroglyph;

whereas in Assyrian, the machinery by which the power is evolved is

altogether obscure—we neither know the object represented, nor if

we did know it, should we be able to ascertain its Assyrian name

—

bably being considered by the Assyrians and Babylonians to be phonetically iden-

tical with bar.

1 For instance, the ordinary sign for Bel is a simple B, >-
J J ; J

a stands

for Sut; for Husi. In many cases, however, the monograms seem to be

arbitrary, as in £ for Nit; jjr .
or for Nebo; ^ for Hem;

another sign for Del; JTT for Sut, &c., &c. The phonetic rendering

of proper names in Assyrian depends almost entirely on a full understanding of

the Pantheon, and this is unfortunately the most difficult branch perhaps of the

whole Cuneiform inquiry.

8 I refer to the interchange of the l and v, exemplified in such characters as

^yy, gey;!. »* »•*> » eytn cyj+j, <y-m «

CHeIY. Many other signs represent the /, and d> or /, indifferently, such as

^ or vy, JBT or TMT, &c. There is also the greatest possible diffi-

culty in distinguishing between the k, and the d, or t; and the gutturals and sibi-

lants everywhere interchange.
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everything has to be subjected to the “experimentum crucis;” and

although, in working out this tentative process, the reduced number of

the Assyrian signs, the key of eighty proper names, and the unlimited

facilities for comparison, tend essentially to lessen the labour, it may
be doubted if these united aids are equivalent to the single advantage

which Egyptologers enjoy of being able to apply the Coptic voca-

bulary to the elimination of the phonetic powers of the hieroglyphic

signs.

With regard also to the employment of the Cuneiform characters,

it is important to observe, that the Assyrian alphabet, with its many
imperfections, its most inconvenient laxity, and its cumbrous array of

homophones, continued, from the time when it was first organized

upon an Egyptian model, up to the period, probably, of the reign of

Cyrus the Great, to be the one sole type of writing employed by all the

nations of Western Asia, from Syria to the heart of Persia: and, what

is still more remarkable, the Assyrian alphabet was thus adopted

without reference to the language, or even to the class of language, to

which it w-as required to be applied. There is, thus, no doubt but

that the alphabets of Assyria, of Armenia, of Babylonia, of Susiana,

and of Elymais are, so far as essentials are concerned, one and the

same
;
there are peculiarities of form, a limitation of usage, an affec-

tion for certain favourite characters, incidental to each of the loca-

lities; but unquestionably the alphabets are “au fond” identical,

while the language of Armenia certainly, and the languages of Su-

siaua and Elymais probably, are not of the same stock even as the

dialects spoken in Assyria and Babylonia.

Having shown the means by which a knowdedge has been obtained

of the Assyrian alphabet, I now' proceed to consider the language.

The same process which led to the identification of the signs of the

alphabet was afterwards applied to the language; that is, as duplicate

names determined the value of the Assyrian characters, so did dupli-

cate phrases give the meaning of the Babyloniau vocables, and afford

an insight into the grammatical structure of the tongue. The stately

but sterile formula of Royal commemoration, to which are devoted all

the ordinary trilingual tablets of Persia, were certainly anything but

favourable to this reanimation of a lost language; but still they were

not without their use. They furnished a basis of interpretation,

which was afterwards improved and enlarged by a careful dissection

of the Inscription which is found on the tomb of Darius at Nakhsh-i-

Rustam 1

,
and by a minute analysis of the fragments which remain

1 I take this opportunity of mentioning that I am indebted to the late

Mr. Tasker for a very excellent copy of the Nakhsh-i-Rustam Babylonian Inscrip-
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of the great Babylonian translation at Behistun. If the Behistun

Inscription had been recovered in as perfect a state as the less cele-

brated record at Nakhsh-i-Rustam, all the essential difficulties of deci-

pherment would have been at once overcome. There is so much
variety, both of matter and of idiom, in the former document, that a

complete and rigid translation of the Persian text in the Babylonian

character and language would have furnished materials for a gram-

mar and compendious vocabulary. Unfortunately, however, the left

half, or perhaps a larger portion even, of the tablet is entirely de-

stroyed, and we have thus the mere endings of the lines throughout

the entire length of the Inscription; the fragments which in several

of the most interesting passages are alone legible, being not only insuf-

ficient to resolve difficulties, but sometimes actually affording of them-

selves fresh enigmas for solution.

I will frankly confess, indeed, that after having mastered every

Babylonian letter, and every Babylonian word, to which any clue

existed in the trilingual tablets, either by direct evidence or by induc-

tion, I have been tempted, on more occasions than one, in striving to

apply the key thus obtained to the interpretation of the Assyrian

Inscriptions, to abandon the study altogether in utter despair of

arriving at any satisfactory result. It would be affectation to pretend

that, because I can ascertain the general purport of an inscription, or,

because I can read and approximately render a plain historical record

like that upon the Nineveh Obelisk, I am really a complete master of

the ancient Assyrian language. It would be disingenuous to slur over

the broad fact, that the science of Assyrian decipherment is yet in its

infancy. Let it be remembered, that although fifty years have elapsed

since the Rosetta Stone was first discovered, and its value was recog-

nized as a partial key to the hieroglyphs, during which period many of

the most powerful intellects of modern Europe have devoted themselves

to the study of Egyptian; nevertheless, that study, as a distinct branch

of philology, has hardly yet passed through its first preliminary stage of

cultivation. How, then, can it be expected, that in studying Assyrian,

with an alphabet scarcely less difficult, and with a language far more

difficult than the Egyptian,—with no Plutarch to dissect the Pantheon

and supply the names of the gods,—no Manctho or Eratosthenes to

tion, a copy, indeed, so good, that, with the exception of a few letters, I have been

able to make out the entire legend, and have succeeded moreover in referring

every word to its correspondent in the Persian original. Mr. Tasker, far more

adventurous than Westergaard, descended by ropes from the summit of the cliff,

and took his copy of the writing swinging in mid-air. He remained indeed for

several hours in this perilous position during five successive dnys, in order to

secure for his work the utmost available accuracy.
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classify the dynasties and furnish the means of identifying the kings,

—

how can it be supposed, that with all the ditficulties that beset, and none
of the facilities that assist Egyptologers, two or three individuals are to

accomplish in a couple of years, more than all Europe has been able to

effect in half a century? I have thought it necessary to make these

observations, in order to put the Society on its guard against running

away with an idea, that the philological branch of the Assyrian

inquiry has been exhausted; and that nothing now remains but to

read inscriptions and reap the fruits of our knowledge. A commence-
ment has been made; the first outwork has been carried in a hitherto

impregnable position—and that is all. I will now state exactly what
we know of the language.

The Babylonian translations of the Persian text in the trilingual

tablets, including, of course, the long Inscription at Nakhsh-i-Rustam
and the fragments from Behistun 1

,
have furnished a list of about two

hundred Babylonian words, of which we know the sound approxi-

mately, and the meaning certainly. These words are almost all found

either in their full integrity, or subjected to some slight modification,

in Assyrian, and we can usually, by their means, arrive at a pretty

correct notion of the general purport of the phrase in which they

occur. The difficult, and at the same time the essential part of the

study of Assyrian, consists in thus discovering the unknown from the

known, in laying bare the anatomy of the Assyrian sentences, and,

guided by grammatical indications, by a few Babylonian landmarks,

and especially by the context, in tracing out, sometimes through

Semitic analogies, but more frequently through an extensive com-
parison of similar or cognate phrases, the meaning of words which

are otherwise strange to us. It is in this particular branch of the

study, which I have prosecuted with great diligence and with all

available care, that I think I have made good progress, having added

about two hundred meanings certainly, and one hundred more pro-

bably, to the vocabulary already obtained through the Babylonian

translations. I estimate the number of words which occur in the

Babylonian and Assj^rian Inscriptions at about five thousand, and I

do not pretend to be acquainted with more than a tenth part of that

number; but it must be remembered, that the five hundred known

1 Many of the standard expressions at Behistun, such as “ the rebels having

assembled their forces came against me offering battle; I fought with them and

defeated them, See., &c.,” prove to have been adopted almost verbatim from the

Assyrian annais. It was, indeed, the discovery of known passages of this sort in

the Obelisk Inscrintion, that first gave me an insight into the general purport of

the legend.
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words constitute all the most important terms in the language, and

are in fact, sufficient for the interpretation of the historical In-

scriptions, and for the general recognition of the object of every

record, be it an invocation or dedication, or, as it more frequently

happens, be it intended as a mere commemorative legend.

The next subject to be considered, is the actual language of the

Assyrian and Babylonian Inscriptions, a language which is certainly

neither Hebrew, nor Chaldee, nor Syriac, nor any of the known cog-

nate dialects, but which, nevertheless, presents so many points of

analogy with those dialects, both in grammatical structure and in its

elemental words, that it may, I think, be determiuately classed among

the Semitic family. It will be observed, that I here include the lan-

guages of Assyria and Babylonia in a common category. They can

hardly be termed identical, inasmuch as each dialect affects the em-

ployment of certain specific verbal roots, and certain particular nouns

and adjectives; but they are at any rate sufficiently alike in their

internal organization to render illustrations drawn from the Inscrip-

tions of Babylon applicable to those of Assyria, in so far as such

illustrations may be of philological value. Although, therefore, the

examples wdiich I am about to cite are chiefly taken from the Baby-

lonian translations at Behistun, the Semitic affinities which they

indicate may be understood to be all more or less shared by the

Assyrian.

One of the peculiarities of Babylonian, and which must be care-

fully borne in mind in tracing etymologies, is, that the powers of l and

v, when occurring as the complement of a syllable, and sometimes even

as initial articulations, are almost undistinguishable; this interchange

being the same that led the Phoenicians to wrrite Malik and M6k
indifferently 1

,
that softened the Hebrew "l^n, “to go,” into “|V1 in

Chaldee; that has, in fact, induced the French universally to substi-

tute u for the silent l of other languages, as in ‘‘autre" for alter,

“faux" forfaims, “ chaud" for calidxis, <fec., &c.

There is thus a definite article in Babylonian, frequently, but by

no means invariably employed, which we may read hav; this article

standing halfway, as I think, between the Berber va and the Coptic

IT on the one side, and the Hebrew lull and Arabic Al on the other 2
.

' See Gesen. Monum. Phoenic., vol. I., p. 431.
2 The true, or at any rate the primitive pronunciation of the Bab. article,

which is also used as a demonstrative pronoun and adverb, may perhaps be hah
or harv. Compare the Chaldee -PS or ?PN, and see Gesenius’s remarks on
this word in page 84 of his Lexicon. Some of the forms of the article are,
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In the Babylonian adjectives and nouns, a final t marks the femi-

nine gender. The masculine forms its plural in in, n, and t, indif-

erently, thus fluctuating between Hebrew, Chaldee, and Arabic, and

being also allied to the Coptic and Egyptian inflexion in erff- The

true feminine plural ending seems to be at, but the distinction of

gender is by no means rigidly observed; and moreover, as ideographs

or monograms are frequently employed to mark these grammatical

conditions, it is by no means easy to determine the pronunciation of

the different forms.

I do not think that the construct state was marked by any ortho-

graphical change, or in fact, that there was any indication of a noun
being placed “ in regimine,” beyond its being attached to the pre-

ceding noun by the relative sha or da. Other undoubted Semitic

characteristics, however, are the formation of the abstract noun by the

addition of ut to the primitive form, as in the words arJcut, “ king-

dom, " galut, “slavery 1,” &c.; the occurrence of verbal nouns formed by

prefixing t, as takhaz, “ battle,” from tni$> “ to join together;” par-

ticipial nouns, such as Nikrut, “the rebels,” from the Niphal form of

kar, “ to revolt;” mattet for mattenet, “ gifts ” or “ tribute,” from ten,

“
to give,” &c., &c.

The pronouns, however, are the most interesting of all the parts

of speech, and are generally made use of as the touchstones of lan-

guage. I shall examine them therefore in some detail.

The 1st personal pronoun of the sing, number in Bab. and Assyr.

is anak, closely resembling the Egyptian Anok, and Hebrew Anokhi;

suffixed to nouns it is ud and ?, to verbs ani; there are also two sepa-

rate forms of the 1st person used with particles in a possessive, dative,

ablative, and instrumental sense; they are tuwa and ettuwa, and are

not clearly distinguishable. They are of course allied to the Coptic

pronominal suffix of the 1st person, ti, and also to the praeterite

suflbrmatives of the 1st person, ti in Hebrew, tu in Arabic.

Aclisem. ^ ^ >- ^ '. Assyrian -^fy

<^y S^yir; ;
&c. : Babylonian, perhaps,

;

T^y ^yt<T T^TT, &c., but of these last I am not at all certain.

i I may here observe, that my reason for reading the abbreviated monogram

signifying “ a king,” as “ arko ” is, that at Beliistun the word is always

written at length which can only be, I think,

Ar k a u—arko. The other monogram which has the full phonetic power

of men, may very possibly stand for melik.
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The pronoun of the 2nd pers. sing, in its separate form occurs only

in one passage, and there it appears to be nanta, but the orthography

is doubtful, and it may possibly be anta. Suffixed it is to be recog-

nized everywhere as a simple k, an essential Semitic form.

The 3rd pers. sing. masc. is su, which is certainly the same as the

Hebrew and Arabic hu or huwa, and suffixed either to verbs or nouns,

it is usually s. The feminine personal pronoun I have not been able

yet to identify, for notwithstanding all the Greek gossiping about the

ladies of Assyria and Persia, in their records and sculptures the kings

of those countries seem to have eschewed all notice of the female sex

with true Oriental jealousy. As an affixed personal pronoun, the s

seems in Assyrian and Babylonian to have answered equally for the

masc. and fem. gender, whereas in Egyptian, it was applicable exclu-

sively to the latter.

In the plural number I have not met with the pronoun of the

1st pers. used separately, but affixed it is huni, and with a possessive

sense etteni, evidently the Coptic ten. The 2nd person plur. is also

wanting; but the 3rd pers. plur. occurs very commonly, and is strictly

African. In its separate form it is iissen, as in Sabo, and suffixed it is

sen for the masc., and sent for the feminine, forms which are very like

Egyptian, and absolutely identical with the Berber. I observe, how-

ever, an instance of inflexion in the pronoun of the 3rd person, which

is hardly reconcilable with Semitic usage. Ussen in the dative or

accus. case, either takes a particle before, or an inflexion after it; that

is, “for them” or “to them” an tissen and ussen-at are used indif-

ferently, and sometimes even we have senat and senut 1
.

Among the demonstrative pronouns we have for “ this,” haya 2

masc., huydt fem., and in the plur. haynit or liannit. Haya
,

I must

add, is the Babylonian form of the Hebrew nbl, the sibilant being

hardened to a guttural; and haza, again, by a further change, becomes

in Arabic Curiously enough, however, in Pushtoo, the Baby-

lonian haya is found perfectly unaltered. The remote demonstra-

tive pronoun “that,” is annut or allut, the liquids, as I have before

mentioned, interchanging; and although there is no exact repre-

sentative of this term in Hebrew or Chaldee, there are many cognate

forms, as nil, &c.

> These pronouns occur repeatedly at Bchistun and Nakhsh-i-Rustam, and

the forms used are precisely the same as we find in the earliest inscriptions of

Assyria.

* It will thus be seen that the letter
^

or which lias been a

stumbling-block to,all previous inquirers, is a hard guttural.
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I have now to consider the verbs.

In the present stage of our Babylonian knowledge, I cannot pre-

tend to classify the verbal conjugations. They are, however, un-

doubtedly very numerous, and appear to be used almost indiscri-

minately. I recognize, I think, independently of those which may be

formed by a permutation of the interior vowels, and which, owing

to the want of points, it is impossible to discriminate, the Niphal,

Hiphil or Hoplial, and Hitlipael of the Hebrew, together with the

Chaldee Ithpaal, Aphel, Ittaphal, Shaphel, and Ishtaphel. There are

also, I think, some of the more unusual conjugations which are found

in Arabic and Amharic.

In one remarkable particular, however, the Babyloniau verb varies

from the usage of all other Semitic languages; it marks a distinction

of persons by prefixes instead of suffixes’. The 1st person thus

always commences with an«or£; the 2nd apparently with t, and

the 3rd with the long or short i, the theme being otherwise unchanged.

In the plural, ni is prefixed for the 1st person; the 2nd person is used

too rarely to admit of a rule being established; and in the 3rd person

plural alone is there a suffix, which suffix, moreover, being a simple n,

is, I think, the characteristic of number rather than of person. It

may be understood, that these persoual affixes are exceedingly liable

to be confounded with the coujugational characteristics, and moreover,

as there are no vowel points, that it is often imjmssible to say what
conjugation may be used. A still greater difficulty exists in distin-

guishing between the past and the present tenses. I can hardly

believe that the Babylonians did not recognize a distinction of time in

the verb, (although the frequent employment of the present after the

wav of conversion in Hebrew with a prseterite sense, would seem cf

itself to indicate a certain want of precision on this point)
;
yet, it is

certain that there is but one general form of conjugating the verbal

roots in Babylonian, according to persons, and that this form is used

indifferently for the past and present tenses of the Persian trans-

lation2
.

The Babylonian, like all Semitic tongues, is rich in particles, although

‘ I am here alluding especially to the past tense, which in Hebrew and Arabic

is considered to be the root of the verb. In the present tense, those languages, it

must be admitted, prefix the personal characteristic, as in Babylonian, and make
use indeed of the same, or nearly the same prefixes, to denote the different

persons.

4 This confusion of time may, perhaps, be considered to corroborate Mr. Gar-

nett’s explanation of the Semitic verb, as a mere abstract noun in combination with

oblique personal pronouns.
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it sometimes employs the same term in a great variety of senses; for

instance, the forms an, en, and in, which are certainly closely allied,

and which are used almost indifferently, express the sense of, “ to,”

“ for,” “ in,” “by,” “ with,” and are further employed to individualize

the noun, like the Hebrew jitf, and Chaldee Tl’, which are generally

considered to mark the object of the verb, or, as we are accustomed to

say, the accusative case 1
.

I have not determined a great number of Assyrian and Babylonian

adverbs, but those which I have found, are either formed immediately

from pronominal themes, or they are compounded with prepositions, as

in Hebrew. The adverbs of negation are, al, Id, and ydn, which are

all strictly Semitic. The conjunctions in common use are, for “and,”

and “ also,” u, va, and at. The two first are common to all the

Semitic tongues; the last may, perhaps, be compared with the Latin

“ et.”

The observations which I have thus made, although necessarily

brief and superficial, as they relate to those particular characteristics

by which philologists are now agreed the type of a language should

be tested, may be considered sufficient to establish the determinate

classification of Babylonian and Assyrian as Semitic dialects
;
but it

is not only in organization and grammatical structure that analogies

may be traced between these languages on the one side, and Hebrew,

Chaldee, and Coptic on the other. There is also a very great resem-

blance in the vocabulary; that is, in the roots and stem words, which,

next to the machinery for expressing the relations of time, place,

person, number, gender, and action, are the most important aids to the

identification of the lingual type.

The following examples will fully bear out this assertion, and will

moreover show, that as vowel sounds are now admitted to be of secon-

dary developement, and of no real consequence in testing the element

of speech, the roots arc almost universally biliteral
;
the Babylonian

and Assyrian being thus found in a more primitive state than any

other of the Semitic dialects of Asia open to our research, inasmuch

as the roots are free from that subsidiary augment which in Hebrew,

Aramaean, and Arabic has caused the triliteral to be usually regarded

as the true base, and the biliteral as the defective one.

1 Other Babylonian particles of undoubted Semitic origin are, lipenai, “ be-

fore ilia, “ with ad, “ to anog, “ in front of,” &c. Compound prepositions

tire also extensively used botli in Assyrian and Babylonian.
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»
Guv, “to say;” a form which connects the Arabic with the

Persian £ or or Sans. Gup, through the Babylonian v 1
.

Ten, “to give;” comp. Hebrew “to give;” Greek Sou; Sans, da;

Lat. “ dono;” Egypt, ti, taa, tei, to, fyc.

Ar, “to be,” or “ become this is Egyptian.

Duk, “
to smite,” or “kill;” Heb. pp”T, “to beat small;” Arab. (Jj^

used exactly like the Bab. verb.

Rak, “to go over;” comp. Hebrew yjH, “to divide;” Arab.

“ to return.”

Mil, “ to die;” j"02 in Heb.; .
•• in Arab.

Bad, “to go down;” comp. IT in Heb.; in Arab.

Td and bd, “ to come;” comp. riPN and N13.

Ru, “to go;” ruh, in vulgar Arab.; and the same in the Arian lan-

guages.

El, “to go up,” or “ascend;” in Heb.; and in Arab.

Ber, “ to cross over;” ibar in Heb. and Arab.

Lak, “to reach;” comp. Arab. VI

Run, “to appoint,” “ establish,” or “ do;” J13 in Heb.; and allied, I

j

think, with the Pers.
^

^

Tseb, “
to set up,” or “ fix ;” comp. 3JJ', 3!£3 in Heb. ; and

in Arab.

Sib, “to dwell;” Heb. 310'-

Men, “to allot;” Heb.

A number of other roots are not so immediately to be recognized,

but are all probably more or less connected with Semitic forms. Such

as bes, “to do,” or “make;” ver, “to see;” kher, “to receive;”

sar, “to go out;” Item, “to take away;” bam, “to arise;” raz, “to

lie,” or “deceive;” kar, “to rebel;” bar, “to send;” zat, “to

seize,” &c.

3

1 As a further proof of the identity of the Arabic “to say,” with the Bab.

guv, it may be observed, that the same form answers in the Inscriptions for the

word “all,” which is ^3 or thus almost determinately connecting the l and v,

and affording another example of the interchange of the gutturals.
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The following nouns also may be of interest.

Et, “a father;” comp, etf'wi Egypt.; Ata, Turkish; Lat. At-avu$ l
.

Am, “ a mother;” the same in Heb. and Arab.

Ear, “ a son the exact Syriac form.

Arko or enelco, “a king;” comp, the Greek ai/a£ 2
; Lat. rex; “ neg,” in

Ethiopian, “to rule;” whence Negus, &c., &c.; Armen, arkai;

and perhaps Egypt, erro; the name Abednego may thus mean the

same as Abdulmalik, “the slave of the king.”

Beth, “a house;” Ir, “a city;” bar, “ the earth;” erts, “land;” sem,

“a name;” rahit, “great;” itsiv, “faithful;” hem, “a day,” for

yam; sekeb,
“ a cross;’’ for seleb; all these being closely allied to

the Hebrew and Arabic; others approach more nearly to the

African.

Tahv, “a mountain;”j Cop. TA/tf

.

Sar, “ a brother;” Cop. CAR.

Ter or H-ter, “a horse;” completely Egyptian.

In selecting these examples from the numerous lists which I have

collected of Babylonian and Assyrian vocables, 1 have merely wished

to give such a general view of those languages as may decide the

question of their lingual type. For all those details of alphabetical

structure, of grammatical relation, and of etymology, upon which

depends the authenticity of the readings that I shall presently com-

municate to the Society, I must refer to the Memoir which I have

for many years been employed in preparing for publication, and

which will be printed in the Society’s Journal with all convenient

despatch 3
.

1 In the term etua, which occurs so frequently in the trilingual inscriptions,

the termination is the pronominal suffix of the 1st person, used independently of

the possessive pronoun signifying “my.”
2 aval, is for a-nac-s, as rex is for rec-s, nuc and rec being the stem-words

;

it is this positive identity of the n and r in the cognate forms, which makes me

doubt whether n may not stand for encko, as ^ r I°r arko, rather

than retain its full phonetic power of men, as an abbreviation of melik.

3
I also wish to be understood, that ill giving these examples, I do not consider

myself pledged to their definite phonetic rendering. I have neither adopted, nor

do I conceive it possible to adopt, any system with regard to the employment of

the vowels in Assyrian and Babylonian, and no great dependence therefore can

he placed on the appearance of the word in the Roman character.
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I now proceed to an examination of the Inscriptions.

The discoveries of Mr. Layard and M. Botta are no doubt so well
and so generally known, that in naming the Assyrian ruins, in order
to identify the inscriptions appertaining to the different localities, I

shall be sufficiently understood. As a preliminary step, however, and
in order to avoid confusion, I must correct the nomenclature by which
these ruins are usually designated. Nimrud, the great treasure-house
which has furnished us with all the most remarkable specimens of
Assyrian sculpture, although very probably forming one of that groupe
of cities, which, in the time of the prophet Jonas, were known bv the
common name of Nineveh, has no claim itself, I think, to that parti-

cular appellation. The title by which it is designated on the bricks
and slabs that form its buildings, I read doubtfully as Levekh 1

,
and I

suspect this to be the original form of the name which appears as Calah
in Genesis, and Halah in Kings and Chronicles 2

, and which indeed,

as the capital of Calachene, must needs have occupied some site in the
immediate vicinity 3

; and I may add, that before I had deciphered the
name of the city on the slabs of Nimrud, this geographical identi-

fication was precisely that at which I had arrived, from observing
that the Samaritan version of the Pentateuch employs for the Hebrew
Calah the term Lachisa, a form which Babylonian orthography shows

1 The name is written indifferently
-IT? -II. -II!A - tiff ?!<;

and the initial character which is thus common to all the forms, is one unfor-

tunately regarding which I still entertain some doubt. Its complete syllabic power

is, I think, l-v, (or, which would be the same thing in Assyrian, r-m,) but it also

appears very frequently to represent one only of these sounds, and uh.dher this

curtailment may be the effect of that resolution of the syllable into its component

literal powers to which I have already alluded, or whether it may be owing to the

homogeneity of the l and v, is a point which I cannot yet venture to decide. Such,

indeed, is the laxity of alphabetical expression in Assyrian, that even if the true

power of were proved to be L-v, I could still understand

being pronounced Halukh.

2 See Gen. x. 11.; 2 Kings xviii. 11.; 1 C'hron. v. 2G.

3 It has been asserted that the Calachene of the Greeks was exclusively a

mountain district; but I cannot see any sufficient grounds for that geographical

restriction. Strabo (Lib. XVI., ad init.) in describing Assyria, classes together rd

TTtpi r'ji'XTi'Ov ^Tilla, AoXoptpn) ri, Kai KaXa^ijn/, Kai Xa'(i)VTi, Kai 'Afiiafiqvri,

all these applying certainly to the low country between the mountains and the

Tigris. In another passage, also, he says, itoQ rijg K aXaxyvrjp, Kai TVS Acia-

P’l I'i/C* vCov Apfu t’trtxuiv opioi’, (Lib. XI., p. 770,) thereby positively exclu-

ding Calachene from the mountains. Ptolemy, also, when he says that Calacine

lies above Adiabene, means perhaps to the north of it.

VOL. XTT. 2 F
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to he absolutely the same as the Greek name Larissa 1

,
by which

Xenophon designated the great ruined capital that was passed by the

Ten Thousand^, a few miles to the northward of the Lycus 3
. The real

and primitive Nineveh, which is frequently mentioned in the inscrip-

tions, and which appears to have been the proper seat of Assyrian

royalty, I conjecture to have occupied the site where we now see the

huge mound opposite to Mosul, surmounted by the pretended tomb of

the prophet Jonas; for we have historical proof of this particular

mound having been locally termed Nineveh, from the time of the

Arab conquest down to comparatively modern times 4
;
and I think,

moreover, we may gather from the inscriptions, that the ruins

a short distance to the northward, which are now termed Koyuujik,

were not the true Nineveh itself, but formed a suburb of that capital 5
.

The proper name by which Koyunjik was known I have not yet

been able to make out upon the bricks, but under one form it would

seem to resemble the title Mespila, by which Xenophon designated the

ruins
;
and if such should ultimately prove to be the case, it will furnish

us with an explanation of the Greek historian’s silence on the subject

1 Michaelis noticed the Samaritan nop 1

? in his Spicilegium, p. 247, but

failed to recognize its identity with Larissa, though he must have remembered
that Eusebius writes 'X.afiataooapaxo

;

for the AafiopoGoapxog of Josephus.
* ’A rpiKovro tni top Tiypjjra irorafiov tvravQa ttoAiq ijp ipiffit], piydAt],

opopa S’ avrrjg Adpiatra.—Xen. Anab., Lib. III., C. 4. C— 12.

3 The Jerusalem Targum and Jonathan translate the Calah of Genesis, by

Hadilh, /Tin, a name which, owing to careless transcription and vicious punc-
tuation, has usually been read Parioth or Harioth. Haditli, however, or “ the
New,” is the name of a large town in the immediate vicinity of Nimrud, built

under the Sa-sanians, and restored by Merwan Ibn Mahommed, one of the earliest

Arab leaders; and it was certainly, I think, in allusion to this place, that the

Chaldee interpreters substituted /Till for See Yaetit’s Lexicon, in voce

4 The forts of Ninawi to the east, and of Mosul to the west of the Tigris, are

mentioned in the accounts of the campaigns of Abdullah Ibn Mo’etemer, in

a.h. 1C, and of ’Otbeh Ibn Farkad, in a.h. 20. See Ibn Athir, quoting from
Beladheri, in the annals of those years.

5 The name of Nineveh occurs upon most of the Koyunjik bricks, but it is

united with a qualifying epithet, which denotes, I think, the particular northern

suburb, and of which I have never yet met with a fair and legible impress. That
Koyunjik can hardly be the true and original capital, I gather from the certainty

we possess of its having been built by the son of the Khorsabad king, whilst

Nineveh, under both its forms,
1!

and is fre-

qu mtly mentioned as the royal residence, in the Inscriptions of the Obelisk king,
who lived perhaps a century earlier.
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o Nineveh The suburb, in fact, having outgrown the original capital
before the extinction of the empire, may have conferred its own name
of Mespila for a time on the whole mass of ruins; while in the end,
antiquity may, as is so often the case, have re-asserted its right, and
thus revived the ancient and indigenous title of Nineveh. Up to the
piesent time excavations have not been attempted on this site,— the
spot, indeed, is so much revered by the Mohammedans, as the supposed
place of sepulture of the prophet Jonas, that it is very doubtful if

Europeans w ill be ever permitted to examine it. Mr. Layard, how-
e\cr, will hardly leave Assyria without securing some specimens from
the site, and these will be at any rate sufficient to decide the question
of nomenclature.

The only other site, which it is at present necessary to mention, is

Khorsabad, or, as it has been sometimes termed, the French Nineveh.
This city, although an immediate dependency of Nineveh, had also

a particular title, being called after the king who founded it. I

cannot determinate^ read the king’s name,—in fact, the name, in
common with most others, had not, I think, any determinate or
uniform phonetic rendering; but, under one of its forms, it may
very well read Sargon, which we know from Isaiah to have been a
name in use among the Assyrian monarchs, and which, singularly

enough, is the actual designation applied by the early Arab geographers
to the ruins in question 2

.

Having thus distinguished the four localities of Nimrud or Halah,
Nebbi Yunus or Nineveh, Koyunjik or Mespila, and Khorsabad or

> It seems to me, at the same time, very possible, that Xenophon’s name of
Mespila may denote Mosul, and not Nineveh. He says the Greeks encamped,
n-pbg rjiyec tpiipov piyct, irpogry tto\u Ksipivov, ovnpa S' t)v Ty 7rd\ft M katriXa,

and we may very well understand the description which follows of the ruins to
apply to the rtiXot, ipy

f
ion pkya, “ the great deserted inclosure,” rather than to

Mespila. If Xenophon, indeed, had forgotten the name of the ruins, nothing
would have been more natural than for him to illustrate the position by a reference
to the neighbouring city; and that the name of Mosul, which so very much resem-
bles Mespila, is far more ancient than the Mohammedan period to which it has
been usually assigned, can be proved, I think, from a variety of sources.

2 Yacut, quoting from some unknown ancient author, speaks of Khurstabadh,

iiljlXw. as a village east of the Tigris, opposite to Mosul, among the depen.

dencies of Nineveh, and adjoining the old ruined city of Sarghun, (written

yi£> f°r where treasure to a large amount had been found by

excavating. It was I believe this very passage of Yacut, well known to the

Mohammedan doctors, which led the Turkish authorities, in the first instance, to

watch M. Botta s proceedings with so much jealousy and mistrust.

2 F 2
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Sargon, I proceed to consider the Assyrian history. Our materials

are, I regret to say, as yet of so limited and fragmentary a nature,

that, however they may be calculated to awaken interest, or even to

stimulate inquiry, they can yield, in their present shape, as far at any

rate as chronology is concerned, no positive results.

It must be remembered that not only is the system of the Assyrian

writing in the last degree obscure, and the language in which the

writing is expressed, unintelligible, except through the imperfect key

of the Behistun translations, and the faint analogies of other Semitic

tongues, but that even if all the tablets hitherto discovered were

as certainly to be understood as the memorials of Greece and Rome,

we should still be very far indeed from possessing a connected history

of the Assyrian empire. -We have, it is true, several valuable records

of particular kings, and we are able, in some instances, to work out a

genealogical series to the extent of at least six generations, but such

notices go but a very little way in filling up the long period of nine

centuries which must have intervened between the first institution of

the Assyrian monarchy and the final destruction of Nineveh, at the

commencement of the sixth century before the Christian era. Until

we shall discover something like epochal dates, either civil or astro-

nomical, or until we shall have a complete royal list, extending from

the commencement of the dynasty to some king mentioned either in

sacred or profane history, whose era may thus furnish us with a

starting-place, it will be in vain to hope to arrive at anything like a

determinate chronology. All that we can do at present is to infer,

from the internal evidence afforded by the inscriptions, the relative

position of the different royal families, and the interval of time that

may have elapsed between them; while, for anything like positive

chronology, we are dependent on a process of induction still more

feebly supported, and on collateral testimony still less susceptible of

proof. I am certainly not wedded myself to any particular system

or any particular authority: but that the Nimrud marbles are of

a very high antiquity, far more ancient than the historic period of

the Assyrian empire, to which they have been sometimes assigned, I

cannot reasonably doubt. Comparing together, indeed, all the various

sources of evidence that can be brought to bear upon the subject, and,

relying principally on the indications of political geography, which

it will be seen in the sequel the inscriptions themselves afford, the

conviction has been almost forced on me that the era of the building

of the north-west palace at Halah or Nimrud, which, as far as art

is concerned, was certainly the most flourishing period of the

Assyrian empire, and soon after which its political power also pro-
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bably reached its culminating point, must have followed very closely

on the extinction of the nineteenth dynasty of Egypt
;
the institution of

the Assyrian monarchy thus pretty well synchronising with the Argive

colonization of Greece and with the first establishment of the Jews in

Palestine. At any rate we cannot, I think, be far wrong in assigning

the greater portion of the Assyrian marbles that adorn our Museum,
and particularly the famous black obelisk bearing the inscription

which I shall presently translate, to the twelfth, or at earliest to the

thirteenth century before the Christian era. I shall recur again to

the chronological question, after I have given a precis of the contents

of the inscriptions, and shall then succinctly state the grounds on

which I have assumed this approximate date.

The earliest records that have been yet brought to light, written

in the Cuneiform character, are certainly the inscriptions of the

north-west Palace of Nimrud; these belong to a king, whose name I

read as Assar-adan-pal, and whom I am inclined to identify with

the Sardanapalus of the Greeks; not the voluptuary of historical

romance, but the warlike Sardanapalus of Callisthenes 1

,
whose place

of sepulture, marked by an enormous tumulus, Amynthas, an

ancient Greek author, quoted by Athenaeus, notices at the gate of the

Assyrian capital 2
. This tomb, I may add, which is in all probability

the great Pyramid of Nimrud now being opened by Mr. Layard, was

popularly supposed to have beeu erected by Semiramis over the

remains of Minus, and was thus usually placed at Nineveh instead

of Halah
;
but Xenophon, the only eye-witness whose account has

come down to us, correctly described the tumulus as the most striking

feature among the ruins of Larissa, which was the name by which

Halah was then known 3
.

But although this Sardanapalus, the builder of the north-west Palace

of N imrud, is the earliest Assyrian monarch whose annals have been

1 As quoted by Suidas, in voce 2apSavoiraX

.

2 Amynthas, it is true, considers this capital to be Nineveh, and his historical

authority is still further vitiated by his ascribing the capture of the city to Cyrus

instead of Cyaxares; but at the same time, as he was a professed geographer, his

statement is of value, that the tomb of Sardanapalus was in Assyria, and not in

Cilicia, as the later Greeks unanimously believed. See Athen. Deip., lib. xii. c. 7-

3 The words of Xenophon are, nap’ aiin)v ti)v ito\iv i)v itupap'iQ \i9ivri, to

piv tvoop ivoc irXiQpov, to Si v\pog Svo it\s9pu>v. Anab., lib. iii. c. 4. s. 11. The

account given of this Mausoleum by Diodorus, quoting from Ctesias, is also very

striking, but the value of the notice is destroyed by the geographical blunder of

placing Nineveh on the Euphrates. Ovid alludes to the same spot under the

name of “ Busta Nini,” iu his story of Pyramus and Thisbe, though, with a poet’s

license, he transfers the locality to Babylon.
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yet discovered, it does not by any means follow that be was the first

founder of the city of Halah, stijl less that be was the first great

builder in Assyria, or the first king who ruled over the land. On the

contrary, it is an ascertained fact, that Sardanapalus did not stand

nearly at the head of his line. Assyrian civilization, as exemplified

in the Nimrud sculptures, could not, of course, have sprung full-grown

from the womb of time. There must needs have been, as in Egypt, a

long course of careful training, to have brought the inhabitants of the

valley of the Tigris to that state of proficiency in the arts of life

which is indicated by the monuments that have lately been disinterred,

and in all probability, therefore, several dynasties ruled over Assyria

anterior to that family which numbered the first Sardanapalus am ng

its ranks. Of such dynasties, it is true, if we except the doubtful

classifications of Alexander Polyhistor, and the still more suspicious

lists of Ctesias and the chronologers, no historical traces whatever

remain to us. There are no materials at present available to show

how, where, or when, the civilization of Assyria was effected. The

inscriptions do not even furnish any certain evidence as to the period

at which the ancestors of Sardanapalus first attained kingly' power;

but still the names of several kings are either directly or indirectly

mentioned; and these notices prove that a flourishing monarchy must

have existed in the valley of the Tigris long anterior to the age of

the Nimrud palace.

Sardanapalus, indeed, in every one of his inscriptions names both

his father and his grandfather, and applies to each of them the title of

“King of Assyria.” In commemorating, moreover, the building of the

palace at Nimrud, he speaks of a still earlier king, Temen-bar I., who

was the original founder of the city of Halah. I cannot positively fix

the interval between Temen-bar I. and Sardanapalus; in the Standard

Inscription, I have been sometimes induced to read the passage in

which the notice occurs, as “ the stronghold of Halah, built by Temen-

bar, who was my third ancestor 1 ;” while the inscription of a later

king, which gives a sort of genealogical tree of the family, either

transposes the order of the father and grandfather of Sardanapalus, or,

breaking off the list at the latter king, it removes Temen-bar some

degrees higher up the line, and even names an earlier monarch, Bel-

1 This passage occurs in line 15, of No. 1 of the British Museum series; from

a similar expression at Behistun, there can be no doubt but that the allusion is to

a precession of race, but I question very much if the sign HIT can here repre-

sent a number.
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takat(?) who seems to have founded the kingdom

1

. Beyond, however,
a mere string of titles difficult to understand, and possessing probably
if understood, but little interest, we know nothing of these kings
forming the early Assyrian succession, but the names. When I say,

too, that we know the names, I merely mean that such names are
recognizable wherever they occur; their definite phonetic rendering or

pronunciation is a matter of exceeding difficulty, nay, as I think, of

absolute impossibility; for, strange as it may appear, I am convinced
that the early Assyrians did not distinguish their proper names by
the sound, but by the sense; and that it was thus allowable, in alluding

to a king by name, to employ synonyms to any extent, whether
those synonyms were terms indifferently employed to denote the

same deity, or whether they were different words used to express the

same idea. This will be more easily understood as I proceed to n dice

the names. The title of Temen-bar is formed of tw-o elements, Temen
being the name of a god 3

,
which is, I believe, only met with in this

proper name, and bar being perhaps the Hebrew 12, “beloved 3.” It

would be allowable, according to the Assyrian usage, to represent this

name by any words signifying “beloved of Temen;” and in reference

to Temen-bar I., we do thus actually find the second element replaced

by another monogram, which, although equivalent in sense, may pos-

sibly vary in sound 4
.

The next king’s name is, perhaps, Hemenk or Hevenk, which
would seem to be the same as the Evechius of the Greeks, a

title which the chronologers assert to have been the true Chaldean

1 I refer to the Inscription of the second
| ^ published in

Plate 70 of the British Museum series. I have not yet been able to assure myself

of the meaning of the terms, nor the connexion of the clauses of this Inscription,

but it seems quite impossible to reconcile the genealogical detail with the family

notices contained in the legends of Sardanapalus and his son.

- This name might be read Deven as well as Temen. In fact, I consider the

two forms to be identical in Assyrian.

3 The second element of this king’s name, which is usually written »^- ,
may

also possibly have the power of Sver or Smer, rather than simple Bar, as it repre-

sents the first syllable in the name of the Magian impostor, which was Bardiya in

Persian, but ly'ipiiQ in Greek.

4 In the Standard Nimrud Inscription the sign used is always -IYsk
regarding the true phonetic power of which I am still in doubt; the genealogical

inscription, however, No. 70, line 22, employs the same character, >4—
,
which is

used in the name of Temen-bar II., thus proving that the two tides are identical.
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designation of Nimrucl 1
. The explanation of this name, how-

ever, is even more doubtful tharf its pronunciation. If it be a com-

pound, the first element will be Hev or Hem, a well-known Assy-

rian god, who, as his figure is usually accompanied on the cylinders

by a symbol representing “ flame,” may be supposed to be connected

with the Baal Hainan of the Phoenician cippi, and the Hamanim or
“ Sun images” on the altars of Baal, mentioned so frequently in Scrip-

ture 2
. It is possible, at the same time, that Hemenk or Hevenk may

have no connexion with Hem, but may be the name of a distinct

deity very rarely mentioned; for I find in one passage Hevenk

written exactly in the same manner, and called the father of Assarac 3
,

the latter being the best known of all the members of the Assyrian

Pantheon.

The name of the third king signifies, as I think, “the servant of

Bar;” but it is quite impossible to give any definite form to the title;

for the word servant is rendered by terms differing as much from each

other as Abd and Khadim in Arabic; and Bar, moreover, is fre-

quently replaced by Seb, these two names appertaining apparently

to be the same deity 4
.

' 1 The character A44 which interchanges with ^ or as the initial

sign of this king’s name, being used at Behistun for the first syllable of the name

of Imanish, may, I think, with some certainty be assigned the phonetic power of

—m or and I consider it almost immaterial in Assyrian how we complete

the articulation. Where however represents a god, as in this name, we

can never be sure that the phonetic power of the character is the value to be

attributed to the sign. -1 ATI may be an abbreviation for Khemosh,

(comp. Heb. and Polyhistor’s name Xw/t6<r/3j)\oc); or,
<• <41- and

A4f- may be ideographs for some god, whose name has not yet been phone-

tically identified. The homogeneity, indeed, of m and v, which are the true powers

of A>Tf and is the chief argument I possess in favour of the phonetic

reading of the name. For the Greek Koi/yior, see Cory’s Fragments, p. (i7.

2 Compare the Cylinders numbered 54, 58, C7, 153, &c., in Cullimore’s

collection.

3 I remarked this in an Inscription lately found at Koyunjik, which has not

yet been published.

4 I conjecture that the abbreviation T C k, or the more complete form

LET -<r< k, t, or with the determinative prefixed, -1 LET -<K.
may represent the idea of “ serving,” the Assyrian term being perhaps cognate

with the first syllable of the Arabic root
^

> and I further hazard an expla-
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Wc now come to Sardanapalus, Assar-adan-pal, as I propose to

read the three elements of which the name is composed 1

;
and with

this king commences our knowledge of the extent and power of the

Assyrian monarchy.

In the north-west Palace of Nimrud there is an inscription of

Sardanapalus repeated moro than a hundred times; it contains a cer-

tain formula of royal commemoration, which, in regard to the titles

employed, and the general character of tho legend, was adopted by all

succeeding kings of the dynasty in the dedication of their palaces.

It thus commences :
—“ This is the Palace of Sardanapalus, the

nation of «6(?), which is also used for the first element of the

name in place of T *-f, as an abbreviation of abd. With regard to the second

element of the name, supposing the true phonetic power of to be Sver,

rather than Bar, as I generally render the sign, the variant monograms

HI or THf, might perhaps be referred to this actual

title; the first, or sb, being an abbreviation of the name; and the second, sr, being

pronounced stir, which would be phonetically equal to Sver. At the same time,

I think it safer to suppose Bar, Seb, and Sur to denote the same god, than to

assume the phonetic equivalence of the monograms. Possibly, indeed,

which commences many names of gods, may be a distinct title, and the adjuncts

may be qualifying epithets.

1 I do not affect to consider this identification of the name of Sardanapalus as

anything more than a conjecture. The first element
}
representing by

abbreviation the god Assarac, and also commencing the name of Assyria, had, I

think, the true phonetic power of As-sar, but if, as would appear probable from

the indifferent employment of *- and the monogram should be here

intended to denote the god, then a guttural must be introduced after Assar in

pronouncing the king’s name. The attribution again of the power of adan to the

middle element, *3^- or 0 *s excee<kngly doubtful. The only direct argu-

ment in its favour is that
?
as the determinative of “ a province,” inter-

changes with or which has usually the phonetic value of du, while

the adjunct I think, represents a terminal liquid, optionally softening to v.

The last element, also,
If 5PT, 1 merely read as pal, from its

appearing to have that power in the name of Nabopalassar, father of Nebuchad-

nezzar, as explained in note 2, p. 405. These few remarks upon the component

parts of the Assyrian royal names will show the extreme difficulty of ascertaining

their true pronunciation.
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humble worshipper of Assarac 1 and Beltis 2
,
of the shining Bar 3

,
of

Ani 4
,
and of Dagon, who are the principal of the gods, the powerful and

1 As I shall repeatedly have occasion to notice the god Assarac, I may as well

explain at once that I consider it to be almost certain that this name represents

the Biblical Nisroch, the god of the Assyrians, in whose temple Sennacherib was

slain. (2 Kings, c. xix. v. 37; and Isaiah, c. xxxvii. v. 38.) Whether the initial

N of the Hebrew name was an error of some ancient copyist, or a euphuism not

uncommon in Syriac, or whether it was not ratiier owing to the determinative for

a god, which precedes the Cuneiform name, being read as a phonetic sign,

I will not pretend to decide; but it is worthy of remark that the Septuagint, who
wrote while the god in question was still probably worshipped on the banks of the

Tigris, and who may thus be supposed to have been familiar with the title,

replaced the Hebrew “)1D3 by 'Atranax in one passage, and Effopax in another.

That Assarac, moreover, was the true form of the Cuneiform name which was

usually expressed by the abbreviations *- as, or
T? -V a-sar, or

as-sar, is rendered highly probable, by the full orthography which occurs in one

passage, (British Museum, No. 75, A. 1. 3,) of *TY the

title being there expressed with pure phonetic signs, while the epithet which is

added, of “father of the gods,” would seem to establish the identity. Now it can

be shown by a multitude of examples occurring in the Assyrian Inscriptions, that in

early times the countries and cities of the East were very commonly named after

the gods who were worshipped there, or under whose protection the land was

believed to be. Assyria was thus certainly named after Assarac, the tutelar divi-

nity of the nation, the geographical title being not only usually written in full,

Assarak or Assarali, but being sometimes also represented by the same abbreviated

monogram *- which is used for the name of the god. The question then arises,

if the god Assarac, who imposed his own name on the country where he was wor-

shipped, can be identified with the Biblical Ashur, who colonized Assyria. That

the Greeks (Xenocrates, quoted in the Etym. Mag. in voce ’Aaavpia, and Erato-

sthenes, cited by Eustathius, ad Dionys. V. 775,) derived the name of Assyria

from a certain leader named ’Aoirnp or 'Awsvp, I should not consider an argument

of much weight, for the heroes Armenus, Medus, and Perseus, after whom it was

pretended that the neighbouring provinces were named, were undoubtedly fabu-

lous; and the genealogies, moreover, recorded in the tenth chapter of Genesis, are

considered by an eminent authority to be nothing more than “an historical repre-

sentation of the great and lengthened migrations of the primitive Asiatic race of

man,” (Bunsen’s Egypt, p. 182); but at the same time the double employment

of the Hebrew and the Cuneiform is certainly remarkable, and

there is no improbability in the Proto-patriarch of Assyria having been deified by

his descendants and placed at the head of their Pantheon. Assarac is named in

the Inscriptions “ father of the gods;” “king of the gods;” “ great ruler of the

gods,” &c., and he would seem therefore to answer to the Chronos or Saturn,

whom the Greeks in their Assyro-Hellenic Mythology (conf. Paschal Chronicle:

John of Malala, &c.) made to be the husband of Sciniramis or Rhea, the grand-
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supreme ruler, the King of Assyria; sou of 1 the servant of liar 6
,’ the

great king, the powerful and supreme ruler, King of Assyria; who was

father of Belus, and the progenitor of nil the gods. Curiously enough, also, Beyer,

who annotated Selden’s work, “de Diis Syris,” and who illustrated the Biblical

notices of the Assyrian and Babylonian go Is by references to the Talmud and the

Rabbinical traditions, states (page 323) that Nisroch was considered to be iden-

tical with the Greek Chronos or Saturn, thus confirming, on Jewish authority, the

indication afforded by the epithets applied to Assarac in the incriptions. It has

been assumed pretty generally in Kngland, that the vulture-headed god, who is

very frequently figured on the Nineveh marbles, must necessarily represent the

Biblical Nisroch, nasr or nisr signifying “ a vulture,’’ both in Hebrew and Arabic,

and the Zoronstrian oracle, 'O 0tdg ion KnJinXi} v i\wr ifpmrof, appearing to

refer to the same Assyrian divinity. I cannot, however, at all subscribe to this

doctrine. Nisr, “ a vulture,” can hardly by possibility have any etymological con-

nexion with Assarac, which is the true orthography of the name of the Assyrian

god. I do not indeed think that the vulture-headed figure is intended to represent

any god, in the popular acceptation of that term. I should rather consider it to be

an allegorical figure—a symbol, perhaps, connected with the philosophy of early

Mngism—of which the hidden meaning was known only to the priesthood. If

Nisroch or Assarac is figured at all upon the Assyrian marbles, I should suppose

him, as the head of the Pantheon, to be represented by that particular device of a

winged figure in a circle, which was subsequently adopted by the Persians to

denote Ormazd, the chief deity of their religious system. The Zoroastrian oracle

of the hawk-headed god may, at the same time, very possibly refer to the Nimrud
figure; for all the Zoroastrian Cab da, and in fact, the whole structure and machi-

nery of Magism, as detailed in the Zend Avesta and Bun Deliesh, were derived,

I think, from the later Chaldees; but I take the Theos of the oracle to be used

altogether in an esoteric sense, and to have no connexion whatever with the

primitive and vulgar mythology of Assyria.

2 My reasons for supposing >—< to represent Beltis, are, lstly, a common'variant

groupe for the deity in question is, ^ TTT*
wben

*~II
denotes

Del, and is, I think, a feminine characteristic, or at any rate an epithet

applying exclusively to goddesses; 2ndly, the deity
t -ii *m is sym-

bolised on a cylinder, (see Cullimore’s Cyl- No. 50) by a naked female figure

nearly resembling the Ken of the Hieroglyphs; and 3rd, on the Obelisk, side 1,

line 12, attached to —

*

is the epithet y<<<, “mother of

the gods,” being used at Behistun for the Persian mata.

3 The epithet “ riero," which I propose to render “shining,” is applied to many

of the gods; to Bel, to Bar, to Nebo (or Sut ?), even to Assarac; and it can

hardly therefore be made use of as an argument in favour of the Sabseism of the

Assyrian worship. It is probably the same word which occurs in the Biblical

Nergal.

4 The name of this deity is written indifferently
Tl <xt or tr but

I have no clue to its identification in the general mythological system. At

Khorsabad, Ani is usually joined with Ashtera, or the goddess Astarte.

5 The usual phonetic form of this name is, perhaps, Kati-bar.
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son of Hevent 1

,
the great king, the powerful and supreme ruler, King of

Assyria.” After this introduction, the inscription goes on apparently

to notice the efforts made by the king to establish the worship of the

Assyrian gods generally throughout the empire, and, in connexion

with this subject, incidentally as it were, occurs a list of the nations

tributary to Nineveh, which is of considerable interest in affording

the means of comparing the extent of the kingdom as it was consti-

tuted at that time, with the distribution given in later inscriptions,

when the empire had been enlarged by conquest.

I am able neither to follow the sense throughout, nor even to

read with any certainty some of the names, but I can still obtain a

general insight into the geographical distribution. Firstly are men-

tioned the people of Nahiri (or Northern Mesopotamia 2
), of Lek

(perhaps the Lycians before they moved to the westward), of Sabiri

(the Sapires 3
?), and of the plains sacred to the god Hem*. There is

then an allusion to the couutries beyond the river Tigris 5 as far as

1 I may as well note that it is extremely doubtful if the middle character of

this king’s name really represent an n; I merely give it that power as I find

Y YY yyy
fly ,

and flyy or fllyy, to interchange in the word for “man;” but there are

Y
equally strong grounds for classing fly among the dentals; and the name in

question therefore may very possibly read Hem-tak or Hem-tag.

2 Nahiri frequently occurs as the name of a country about the head streams of

the Tigris and Euphrates; it is, I think, the same as the Biblical

and the Egyptian Naliaraina; but I do not consider either of those names to apply

to Mesopotamia, as that term was used by the Greek geographers.

3 If this be the same name as the Khorsabad r- -m ,
the allu-

sion will be to a country lying between Armenia and Susiana, the Matiene, in fact,

of Herodotus.

4 The word which I doubtfully render “ plains,” is written pyy ^ or

pf_ pr y ^7^ or pf_ >~TT^ >-< or pt_ fYYJ, and is, I believe,

identical with the Biblical Q1S. Geseuius, it is true, translates Aram, “ highlands,”

but this is hardly in accordance with the use of the term in Scripture ; and I ob-

serve, moreover, in the last line of the Obelisk, the verb f;YYY^ »-YY* ^ >- Y^

“I came down,” in connexion with py »-YY* »-<, which would seem to

show that the word must signify “ low country” or “ plains.”

5 The most ancient name of the Tigris was
,
of which I cannot

venture to give the pronunciation. Its better-known appellation was Barseber,

always written in Assyrian
Hf~ ^y*4 4^, but with many variants in

Hieratic and Cursive Babylonian. (Compare India-House Slab, col. 5
,
lines 15

,
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Syria'; and after the enumeration of several names not otherwise

known, there is a notiee of the city of Rabek, which from many points

of evidence in the later inscriptions, I believe to represent Heliopolis,

the capital of Lower Egypt. In continuation I read, “ I received

homage (?) from the nations on tho river Sbenat, as far as Armenia*;

from the plains of Larri to Ladsan; from the people beyond the

river Zab as far as tho city of Tel Biari
; from the city of Tel

Abtan to the city of Tel Zabdan; from the cities of Akrima and

Kharta, and the sea-coast dependent on Taha-Tanis, to the frontiers

of my country I brought abundance: from the plains of Bibad as far

as Tarmar, I bestowed (all) upon the people of my own kingdom 3.”

38,45; col. 7, line 46, &c.; Bellino’s Cylinder, col. 2, line 42; Rich, PI. IX,

No. 4, 1. 22.) The name of Dikel or Diglet, (Chaldee Arabic \,

Diglito of Pliny,) however, was not unknown. At Behistun,

is used in one passage for the more usual
>f- 5-< S^Y’ and 1 lmve

found the same title, but slightly varied in the spelling, in an Inscription of the

time of the Khorsabad king. Sec British Museum series, No. G5, 1. 14, where the

phrase occurs, “ I slew the Arab tribes who dwelt upon the Tigris.”

1 In some copies of this Inscription Syria is denoted by the capital city of the

Hittites, a city well known, under a slightly altered form, in the Inscriptions of the

Khorsabad period, and which I have been often tempted to read Shaluma, and to

identify with Jerusalem, (*?!£' or SdXupn): but generally, instead of this name.

^yy? ^yyy* tm « v -TTT^ -21 ,
we have the country of

JzYyy vy >— Y, which is certainly, I think, the Lemenen or Remenen of

the Hieroglyphs, and which may very possibly be the Scriptural Lebanon. Com-

paring, indeed, the following passages in the British Museum series, PI. 26, 1. 16;

PI. 39, 1. 23; and PI. 40, Is. 40 and 45, we can hardly doubt but that the three

names an<1

or Lemenen, Hamana, and Serar, refer to places immediately contiguous, and the

most reasonable explanation therefore certainly is, that they denote the great

mountain chain of Syria, the hills, in fact of Lebanon, Amana, and Shenir, which

are associated in the famous passage of Solomon’s Song, c. iv. v. 8, and which ate

otherwise well known in geography.

2 Of the river Sbenat I know nothing, as it is not mentioned in any other

passage. The etymology, however, would seem to be Zend; compare sventa,

“holy.” Armenia in this passage is sometimes named Ararat and sometimes

Aram Bedan, to the identification of which, unless it be the Padan Aram of

Scripture, I have no clue whatever.

3 In this list the only remarkable place is Taha-Tanis, or, as it is may rather

perhaps be read, Taha-Dnnis. This was a very celebrated city of Lower Chaldcea,
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Now this list is no less remarkable for what it omits than what it

mentions. It would seem as if the sea-coast of Phoenicia had not yet

fallen under the power of Assyria, nor the upper provinces of Asia

Minor—nor the high land of Media; and if Susiana and Babylonia

were included in the empire, as the mention of Taha-Tanis would

appear to indicate, they were not held of sufficient account to be

noticed. Very different, it will be seen, was the condition of Assyria

at a later epoch. The period when Phoenicia first came under the

dominion of Assyria is fixed by a subsequent legend of Sardanapalus,

which is inscribed upon the votive altar, as well as upon the Bull and

Lion, which the king dedicated to his tutelary deity on returning from

the Syrian campaign. In that inscription it is expressly stated, that

while the king was in Syria he received the tribute of the kings of

Tyre, and Sidon, of Acre, of Byblos, of Berytus, of Gaza, of Baiza (?),

and of Aradus; a complete list being thu3 given of the great maritime

cities of Phoenicia 1
. There is still another inscription of Sardanapalus

and several detached fragments which are strictly and purely his-

torical, being designed to illustrate the subject of the bas-reliefs to

which they are attached. These pieces give succinct notices of the

different wars in which the monarch was engaged, but they are all

unfortunately in so mutilated a state, that a connected narrative

cannot be obtained from them 2
.

It will be of more interest then to pass on at once to Temen-

bar II., the son of Sardanapalus, who built the centre palace at Nimrud,

and of whose annals the Obelisk supplies us with a notice of singular

completeness and detail. Comparing, indeed, the Obelisk Inscription

with the writing upon the votive Bulls belonging to the Centre Palace,

which were dedicated apparently at an earlier period of Temen-bar’s

reign, and with the legend on the statue found at Kileh Shergat, which

was designed especially to commemorate the king’s southern expc-

but I cannot identify the name in classical or Scriptural geography. I shall

reserve all inquiry into the other names, the phonetic rendering of many of which

is extremely doubtful, for the Memoir to be published hereafter.

1 See British Museum series, PI. 43, 1. 10. The names of Tyre and Sidon, of

Akarra (for the Heb. “Op, Greek ’Ac/), and modern Acre), of Guba) (Heb. ^33,
and Greek llo/IXor),) and Arvada (Ileb. ”11“!^, and Greek ’Aprf$i«u) are certain;

but the other three, which are moreover of very rare occurrence, are doubtful.

In the Khorsabad Inscriptions, for Akarra or Acre is often substituted Maratha,

which is of course the MripoOoc of Strabo, “ 7roX if apyaia 'hoirico/ 1<,’’ Lib. x\i.

p. 5 1«. As these sheets are passing through the press, I observe that Dr. Mincks

has mistaken these Phoenician cities of Acre and Marath for the remote provinces

of Aria and Parthia, provinces to which I am pretty sure the Assyrian arms never

penetrated. See Khorsabad Inscriptions by Dr. Iliucks, p. 31.
2 See British Museum series, Plates 43 and 49.
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dition, we have as complete a register of the chief events of the period

as could well be desired.

Of this register, I will now accordingly undertake to give an

explanation, merely premising that, although considerable difficulty

still attaches to the pronunciation of the proper names, and although

the meaning of particular passages is still unknown to me, I hold the

accurate ascertainment of the general purport of the legend, to be no

more subject to controversy than my decipherment of the Persian

Inscriptions of Behistun 1
.

The inscription on the Obelisk commences with an invocation to

the gods of Assyria to protect the empire. I cannot follow the sense

of the whole invocation, which takes up fourteen lines of writing, as

well from the obscurity of the titles appertaining to the gods, as from

the lacunm in the text owing to the fracture of the corner edge of the

gradines; but I perceive, I think, the following passages:—“The god

Assarac, the great lord, king of all the great gods; Ani, the king;

Nit, the powerful, and Artenk, the supreme god of the provinces 2
;

Beltis, the protector, mother of the gods.” A few lines further on we

have “Shemir, (perhaps the Greek Semiramis) who presides over the

heavens and the earth” (another god whose name is lost). “Bar,”

with an unknown epithet; then “ Artenk, Lama, and Horns;”

and after the interval of another line, “ Tal, and Set, the

attendants of Beltis, mother of the gods 3.” The favour of all these

deities with Assarac at their head, the Supreme God of Heaven,

is invoked for the protection of Assyria. Temen-bar then goes

on to give his titles and genealogy; he calls himself, King of the

Nations who worship Husi (another name for the god Shemir) and

Assarac; King of Mesopotamia, (using a term which was afterwards

particularly applied to the Euphrates 4

); son of Sardanapalus, the

1 The claims here put forward require perhaps to be qualified, for I do not

affect to consider my reading of the Obelisk Inscription in the light of a critical

translation. Whenever, indeed, I have met with a passage of any particular

obscurity I have omitted it, and the interpretation even which I have given of

many of the standard expressions is almost conjectural. My object has been

throughout to give a general idea of the nature ot the Assyrian records, rather than

to resolve particular difficulties of orthograph)' or etymology.

2 That the monogram fit denotes the goddess Nit, (Egyptian Neith ?), I infer

from its being used at Behistun to express the last syllable in the name of king

Nabunit, (N\q3<>i'ifoe). Nit and Artank are named in the E. I. H. Insc., col. 4, 1. 10.

3 Most of these names are very doubtful indeed.

Perrat, seems to explain a passage in the Etym. Mag. 'Aoovpia—
»/ BapvXiuvia—

ro fiiv TTpOiTOV tKaXtiro Eo^pnrjf, vorioov ci XaXcaia.
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servant of Husi, the protectoi-

,
who first introduced the worship of the

gods among the many peopled nations (the exact terms being here

used which answer to the “ dahyawa paruwa-zana ” of Persepolis).

Sardanapalus, too, is called the son of Katibar (or “the servant of

Bar”), who was king of Zahiri, which seems to have been one of the

many names of Assyria.

Temen-bar then says :
—“ At the commencement of my reign, after

that I was established on the throne, I assembled the chiefs of my
people and came down into the plains of Esmes, where I took the city

of Haridu, the chief city belonging to Nakharni.”

“ In the first year of my reign, I crossed the Upper Euphrates,

and ascended to the tribes who worshipped the god Husi. My ser-

vants erected altars (or tablets) in that land to my gods. Then I

went on to the land of Kliamana 1

,
where I founded palaces, cities, and

temples. I went on to the land of Malar, and there I established the

worship (or laws) of my kingdom.”

“ In the second year, I went up to the city of Tel Barasba, and

occupied the cities of Ahuni, son of Hateni. I shut him up in his city,

I then crossed the Euphrates, and occupied the cities of Dabagu and

Abarta belonging to the Sheta, together with the cities which were

dependent on them 2
.

“ In the third year, Ahuni, son of Hateni, rebelled against me, and

having become independent, established his seat of government in the

1 Tliis name lias many different forms, but wherever it occurs, it denotes, I

think, Northern Syria, or rather perhaps the particular mountain ranges stretching

from Cilicia to Libanus, being in fact the 'A/xavoi; of the Greeks, and

of Scripture. (See authorities in Bochart’s Phaleg, col. 359.) The name should

be pronounced Ilam&na or Amina, I think, in preference to the form I generally

use of Khamdna.
2 The Sheta or Khita are repeatedly mentioned in the Egyptian Inscriptions

of the eighteenth and nineteenth dynasties. By Mr. Birch they have been sup-

posed to represent the Chaldees. Others have identified them with the Scythians:

whilst Bunsen has recognised in the Khita, the Ilittites of Scripture, and this last

explanation is undoubtedly the true one; for the Sheta of the Assyrian Inscrip-

tions, (written Sveta or sometimes Klietta,) who are certainly the same people as

the Khita of the Hieroglyphs, can be distinctly proved from the numerous no-

tices concerning them, to have been the dominant tribe of Palestine, and the

'Unn Y”lX of Joshua, c. i. v. 4, and the D'/inn of 2 Kings, c. vii.

v. (!, have the same general application. This name j"in, indeed, appears to have

always been the special and vernacular designation of Palestine, the governors of

that province during the perod of the Babylonish captivity, taking on their

coins the title of Un £0 "pa- See the Due de Luynes’s Essay on Phoenicia,

p. 7<>, sr/q.
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city of Tel Barasba. The country bcyonil the Euphrates 1
lie placed

under the protection of the god Assarac, the Excellent, while he com-
mitted to the god Rimmon, the country between the Euphrates and
the Arteri, with its city of Bithcr 2

,
which was held by the Sheta.

Then I descended into the plains of Elets. The countries of Elets,

Shakni, Dayini, Enem ('!), Arzaskan, the capital city of Arama, king
of Ararat, Lazan and Hubiska, I committed to the charge of Detar-
.osar. Then I went out from the city of Nineveh, and crossing the

Euphrates, I attacked and defeated Ahuni, the son of Hateni, in the

city of Sitrat, which was situated upon the Euphrates, and which
Ahuni had made one of his capitals. The rest of the country I

brought under subjection; and Ahuni, the son of Hateni, with his

gods and his chief priests, his horses, his sons and his daughters, and
all his men of war, I brought away to my country of Assyria. After-

wards I passed through the country of Slielar (or Kelar,) and came to

the district of Zoba. I reached the cities belonging to Nikti, and took

the city of A edi, where Nikti dwelt. (A good deal of this part

of the inscription I have been obliged to translate almost conjec-

1 The name of the Euphrates is written in Assyrian | y
JLT- or

iir *H>
or optionally with a final I,

( Y
or HK or &£T) and each of these

forms must, I think, be sounded Berat or Perat. The Babylonian orthography

was h a -m Hr. which, I think, was also pronounced Huperatah,

although singularly enough this particular term (spelt in many different ways, and

generally without the initial sign) was used in all the Assyrian Inscriptions from

the earliest period to the latest, as one of the titles of the monarch, and certainly

with no reference whatever to the river. For the Babylonian form of the name as

it occurs at Beliistun, see India-House Inscription, col. vii. 1. 45; Bellino’s

Cylinder, side ii, 1. 40; Rich, PI. IX. No. 4. 1. 21; British Museum series, PI. 18,

1. 32; and for the same word written in full, instead of with the syllabic sign

ft or HIT or ^YYYT, see British Museum series, PI. 70, 1. 3. Care must

be taken not to confound with the name of the Euphrates the word, usually

written
f:YY>- f >—

<Y<,
and preceded by the determinative of “water,”

which occurs so often at Khorsabad in connexion with the -Hr
or “ Chaldees,” and in many other places besides ; for this term, although pro-

nounced nearly in the same manner as the name of the Euphrates, does in reality

apply to the “ sea ” or “ ocean,” being perhaps cognate with the Latin mare.

2 Bither is, perhaps, the Biblical "YIJ“I3 j (Numb. xxii. 5, and Deut. xxiii. 5)

but all this part of the Inscription is very difficult, and little dependence can be

placed on the translation.

vol. xii. 2 G
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turally, for on tlie Obelisk the confusion is quite bewildering; the

engraver having, as I think, omitted a line of the text which he

was copying, and the events of the third and fourth year being thus

mingled together; while in the Bull Inscription, where the date is

preserved, showing that the final action with Ahuni took place in the

fourth, and not in the third year, the text is too much mutilated to

admit of our obtaining any connected sense. I pass on accordingly to

the fifth year.)

“In the fifth year, I went up to the country of Abyari; I took

eleven great cities; I besieged Akitta of Erri in his city, and received

his tribute.

“ In the sixth year, I went out from the city of Nineveh, and

proceeded to the country situated on the river Belek 1
. The ruler of

the country having resisted my authority, I displaced him and ap-

pointed Tsirnba to be lord of the district; and I there established the

Assyrian sway. I went out from the land on the river Belek, and

came to the cities of Tel-Atak (?) and Habaremya. Then I crossed

the Upper Euphrates and received tribute from the kings of the

Sheta. Afterwards I went out from the land of the Sheta and came

to the city of Umeu(?) In the city of Umen(?) I raised altars to the

great gods. From the city of Umen I went out and came to the city

of Barbara. Then Hem-ithraof the country of Atesh 2
,
and Arhulena

1 The Belek is, I conclude, the B/Xixof of the Greeks and modern

Bilikh, a large affluent of the Euphrates above the Khabur.
2 Atesh is so frequently mentioned in this Inscription, and is apparently a place

of so much consequence, as to merit some inquiry into its site. Its connexion

with the Sheta would seem to identify it detcrminatcly with the Atesh or Ati

of the Egyptian records, a city, as Mr. Birch observed in a recent paper, “ the

ascertaining the site] of which has been deemed one of the greatest desiderata in

Egyptian history.” (See Trans, of Royal Society of Literature, vol. II. 2nd Ser.

p. 336. ) Mr. Birch, from an examination of the Egyptian evidence regarding

Atesh, came to the conclusion that it was a large city of Syria, to the north of

Palestine, and the Cuneiform indications all tend to the same emplacement. That
it could not have been far from the sea-coast of Phoenicia, is proved by the Assy-
rian king having received, whilst sojourning in the land of Atesh, the tribute of

Tyro and Sidon, and Byblos; and its uniform association with Hamath would
further naturally point out Emessa or Hems, as its modern representative, these

two cities having been conjoined in all ages both politically and geographically.
It is interesting, therefore, to remark that St. Jerome, in commentating the passage
of the Toldoth Beni Noah, where the Zemaritc and the Hamathite are spoken of
together, explains the former name, which the Jerusalem Targuin and all the
Oriental Jews identify with Hems or Emessa, as applying to a famous city of
Coelo-Syria, called Edessa. The critics, of course, unanimously suppose that
Edessa is here an error for Emessa

; but I would inquire if Edessa might not
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of Hamath, and the kings of the Sheta, and the tribes which were in

alliance with them, arose: setting their forces in battle array they
came against me. By the grace of Assarac, the great and powerful

god, I fought with them and defeated them
; 20,500 of their men I

slew in battle, or carried into slavery. Their leaders, their captains,

and their men of war, I put in chains.
“ In the seventh year, I proceeded to the country belonging to

Khabni of Tcl-ati. The city of Tcl-ati, which was his chief place, and

the towns which were dependent on it, I captured and gave up to

pillage. I went out from the city of Tel-ati and came to the land

watered by the head-streams which form the Tigris. The priests of

Assarac in that land raised altars to the immortal gods. I appointed

priests to reside in the land to pay adoration to Assarac, the great and

powerful god, and to preside over the national worship. The cities of

this region which did not acknowledge the god Assarac I brought

under subjection, and I here received the tribute of the country of

Nahiri.

“In the eighth year, against Sut-Baba, king of Taha-Dunis, ap-

peared Sut-Bel-herat and his followers. The latter led his forces

against Sut-Baba and took from him the cities of the land of Beth

Takara '.

have been really an ancient name for Hems, an Hellenic form, indeed, of the

Assyrian and Egyptian Atesh. St. Jerome could not possibly have meant the real

Edessa, for that city was not in Coelo-Syria; nor was it ever conjoined with

Hamath ; nor could the Mesopotamian Edessa possibly represent the Atesh of the

Hieroglyphics, for it was not situated upon a river
; and the latter feature was the

distinguishing local characteristic of the city taken by Sethos I. Whatever may
be thought of this attempt to reconcile Atesh with Hems, through St. Jerome’s

employment of the name of Edessa, it is at any rate certain, that no cities of Syria

will so well meet the Cuneiform requirements for Atesh and Hamath, as the

modern and
,
and if we allow for some exaggeration on the part of

the Egyptian artists in representing the Orontes as almost equal to the Nile, the

pictures of the siege of Atesh, which Mr. Birch conjectures to have given rise to

the Greek fable of the Assyrian campaign against Bactria, may, I think, be

brought to apply equally well to the same locality of Hems. There are, however,

some remarkable ruins on the Orontes above Hems, named

which are said to be of an Assyrian character, and which may possibly mark the

site of Atesh.

1 I take this name from the Bull Inscriptions, but I do not think the place

alluded to can be the famous Chaldean city of Beth Takara, of which mention is

so frequently made at Khorsabad. All this part of the Inscription, however,

describing the wars of Sut-Baba and Sut-Bel-herat, is exceedingly difficult, and I

cannot conjecture even the meaning of several passages.

2 G 2
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“ In the ninth year, a second time I went up to Armenia 1 aud took

the city of Lunanta. By the assistance of Assarac and Sut, I ob-

tained possession of the person of Sut-Bel-herat. In the city of (Jmen

I put him in chains. Afterwards Sut-Bel-herat, together with his

chief followers, I condemned to slavery. Then I went down to

Shinar 2
,
and in the cities of Shinar 3

,
of Borsippa 4

,
and of Ketika 5

,
I

1 Tlie name here made use of on the Obelisk and in the Inscription on the

Statue from Shergat, (which was dedicated in commemoration of this particular

campaign) is Hekdi, aud I translate it Armenia, from observing that at Khor-

sabad, the three names of
, >^ ,

and

iti <mti ar. or Hekdi, Sheshah, and Ararat, interchange ; but I

think that the province of Hekdi must also have included Adiabene ; for in the

Shergat Inscription it would certainly seem to intervene between Assyria and

Babylonia.

2 There is a name here used on the Obelisk and in the Shergat Inscription for

Babylonia which deserves some attention ; it is written
-TT*.

and was pronounced, perhaps, Pekhodli or Pekhods, being, I think, the same as the

Biblical Tlp3, which in Jer. 1. 21, and in Ezek. xxiii. 23, is understood to desig-

nate some part of the province of Babylon. The same name is found in several

other inscriptions referring to Babylonia, (see among others, Kliors. Ins. p. 152, 12;

Is. 5, 8, 1
1 ); and on Bellino’s Cylinder it is used almost indifferently for the more

common term p ^ 1 take this opportunity, also, of

suggesting that the DV)T3 Y”1K, conjoined with Pekod in the verse above

quoted, Jer. 1. 21, may be identified with the
*

>~yy»- of the Inscriptions.

The Cuneiform term is usually in the plural number, as the Hebrew is in the dual

;

the two names must be pronounced almost similarly aud their geographical appli-

cation can hardly vary.

3 I am hardly prepared to maintain that the ancient name of Babylonia,

Hf }
can be read phonetically as Shinar, though, if

the Biblical title of does anywhere occur in the Inscriptions, this group

of characters has certainly the best claim to be considered its correspondent ; for

of the four signs which compose the name, the three last have certainly the powers

n, r, h, and the first may possibly be s. Perhaps it would be a preferable expla-

nation to regard the Cuneiform title as composed entirely of ideographs, and signi-

fying “ the country of the god Rah ”(?), for the first sign, which has many variants,

seems very frequently to denote a country; the second sign is the determinative of

a god, and was, I think, in the early times used exclusively in that capacity; nnd

with regard to the third element, we may very well understand that all the various

forms which it takes, nnd which cannot possibly be brought into phonetic identity,

may be monograms or groups denoting the same deity. I do not lay much stress
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erected altars and founded temples to the groat gods. Then I went
down to the land of the Chaldees 6

,
and I occupied their cities, and I

on the particular name Rah, hut make use of it as the phonetic value of the cha-

racters most commonly employed. The chief objection to this explanation is, that

the deity
|

TEy is otherwise unknown in Assyrian mythology, (for it

would hardly, I suppose, be allowable to compare 'Via or Semiramis, the tutelar

divinity of Babylon); but on the other hand, a comparison of a passage in the

Khorsabad Inscriptions, PI. 153, 1. 5, where
y

Y ^Y

is joined to a PassaSc *n l>nc ® °f the same

plate, where the name of a well-known deity >-
T *1 used geo-

graphically, is also joined to the same term, would certainly seem to place

I Ygy and *T <T- in the same category of divinity. Of one thing,

at any rate, I am pretty well persuaded, that ?^>y y |
^Y

cannot represent Babylon phonetically. The name of Babel, usually written

^ JEJ or ^ £TT ,
is “ever brought, so

far as my experience goes, into the remotest alphabetical connexion with the other

title, and until therefore I find the one term written with an r, » y ^ instead

of an
/, y ,

or the other written with an l instead of an r, I shall hardly

be brought to admit that they can be pronounced in the same manner, or indeed,

that they represent phonetically the same name.
4 The name of Borsippa, is, I think, undoubted. It occurs in every notice of

Babylon from the earliest time to the latest, and the name is written indifferently,

Bartsebah, Bartseleh, and Bartsira, another example being thus afforded of the

interchange of the l or r with the v or b.

5 The name written ^Y ^Y >—-<y< J;Y
y

^Y on the Obelisk is replaced by

in the Bull Inscriptions, but I know nothing of the

cities thus indicated, unless they are various forms for the name of Sitace. The

chief place of Babylonia, in an Inscription of the Khorsabad period, (British

Museum series, PI. G8, L 11,) is named >~y ( T^^^yy yy< ^YT^',

and in PI. Go, 1. 19, of the same series, another place is mentioned, which also

seems to have been a Babylonian capital. *~jy YY
y
y< >- Yy

may, perhaps, be the place of which the name is usually written
yy< HR*,

and which has been already noticed. In a later age, the Jewish Sura was

called SDHQ NJ1D, which somewhat resembles the Cuneiform orthography of

6 Although I always translate the Assyrian term
j j y { 'Sr- Chaldee,
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marched on as far even as the tribes who dwelt upon the sea-coast.

Afterwards in the city of Shinar, I received the tribute of the kings

of the Chaldees, Hateni, the son of Dakri, and Baga-Snt, the son of

Hukni, gold, silver, gems and pearls.

“In the tenth year, for the eighth time I crossed the Euphrates.

I took the cities belonging to Ara-lura 1 of the town of Shalumas 2
,
and

gave them up to pillage. Then I went out from the cities of Sha-

lumas, and I proceeded to the country belonging to Arama, (who was

king of Ararat.) I took the city of Arnia, which was the capital of

the country, and I gave up to pillage one hundred of the dependent

towns. I slew the wicked, and I carried off the treasures.

“ At this time Hem-ithra, king of Atesh, and Arhulena, kiDg of

from tlie location of the tribe to which the title belongs in Lower Chaldaea, that is,

between Babylonia Proper and the sea, I am by no means sure that the Cuneiform

characters will represent that name phonetically ; nor am I satisfied that the

Greek term XaXcata, for the Biblical '"7t£0, is of itself a genuine ancient form.

At the same time, as the character has properly the full syllabic power of

l-v, it may, according to my system, represent one of those sounds without the

other, and may even admit an initial vowel, or, which is the same thing in

Babylonian, an aspiration ; so that I think it quite possible -Hr HMf and

may be read Halah and Haldi, for Calali and Chaldi. Other

readings have occurred to me for -TT? <T£ }
such as Lahdi for Nabti, “the

Nabatheeans;’’ or Ludi, the Lud of Scripture, joined with Persia and Phut, (which

latter is certainly the Putiya of the Nakhsh-i-Rustam Inscription) in Ezek. c. 27,

v. 10, and perhaps the Luten or Ruten of the Hieroglyphs; but on geographical

as well as etymological considerations I prefer adhering to my translation of

“ Chaldee."

1 This name is written indifferently and

^yyy > > J t
leading to the inference that the monogram

V den°tes the same e°d as th® sr°up s=TTT* ,
but I have not

otherwise met with either of these forms in connexion with the Assyrian Pantheon.

2 The city, of which the name is written y sryyy^ or

*T T? *=!TT* -EL and which was the capital of the Hittites, and the

chief place apparently in Syria, must represent, it would seem, either Baalbek, or

Damascus, or Jerusalem; but I have not yet been able to satisfy myself to which

place the notices in the Inscriptions are most applicable, nor, owing to the strangely

contradictory employment of the character

certainty the true form of the name.

TTT
,

can I determine with any
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Haniatli, and tho twelve kings of the tribes wlio were in alliance with

them 1
,
came forth arraying their forces against me. They met me, and

we fought a battle in which I defeated them, making prisoners of

their leaders, and their captains, and their men of war, and putting

them in chains.

“ In the eleventh year, I went out from the city of Nineveh, and

for the ninth time crossed the Euphrates. I took the eighty-seven

cities belonging to Ara-lura, and one hundred cities belonging to

Arama, and I gave them up to pillage. I settled the country of

Khamana, and passing by tho country of Yeri, I went down to the

cities of Hamath, and took the city of Esdimak, and eighty-nine of the

dependent towns, slaying the wicked ones and carrying off the trea-

sures. Again, Hem-ithra, king of Atesh, Arhulena, king of Ha-
math, and the twelve kings of the tribes, (or in one copy, the twelve

kings of the Sheta) who were in alliance with them, came forth,

levying war upon me; they arrayed their forces against me. I

fought with them and defeated them, slaying 10,000 of their men,

and carrying into slavery their captains, and leaders, and men of war.

Afterwards I went up to the city of Habbaril, one of the chief cities

belonging to Arama (of Ararat,) and there I received the tribute

of Berbaranda, the king of Shetina, gold, silver, horses, sheep and

oxen, Ac., &c. 2 I then went up to the country of Khamana, where I

founded palaces and cities.

“ In the twelfth year, I marched forth from Nineveh, and for the

tenth time I crossed the Euphrates, and went up to the city of Sevarra-

1 I have sometimes thought that the twelve tribes who are confounded with

the Hittites, and who confederate with the kings of Atesh and Hamath against

the Assyrians, might represent the children of Israel, but such an identification

can be at present but a mere conjecture. In one passage they are spoken of, I

think, as “ the twelve tribes of the Upper and Lower country (the word that I

translate “ Upper ” being the epithet applied to the Upper Zab, which is crossed

on the march from Nineveh to Media ;) and if accordingly the Jews should be the

people indicated, the notice must be supposed to refer to them soon after their

arrival in Palestine, from “the Upper and Lower country” of Egypt, a somewhat

greater antiquity being thus given to the Inscriptions of Nimrud than I should be

otherwise disposed to claim for them.

2 This tribute is represented in the fifth row of sculptures upon the Obelisk.

Perhaps the true reading of the name of the tribe is the Sevtina or Sebtina, for as

the letter represents the s and b indifferently, the inference is that it must

have originally possessed the full syllabic power of Seb. I conjecture the Sevtina,

who are very frequently spoken of in the early Assyrian Inscriptions, but rarely or

ever in the later, to be the Shairutena of the Hieroglyphs. They inhabited some

parts of Syria, but I have no clue to their particular emplacement.
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lruben. I slew the wicked and carried off the treasures from thence

to my own country.
“ In the thirteenth year, I descended to the plains dependent 011

the city of Assar-animet. I went to the district of Yata. I took

the forts of the country of Yata, slaying the evil-disposed and carrying

off all the wealth of the country.
“ In the fourteenth year, I raised the country and assembled a

great army; with 120,000 warriors I crossed the Euphrates. Then it

came to pass, that Hem-ithra, king of Atcsh, and Arhulena, king of

Hamath, and the twelve kings of the tribes of the upper and lower

country, collected their forces together, and came before me offering

battle. I engaged with them and defeated them
;

their leaders, and

captains, and men of war I cast into chains.

“ In the fifteenth year, I went to the country of Naliiri, and esta-

blished my authority throughout the country about the head streams

which form the Tigris. In the district of Akliabi I celebrated (some

great religious ceremony, probably, which is obscurely described, and

which I am quite unable to render).

“ Afterwards I descended to the plains of Lanbuna, and devastated

the cities of Arama, king of Ararat 1

,
and all the country about the head

waters of the Euphrates; and I abode in the country about the rivers

which form the Euphrates, and there I set up altars to the supreme

gods, and left priests in the land to superintend the worship. Hasa,

king of Dayini 2
,
there paid me his homage and brought in his tribute

of horses, and I established the authority of my empire throughout

the land dependent on his city.

“In the sixteenth year, I crossed the river Zab, and went against

the country of the Arians 3
. Sut-mesitek, the king of the Arians, I put

1 I may here notice, once for all, that there is no doubt whatever about the

reading of Ararat, nor its identity with Armenia; for both at Nakhsh-i-Rustam

and Behistun, the Persian Arinina is represented in the Babylonian translation by

llararat, written nearly in the same manner as at Khorsabad. I have added

this note as the sheets arc passing through the press, in consequence of remarking

that Dr. Ilincks has mistaken the name of Ararat for that of Chorasmia.
s

I conjecture the Dayini or Dayani to be the Tahia of the Hieroglyphs,

Scriptural NiTHi and A«oi of Herodotus, Lib. i. c. 125.

3 The identification of the HI > HI! with the Arians (or’Apioi, whom

Herodotus mentions as the ancient inhabitants of Media, Lib. vii. c. G2) is very

doubtful. The people mentioned in the Inscriptions, however, evidently dwelt

within the mountain range cast of Assyria, and were neighbours of the Modes. The

name seems to have been become obsolete at the Khorsabnd period of history.
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in chains, and I brought his wives, and his warriors, and his gods,

captives to my country of Assyria; and I appointed Yanvu, the son of

Khanab, to be king over the country in his place.

“ In the seventeenth }
rear, I crossed the Euphrates and went up

to the country of Khamana, where I founded palaces and cities.

“ In the eighteenth year, for the sixteenth time I crossed the

Euphrates. Khazakan of Atesli came forth to fight; 1121 of his

captains, and 460 of his superior chiefs, with the troops they com-

manded, I defeated in this war.

[It was to commemorate this campaign, that the Colossal Bulls

found in the centre of the Mound at Nimrud, were set up. The

inscription upon them recording the wars, is of course far more

detailed than the brief summary on the Obelisk, and I may as well

therefore give my reading of it.

It commences with a geographical catalogue. “ The upper and

lower countries of Nahiri, the extensive land which worshipped the

god Husi, Khamana and the Sheta, the countries along the course of

the Tigris, and the countries watered by the Euphrates, from Belats

to Shakni, from Sliakni to Meluda, from Meluda to Dayani, from

Dayani to Arzeskan, from Arzeskan to Latsan, from Latsan to

Hubiska; the A rians and the tribes of the Chaldees who dwell upon

the sea-coast.

“ In the eighteenth year, for the sixteenth time I crossed the

Euphrates. Then Khazakan of Atesli collected his warriors and came

forth; these warriors he committed to a man of Aranersa, who had

administered the country of Lemnan. Him he appointed chief of his

army. I engaged with him and defeated him, slaying and carrying

into slavery 13,000 of his fighting men, and making prisoners 1121 of

his captains, and 460 superior officers, with their cohorts.”

I now return to the Obelisk.]

“ In the nineteenth year, for the eighteenth time I crossed the

Euphrates. I wrent up again to Khamana, and founded more palaces

and temples.

“ In the twentieth year, for the twentieth time I crossed the

Euphrates. I went up to the country of Berahui. I took the cities,

and despoiled them of their treasures.

“ Iu the twenty-first year, for the twentieth time I crossed the

Euphrates, and again went up to the country of Khazakan of Atesb.

I occupied his territory, and -while there received tribute from the

countries of Tyre, of Sidon, and of Gubal 1

.

1 Gubal is the Greek Bo/3Xoe. The form of bin occurs in several passages of

Scripture, (see Ezek. xxvii. 9, and l Kings v. 32) ; and the same orthography
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“In the twenty-second year, for the twenty-first time I crossed

the Euphrates and marched to the country of Tubal 1
. Then I received

the submission of the twenty-four kings of Tubal, and I went on to

tbe country of Atta, to the gold country, to Belui, and to Ta-Esferem 2
.

“ In the twenty-third year, I again crossed the Euphrates and

occupied the city of Huidara, the strong-hold of Ellal of Meluda; and

the kings of Tubal again came in to me and I received their tribute.

“ In the twenty-fourth year, I crossed the river Zab, and passing

away from the land of Kharkhar 3
, went up to the country of the

Arians. Yanvu, whom I had made king of the Arians, had thrown off

his allegiance, so I put him in chains. I captured the city of Esaksha

and took Beth Telabon, Beth Everek, and Beth Tsida, his principal

cities. I slew the evil-disposed, and plundered the treasures, and gave

the cities over to pillage. I then went out from the land of the

Arians, and received the tribute of the twenty-seven kings of the

Persians. Afterwards I removed from the land of the Persians and

entered the territory of the Medes, going on to Ratsir and Kharkhar;

I occupied the several cities of Kakhidra, of Tarzanem, of Irleban, of

Akhirablud, and the towns which depended on them. I punished the

evil-disposed. I confiscated the treasures and gave the cities over to

was retained until a late period upon the coins of the city. See the Due do

Luynes’s Essay, “ Sur la Numismatique de la Phoenicie,” p. 88, sqq.

> The Syrian tribe of Tubal, connected, in all probability, if not identical

with the bn'in or ban of Scripture, will be more particularly noticed in my
remarks on the Khorsabad Inscriptions.

2 I have ventured to read phonetically, as it

here certainly represents the name of a country ; but the term, which is of very

common occurrence, usually denotes some well-known natural object, (perhaps

a palm-tree,) and the initial character is determinative. The same word, I may
add, is used to designate a city of Babylon in the E. I. H. Insc., col. iv. 1. 27.

3 The land of Kharkhar, which is very frequently mentioned in the Inscrip-

tions of Nimrud, of Khorsabad, and of Van, was certainly a part of Armenia.
There are two people known in Armenian history whose names nearly resemble

the Cuneiform title, the Karkarians (Vapyapiic; of Strabo), and the Khorkhoru-
nians, descended from Khorh, son of Haig. The latter, however, who dwelt upon
the lake Van, and were of much traditional celebrity, have certainly the best

claim to be identified with the Cuneiform Kharkhar (see St. Martin’s Armenia,
vol. II. p. 248). The siege of the city of Kharkhar, capital of the province, is

represented in the Khorsabad sculptures, Salle II. No. 7; and this may possibly

be the same place as the modern city of Van, for the hill on which the castle is

built retains the name of Khorkhor to the present day: though as the Kharkhar,
which is mentioned in the Inscriptions on the Van rock, appears to be a foreign

place, the mere coincidence of name is by no means sufficient to prove an identity.
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pillage, and I established the authority of my empire iu the city of
Kharkhar. Yanvu, the son of Khaban (usually written Khanab),
with his wives and his gods, and his sons and daughters, his servants
and all his property, I carried away captive into my country of
Assyria 1

.

“ In the twenty-fifth year, I crossed the Euphrates and received
the tributo of the kings of the Sheta. I passed by the country of

Khamana and came to the cities of Akti of Berliui. The city of

Tabura, his strong-hold, I took by assault. I slew those who resisted

and plundered the treasures; and all the cities of the country I gave
over to pillage. Afterwards in the city of Bahura, the capital city of

Aram, son of Hagus, I dedicated a temple to the god Rimmon, and I

also built a royal palace in the same place.

“ In the twenty-sixth year, for the seventh time I passed through

the country of Khannvna. I went on to the cities of Akti of Berliui,

and I inhabited the city of Tanaken, which was the strong-hold of

Etlak; there I performed the rites which belong to the worship of

Assarac, the supreme god; and I received as tribute from the country,

gold and silver, and corn, and sheep, and oxen. Then I went out

from the city of Tanaken, and I came to the country of Leman. The
people resisted me, but I subdued the country by force. I took the

cities and 6lew their defenders; and the wealth of the people, with

their cattle and corn and moveables, I sent as booty to my country of

Assyria. I gave all their cities over to pillage. Then I went on to

the country of Metliets, where the people paid their homage, and I

received gold and silver as their tribute. I appointed Akharriyadon,

1 I infer, from the geographical distribution contained in this paragraph, that

the Persian tribes, when they were thus first brought in contact with the Assy-

rians, had not yet turned to the southward in their immigration from beyond the

or Arians, who were first met with after the passage of the Zab, inhabited probably

Central Media. The Persian tribes I should place about Rliages and the Caspian

Straits (the date of the Nimrud Inscriptions being thus apparently synchronous

with the composition of the first Fargard of the Vendidad). The Medes might

then be understood as the inhabitants of Atropatene, and Kharkhar would be

Pers-armenia. I do not of course give these emplacements as certain, but it

would be difficult, according to any other explanation, to bring the tribes and

countries indicated into geographical relation. I may add that it is, I think,

undoubtedly in allusion to the Kharkhar of the Inscriptions, that Alexander Poly-

histor, quoting Berosus, says of the ark or vessel in which Xisuthrus escaped

from the flood, in pipog ri Iv roTg Kopxvpaitov optoi rfjg 'Apptviac Ciaptvtiv.

Syncell. Chron. 28; Eus. Chron. 5. 8.

Oxus, or, at any rate, had not yet reached Persia Proper. The >-
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the son of Akti, to bo king over them. Afterwards I went up to

Khamana, where I founded more palaces and temples; until at length

I returned to my country of Assyria.

“ In the twenty-seventh year, I assembled the captains of my
army, and I sent Detarasar of Ittana, the general of the forces, iu

command of my warriors to Armenia; he proceeded to the land of

Khamana, and in the plains belonging to the city of Ambaret, lie

crossed the river Artseni 1

. Asiduri of Armenia, hearing of the inva-

sion, collected his cohorts and came forth against my troops, offering

them battle; my forces engaged with him and defeated him, and the

country at once submitted to my authority.

“In the twenty-eighth year, whilst I was residing in the city of

Calah, a revolt took place on the part of the tribes of the Skctina.

They were led on by Sherrila, who had succeeded to the throne on

the death of Labarni, the former king. Then I ordered the general

of my army, Detarasar of Ittana, to march with my cohorts and all

my troops against the rebels. Detarasar accordingly crossed the

Upper Euphrates, and marching into the country established himself

in the capital city, Kanala. Then Sherrila, who was seated on the

throne, by the help of the great god Assarac, I obtained possession of his

person, and his officers, and the chiefs of the tribes of the Shetina who

had thrown off their allegiance and revolted against me, together with

the sons of Sharila, and the men who administered affairs, and impri-

soned or punished all of them
;
and I appointed Ar-liasit of Sirzakisba

to be king over the entire land. I exacted a great tribute also from

the land, consisting of gold and silver and precious stones, and ebony,

&c., kc., kc.', and I established the national worship throughout tbo

land, making a great sacrifice in the capital city of Kanala, in the

temple which had been there raised to the gods.

“In the twenty-ninth year, I assembled my warriors and cap-

tains, and I ascended with them to the country of the Lek. I ac-

• If the name here written
yy Jy ^yy be really Khamana (and as

the
yy

and yy< commonly interchange, I can hardly doubt the identity), we

must give a somewhat greater extension to the country indicated than I have

before proposed. We must consider Khamdna, indeed, not only to apply to tbo

true ’A/idi/of, but to ineludo a part of Taurus; for the river Artseni, erossed oh

the march from Assyria to Ararat, or “ the Great Armenia,” can only be the

'Apo'&viac of the Greeks (modern and Ambaret, or perhaps Akberct,

I should suppose to be the Armenian Kharbert, or, as it is usually called,

Kharpoot.
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ccpted tho homage of the cities of the land, and I then went on to

Shemiba.
“ In the thirtieth year, whilst I was still residing in the city of

Calah, I summoned Detarasar, the general of my army, and I sent

him forth to war in command of my cohorts and forces. He crossed

the river Zab, and first came to the cities of Hubiska; he received the

tribute of Daten of Hubiska; and he went out from thence and came

to the country belonging to Mekadul of Melakari, where tribute was

duly paid. Leaving the cities of Melakari, he then went on to the

country of Iluelka of Minni. Huelka of Minni had thrown off his

allegiance and declared himself independent, establishing his scat

of government in the city of Tsiharta. My general therefore put

him in chains, and carried off his flocks and herds and all his pro-

perty, and gave his cities over to pillage. Passing out from the

country of Minni lie next came to the territory of Selshen of Kharta;

lie took possession of the city of Maharsar, the capital of the country,

and of all the towns which depended on it; and Selshen and his sons

ho made prisoners and sent to his country, despatching to me their

tribute of horses, male and female. He then went into the country of

Sardcra, and received the tribute of Artaheri of Sardera; he after-

wards marched to Persia and obtained the tribute of the kings of the

Persians
;
and he captured many more cities between Persia and

Assyria, and he brought all their riches and treasures with him to

Assyria.

“In the thirty-first year, a second time, whilst I abode in the city

of Calah, occupied in the worship of the gods Assarac, Hem, and

Nebo, I summoned the general of my army, Detarasar of Ittana, and

I sent him forth to war in command of my troops and cohorts. He
went out accordingly, in the first place, to the territories of Daten of

Hubiska, and received his tribute; then be proceeded to Enseri, the

capital city of the country of Bazatsera, and he occupied the city of

Anseri, and the thirty-six other towns of the country of Bazatsera; he

continued his march to the land of Armenia, and he gave over to

pillage fifty cities belonging to that territory. He afterwards pro-

ceeded to Ladsan, and received the tribute of Hubu of Ladsan, and

of the districts of Minni, of Bariana, of Kharran, of Sharrum, of Andi,

(and another district of which the name is lost), sheep, oxen, and

horses, male and female. Afterwards he went on to a district (of

which the name is lost), and he gave up to pillage the cities Biaria

and Sitihuria, cities of consideration, together with the twenty-two

towns which were attached to them. And he afterwards penetrated

as far as the land of the Persians, taking possession of the cities of
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Baiset, Shel Khamana, and Akori-Khamana, all of them places of

strength, and of the twenty-three towns which depended on them
;
he

slew those who resisted, and he carried off the wealth of the cities.

And he afterwards moved to the country of the Ariaus, where by

the help of the gods Assarac and Sut, he captured their cities and

continued his march to the country of Kliarets, taking and despoiling

250 towns; until at length he descended into the plains of Esmes,

above the country of Umen'

(It is extremely difficult to distinguish throughout these last two

paragraphs between the 1st and 3rd persons. In fact, the grammatical

prefixes which mark the persons are frequently put one for the other

even in the same sentence. From the opening clause of the para-

1 I will not pretend at present to discuss tlie geography of either of these two last

campaigns ; for though many of the names, such as Hubiska, Bazatsera, otherwise

Mekhatseri, Ladsdn, &c., are well known in the Inscriptions, I have not been able

to discover anything certain with regard to their positions, further than that they

were contiguous to Northern Media and Armenia. The province of Minni, however,

which is mentioned in the campaign of the thirtieth year, and which occupies a

conspicuous place in the Inscriptions both of Khorsabad and Van (the name being

written indifferently as ^ Jy
and ^ »-*-y

|y |y)

is certainly the \30 of Scripture, associated by Jeremiah (c. li. v. 27) with

Ararat and Ashchenaz, and also spoken of by Nicolaus of Damascus under the

form of Mivnae. I may also hazard a conjecture that the Ashkenaz

of Scripture is the Arzeskan of the Inscriptions, which was the capital city of

Arama, king of Ararat, the two names being almost identical, if we admit a

metathesis in the orthography. Ashkenaz must at any rate necessarily have some

Cuneiform correspondent, and I know of no name but Arzeskan that at all

resembles it. The similarity of the Arama
| y f~Y

°f the Inscrip-

tions with the Armenian king Aram, sixth in descent from llaig, cannot of course

be overlooked ; but I would hardly propose to draw any historical inference from

this coincidence of name. I will only add that the notice of tho Persians in

both of these campaigns, in evident connection with tribes and countries belonging

to Northern Media and Armenia, is to my mind strongly confirmatory of the

supposition that at the date of the Nimrud Inscriptions the tribes in question

were still encamped at the foot of the mountains south of the Caspian, in those

scats which the traditions of the race identified with the exploits of Feridoun and

his successors. I believe indeed that these Cuneiform notices of the Persians will

go far to verify tho suspicion which has been long entertained, of the subjection of

the race to the Assyrian yoke being figured under the tyrannical rule of the

usurper Zolidk, and will enable us in the end to introduce something like chrono-

logical accuracy and order into the myths and traditions embodied in the Shali-

mfineh.
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graphs, I certainly understand that tho Assyrian general conducted

both of these expeditions into High Asia; yet, it would seem as if the

king in chronicling tho war, wished to appropriate the achievements to

himself.)

It remains that I should notice the Epigraphs which are engraved

on the Obelisk above the five series of figures. These epigraphs con-

tain a sort of register of the tribute sent in by five different nations to

the Assyrian king; but they do not follow the series of offerings as

they are represented in the sculpture with any approach to exac-

titude.

The first epigraph records the receipt of the tribute from Sbehua

of Ladsan, a country which joined Armenia, and which I presume,

therefore, to be connected with the Lazi and Lazistan.

The second line of offerings are said to have been sent by Yahua,

son of Hubiri, a prince of whom there is no mention in the annals, and

of whose native country therefore I am ignorant.

This is followed by the tribute of a country which is called Misr,

and which there are good grounds for supposing to be Egypt, inasmuch

os we are sure from the numerous indications afforded to the position

in the Inscriptions of Khorsabad, that Misr adjoined SyTia, and as the

same name, (that is, a name pronounced in the same manner, though

written with different phonetic characters,) is given at Behistun as the

Babylonian equivalent of the Persian Mudraya 1

. Misr is not once

mentioned in the Obelisk annals, and it may be presumed, therefore,

to have remained in complete subjection to Assyria during the whole

of Temen-bar’s reign.

The fourth tribute is that of Sut-pal-adan, of the country of

Shekhi, probably a Babylonian or Elym^ean prince, who is not other-

wise mentioned
;
and the series is closed by the tribute of Barberanda,

1 The Misr of Behistun and Nakhsh-i-Rustam, answering to Mudraya
,

is

written whilst the name occurs under a variety of forms in the

Inscriptions of Assyria, the first character being ^ -II ^ or >51 ^
«< j

equal to more; the seconds Y *~^~r Y »-^i, or <<—^1 equal to s;

and the third, uniformly 'HI or r. There can be little doubt therefore, I

think, about the identity of the names ; and the geographical indications of the

Khorsabad Inscriptions are applicable to Egypt, and to Egypt only. As the name

of “1^*2, by which the Jews designated Egypt, was unknown in the country’ itself,

it is highly interesting to find that it was in use amongst the Assyrians, at as early

a period as the Nimrud sculptures.
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the Shetina, a Syrian tribe, which I rather think is the same as the

Sharutana of the hieroglyphic writing.

I cannot pretend, at present, to identify the various articles which
are named in these epigraphs; gold and silver, pearls and gems, ebony
and ivory, may be made out, I think, with more or less certainty

;
but

I cannot conjecture the nature of many other of the offerings; they

may be rare woods, or aromatic gums, or metals, or even such articles

as glass or porcelain.

With regard to the animals, those alone which I can certainly

identify are horses and camels, the latter being, I think, described

as “beasts of the desert with the double back 1 .”

I do not think any of the remarkable animals, such as the elephant)

the wild bull, the unicorn, the antelope, and the monkeys and baboons,

are specified in the epigraphs; but it is possible they may be spoken

of as rare animals from the river of Arki and the country beyond the

I have now finished my general sketch of the Obelisk Inscription.

There are several fragments attaching to bas-reliefs in the centre

palace of Nimrud, which probably record further exploits of Temen-

bar’s reign,—but I have not yet met with the king’s name upon any

of them; and the expeditions of all the Assyrian kings were so very

similar, not only in the countries attacked, and in the conduct of the

campaigns, but even in respect to the phraseology employed to describe

the wars, that without the direct proof of identity afforded by proper

1 Dr. Hincks has declared this explanation to be quite untenable, and I am

not prepared myself to support it very warmly. As the term
1! ~T ~<T>

however, denotes ordinarily some natural feature, whilst preceded by the deter-

minative it represents “a camel,” it is certainly most reasonable to

explain the connexion between the two meanings by supposing the camel to be the

beast especially belonging to that natural feature ; and if this be admitted,

than “forest.” There would be no impropriety also in connecting the desert with

Lebanon, especially where, as in line 8 of the Nimrud Standard Inscription, a

great territorial boundary is indicated, for a phrase of very similar struct ire and

application occurs in the fourth verse of the first chapter of Joshua:—“From the

wilderness and this Lebanon, even unto the great river, the river Euphrates.” At

the same time I fully admit the force of Dr. Hincks’s observations, which I have

just read in page 88 of his Paper on the Khorsabad Inscriptions; and I bear a

most willing testimony to the great sagacity which lie has brought to bear on this

and many other points connected with the Cuneiform Inscriptions, and which very

frequently has rendered him independent of data.

sea.

desert” will assuredly be a more suitable reading for
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names, it is never safe to assume the king to whom the annals may
belong.

Of the son and grandson of Temen-bar II., little is known beside

the names; the name of the one is compounded of the titles of the two
gods, Husi or Shemir, and Hem; and thus, although generally written

Husi-hem, it may also read Shemir-hem, which certainly sounds very

like the Greek Semiramis. The other is named Hevenk, like the

grandfather of Sardanapalus, and it is to this king, Hevenk (or

Evechius) II., that we are indebted for the genealogical tree which

carries up the ancestry of the family, at any rate to Temen-bar I.,

and which contains a passage that may possibly name Beltakat, the

twentieth in ascent, who first instituted the Assyrian monarchy 1

.

With Hevenk II. terminates the series of kings immediately con-

nected with Sardanapalus. Owing to domestic troubles or to foreign

invasion, there appears after this king to have been an interruption of

the royal line; and in the interval which elapsed before the succession

was restored, a very considerable change may be shown to have taken

place in the manners and customs of the inhabitants of the country. So

complete, indeed, does the social revolution appear to Mr. Layard, that

he conjectures a new race to have peopled the country, or at any rate,

a new dynasty with a new religion to have acquired the kingdom.

On this point, however, I am not altogether of Mr. Layard’s opinion.

I am willing to admit an interregnum; and I think it even probable,

as the king who restored the empire is entirely silent on the subject

of his genealogy, that he was not a member of the old imperial

family in the line of direct descent; but at the same time, I feel pretty

certain, that no very long period of time could have elapsed between

Evechius II. and the builder of Khorsabad. The titles employed by

the latter, although unused by Sardanapalus, are to be found in the

genealogical inscription of Hevenk II. 2
; the language, also, of the

inscriptions of Nimrud and Khorsabad is absolutely identical; not

only, too, were the same gods worshipped by the restored as by the

old dynasty, but the gods were grouped in the same combinations 3
;

1 See British Museum series, PI. 70, 1. 25. There is no certain genealogy in

this Inscription above Temen-bar II., for although four other royal names are

mentioned, it is extremely doubtful how they may be connected.

2 I refer to the title “king of Sabiri and Sheshak,” which is found line 21 of

the Inscription in question, applied to Katibar, who was also king of Assyria.

3 I observe, however, that the worship of Ashteroth (JZ^TT or

<yy HIT -TT<T>
^ s^era») seems to have been introduced into Assyria

during this interval ; for the name, although of very frequent occurrence in the

vol. xii. • 2 H
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and furthermore, we have evidence' that the Khorsabad king actually

inhabited the north-west Palace of Nimrud, two of his inscriptions

having been found there which record how he repaired the great

palace of Halah, originally built by Sardanapalus, “ who (as I doubt-

fully read the legend) was the fourth in ascent from me 1 .”

If this reading should in the sequel prove to be correct, all uncer-

tainty with regard to the relative chronology will be removed, for

Hevenk II., Husi-hem, and Temen-bar II., will exactly fill up the

interval indicated between the Khorsabad king and Sardanapalus, and

it will thus be shown that notwithstanding the interregnum, the line

was considered to have been kept on in a continuous succession.

I have particularly noticed this apparent connexion of the two

dynasties, as the impression appears to be pretty general, that what-

ever may be the antiquity allowed to the Nimrud series of kings, the

line commencing with the builder of Khorsabad must at any rate

represent what is usually termed the lower dynasty of Assyria, that is,

the monarchs mentioned in Scripture, who were contemporary with

the kings of Israel and Judah. Now in a question of this sort, with

the limited and intractable materials that are alone available to our

research, certainty is impossible. Positiveness must of itself create

suspicion, for it is a proof that the subject cannot have been thoroughly

investigated. I would not pretend for my own part to pronounce

authoritatively, that the kings of the lower or restored dynasty of

Assyria were, or were not, the royal line mentioned in Scripture. My
opinion at present is, I confess, against the identification, but the

evidence is pretty nearly balanced, and if the great difficulty, the

dissimilarity of names, were removed, I might possibly become a

convert to the belief that in the three kings, who built the Palace of

Inscriptions of Khorsabad, is never once met with in the earlier annals of Nimrud.

The term Ashtera, however, is often used simply for a goddess, us in the

phrase, “ the gods and goddesses inhabiting Assyria.” See Khorsabad Plates,

No. 131, Is. 8 and 20, &c.

1 See British Museum scries, PI. 33, 1. 13. As the characters m and

-TTTT
interchange in the name of the Euphrates, and as the former is often used

after a king’s name, apparently ns a title or epithet, I believe I must abandon the

idea of their representing “ third” and “fourth” in the two passages where they refer

respectively to Temen-bar I. and Sardanapalus. ffEHTs^ ss= E*l?
however signifies “an ancestor” or “one going before,” I consider to be almost

certain, not only from a very similar expression at Bchistun, but from the occur-

rence of the phrase in several Inscriptions at Khorsabad, where the context proves

the sense; compare amongst others, line 8 of PI. 153, and see British Museum
series, PI. 78, Is. 22 and 23.
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Khorsabad, who founded Mespila, and who constructed the lions in

the south-west Palace of Nimrud, we had the Biblical Shalmaneser,
Sennacherib, and Esarhaddon.

1 his subject is of so much interest, that before running over the
general contents of the inscriptions of the different kings, I will give
the heads of the argument both for and against the identification.

Firstly then with regard to Shalmaneser : the Sargon of Isaiah,

who sent his general, Tartan, against Ashdod, at the commencement
apparently of the reign of Hoshea, king of Israel, is almost certainly

the same king who is usually named Shalmaneser it maybe sup-

posed, therefore, that the king bore these two names indifferently.

Now I do not think that the Assyrian name of the Khorsabad king
will read phonetically, either Sargon or Shalmaneser, but it may be
made to assimilate with the former name, inasmuch as the first

element of it denotes “ a king,” to which amongst other words, Sai'

answers in Chaldee 2
; and the second element, which reads tsin or du,

interchanges in other names with kon 3
,
leading to the inference that

1 Compare Isaiah xx. 1 with 2 Kings xviii. 17.

4 The first element of the name is S^
^yyy

(which is the Assyrian form of

the Babylonian
^

or these characters being abbreviations or

monograms for the word “king.” I have already mentioned that the word of which

r-
*—— is the abbreviation, is written at Behistun at full length as arkau or

arko; but I am in great doubt whether ^^ should be made to assimilate with

this title, or whether it may not stand for Melik. The word "HP properly signifies

merely “ a prince,” but as the root TUP has the general sense of “ ruling ” or

“having dominion,” we may reasonably suppose a derivative from it to be applied

to “ a king ” or “ supreme ruler.”

3 It is with some doubt that I render the term by Ism.

This reading, indeed, depends on the character -TT4. being the same as

or and although the one form is certainly often interchanged

with the other, I am by no means assured of their identity. For an instance of

the interchange of with ^yy see the name of the Clialdfean king

at Khorsabad, which occurring as it does in almost every inscription, is written

indifferently =
1?

and ^v:|y *yy .
It has sometimes oc-

curred to me that the Khorsabad king’s name is to be found in the ’AvaicvvCapa^pg

of the Greeks. might very well be made to read

’Avatcvv, and capabjz greatly resembles av drukhs, although the union of

Assyrian and Zend is somewhat incongruous.

2 II 2
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tsin, du, and Icon, were synonyms; which might be optionally em-

ployed. As a further argument, also, that the popular name of the

Khorsabad king was really Sargon, I must repeat the observation

which I have already made in treating of the nomenclature of the

ruins
;
namely, that the city excavated by M. Botta is stated in the

inscriptions to have borne the same name as its founder 1

,
and that as

late as the Arab conquest the site of Khorsabad actually retained in

the country, the old Syrian title of Sarghun.

This similarity of name, however, is perhaps the least striking of

the coincidences between the Khorsabad king and the Shalmaneser of

history. Shalmaneser we know attacked Hoshen, because he was in

communication with Sabaco, king of Egypt. The king of Egypt

mentioned in the Khorsabad Inscriptions, dating perhaps five years

earlier, is Biarka or Biarku, a title which somewhat resembles that of

Bocclioris, the king whom Sabaco dethroned. We further learn from

Josephus, quoting from Menander, that Shalmaneser sent a force to

Cyprus to assist the islanders against Tyx-e 2
;
and it is thus highly

interesting to find that an inscription which has lately been discovered

in the island of Cyprus, and which appears to commemorate the libe-

ration of the islanders, belongs to the king of Assyria, who is known

as the builder of Khorsabad 3
. An expedition against Ashdod is

described at Khorsabad, which may very well be that noticed in

Isaiah, and the king always names Ashdod amoug his tributary cities,

whilst Tyre and Sidon are excluded from the list, in accordance

apparently with the testimony of Menander, that Tyre successfully

resisted Shalmaneser’s five years’ siege. Among the countries overrun

by the Khorsabad king we also find in one inscription the name of

Yehuda 4
,
in connexion with that of Hamath, and although without

further evidence I would not venture for my own part to identify the

geographical position, I can well understand that a sanguine inter-

1 That is, it is the name of the king, preceded by a noun of locality. This

noun is written ^^T>.

—

rand from its interchanging with

(see British Museum scries, FI. 44, 10th variant,) it may be conjectured to have

the phonetic value of amen. In use, however, it is equivalent to the Beth, Tel,

Ilazar, Kefer, Kiriath, &c., used in Arabic and Hebrew geography.

* See Cory’s Fragments, p. 199.

3
I examined this Inscription a short time back in the Museum at Berlin, and

I have since received a very perfect paper cast of it, through the kindness of

Dr. Olfers. It is very similar to the Standard Inscription of Khorsabad, but

contains a brief local notice of much interest.

4 See British Museum scries, No. 00, 1. 8. The name is written
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preter would bo disposed to fasten on the passage as a notice of the

conquest of Samaria.

I now go on to the next king, the builder of tho great palace of

Koyunjik, and the son of the king at Khorsabad, whose actions, it

must be admitted, have a good deal of resemblance to those of Sargon

or Shalmaneser. Of course if tho father be Shalmaneser the son will

be Sennacherib, and it has been lately stated by a scholar, Dr. Hiucks,

who has made considerable progress in decyphering the Assyrian

inscriptions, that tho Cuneiform orthography actually gives that name.

I cannot, however, I confess, persuade myself of the possibility of

such a reading. In some of the many forms which the name takes

the two last letters are r and m, and the initial monogram may have

the power of s, but there is no other resemblance. The first element

of the name is the god Bel,—this 1 consider to be certain; the second

clement I read doubtfully adonim, and the third is sometimes written

sa or slut, and sometimes rim
,

these two words being probably

synonyms'. If, therefore, this king be really the Sennacherib of sacred

1 I proceed to give a brief analysis of this name. The first element is either

or Y *-JI ^ >^|y, that is, it is the name of the god who was

represented by either one or the other of these groups, and that god was

undoubtedly Vn or Belus ; for the monogram *fll. which is a contraction

- Hf -II.
is used at Behistun for the last syllable of the name of

Naditabir, and moreover, denoting simply a lord or master, like the

Hebrew bun. is replaced in the Khorsabad Inscriptions by the forms of

*—* >—< T > or <cyr ,
all of which give the sound

Del, and by the fuller form of J^y or Bit, upon Bellino’s

Cylinder. My own belief is, that *-
J J

is a simple b, and is used by abbreviation

for Bel, both as the name of the god, and to express the word “lord.” The

character invariably joined to the in Assyrian, and usually in

Babylonian (but not always—compare the names of the witnesses to the contracts

published by Grotefend, which mean “ the servant of Bel,” “ given by Bel,”

“ devoted to Bel,” &c.), is phonetically an l, and is thus either used to complete

the phonetic expression of the name, or, as I think more probable, to distinguish

the male deity -II <~!1 Belus, from the female Beltis, or -II e=TTT-

I am not sure of the phonetic power of in Babylonian. Curiously enough,

in Median it does, I think, actually represent s-n, but it would seem to be a

simple b or b-s in the other alphabet; for the groups ^y I?
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and profane history, we must believe the name, in its popular and

phonetic form, to be as yet undiscovered. The few records, at the

same time, of the Koyunjik king, that have been as yet alone found,

coincide in some degree with our historical notices of Sennacherib.

On the great tablet at Baviau the Koyunjik king records his conquest

of Babylon, which agrees sufficiently well with the statement of

Abydenus and Alexander Polyhistor that Sennacherib thus inaugurated

his reign
1

. In an inscription upon one of the bulls at Koyunjik

£:y|< and ^ y
are phonetically identical, and at Khorsabad, in

PI. 80, 1. 7, «< is used for the initial character of the name of Media.

The second element of the name I am considering is A b or

^[^yy y
,
and I do not pretend to have any satisfactory grounds for

reading it as adonim. The ^>— or
T«< lias, however, I think, almost

certainly the phonetic value of m or v, and I have spoken of the other characters

in my note on the name of Sardanapalus.

The third element is
^

or >- and, either as ideographs or

phonetic groups, both these terms are strange to me ; the latter group, however,

has certainly the power of r-b, and would thus answer well enough for the con-

cluding syllable of the name of Sennacherib.

Since writing the above, I have received Dr. Hincks's paper on the Khorsabad

Inscriptions, and have attentively read his remarks on the presumed name of

Sennacherib, contained in pages 25 and 35. I am bound to say that I can discover

no authority whatever for reading <(^ or as sen, beyond the clue

afforded by the value of the character in Median, and in this case I certainly

think that clue fallacious. I must further add, with all due deference to Dr.

Ilincks’s happy talent of solving enigmas almost by intuition, that > < *yy or

>“< is not ci-na, but Del (the n being substituted for l, as usual) ; that

-TTY is not 8“ »n Median, but sar, being in fact the Assyrian ^TT|-
and Babylonian

^>~Y< ; that “from” in Median is simply
^TT*

- mtr
> t 'R‘

preceding
>~YY?~ »^Y

being the case inflexion, answering to the Turkish

hc'ig; that
Y~ Inis in Babylonian the power of m rather than of gi, and

that I believe the plural sign
Y<^<X

to l»ve a similar phonetic value of im,

though the m probably lapses before a following n. After reading, indeed, and
carefully considering all Dr. Hincks’s arguments, I remain as incredulous as ever

of the identity of the Koyunjik king with the Sennacherib of Scripture.
1 See Cory’s Fragments, pp. 6, 16, 63.
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here is also a notice of this king’s conquest of Sidou, and the name of

the monarch who was conquered may perhaps be read as Ithobal 1

.

It would seem highly probable that it was upon the same expe-
dition into Phoenicia that the triumphal tablet was engraved at the

Nahar el Kalb, and as the Assyrian monarch has there apparently

retorted upon Egypt the boast of foreign conquest, the circumstances

would seem particularly applicable to the great expedition of Senna-

cherib, which is alluded to both in Holy Writ and by Herodotus, and
in which Josephus states that the Assyrian king not only took

Ashdod and Pelusium, but also ravaged Lower Egypt 2
.

Of the son of this king very little indeed is known from the

inscriptions, but the two first elements of his name are identical with

those that occur in the name of Sardanapalus, and thus read, according

to my phonetic system, Assar-adan, which represents as near as

possible the Esarhaddon of Scripture 3
.

These are the immediate points connected with the inscriptions of

the Khorsabad dynasty, which seem to me to be favourable to the

identification of the line with the Scriptural kings, Shalmaneser,

Sennacherib, and Esarhaddon. The general position which would
also lead to the same conclusion, and which of course is that usually

put forward, is, that monarehs of such power as those who overran

Palestine, and carried the Ten Tribes into captivity, must needs, in a

country where sculptured slabs and votive bulls appear to have

answered the same purpose as our modern gazettes and bulletins,

have left some memorials of their sway,—while, if any such memorials

do exist amongst the relics that have lately been disinterred, the

inscriptions of Khorsabad and Koynnjik are those alone which will

answer.

It is no love of paradox that makes me resist this accumulation of

evidence. It is merely that calmness of research which refuses to

take np an hypothesis, however tempting, before the arguments which

exist against it are either removed or overcome. These arguments

I will now briefly enumerate :

—

lstly.—The nomenclature. I cannot reconcile it to my under-

1 See British Museum series, PI. 61, 1. 8. The name of the king of Sidon,

much mutilated, and consequently of a very uncertain orthography, is found at the

end of line 7 in PI. 59 of the British Museum series.

* Compare with Josephus, Ant., lib. x. c. 1, the passage in Herodotus, lib. ii.

c. 141
,
and Isaiah c. xx. v. 4, where, however, the subjugation of Egypt would

seem to be attributed to Sargon or Shalmaneser rather than to Sennacherib.

3 The only Inscription known of this king is that published in PI. 19 of the

British Museum series.
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standing that names which read Arko-tsin and Bel-adonim-sha

denote the two kings Shalmaneser and Sennacherib. The name of

the latter king, indeed, is given, without any sensible variation, by

the sacred historians, by Herodotus, and by the Chaldee annalists

Berosus and Abydenus, and it is to me incredible, or at any rate

inexplicable, that a title, which is thus shown to have been so univer-

sally known, should have been replaced on the monuments by a

perfectly different appellation.

2ndly.—The synchronism of the Khorsabad king with Hoshea,

king of Israel, obtained through the notice of Bocchoris, king of

Egypt, is by no means to be depended on. We cannot be sure, in

the first place, that Biarku is the same name as Bocchoris, written in

Egyptian Pe-hur (or, according to Mr. Birch, Bak-har)
;
and even if

the names be identical, the allusion will more probably be to Pe-hur

or Bak-har, the fifth king of the twenty-first dynasty, than to the

Saite Bocchoris of the twenty-fourth dynasty, whose name never

occurs in the hieroglyphs, who reigned but a very few years, and

who, as an usurper, would hardly have been recognised by the

Assyrian monarch as king of Egypt; especially in records which,

if the two kings had really been Shalmaneser and Bocchoris, as there

was an interval of at least eight years between the war with Egypt

and the date of the inscription, must have been engraved several years

after the Ethiopian dynasty had succeeded to power 1

. According,

moreover, to the best Egyptian chronology, Bocchoris, the predecessor

of Sahaco, cannot have been upon the throne of Egypt at any period

of Shalmaneser’s reign 2
.

As far as the campaigns are concerned, I attach no great importance

to the coincidences I have noticed, for almost every Assyrian monarch

of note warred in Syria, and the conquests, therefore, of Ashdod and

Sidon may apply to any king of the dynasty, as well as to Shalmaneser

and Sennacherib. Independently of this, there is no notice of the

Khorsabad king’s siege of Samaria, nor of the Koyunjik king’s wars

1 Bocchoris reigned but six years, according to Manetho ; and as tlic war

between Assyria and Egypt is distinctly placed in the seventh year of the Nineveh

reign, he could not have been upon the throne when Khorsabad was built, which

records events as late ns the fifteenth year of the same reign. The date of the

Egyptian war is fixed in the No. II. series of the Khorsabad Historical Annals

(sec PI. 75). where the events arc chronicled according to their yearly order, while

the number 15 is found in the phrase “ from the commencement of my reign to

the 15th year,” which heads each section of the annals.

s
I state this on the authority of the Chevalier Bunsen, who has kindly allowed

me to inspect his MS. Chronological Tables.
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with Egypt, events which, it the monarchs recorded were really

Shalmaneser and Sennacherib, could hardly fail of being recorded.

These, however, are negative arguments. I will now state what
I regard as positive evidence against the identification. There are,

in the first place, many records of kings in Assyria, who were cer-

tainly later than the builders of Khorsabad and Koyunjik. One ot

these, whose annals are stamped on a clay cylinder in the British

Museum, seems to have warred on fully as great a scale as his pre-

decessors; he describes his conquest of Syria and Phoenicia, of Asia

Minor, of Babylonia, of Susiana, of Media 1

. A second, whose history

is found on a slab at Nimrud brought from some other locality,

mentions nearly a hundred cities which he had brought under subju-

gation to the Assyrian yoke 2
. There are other kings who must be

placed in the same category : the monarch recorded on Lord Aber-

deen’s black stone, and another whose name occurs upon a slab

found in the upper debris at Koyunjik. The proof of their being

posterior to the son of the Koyunjik king is, in my opinion, almost

positive; and if, therefore, the builders of Khorsabad and Kovunjik

were really the monarchs mentioned in Scripture, who, I ask, can be

the later sovereigns? There could have been no Assyrian king who
carried his arms to the vicinity of Palestine, between Esarhaddon

and Nebuchadnezzar, and the record, therefore, on the cylinder to

which I have alluded, is, to my mind, fatal to the identification of the

Khorsabad and Koyunjik kings with Shalmaneser and Sennacherib.

'‘There is still another circumstance, which bears, I think, even more

strongly against the identification. The south-west palace of Nimrud,

which Mr. Layard somewhat too hastily ascribed to the son of the

Koyunjik king, may, it seems to me, be attributed with safety to

some monarch belonging to a line distinct from that of the Khorsabad

and Koyunjik kings. There is, it is true, a pair of bulls, found in

the palace, bearing the name of Assar-adan-assar, who was grandson

of the Khorsabad king, and son of the builder of Koyunjik; but this

is no proof whatever that Assar-adan-assar was the founder of the

edifice. The bulls may very well have been brought from some other

locality to ornament the new edifice; and the edifice itself must, I

repeat, have been the work of some monarch of a different line, for

the greater part of it is constructed of slabs brought from the centre

palace of Nimrud; and the annals engraved upon those slabs,—the

1 See British Museum Series, from 20 to 29 inclusive ; and see particularly

1. 53 sqq. of PI. 22 for the proof of posteriority.
^

* See Plates 17 and 18 of the British Museum series. These Inscriptions are

described in some detail in their proper places.
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annals, be it observed, of the Khorsabad king,—have been intentionally

defaced and destroyed by the new architect. Mr. Layard was not

aware to what period these annals referred, as the name of the king

is wanting, but they are now proved, by their contents, to belong to

the builder of Khorsabad, the names of most of his antagonists and

tributary kings being found upon them 1
. It is not credible that a

graudsou would have thus desecrated the monuments of his grand-

father. Taking into consideration, indeed, the ancestral reverence of

the Orientals, I feel persuaded that the wanton destruction of the

annals of the Khorsabad king must have been the act of some member

of an entirely different family. This family I can only conjecture to

have been the lower dynasty of Assyria mentioned in Scripture, and

if that be admitted, it will follow as a necessary consequence that

Khorsabad and Koyunjik must be referred to the upper and original

royal line 2
.

Having thus stated the principal arguments both for and against

the identification of the kings of Khorsabad and Koyunjik with the

Biblical Shalmaneser and Sennacherib, I venture to observe, that

although I am still disposed to assign a much higher antiquity to the

restored dynasty of Nineveh, placing the accession of the Khorsabad

king at least two centuries before the time of Hoshea and Hezekiah,

I would still recommend all parties to refrain from coming to a deci-

sion, until fresh elements of inquiry be obtained, either by the dis-

covery of new inscriptions in Assyria, or by a more critical acquaint-

ance with the contents of those that we already possess.

I will now briefly notice the Inscriptions of Khorsabad. They arc

of four classes :

—

First, there is the Standard Inscription, which' contains the names

and titles of the king, and a list of the principal tribes and nations

subject to Assyria; and appended in several instances is a notice of

the building of the city of Khorsabad, “ near to Nineveh and after

1 Sec, amongst others, Bisri of Slialuma and Tarkhcler of Tagiima, named in

lines II and 12 of the British Museum series, PI. 50, No. 1, both of these chiefs

being well known in the Inscriptions of Khorsabad.

* Whilst these pages are passing through the press, I learn from Mr. Layard

that he has found the names of two new kings at Nimrud, the son and grandson of

the king who dedicated the bulls in the south-western palace; and that in exca-

vating a mound four miles to the north-west of Koyunjik, he has met with two

other names, belonging apparently to monarchs posterior to the Khorsabad family.

All these discoveries furnish additional arguments for supposing the builders of

Khorsabad and Koyunjik to be anterior to the age of Shalmaneser and Sen-

nacherib.
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the manner of Egypt,” together with a prayer to the gods for its

protection.

The Second class consists of the long Inscriptions on the Votive

Bulls, which, without being strictly historical, go into much greater

detail regarding the constitution of the empire, and name the various

kings and chieftains subdued by the Assyrian monarch. There are also

in these inscriptions very elaborate notices of the Assyrian Pantheon.

The Third, or historical class, consists of the slabs surrounding the

sculptured halls, interposing between the bas-reliefs which represent

the battles aud sieges recorded in the inscriptions. Some of these

records are in the form of regular yearly annals, whilst in others the

entire history of the monarch’s reign is given as a continuous nar-

rative, without being interrupted by divisions of time. Of the latter

class of inscriptions, the Hall marked No. 10 in the French plates

contains an admirable specimen, the writing being almost perfect

throughout the entire series, and forming, I should think, as complete

and elaborate an historical record, as was ever executed upon stone.

In some of these inscriptions the geographical detail is quite bewil-

dering. In the series, indeed, which surrounds the Hall No. 2, there

must be, at least, 1000 names of districts and cities, overrun or occu-

pied by the Assyrian king 1
.

The inscriptions of the Fourth class are those on the back of the

slabs, which were never intended to be seen; they are strictly reli-

gious, containing no geographical notices whatever, but merely noticing

the building of Khorsabad by the king, and invoking the gods to

extend their protection to the city 2
.

1 In the second and third class of Inscriptions I should observe that the

building of the city of Khorsabad is also commemorated at the conclusion of the

historical and geographical detail.

* I observe that Dr. Hincks (p. 41 of his pamphlet on the Khorsabad Inscript..
)

infers, from the absence of the title “King of Babylon,” and the omission of all

notice of Nebo, the special divinity of Babylonia, on the Khorsabad reverses, that

these Inscriptions were executed at an early period of the monarch’s reign, before

his conquest of Babylon, and were subsequently rejected : but I can hardly adopt this

view of the matter. When the king styles himself ^
I understand him to include Babylonia. Immediately

he further invokes the tutelary gods of Mesopotamia (or

after proclaiming his titles,

Iff <M
the special name of the Euphrates in a later age) and of Babylonia. That

Nebo is omitted in recapitulating the gods is true, but so also are omitted both

Assarac and Sut, and the former was certainly the special divinity of Assyria.

That, however, which to my mind seems to prove that the Inscriptions on the
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I will now give a general sketch of the contents of the Historical

series of Inscrij>tions. Arko-tsin, (the ordinary phonetic form of the

Khorsabad king’s name,) terms himself the king of Assyria and Baby-

lonia, and of two provinces, of which the titles are usually given as

Saberi and Hekti, and which may be understood to denote that por-

tion of Upper Asia immediately to the eastward of the valley of the

Tigris 1
. His three special divinities, those whom he addresses in every

inscription immediately after proclaiming his own titles, are Assarac,

Nebu, and Sut 2
.

A catalogue then follows of geographical names, which appear

intended to mark the limits only of the Assyrian dominion, rather than

to furnish a complete view of all the tributary provinces 3
.

It commences with the passage ,
—

“

From Yetnan 4
, a land sacred to

the god Husi 5
,
as far as Misr and Misek, (or Lower and Upper Egypt,)

reverses and on the faces of the slabs at Khorsabad were executed at the same

time, and that the only difference is of a religious character, is that they both

equally refer to the building of Khorsabad, which indeed was the special object

they were designed to commemorate, and which assuredly was a work undertaken

at a late period of the monareh’s reign. At the end of the Inscription on the

Khorsabad reverses there is an invocation to “ the great gods inhabiting heaven

and earth, and the gods inhabiting this city,”—Khorsabad being then built.

1 I conjecture that the name Hekti, or rather perhaps liaikdi, may be con-

nected with the Armenian Haik ; but the title would seem, from the geographical

indications, to be applicable to Adiabeue rather than to Armenia Proper.
2 Sut was known to the Egyptians as a god of the Semite nations. Mr. Birch

suggests an identity with Sadak (SvSvi

c

of Sanclioniathon), or even with Satan

(see Trans. Royal Soc. of Lit., 2nd ser., Vol. II. p. 338); but I would prefer

comparing the Babylonian Hercules, whom Berosus, quoted by Agathias, names

XavStje; for the initial character of the name * has the primary power, I

think, of Sar or San, and is only used for su by a softening of the liquid. I have

not been able to recognize the emblems of Sut, on the Cylinders, though the name

is far from uncommon.
3 It is of some interest to compare the geographical catalogues that occupy so

conspicuous a place in the Standard Inscriptions of Nimrud and Khorsabad with

certain passages of the Greek authors referring to the same subject. I allude to

the list of the conquests of Ninus given by Diodorus Siculus, on the authority of

Ctesias, and to the statement of the Assyrian boundaries which, according to

I’olvccnus, was found on the famous monument of Scmiramis, (see Diod. Sic.

lib. ii. pp. 84, 85, and Polyren. lib. vii. c. 23). It can hardly be doubted, I think,

although the individual Greek names are not to be recognized in the Inscriptions,

that both Ctesias and Polysenus must have had some knowledge of the geogra-

phical matter contained in the Assyrian tablets.

* Compare the p/V of Joshua xv. 23.

5 The god whose name is written indifferently <T~ and
£: TTT«= <h

or simply ^ Y or UTT ,
is, I feel pretty sure, “ the sun for it is imposs-
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Maratha or Acarri 1

,
(which was the sea-coast of Phoenicia,) and the

land of the Sheta.”

The countries are afterwards mentioned in succession, of Media,

Yakana, (perhaps Hyrcania,) Ellubi, Rasi, and Susiana
;
and the list

closes with a multitude of names of tribes and cities which belong to

Susiana, Elymais, and Lower Chaldsea, and the positions of which are

illustrated by their contiguity to the great rivers Tigris, Eulacus, and

Pasitigris*.

ible otherwise to explain the phrase which occurs in almost every Inscription, to

indicate the extension of the Assyrian sway, and which must needs be translated, I

think, “ from the land of the rising to the land of the setting sun,” or “ from east

to west” (see British Museum series, PI. 1, 1 . 14 ; PI. 17, 1 . 2 ; PI. 33, 1 . 5 ; PI.

73, 11. 5—7, &e. &c.). Another name for the god Husi is V + or

-i + ,
which, as it may read Shemir or Semir, has some resemblance to

Semiramis. The same orthography, however, would answer to Shemes on the one

side (r and s interchanging), and to Sur on the other (the labial being softened to

a vowel), and both of these are well-known names for the sun. Since writing the

above, I have observed that Dr. Ilincks (Khors. Ins., p. 24) considers the god

to be undoubtedly “ the moon.” I suspect, however, that the crescent

figured on the Cylinders refers to the god
T It It ,

who is joined with

—T *T
or “the sun,” as an object of worship. Compare the Cylinders num-

bered 23, 25, 30, 57, &c., with the passages on Bellino’s large Cylinder, side 2,

11. 40 and 42, where *-
1

and
I TIT! are associated. At Be-

histun, at any rate, is never used for “a month;” the determinative

monogram for that period of time is <<<y , as in British Museum series, PI. 53,

1. 32, and in all the contracts published by Grotefend.

1 Maratha and Acarri are MapaOoe and ’Ac/), or Acre, as already explained.

4 The names are given in greater or less detail in the different Inscriptions.

The tribes which are usually mentioned, and which are particularly stated to be

“ Arabs”
(II -III B ,

are, along the banks of the Tigris, the Yetah, the

Rebiah the Ivheril, the Lemdod (compare TTIQ^N, and perhaps

modern Lemlun), the Khamran (compare Ka/iapivr] applied by Eupolemus to Ur

of the Chaldees), the Ilubil (Heb. the Raima, and the Luhti ; and along

the rivers of Susiana (which are identified quite positively by the ample geogra-

phical notices contained in PI. 66 of the Khorsabad series), the Tebilu, the

Akindara (or Akirdaru), the Bildu (?), and the Sati. Of the cities mentioned in

this list, those of most consequence, as we learn from other notices, are Taha

Dunis, Beth Takkara, and Beth Eden, upon the sea coast. On reading Dr.

Hincks’s paper on the Khorsabad Inscriptions, I find that he has transferred these
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Then occur the annals, which are said to extend from the com-

mencement of the king’s reign to his fifteenth year 1
.

The first campaign noticed is against Halubi-nerus, (?) king of

Susiana; he was defeated, and 27,800 of his men, 200 of his captains,

and 50 of his superior officers were carried into captivity.

The second campaign was against certain tributaries of the king of

Egypt, and as in this passage, (which is repeated however in several

of the halls,) occurs the only mention of the Egyptian monarch’s name,

I will give the sense as literally as I am able 2
.

“ Khanan, king of the

city of Khazita, and Shelki, of the tribe of Khalban, belonging to the

country of Misr (or Egypt), prepared their forces for battle in the city

of Rabek. They came against me, and I fought with them and defeated

them 3.” The punishment to which the two chiefs were doomed is

given, and the inscription then continues :
—

“

I received the tribute of

Biarku or Biarhu, king of Misr,” certain unknown articles, coming

from the couutries of Harida and Arbaka, “gold, Asbatera, (perhaps

tin,) horses, and camels.” Now the name of Rabek, which is con-

stantly made use of in connexion with the tributaries of Misr, is an

almost exact translation of Heliopolis, the city of the sun. Biarku

may be Pe-hur or Bocchoris, and Misr certainly, I think, represents

names from the Persian Gulf to the Mediterranean, applying titles which really

belong to tribes and cities of Susiana and Lower Chaldrea to the Syrian districts

of Itursea, Galilee, Lebanon, and Hauran. He has been led into this error, I

presume, from overlooking the names of Susiana, t] <IrY or

^y<, (the latter being perhaps a plural form equivalent to

the Heb. nby), and from his ignorance that the name + 4-A
denoted the Tigris.

1 In this sketch, I follow the order observed in the sculptures which surround

Salle X., the events of the king’s reign being there given in a sort of continuous

narrative, without any reference to yearly dates. In Salles II. V. and XIV.,

the same events are chronicled, but they are given in greater detail, and strictly in

the form of annals.

2 The account of receiving tribute from Egypt is given in a somewhat fuller

manner in Salle II. No. 11, PI. 75; but the writing is too much mutilated to

render the notice of any great value. The name of the Egyptian king, however,

is written Biarka, rather than Biarku, the final being dropped.

3 In the annals given in Salle II., the campaign here noticed is spoken of in

the second year of the king’s reign, while the Egyptian tribute was not received

till the seventh year; yet in the passage, as it occurs in Salle X. (PI. 115
, 2,

11. 1— 3), the two events are most certainly connected.
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Egypt 1

;
but is it not strange to find horses and camels among the

tribute of Egypt, the former animal having been apparently unknown

in that country until the eighteenth dynasty, and having been sub-

sequently so rare an object as to be received in tribute from the

nations of the east?'1

The next campaign is against Kehek, the king of Shenakti, a city

which is usually mentioned in conjunction with Ashdod, and which

must therefore have been situated on the sea-coast of Phoenicia, being

perhaps the same place as Askelon
;
and here occurs a notice which I

conceive to be of extreme interest. After the city of Shenakti was

taken from Kehek, it was presented by the Assyrian king to Mcthati

* That the Ra-bck of the Inscriptions must represent On or Heliopolis is ren-

dered almost certain by the name of the Syrian Heliopolis, which was vernacularly

termed Baal-bek, the Phoenician Baal being exactly equivalent to the Egyptian

RS, or “ the sun.” Herodotus, in the same way, names the city of Venus

Ardn/3qx<C , and Ptolemy, for the city of Ammon, has Haxt’a/iovvic. Ba.ki
indeed, is still retained in the Coptic to denote “a city,” and the Coptic translator,

therefore, of the Bible explains the Hebrew or l£?Oi£/' JT*(2, which is the

Greek Heliopolis, by Bars this determination of Heliopolis as

the Egyptian capital, will agree sufficiently well with the synchronism which I have

throughout sought to establish between the Khorsabad royal line and the twenty-

first dynasty of Manetlio ; for that dynasty was the first that established its seat of

government in Lower Egypt. I do not pretend, at the same time, to give the

identification of Biarku with Pe-liur, the fifth king of the dynasty, as anything

name is read by Bunsen), the sixth king of the dynasty, rather than his immediate

predecessor, Pe-liur ; and, as far as the chronology is concerned, one king will suit

as well as the other.

4 The animals mentioned in this passage, which I have translated by camels,

may possibly be elephants ; for the epithet “ with the double back,” used in the

epigraphs on the Obelisk, and applied especially to the camel depicted in the

sculpture, is here omitted. It appears to me, indeed, extremely probable that as

the elephant and the camel are denoted by nearly similar terms in the old Gothic

and Slavonian tongues (the original signification perhaps being “ the big animal”),

so the Assyrian Habba (compare Sans, ibha ; Egypt, abu; Heb. habbim, &e. &c.)

may have been applied to the two animals indifferently. It is, at any rate, natural

enough to find elephants included amongst the tribute of Egypt, whereas the

export of camels from that country to Assyria can only be explained by their

having been imported in the first instance from India. The attribution of the

name of Habba to the elephant, as well as to the camel, will also render it probable

that the same word applied to a natural object may signify “a forest” rather than
“a desert.” There are, however, some very obscure questions of etymology con-

nected with this subject, which it would be inconvenient to discuss at present.

more than a conjecture. The name or simply

»yyy ,
will read Bianka as well as Biarka, for the ^yy ,

n

and fr-yyy r interchange perpetually ; and Bianka resembles Pi-anch (as the
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of Athen i
1

, and to increase the 'probability of our having thus the

earliest notice of Athens upon record, I must add, that in the general

inscriptions which give a synopsis as it were of the historical data,

the city of Shenakti is said ito be held by the Yavana. That the

latter name, moreover, really refers to the Ionians, there cannot be

any doubt, for it occurs precisely with the same orthography at Be-

histun
;
and I confess, therefore, that I am half inclined to regard

Methati of Atlieni as Melanthus of Athens; the general views which

I entertain of Assyrian chronology agreeing well enough with the date

of Melanthus, who reigned, it may be remembered, very shortly after

the first emigration of the Ionian families to Athens; at any rate we
have here, I think, a notice of an Athenian chief presented with a

Phoenician sea-port by the Assyrian king, for naval assistance probably

rendered during the siege of the place.

The fourth campaign was against Amris, king of Tubal, who
seems to have been supported by Arrali, king of Ararat, and by Meta,

king of Misek, and also by the tribe of the Amorites, here called

Amari. The conjunction of Tubal, Misek, and Ararat, certainly

reminds one of Mesheo and Tubal, who are always united in Ezekiel

with Gog and Magog, and who are supposed to represent tribes in the

northern part of Asia Minor. Meta, however, king of Misek, is

often spoken of iu connexion with Misr and the city of Rabek, where

he seems to have generally resided; the two countries are always

more or less associated, and if Misr therefore be Lower Egypt, Misek

must of necessity be some country immediately contiguous; in all pro-

bability “the upper country” of the Hieroglyphs 2
. If this identi-

1 Tlie name of this chief is usually written at Khorsabad as

Y "V*
1

>"<Y< XX Y| ^^Y f^YY If If’
'•>ut at Nimrud, in Inscriptions

of the Khorsabad epoch, as Y^a^ *—*1^ XX >-^^Y Y Yl Yt

(See British Museum series, PI. 07, 1. 1, where, however, the initial character is

mutilated). From a comparison of the two forms, the orthography of Mcthali of

Alhcni seems to me undoubted.

8 I have long considered the identification of the country of which the name is

represented by >"XX ff-Y U^Y °r *"11^ <<^Y^Y *~Y (or anJ

of the intermediate forms) to be one of the most difficult points connected with

the Khorsabad Inscriptions. Tt did at one time appear to me highly probable

that Misr was “ Lower Egypt,” and Misek “ Upper Egypt,” the similarity of the

names causing them to be united in the Hebrew dual ; but I have since

found it impossible to apply to a monarch who reigned in that remote country the

many geographical notices which connect Meta of Misek with Syria and Armenia.
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fication also be correct, the tribe of Tubal must be located in Northern

Syria, between Palestine and the Upper Euphrates.

These campaigns, I should add, are almost all described in the

same terms; the king of Assyria defeats the enemy in the field, sub-

jugates the country, sacrifices to the gods, and then generally carries

off the inhabitants, with their most valuable effects, into captivity in

Assyria; repeopling the country with colonists drawn from the

nations immediately subject to him, and appointing his own officers

and prefects to the charge of the colonists, and the administration of

the new territory.

It would be uninteresting to follow these campaigns in any detail.

I will merely mention the countries which were successively overrun

;

firstly, we have Hamath and its dependencies ;
Atesh, however, which

occupied so conspicuous a place in the wars of Temen-bar II. in con-

nexion with Hamath, no longer appearing, aud the inference therefore

being that it must have been destroyed in the interval between the

eras of Nimrud and Khorsabad. We have then a most elaborate

account of a campaign against Ararat and Minni, the king of the

former country, whose name was Arrah, reminding one of the Ara

Keghetsig, or “ Ara, the beautiful,” of Armenian history. The con-

I now conjecture the people of Misek to be the Mes-segem of the Hieroglyphs,

or the Semite inhabitants of Southern Syria, immediately bordering upon Egypt

(see Birch’s remarks on this nation—Trans, of Royal Soc. of Lit. 2nd series,

Vol. II. p. 321), and it seems to me far from improbable that Adonibezek, whom
the Israelites met on their first entrance into Palestine, and who was evidently

very powerful (Judges i. 4—9), may have been king of the same people, Bezek

and Misek being orthographically one and the same. There will still, however, be

considerable difficulty in reconciling with a Syrian monarch the many Egyptiar

notices that refer to Meta; for he is described in some passages, according to the

readings which seem to me most probable, as “ residing in the city of Rabek, and

administering the country of Misr.”

I find from Dr. Hincks’ paper on the Khorsabad Inscriptions, which has

appeared since the above notes were written on Misr and Misek, that he reads the

and actually makes use of this reading for chronological argument. That the letters

and its variant represent m, rather than gi, is proved by many

examples at Behistun, and might have been inferred from the powers of the cor-

responding characters in Median. There cannot, therefore, by any possibility be an

allusion to the Z >)r of Afrieanus, and it appears to me equally impossible that

may understand the African Ethiopia, or, as Dr. Hincks subsequently suggests,

the Asiatic Susiana.

names

pronounced Kush, whether by that name we

VOL. XII. 2 I
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tiguous countries of Tsibasta and Hustisa are next subjugated.

Yanalub, king of Nahiri or Northern Mesopotamia, dwelling in the

capital city of Hubiska, sent in his tribute. Assarelak of Taha-ela

and Itti of Elabri are subsequently attacked and reduced, the king

founding cities in these provinces for the Assyrian colonists whom he

settled there to replace the population carried into captivity 1
.

The next campaign was against Kharkhar or Persarmenia, and

against Media, and in the latter country the various great cities

that were taken, were dedicated to the Assyrian gods, and named

after the principal members of the Pantheon, Taha-Nebu, Taha-Bel,

Taka-Hem, and Taha-Ashtera.

Detailed accounts follow of wars against Rita of Ellubi, which

appears to have been Southern Media, against Arazen of Mekhatseri,

which was a city and dependency of Ararat 2
,
against Tarkhanzi of

Mesda, Kanzinan of Khamana, and Tarkheler of Togoma.

The king afterwards marches into Syria and besieges Ashdod,

ruled over by a king named Haleri, who after conducting the defence

for some time, flies to Misr or Egypt, and the city falls. After this

the war is resumed against Ararat and Ellubi, and Rita, the king of

the latter country, is driven out and compelled to take refuge in

Susiana.

The closing campaigns, which seem to have exceeded all others in

importance, were against Susiana and Elymais, and against Babylonia

1 To illustrate, or even to give an outline of the geography of the Khorsabad

Inscriptions, would require more care and space than I can here bestow' upon the

subject. The names, indeed, of the cities, tribes, rivers, and towns belonging to

each province are so numerous, and appear under such a variety of forms in the

different Inscriptions of the period (the sculptured slabs of the centre and south-

west Palace at Nimrud being referable to the same historical epoch as those of

Khorsabad and Koyunjik), that their dissection and identification may be said to

constitute a distinct study of itself. I shall reserve, therefore, the geographical

detail of these Inscriptions for a future occasion.

* The name of Mekhatseri or Mezatscri, (for the name is written either with

the guttural or sibilant,) might be conjectured to apply to Van itself; inasmuch as

the god *-T - <T£ ,
who was the special divinity of that place, and

whom I am inclined to identify with the Armenian Anaitis, is mentioned in this

passage at Khorsabad, and in this passage only, among the trophies brought away

to Assyria after the conquest of Ararat. It is, I think, a remarkable circumstance,

that so very few of the geographical names referring to Armenia and its depen-

dencies in the Inscriptions of Nimrud and Khorsabad, should be found on the

tablets of Van. I can only account, indeed, for the great discrepancy of nomen-

clature by supposing many centuries to have intervened between the two periods

of history.
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and Clnildaia, the whole of which countries were evidently very closely

indeed connected. A multitude of tribes, cities, and chiefs are men-

tioned in describing these wars, which it would be wearisome to enu-

merate, though undoubtedly the information thus supplied will prove

of the greatest value in illustrating the early geography of the pro-

vinces on the Persian Gulf.

There is still another expedition noticed against the seven kings of

the Yakanatsi, who dwelt in the land of Yetnan, on account appa-

rently of their refusing to pay the same tribute which had formerly

been paid, the king says, “ to the kings, my ancestors, who ruled over

Assyria and Taha-Dunis.” The rebellious tribes having been subdued

were placed in bondage, some amongst the Klxetta or Hittites, others

amongst the Chaldees. Their gold, silver, and valuable property were

carried off to Babylon, and they were themselves dispersed through

the country as far as Beth Eden, and the Arab tribes who inhabited

the district of Yetmira, dependent on Susiana.

After a further brief notice of Meta, king of Misek, the annals

finish, and are followed by an account of the building of the city.

“At that time,” the king says, “among the people of the countries

who were obedient to me, and who worshipped the gods Assarac,

Nebu, and Sut, after the fashion of Egypt, and near to Nineveh, I

built a city and named it Beth Arko-tsina

1

(or, to use the popular

synonym, Beth Sargon), and I dedicated it to the gods, Bel, Shemir,

Nebo, Hem, Seb,” Ac., Ac. The remaining portion of the inscription

is entirely religious and descriptive, relating to the embellishment of

the city, and the institution of periodical festivals in honour of its

tutelary deities.

I have thus given a brief sketch of the general purport of the

1 In the few notes which I have been alone able to add to the present sheets

in their passage through the press, since the publication of Dr. Hincks’s Paper on

the Khorsabad Inscriptions, I have purposely avoided all discussion upon points

of etymology and grammar ; for I could hardly hope in so hurried a manner to

make myself at all intelligible. I cannot avoid however mentioning that the

phrases ^ and
J

'vh!ch

Dr. Hincks (p. 43) reads, “out of it I brought,” and “out of them I brought,”

signify really, “ I gave it the name,” and “ I named them,” the forms of

^ Y^J y
or fzj Y^f being often substituted, which have

the same sense, as derivatives from a root corresponding to “Ot in Hebrew, and

in Arabic.

2 12
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inscriptions surrounding one of the halls at Khorsabad, and as all the

other legends throughout the palace are, with little variation, either

repetitions or amplifications of the several religious, historical, and

geographical notices contained in this summary, I need not further

discuss them.

One other subject only connected with the Inscriptions of Khor-

sabad requires a few remarks. These inscriptions furnish ample

evidence of the introduction of a strong Scythic element into the

population of Western Asia, during the period which elapsed between

the eras of Khorsabad and Nimrud; but in what sense we are to

understand Scythic, or rather to which family of nations the early

Scyths are to be referred, is by no means clear. At Beliistun there

are repeated notices of the Sacse, a name which it may be remembered,

Herodotus says was applied by the Persians indiscriminately to all

the Scythians. These Sacse, indeed, are represented among the cap-

tives at Behistun, the last figure with the high cap, which Herodotus

also remarks was peculiar to the nation, being Sakuka, the Sacan.

Now in the Babylonian translation at Behistun, the term employed

for Sacan is Tsimri, and this same term, unknown under Sardanapalus

and his immediate line, runs as a general title through all the Assy-

rian inscriptions, from the age of Khorsabad downward 1
. There are

thus the Tsimri of Khamana, the Tsimri of Beth Hebra, (which was

a district I think of Syria,) the Tsimri of Tubal, the Tsimri of Baby-

lonia, the Tsimri of Assyria. In fact, these Tsimri, I think, or

nomade Scyths, are spoken of as the militia of the different provinces

in contradistinction to the fixed agricultural peasantry. The question

then arises, if the Tsimri can be the same as the Cymri or Celts of

1 The name is found in two passages at Behistun, and is repeated three times

at Naklisli-i-Rustam with the same orthography of -TTA twa -Tw-
in Assyrian, the last letter is dropped as superfluous, the character ^TTETY

representing the complete syllable mer, and the name, thus reduced to

TJsEIJ ?
may be observed ill almost every Inscription of Khorsabad

and Koyunjik and succeeding periods. I cannot be sure, as I have before

remarked, that the character MIA represents /si or dsi. This determination,

indeed, depend on its resemblance to or and although the

forms are often confounded, I sec strong reason to doubt their phonetic identity.

Very possibly -yy<4 should be pronounced Kimer or Cymr, rather

than Tsimri.
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Europe. The Nakhsh-i-Rustam inscription divides the Sac® into two
great tribes, the Humarga, who are of course the 'Agvpyioi of Hero-

dotus

1

, and the Tigrakhuda, or “bowmen,” (as I now translate the

title, rather than “dwellers on the Tigris);’’ but we gather nothing

from these Persian names as to the great family of nations to which
the Sac® belonged. My own opinion is, that the terms Sac® and
Tsimri, which are perhaps synonyms, were applied to all the early

warlike nomade nations, without any distinction whatever as to

family. That there must have been a large Tartar population of

Persia before the time of Cyrus, is proved by the so-called Median
translations in the tri-lingual tablets, which are unquestionably written

in a Tartar dialect ; but I am by no means inclined to identify

this population especially with the Sac®. The Sac® or Tsimri were,

1 think, the Eelyaut or nomades, as opposed to the fixed peasantry

and they numbered probably in their ranks, Celts, Slavonians, and

Teutons, as well as Tartars of all grades, from the primitive type

of the Fin and Magyar to the later developed Turk and Mongolian.

I may add, that these Tsimri are also mentioned by Jeremiah among
the nations of Western Asia, in allusion apparently to the Sac® who
at that period held Northern Media and Assyria, and had even pene

trated to Palestine and Egypt. The passage to which I allude is in

the 25th verse of the 25th chapter, where the kings of Zimri are

classed with the kings of Elam and the kings of the Medes.

I now pass on to Bel-Adonim-sha, son of the builder of Khorsabad.

Of this king, unfortunately, very few historical inscriptions have been

yet discovered
;
the only two, indeed, with which I am acquainted

and which are at all legible, are, firstly, an Inscription engraved on

the rock at Bavian 3
,
adjoining to the sculptures described by Mr. La-

yard on Mr. Ross’s authority
;
and secondly, a legend on one of the

votive bulls found at Koyunjik. The former contains a very detailed

account of Babylonia and Susiana; and in the latter, I find recorded

the same conquest of Susiana or Elymais, together with the capture of

1 This name, which is imperfect in the Persian copy, reads distinctly both in

Median and Babylonian, as Humawarga or Humurga. I failed to recognize the

name until I obtained Tasker’s copy of the Nakhsh-i-Rustam Inscription, owing

to the faulty representation of the final letter in the published Median text of

Westergaard, and the Manuscript of Dittel.

2 This Inscription, of which I saw an imperfect copy at Mosul, is repeated four

times upon the rock at Bavian; and Mr. Layard having lately succeeded in taking

copies of all the four legends, hopes, notwithstanding the mutilated condition of the

writing, to be able, by comparing them together, to form one perfect and continuous

text.
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Sidoii'. The inscription at the Nahr el Kelb hlso belongs to this king,

and may be supposed therefore, with great probability, to comme-
morate tile latter achievement, but unfortunately the cast of the

inscription in the British Museum, for which we are indebted to

Mf. Bohortti, isj beyond a few isolated words, altogether illegible. The
ordinary KoyUhjik Inscriptions are for the most part religious, and

exceedingly difficult to make out
;
they are in fact, by far the most

difficult inscriptions that hare been yet met with in the Assyridu

character 2
.

I have already alluded to the opinion entertained by some people,

that this king is Sennacherib, and have declared my own views to be

against that identification; I will merely therefore here observe, that

the notice of Sidon, instead of corroborating the Koyuujik king's claim

to be regarded as Sennacherib, rather makes against it; for in the

history of Sennacherib, as given by Josephus, the campaigns in Phoe-

nicia, Egypt, and Judea are classed together, and Sidon therefore would

hardly have been mentioned without some allusion being at the same

time made to Egypt. According also to Scripture account, it is hardly

credible that Sennacherib, after his disastrous retreat from Judea,

should lutve had leisure to execute any tablet recording the conquest

of Phoenicia, in the brief period which alone intervened between his

return to Nineveh and liis assassination in the temple of Nisroch.

Of the third king of this line we know positively nothing but the

name; that name has been supposed by Mr. Layard to be identical

with the name of the builder of the north-west Palace at Nimrud, but

the identification seems to me to have been assumed on insufficient

grounds. I read the one name as Assar-adon-pal or Sardanapalus,

and the other as Assar-adon-assar 3
.

See Plate Cl, of the British Museum series.

2 Since the above was written, I have learnt from Mr. Lnynrd that he lias

discovered a perfect, and apparently a very full historical Inscription of the

ICoyunjik king among the ruins of the palace which he has been excavating at

that place. Such a discovery, which must almost certainly decide the question of

this king’s identity with Sennacherib, and which must further afford a most

valuable addition to our general knowledge of Assyria, appears to me to be of far

more importance than the mere laying bare of sculptured slabs, which, however
interesting the design, neither furnish us with new ideas, nor convey any great

historical truth.

3 The third element of the one name is, I think, uniformly or

,
and of the other >-

,
which I consider to bo a contraction of

At tho same time, I must repeat that very little confidence can be

placed on the phonetic rendering of these names.
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Before quitting the subject of the Khorsabad line of kings I must

recur to Mr. Layard’s late announcement, that in a perfect copy of

the inscription, in the tunnel on the Zab river, ho has found a notice

of the royal ancestors of the Khorsabad king, ancestors who, sin-

gularly enough, are not even named in any other inscription of this

monarch. Admitting the certainty of this discovery,—and the frag-

ments of the tunnel Inscription already published are greatly in its

favour

1

,—I must of course modify the opinion I have advanced of the

Khorsabad line having followed almost immediately on the royal line

recorded at Nimrud; but I should still be inclined to attach a very

moderate limit to the interval. If the Nimrud kings, indeed, should

be assigned to the thirteenth or twelfth century before the Christian

era, I would suppose the Khorsabad line to have flourished in the

eleventh or tenth century.

I have already stated, that we know of many kings of Assyria

posterior to the builders of Khorsabad and Koyunjik. The king

whose actions are recorded on the cylinder in the British Museum
seems to have been a not less celebrated warrior than Temen-bar

himself; his expeditious are described against Sidon and Phoenicia,

against Damascus and Tubal, against Ararat, Minni, and its depen-

dencies, against Susiana or Elam, against Shinar and Chaldsea, with

the famous cities of Beth Takkara and Borsippa, against the Arab city

of Haduma, which, it is observed, Bel-Adonim-sha, the Koyunjik king,

had subjugated in former times. It is further stated, how all the

tribes were reduced who lined the Lower Tigris, and how the king

afterwards pushed his arms into Media, and Central or perhaps

Eastern Persia. Unfortunately this king is nameless; that is, the

particular portion of the inscription which contains the name is

destroyed; but he was certainly as celebrated a warrior as any of the

monarcks who preceded him 3
.

1 The name of the father of the Khorsabad king is probably found at the com-

mencement of the 5th line of PI. 35 of the British Museum series. The initial

letter or letters being lost, and some of the others being uncertain, I will not

hazard a reading of the name ;
but I may observe that the fragments which

remain are sufficient to show that the term appended to the royal title in the

Khorsabad reverses is not a patronymic, as has been sometimes supposed. That

term being compounded of the names of the gods, is probably an honorary epithet,

but I know nothing certain regarding it.

* See British Museum series from 20 to 29. As the date of this Inscription is

of great consequence to the argument about the identification of Sennacherib, and

as the passage in PI. 22, 1. 53, imperfect as it is, may be considered inconclusive,

or may even be supposed to refer the cylinder itself to the Koyunjik king, I think

it as well to notice that the fragments which remain of the king’s name in 1. 1, PI. 20,
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Another cylinder of this class is in the possession of Col. Taylor,

and, as far as I can ascertain from an impression of the writing, which

I took many years ago, it contains the annals of a distinct king, not

less elaborately described than those upon the Obelisk.

The black stone upon the table, belonging to the Earl of Aberdeen*

names Akadunna,(?) who was king of Assyria and Babylonia, and

who lived probably not long before the time of Nebuchadnezzar, as

a Babylonian city is noticed which is of that epoch, and which is

never mentioned in the earlier inscriptions 1
.

One of the most powerful of all the kings, too, must have been a

certain Akpalutakra,(?) of whom we have only one inscription, which

however abounds in geographical detail. I place this king towards

the close of the dynasty, as the names are found to be gradually

approaching their Babylonian forms 2
.

and that there is the same disagreement between the name of the king of Sidon

ou the Cylinder, which is given in PI. 20, 1. 14, and again PI. 21, 1L 40 and 50,

and the king of Sidon, contemporary with the builder of Koyunjik, the fragments

of whose name are found in 1. 7 of PI. 59. These points of evidence are of them-

selves sufficient to convince me that the Cylinder king must be posterior to the

builder of Koyunjik
; but the question can hardly be considered to be decided

until the Cylinder annals have been compared with Mr. Layard’s new historical

Inscription from Koyunjik.

I now find that Dr. Hincks derives from this name of the king of Sidon an addi-

tional argument in favour of the identity of the Koyunjik king with Sennacherib ?

for he reads the name Abdistarti, and compares it with 'Apiaa-rap-roc or

JVIJTO, the name of a king stated by Menander to have ascended the throne of

Phoenicia seven years after the death of Hiram, Solomon’s contemporary, (see

Khorsabad Inscriptions by Dr. Hincks, p. 69). I can hardly believe, however,

that the Cuneiform name was read as Dr. Hincks supposes ; for Ashtera, or

Astarte, is always written in Assyrian as * ;~and I find an equal diffi-

culty in reconciling Menander's Abdastartus, who must have lived in the beginning

of the tenth century b.c., with the usually received era of Sennacherib, which was

at least 250 years later.

1 I refer to the famous city inscribed on the Babylonian bricks, and on

all the monuments of the age of Nebuchadnezzar, the name of which,

^
TJtTT, I rcnd doubtfully as Beth Digla, comparing

the AiNLi of the Arabs (see line 16 of the last column of Lord Aberdeen’s stone).

1 Sec Plates 1 7 and 18 of the British Museum scries, and compare L 32 of

PL 18, where the name is applied to the Euphrates^

as at Bchistun, instead of the old title of
If -TT- - 8- -n- ~T<-

cannot possibly be brought to assimilate with -J «<
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There is still another king,' named Akiba, of whom I saw an

inscription at Koyunjik, found in the debris above the palace of

Bel-adonim-sha
;

his wars were described in some detail with Ter-

aman, king of Susiana, but there was nothing in the record to afford

any clue to his historical identity

1

.

Some of the monarchs whom I have thus mentioned, belong, I

think, in all probability to the Lower Assyrian dynasty, or to that

particular line mentioned in Scripture, but we must wait for fresh

materials before coming to any definite conclusion even on this point.

The only approximate chronology that it is at all safe to assume

at present is as follows. Herodotus gives for the duration of the

Assyrian dominion in Upper Asia, 520 years, reckoning, as it would

seem, from the defection of the Medea*. This defection of the Modes

is, at the same time, a disputed point in chronology, and some even

of the best chronologists maintain that the numbers of Herodotus,

indicating a fixed epochal date, should be calculated from the Cbaldtean

era of Nabonassar 3
;
but, whichever may be the correct explanation,

the point of departure will, at any rate, almost certainly fall in the

eighth century before Christ, and the Assyrian empire, therefore, may
be considered, on the authority of Herodotus, to date from the com-

mencement of the thirteenth century, b. c .

4

i I mus* again notice the son and grandson of Assar-adon-assar, whose

titles have been recently discovered by Mr. Layard, and also the two new
monarchs, whose names he has found in excavating a mound to the north-west of

Khorsabad. As I have not yet seen transcripts of these names, I can say nothing

as to their possible phonetic reading.

4 Lib. I. c. 95.

3 With Niebuhr, I believe, originated this explanation of the numbers of

Herodotus. The reasoning by which it is supported is considered by the German
scholars to be conclusive, and Bunsen thus adopts throughout his work upon

Egypt the dates which depend upon it (era of Nabonassar b.c. 747; commence-

ment of Assyrian empire b.c. 1267) as established points in chronology.

4 Since ancient history first occupied the attention of the learned of Europe,

the chronology of the Assyrian empire has been one of the “ quEesiiones vexatae” of

classical literature. The long period and the short period, or the chronology of

Ctesias and the chronology of Herodotus, have had their respective advocates, and

authorities of almost equal weight have been marshalled upon either side. In

confirmation of the dates of Herodotus, the Abbe" Sevin has quoted Thallus,

Appian, Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Porphyry, Macrobius, Africanus, and perhaps

even Alexander Polyhistor ;
while Freret has brought to the support of Ctesias

the evidence of Manetho, Plato, Aristotle, Pausanias, Cephalion, Castor, yEmilius

Sura, Josephus, yElian, Diodorus Siculus, Eusebius, Sulpicius Severus, Philo of

Byblos, Eustathius, and Syncellus (compare the two articles in the fourth and

seventh volumes of the Memoires de l’Acad., Xllme. edit.). The school of

Niebuhr implicitly follows Herodotus, regarding Alexander Polyhistor’s sixth
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Now, supposing that the records of Nimrud refer to an early

period of the first, if not only, imperial dynasty, (and a fair exami-

nation of all the evidence doubtless leads to that conclusion,) the

building of the north-west palace may be assigned to the end of the

thirteenth or beginning of the twelfth century before the Christian

era
;
and, as such a date would coincide with the twentieth dynasty

of Egypt, the wars recorded on the Obelisk, in which the Assyrian

arms were certainly pushed as far as Tyre, Sidon, and Byblue, would

be explained by the depression under which Egypt suffered after the

reign of Raineses III., the first king of the twentieth dynasty, and for

the three following centuries. It is further to be observed, that the

geographical indications are all in favour of this approximate chro-

nology. The importance of the city of Atesh, the establishment of

the Klietta in Southern Syria, the very nomenclature of the Phoenician

ports,—Tyre, Sidon, Gubal or Byblos, Acarri or Acre, Beluta or

Berytus, Arvad or Aradus,—constitute points of evidence which suit

this period and no other'. I think, indeed, that almost all the Asiatio

names which occur in the Egyptian records of the eighteenth and

nineteenth dynasties, and in the wars of Raineses III., are to be found

more or less modified in the Assyrian annals, and that the indications,

therefore, of political geography may be held to restrict almost the

age of the Nimrud obelisk to the twelfth century, b. c.

It must be quite unsafe to speculate on the causes and the duration

of the interregnum, or at any rate of the unrecorded interval, which

occurs between the Assyrian periods of Nimrud and Khorsabad*

Possibly this period may be represented by the internal revolution

which was described by Bion and Alexander Polyhistor, and which,

according to their statement, changed the succession from the line of

the Dercetades to the line of Beletaras, the officer who headed the

revolt 2
. I cannot myself believe that there was any violent disruption

of the line of Assyrian royalty, still less that the break in the annals

was caused by foreign conquest. There may have been intestine

troubles, which for a time prevented tho extension of the Assyrian

dynasty of forty-five kings, as the only point of collateral evidence which is at al

deserving of consideration, or which it may be worth while to compare even with

the 620 years fixed by the Father of history ; and, as far as Cuneiform research

has hitherto extended, everything I think tends to confirm the German critique.

1 Mr. Birch observes in his paper “On the Statistical Tablet of Karuac”

(Trans, of Royal Soc. of Lit., 2nd series, Vol. II. p. 347), “ During the nineteenth

dynasty, Tyre and Sidon, Berytus, Aradus, Sarepta, and the Jordan, are men-

tioned ; and under RRmcses II. the empire had probably stretched as far ns

Bcyrout, where it was met by the Assyrian boundary.”

2 See Agathias, Lib. II. p. 03.
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arms to the westward, and put A stop to the erection Of palaces and
the edgraving of inscriptions; hut the Khorsabad king was certainly

of the same race, probably of the same family, as the earlier monarchs
of the Nimrnd line; and I should not suppose that rndfe than sixty

of seventy years intervened between the two periods. If, then, the

six continuous kings of the Niinrud line reigned, as I think, from

about B. c. 1250 to B. c. 1100, and an interval were further allowed of

seventy years after the suspension of the line, the era of the Khor-

sabad king would fall in about b. c. 1030, before the age of Solomon,

and contemporary with a certain Pe-hor, of Egypt, who was the fifth

king of the twenty-first dynasty, and who would thus represent the

Biarku of the inscriptions, residing in. the city of RAbek.

Before closing, I will rapidly run over the remaining subjects of

interest connected with the Cuneiform Inscriptions. There are, it is

well known, a series of inscriptions found at Van, and in the vicinity.

These inscriptions I name Armenian. They are written in the same

alphabet that was used in Assyria, but are composed in a different

language,—a language, indeed, which, although it has adopted nume-

rous words from the Assyrian, I believe to belong radically to another

family, the Scythic *. There are six kings of the Armenian line fol-

lowing in aline of direct descent. I read their names as— 1, Alti-bari;

2, Ari-mena; 3, Isbuin
; 4, Manua ; 5, Artsen ;

and 6, Ariduri(?) This

family, which seems to have held extensive sway in Armenia, Asia

Minor, and Northern Media, could have only, I think, risen into

power on the decline of the Assyrian monarchy. On these grounds,

then, which are further supported by certain points of intrinsic

evidence contained in the inscriptions, I propose to assign the monu-

ments of Van to the seventh and eighth centuries before Christ,

supposing the kings who executed them to have been contempora-

neous with those Medes who first threw off the Assyrian yoke.

I am not able, at present, to attempt a classification of the kings

of Babylon, such as they are known from the various relics that we

possess of them
;
nor, indeed, can I say, with any certainty, whether

the kings recorded, with the exception of Nebuchadnezzar and his

1 Dr. Hineks, it is well known, has published an elaborate paper on these

Inscriptions in the ninth volume of the Society’s Journal, and has endeavoured to

prove that the language is Indo-Germanic. Admitting, however, the extreme

value of the dissections contained in that paper, and greatly admiring, as I do, the

sagacity that has determined the signification of so many words of which the

phonetic rendering is quite erroneous, I cannot attach much weight to presumed

grammatical affinities, when I know that the forms on which these affinities

depend are in reality quite different from Dr. Hincks’s readings.
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father, may be anterior or posterior to the era of Nabonassar. The

Babylonians certainly borrowed their alphabet from the Assyrians,

and it requires no great trouble or ingenuity, at the present day, to

form a comparative table of the characters; the hieratic signs, indeed,

of the Assyrians and Babylonians differ more from the ordinary

letters employed by them, than the alphabets of the two nations differ

from each other.

The earliest Babylonian record that we have, is, I think, the

inscription engraved on a triumphal tablet at Holwan, near the foot

of Mount Zagros; it is chiefly religious, but it seems also to record

the victories of a certain king, named Temnin, against the moun-

taineers. Unfortunately it is in a very mutilated state, and parts of

it alone are legible 1
.

On the relic called Michaux’s stone, the purport of which is

entirely religious, the name is Seb-pal-utakra, son of Beletsira, hut I

doubt the record being of royal origin. Upon a black stone in my own

Cabinet, which appears to refer to the sale of certain lands upon the

canal of Nimani, near Babylon, the king in whose reign the contract

took place, is named Sut-athra-saram. The contracts upon the ordi-

nary clay barrels, of which there are numbers in the museums of

Europe, are usually of the Persian period, the documents dating from

a certain year of the reign of Darius or Artaxerxes.

Perhaps the most interesting, however, of all the Babylonian

monuments are the bricks. It was a custom, borrowed from Assyria,

that the bricks used in building the ancient cities on the Lower Tigris

and Euphrates should be stamped with the name and titles of the

royal founder; and I should hope that ultimately specimens of these

bricks, collected from every ancient site throughout Babylonia and

Chabkea (even if no other monuments should be found) would enable

us to reconstruct the chronology of the country.

With regard to Babylonia proper, it is a remarkable fact, that

every ruin from some distance north of Baghdad, as far south as the

Birs Nimrud, is of the age of Nebuchadnezzar. I have examined the

bricks in situ, belonging perhaps to one hundred different towns and

cities within this area of about one hundred miles in length, and

’ 1 I discovered this tablet on the occasion of my last visit to Beliistun, and with

the help of a telescope, for there arc no possible means of ascending the rock,

succeeded in taking a copy of such portions of the writing as are legible. On the

tablet itself, a figure, clad in sacerdotal costume and apparently a eunuch, is pre-

senting to the monarch a throng of captives, who are chained together, their arms

being bound behind them, and rings being fastened in their nostrils, to which the

leading string is attached.
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thirty or forty in breadth, and I never found any other legend than
that of Nebuchadnezzar, son of Nabopalasar, king of Babylon'.

Porter gives one legend of a king, Hem-ra-imris, upon a brick which
was said to have been found at Hymar, near Babylon, but I should

doubt its belonging to that site, as I have examined hundreds of the

Hymar bricks, and have found them always to bear the name of

Nebuchadnezzar. At the same time, it is impossible to believe that

Nebuchadnezzar was really the first builder in Babylonia. As far as

the town of Babylon is concerned, I admit without hesitation, that it

owed its origin to that king, for the name is never once mentioned in

the inscriptions anterior to the time of Nebuchadnezzar, and the

monarch moreover says in Scripture,—“ Is not this the great Babylon
that I have built?” but with regard to the neighbouring city of Bor-

sippa, which is certainly, I think, represented by the Birs Nimrud,
there is evidence of its being the capital of Shinar, as early almost as

the earliest Assyrian epoch. At any rate, Temen-bar, the Obelisk

king, records his conquest of Borsippa in the ninth year of his reign,

and the city is mentioned in every subsequent record. It would
appear then, as the Birs Nimrud and the surrounding ruins are exclu-

sively formed of bricks stamped with the name of Nebuchadnezzar,

that in the earlier period, the people of Shinar could not yet have

1 The principal ruins to which I refer in this part of Babylonia are, lstly, At a
spot on the Isli£ki canal, about fifteen miles north-east of Baghdad, where exca-
vations are often made for the sake of obtaining bricks. 2ndly, At Baghdad itself,

the right bank of the river within the town being formed for the space of nearly

one hundred yards of an enormous mass of brickwork, which until lately was sup-

posed to be of the time of the Caliphs, but which I found on examining the bricks

to date from the age of Nebuchadnezzar. 3rdly, A large mass of mounds near the

Khan Kahya on the road to Hillah. 4thly, Akkerkuf, called in the old Arabic

works, “ the Palace of Nimrud,” and perhaps the Accad or Accar of Genesis.

5thly, Extensive ruins near Khan-i-Sa’ad, which formed the after site of Maioza-

malca. 6thly, At Za’aleh near Musaib on the Euphrates. From this spot I

obtained the black stone of Sut-athra-saram, and I have been assured that another

inscribed tablet is to be found in the ruins, though as I once spent an entire day

in vainly searching for the relic, I almost doubt its existence. 7thly, The famous

city of Cutha, which I had the good fortune to discover in 1845, and which I have

since repeatedly visited. The ruins are situated in Lat. 32° 41' 36", and Long.

44° 42' 46", and are almost equal to those of Babylon. From this city came the

Cuthseans who colonized Samaria, and it was traditionally the scene of the early mi-

racles of Abraham. The other cities of Nebuchadnezzar are at, Kahvddha, Hym :r,

Babylon, and Birs-i-Nirarud. I have no means at present of identifying with

these sites the numerous cities named in the India-House Inscription, and on

Bellino’s Cylinder ; nor indeed, can I venture to point out the emplacement of the

two cities mentioned on the bricks, Beth Digla and Beth Dsida, (or Beth Jida),

which seem to have been accounted the chefs-d'oeuvre of Nebuchadnezzar.
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adopted the Assyrian alphabet; and that Nebuchadnezzar, moreover,

must have almost entirely rebuilt the city. This rebuilding, indeed,

and especially the construction and dedication of the great temple,

now represented by the Bjrs, is certainly noticed in the Standard

Inscription of Nebuchadnezzar, of which the India-House slab fur-

nishes us with the best and most perfect copy, and which is in fact a

sort of Hieratic statistical charter, giving a detail of all the temples

built by the king in the different towns and cities of Babylonia,

naming the particular gods and goddesses to whom the shrines were

dedicated 1

;
and stating moreover a variety of matters connected with

the support of the temples, and with the sacrificial and ceremonial

worship of the kingdom, which I really cannot pretend at present to

interpret with even approximate accuracy.

I may add, that in the old inscriptions, Babylonia is known by no

other name than that of Shinar, a name which is not only familiar to

us from Scriptural notices, but which has also been preserved in a

fragment of the Greek historian Histiaeus. I do not think that this

name has any connexion whatever with the Singara of the lower

Empire and modern Sinjar, and I should almost doubt even its

identity wdtli the Egyptian Saenkara, for I cannot believe that the

Egyptian arms ever really penetrated to Babylonia. It is at any

rate, I think, impossible, that the name of Babel should occur in an

inscription of Thotlnnes III., for, as I have observed before, the title

was locally unknown before the age of Nebuchadnezzar 2
.

1 In addition to those deities whom I have already had occasion to mention in

speaking of the Assyrian Pantheon, I may notice the following gods named in

Scripture, whom I have, I think, identified in the Inscriptions at Babylon.

Sheshach and Merodach
,

an<^ >

Gad and Minni, "y
,

(see East India House Inscription, col. 4.

Is. 38 and 52,) and fc^Yf j
(ditto, col. 1, 1. 30). I suspect that

the Succoth Benoth of Scripture, is the god (or goddess) whose name is ordinarily

written 7 ' (6ee Bellino’s Cylinder, side 1, 1. 27, &e.,

and compare East India House Inscription, col. 4, 1. lfi, and Khorsabad Inscrip-

tions, PI. 87, 1. 8; PI. 152, 1. 11, &c.), and it seems also far from improbable that

'Y Y ,
(East India House Inscription, col. 4,

1. 44,) may be the Biblienl Leviathan, for on the pyliuder numbered 7b, in Cul-

limore’s collection, this god is symbolized by a sort of marine monster,

2 Since I penned note 8 to page 438, I have again carefully considered the
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In the later Cuneiform Inscriptions, the ordinary name of Babylon

seems to be Athra, which I conceive to he the name mentioned by
Pliny, in his description of the Euphrates, when he says,—“ The right

branch of the river runs towards Babylon, formerly the capital of the

Chaldees, and after traversing that city and also another which is

called Otris, is lost in the marshes 1.”

whole question of the nomenclature of Babylon, and although in working out the

argument I have followed a somewhat different course of induction from that pur-

sued by Dr. Hincks, I have arrived at the same result. I have observed in

the first place, from comparing the form
|

Y with the form

-T
(see among other examples, East India House Insc.,

T)
col. 4, 1. 47, and col. 4, 1. 28), that although in the former word an r

(

is usually introduced, while in the latter, the n Y^) in every other example

is replaced by / (Y^f-J orm still the resemblance of the two orthographies

is sufficient to warrant the presumption of phonetic identity; and I have remarked

in the second place, that the monogram
y

does actually represent the same

phonetic power as Y * for not only is the plural form
y

|<<<

at Khorsabad constantly replaced by
^
>_Y

*
*

,
but at Persepolis this same

character f— y
(imperfectly given by Westergaard, as

y
or Plate

xiv, a, line 10,) is used in the Babylonian translation of the Persian word Duvar-

thim, the term which it is intended to express being most assuredly BAb, “a gate,”

answering to in Chaldee, and i ,L in Arabic. I now therefore regard

it as almost certain that the two forms of -1 E YET and

ET ~ fcTT © were used indifferently to express phonetically the name

of Babileh, the remarkable and almost constant disagreement between them being

the effect of a mere calligraphic fashion, rather than of any fixed alphabetic law ; and

I further conjecture, that the name orignated in the holy character of the city, the

signification of it being “ the Gate of God,” or if we follow the mythology of

Sancliouiathon, “the Gate of Ilus or Cbronus.” The objection, of course, which

I have offered in the text to the possible occurrence of the name of Babel in

the Hieroglyphic records must be now withdrawn, but I remain as incre-

dulous as ever that the Egyptian arms could have really reached to the Lower

Euphrates.

1 See Pliny, lib. v. c. 21. Some of the manuscripts have Mothi instead of

Otris. The form of YgTf, which at Behistun is exclusively used for
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Lower Babylonia or Chaldsea will probably furnish far more im-

portant materials for illustrating the ancient history of the country

Babylon, is first found, I think, in the East India House Inscription, where Nabo-

palasar, the father of Nebuchadnezzar, is in two passages distinguished as king of

mi Tgr
, (see col. 7, Is. 11 and 48). Now that the sign of

y y

lias the phonetic power of tr or tkr, is proved by its interchanging at Behistun

with the letters in the variant Babylonian orthographies of

the Persian name Chitratakhma, as well as by its being often replaced in Assyrian

by [the characters
*~TT 1 5 (

see amonSs *- other passages, British Museum

series, PI. 7, 1. 29); but I do not feel at all sure that as an ideographic monogram, it

may not also have been pronounced Babel
;
just as the Assyrian monogram

representing ideographically the phonetic powers of ^yy ,
was, I

think, pronounced Nineveh. At any rate, it is in this manner alone, that I can

account for the uniform employment of the orthography in question at Behistun

and Persepolis, in an age when the name of Babylon was universally, if not

exclusively used upon monuments, and where the Persian and Median texts do

actually give the true vernacular title.

Before I quit the subject of Babylon, I cannot avoid adding a few remarks on

the orthography of the name of Nebuchadnezzar, which Dr. Hincks, in p. 38 of

his paper on the Khorsabad Inscriptions, seems to have involved in unnecessary

bscurity. The only ideograph ever employed in writing this name is the mono-

gr; ?! $ for the name of the god Nebu. The remainder of

the name in all its forms is phonetic; the third character, which has the form of

Y »~y both on the bricks and on the East India House Inscription, but which is

replaced by ^ at Behistun and on some other monuments, is the guttural h

optionally interchanging with a sibilant according to a law of Babylonian

orthography; while the fourth character, which has also the form of Y on the

bricks, but which is more clearly represented as © in the E. I. H. Inscrip-

tion, col. 1,1. 1, is used at Behistun in other names for d, and is, I believe, a mere

variant of or <T£- The only other difficulty is iu regard to the cha-

racter ^ ,
which has sometimes the power of du, sometimes of dar, and

sometimes possibly of dan, for the final liquid in all characters of this class may

be optionally softened to u. Whether the name therefore be read Nebu-kudar-

russor or Nelm-sadusar, or bo given any intermediate form, I consider immaterial,

the Babylonians having been evidently unable to appreciate nice distinctions of

articulation. I further remark on the subject of Babylon, iu Dr. Ilincks's paper
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than are to bo found about Hillah and Baghdad. The ruins of

Niffer are more extensive than those of Babylon, and the bricks are

stamped with the name of an independent king, of which, as it is

expressed entirely by monograms, I cannot ascertain the phonetic

form 1

. At Warka, again, which was known to the Talmudists and

early Arabs as the birth-place of Abraham, and which is even named
Ur, in the early Arab geographers, thus showing positively that it is

the Ur of the Chaldees, and the Orchoe of the Greeks,—at this place

tho ruins are of a stupendous character, and, judging from the frag-

ments only which I have seen of the bricks, the name of the king is

different from any yet kuown*. There are other ruins at Umgheir

(page 41) that lie takes the word ^ for a special title, and draws an

inference from the use of this word in the Khorsabad Inscriptions, that the monarch

was actual king of Assyria, but only lord paramount of Babylon. If Dr. Hincks,

however, will refer to the British Museum series, PI. 12, 1. 9, he will find the term

used as a simple conjunction to connect the names of the two gods

—

<

and ^ ,
and will thus, I think, see sufficient reason for reading the

title of the Khorsabad monarch as “ king of Assyria and Babylonia.”

' I have twice visited Niffer, which is in Lat. 32° 7' 3", and Long. 45° 15', and

have minutely examined the ruins. The name of the king is jh —
y q ,

and the countries over which he rules are called Sarrakam and Kabsikar, both of

these names being also found on the Warka bricks, and the latter, slightly varied

in the orthography, being repeated on a very remarkable stone in the British

Museum, and being also mentioned in the East India-House Inscription, col. 7

1. 15. I consider Kabsikar or Kartsikar to be the Cascara of the Greeks, and

of the Arabs, the name of the province in which Niffer was situated ;

while Sarrakam may possibly be the Soracte of Pliny, a most ancient city of Baby-

lonia, which he ascribes to Semiramis. Niffer is mentioned by the early Arab

traditionists as one of the four primeval cities of the world, and is also said to have

been the original capital of Babylonia. It was the see of a Christian bishopric in

comparatively modern times.

2 The following extracts from a very ancient and valuable Manuscript in my
library, called Tirdz-el-Mejdlis, will I think, determinately connect the ruins of

Warka with the Biblical Ur of the Chaldees, as far at any rate as local tradi-

tion may be trusted. “ The traditionists report that Abraham was born at

El Warka >n the district of Edh-Dhaw£bi ,
on the

confines of Kaskar, and that his father afterwards moved to Nimrud’s capital,

which was in the territory of Kutha» As-sudi, however, states, that when the

mother of Abraham found herself pregnant, Azer (the Biblical Terah) feared lest

2 KVOL. XII.
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and Umwaweis, not less interesting, and all built of bricks stamped

with inscriptions recording the royal founders. In this country,

indeed, of Lower Chaldaea, we must look for Taha Dunis, Beth

Takkara, Beth Eden, &c., which were flourishing and important

cities at the earliest Assyrian period 1
.

The neighbouring country of Susiana also is rich in ancient sites.

It would be particularly interesting to excavate the great mound

of Susa, for an obelisk which is still lying on the mound, and which

bears a long inscription of king Susra*, attests the existence of sculp-

tured slabs, and there are also good grounds for supposing we might

find bilingual legends, that is, hieroglyphic legends with- Cuneiform

translations, a monument of this class having certainly been preserved

at Susa until within the last few years. The Cuneiform character,

however, employed at Susa, is the farthest removed of any from the

original Assyrian type, and as the language also appears to be quite

different from Babylonian,—not even as I think of the Semitic family,

the decipherment of the inscriptions would require a distinct and

very laborious study.

There is still one more class of inscriptions, in a variety of the

Assyrian character, which I term Elymaeau. They arc found in

the child should perish ; so he went out with her to a country between Kufa and

Wasit, which was called Ur and concealed her in a cave, where she was

delivered.” Strabo mentions the Chaldaeans of Orchoe in conjunction with those of

Borsippa, and the city is noticed by all the geographers. I have not met with any

Cuneiform name that w ill suit the Greek or Arabic orthography, unless it be the

city of ET <MT<T vkl, mentioned in the Inscription on Bellino's

Cylinder, side 3, 1. 28 ; and I cannot venture to draw any conclusion from a single

notice. Mr. Loftus is at present employed in excavating the ruins of Warka, and

will soon probably communicate to the world some account of his discoveries.

1 It should be remembered that Arrian places the tombs of the ancient Assyrian

kings in this particular quarter, and that in the I’eutingerian tables the same

monuments are laid down with a precision that can leave no doubt of their having

once existed, in the marshes south of Babylon. The Arabs, also, have very

remarkable notices regarding Atet, Ba-nikdya, llakeh, Ilafleh and other ancient

sites in this vicinity', of which nothing is at present known.

* The Cuneiform orthography of the name is and the

father’s name is perhaps Tarbadus
f
though it is not

easy to distinguish some of the characters. It would be impossible, I may add, to

publish this Inscription without casting a new type, the characters being fully as

complicated as the forms employed in Babylonian and Assyrian Hieratic.
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Elymais proper, and as in all probability they merely record the

actions of provincial governors, or of kings tributary to Susa, the con-

tents of thorn would hardly prove of any extraordinary interest. The
character of these inscriptions is sensibly modified from the Assyrian

and Babylonian type, and varies equally much from the character

employed at the neighbouring city of Susa, yet it is not very difficult

to be deciphered, and if the language were only approximately

known, the general contents of the legends might be discovered. I

can make nothing, however, of the language. It appears to me to be

Scythic, rather than Semitic or Indo-European, but the materials are

too scanty to afford grounds for any trustworthy analysis 1
.

I have thus, I believe, cursorily noticed all the various classes of

Cuneiform Inscriptions, connected with the Assyrian type. Un-

doubtedly, through the partial intelligence which we have as yet alone

acquired of their contents, a most important avenue has been opened

to our knowledge of the ancient world. Nations whom we have

hitherto viewed exclusively through the dim medium of myth, or of

tradition, now take their definite places in history; but before we can

affiliate these nations on any sure ethnological grounds—before we
can trace their progress to civilization or their relapse into barbarism

—before we can estimate the social phases through which they have

passed—before we can fix their chronology, identify their monarchs,

or even individualize each king’s career, much patient labour must be

encountered—much ingenuity must be exercised—much care must be

bestowed on collateral, as well as intrinsic evidence, and above all,

instead of the fragmentary materials which are at present alone open

to our research, we must have consecutive monumental data, extending

at least, over the ten centuries which preceded the reign of Cyrus the

Great.

> See British Museum series, Pis. 31, 32, and 36, 37. I perceive from a foot

note in page 62 of Dr. Hincks’s paper on the Khorsabad Inscriptions, that he has

also observed the apparent similarity between the language of the Elymaeau

Inscriptions and that of the second column of the trilingual tablets, though he

admits neither one nor the other to be of the Scythic family. I shall publish the

Behistun translations in the so-called Median dialect with all convenient dispatch,

and the question of lingual type can hardly remain after that a subject of much

controversy. Whether at the same time the Elymsean language was really of the

same family I am not prepared to say, without a more careful examination of the

Inscriptions than I have yet been able to undertake.

2 rc 2
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Languages of the Rock Inscription, a

kind of Pali, 236

Masson, O. Esq
,

Illustration of the

Route from Seleucia to Apobatana as

given by Isidore of Charax, 97

Mint cities on Coius of Arab Gover-

nors of Persia, 322

Nebuchadnezzar, name of, on all the

Babylonian bricks, 477
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Nebuchadnezzar’s name, orthography
of, 480

Newbold, Captain, on the Country be-

tween Tyre and Sidon,and the Jordan,
348

Newbold, Captain, Summary of the

Geology of Southern India, 18
Nineveh, site of, 418
Numerals, Ancient forms of Indian, 32
Numeral system of later Sassanians,

276

Obelisk Inscription, 431

Peacock Coins, 68
Pehlvi Coins of early Mohammedan

Arabs, by E. Thomas, Esq., 253
Piyadasi Raja, Identification of, with

Asoka, doubtful, 243
Plutonic Rocks, ages of the, 78
Prinsep, James, Translations of the

Dhauii and Girnar Inscriptions, by,

153

Rawlinson, Major, on Assyrian and
Babylonian Inscriptions, 401

Royle, J. Forbes, M.D., Report on the

Progress of the Culture of the China
Tea plant in the Himalayas, 125

Ruins in Babylonia, 477

Sab kings of Surashtra, on the dynasty

of, by E. Thomas, Esq. ,
1

Sardanapalus, 421

Scvthian influence in Western Asia,

468
Secondary rocks, 89
Sennacherib, 453
Shalmaneser, 451
Sidon, population of, 354
Sri Harsha Era, 43
Supracretaceous Rocks, 86
Surashtra, on the Sah kings of, by E.
Thomas, Esq., 1

Susiana, Inscriptions of, 482

Tea Plant of China, on the Cultivation

of, in the Himalayas, by Dr. Royle,
125

Tertiary rocks, 86
Thomas, E., Esq., on the Pehlvi Coins

of the early Mohammedans, 253
Thomas, E., Esq., on the Sah kings of

Surashtra, 1

Trap, age of the Newer or Overlying,

84
Tyre, population of, 353

Valabhi era and dynasty, 4

Van Inscriptions, 475
Volcanic Rocks, ages of the, 78

Wilson, Professor H. H., on the Rock
Inscriptions of Kapur di Giri, Dhauii
and Girnar, 153

Yarkand, government of, by Chinese
Officials, 382
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